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Foreword

Conservation Needs Assessment for Papua New Guinea

The Honorable Meg Taylor!

The Five Directive Principles of Papua New Guinea's Constitution provid~ the vision
and tools to enable our society to achieve the concept of sustainable development/sustainable
living in the 21st century.

Many of our village societies continue to live sustainably as our people have for
hundreds of years, living a life balanced and in harmony with the environment.

The past 17 years since independence have been a challenging time for our country.
The path for economic growth has been to short-term benefits, not long-term sustainable
growth. Short-term economic growth, I believe, challenges much of the fundamental values
of Melanesian society, s\lch values as community responsibility and environmental
responsibility.

It is now apparent L'lat Papua New Guinea's (pNG's) major asset is its wealth of
environmental resources. The forests, the mangroves, the reef, and the ocean are abundant
with a richness that is desired by peoples and corporations for their monetary value. For
PNG these resources are a life source for current and future generations. Managing our
resources in this century, when many of our people want the benefits of a modem economy,
is an even greater challenge. Leaders in PNG have a grave responsibility in meeting the
needs of our communities and taking PNG into a modem life with the benefits of good health
facilities, education, and econor jc opportunities.

In the desire to progress we endanger the very sources of our physical and spiritual
existence. We have been endowed greatly by the Creator with the richness of our islands.
Our country is indeed bountiful. Yet now our environment is threatened. Greed has
motivated the exploitation of our resources. Once our environment is gone, there is nothing,
absolutely nothing, left for us as a people. We will be scavengers. I do not want to be
responsible for that loss. Many men and women in PNG do not want to be responsible
either.

I Ambassador to the United States from Papua New Guinea.

I
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7rhemfore, In this time of choice and decision, the cha1lense is to ensure that every
effort that is humanly possible is made to direct the development of our country on a
sustainable pathway.

:r have read the Constitution often, yet I must now admit that 17 years hence I have
finally come to understand and draw guidance in my work from the Five Directive
Principles.

1. Intearal Human Development
Every person should be dynamically involved in the process of freeing himself or herself
from every form of domination or oppression so that each man and woman will have the
opportunity to develop as a whole person in relation with others.

2. Equality and Participation
All citizens should have an equal opportunity to participate in and benefit from the
development of our country.

3. National Sovereignty and SelC-ReUanee
Papua New Guinea should be politically and economically independent and our economy
should be basically self-reliant.

4. Naturzl Resources and Environment
Papua New Guinea's natural resources and environment should be conserved and used
for the collective benefit of all and should be replenished for future generations.

5. JPapua New Guinea Ways
Papua New Guinea should achieve development primarily through the use of Papua New
Guinea forms of social, political and economic organizations.

It could not be clearer that our Constitution embodies man/woman, development,
equality, nationhood, environment and our traditional structures for consultation to enhance
and give substance to our way of life.

As we address the issues that are now critical for our future, the future of generations
to come, for our country, we will enter into dialogue with each other and friends from other
nations to find ways to sustain life for all peoples. It is an enormous but achievable task.
The Conservation Needs Assessment (CNA) is one such task.

CNA was implem~nted through a process that stimulated collaboration between
non-governmental organizations (NOOs), government, Landowners and scientists.

Throughout the CNA, process was as important as product. And the CNA itself was
the first step in a process. Now a national discussion is needed in order to use the CNA
information to empower people to weigh their choices and to initiate awareness of decisions



beins made/open to be made. This will enable PNG to develop a national consensus on
appropriate development projects as well as to develop local consensus about land/resource
use options open to communities.

The CNA maps are "works in progress." The mapping process does not end with the
rublication of these maps; inst.=ad, the maps should be used as starting points for further
research.

The maps should also be used, with the other CNA information, to begin and expand
participatory approaches to conservation. The social legend presented on each of the CNA
maps underscores the point that conservation in Papua New Guinea cannot be separated from
the needs and priorities of the local people.

The CNA maps are intended to be distributed not only to scientists and government
planners, but also to NOOs and local resource owner groups ("Landowners") thrvugh the
proposed Natural Resources Options Centre and existing channels. It is hoped that these
maps can serve as tools for more participatory decisions about conservation and development

.:II in Papua New Ouinea.

The fact that areas do not fall within the circles on the CNA maps does not mean that
they do not contain valuable biodiversity. Nor does it mean that environmental impact
assessments should nlit be done on development projects or extractive enterprises proposed in
those areas outside the cirr:les. Local biodiversity is always important locally, and local
assessment of biodiversity importance should have precedence.

This document, then, is a tool that will assist PNG in the critical choices for our future.
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Executive Summary

J. Fred Swartzendruber'

The Conservation Needs Assessment (CNA) for Papua New Guinea was requested by the
government of Papua New Guinea, and funded by the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID). The CNA was implemented by the Biodiversity Support Program, a
USAID-funded consortium of World Wildlife Fund, World Resources Institute, and The
Nature Conservancy, in collaboration with local and international non-governmental
organizations (NODs), museums, and academic institutions.

The as&.3sment compiled an extensive body of the available scientific literature on the
biological diversity (biodiversity) of Papua New Guinea, and assessed the present state of
knowledge, conditions, trends, and environmental threats. Special maps were produced
identifying sites of paJrticularly high endemism, high species richness, and unusual
ecosystems and habitats.

A CNA Workshop was conducted in Madang, Papua New Guinea, in April 1992, to
discuss the fmdings of the scientific assessments, to finalize the maps of terrestrial and
marine biodiversity, and to consider a range of lecommendations for conservation initiatives.
Workshop participants included representatives of the government of Papua New Guinea,
USAID, numerous scientific and research institutions and museums, social scientists and
legal scholars, NGDs, and local Landowners' groups.

The Workshop developed a process for information sharing and consensus decision
making, and resolved that this model should be used in future development planning and
conservation initiatives in Papua New Guinea. The loss of biological resources in Papua
New Guinea, as els.~where, is driven primarily by non-biological factors, and conservation
actions must take account of social and political realities. The CNA process emphasizes such
issues as communication, rights adjudication, modes of conflict resolution, and attitudes
toward biodiversity. The process is intended to be a starting point for participatory
approaches to conservation.

There is an urgent need to begin building stronger relationships between Papua New
Guinean Landowners and others who are involved in natural resource use and management,
CL'~servation, and research, including government, NGDs, the private sector, and scientists.
In addition, social scientists should be fully involved in analyzing, designing, monitoring,
and implementing conservation activities in Papua New Guinea.

I Biodiversity Support Program, c/o WWF, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
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Key recommcndatlonll from the CNA Include:

c Establish a Natural Resources Option Centre;

• Implement the National Environment and Conservation Plan;

• Strengthen government capacity (or cnvl10nmental monitoring, Impact assessment,
and enforcement;

• Distribute the CNA Blodlverp1ty Maps as widely RS possible to scientlsts~

conservation groups, NOOS,1 .1d local Landowners' groups;

• Re(orm existing legislation to strengthen environmental management and
customary tenure systems;

• Develop participatory conservation and development models appropriate to Papua
Nev, Ouim~ culture and conditions;

• Support re~~ch focused on priority sites within Papua New Ouinea~ in
collaboration with local scientists and Landowners;

• Provide training in environmental planning, monitoring, and management (or
government and NOOs, and local resource users;

• Strengthen relationships between government, NOOs, and local Landowners in
Papua New Ouinea;

" Consider establishing an inde; endent environmental trust fund to support and fund
conservation activity in Papua New Guinea; I

• A social legend should be placed on the CNA biodiversity map so all potential
users recognize the need to consult landowning clans before taking action based on
the map's information.

The (;onservation Needs Assessment points the way forward for those concerned with
envirorlmental conservation and sustainable development in Papua New Guinea. The report's
recommendations should be seen as guidelines for designing, funding, and implementing
activities which affect the country's rich natural resources. Some of these guidelines are
directed toward government, others to NGDs, scientists, the private sector, and foreign
donors and investors. In tum, it is important that all of these groups work more closely with
Papua New Guinean resource owners, or "Landowners."

The tommon theme underlying the set of CNA recommendations is the urgency of
building stronger relationships between Papua New Guinean Landowners and those who are,
in various ways, responsible for changing the;r natural environment and, therefore, their
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tradltJonal ways of 11fc. Th~ need to work more closely wUh local group" applies not only to
those who extract natural resources for commercla1aaln but also to those who InitJato
activities intended to protect the environment L1d to hrlng about eronomlc development and
even to researchers.

Papua New Oui.::a represents an unusual combination of circumstances making It a
alobally Important site for conservation efforts. As the CNA Report mlJ.kes clear, Papua
New Guinea Is one of the world's most significant centers of biodiversity, with many unique
ecosystems and species. Although much of the landscape has thUll far escaped serious
degradation, many of the country's terrestrial and marine ecosystems face growing threats,
and uracnt preventive action is needed.

At the sante time, Papua New Guinea represents a unique opportunity for supporting
conservation initiatives which build upon a rich base of indigenous knowledge and
participatory models of decision-making. Melanesian land and resource :enure traditions,
which have evolved over thousands of years, are explicitly recognized by the modern legal
framework of the state. This situation, which is rare in global terms, provide, an unusual
opportunity for conservation action. By building upon this heritage and strengthening it
where appropriate, Papua New Oui~lea can begin to retain rr,~ponsibility for the long-term
health of the environment, and join Landowners in a partnership for making economic
development more sustainable.

The people of Papua New Guined will ultimately decide the outcome of conservation
initiatives in their country. Their genuine participation in the processes that affect them is not
only desirable, but essential to the conservation of one of the world's great remaining centers
of biological and cultural diversity.

~.
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Background and Guide to the CNA Report

Background

Papua New Guinea's tropical forests and freshwater wetlands are equal in biologi::aI
importance to the Amazon and Congo Basins. The coastal and marin" areas surrounding
Papua New Guinea ace among the most diverse aquatic systems in th~ world. Yet PNO's rich
biodiversity IS under immediate threat from unmanaged development and nonsustainable
resource extraction activities.

Papua New Guineans are proud of their rich biological heritage. The fourth goal of
Papua New Guinea's Comititution states:

"We declare our fourth goal to be for Papua New Guinea's natural resources and
environment to be conserved and used for the collective benefit of us all, and be
replenished for the benefit of future generations.

We accordingly call for:

1) Wise use to be made of our natural resources and the environment in and on
the land or seabed, in the sea, under the land, and in the air, in the interest of
our development and in trust for future generations;

2) The conservation and replenishment, for the benefit of ourselves and
prosperity, of the environment and its sacred, scenic, and historical qualities;
and

3) All necessary steps to be taken to give ~'dequate protection to our valued birds,
animals, fishes, insects, plants, and trees."

In September 1991, the Government of Papua New Ouinea requested that the United
States Agency for Interns.tiona! Development (USAID) fund a "I' .ge One Conservation
Needs Ass'-..!,sment" (CNA) as technical assistance to the Depcu. ....ent of Environment and
Conservation (DEC) under the National Forestry and Conservation Action Plan (NFCAP).

The CNA was implemented by the Biodiversity Support Program (a USArO-funded
consvrtium of World Wildlife Fund, The Nature Conservancy, and the World Resources
Institute) in collaboration with NOOs, museums, and academiq institutions. Collaborating
NGOs inclu '00: World Wildlife Fund, Worldwide Fund for Nature, World Resources
Institute, Wlidlife Conservation International, Conservation International, National Alliance
of Non-governmental Organisations of PNG (NANGO/PNG), Oreenfeace, International
Institute for Environment and Development (lIED), Experiment in International Living,

I
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CARE, and The Keystone Center. Collaborating institutions included: USAID, Bishop
Museum, Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, University of Western Sydney, Smithsonian
Institution, Univenlty of Papua New Guinea, the Papua New Guinea University of
Technology, Christensen Research Institute, PNG National Museum, and Wau Ecology
Institute. The CNA was a unique, collaborative effort to which the organizatlons llsted
above generously contributed their expertise for minimal remuneration (not high consultant
fees). They participated because they have a commitment to join the global and national
community In assisting the Government of Papua New Guinea to assess national conservation
needs. The PNG Department of Environment and Conservation, under the direction vf
Secretary lamo Ila, coordinated participation by other PNG government agencies includirJ;
the departments of Forests, Agriculture and Livestock, Fisheries and Marine Resources,
Finance, and the Department of the Prime Minister.

The CNA Process

The 1S month CNA process used an innovative approach for determining national
priorities for conservation action. CNA was innovative because it focused on both the social
dimensions of conservation and the geographic dimensions of biodiversity, and because
in-depth preparation prior to a workshop and inclusion of a broad range cf participants
enabled the workshop to produce significant, new products. The CNA process was as
important as the CNA products; the process became one of the proollcts. A social scientists'
team, a legal team, an information management team, and an NGO/Landowner team
gathered and analyZl.G,(J information relevant to conservation implementation. Teams of
intemationaUy-recogni7.ed experts in Papua New Guinean biodiversity compiled and analyzed
existing information on Papua New Guinea's biodiversity. The CNA Workshop brought
together a wide range of "stakeholders" with an interest in conservation in Papua New
Guinea, including representatives of government, representati"es from PNG NGOs,
Landowners, biological scientists, social scientists, lawyers, resource managers, conservation
plMners, and donors. The CNA Workshop stimulated dialogue among the major
stakeholders, enabled biologists to reach consensus on the biologically important areas of
PNG, and produced a set of recommendations.

Guide to the CNA Report

The CNA ~~.eport is divided into two volumes. Each volume opens with an
introduction that highlights the main points of each chapter in that volume. Volume 1
contains reports on conservation issues and opportunities in Papua New Guinea, ~ well as
information from the CNA Workshop including the consensus maps of biologically important
areas, points of agreement among participants, issues that remain to be resolved, and
reoommendations. Volume 2 ~ontains a biodiversity analysis including taxonomic reviews of
PNG's flora, warm-blooded vertebrates, cold-blooded vertebrates, and invertebrates; and
ecological analyses of PlJG's freshwater wetlands, marine environments, and forests.
Extensive bibliographies are also plovided in Volume 2. ~



A CNA Synopsis Report and a full-color CNA wall map have been produced as
companions to the full CNA Report. The CNA Report, the CNA Synopsis Report, and thc
full-color CNA wall map arc available in Papua New Guinea from the Departmcnt of
Environment and Conservation, and the National Alliance of NGOs (NANGO). These
documents are also available from 'c Biodiversity Support Progmm, clo World Wildlife
Fund, 1250 24th St., NW, Washiugton, D.C. 20037 U.S.A. (fax 1-202-861-8324).
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Chapter One

Introduction to the CNA Report, Volume 1

Janis B. Alcorn l

Volume I of the Papua New Guinea Conservation Needs Assessment Report (CNA
Report) analyzes the issues arising as conservation action proceeds in PNO, and offers
recommendations to improve the chances for conservation success in PNO. It includes
detailed analyses by lawyers, social scientists, NGOs, Landowners, and an information
specialist. Volume 1 also covers the CNA Workshop and presents its main products: the
CNA consensus maps of biologically important areas, points of agreement and unresolved
issues identified during the workshop, and the CNA recommendations.

Given the importance of customary Landowners' rights in PNG, and the growing,
global recognition that effective conservation action requires participatory approaches, the
CNA Report opens with an assessment (Jf the legal issues related to the rights and obligations
of the State, individuals, and Landowner groups in relation to conservation action. In
Chapter 2, Owen Lynch and AUan Marat assess the implications of strong Landowners'
rights for strategies to achieve national conservation objectives. Lynch anti Marat compare
the situation in PNG with that of other countries, and concludes that PNG's national laws
and policies require that conseIVation action be accomplished through meaningful
collaboration between government and Landowners. Lynch and Marat summarize the 1991
Forestry Act and the Conservation Areas Act of 1978, and assesses their implications for
Landowner-State relationships. They describe a strategy, based on existing laws and
policies, for developing conservation partnerships between customary Landowners, the
Government of PNG, and supportive international organizations. They recommend that
Landowners be provided better information in order to make informed decisions about
management of their resources. Pending the establishment of a Natural Resources Options
Centre2, every effort should be made to inform customary Landowners of the nature and full
extent of their rights before customary owners are urged to exercise their rights, whether for
conservation or commercial exploitation purposes.

Chapter 3, by James Fingleton, provides detailed information about specific
environmental laws. Fingleton discusses the Constitutional principles related to conservation
and assesses their legal implications. He outlines the legal and procedural aspects of the
environmental impact assessment process, and analyzes their implications for ~nvironmenta1

I Biodiversity Support Program, clo WWF, WashingtoD, D.C., U.S.A.

Z The NROC is described in detail in Chapters 4 and 12.
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protection. lie describes legislation addressing water resources, plants and animals, and
assesses the relationship of these laws to traditional rights over these resources. He also
assesses hws related to National Parks and Conservation Areas, and the roles of governmtnt
administrative units in relation to these laws. Pingleton summarizes land laws and tenure,
and assesses their Implications for conservation and resource exploitation. He notes that the
statutory powers vested in customary Landowners allow them to perform environmcl1tal
regulatory functions, but concludes that communities require better information in order to
exercise such functions. This chapter also contains an outline of the steps for incorporation
of landowning groups as an option for implementing conservation covenants and enabling
Landowners to exercise their statutory powers to regulate environmental impact. Fingleton
concludes that the impact of existing legislation depends upon the state's political wit. to
balance environmental protection with resource exploitation.

Given that conservation is essentially a social and political process, and that
conservation projects need to incorporate clearly-defined steps and processes for
collaboration, the CNA Report next focuses on the critical relationships among stakeholders
in resource management. In Chapter 4, Michael Brown and Hartmut Holzknecht present the
sociocultural information re!..~ant to conservation. They begin by describing the general
relationships between people and nature in PNO. They identify the stakeholders in
conservation -- the State, Landowners, business. national NOOs, an(, international
conservationists -- and describe their interests and assumptions. Then they explore the
conflicts between these stakeholders and the conservation issues arising from these conflicts.
Brown and Holzknecht also focus on institutional capacities and relationships relevant to
carrying out conservation action, particularly those affecting the prospects of collaboration 1)
between NOOs and government, and 2) between Landowners and government. They
conclude with recommendations. An appendix includes guidance for sociocultural feasibility
assessments that must be done at the local level once a site has been selected for conservation
action.

It is clear from the sociocultural and legal analyses that no one stakeholder can
successfully implement conservation actions without active assistance and support from the
other stakeholders. Neither the state nor NGOs can force Landowners to give up land for
conservation objectives. Ultimately the Landowners will make choices to initiate activities
that tht:y perceive as. being in their own short-term, medium-term and long-term benefit.
Thus, detailed, two-way discussions with LMdowners are essential processes for initiating,
developing, and implementing any conservation project in PNO. Conservation decision
options must be developed by Landowners, not framed by outsiders. Talking about
"participation" is not sufficient, and perfunctory consultations do not substitute for
collaboration. Continued failure to collaborate actively with Landowners on an ongoing basis
will lead to failure of national conservation efforts in PNG.

Given the critical importance of Landowner participation in conservation planning, the
next section of the CNA Report communicates NGO and Landowner perspectives on PNG's
conservation needs and their concerns about the lack of formal mecha.,isms for Landowners
to collaborate with government in resource management. Chapter 5, by loash Yambut,
contains the results of a Landowner survey conducted by the National Alliance of NOOs



(NANGO). The survey found that Landowners are concerned about unclear mechanisms for
Landowner representation in conservation planning and declsion-maldng. Furthermore,
Landowners aren't quite sure what outsiders mean by "conaervation" and arc therefore
reticent to discuss it until they understand it better. NANOa recommends that a public
awareness effort is essential so that Landowners have ~u(flcient information in order to
participate in conservation planning.

Chapter 6, by Joseph Kau of Melanesian :Znvironment Foundation, il a critique of the
CNA process from an NOO point of view. Kau questions whether those who don't have to
live with the consequen~s of their decisions should be directing conservation efforts in PNO.
He expresses concern that outside conservation interests will ultimately ",xpose the people of
PNG to further exploitation. Kau says that the focus of conservation action in PNO should
not be on drawing circles around biodiversity-rich areas on maps, but rather the lovemment
should stop the current exploitation of resources and Landowners by enforcing existing laws.
He recommends that Landowners receive information about resource use options and their
consequences, as well as information about the benefits of conservation.

Chapter 7, by Francis Sumanop, a land use planner representing the Arapesh
Association, defines Landowner Groups and outlines their values and limitations. He stresses
that support for Landowner groups will ensure that development is appropriate,
environmentally sound, and sustainable. Landowners without official organizational
representation are especially vulnerable to exploitation. When they realize they are being
exploited, Landowners are often forced to resort to illegal methods to expre..,* "eir
grievances to authorities. Sumanop ~mmends that: Landowners be involved from the
beginning to the end of any project; Landowners be given sufficient information to make
sound choices; government develop communications linkages with Landowners; and projects
recommended by Landowners be funded.

Chapter 8, by Sasa Zibe-Kokino of Village Development Trust, assesses the role of
government and Landowners in conservation. He asserts that govemment and Landowners
should not exaggerate or suppress the needs and rights of eithe-' side. Zibe stresses that
good management of PNG's resources requires investment in fair treatment for all and
ongoing negotiation to re..olve conflicts. Since small blocks of forest are managed by
different members of the Landowning group (iudividuals who may have different or
conflicting interests), management of community forests requires attention to linking
management planning to existing social and admini~trative organizations. Good information
and education for government and local communities must be a management priority,
because good long-range planning can only be done with knowledge of long-term impacts,
benefits, and costs. Only then will local communities be able to effectively collaborate with
government for conservation action. In conclusion, Zibe describes the Lasanga Protection
Program initiated by Landowners and VDT in the Nasau Timber Rights Purchase (TRP)
area. Landowners have seen tile environmental damage and lack: of spin off benefits in the
nearby Kui TRP logging area, and are very interested in the Conservation Area option. Zibe
recommends that the Lasanga-Lake Trist Conservation Area Project be funded as a pilot
project under the new UNDP OEF project.
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Olven the Importance of access to information, Chapter 9, by I)etcr Hobby, contains
an assessment of Issues and options for a PNO Biodiversity Data Center in the Department of
Environment and Conservlitlon. Hobby 'ays out the logistical, planning, and management
lalUeD that wHl require attention by OBC as they design their new Information center.

Chapter 10, by Janis Alcorn, describes the CNA Workshop, including Its obj~tives,

the workshop process, the information and recommendations presented, the discussion, the
general points of agreement, nod the core issues. The CNA Workshop was designed to bring
together conservation-related information for discussion by a broad-based forum, recognize
ilie legitimacy of the various stakeholders in conservation decision-making, encourage lively
debate in order to clarify issues, and stimulate dialogue in order to encourage collaboration.
Unresolved issues included: concerns about how the CNA Maps will be used, disagreements
about the appropriate mix of Landowner and state rights and obHgations for achieving
conservation, questions about the strength of the government's political will to support
conservation, disagreements over the appropriate role of NODs in conservation, and concerns
over the distribution of benefits from sci~ntists' work. Despite their diverse interests,
workshop participants reached consensus on a number of points outlined in this chapter.

Oood, geographically-based information is necessary for monitoring the national loss
of biodiversity and establishing mechooisms for slowing that loss. Without nationwide
geographic information about biodiversity, environmental degradation and loss of biological
resources can be ignored at any specific location, because development planners can arg~e

that national loss or mismanagement of biological resource.~ can be addressed somewhere
other than the geographical site of the immediate developmen~ in question. The CNA has
created a GIS system containing existing information on PNG's biodiversity. Chapter II, by
Bruce Beehler, describes the CNA maps of biological diversit.y and the process by which
they were generated. The maps in Chapter II include: a map of 16 biologically unknown
areas that merit immediate r;urvey and study; a map of 30 marine/coastal biologit:ally
importAnt area~ and 5 watersheds critical to the health of those marine/coastal areas; and a
map of 42 terrestrial biologically important areas and 16 important wetland habitats. The
CNA maps show specific terrestrial and marine areas of PNG where biodiversity conserva
tion must be addressed at the national and provincial planning level. Biologists'detailed
technical reports, bibliographies, and additional maps are presented in Volume 2 of the CNA
Report.

Chapter 12 contains the CNA consensus recommendations drafted by representatives
from the various teams after plenary discussion and approval of each teams' recommenda
tions. Together the CNA maps and the CNA recommendations can be used to enable the
PNG government and donors to ta"ge, their limited financial resources more effectively.
Because 97% of PNG i~ under priva~ ownership by clans, conservation implementation
issues are complex. Donors should not encourage the PNG government to develop top-down
programs. In PNG, state-sponsored conservation will require public participation at a scale
not yet achiev.:d anywhere else in the world.

The Government of Papua New Guinea requested a ·Stage One" Conservation Needs
Assessment. Thus, the CNA was design~ to be an initial assessment that should be

,



followed by further n:don. The CNA increased public awareness of conservation issues and
made " step toward increased public participation in conservation decislon-maJdng in PNO.
Further CNA activities should be carried out at provincial and local levels to provide
luidance for PNO's national effort to stimulate sustainable development. Following the
CNA process, a nation-wide dJscussion of conservation and development issues, similar to
the nation-wide discussion of issues that preceded Independence, would provide all Pa~ua

New Guinean citizens with the information necessary to make decisions, bring all the
stakeholders into the debate and decision-making process, and provide the PNO government
with a mandate on how to proceed with conservation and development of PNO's biological
resources.



Chapter Two

A Review and Analysis or National Laws and Policies
Concerning Customary Owners' Rights and the Conservation
and Sustainable Development or Forests and Other Biological
Resources'

Owen Lynch2 and Allan Marae

w. have.. roach.d a time where the line. are not drawn between the bloND and the unknown but
between belief .y.tem.....[W]e line up behind the banner. of prelClrvation, conlClrvatloo,
development, or reltoratlon and 'hen subdivide on polntl of human Involvement, re.ponalblllt)',
and equit)' 10 relOurce manaaement. The onl)' realltie. left between the.. polemic. are the
resouroe. and the people who UICl them.

A. U6",ez·Pompa and A. !CaUl·

Development mould be a proce.. of empowero.ont for deci.loo a.akiol, and Dot a procell of
decl.ion makiol for empowerment.

Vinceot Manulca)'881
Secretary-Genoral
NANOOIPNG

Introduction

Papua New Guinea (pNG) is richly endowed in natural resources, biodiversity,
cultures, and undocumented custornary ownership of natural resources. The importance of
PNG's human and natural resources is gaining increasing recognition on national and
international levels. Widespread deforestation throughout much of tropical Asia, Africa and
Latin America raises the commercial value of unharvested timber and other forest products.
At the same time, the world's remaining tropical forests are being valued as biodiverse

I An initial draft of this paper was oriaiDallY presented at the Conservation Needs Assessment workshop in
Madang, Papua New Guinea, on April 9, 1992.

2 Associate, World Resources Institute, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

3 Marat, Lawyers, Borako, Papua New Guinea.

• G6me~·Pompa and Kaus 1992.
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reservoirs and pharmacopeias, as well as carbon sinks which help slow the moo of global
warming.

The land muss of PNO encompasses 46.3 mllllon hectares, of which approximately
34.23 million ha are stili covered by closed natuml forests. Millions of hectares of marine
resources are within PNO's exclusive economic zone that, in most instances, extends 200
miles from the nation's outermost C',oasttines.' On land, less than half of PNO's closed
forests, or an estimated fourteen million ha., Ute considered to be accessible for commercial
exploitation.o The estimated annual rate of deforestation ranges between 22,000 ha., or less
0.1 percent, to 290,000 ha., or about 0.6 percent.'

The government of Papua New Guinea recognizes that local people, pursuant to
undocumented customary property rights, own 90 to 97 plus percent of the nation's total land
mass, including almost all forests.' This extraordinary fact, mirrored elsewhere in Oceania,
is globally anomalous. Throughout Asia, Africa and Latin America, most national
governments do not provide any meaningful recognition of, or support for, undocumented
customary property rights.9

The customary owners of terrestrial-resource rights in PNO are well aware of their
status as owners, but many lack access to vital information needed to exercise their rights in
ways which contribute to material well-being Jnd sustainable development. Some customary
owners have sold their rights, especially to timber, in return for cash payments and other
inducements that are economically and environmentally inadequate. Others, confronted with
increasing external pressures, strive to control the pace of economic development and natural
resource exploitation.

This paper will review and analyze various perspectives concerning conservation and
customary ownership in national laws and policies which bolster, or undermine, short-and
long-term local incentives for conservation and sustainable resource management in PNG. It
will contrast some pfflwilling assumptions about local resource use and capacities to manage
forests and other bio:ogical resources in PNG. Lastly, it will describe a strategy, based on
existing laws and policies, for developing conservation partnerships between customary

, Articles 56 and 57, United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.

6 Lamb 1990, 22.

7 World Resources Institute 199:'" Table 19.1,287 is the 8Oun:c of the smaller estimate, which is based in part
on satellite imagery. The larger estimate is found in Table 2.9,44 of the 1991 Papua New Guinea National
Rmm:l. It includes an estimate of 200,000 ba.• year for the -mainly disturbance- outcomes of subsistence
agriculture. See p. 42 for additional estimates.

• The wide ranging extent of customary ownership is recoguized despite PNG's comparatively low population
density. Most references to customary owners, however, are to land owners. lb1S paper invokes a broader
reference to customary owners of natural resources.

9 Lynch 1990, 1992; Plant 1991.



Landowners, the Government of Papua New Guinea, and supportive international
organizations.

Tile Participation Imperative

Globally, there is a growing recognition of the need for innovative and participatory
approaches to developmental and conservation initiatives. Much of the recognition is still
largely rhetorical, but the emergence of a new and more substantive p~radigm is becoming
more evident. The Declaration of Forest Principles agreed to in June 1992 at the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro states
that "Governments should promote and provide opportunities for participation of interested
parties, including local communities and indigenous people." It also provides that "National
forest policies should recognize and duly support the identity, culture and rights of
indigenous people [and] their communities. "10

The Global Biodiversity Strategy Programme, which was launched in March 1992,
places great stmss on the need for local participation. The relationship between non
participation and the degradation and loss of biological resources was repeatedly raised
throughout the developing world in consultations held to review the draft Stratci:Y. The need
to promote effective community-based biological resource management was likewise stressed
repeatedly. A product of comprehensive dialogue with an array of local, national, and
international stakeholders, the Stratei:Y concluded that tenurial and related community
resource management issues are key areas for action in the 1990s. 11

The foremost objective of the Nth World Congress on National Parks and Protected
Areas, held during February 1992 in Caracas, was to "demonstrate that protected areas can
be a focal point of much more broadly-based rural deyelO,pment initiatives which can bring
genuine benefits on a long-term basis to rural communities. "12 The regional review on the
Pacific presented at the congress reported that

One of the major lessons k..amed during the past decade is that the
establishment of protected areas in tJoe island countries of OCeania will require
the consent of the custom or other land or resource owning groups. The
corollary to this is that the permanent alienation of the land for protection is
unlikely to occur. 13

10 -Non-legally binding authoritative statement of principles for a global conseusus on the management,
conservation and sustainable development of all types of forests, - Sections 2(d) and 5(a).

II See. e.g., World Resources Institute 1992, proposed Actions 32 - 44, 57, 60.

12 -Parks for Life: Enhancing the Role of Conservation in Sustaining Society, - Programme 1992, p. 2.

13 -Chapter 11. Pacific, - Regional Review 1992, p. 11.7.
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The need to meaningfully Involve local people in all stages of project design and
implementation 'Was also evident in a recently published review of twenty two case studies of
integrated conscr\'ation-development projects (lCDPs). A substantial portion of the study
focused on the piUticipation of IOf,al people in managing protected an'.as. It concluded that
most of the projects "treated !QCal people as passive beneficiaries" WId "failed to involve
people in the ,process of change and their own development." According to the authors, one
of the principle lessons of this failure is that "the sustainabUity of project benefits depends
strongly on the effective participation of local people. "14

In view of the generally negative assessment, the authors of the review posed the
question: "Why bother? Why promote the expansion of a concept that appears to be
difficult to put into practice." Their published answer was that "ICDP approaches must be
reinforced and expanded simply because there are few viable alternatives. "IS Their answer
in an earlier draft was more candid and stated flatly that there was "no choice. 1116

These perceptions were also reflected in another review of ICDPs. It concluded that
although "we are not very far along the ICDP learning curve, ... we are left with few other
options." The authors added that

we must wholeheartedly embark on the path of ICDPs, with all the uncertain
ties involved..• .If this sounds to you like a case where a certain amount of
conviction, intuition or belief in the potential of an approach is required to
help make the project work, you have understood perfectly a fundamental
precondition for the successful design and implementation of an ICDP.

Constitutional Imperatives

Papua New Guinea is uniquely positioned to build on thes msights. Indeed, if PNG
is a global anomaly in terms of its recognition of customary rights to terrestrial resources, it
is likewise a global paradigm. National laws and policies mandating recognition of natural
resource rights, in effect, also require that there be meaningful participation in local
development and conservation projects. This fact provides fertile ground to establish
innovative and democratic strategies that promote sustainable development and the
conservation of biological diversity.

The most important law is the Constitution of the Independent State of Papua New
Guinea. The fourth goal in the Constitution calls for the nation's "natural resources and
environment to be conserved and used for the collective benefit of us all, and to be
replenished for the benefit of future generations.· The fifth goal is "to achieve development
primarily through the use of Papua New Guinean forms of social, political and economic

14 Wells, Brandon and HIIIJUIh 1992, 47 and 63.

15 Wells, Brandon and HIIIJUIh 1992, 6o-L

16 Quoted in Brown and Wyckoff-Baird 1992.
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oraanizatlon." These goals provide constitutional guidance in the terort to develop
conservation partnerships between llle government and customary Landowners. l?

Additional guidance is found in Section 53 of the Constitution which provides PNO
citizens with protection against the taking or acquisition of customary property rights. Such
a taking is only allowed if the property is required for a public purpose or for "a reason that
is reasonably justified in a democratic society that has a proper regard for the rights and
dignity of mankind, that is so declared and so described, for the purposes of this section in
an Organic l..aw or an Act of Parliament. "

Local Resource Ownership In PNG

The Independent State of Papua New Guinea recognizes that long-term use and
occupation of terrestrial resources vests local people with ownership of these resources,
irrespective of any documentation or registration. These rights of ownership cover 90 to 97
percent of the nation's territorial land mass. Perhaps most important, customary resource
owners know that they have rights and they frequently do not hesitate to assert them.

Prior to PNG's independence in 1975, there were several attempts to legislate means
for documenting and registering customary ownership rights, none of which were notably
successful. 1B Most efforts were motivated by the colonial governments' determination to
establish processes for: 1) the identification of customary owners; 2) the resolution of
disputes over customary ownership; 3) the commoditization (i.e. marketability) of customary
rights; and 4) government acquisition of customary rights. The primary economic driving
force behind these laws was a desire to help exp3triate colonists acquire tenurial security.

Widespread dissatisfaction with existing land laws among PNG nationals prompted a
Commission of Inquiry into Land Matters (CILM), composed entirely of indigenous Papua
New Guineans, to b~ constituted in 1973. The CILM report laid the foundation for many of
the new land laws enacted after independence.

Local Conservation

Local conservation values in PNO manifest themselves in many ways. -[T]raditional
customs and practices have played an important role in conserving natural resources as well
as protecting habitats for wildlife. - This has included "excluding hunters, fishermen and
collectors who do not come from the I~Jld-[and marine-] owning groups. - Some of these

17 S~tion 2S of the Constitution mandates that it is wthe duty of all govCJllIDeot bodies to apply and give effect
tn these goals. - The same section adds, however, that the Soals are -non-justiciable. - The legal significance of
t!Us is that le~slaf':'n enacted by Parliame;lt is not 108al1y challen8eable even if it conflicts with the goals. This
situation is quite different from conatitutionaljurisprudencc in the United States. The Constitutional Planning
Committee's intention, nevertheless, was -to contribute to the direction taken by the people and their
government. - Brunton and Colquhoun-Kerr 1984, 68.

II For a brief overview of these attempts see Mugambwa, 94-108.



values are rooted in traditional ro1l8ious and maaical bellefs that "are known to be prominent
means of protecting plant and animal species and certain habitat areas. "19

Many local communities have looked to the government for support in their efforts to
conserve natural resources. At present, ov~r 90 applications arc pending in the Department
of Environment and Conservation (DEC) to establish Wildlife Management Areas.20

Although most have yet to be officially responded to, the applications are nevertheless nroof
positive that at least some local communities desire to conserve their natural resources and
limit extraction and exploitation activities.

Customary Ownership: Help or Hindrance?

During the Conservation Needs Assessment (CNA) workshop held in Madang during
April 1992, there was much discussion about the best ways to invoke customary ownership
and promote conservation in Papua New Guinea. Representatives of resourc~ owners and
non-government organizations (NGOs) at the workshop repeatedly expressed concern about
the need to involve resource owners at the outset of any conservation project or initiative.
Many stressed that government-sponsored conservation initiatives in PNG should reflect the
nation's Melanesian culture and build on local conservation values that still prevail in many
rural communities.

The belief that many resource owners value and promote conservation on their own
initiative was met with skepticism at the CNA workshop by some expatriate participants.
The skeptics appeared to reflect the perspectives of past colonial overseers and view
customary ownership as an obstacle to developmental and conservation activities in the now
independent country. Not all expatriates, of course, share this view. One long-time
observer of Papua New Guinean ways, in obvious exasperation, attacked the traditional
perspective eight years ago and asserted that

It can be categorically stated that this attitude itself is the biggest obstacle to
development in PNG. The real proDlem is a widespread lack of imagination in
finding creative responses to customary land tenure.21

Expatriates at the CNA Workshop, espousing skepticism about traditional conserva
tion values, correctly observed that resource owners are eager to improve their material well
being. Unfortunately, the skeptics correlated this eagerness with a need to pay people to
conserve. The NGO and resource owners' representatives at the workshop countered that. it
was culturally inappropriate and morally wrong to conceptualize environmental initiatives in
PNG on the premise that people must be paid to conserve.

1911a 1986, 22-3. For additional insights see the special 1985 issue on the -Environment in Melanesia- in
Catalyst; Social Pastoml Magazine for Melanesia.

~ Peter Hwmam. World Wide Fund For Nature (WWF) Australia, pen. com. (1992).

21 Powell 1985. 3.
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Despite these conflicting perspectives, all parties aareed that traditional conservation
practices in PNO are being undermined by modernization. The primary cause is the growing
influence of the cash economy. Eager to improve their material welfare and provide a bettcr
future for their children, customary resource owners are being induced to sell their rights to
timber and other natural resources. All too frequently, the buyers are unscrupulous logging
companies that prey on the ignorance and aspirations of local people. The companies lure
loca11eaders with trips to Port Moresby and cash hand-outs that rarely reflect the value of
the rights sold. As a result, many rural communities have been deforested and otherwise
environmentally degraded. Unfamil1ar with modern banking and investment practices, many
communities have also quickly lapsed back into monetary impoverishment.

There is no need in this paper to detail the misdoings in PNG's conventional forestry
sector or the failure of the national government to mandate substantive reform or provide
more environmentally benign alternatives for commerciwly exploiting natural resources.n
As the Barnett Report noted

There is a fog which is casting its cloud over forestry in this country. It is a
mixture of meandering intellectual neglect, bureaucratic inefficiency and lack
of hone.'lt political commitment to the visionary ideals of the constitution.

Underneath this fog of inertia there are some very active timber companies in
partnership with some very greedy citizens whose aim is to cut down trees and
transport them to log ships. In this ~ctivity they are being very successful.2J

The New Forestry Act

The government's main response to the problems detailed at length in the Barnett
Report was the promulgation in 1991 by the Ministry of Forests of the National Forest
Policy and the passage by parliament of the Forestry Act of 1991.24 The National Forest
Policy has two main objectives: first, to ensure that forest resources are exploited sustainably
and, second, to use forest resources to promote the economic well-being and participation of
Papua New Guineans.

The Forestry Act was designed to be the legislative vehicle for implementing the
policy. Its most important provisions include the requirement that the Ministry of Forests be

12 One alternative currently beiDS plOmoced under the auspicea of the Melanesian Sustainable Forestry Prosram
is the use of pol1able wwokabaut 80miIwsawmil1 technology. The program is being partially funded by a
USAID grant to the Foundation of the Peoples of the South Pacific.

23 Commission of Inquiry [The Barnett] Interim Report No.5 ·Concluding CommentsW 1990. See also Marshall
1990.

24 Although the amended bill passed parliament, extra-legal bebind-the-scenes maneuvering prevented the new
law from being published in the official gazette as scheduled on April 15. 1992. Until published in the gazette.
the new Forestry Act will Dot become lega11y binding.
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reorganized into a professional Forest Authority that is to be overseen by a comparatively
independent National Forest Board. Unfortunately, vested intereBta within the conventional
forestry sector weakened the proposed act after it was submitted to Parliament. The result of
the amended blll was "to transfer much of the decillon-maldng power to the Minister of
Forests ..• a strategy which had always been at the root of criticism over forestry in
PNO."U

Another important change in the new Forestry Act is its repeal of the Forestry
(Private Dealings) Act.Z6 Enacted in 1974, one year before political independence, the
Private Dealings Act authorized customary owners to sell their timber rights via agreements
entered into with private parties. The Private Dealings Act was the outcome of a "strong
political battle" fought in the behalf of customary owners who were "seldom happy with the
amount of consultations that occurs under Government mediated Timber Rights Purchases
(TRPs), particularly where the concession is held by an international company."rl

Unfortunately, under the Private Dealings Act, the Timber Rights Purchase
agreements were often entered into by local headmen who failed to consult the national
government, or sometimes even their co-owners, before agreements were entered into.
Many agreements also contained no provisions for environmental safeguards or long range
planning and sustainable development. The Barnett Report summed up one outcome of the
Private Dealings Act by concluding that "In many cases the timber industry has made life
harder for the Landowners at all levels. Not only do they have to face destruction of their
environment, but they face the destruction of their society. 11121

The new Forestry Act reverts to the previous mode of concession-making. It states
that "The rights of the customary owners of a forest resource shall be fully recognized and
respected in all transactions affecting the resource."29 Customary owners, however, will
only be able to enter inti> Forest Management Agreements (FMAs) with the Papua New
Guinea Forest Authority. FMAs vest "the exclusive right of cutting and removing timber
from the area covered by the Agreement" in the Forest Authority, which will then grant
concessionary rights to commercial extraction enterprises.30 Ostensibly enacted to protect
customary owners and their local environments, these provisions nevertheless reflect a
growing pattern of state usurpation of customary property rights.

~ Wau Ecology Institute 1992, preface. See also Millett 1991, 11.

2Al Chapter No. 217. (All Acts in PNG [including any amendments thereto and their associated Replations]
have a unique Chapter Number in the Revised LaWB of Papua New Guinea.)

21 Sargent 1989, 30-31.

21 Summary of the Barnett Report, p. 18.

Z9 Forestry Act, Section 46.

30 Forestry Act, Section 60.



National Lepl Usurpation Paradlams

The attempt to circumscribe customary ownership rights In the new Forestry Act has
parallels In other laws enacted before and since independence. Indeed, it is not far-fetched to
conclude that the Independent State of Papua New Guinea 1!J embarked on a systematic
strategy to circumscribe, and in some instances usurp, customary rights to natural resources.

Most of the laws relating to natural resources date from the pre-independence
period [1975], and they reflect the prevaUing Australian \'ttltude that such
"God-given" resources are naturally the property of the St~te . . • . Mean
while, elaborate and artificial arrangements are resorted to, In order to adapt
to the reality that peaceful and reliable access to minerals, p\~troleum, etc., is
not possible without including customary owners in the benefit-sharing.II

Usually invoked on behalf of such lofty purposes as the "public good," the strategy of
usurping undocumented customary property rights in the name of the state is well-developed
and established in the neighboring nations of Indonesia and the Phi1ippines~ as well as many
other developing countries.33 The usurpation undermines local systems of natural resource
management. It is perpetuated in ways that are often confusing to and beyond the range of
influence of most customary owners.

For legislation to be effective it must be seen to be working with a wider
public acceptance. Most laws in Papua New Guinea are too complicated to be
understood by ordinary village people. It is important that legislation is
simplified and incorporates indigenous customary law and traditional environ
mental management practices within a modem legislative framework.33

Unfortunately, although such advice is C3pecially apropos in a country that recognizes
customary natural resource rights, it has been largely ignored, even after 1975. The
Petroleum Act of PNG is one of the most complicated examples of legislative usurpation. It
provides that "[N]otwithstanding anything contained in any other law or in any grant,
instrument of title or other document, all petroleum and helium at or below the surface of
any land is, and shall be deemed at all times to have been, the property of the state. ,,34

The Water Resources Act establishes that "the right to the use, flow and control of
water is vested in the State." The state's claim is limited, however, in that it "does not

31 Fingleton 1992.

31 See, e.g. Lynch 1990, 1992.

33 II. 1986, 66.

:M Chapter No. 198, Section S.



affect customary rlahts to the use of the water by the citizens resident in the area In which
those rights arc eltcrclsed."35

The Land Act authorizes the Minister for Lands, after a two months notice, to invoke
"coml>'dsory acquisition" and usurp customary property rights "for a public purpose specified
in the r.otlce."36 The Land Realstratlon Act precludes the transfer of any rights or interests
in land unless any certificate of title or document pertaining to the deal Is registered.37

The recently superseded Mining Act flatly asserted that "AU gold and minerals in or
on any land In the country are the property of the State. "31 Perhaps because of some
nascent concern regarding the state's expanding usurpation of customary property rights, this
blanket assertion was modified in the new Mining Act of 1992. It declares that"All
minerals exlstina on, in or below the surface of any land in Papua New Guinea, including
any water lying on any land in Papua New Guinea, are the property of the State. "39 This
provision is qualified by an ambiguous proviso that provides

Nothing in Subsection (1) shall be construed as an additional acquisition of
property in relation to Section S3 of the Constitution beyond that which
prevailed under •.. all previous Acts.

Although it has yet to be judicially interpreted,4U the qualification appears to benefit
customary-rights holders. The previous Mining Act already usurped customary rights to
minerals. Furthermore, Section S3 of the Constitution authorizes compulsory takings if the
property is required for a public purpose or for "a reason that is reasonably justified in a
democratic society that has a proper regard for the rights and dignity of mankind. "

It will eventually be necessary for the courts of PNG to define "public purpose" and
"reasonable justification" in the context of democratic society and within the broader confines
of the PNG Constitution. This paper is not the place to attempt to articulate such definitions
in the context of Papua New Guinea. Reflecting on experiences in Southeast Asian nations,

15 Chapter No. 205, Sections 5(1) and (2). Emphasis supplied. The underlined phrases could be read as limiting
the olltent of customal')' rights, rather than as A limitation on the Statcl's assertion.

U Chapter No. 185, Section 17.

37 Chapter No. 191. Section 17(1).

31 Chapter No. 195, Section 7.

]9 Chapter No. 195, Section 5(1).

40 A prominent lawyer in PNG, Peter Doniai, bas filed A lead cballenae aaainst the national aovemment
conc:cming its assertion of ownership of minerals and petroloum resources. Donisi wants tho court to rule that
mineral and petroleum deposits belona to customary resource OwnCf8. The case was dismissed in February
1992 in the National Court for lack of standing and Donigi subsequently filed an appeal in the PNG Supreme
Court. Kone 1992, 19.



however, it should be evident that the "public good" needs to be defined in a broad context
that, at minimum, factors in the rlahts, claims, and aspirations of all the citizenry, nnd in
particular those who may be adversely affected by the specific state action being considered.

In negative terms, the "public good" should nmt be defined solely in reference to
the potential of political and economic clltes, whether domestic or foreign, to profit from the
action under consideration. Yet this occurs all too often in many countries where political
and economic elites use the authority and power of the nation-state to enrich themselves and
their familles and friends. 4• This type of behavior exists in PNO but ipparently it is not ato
mmpant as in other countries. This is probably due, in large measure, to the State's
recognition nf undocumented property rights which has, among other things, hindered efforts
to promote rural development schemes that would benefit a few while displacing or otherwise
disenfranchising large numbers of rural people. The growing penchant for using national
Jaws to arbitrarily and indiscriminately usurp customary property rights to natural resources,
however, is an potentially ominous portent of future developments in PNO.

Fonna) Recognition or Customary Rlahts

Despite these concerns, the national legal landscape in PNG remains much nlore
hospitable to local resource users than other tropical countries rich in biodiversity and other
terrestrial and marine resources. The government and people of PNG have had considerable
experience in devising means for recognizing customary rights, identifying customary
ownership groups, and resolving conflicts that arise where claims and rights overlap.

Difficulties persist with efforts to formally recognize, Le., officially document,
customary rights. The primary problem arises from the Western-inspired overemphasis on
segregating individual customary rights from the more broadly defined clan holdings. By
contrast, the Land Groups Incorporation Act and the Land Disputes Settlement Act have
proven to be much more successful. The law on dispute settlement establishes a
decentralized, three-tiered process for resolving conflicts over property rights. The group
incorporation law provides a process by which customary groups can be recognized as
landowning entities. "The importance of this law cannot be overstated, for it means that the
legal system of PNG recognizes the corporate nature of that social unit which exists at the
intermediate level between the State and the individual. "42

In order to achieve the fourth goal in the Constitution (see page 4), certain directive
principles have been provided:

We accordingly call for-

(1) wise use to be made of our natural resources and the environment in
and on the land or seabed, in the sea, under the land, and in the air, in
the interests of our development and in trust for future generations; and

•• See, e.g., Rush 1991.

G FingletoD 1992.
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(2) the conservation MId rcplenl.hmcnt, (or the bonef1t of oUflk'lvea and
posterity, of the environment and Ita sacred, scenic, and historical
qualltles; and

(3) all necessary steps to be taken to give adequate protection to our valued
birds, animals, flsh, Insects, plarats and tree.I.

Pursuant to these Directive Principles certain Acts of Parliament have been passed
wholly or partly for protection and conservation of tho natural environment. Som~ of these
Acts arc referred to in this paper.

The government desires conservation of PNO's natural environment. It wants to fully
realize the directive principles fo;r full attainment of the fourth goal in the Constitution, In
particular the directive principle that "all necessary steps [are] to be taken to aive adequate
protection to our valued birds, animals, fish, Insects, plants and trees." In effect this means
protecting and conserving biodiversity.

Attempts to enter into legally binding conservation agreements with Landowners is a
necessary step, but what are the Constitutional, legal and social ramifica~ons of such a
move? Obviously it has constitutional backing, and other constitutional checks are in place.
The state cannot simply force its way into customary land areas and implement its
conservation ideas. Landowners are specially protected from unjust deprivation of property
(Constitution, Section 53). This right is enforceable by the highest court of PNO
(Constitution, Section 57); infringement of it is compensable (Constitution, Section 58). [n
coming to Landowners the state must do so fairly and in principle be seen to ftCt fairly -- the
principles of natural justice (Constitution, Section 59). Landowners' awareness of their
constitutional rights in this regard has enable the state to observe the constitutional
requirements. And in view of entering into conservation agreements the state has observed
and encouraged Landowners to exercise their qualified rights to liberty, freedom of
conscience and thought, freedom of expression and freedom of association.

Legal Framework and Perspective

For certainty of continuous observance of conservation agreements the parties must be
identifiable. Given the nature of land tenure among customary Landowners throughout PNG
it seems inevitable that Landowners incorporate themselves as Eeparate single entities.

The Forestry Act and other Acts of Parliament relating to developments in
agriculture, tourism, etc. provide only for consultation with Landowners but do not spell out
the issue of identification of Landowners. This, of course, is better left to the Land Courts if
necessary; for instance Section 4(2) of the new Mining Act which provides that a dispute
arising as to interests in customary land or the position of boundaries of customary land shall
be settled as provided for by the Land Disputes Settlement Act. The new Mining Act m
n2.t provide for involvement of landowners in consultation; it only provides for consultation
with landholders. This appears to be a deliberate choice of word by somebody perhaps
insensitive to cultural realities in PNG. Many outsiders frown upon the term "Landowner"



In PNO. Holding or pasAeSsingland dOCA not necessarily mean owning it. A forcign
perception of landholding seems to havo been deliberately orchestrated throughout thc now
Mining Act and one can infcr from such orcheltration that the now Mining Act has created
more potential problems fot the mining Industry In thi. respect. One need only look at the
Mount Kate problem u a classical example of what can happen when true cu.tomary
landowners arc not identlfled properly and only hmdh<l1dw arc involved In the mining
industry In Papua New Ouln08.

Land Disputes Settlement Act: In 1975 the Government of Papua New Guinea enacted the
Land Disputes Settlement Act to deal with disputes over ownership, boundaries, usufructuary
rights or other interests over customat'Y land. The Act provides for mediators and establishes
the Local and District Land Courts throughout PNO. These, collectively satisfied the need
for a just, efficient and effective machinery for the settlement of disputes by encouraging
self-reliance through the involvement of the people in the settlement of their own disputes
and the use of the principles underlying traditional dhtpute settlement processes. The Act has
operated with a certain degree of success in many Provinces.

Disputants are encouraged to amicably settle their disputes within a legally monitored
framework. This is seen in the provisions for mediation at which level the parties are
encouraged with reason in the presence of mediators and other interested persons to arrive at
an agreement on the issues before them.

An agrelment reached on the issue or issu~: during mediation is forwarded to the
Local Land Court which makes preliminary enquiries on the propriety of the agreement.
When the Local Land Court is satisfied that the agreement was properly reached between the
disputing parties it approves the agreement as being an order of the Local Land Court under
the Act.

When there is nlJ agreement at the mediation level the dispute is transferred to the
Local Land Court for determination of the customary rights issues. The procedures are
informal and the strict rules of evidence are inapplicable. There is no restriction as to the
number of wilnCS3eS. Only when each party has indicated that it no longer intends to call
any other witness does the court close the process of adducing evidencx.. Given this
informality the trials, on numerous occasions, are prolonged. The intention is to give each
party every conceivable opportunity to present its case in whatever way it deems sufficient
and to put an end to the disputes.

Appeal from a decision of the Local Land Court lies to the District Land Court w!lich
is supposed to be the highest court of appeal. However, certain provisions in the
Constitution enable an aggrieved party to apply further to the National Court for judicial
review. The National Court has not shied away from exercising its inherent powers under
the appropria~~ c~nstitutional provisions to review decisions of either the Local Land court or
the District Land Court.

Decisions of the Local Land Court, the District Land Court and the National Court
after judicial review do not give any certainty of title. Even the Act does not provide for it.



An agreement reached during mediation and approved by the toeal Land Court hal the lUlmc
effect as an order of the Local Land C(Jt reising its original jurisdiction. An Individual
securing a favorable decision on ownership by the Land Court Is left with nothing more than
an authoritative decision on ownership or other customary rights. He cannot secure loan
fundings (or any development he may want to effect on the hUld. Uncertainty and an
enormous amount of risk would surround any agreement to develop the land he may enter
into.

Many Landowners who have secured favorable decisions from the Land Courts have
not hesitated to take further steps in the direction of tenure conversiun and incorporation of
the Landowners as a Land or Business Group. Even with tenure conversion there are
problems. For instance, only a maximum of six names of persons of a customary group is
allowed in the application and subsequently the Certificate of Title (freehold title document)
Issued.

Business Groups Incorporation Act: This Act enables the incorporation of customary groups
for business and other economic purposes, and provides for the control and regulation of the
conduct of business by such groups. The linkage is there between the purposes of the Act
and the Integrated Conservation and Development Projects (ICADs or ICDPs). Business
groups, as corporations (though not corporations for the purposes of the Companies Act), are
conferred power to coliduct business enterprises, borrow money, and acquire, hold, dispose
of and manage land. It seems then that Business Groups would do more in contributing to
the facilitation of conservation agreements and the design, execution, and monitoring of
ICADs (ICDPs).

The Act falls short of defining "customary groups" although it may be seen as
facilitating collective decision capacity (CDC).

Land Groups Incpljipration Act: Another option is for Landowners to be incorporated as
Land Groups and vested with power to acquire, hold, dispose of and manage land and other
ancillary powers. Linkages can be seen between Land Groups and comzervation agreements
and leADs (lCDPs). The Act does not define the term "customary groups". The drafters'
perception of "customary groups" may have been different from that of Landowners. The
latter sees "customary groups" more in terms of lineal descent and other relationships
appropriate to oWllership. The term "similar group" is used but, again, not defined. The
term is taken to mean that people not from the lineage system may be co-opted as members
of the "customary group" to be incorporated under the Act. It does not work this way in
customary groups.

In Section 8 of the Land Groups Incorporation Act the~ of an incorporated
Land Group must set out, inter alia, the "qualifications for (and disqualifications, if any,
from) membership of the group." This implies inclusion of other persons -- an action
conducive to problems over ownership of land.

Both the Business Groups IncorporatiC'., Act and the Land Groups Incorporation Act
supplement the leadership structure within the Landowner Group itself in terms of increasing
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certainty in the group',. CDC. This cases any an~iety in the process of realization of
conservation aarecments with Landowners.

The procedures facllltate determination and identification of owners. Both the
Business Groups and the Land Groups can operate with some sense of security following
determination by either the Local Land Court and/or the District Land Court.

Once an area rich in biodiversity is identified the process of identification of the true
Landowner may begin. In the event that there are conflicting claims as t,o ownership, the
procedures for identifying the true owners pursuant to the Land Disputes Settlement Act may
be adopted. Once the identity of Landowners has been established the Landowners may
consider incor,.x>mtion either under the Business Groups Incorpomtion Act or the Land
Groups Incorpomtlon Act. After incorpomtlon as a Business Group or l.and Group,
Participatory Rural Apprclisat (PRA) may then commence, involving both the state and the
Business or Land Group and other Landowners whose land might adjoin target areas.

Certainty of ownership of land designated as areas rich in biodiversity may be
established if the process of idenLification of Landowners have some legal sanctions such as
provided under this Act and the Land (Tenure Conversion) Act, which latter Act provides for
the conversion of the tenure of customary land into individualized tenure and other related
purposes.

Customary rights are manifold. The Customs Recognition Act contains provisions for
the recognition of cl1stoms generally. The right of ownership and other rights relating to
customary land are currently governed by the Land Disputes Settlement Act. But while this
Act provides the mechanism for resolving disputes it falls short of providing certainty of
title.

Constitutional and legislative support for conservation agreements stemming from
provisions on conservation of the natural environment is not lacking. What is needed is a
model comprehensive social framework which may be remolded and redeveloped from time
to time and within which careful PRA is to be conducted with a view to ~:curing optimum
results in the design, implementation and monitoring of conservation agreements and ICADs
(ICDPs). More social knowledge of each Landowning Group's needs (social and economic)
and cultural aspirations is required before informed decisions on how best conservation
agreements and ICADs (lCDPs) can be fitted to Landowners are arrived at.

Legislative support for Landowners to organize themselves is also not lacking.
Landowners' CDC has been reinforced in many instances with the incorporation of either
Business or Land Groups. Practical organization of Landowners is needed. Then
Landowners will have legally sanctioned CDC. This may not make much difference to what
is naturally existing in the customary groups but at least certainty of identity for future
dealings especially for purposes of input to conservation will have been established. The
process of identification of owners of ctistomary land has legislative assistance but needs to
be further developed in terms of providing certainty of title.



Conservation, Law, and Customary Tenure

The need for local participation In conservation activities In PNO is more likely to be
met because of the wide ranging extent of recognized customary resource rights. Another
hopeful sign Is the widespread belief in PNO that

for nature conservation to succeed, people must be offered ad~uate

inducement to cooperate and collaborate with the national agencies to promote
nature conservation programmes and projects. Because most land in Papua
New Guinea is owned by the people, it is appropriate that traditional
Landowners are involved in decision-making and planning processes."3

The foremost law in PNO for promoting conservation of biodiversity and forests is
the Conservation Areas Act of 1978.« According to this law, conservation areas can be
established by the Head of State pursuant to a recommendation by the Minister of
Environment and Conservation or a "person, group of persons or authority may make a
written request to the Minister. II The recommendation should include an inventory within the
area of: 1) residentsj 2) land ownershipj 3) land useSj and, 4) features of special
significance.

Once a conservation area is declared, a Management Committee is constituted by the
National Conservation Council. The committee "shall reflect the interests of" customary
owners within the area, as well as local government officials. Among other things, the
management committee is responsible for preparing an area management plan, recommending
rules to the Minister, and directing the work of rangers assigned to the area."s The rules
"for the protection, development, land use activities, management and control of the
conservation area" should only be drafted after consultation with "as far as is practicable the
owners of the land within the conservation area. "<46

As the foregoing review demonstrates, the Conservation Areas Act requires customary
resource owners to cede a considerable degree of their existing rights in return for
unspecified potential future benefits. Despite this uncertain trade-off, there are indications
that some customary owners are prepared to establish conservation areas in their locales.
But the law remains unimplemented thirteen years after it was enacted.47

o Ila 1986. 65.

44 Chapter No. 362.

4S Pineleton (1992) observed that under the Conservation Areas Act -Landowners could have even greater
'hands-on' involvemalt by being appointed as rangers.-

4e Conservation Areas Act, Sections 27 and 28.

47 The primary reason cited for the law's non-implementation has been the failure to establish the National
Conservation Council. The failure bas been ostensibly attributed to Section 4(2)(b) of the law which required

(continued...)
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Until the Conservation Areas Act is jmplemcnted, efforts to promote conservation
under the auspices of national Jaw must rely on the National Parks Act41 and the Fauna
(Protection and Control) Act.49 The National Parks Act is unappealing to customary owners
since it requires them to cede their rights to the national government before a national park
can be established. so After a cession of rights, customary owners would have no Jegatly
enforceable means for participating in decisions regarding how resources within the reserved
areas arc utiUzed or conserved. As a result, less than 3 percent of the country's land mass
has been reserved in three national parks.

The Fauna (Protection and Control) Act of 1978 is largely limited to protecting
animals. The act, :'owever, is more akin to the Conservation Areas Act insofar as customary
rights are concerned. It is also operational and provides for a more streamlined process for
establishing wildlife sanctuaries. As of December 1991, 18 Wildlife Management Areas had
been established. In addition, as noted above, over 90 applications arc pending in the
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) to establish Wildlife Management
Areas..51

Like tne Conservation Areas Act, the Fauna Act requires consultation with "as far as
is practicable the owners of the land within the area." The Conservation Areas Act
consultation-requirement, however, only applies to the promulgation of rules for managing
the area. Under the Fauna Act, consultation with customary owners is required~ the
Minister of Environment and Culture establishes a Wildlife Management Area and before
rules for the area are being promulgated.52

41(•••continued)
that at least ODe member of the council be nominated by the Local Oovemment Association, an entity that does
not exist. As of April 1992, • bill wu pendine in the parliament that repealed Section 4(2)(b) and replace it
with a requirement that at least one member of the council be "nominated by the Premiers' Council established
by Section 82 of the Organic Law aD Provincial Government. "

A major impetus behind recent efforts to implement the law bas been the World Baek's Natiooal
Conservation and Resource Management Programme.

41 Chapter No. 157.

49 Chapter No. 154.

50 "Public" land reserved as a public park under the Land Act can be "committed to the care, control and
management" of the National Parks Board." Customary property rights bequeathed or gifted to the government
can also be ICCepted by the Board. Chapter 157, Sections 14(1) and 15(1).

$1 Peter Hunnam World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), pers. com. (1992).

S2 Sections 15(2)(a) and 17(2)(a). Other laws mandating the involvement of customary resource owners include
the Environmental Planning Act, the Environmental Contaminants Act, the Water Resources Act.



Natura! Resourc:es Options Centre

Current laws in Papua New Guinea related to oonscrvation, development and
customary ownership, as well as widespread cultural values, provIde an adequate, al:J1ough
improvable, moans for ensuring local participation and benefit sharing. Examples of local
conservation initiatives abound. Although there is a need to develop and provide more
opportunities for economic development, eqUally if not more important is the need to provide
customary resource owners with information regarding the various ways that they might
currently exercise customary rights and the short- and long-term implications of their
decisions.

The need for customary owners to have access to information has been gaining
increased recognition in PNO. The primary impetus has been the growing pressures on
customary owners to sell their rights to exploit natural resources and the unsustainable
exploitation that has subsequently ensued in many locales. During the past few years, three
m~or studies have been conducted as a prelude to a possible Landowner Awareness Project
(LOAP). The latest study, conducted during June and July 1991, was a by-product of the
ongoing review of PNO's Tropical Forestry Action Programme.5:t

The study noted that "[a]wareness campaigns in Papua New Guinea have had an
uneven track record," and it identified two common reasons: fust, basic and important
principles of communication have been ignored by project planners and designers, and
second, models developed in other countries have been indiscriminately applied in PNG
"with predictable negative results." The report then offered two "guiding principles" for
effective awareness work in PNO. The first principle is that "[e]ffective communication
cannot go in one direction only, it must flow back and forth in a dialogue process." The
:second principle is that "[e]ffective communication cannot go very far without a set of shared
assumptions and values. . . . not only about communication itself, but also about the reasons
and motivations for engaging in the communication process in the first place. 1154

Issues related to information management and distribution among customary owners
were discussed at length during the Conservation Needs Assessment. A consensus
recommendation of the participants was that

An autonomous Natural Resource Options Centre (NROC) should be
established to collect, create and disseminate information relevant to
conservation and development. The NROC should act in the public interest
through: a) the development of broad-based awareness programmes on
environment and development, and b) the provision of balanced and detailed
information, especially to Landowner groups, on the available natural resource

n Faraclas. ct aI. 1991.

$I Faraclas et al. 1991, p. 34.



development options, their consequences alld impacts, and the wsltive and
negative development experiences of other undowncr groups. 5

The concept of an options center conforms to the first guiding principle In the 1991
I.OAP report. Customary owners possess a great deal of local knowledge that should be
tapped. As holders of recognized natural resource rights, they already possess Important
economic and legal incentives to conserve and sustainably use natural resources for their
benefit and the benefit of future generations. What they lack, and sorely need, is dtl
independent Institution that can service their needs for factual and unbiased information
regarding possible developmental choices and likely outcomes. Customary owners who opt
to sell or cede their rights also need to be able to learn about investment and other financial
choices available to them.

The moc should be as decentralized as possible. Indeed, it may be preferable to
establish a Natural Resource Options Centre that has the same functions envisioned for the
options center, but is organized in a way that ensures the maximum degree of sensitivity and
responsiveness to the informational needs of customary owners.

Meanwhile, pending the establishment of an options center or network, every effort
should be made to inform customary owners of the nature and full extent of their rights
before any effort is exerted •• by government officials or commerl::ial entrepreTleurs •• to get
customary owners to exercise their rights, whether for conservation or commercinl
exploitation purposes.

Conclusion

The rich forests and other biological resources of PNG, coupled with the unique
status of customary Landowners, provide PNG with exciting opportunities to conserve and
sustainably develop the nation's fol'tst resources. National laws provide an adequa~

framework for promoting these opportunities. The Melanesian cultures of PNO also weigh
in favor of sustainable development, although the pressures and demands of the growing
cash-economy are undermining many traditional values. The most pressing unmet need is to
provide customary resource owners with relevant and accurate information on their
development options. It remains to be seen whether this need will be met.

~ See Chapter Twelve of this Report.
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Chapter Three

Conservation, Enl'lronment Protection and Customary Land
Tenure

James S. Fingleton l

INTRODUCTION

The Government of Papua New Guinea, through its Department of Environment and
Conservation (DEC), has approved the conduct of a Stage One Conservation Needs
Assessment (CNA), as a preliminary step in developing a long-term strategy for the
conservation and sustainable development of its natural resources. Among the recent factors
behind this initiative have been

(a) the major build-up in PNG over the 19805 of mining and petroleum
development;

(b) preparation under the World Bank of a Tropical Forestry Action Plan for PNG
(now called the National Forestry and Conservation Action Plan - NFCAP),
following on the highly critical Barnett Report into the forest industry; and

(c) partly in response to (a) and (b), an increased awareness about environmental
degradation and a growing public concern, reflected in the appearance of a
number of new environmental Non-Oovernment Organizations (NODs).

The CNA's main aims are to analyze

(i) what is known about PNO's biota and ecosystems, and their conservation
values;

(li) the cultural, institutional, and legal context for conservation action; and

(iii) land owners' assessment of conservation needs.

During the CNA project, teams of biologists and social scientists will review scientific
data and analyze the issues, and an information management team will work towards setting
up a comprehensive biodiversity database for PNG. The National Alliance of Non~
Governmental Organizations (NANGo-PNO) will assist in canvassing the concerns of
customary landowners, and their perspectives on conservation. Towards the end of the

I Palata Ply., Ltd., Canberra, Austnlia.
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project, a workshop will (OCUli on technlclli aspects of PNO biodiversity and produce a
priority Hst ot areat warranting Ions-term preservation, followed up by a seminar to IdentIfy
the necessary conservatimt action. A report, gIving a flnal biodiversIty asseument and
hnplementatlon recommendations, wUl then be submItted to the PNO GOvernment.

Among the outcomes of the CNA, it is anticipated that it will be possible to select
arens

(1) for declaration as Conservation Areasj

(il) fot inclusion in a Representative Protected Areas Systemj and

(ill) as pilot areas in an Integrated Conservation and Development Program,

all of which components have been included in PNO's request for support through the Global
Environment Facility (OSF).

As the great bulk of PNO's land is held under customary tenure, both the NFCAP
and the OSF documentation rightly stress the need for full involvement of the customary
landowners. The OEF Activity Objectives slate that the intended national conservation
program "will integrate conSl~rvation of biodiversity with the complex land tenure systems of
Papua New Ouinea, designing and establishing mechanisms for landowners and comn'll''lity
groups to participate directly in projects for the conservation and sustainable use of nau.ral
resources" (OBF n.d.:l03). Under the proposed GEF project it is also intende.: .) trial the
new concept of conservation covenants, un<\,.,,. which it is proposed that the "conservation
interest" in land could be legally acquired just like mineral, oil, or timber rights (ibid.).

In contrast to its Southeast Asian neighbors, PNG shares the South Pacific Islands
tradition of giving definite legal recognition to customary land ownership. Customary land is
not State land or public land, or even "common" land; rather, it is owned by kinship groups,
under customary tenure. In PNG's case, customary land amounts to more than 97% of the
total land area -- a much higher proportion than for most other island states. PNG is also
somewhat special for the fact that only the U.S. Territory of Guam preceded it among the
island states in establishing a government agency to develop and implement conservation and
environment protection law (Carew-Reid 1989:32). The present project, therefore, requires a
good understanding of the current PNG taw on customary land ownership, conservation and
environment protection. On this basis, legal and administrative options for conservation
management which are appropriate to PNG's circumstances can be recommended. The
purpose of this background paper is to analyze the relevant laws and make such
recommendations on appropriate options, for consideration in the first place by the CNA
social science team, and ultimately by the Government of PNG.

The present treatment will begin by examining how conservation is addressed under
PNG's legal system -- how the law deals directly with conservation and environment
protection, how the environment is affected by laws dealing principally with other subject
matters, and how the relationship between resource conservation and exploitation is legally
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ordertld. The role of cUltom In fiNO'. legal system and tho difforanCCSA between the legal
reglmos applying to State land and to customary land wUl 'JIJO be treated. Adminlsttativ.
structurca and tho dhUribution of function. between national, provlnchll and loc:a1 levell must
be comddered too, to flU out the formal picture of PNOts conservation landllC8pe. Having
set the scene, the rest of the paper identi(lotl and appraises the variotll alternatives ... in
PNU's lceat, administrative and cultural circumstances ... for p~:noting the more efrective
conservation and management of natural resources, in particuJAr by local landownetl. This
includes setting out the legal and administrative step. involved in carrying out the different
options.

CONSERVATION AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION IN PNO

Laws deaUng dlredly with conservation and environment protection

(a) Constitutional principlea

As mentioned in the introduction, PNO has a relatively weJl..<Jeveloped set of
cOliservation and environment protection laws, with antecedents dating to before
independence in 1975. Whereas the pre-independence laws applied only to pnticular aspects
of the environment (fauna protection and water resources) and to the limited scope for
declaring national parks over State-owned land, the body of law introduced in 1978 took a
more comprehensive approach to environment protection, and supported a more participatory
approach to conservation. This was consistent with the ethos of independent PNO, projected
by the National Goals and Directive Principles contained in the 1975 Constitution. The five
National Goals are:

1. Integral human deveiopme1lJ
2. Equality and panic/pation
3. National sovereignty and self-reliance
4. NalUral resources and environment

(·We declare our fourth goal to be for Papua New Guinea's natural resources
and environment to be conserved and used for the collective benefit of us all,
and to be replenished for the benefit of future generations.•)

5. PapU/l New GuJrlLQ Ways

(·We declare our fifJl goal to be to achieve development through the use of
Papua New Guinean forms of social, political and economic organisation.-)

In the mood of the times, conservation and 1'eSO'.1&-ce use on a sustainable basis were
seen as self-evident public duties, rather than as essentially the responsibility of the State.
The scheme of legislation introduced in 1978 comprised the EnvironmDllo.l Planning Aa,

I



J1nvlrcmm'!nta/ Contaminant.r Act, and ConstTVaJlon Areas Act. Their contents wilt be outlino
below.

A country's constitution hI its supreme law, and in a general sense i* prevails over all
othor laws in the event or conflict. Statemr:nta of Goals and Principles arc, however, treated
rather differently from other legal formulations: they are regarded as "programmatic" rather
than prescriptive. Section 25 of the PNO Constitution therefore says that, while it is the duty
of all governmental. bodies to apply and give effect to the National Qoals and Directive
Principles, and while all laws should be applied and all powers should be exercised, as far as
possible, so as to aive effect to them, at the end of the day they are "non-justiciable". ;rhis
means that, if Parliament enacts legislation, it cannot be challenged before the courts on the
gro~"d that it conflicts with the Constitution's National Ooals. The constitutional
commitment to environment conservation and sustainable resource use must, therefore, be
treated as a statement of intent .- serious and deliberate, but not, ultimately, enforceable,
except as provided (rom time to time in the general laws of the land. The following
treatment of those laws will deal first with the more general laws on environmental planning
and protection, then with the laws addressing specific elements of the environment (water
resources, fauna and flora), and finally with the two :aws providing for the decl81ation of
National Parks and Conservation Areas.

(b) Enyironmental plannini and protection ienerally

In int1·oduc~ 1I,g three new laws to the National Parliament on World Environment Day
in 1978, the Minister for Environment and Conservation2 stated that the laws formed a
"complete packagr.", and were a major step in installing the National Goals in the machinery
of government in PNO. Two of those laws were concerned with environment protection,
and the third with special areas conservation. The Minister referred to the important roles
the laws gave to provincial governments, and he emphasized that under them a "wise
balance" between developm~nt and conservation was being sought. While he assured
investors that there would be no arbitrary or short-term changes in environmental policies, at
the same time he warned anyone coming to PNG to "rip off our resources, or despoil our
environment and short-change our people", that they would run up against the new
legislation. Conscious of foreign investors' concerns in the immediate post-indepe.1dence
period, however, the legal package took a gmdualist approach to implementing the .new
environmental requirements: the Minister called the laws "enabling legislation", an,1 he
pointed out that environmental guidelines had to be prepared in a consultative mannc:r, and it
might take "up to ten years" to fully implement the: new laws. The main instrument intended
to be used for balancing conservation and development was the EnvironmerJal Planning Act
(C~apter No. 370).3

:l Where in thio paper the term -the Minister· is used, it means the Minister for Environment and Conservation
of the National Government, unless the contrary inteution appears.

3 All Acts in PNO (including any amendments thereto and their associated Regulations) bavo • unique Chapter
Number in the Revised Laws of Papua New Guinea.



A key factor in tho Act's operation is the Issuing of guidelines for the prepMatlon and
content of environmental plans. Those can be general, or specltlc to particular classes of
dovelopmtnt project (o.g., forestry, mining or petroleum), and they are bsued by the
Minister ... after consultation with industry representatives in the caM' of specific gUidelines
(see sec. ~). Tho Minister can also exempt certain classes of development project from the
environmental planning requirements. The Act Hatll a wide range of matters which must be
considered in preparinr ~utdelifle~, some of which are environmental concerns (including
social at'ld cUlluml mattets) while other address commercial and economic considerations. I(
a development proposalinvolvp,s a ci~s of project for which guidelines have been issued,
then the Minister may require the preparation of an environmental plan under the Act (sec.
4). Alternatively, a developer rnay submit an environmental plan befom receiving a
requisition to do so from the Minister •• sec. 4(6). Finally, a developer may apply to the
Minister for exemption (rom submlttina an environmental plan, under sec. 10. The
procedural steps which follow differ depending on which ot the three options is adopted ••
seeking an exemption, voluntarily submitting an environmental plan, or being served with a
requisition to submit a pial.,

The shortest course for satisfying the Act's requirements Is for the intending
developer to submit its own environmental plan, before being required to do so. A plan
submitted in this way, if it meets the general requirements for plan contents set out in sees.
4(2) and S of the Act •• i.e., brieflyt that is based on the National Goals and Directive
Principles of the Constitution, and on any issued national or provincial development goals,
environmental guidelines, etc.•• can be approved immediately by the Minister, either with or
without conditions. Alternatively, the Minister may refuse approval to the etwironmental
plan, in which case the developer mU$t negotiate all the steps for approval which apply where
a requisition to submit a pian has been served. This is the most demanding option, involving
up to a dozen steps before approval is finally achieved.

In outline, they involve service of the requisition on the developer, and a copy on the
provincial and other authorities concerned, as well as gazettal of a public notice describing
the development proposal and advising that a statutory restraint on any grants of licenses,
permits, leases, or loans, etc., is in place until the proposal has been approved (sec. 6).
After the environmental plan is submitted, the Minister causes an asses. :en~ to be made of
the development proposal - sec. 13(1). The next step is for a copy of the plan and the
assessment to be sent to the Provincial Secretary concerned, and for notices to be published
widely, stating where the plan and assessment may be inspected, and calling for
representations to be made to the Minister.

Upon expiry of the time specified for making representations, the Minister causes a
recommendation to be prepared, based on the environmental plan and a summary of the
representations received (sec. IS). At this point the Minister may submit the
recommendation and supporting papers to the National Executive Council (NEC), or, if he
feels that ·substantial un-esolved mattersw exist in the environmental plan or that further
consultation, etc., is neressary he can first engage in a further round of notification and
publication, th!s time induding the recommendation and summary of representations for
public inspection, before finally submitting the matter to the NEC (sec. 16).

~/I
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Tho NBC can then decide the matter or, Jr it believes that further investigation ili
required, establish a Board of Inquiry or refer the matter to another body for its opinion.
Section 17 sets out the requiremenu for any further inquiry, etc., resulting in a flnal report
which aOO8 to the NEC. The NBC either approves the development proposal, with or
without conditions, or refuses its approval •• sec. 18 (1). That decision is publicized, and a
notice gazetted advising of the decision, and, where approval is refused, declarlna that the
development proposal is "prohibited" •• sec. 18 (2). The "teeth" of the Act appear in sec.
19: any person who proceeds with a prohibited proposal, or In contravention of the
conditions imposed on an approved proposal, commits an offense, and Is liable to a flne of
K40,OOO and additional default penalties of K4,OOO for each day that the offense continues
after heing convicted.

'rhe third option a potential developer has is to apply for an exemption from the
requirement to submit an environmental plan. Such an application receives an abbreviated
form of the preceding treatment, involving notification and public scrutiny, the making of
representations to the Minister, and a decision by him to grant or refuse the exemption (sees.
10 - 12). Although not specified by the Act, a proposal refused an exemption can proceed
through either of the two earlier options •• with the developer voluntarily submitting an
environmental plan, or being required to do so.

The Act broadens the scope for iu enforcement by requiring all public authorities to
advise the Minister of any development proposal coming to their attention which could have
siL;nificant environmental implications (sec. 7), by providing for a public register of
environmental plans and associated documents (sec. 26), and by enabling any member of the
public to commence proceedings for offenses against the Act (sec. 27 (1». While the Act is
carefully integrated and has many desirable features, it must be noted that it depends for its
fun effectiveness upon a well-motivated Minister, active and well-informed provincial
governments, and appropriate guidelines both for general purposes and for particular classes
of development.4 The biggest extractive projects at the time of the Act's introduction -
Bougainville Copper and Ok Tedi -- were both excluded from its ambit (sec. 3), leaving
environmental considerations to be dealt with by the specific enactments applying to those
projects.

Later in this paper, further comments wilt be made on the effectiveness of the
Environmental Planning Act, in the general context of PNG's legal and administrative
system. The next law dealing directly with conservation and environment protection to be
considered is the Environmental Contaminants Act (Chapter No. 368). This law relates to
the prevention, abatement and control of environmental contamination by any substance or
form of energy which, when released into the environment, could cause an alteration of the
environment "so as to affect adversely its beneficial use" (see sec. 3). The term "beneficial

.. At the time of writing only general pidelines bad been issued, requiring environmental plans to address sucb
matters as existiDg environment. environmental investigations. likely impacts and safeguards and environmental
monitoring. all in. specified manner.
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usc" is defined to mean n use conducive to public benefit, welfare, safety or health, or the
health or productivity of flora or fauna.

The Act operates in a familiar way, by requirina any person dbcharglna a
contaminant Into the environment to apply fot a Hcense, and then by prohibiting the release
of any contaminants except under, and in accordance wJth the Wrms and conditions of, a
license (sees. 16 and 18). ProvisIon is mnde for exemptions (sec. 28), and the accidental
release of environmental contaminants must be notified (sec. 30). Part V of the Act sets up a
permit system ~( , the importation and distribution of declared hazardous environmental
contaminants, II old Parts VI and vn deal with particular pollution offenses -- pollution of
waters, the atmosphere and land, littering, breaking of glass and noise pollution. The
Minister may take protective action against anticipated contamination by declaring an area to
be a protected area under the Act (sees. 63 - 6S). In 1988 the Environmental Contaminants
(Pesticides) Regulation declared pesticides to be a hazardous environmental contaminant, and
regUlated their importation and distribution.

(c) water reSQurces, fauna and flQra

After the legislation dealing generally with environmental planning and protection, the
next set Qf laws to be examined addresses specific elements of the envirQnment, the first
being the Water Resource Act (Chapter No. 205). Based on a pre-independence law, the Act
provides in conventional form for the management and protection of the nation's water
resources -- lakes, sw!!mps. rivers and other watercourses whether natural or not, all surface
and underground waters and coastal waters. It is administered by a large Water, Resources
Board, to which the Prime Minister and ten other Ministers nominate members. The Act
vests the rights to the use of aU water in the State, but rights to use water for domestic
purposes are protected, and it is provided that the Act "does not affect" customary rights to
use water (sec. 5). The three main ways by which controls are exercised under the Act are
by creating a range of offenses to do with water, by requiring permits for certain types of
water use, and by enabling the declaration of Water Control Districts, within which strict
environmental safeguards apply.

The general offenses~ set out in sec. 58 of the Act, and include damming a river or
stream, diverting water, d;scharging waste into water and taking or using WK~r -- in each
case without a permit. If a person does hold a permit to do any of these things, it is an
offense to contravene the conditions of the permit -- sec. 58 (1). Scattered through the Act
there are various specific offenses. For example, while any person may take water, without
charge, for domestic purposes from any watercourse to which the public has rOM access, it
is an offense to place a permanent installation for that pUlpOSC (sec. 21). In the case of
private landowners or occupiers, they may install permau~nt water-eollection facilities, but
must not obstruct the flow of water (sec. 22). In declaretJ, W2lter Control Districts, acts such
as the destruction of trees, construction of drains or embanknlents, buming-off of grass, etc.,
are prohibited unless expressly authorized (sees. 24 and 25), and further requirements -- e.g.,
adoption of specified farming practices, and action to prevent soil erosion -- may be imposed
on landowners or occupiers, by notice (sec. 27).
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Any person or body (including" aovernmcntal authority) wishing to construloo':t
waterworks, flood land or discharge waste into water must apply (or a water use permit.
The application is submitted to the Water Resources Board, whose functions then include
advising the Minister for Environment and Conservation whether an environmental plan
should be prepared under the Environmental Planning Act (see above), and considering a
whole range of environmental and developmental matters set out In sec. 29 (2)(d)-(r). The
Board must consult any concemed government body, arrange for public hearings, and finally
make a decision recommending the grant of a permit or its refusal (sees. 30, 31). Fairly
elaborate provision is made for administrative appeals from the Board's decision (in Part VI
of the Act), following which the Minister for Minerals and Energy (who is responsible for
the Act's administration) grants the water use permH to a successful applicant. The
maximum length of the permit is 25 years ... sec. 40(7) .... and no permit can be granted until
any environmental plan required under the Environmental Planning Act has been approved -
sec. 40(9). A permit confers on its holder the right to construct works, flood areas, generate
hydro-electricity or discharge waste, etc., in accordance with its terms and conditions. In the
case of the discharge of water or waste under a permit, the prescribed conditions and
standards must abo be complied with (sec. 42(t», and sec. 7 and schedule 4 of the Water
Resources Regulation lay down the quality standards and maximum permitted concentrations
after discharge into both fresh and sea water.

Provision is also made in the Act for water investigation permits (for surveys, test
drills, etc.), and special controls in drought-stricken areas (parts vnl and IX). A public
register of permits must be kept (sec. 61), and any person may institute proceedings for
breaches under the Act, either in a personal capacity or on behalf of a class of persons or the
public as a whole (sec. 56). C~arges can be levied for water consumption, or the use of
water as a carrier following the discharge of waste (sec. 64). All in all, the Act contains a
sensible balancing of public and private interests, and of environmental and developmental
concerns, with adequate protection for customary interests. Its regulatory machinery and
enforcement provisions seem appropriate for controlling water use in all its various forms. It
provides strong powers of official investigation and inspection (sees. 17, 19) but, as is often
the case, the law's effectiveness in meeting its purposes of managing and protecting the
nation's water resources ultimately depends 0:1 the adequacy of the administrative resources
made available for its enforcement.

The Fauna (Protection and Control) Act (Chapter No. 154) was one of the laws in
operation before independence, and it provides in conventional manner for strong State
intervention to protect specified animals, by a range of memures, beginning with a vesting of
protected fauna in the State (sec. 1). The Minister declares "protected fauna", and the
present list includes goura pigeons, eagles, ospreys, all members of the birds of paradise
family and bird-wing butterflies. It is an offense to take or kill any protected fauna
(including distufbing or injuring them) and to possess a protected animal (including a part or
product), and it is an aggravated offense (with a higher penalty) to kill protected fauna with a
firearm (see sees. 8 and 9). The Conservator of Fauna can issue permits to approved
scientific organizations to take protected fauna (sec. 10), and exemptions from the Act's
prohibitions may be granted if the Minister.
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Thus, RutomatJc cltJzens of PNO have been exempted from the above restriction.,
provided that mist..nets, guns and explosives are not used, and that animals are only taken for
use in "traditional native ceremonies", from land over which the person has a traditional
right to hunt.

Apart from declaring protected animals, the other main protective devices under the
Act relate to accordina special status to particular areas •• as Sanctuaries, Protected Areas or
Wildlife Management Areas. The differences between the three categories arc not great •• in
a Sanctuary it is an offense to take or kill any animal other than those declared by the
Minister (an exclusive standard), while in a Protected Area it Is an offense to take or kill any
animal declared by the Minhlter (an inclusive standard) .... sees. 12 and 14. Wildlife
Management Areas arc more participatory in their approach: consultation with the local
landowners is necessary before they are established by the Minister, Wildlife Management
Committees are appointed, and rules may be made for the protection, management and
exploitation of the fauna •• again, by the Minister, after local consultation (sees. IS-17).
These rules may provide for hunting licenses, license fees and royalties to be paid for
animals taken. The Minister may also make rules for fauna protection and control in
Sanctuaries and Protected Areas (sec. 24), and any device, equipment or method for taking
or killing animals may be prohibited (sec. 27). It is also an offense to set an imported
animal free, unless approved by the Conservator of Fauna (sec. 30).

The other main fauna protection law in PNG is the ImemlJlional Trade (Fauna and
Flora Act) (Chapter No. 391), implementing CITES •• the Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora •• to which PNG is a party. Trade in the
endangered or threatened species listed under CITES is strictly regulated, and export of any
such animal from PNG is only legally possible under an export permit issued upon
satisfaction of a number of requirements, one of which is that the specimen was nol obtained
in contravention of the Fauna (Protection and Control) Act just examined. Any such illegal
trade is a prohibited export, attracting the penalties provided under the Customs Act.

(d) National parks and conservation areas

The final set of laws dealing directly with conservation and environment protection
relates to the dedication of land to conservation purposes. The NatioTUll Parks Act (Chapter
No. 157) is another of the pre-independence generation laws, and it allows land to be
dedicated for a wide range of uses - biological, topographical, geological, historical,
scientific or social. However, the Act can only be invoked in the case of less than 3% of
PNG's land mass, the Act's scope is very restricted.

The Act is short, its method being to commit reserved land to the "care, control and
management" of the Director of National Parks (sec. 4), and then give that official broad
functions and wide powers to control, manage and develop the land for the purpose for

• which it was reserved, be that for public recreation and amusement, a national park, a
botanical or zoological garder!, or a reserve or sanctuary for the protection of flora and fauna
- see sees. 8 and 9. The Act also gives power to make regulations in respect of a wide
range of park management matters (sec. 11).



The other law under this heading is the ConservatIon Areas Act (Chapter No. 362),
one of the three new laws introduced In the conservation packaae of 1978 (see above). In
his speech when introducing the packasc to the Natlonal Parliament, the Minister (or
Environment and Conservation said that the Oovemment rejected "the Idea that the only way
to conserve anything is for the Oovemmcnt to take it away from the people." .In contrast to
the last. Act, this law applies to land under any form of ownership, and it proceeds with
conservation alona participatory and consensual lines. The basic approach Is to provide for
an area to be declared a Conservation Area, with its own Conservation Area Management
Committee which prepares a management plan for the Area, and then to r05trict any
development of land in the Area except in accordance with that management plan.

The Act provides for a '-member National Conservation Council, as the expert body
to advise and assist the Minister in administering the Act's provisions (see Part II). The first
step in declaring a Conservation Area is for the Minister, based on criteria established by the
Council, to recommend that an area havIng "particular biological, topographical, geological,
historical, scientific or social significance or other special value for the present community or
for future generations" should be declared a Conservation Area • sec. 12(1). This can be
done on the Minister's own initiative, or after receiving a request from a person, group or
authority. sec. 12 (2). The recommendation must be made available for public inspection,
and must be publicly notified (sec. 13). There is then a 9Q.day period for written
representations, after which the Minister must submit a final recommendation and associated
papers to the National Executive Council for its decision on whether to declare the
Conservation Area or not (sees. 14 - 16).

When an area is declared, the Minister establishes a Conservation Area Management
Committee, reflecting the interests of the landowners and provincial and local governments,
which body is responsible for preparing a management plan for the Area, coordinating
development, directing the work of rangers, etc. (sec. 25, 27). The Minister can make rules
applying to Conservation Areas, after consultation with the Management Committee,
National Conservation Council and the landowners (sec.28). Failure to comply with a rule
attracts a penalty up to KSOO. Part VI of the Act regulates development in Conservation
Areas. In general, no person (including a landowner) may develop or alter the existing use
of an Area except in accordance with the terms of its management plan, or with the written
approval of the Minister (sec. 31). Sections 32 to 34 provide a process for seeking such
Ministerial approval, involving an application with supporting plans, consultation, and
decision one way or the other. The State, too, is bound by this procedure. The result is that
development in a Conservation Area can only proceed if it is allowed under the management
plan, or if the landowners agree to the development and the Minister, after due
c.onsideration, approves it. To this there is an exception, if the development is by the State
for a public purpose. In this case the landowners' consent is not necessary, but the Minister
must still consult and exercise his discretion in deciding whether, considering the
environmental impact, the State's application to develop the land should be approved.

The penalty for developing, or permitting the development of, land in a Conservation
Area contrary to the above restrictions is severe - a fine up to K40,OOO, with K4,OOO default
penalty for continuing offenses (sec. 35). The same high penalties apply for developing land
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recommended for a Conservation Area. and It bJ no defense in either case to claim that the
devel()pment did not advorsely affect the environment .... sec. 35(3).

Other laws arrectlng the environment

The previous section examined laws dealina directly with conservation and
environment protection. This section of tho paper 100" at those other laws which • while
dealing principally with other subjccts. nevertheless can have a ml\Jor impact on the
environment. Many laws gw affect the environment; consideration here is confined to the
laws which. by their nature. have the potential for ml\ior environmental impact. These laws
are of three maln types -- those dealing with plannina and udminlstratlon. land law and
tenure, and resource exploitation (forestry, minina, oil production, fishina, etc.),

(n) Planning and administration &ene~

Although PNO has legislation on almost every subject, planning and administration
are largely left to the executive, the political processes and the public service structures for
their conduct, while business is conducted essentially along free enterprise lines. Special
provision for the regulation of foreign investors is made by the NDlional Investment and
Development Act, and concessional development finance for local businessmen is covered by
the Agriculture Bank Act, but government in PNG has generally intervened less in commerce
than has been the case in many Third World countries. Minority shareholdings in key
companies are held by the National Investment Corporation, in which national individuals
and companies can take up equity, and the State is a direct equity participant in m;yor
resource projectc, especially in the mining industry. But otherwise the government's role is
seen as being to put in place the infrastructure and regulatory mechanisms for development,
and leave the actual development to the private sector. One law that sets out to lay down the
parameters for development is the Physical Planning Act, but its scope is largely confined to
urban areas.

Looking at administration, PNG has three tiers of elective government - national,
provincial and local (or community) - but only one public service. The distribution of
powers and functions between the different levels is governed by the Organic Law on
Provincial Government, one of the constitutional laws. A commitment was made at
independence to devolve decision-malcing and government administration to lower levels than
the national, but the experience of decentralization since 1975 has not been a happy one, with
many Provincial Governments having been suspended, and frequent calls from national
IY.>liticians for the system to be abandoned. While on paper substantial powers have been
devolved to provincial governments, in practice the limited financial nod skilled manpower
resources available in the provinces mean the powers cannot be exercised. There is little
scope for provincial governments to initiate anything very meaningful, and provincial
initiatives cannot survive without active national government support.

Thus while the Organic Law places natural resources, wildlife protection and parks
and reserves within the list of "concurrent" subjects upon which laws can be made at either
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tho national or provincial lovel (sec sec. 27), In fact all the Important lawri on these subjects
have b~n mado at natlonallevol, In effcct shuttina out provlncla1loatslatlon. This docs not
have to mean the end or effective deccntrallzatlclO, however, ror two other main factors
enable devolution ot decision-maklng. The first ill tho provision made 1n some national laws
for the involvement of provincial and local bodies in the dechlton-making process. Examples
of this approach in the environmental field are the provisions made for consulting provincial
governments on environmental plans for development proposals under the Env/rlJlUtltntal
Planning Act, the consultation with local-level governments on Wildlife Management Areas
ufldtir the Fauna (Protection and Contrlll) Act, and the provision for provincial and local
representation on Conservation Area Manaaement Committees under the Conservation Arcas
Act, all examined above. The other m~or decentralizing factor is the very considemble
power held by the local landowning communities under PNG's legal and political system.
This is the next main matter to be addressed.

(b) Land law and tenure

In stark contrast to countries under authoritarian regimes where land and natural
resources are all State-owned, the predominant considemtion for resource management in
contemporary PNG is the attitude of the customary landJowners. Nor is this confined to
matters concerning development of that 97% of PNO's land area held under customary
tenure, for the Government's title to land acquired long ago is often hotly contested, while
the State's statutory title to minerals, petroleum and other natural resources cannot be safely
relied upon without including landowners in any negotiations (see below). To outside
developers, this cultural fact of life is seen as a threat over-shadowing any investment in
PNG. Projects operate under the constant fear of landowner disruptions, the most notorious
example of which being the forced closure of the vast Panguna gold and copper mine on
Bougainville in 1989. Despite the special demands involved in dealing with customary
landowners, however, it is a mistake to treat customary tenure as an impediment to orderly
development in PNG. Custom is installed by the Constitution as one of the primary sources
of the country's legal system (Schedule 2.1), and it supports the very fabric of PNG society.
It is unavoidable under the legal and political system that people who want access to
customary land in PNO must deal with the customary landowners.

The legislative enactment dealing with land generally is the Land Act (Chapter No.
185). Little changed since its introduction 30 years ago, this law mainly deals with State
owned land -- how the State acquires land, and then how it is allocated under the different
types of Government leases, etc. By one such provision (sec. 25), State-owned land can be
reserved for the purpose of a national park, thereby bringing it under the National Parks Act
already examined.

Part IX of the Act makes provision for customary land. By sec. 73, customary land
can only be disposed of lito natives in accordance with custom", or ihc State. The term
"native" is defined by the Interpretation Act to mean automatic citizen, so sec. 73 prevents
non-eitizens from buying or leasing customary land. This prohibition o~ acquisitions of
customary land by outsiders goes back to early colonit!! days, and was inspired partly by the
desire of colonial administrations to maintain a monopoly oveT the supply and use of land.
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While the latter contrail continue in the case of noo"citizens, dealing in land among
automatic citizens is left entirely unregulated. The only question is whether a disposal is "in
accordance with custom", but the leglldation gives no clue how such compliance is to be
as$Cssed.

Other legislation on particular fClJOUrce exploitation allows outsider a~s. to be
gained to customary land and for fundamental changes in the land's character to be made
thereby (see next heading). But under land law, the general position is that access to
customary land for development must be either via the State, or by Papua New Guineans;
themselves over their own land, or over land in which they have acquired an interest under
custom. In the past thls meant fairly conservative uso of customary land, but the promotion
of cash crops since World Will II, growth of the cash economy, population increase and
Increased mobility, mechanization, consumerism and many other developmental factors have
combined to exert far greater pressure on land and land-based resources. The search in PNO
is for appropriate mechanisms to respond to these developments .- "appropriate" in
environmental terms, but also in the cultural and governmental oontext of PNO. As a m~or

shift of authority from landowners to the State is improbable, the appropriate response ,. -Ill
depend upon the direct involvement of landowners in decision-making over the use,
management and protection of their land and other resources. It is, therefore, necesl. .0

examine how customary land is owned and used.

Papua New Guinea is justly famous for its cultural diversity. Although nationwide
this presents a pattern of great complexity, one should not be overwhelmed, for it is possible
to make some broad generalizations about the basic nature of customary land tenures. While
almost endless variations will be found, there is a consistent theme running through
Melanesian land tenures, and for present purposes it is enough to identify their distinguishing
characteristics, for these will be found anywhere in PNG, subject to local qualifications and
variations.

The most important characteristic to recognize is that, under Melanesian land tenure,
land is mvned by groups but lISd by individuals (or, more precisely, households).' The
groups which own land are kinship groups (usually clans), to which membership is recruited
mainly by descent -- either patrilineal or (quite commonly in PNO) matrilineal. Membership
of a clan carries with it the rights to use clan land, and in general a person's most important
access is to his or her own clan's land. cash crops will be grown there, but short-teno
access for gardens, for example, may be gained to surplus land owned by another clan from
the same village. It is most unlikely for land access to be granted in the absence of some
pre-existing relationship, whether based on descent, marriage <tr common residence: as has
been remarked more generally, customary tenures are essentially a manifestation of social
relationships (see Lynch 1991:13-14). The social unit which uses group-owned land is
usually the household - a man and his wife, their non-adult children and possibly a brother,
unmarried 'lister, or other close relatives.

, The En,lish word ·own- is used as the best term available, but the author shares other critics' objections to
thl" notion of land beiDl -owned· IS pcJ'BODI1 property (/ICC e.,. Lynch 1991:1~).
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There havG been many attempts during PNO's history to legislato for increased
security of tenure over customary land. Barly mwufes aimed at promoting ~mmunal

ownership and use, but from the mid- t9S0s the emphllllJ Ihifled to individualizing customary
land ownct.hlp. Remnantt of the pre-independence apptolth survive in the form of the Lalld
(fenu" Conversion) Act enabling the reaiatration 01 freehold titlea in customary land, and
the Land Ttlles Commission Act. which established a special body to adjudicate over
customary land ownership. In preparation COt independence a Commission of Inquiry into
.'.AUld Matters prepared a m{\jor report (in 1973) recommending comprehensive reforms of the
inherited land laws. During the 1970. parts of that report were implemented, but a long
period of inactivity in the 1980s was followed by a large World Bank Joan in 1989 to fund
the Land Mobilization Project. Spread over a five--ycar period, it ill too early to say yet what
will emerge under this costly project, but one ot tho options again being considered is
customary land registration.

Laws on the books already which are relevant to the present project ate the Land
Disputes Settlement Act (Chapter No.4'), which sell up a decentralized system (or handling
disputes over customary land involving a three..level process of mediation by local land
Mediators, arbitration where necessary by the Local Land Court, and a right of final appeal
to the District Land Court, and the lAnd Groups IncorporQJlon Act (Chapter No. 147). This
latter law provides a simple process for the legal recognition of customary landowning
groups, so that they can hold, manage and deal with land in their own names. The
importance of this law cannot be overstated, for it means that the legal system of PNG
recognizes the corporate nature of that social unit which exists at tile intermediate level
between the State and the individual. This group unit - in most cases, the clan _. has always
been vital to the functioning of PNG society, playing essential roles in people's social,
economic, spiritual and political lives. The Act enables clans to continue to perform these
functions in the modem legal environment. Its utility to the present project will be examined
under the final section of this paper.

Registration of land titles (sometimes called -the Torrens system·) also enjoys a long
history in PNG. All titles in alienated land are registered, affording them the benefit, of
indefeasibility. In essence, these are that a title, once registered, is protected by statute from
being "defeated" by an unregistered interest. For the last two decades moves to extend this
system to customary land have gone on and off the Government's reform agenda, but for the
moment action is delayed pending results of the Land Mobilization Project (see above).
Again, the value of any such customary land registration system will be considered towards
the end of this paper.

(c) Resource explQitation

Most of the laws relating to major natural resources (forests, minerals, petroleum,
etc.) date from the pre-independence period, and they reflect the prevailing Australian
attitude that such "God-given" resources are naturally the property of the State. Forests were
treated somewhat differently, and are the only area where major new legislation has been
introduced since independence. The other resource laws remain largely unreformed,
reflecting attitudes and administrative structures which ron counter to the current reality in
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pNO. A constitutional chlllenge hu even beGn mounted to the validity or the undodying
concept that "natural" RllIOurcos are the property of the State. Meanwhile, elaborate and
artificial arrangements are resorted to in order to adapt to the reality that peaceful and
reliable 8@1' to minerals, petroleum, etc., i. not po.slble without including customary
landowners in the benefit"sharing.

Looking at the particular resource laws, Mother complicating factor is that, while the
general law is set out Cor example in the Minin" Act. the practice for the most significant
projects has been to enact a special law, which is then made to prevail over the general law.
whether on mininj itself or on any other subject. This "super·law" approach reflects the
m:yot contributions such projects make to the national economy, and it is understandable
from the developer·s viewpoint. But the consequence is that operations with the greatest
likelihood to damage the environment, for example, are excluded from the general
environmental law, and the matter is addressed only as set out in the project documentation.
Thus, the Mining (Ok TtdJ AgreemllU) Act 1976 jives "the force of law" to the agreement
between the State and the developer, and provides that it applies "notwithstanding anything to
the contrary In any other law in force in the country" (sec. 3 (I». The agreement referred
to does require an environmental impact study (at a cost in 1976 of no more than KI50,OOO)
to be conducted, on the basis of which proposals had to be prepared and approved (or
environmental management and protection. This "contractual" approach to environment
protection is, however, a considerable watering~own of mandatory statutory requirements.
Regulation is even more likely to be relaxed where the State itself is a direct equity partner
in the development project, as in the case of Ok Tedi.

The resource exploi: ' :on laws are lengthy (all m~or ones running to well over one
hundred sections), and this is not the place for a detailed exposition of their contents.
Suffice it to observe here that minerals and petroleum are essentially treated as being at the
disposition of the State, and that persons holding concessions from the State can enter any
land and do anything necessary for their operations, subject only to the requirement to
compensate the landowners for the damage caused (see, in particular, the Mining Act secs.
100 - 103 and the Petroleum Act sees. 38, 50, and 81). There are some requirements for
rehabilitation of land damaged during mining or petroleum operations, but these are generally
less demanding than the kinds of conditions which could be imposed upon an approval of a
development proposal, under the Environnumtal Planning Act examined above.

Despite the fact that customary landowners' rights under the mining and petroleum
law~ are largely compensatory, the Government has found it necessary to involve landowners
much more directly in the negotiation of major resource projects, because without their
approval the access to resources would be unsafe. While this "development forum"
approach, as it is called, yields considerable economic benefits to landowners, it might be
doubted whether any environmental concerns which they might have could be so readily
accommodated.

Under the new Forestry Act of 1991 the rights of customary owners to the forest
resource on their land are "fully recognized" (sec. 46), and they can enter into logging
agreements either with third parties directly, or by disposing of their timber rights to the
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VNO Forest Authority, a statutory body set up by tho Aot (see seo. "). The scope of
permissible fotust..y operations is clrcumlK:rlbcd by the intended National Forost PIM, the
aim of which is lJ\ulWnable tlmbor production (ICCII. '4 and 47). Provlnolal bodiell have
roles in planning .." prepulng Provincial Forest Platk5, including Forestry Development
Guidelines (sec. 49) .... and in administration .... vetting timber agreements with customary
landowners in the province (*$. 58(1) and 87(~)(f», rewmmendlng on the grant of small..
and medium-scale logging concessions (sec. 89), participating in the evaluation ot large"scale
logging propows (sees. 67 .. 69) and negotiating forestry agreement.! (1*. 71). Apart from
sustainable J;~!d, ~onservatlon considerations do not flgure in preparation of either National
or Provincial Forest Plans, and only where a proposed operation will exceed an annual
tjmber cut of SOOO m~, thereby necessitating a feasibUity study by the National Forest Board,
are environmental and social impacts of the operation required to be investigated (see sec.
62(3». Again, only for such large..scale and long-term projects are environmental plans,
approved under the Environmental Planning Act, lllade necessary ... !lee sec. 77(2). Many
small operations can lOll out an area just as effectively as one large one, but the only
constraint under th~ Act is that they should be conducted by different operators .... see se<:.
87(5). The Act gives (~t greater power over forestry to provincial bodies than ever before,
but this does not guarantee any greater concern for environmental matters than the national
forestry authorities have so far demonstrated.

Other natural resource laws concern aquatic animals -- the Comlrun/al Shelf (Living
Resources) Act, Crocodile (Trade Protection) Act, Fisheries Act, TuIUl Resources
Management (National Seas) Act, and Whaling Act. There is also the Prevention 01 PoilU/1m.
olthe Sea Act. Customary landowners certainly claim ownership of creeks, rivers, swamps,
estuaries and reefs and the aquatic life that they contain. While the State recognizes some
rights in the land itself under inland and coastal waters, and certain royalties are sometimes
paid for bait-fish, etc., in genera; customary rights in this area are more honored in the
breach than the observance.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing examination of laws affec.ting the environment both directly and
indirectly shows that, while PNG's performance since independence has been generally
strong in legislating directly to promote the constitutional goals of conservation and
environment protection, this specific environmental legislation has tended to be intersected by
laws dealing with the exploitation of natural resources. There is, indeed, no shortage of
environmental law, whether dealing with the environment generally, or with its components.
If anything, some overlapping has become evident, for example, Government land can be
committed for the purposes of a wildlife sanctuary under either the FQUM (Protection and
Control) Act, National Parks Act, or Conservation Artas Act.

Having the right laws on the books and seeing them implemented can, however, be
two quite different matters. A forward-looking law such as the Conservation Areas Act,
though passed in 1978, is still in 1992 awaiting appointment of the National Conservation
Council, so that it may become operative. Any legislation must be drafted with a realistic



appteGiatiotl of the resourfJeS itl flnafi(J8 afid skilled manpower whiGh will be Available to
en(orc. it. This is ultimately a matter for govemmentll to detettlline. and not unnaturally
warGe moutws tend to be applied to development 8i1d the genetatioo of Inwl118. rather than
to inhibiting freedom to eltploit teIOURleA.

the Department of t1nvironment and Con.rvation (DOC) tw not laoked tuteaUGtatic
clout in teootlt yeats, although mUGh of the expansion has ~"fJi1 in headquarters, ot in
unskilled laboring sitter. 'the middle--management area of trained field off1QU's seems to have
been neglected. In an authoritative miew of PNO's mvironment situation ptepated fot
Australia's ort1cial aid agency. the University of PNO's oommercial attn (Uniseatdt)
concluded on the effec:tiveneas of the environmental legislation that there haa beetI
"considerable difficulty in effectively implementing it becau. of manpower, financiallilld
information constraints" (Unisearc:h 1991: 18). The report continued:

"The dUemn'a hi which the PNO government sometimes f1nds itaelf in trying
to resolve its often conflicting constitutional role II advocate of development
of the nation's natural resources on the one hand and as protector of tIw.se
resources and the environment on the othert is compounded when the
govemm~nt takes up equity participation in development projectl (such II has
been] convincingly demonstrated for the Ok Tedi project. When conflicts have
arisen, the responsible department, Minerals and Energy, has usually taken the
position of the State as shareholder rather than as the advocate for
environmental protection. These confficts can never be completely avoided,
but they can be more fairly resolved only if the views of the government's
en,ironmentalmanagers, in this case DEC, are l~ven equal weighting to those
of the relevant department advocating resource development.· (ibid.)

Generally, the report applauded the sta.."dard of environmenlal pla..",.,. prepared for
mining projects, and government infrastructural projects such as tleWerage and hydro-electric
schemes (ibM., p. 19). On the other hand, performanc:e in ii~ tomt industry has been very
poor (illid.), although new legislation may improve the situation (see above). In the case of
m~or agricultural projects, environmental planning was found to have been deficient,
especially with respect to the social impad of 1arJc-scale resettlement, which is usually
included in the project (ibid.). One major weakness the n:port identified was that social
impact assessment is not installed under present arrangements as a central plank in project
planning and implementation (ibid., 19 - 21), despite the notorious susceptibility of major
resource projects to breakdown over community ftissatisfaction.

A positive feature of the environmental law is the participatory approach taken to
decision-making, in particular (for purposes of the present project) the efforts to involve
affected landowners. Under the Environmental Pli1nnillg Act the steps in processing
environmental plans receive wide and effective publicity, representations from the public arc
called for and must be addressed, a public register is kept of envirunmen1a1 plans, and any
member of the public an initiate proceedings for offenses under the Act. Similarly, under
the Environmenral Conrami1UlllJS Act, any person likely to be aggrieved can oppose the grant
of a license to discharge waste, and any n,ember of the public can institute a prosecution. A
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water use permit for discharging waste, for examplf'l, under the WaJ«!f ResoufC«!s Act can
only be arantod after a publlc hearing, and agaln a public reMlstor of permits must be kept,
and any person may begin proceedings for oUenses. Customary landowners are directly
Involved irl ttle cI'tab!lshmcnt of Wlldllfe Management Areas, their CommHtees, rules and
management plan. under ~hr.l Fauna (Prottet/on and Control) Act, and in the declaration of
Conservation Areas, their MaJ'agement Committees, rules and management plana undt..t the
C01lServation Arecu' Act. Landown,,~s wuld have even greater "hands-on" Involvement by
being appointed as rangers under the Act. The stated policy of the Act is to involve people
actively in the congetvation of their own resources. This highly desirable approach is only
marred by the fact that no Conservation Areas have ever been declaRld.

The actual performance under the range of options for committing areas to
conserva,tion purposes, as of December 1991, is:

Wildlife Management Areas 18
National Parks IS
Protected Areas 2
Wildlife Sanctuaries 2

(Statistics provided by Peter Hun'lam, World Wide Fund for Nature [Australia].)

These are spread over almost all of the eighteen provinces in PNG, averaging about two such
areas per province.

Perhaps the most important scope for landowner involvement in resource management
an" conservation lies in the fac;~ that 97% of PNG's land mass is under customary ownership,
and even where natural resources such as minerals and petroleum are legally owned by the
State, the customary landowners have a major say in the terms for their exploitation.
Melanesians have managed their resou~ successfully for some to,OOO years. Many new
pressures are being exerted on those resources, and Melanesians can just & easily succumb
to the attractions of "get rich quick- resource projects as any others. Decisions aimed at
short-term profits, without the nece~ information and advice, have already been made in
parts of PNO, with disastrous consequences for both landowners and their resources. The
key to improved resource management lies in enhancing the decision-making of the
landowning groups.

LANDOWNERS' RIGHTS TO PERFORM REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

The consultant's terms of reference require hin~, among other things, to identify the
legal rights of customary land.Jwners to control ·pollutit.:l and other environmentally
degrading activities, such as logging, either by members of the same or other landowning
kinship groups or other external sources, to enact quarantines to control spread of pests,
exotic species or crop pathogens, or otherwise perform regulatory functions relevant to
conservation.· The above review of the laws shows that customary landowners have the
necessary authority to exercise controls of this nature, either
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(i) as mamber. of tho aen.rat pubUc, invoking provisions (or public

represontations, prosecutions by members of the pUblic, etc.;
(il) as landowners, exercising the statutory ngtHs and powers given to landownerti

to participate in decision-maklna; or
(Hi) al landowner., involved In negotiationi for acc:ess to resources on or In their

land.

For convenience, the table on the fol1owlna page sumrnarlt.ea these powers as they
relate to proposed activities which might affect their cU5tom{lcy land.

Given the comprehensive range of these powers, the m!tin hsue for customary
landowners is how they can best bt) organized to invoke the powers at their disposal. In the
present author's view, the best method for organization of customary landownlna groups
available in PNO is found In the Lond aroup.t Incorporation Act. Already outlined under
2.2(b) above, this law allows legal recognition of the corporate nature of customary
landownina groups, and provides the machinery for their responsible; decisian..making over
matters affecting Jleir land. The powers conferred by the Act on incorporated land groups
relate to the U$e and manaeement of th~ir land (sec. 13), for which purposes they may enter
into agreements in accordance with custom. Such agreements could relate to resource
exploitation and the temlS and conditions thereof, or they could be "conservation covenants."

The idea of acquiring the conservation interest in land has a precedent in New
Zealand where, under the Queen EIiZilbeth tM Second NatiOlull TruJt Act of 1977, the Trust
Board can enter into an "open space covenant" with a private landowner or Crown lessee,
whereby, on whatever terms are agreed, the land concerned is committed to be maintained as
open space .- a term defined as meaning land or water which preserves "any landscape of
aesthetic, cultural, recreational, scenic, scientific, or social interest or value" (sees. 22 and
3). Under the New Zealand law, the public is guaranteed free access to land subject to an
open space covenant (sec. 33).

Conservation covenants are an interesting idea, and msay be invokcxl ill PNG to
commit customary land to conservation purposes, in return for guarantee~ of compensation in
the form of services, etc. Any such dealing should be preceded by inoorporation of the
customary landowners as land groups under the above Act, so that the "covenant" is legal
and reliable. Unfortunately under the law as it presently stands such dealings are impossible
with anyone except "automatic citizens" (Lond Act sec. 73). It is true that such an
undertaking is not a "sale, lea:.·~ or disposal" of the customary land in the terms of the
section, but "b.ld" is defined to include an interest in land, so the legality of a conservation
covenant with any nonooCitizen or corporate body would be questionable.

The safest course under the current law is to mobilize landowners to invoke the range
of legal avenues presently open to them to conserve and protect their resources.
Organizational inputs are the main requirements here - informing, advising and assisting
villagersro exercise the statutory powers set out in the above table. The Land Groups
Incorportllion Act procedures can be invoked for these purposes, but it is not essential to do
so. The prescnt law already provides for landowner representation in Wildlife and
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Statutory powen vMted In cudomary bindownen

(I) u members of the lenaral plIbUg

.Bnvlronm.ntal PlI1nnlng Act
~ make representatlong on a project'. environmental plUl • 1l8O. 14(1)
to init!ate prolle()utlons for offenYel • leO. 27(1)

·Envlronm.ntal Contamlnantl Act
to oppolle ,,,nt or a 110M. 10 dillCharae WlUlte or ocher pollUtUltA • lIeC. 20
to initlato pto8eCutlons for offen•• 1l8O. 58

.WaI.,. Ruourca Act
to take part in a public bearina of QD application for a water UII8 permit· 1leC. 30
to initiate prosecutions far offenlle8 • 1l8O. 56

.CollltrWJl/on Ar.a.r Act
to request declaration of a Conservation Area • 1l8O. 12(2)
to mako representations on a propollOd ConlMlrvallon Area· sec. 14

(ii) M landownem. exercising statutory gowen

·Fauna (protlct/on and Comrol) Act
to be consulted on the declllltion of a Wildlife Manaaement Area • lIeC. 15(2)
to be consulted on mlu for a Wildlife Manaaement Area· 100. 17(2)

(. in addition, individuallandownem may be appointed to Wildlife Manaaement CommitvM, and
M ranlen • IIOCIJ. t6, 20)

·Con.rer'VGt/on Areal Act
to be ~.,resented on a Conaervation Area Manaaement Committee· lee. 25(3)
to v~ any development coot•.ry ''I) a mana,ement plan· sec. 32(1)

(. in Addition, individuallandownom may be appointed as ran,era • NC. 38)

(iii) M lagdownm. in project oegotjationa

.1And Act
to ne,otiate termI of land acquisitions for project purposes • lI8C8. IS, 15A

·Forutry Act
to nel0tiate aareementA for forestry operations· sees. 58, &7

·M/nlng A'"
to COmpellSltion - lI8C8. 100 - 103
to S" of royaltilll - sec. 107(2)

(. in practice, landowncrll are included in negotiation of. development packa,e)

.P«rokum Act
to compensation - lI8C8. 38, SO, and 81

(- in prw;tice, landowncrll are included ill neaotiation of. development paca,e)

1-



ConNorvadon Area Manaaemont Committees, and an offectlve extension service under DEC
could ensure that the remedies available to the Boneral public under laws regulating
environmental impacts are invoked in good ~ime by the cUNtomary landowners •• either
individually, or as a group.

Where a sreater responslvenes. of the landowners to the proposed environmenw
impact warrants the incorporntion of landowning gmups, the steps involved are listed in the
following table.

Land GroliP Incorporation

Step 1: Preparallon of lAnd aroup'lj draA colllltitution (1leQ8. :1(2) and 8);

Slep 2: Application for itJcotp()rat~on (!leO. 5(2»j

Step 3: Notification and pUbllll~ly of the application (1MlC8. 6(1) alld 33(2»j

Slep 4: Consideration of any clJmmeoll received (1IeC. 6);

Step 5: Incorporation by Ibe !~.ai8trar (1I8C. 5(1».

While land group incorporatiou ZlroVldes a safer basis for responsible landowner
decision-making, all of the measures for landowner involvement in environment protection
and conservation examined above are available without moving this far. Assuming that the
State acquisition of customary land for conservat.ion purposes is regarded as too extreme a
measure for the purpose, the main options landowners hi,ve are Wildlife Management Areas
and Conservation Areas -- both of which leave the land ownership intact. The fonner are set
up under the Fauna (Protection and Control) Act, and the latter under the Conservation
Areas Act. The steps involved in each case are shown on the tables on the following page.

As between the two options, Conservation Areas are far more comprehensive in their
management interventions -- the management plan regulates land use in the area and sets out
how its special features will be conserved, while penalties f~r unauthorized development in a
Conservation Area are severe. Wildlife M'2I1agement Areas, on the other hand, are
concerned with fauna protection and control, and breach of their management rules attracts
only a minor penalty. They are really only an extension of the sanctuaries and protected
areas approach, to involve customary landowners in wildlife management. The big drawback
with Conservation .Areas is that, at the time of writing, the Act is not operational, by reason
of the failure so far to appoint the National Conservation Council. If Conservauon Areas are
to play the important part they are capable of, clearly this omission must be rectified as soon
as possible.
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Step I:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step s:

Step 1:

~tep 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Step 6:

= Step 7:

Step 8:

Step 9:

Step 10:

Step 11:

S~ !2:

Consultation witb landownen and Local or Community Government (lKiI'..
1$(2»;

Declaration of WMA by the MlnJllter (1l8O. 15(lm

(or at the same time II Step 2): Bsuabllllhment of Wildlit8 Manllement
Committee by MinJ.let (lIeC. 16);

Consultation with ludownen U1d WMC 011 rul. for WMA (1180. 17(1)
anel (2»;

Rul. lor manllement of WMA IJIIIde by Millt.ter (1180. 18).

Co......tionA...

(oplioMl): Written requ.t to Mini.... that .... be declared (aec. 12(2»;

ReroD11'DeDdalion by Minister that CA be declared (sec 12(1»;

Notification to public of reconuneadatioa. which i.made Ivailable for
inspection (8eC8. 13 aad 12(4»;

Representatioos to the Minister (aec. (4);

Suhmiuioa by Minisw to National BxecutiVIi CouocUl (sec. 15);

Decisioa by NBC (aec. 16);

Declaration of CA by Held of State (sec. (7);

Minister appoints M_,~t Committee for CA (aec. 25);

Maoa,ement Committee PreparelllllDlplDellt plUl for CA (aec. 27);

Minister cpproves IDIDIpIDeIIt plaD (IOC. 2);

Consultatioa by MinUter on rules for CA (tee. 28(1»;

Rules for lDID8Iemcnt of CA made by Ministel' (sec. 28(1».
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nlO other m~or Jack at present is of an appropriate Jaw enabUng "conservation

covenant"..type qreoments to be entered into with oustomary landowners, 10 that they can
commit iOme of their land to conservation purposes, possibly in return for development
Rlsistance. DOllln,. in customary land are still covered by laws from the colonial period,
and badly need updating. Another matter lana outstanding 1s customary Jand registration ""
which would enable the registration of conservation covenants, etc., (wet customary land,
whh a statutory protection of the interest. These matters are at present tied up in the 19n9~

tcrm ;U1d costly World Bank·funded Land MobiU:t.ation Vroject, and are probably some years
off resolution. In the meantime, the exbuilg )c:aislation provides ample opportunity to
conserve, protect and manaae PNO's natural resources, the main inputs required beln~

information, advice and organizaUonal assistanCCl to customary landowners, and the necessary
resources in sldlled personn~) and funds for the administrative machinery to operate.
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Chapter Four

An Assessment or Institutional and Social Consen'atlon
luues In Papua New Guinea

Michael Brown· and Hartmut HoJzknechta

People-Environment Relationships in Papua New Guinea

Papua New Guinea ryNG) comprises the eastern half of New Guinea (the world's
largest tropical island), the Admiralty and Bismarck archipelagoes, the northernmost islands
of the Solonlons archipelago and a number of other fringing island groups. At ca. 463,000
km2, PNG is the largest nation in Melanesia and supports a population of 3.9 million. The
population is mainly rural, scattered over the rugged mainland and its many islands. Partly
because of its geographic and physiographic isolatioo and history of colonization and
settlement, Papua New Guinea is one of the most culturally diverse nations on earth. The
people of Papua NeVI Guinea, living in distinct cultural groups, speak more than seven
hundred distinct languages. While English is the main language used in government,
business and education, PNG Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu are the two most widely spoken
common languages.

In most parts of PNG, societies are strongly egalitarian, lacking a well-defined class
system. With few exceptions, status is traditionally acquired or achieved rather than
inherited. Papua New Guineans at all levels of education demonstrate strong attachment to
their land. Unlike many other countries, PNG officially recognizes customary resource
ownership'. Customary resource-owning groups living on and using land and other
resources are legal owners of those resources, by virtue of state recognition of traditional
tenure. Recognition of customary ownership offers a special opportunity for - and indeed
necessitates - the development of conservation techniques that build on indigenous resource
management practices. The development of such techniques would also broaden the mnge of

I The PVo-NGOINRMS Project, c/o WWF, WubinJlOD. D.C•• U.S.A. Tho PVo-NOOINRMS Project ila
CODJI)rtium of World LoaUI, IDe. (formerly Experiment iD Interaatiooal LiviDl [EILD, CARE, aad WWP.

2 AnthropololY Departmeat, Austnlian Natioul UaivorBity, Canberra, Australia.

, See Cbapten 2 and 3 for dillCUllSions of the implications of customary resource OWIlflI'Ilbjp.
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gptiomj availa.ble to msource uwners in a region where lucal leaders and their associated
communities sull predomlnant1.'l control land Ule decl.ions.

It is important to note that Papua New Ouinea(~' do not adhcN to the western concept
of "wildemeu" or "wildland." or "nat'l~raI wUdemell zones" when usealing or dlscus8ing
their environment. Thill concept ImpHOI the notion or "no entry or u..e" by humans, and
aSlumes a separatiOI1 between zones of human activity and ZOOeIJ of wlldUf. Activity which
human. rarely enter. Such restnctions and separation have limited validity in any discussion
of conservation and protected areas in PNO.

It Is certainly true that there may be pam of 1\ landowning group's territory which
membera do not use as often as other pattt of the territory. Some areas may be used for
periodic hunting and lathering trips, MCCOrdina to need or wish. Others are known spirits'
places where malevolent spirits are thought to lurk. Still others ate "sacred sites" (which
may be creation sites or places (rom which humans emerged from the around or where a
creation flaure or god Ig believed to have created a place for his or her descendants). In
most PNO groups, people are discouraged from entering such spirit places or srcred sites
either from fear of attack (in the former case) or for fear of upsetting an~r.~ral spirits (in the
latter case). The National Museum in PNG maintains a voluntary registry of sacred sites.
Environmental impact assessments (BIAs) are mandated to include identification of sacred
sites and the possible impact of a project on such sites.

Almost all ethnographic publications on Melanesia emphasize the strong, deep and I
multi/aceted relationships which haw existed and continue to ulst between human beings and
their enviro~nt in tM region. Few othtr subjects provou stronger and more deep-sealed
emotions in PapUIJ New Guineans than Itmd and lis resources.

Although this multifaceted relationship appean to vary greatly from one social
grouping to another, a number of common themes about relationships between people and
their environment in PNG emerge. A summary of common themes among highly diverse
cultural groups will inevitably result in lOme generalizing and submerging of finer and, in
some cases, significant detail. The thematic summary set out below refers in particular to
PNO societies and RSOurcc-owning communities or groups.

Landownlnl Groups and Resoura Ownership

In any conservation project in PHO, it is the Landowner group which is the key
contact group. It is not possible to develop a precise definition of this group since each
Landowner group's landholding rights vary from ethnic group to ethnic group. Group
characteristics vary depending on the social organiDng principle of the group, e.g.,
patrilineal or matrilineal. When stoning a con.rervation iniIilllive. L4nd0wner groups Med to
be identified on 1M ground in a panicular 1ocaIion by peopk who know whoI to ask and how
to co/lea and collale relevant Irfonnation for this purpose. It Is also essential to understand
how L4nd0wner groups interact with their Mighbors concerning 1Ilnd use.
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A wide nlIlge of meatl!l exhJts In fiNO by which a person can gain access to land and
oth...r natural te5OUN:eS. Furthermore, many feSoUtCXJ use Ilfid allocation systems exhibit
flexibility: while there ate normative rules, means exist (or "outsiders" to resource-ownIng
communities to gain access to produc:tive fCSOUrcell. "Insiders" Who, for some reason, fail to
gain ac:coaa to hmd or resources throulh the preferred means of attribution and allocation,
may also take advantage of mue alternative means.

In general, ownership of various rights to resources is vested in groups, begt
identified as kinship groups. All land and resources in PNO are "v ''loo" in some way.
Membership in these resource-owning groups is inherited in various ways through a person's
kinship (or in st>mc cases, quasi·ldnshlp) links. Re<:ognized and acceptable ways do exist as
well for outsiders to be adopted into and become full members of such groups. All parcels
of land are named, and their ownership ancestry and linkage to particular groups and
individuals are usually well known and well established.

In large areas of PNG, these kinship groups might be defined as clans or s'lb-f:lans in
which membership is passed (rom lather to son, i.e., patrilineally (in th~ male line). In
some cases such groups are lineages. In matrilineal societies in PNO, rights to resources
pass through the female line but are nevertheless controlled by males; as such, a man may
inherit a variety of resource rights from his mother's brother'$ descent group, e.g., a man
passes such rights onto his sister's son. There are also some groups in PNO which are
organized along the principles of double unilineal and oognatk descent. In these cases, a
man may acquire access to resource rights from either the male or the female line, or a
combination of right., from each.

Definition of landownine eroypt

Although it may be desirable fe)! conservation purposes to define a Landowning
group's membership and draw its borders on a map in order to make agreements about
resource use, Landowning groups are in fact somewhat difficult to define in that their
membership and territory change over time. These groups generally arise when people in
closer kinship relationship to each other decide to live in proximity for reasons of social
solidarity and access to natural resources. As the population of ~ group increases, lines of
fracture appear: lineages or sub-clans may establish themselves as independent groups. The
purpose of such sub-groups may be to strengthen their own group identity, and/or to make
claim to part of what was fonnerly an area of joint tenitory and joint resources with the
"mother" clan. If one such sub-group subsequendy dies out or is unsuccessful as a separate
entity, its territory is reabsorbed into the "mother" group's territory and resoumes. Thus a
continual redrawing of group boundaries between original and offspring groups can occur.

• LadowDia.1fOUPI are called .Papa Grauo· in Tok Pism, which tnnslates rou.hly to En.lisb u
·lAndowDera" or ·RtlIIOUn:e Owners·. In this chapter, we will UIO the term Lanoowoer to refer collectively to

1aDdowDiD. 1fOUIlI.



Ovet a period of time an offspring group «.W1 evolve from an embryonic group to a
powerful and influential body of ptKJple. A group's leaders eatI have a great hnpa~t in
deciding its tato: 8uccos8rull~.aders ilttnwt (gllowors, and with mm'@ foltowers a group Can
booome even motl sU4c:usful. Or the group may su~umb to the depredations of war,
disease. and continual competition, dwindling down to only a few membtlfS.

nven with flux in the movement p( people (individuals or groups) and with frequent
redrawing of group resource boundaries, the links between people and their v,nvironment
endure and are actually strengthened. Blements of resourGe u~ systems ate changing with
the increased contact with "outsiders" (other PNO groups, Westerners, et4.), the emergence
of urban areas with wage labor, and the production of perennial cash crops (Which restricts
the use of large areas of customary land and thereby makes land inac:cessible to most of the
other Landownen). Nevertheless, the deep spiritual linkage between people and land still
exists. Urban wage earners regularly send part of their eaminl! home to their relatives to
keep their names linked with that group and its resources, and will often express the wish to
be buried at home on their land.

A number of mechanisms exist in PNO societies to incorporate tnt'Mgers or people
from other groups, e.g., refugees into one's own group and to bind them '.0 that group.
Group genealogies are then retroactiv~ly levised to conform to the particular society's group
ideology. A group ideology sets out who the group members are, who formally has access
to the group's range of rights, and who has only circumscribed rights of use.

Ri~hts to land and resource ri~hts

Rights to land and other resources (besides individually owned trees) are most
commonly vested in groups such as clans and sub-elans (and in some ethnic groups, in sub
clan structures such as lineages). Few, if any, such rights are vested in higher level
&loupings such as phratries (tribal subdivisions) or tribes' and none are vested in language
groups. Landowner groups generally hold resource rights to more restricted territory, and
several Landowner groups may hold resource rights simultaneously in different territories in
a geographical area.

Resource rights include the following: rights to land for agriculture use, for hunting,
fishing and collecting (including materials for house construction) from group resources,
rights to build a house, burial rights, and the rights to pass on resource rights to descendants.
Distant relatives or childhood friends from another group may be allowed to share in such
activities as preparing and planting a flew garden and harvesting its produce, but such access
is usually only a right of use, not ownership.

Economic trees and vines (such as ~ut pa1m~, breadfruit trees, pandanus,
"pepper" vines and betelnut palms, i.e., those which need to be planted and kept clear of
weeds) are virtually always indiyidual pro.geJ1y and, provided they are looked after and

, Tribes are defined u clusters of clUlS ......Iy botlDd by shared tl'lditioas, IaDpaae, and values.
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maintained. betong to the person who planted them, The plants G8I1 be inhetited by the
plantet's descendanb. This tradition abo applill to .,., perennial 8IilOI'lOlfiic ttIlB crops sooh
as coffee, QQG08 and OOOOftut plantations, though it IOlrtatitnell engen4en tei8ntmeftt in other
group membet. sinal such crops can tie up very 18.... 8Ia& of good land tot many yMfs and
remove thORe lands from the nmmaJ gitcutAtion of agtkmltuw land to whiGh all members
have KCeSS,

kiahtl of use tend to be very fl..ible in low population U8U. Resources there fOf
gardening. hunting, fishitlg and cgllecling from the wild are accessible to a wide range of
people. including resource-ow..ina (Landowner) group members in those areas. As
population p1'll$ure on resources increases with natutaJ demographic: dwtgu. immigration,
of loss of land to another group.~ to ruoun.. tends to b«ome more favorable to
"official" group members. In many patti of 'NO. where kinship is reckoned pclttilineaJly,
women often return to their natal groups with their children if husband. die or marriages are
dissolved. The women can be reabsorbed bKk into their father'. or brothetl' group••
althouflh their children and grandc:hiJdren may later experience difficulties in establishing
their re.lJpective resource rtghtl in tOOse groups.

It follows from tOO discuwon above that one individual from a Landowner group
cannot diapose of any area or~I of land or alienate any resources (mlting ona rather
than planted resources) from that land on his own inWative. These inherited group and
individual land ownership and resource rilhll are the birthright of group members and are
their link with the past and the future. Pan:e1s of land may be transferred to new owners as
part of a brideprice payment or as part of a payment for the establishment of~ between
two groups, but such cases are rare.

Spiritual DImensions that Realllrm the Relationship bet.... Land and I.. Resources
and Success

A Landowner group's de with its land and other resources, e.g. reefs, is not only
economic, but has a deep spiritual basis II well, linking the group to its ancestors. The
group's ancestors laid claim to the land and other resoun:es many generations before,
fighting wan. skinnbhes and ambushes over the groups' IWtUJ'aI raources. In other ca.1CS,
the ancestors may have killed trapusen on their aand I.e maintain the land's intepity. All
life-taking an\! lire-giving on and around a Landowner JI'OuP'I land is seen as strengthening
and deepening a group's bond and multifaceted relationship with its land.

Traditionally, the intqrity of a Landowner p:oup in its everyday - as well as
competitive - situations with other neighboring groups bas been complddy dependent on
maintaining a very positive relationship between group members themJelves. and abo
between group members and their an<:estraI spirits. An<:esIraI spirits are believed to maintain
ongoing relationships with their human desc:elldants. For ewnpIe, Landowner groups
believe that the positive actions of an<:estraI spirits make 1be critical diffa'ence between an
ordinary harvest of yartlS and an outslanding crop of yams that outshines and -defeat- other
groups' yams at food festival competitions. In most PNG cu1tma1 groups, an<:estraI spirits
are believed to continue living in particWar trees and places within the Landowner group's
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territory. The inftl'lange of C,,;hrisdan missions throughout PNO may htlve undermined
somewhat the Import?nce of ancestral spirits in everyday life, but the tie to the anccRtralland
and its resources f ,verthulesG very strong (John Pinch, perlOnal Qommunicadon, 1992).

Lo~allte8ourc:e Manalement Systems

Locally, biodiversity on a LMdowning group's land or reef is managed in the context
of farming, fishing, hunting, and collecting. Resource management Ilystems employed by
undownen (individuals and aroupa) havo in the past tended to be based on very
conservative risk aSsessment and risk acceptabiHty principles (Douglas 1985), particularly in
relation to the production of food. Risk minlmiutior. and optimal use of labor (as opposed
to maximizing pruiuction) drivC8 decislon·makina. Landowners combine and manipulate a
number of re:Klurce management Ilyatems at the same time. The combination of these
systems 111 an ,~ may lead to overall succus; some systems may decline, though, as others
floultsh, depending 0)) varying conditions (!le8IOn, seasonality of plant and animal ~ycles,

rair~fal1 and otber weaUler patterns and microclimatic conditions, soil, wage labor availability,
etc.) Por example, resource management systems typically include fisheriCf., hunting, forest
extraction, woodlots, as well as subsistence gardening of a large variety of food crops.
Wage 1«100t outside the hume area is also ~ming increasingly important.

Resource management !j'stems can be analyzed at the individual farmer (or "horticul
tura' ",.") level. Greater differences in resource management ~ystems (and in their integrated
S)3tems) can b" fOUI'lJ between individuals in different PNG societies than between
Individuals within a single PNO society. The complexity of resource management systems
it,. c; in the individual's manipulation of a nunlber of such systems in order tf) optimize control
over the resource environment. The complementarity of many individual resource
management systems leads to macro-level "systems" or resource use "patterns," such as the
foHowing.

Subsistence food production: PNO agriculturalists plan and work from on~ y~ to the next
and from one season to the next, taking into account anticipated rainy and dry seasons, the
need to protect against fire and the predations of wild tanimals and, in higher mountdn areas,
an«J the possiJility of frosts. The agriculturalists plant a number of diffennt crops, with
cassava planted often for food supply in alSe of famine. In addition to PNl]uct!!)n of food
for subsistence, however, many PNO cuJ'lJral groups place a high value on its production for
consumptive values and for distribution.

For ~arnple, much planning, orsanization and preparatilm goes into [JOd production
when a community hosts a competitive r·'1C! presentation (which is genera1I~' ,&t'Jf 3 cycle
of such presentations). Extra gardens nd to be planted a year or more be ~vre the ev-~h~.

sufficient numbers of piglets need to be acqUired up to thTlee years ahead of time. and
increased food production is needed to feed the larger n\l~h;~r of pigs being raised, all
rer~~'.Jiring enough man- and woman-power to carry ovt these extra tasks. Although
invitations to other groups to r''''''' dcipate in the 1m competition are issued to the leading
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pGt80n8le in each IrouP, that personage must organize and coordinate contributions (rom
Ofhers in his group.

Resourcc..maoaaement..ouUide..oLaardens: PNO Landowners have in the paAt tended to
coHe<:t materials (tom the (orest or catch nah from streams or the sea and find house building
materials or wild fruit, wild (ood or wild animals on an as-needed basis; long..term food
g~')raaes were rare. Only item. having a particular uso Weft! C()lIectcd. With a relatively
small popUlation, this approach of natural reJOurce UM aJj nllOds arise, with lIubslstence (ood
production Hnked to IonI fallow cycles, can be susulned.

As population increases, though, the pressure on rUitural resources increases as welL
New markets sometimes cause large areas of land to be taken out of circulation for lona..term
cash crops and ranching. Smaller areas of land must therefore be used more hes;;Uy (or food
production, a situation made possible by the advent ')f neW technology (tractors, plows,
pesticides). To increase production on smaller parcels of land, shortenerJ fallow cycles are
employed, leading to a decrease in soil fertility and, in tum, increasingly inadequate food
production. New technologies that in'I~Ase the rate of extraction thus can ultimately have a
nClative impact on the resource base, depleting it faster than it can be replenished.

Local ~oraomles and Development

Since contact was established with the outside world (initially on the islands and
coastal areas but eventually~:n in the most remote Valley and village in Papua New
Guinea), there has been an increasing demand by Papua New Ouineans for access to things
the outside world offers. Over time, the cash economy has spread across PNO. Although
traditional trading networks still operate in certain contexts, and girt"giving between kin in
particular relationship categories to each other continues to take place, more and more people
feelt the need ... or have developed the need - for cash income to meet or obtain an
increasing range of needs and wants.

Development opportunities are available to Landowners depending on where they live
8Ild on their present acx:ess, if at all, to government services, and existing infrastructure. In
some remote areas, interested people may work together to ,..onstruct an airstrip to improve
access to development opportunities. Yet more remote 8RU often have fewer opportunities
for poople to improve their quality of life.

Some development projects can contribute to the economic and cultural viability of a
rural community. The prospect of lood remms against invested labor often encourages
people to remain in their home areas. Other ~oWelopment projects, Mwever, such as timber
or logging projects, have often been charac~ ~y exploimtion. Landowners have
sometimes had to make decisions on such prvjects without adequate knowledge of options
available to them; environmentally and culturally diiroptive projects with ~t economic
return to communides have been the norm. 1'" addition, many resource communities with
valuable timber resources, for example, have perceived extraction of their timber resources
to be virtually the only option available to get cash in hand arad obtain services such as
schools and clinics, as well as roads or other~ into their area.



RICent logging operations have b~ ohartlcted1.8d by the actions of opportunistic
oversea" businGlsmen, who have gone into likely Timber Rights Purchase IltU8j ~Ps) ot
tocal FotOSt Areas (LFAs) and used cash and other promises to encourqe Landownor. to
agree to a logging tlpGtation. However t since the 108ging operations employ (ow local
people, Uttle economic beneRt accrues to thu Landowner sroup. Additionally, only the
highest value timber spegies are extracted, without regard to lung"term damage to either
young trees or the land itself. There is tYflically no concomitant retorestatlun ACtivity and fiO
long-term development planning to complement or mitigate the extraction activities.

Stakeholders' Perspectlves on Conservation Problems and Opportunities
in Papua New Guinea

The term "stakeholder" refers to a per~n or group that has an Intere.'t, or "stake," in
a given issue. Different stakeholder groups in PNO often have different interests in
conselVation and development In PNO. Whon interests conflict, mitigation may be possible,
The major stakeholders in Papua New Guinea include: the State, toea! communities
(Landowners), provincial government, business, biologists, NOOs; and donors prumoting
development and conservation programs.

= The CNA Social Scientist team attempted to assess the position of different
stakeholder groups regarding conservation problems and opportunities. What is discussed
here is clearly not an exhaustive or comprehensive covenaae of the issue for PNG stakeholder
groups, but rather is meant to be indicative of Beneral perceptions of three of the key
stakeholder groups •• the State, local communities, and business (see Appendix 4-4 for
assumptons and perceptions of these and other stakeholder groups). Planning specific
conservolion activities will require antllysis 01stakeholder interests specific to particular
situations.

Perspectlv"S or Three Key Stakeholder Groups

1. The State

The State in PNG is not a homogeneous entity. It is clear from discussions witt.
government rep:.'eSentatives from a variety of different departments and ministries 
National/Provincial Packs, the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC),
Forestry Department, National Museum of PNG - that many differing opinions about
conservation challenges and opportunities exist in PNO. However, all of the above
20vernment representatives agree that the constitution of PNO has recognized conservation to
ue a priority activity nationally, with the caveat that conservation be approached wthe Papua
New Guinean way."

_J
WThe Papua New Guinean wayw refers to the necessity for conservation to work with

and through Landowners. 'The Stale in PNO therefore does not act 8S the sole agent



reAponslbie for designing and implementing conservation inltllitiv88. It recognlzos. ntther,
that ita tesponIJibiHty Is to raciUtate conservation •

At the sam. time. the State has also supported large-scale development activities
which are not always consistent with environmentAlly sound projoc:tl. The Ok 'tedl mining
projec:t. most notably j wu critiGlzed (or a lau:k of environmental safeguards th"t allowed the
ptoje<.:t to damage the entira Ok Tedl·Ply River lIystcm (Cutcll 1991). In BougainvlUc,
Landowner.' discontent with the compensati()n schemes devised to deal with mmat patrilineal
or matrilineallnheritam:e customs or att'ected clan groups led to political unrest, eventually
bringing about a total shutdown of mine operations.

l1u:,"State.'l.,D<illc~ (ramework for conservatign: The PNO constitution set the following goai,g
for conservation and development in PNO: 1) Integrat human development, 2) Equality and
participation, 3) National sovereignty and sell-reliance, 4) Natural resources and
environment, and ~) Papua New Guinean ways.

The fourth goal states explicitly. "We dcx:lare our fourth goal to be for Papua New
Guinea's natural resources and environment to be conserved and used for the collcx:tive
benefit for us all. and to be replenished for the benefit of future generations."

Additionally, a statement of environment and con~rvation principles, made In 1917
by the Ministry of Environment, was aa:epted by the National Parliament. Significant
aspcx:ts included: the need for ecological, social, and culturally suitable fonns of
development and their consideration in project planning; sustainabUity; environmental
responsibilities; and el1Vironmental education and awareness.

The State in the foteStry sector: Govemment currently plays a major ro'~ in mediating
between communities and logging companies to ~ulate the conservation of forest resources.
Government can acquire the right to log a forest from customary landowning communities,
then grant permits or licenses •• Timber Rights Purchaes (TRPs) -- to the acquired forest
rights to potential developers. Or the State can allow the landowning communities to dispose
of their timber in Local Forest Areas (LFAs) under the Private Dealings Act. As of the end
of 1988, 2.8 million hectares of land in PNG had been licensed under TRPs, while .33
million hectares of LFAs had been decl;m~ (Uniseard1 i992).

The State was criticized by the Barnett Commission of Inquiry for the role it played
in allowing -the lion's share of profits [from the timber industry] to be shipped overseas,
[with] only the left-overs...available for distribution in ?apua New Guinea- (Barnett 1989).
Abuses - transfer pricing, undersetting royalty rate3. manipulation of Logging and Marketing
Agreements, inadequate supervision and managenY.mt of expatriate-run logging operations,
etc. - have led t~ a situation where the forestry set'~tor actors continue to be perceived as
inimicaJ to both conservation and Landownel'$.



Landowners are a heterogeneous group with varying intotOAts in con80tVation Ilt\d
de\'clopm~nt, but thoy share a desire for gtoater information about the pros snd cons o(
available cmllcrvatlon and development options.

Papua New Guinea comprlles thousands of 10'".a1 communities. The indlvlduaha who
make up these communities are known collectively as Landowners (or, alternatively,
Resource Owners). l1thnlcity (clan or tribal atflllatlori), region, and language are all
important differentiating criteria between and among communities. Thus, although the term
"community" is used below to generalize about characteristic. shared across clans, it is not a
particularly appropriate term in PNO, in its rommonly used sense of referring to a group
where vaiu1S and interests are totally shared.

Several key features serve to unify Landowner groups in PNG, so thalloglcally they
can be referred to as a distinct Btakehol~:~ group. These :ley features include the following:

(a) the principle of "wantok" •• people sharing alliances on the basis of kinship and
residence •• opemtes throughout PNO as a means of social organit.ation and
differentiation at the community level;

(b) communities in PNG are mainly rural, and are in general undergoing mpid social
transformation; and

(c) communities are in similar positions on a structuralleve1 with regard to
government and NOOs.

In theory, considerina PNO's constitution and legal framework, communities across
PNG possess an extraordinary amount of power to set their conservation and development
agendas. But this power has not always be()n constroctively employed to promote their
collootive interests.

Communitie:; across PNG have more often than not been uninformed about the real
benefits and costs accruing to them from particular development activities. A growing
degree of .....Jmmunity·level discontent exiBts concerning how l('~ community interests are
represented at the national level. Increasingly, communities, malliance with service
providing NOOs, arc challenging other stakeholders' development - and sometimes
conservation - initiatives.

In addition, commurJty stakeholder interests may sometimes be jeopardized by poor
social impact asseasments and environmental impact assessments. Visits conducted by the
Social Scientist team during the CNA confirmed that communities are often unaware of the
specific content of agreements into which they have entered. Agreemen~ were in all cases
facilitated by agents representing individual Landowners from within the community.
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In JOMPhstaal, for example, an agreement had been etlterad into with the Kosmo Co.
regarding logging in '-00,000 hectares belonging to 330 clans. But no one In a group lUlmple
of 3' pGOple from 13 oommunltl8lllfld 17 clans had a ce>n~t of the speoifig benefits and
castlln the "&a_ment." The group mambo" knew~ or 8ISumed. that there would be "spin..
otts,"or development projects. Dut they were not knowledgl1Qble of the key components of
the agreement. A further troubling note in Joseph'laa! was that many of the particular clans
represented at the meelin. did not appear on KOlimo'. census of clans and villages in the
project area which was part of Kosmo's Environmental Plan. This may have ~n bGctusc
clans and/or villages have multiple names. It also could mean that the Kmuno census did not
capture all relevant clans and villages in the propoMd TRP area. finally, it could mean that
some of the participants at the meeting were not actuaHy from the project arel, but thought
that they wens.

The Papua New Guinea Council of Churches and the Stamberl Institute cast the
conflict between community and business stakeholder interests in terms of the (ollowing
assertions:

(a) A stop must be put to the destruction of the natural foundations of life
wreaked by the exploitation of min~raI resources and th~ felling of tropical
rain forest in a manner which either n~gtects or runs contrary to social and
environmental considerations.

(b) A check must be placed on the supplanting of subsistence/cash crop mixed
fanning. This would require the cessation of forms of raw material production
and felling of the rain forest which are harmful to the environment and a stop
to the conversion ~f land in communal ownership into alienable property.

(c)~ $1ate should renounce further any withdrawal from the economy
(liberalisation), and hence from any responsibility for economic, social and
environmental development.6

The CNA team assessment confirmed that these O»inions (at least the first two cited
above) are at the forefront of many communities' - and certainly NOOs' - minds.
Communities see that development is happening at the expense of conservation. At the same
time, many communities in PNG dg want development to occur. But they feel that neither
business nor the State has done a good job in promoting development that is both sustainable
and in the interest of communities as a stakeholder group.

One of the most complex issues facing communities and the stakeholder groups with
which they enter into negotiations, is the negotiation of compensation packages - including
both royalties and employment - that will satisfy both the current and future demands of the
landowning community (FIler 1990). At Bougainvillc, the compensation packages which
~ere negotiated functiond ?..i ·'time bombs' causing social disintegration because they

• StarDberJ lastitute 1991•
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ltlvolve(dl wealth, powir and influence which CAntlot be distributed by custom And
oontributed to stntUl1cation within the Landowner oommunity" (FUot 1990). Communities
have not yet devetopid II process that addresaes unforeseon Gultural and social Hmitatiofts that
ctluJd emanate ftom development Ilc:tivitlcs.

Other threats to communities in VNO are imer-communal: the interests of
neighboring communities at'f) n"- llwayl in harmony and are often in conflict. Any QlUllysi.f
ofcommunities' stab In con.rtVVallon must ~aml"e inler-communal sources of cmrfllct over
natural rtsources, the historical and ecological dimemlons 01 tht co'lfllct. and Its dynamics.

Filer (1990) has neatly expo~ what he calls

"LlIe myth of Melanesiall communism," that is, of a community whose
mei'nbers H...~ in complete harmony with each other and with their natural
environment, who jointly owned the land to which they had a mystical
attachment, who chose their leaders by consensus, settled arguments by
compromise, and redistributed the products of their labour to ensure that
everyone enjoyed the same ~;\dition of subsistence affluence.'

While the pre1umed pristine state ot "Melanesian communism" may in fact never
have existed (in that conflict over natuml resources, among other things, was a fact of life
both within and between communities on an occasional, if not cydica1, basis [cf. Rappaport
1968]), accelerating population growth and bf~.akdown of traditional resource and dispute
management systems is exacerbating conflict within and between Landowner communities.
The ability of communities to~ resource use seems to be diminishing.

However, shifting or swidden agricultural systems have proven to be very resilient to
increases in population and gardening pressure. Contrary to predictions made more than 30
years ago such agricultural systems have survived without any m~or government
intervention (TJnisearch 1992).

Although resource managemet: systems have not collapsed, communities across PNO
can confirm that the systems have in tact changed. They can explain how resource usc has
changed by community and genecf, and can say which species are still abundant and which
are rare or have disappeared. People 2.~ acut,· ~y aware of such cll'U1ges, and communities
have different theories about the causes. Thus while continuity in some aspects of
agricultural system" has been maintained, considerable changes in systems have occurred as
well. Both contin'lity and cha!\ge are thus evidenced in PNG society today, and will b~ key
factors in shaping conservation programs in the country.

1 Quoted in UDiseuch 1992.



Dusineas in PNO has varying track records and attitudes. It ill thoro(ore dirt1cult to
generaUte a "big business" stakeholder position. In addltit1t\, buslness'tj approach to
dov~dotltneni and c()f1setvati(),. in PNG Is ovolving in t88po~alle to various experiences in
PNO.

Minina cQm,panies: Papua New Oulnaa is rich in rJinetal re.IOurces and tho government of
Papua New Guinea has negotiated agreements with It number of mining companies in PNO.
Mineral tcsourCQI, those resources occurring on or under any land in PNO, are treated by
the State III State owned, even when they occur Oft IMdl which are customarily owned.
Thus mining businesses historically have had to worry only about dealing with the State as a
counterpart stakeholdlng interest in PNO (Unlsearch 1992). As the BougainvUle. experience'
indicates, however, mining companies must now acknowledge from the outset of an
operation the importance that needs to be attached to the registration of land titles. The
approach adopted at Ok fedl tried to obviate the problems of SougainvllIe by focussing on
inheritance customs (Okale 1990) and devising compensation measures that would satisfy the
demands of particular landowning communities over time (Filer 1990).

Lo&2i02 companies: The forestry sector presents a different set of problems than does the
mining sector. Business as a stakeholder interest must therefore be considered differently
when looking at forestry, or logging, companies.

In 1988, some twenty logging companies were registered and operating in PNG.
Forest products are the fourth larg,...st general\lt of foreign exchange in PNG, mainly throuclh
log export. Much of the known potentially commercial fOMt area in PNO is committed
under exi.~dng operations, or in Pl'vjet:ts being negotiated. The curi' ',i'lL annual rate of logging
is abOut 70,000 hectares a year, with estimates of total commercIally utilizable area ranging
from 2 to IS million hectares (Unisearch 1992).

Oil companies: Chevron Niugini, a major business stakeholder in PNO, is approaching its
development and conservation acti\ities with a more careful eye to the social and economic
repercussions of its activities than previous mining companies opetllting in PNG. While it is
clearly inte~ted in develoving the Kutubu and Kikori Valley oil resources because of the
ecQnomic rate of return projected, Chevron appean to be interested in promoting sustainable,
ecolor~ically sound development, through its impending support of the Kikori Valley project
submitted by WWF (WWF 1992). If well unplemented in Kikori Valley, benefit flows will
be broadened to include community stakeholder groups from five maj\lr groups of
Landowners, invOIVitlg SOOO people in the Highlands area and 7000 in the delta (Unisearch
1992). Nevertheless, i.~e difficulties which Chevron has encountered in its dealings with
Landowner groups was recently well docunl~llted by the Wall Street Iournal (McCoy 1992),

• In BouaaiDviUe, di88ltisfaction on the part of IaDdowJerI over Cbe various compeasation schemes devised to
deal with difTenmt inheritance cUBtomsled to political unrest which wenhlally shut c'..own OperWOl'B at tho mine.
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illustrating onae Again how orucial locaJ c:oUabomtlon is in any outside..inspired devolgpment
activity.

C()~trRdlctlons Between and Amona Stakeholder Intere8tM. Development Rod
COOlervatloo

The Unhlelrch report preplited for the 1992 UNCBO meetings deliCribcs the differing
perspectives of tho m'\Jor ltakeholder groups in PNO with the ~~ample of how the terms
"development" and "deforestation" are used and understood by each of these groups.

To a c:ommerciallQJaing firm, the clearance or lorest for low intensity
subsistence agriculture, oven if i'. subsequently regenerates, nevertheless
con~tltutes "deforestation" becala~ aliloggable trees are destroyed. To !&Orne
envif1Dnmentalists, forest disturbahce by selective logging or even subsistence
a., ·.;ulture is unacceptable because of the perceived negative impacts on
biodiversity, animal habitat and the stability of soils. To all environmentalists
the permanent removal of forest cover is abhorrent, but agrlculturalis") and
vill~ers might find this acceptable if the forest is replaced by, for example,
productive small·holder cocoa plots or oil palm ~tates.

Landowner resistance historically has been lower to logging operations than to mining
projects, despite the fact that the benefits from the latter are higher for Landowners, with no
perceptible difference in additional negative environmental impact. This seeming paradox in
community stakeholder receptivity to different big business interests may have one or more
of the following explanations:

(a) Mining companies have been unwilling or unable to establish the network
of bribery and corruption which the logging companies have used to silence
the leaders of landowning communities.

(b) ~"downers are able to cope with the relatively small-scale and short-term
nature of l~b!...,g projects. The much larger scale, the high tc:ehnology and
the complex organization of mining projects is more difficult to tolerate.

(c) The forestry sector has not been subject to the same process of "media
amplification" which has occurred in the mining and petroleum sector.

(d) Landowners undervalue the forest resource. Not only is forest clearance a
very ancient pr~.:tice in PNG, but the erosion of traditional practices 
including religious practices - and the growth of a market economy have
greatly reduced the range of perceived needs which the forest supplies to the
average villager.

(e) The negative environmental impact of logging cperations is not evident
until it is too late for Landowners to mount an effective protest, by which tiltV'
the contractor has moved on to a new area.

(I
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(I) It ill not cleat whether Landowners ate inteMted in environmental
protection for ha own sake, or fot whatever wh ben.lt.. a particular project
i. expected to ptOdu~. What IOmetimeM appeals to be a disagreement
between Landowners and loaaers turns out on etoller insptlCUon to be a
disagreement betwQGn tactions within the lAndowning community whereby one
group leeds it is not teQllivlng a fait share of the proceeds and therefore has
nothing to lose by waving the conservationist flag at its opponents.

(a;) Landowners' domandi and ptotetUJ are guided by their perception of the
economic beneltta which a developer i. willina ~ able to pay, Of those which
it is obliacd to pay as a result of inveatmentl already made in the development
of a project. The Barnett Inquiry revealed that many 10Uing opemtions in
PNG are so arouly und",r.-capitalized that bribes constitute the ml\ior part of
the contractor'. initial investment, while the 'Landowner company' is Ion to
bear most of the costs of extraction out of its own revenues.'

The implication of the above il that (creat conservation will not pnx-eed unless
conservation interests match the material incentives offered by the timber industry (Unisearch
1992), an assertion not necessarily widely agreed upon (as evidenced by NOOs and social
scientists who debated the issue at the CNA workshopl~.

Conservation Issues Arising from Stakeholder Relationships

Stakeholder collaboration must be a key factor in conservation in PNO. If
conservation objectives are to be achieved on a widespread basis, it is important that lrey
potential actors begin communicating; until now they have been talking past each other. No
one stakeholder group alone can implement major conservation activities ~ithout the active
assistance and support of the other groups. Mistrust between or among any of thele groups
can therefore hinder conservation success.

For example, NOOt and Landowners each believe that they must have input into the
conservation planning and implementation process. Both pen:ei~ themselves as largely left
out of the process. Government conservation plannen have sometim'es perceived NOOt; as
being either too activist or technically incompetent to participate as equals. At the close of
the CNA Work-lOP, however, DEC per~ did say mat DEC was inte1eSted in exploring
how and where it could begin to colh..~mate with the PNG National Alliance of Non
govemmentttl Organisations CHANGO). Assessment of W'tldlife Management Area (WMA)
proposals already ~ubmitted ~'~ local communities was suggested as an initial area of
collaboration.

, Filer 1991.

10 See Appendix 11-4 aJar Chapter IC.
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COiiMltvation management statt1J on a unique footing in PNO. AI slated e&11ier,
virtually aU hU1d in PNO is owned throuah c::uawmuy tenure by u~d()wner locd/AJ unita
bued on kinship groupt. Unl... the LAndownm embrac:e cooservatiOJ. ~'tan~;t.g, successful
conservation will not be achieved. Thil sin..-Iarity in PNO'. land tenure system is Atill
petWived by some (not all) government plAMetA and intetnational OOfiMtVationists as a
probtem rather than an opportunity <see Lynch'. report, thil volume).

111e ability of the ggyemmcnt to CQIltrol of fortO OORlOtVation is indeed limited. For
example, it is very difficult to remove land from traditional tenure by stale fiat. This makes
the creation of protected areas such u parks or reserves almost impossible.

If the PNO land tenure Bituation wete perceived u an opportunity, conservation
strategies could be developed to take advantage of Landowner propensity to value natural
resoun:ea for multi.Wc purposes. Such Itrateaies would streu fMChanisms to invest
Landowners with the information, tools and legal means to promote appropriate c:ooxrvatioo
to complement the overall sustainable developnlent and welfare of rural Papua New
Guineans.

If conservation planning were driven from the top, on the other hand, using the CNA
maps as a blueprint for where conservation Mould proceed, area. may be prioritized on a
biological basis, while neglecting a sociocultural perspective. ;'kleaion 0/c:onserwuion areas
should be mode on the basis 01biological criteria ill ,ontuna/on Mth socUllleasi1;Uity if
comervation fMasUI'U an to sua:eell.

Ooyc:rr.;nent=driyeo pJannin& - the rna_I w:n;jse: Many of the biologbts' and
conserva!ion managers' assumptions at the CNA (see Appendix 4-4) seem. to indicate that
they see conservation basic:ally u a planning and execution exercise, i.e., amenable to top
down processes in which situations are technically asseued, plans are drawn up, and
implementation pux:eeds. Many biologists felt that it would be anmteJproduet!ve to discus.!
the mapping exercise among Landowners, NGClJ and IOc:ia1 scientists since it was, in their
view, a straightforward and objective process.

Here it is worth noting a caveat from a professional mapmaker (Moomonier 1991:2):

a sillgle 1Nlp Is bllt one of till intJejiniuly Imge "UI1IIb4'" ofmops that might bit
protlllad for 1M same situtJIion orfront the IDIPI't dJlUl [original emphasis].
How easy it is to forget, and how revealing to~, that map authon can
experiment freely with features, measurements, areas of coverage, and
symbols and can pick the map that best presents their case or supports tMir
WlCOftSCious bias. Map n:rs must be awale that cartcgrnphic: license is
enormously broad.

U';' L ·~owes, co-curatm' of an exhibitioo of maps at the Smithsonian's Cooper
Hewitt National Museum of Design in New York City, reminds visitors to the exhibit that
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"(e]vt1ry map is IOtfieon.'s way of g.tting you to look at the world his or her way. Despite
aft aura of neuttality j maps preMnt information aleotively j shaping out perceptions of the
world...by _ing mapa for what th.y ..tty llhi, by ufiderAtanding their persuasive power,
we can go on to use them to make sense of th' world and out place in it (IJolt 1993)."

While cinaRln. a map of biologicWly important ate8A WO a m~ot CNA obj84l1tive,
again it is debatable al to whether (rom. conse,••tIOd penpectltJ biologiGal impottatl'ti as
deftned primarily by species richneh atld endemic:lt)' should have driven the mapping
methodology itthis_wUlbe_fiRC'! lO1e..bull fat_cQoWYMIWLplanninlJn ENa. Another
mapping exerebe, for example, f()Cusled on prioritizina areas for conservation u a fungtiort
of threat, deftned by economic and/or population pressure indlCGa, might have led to a
different map of priority goflsetVlltion areas.

Priority ranking (or ~nservation in PNO is therefote II relative con<:ept, as opposed
to an absolute truth. Por example, what the biologisu were hoping to achievr with the map,
in addition to their choioo of criteria to prioritize areal of biologiea1 importance, determined
to a large extent the amount of land area that showed up on the map. Wh!:l obje<:tive
criteria may be used to identify whidl areas amid be prioritit.ed, in order to achieve the
World Bank's objective of puttin. 201 of the country under protected area status (Unisearch
1992), the ultimate decision of how much of the country should be designated as priority
conservation areas is highly subjectivo, and can be politically driven".

Conservation p1ancine throueh a partnershiP: If \he mapping exercise is as subjective as is
suggested here, the following assertions make a case for including NODs, Landowners and
social scientists to act as consultants to the mappinJ exemse:

(a) If NGOs and Landowners do not undt.rstand the ntionale and value of the maps,
;hey may reject any conservation plans which are generated on the basis of
information provided by the maps.

(b) If the final decision to include certain areas on the maps as priority is based on
subjective factors (such as the attractiveness to potential donors of having a certain
area set aside IS a priority area. or the eventual establishment of protl':ted areas on
the basis of the maps' information) then non-biologists need to ,md~stand the degree
to which the maps are subjective - and why - before they ~j! ~t any subsequent
action based on the maps.

(c) Non-biologist NGOs and Landownen can provide infol'l1'.ation to biologists that
can be used to temper the more subjective aspects of mapping decisions, particularly
in terms of an overall strategy of prioritizing more or leu area on th~ map.

II DuriDI the CNA WQ\tsbop, .....tJy UDder advice from DBC. the perceDtIge of area that die bioloJists
prioritia'll1iCtUal1y lbifted from III initial tIrpt of 20" to approximately SO" of terreItria1 PNG.



(d) As indicated itt the seGtion above j the mapping exeroise is IW1 a putely objlKltive
tJt~S8. Theterote, the argument that the mapping should prooeed prior to
dir,gussionll gf QOnll8fVation goals and programs holds dubious merit DisgUising
Obj6KJUV8S of the mapping and developing an appfOt)tiatfl methodology to inOOflXltilte
all nlassary biological and wcltxJulturaJ vatiables should be undettaken prior to any
tnapping activity aimed at effegting action. Thim is 88lJe'!ially ttUe in PNO.

Purthefifiote, 4:onsetvatlon planning inUIt take thrut faotors (su'lh as egotiomig ot
population pNsSUteS) into a~count, so tMt biological fac:tott ilone aru not the main
programming determinants. A rough oompatison of the final CNA map (el 1993) of
biological priority areaA with a map of population (King and Rangk 1982) suggests that most
of the "very high" and "high," as well as "wetJMo." priority sites fall in areas inhabited by
fewer than five people pet square kilometer. Threats to biodiversity from Landowners and
their resource management systems in these areaL Is likely limited.

Landowners must be involved in the implementation of any conservation BmIS. If the
conservation agenda is set by DEC alone, Md if the NGO community and Landown~:1 are
not involved in setting the agenda, conservation in PNO will mOlt likely be constrained.
FNG '.f conservation agenda should be based on tht Ithnt(JlclJJion olllIJlguu.
me/hodo/eWes, alld workinL re1a1lon,thjp.r thai can ~st promot~ conservation. Ltmdowners
and NGOs should be Imroducl!d Into the cOnJl!rvation planning process In the I!arly stages,
rather than consulted on an ad hoc basis.

Strengtbening Stakebolden: The enD( of CODSenation In PNG

It has been argued that Landowners already emulate a great conservationist tradition
in PNO (see Hill, Pernetta, and Rongap 1982). Yet there has not been a systematic attempt
on government's part to provide Landownen with the incentives and the rationale to maintain
or stC1l up amsuvation activities. This is where the issue of Landowner awareness and
options becomes vital.

Aid agency workers, along with c-hurch and NOO staff, agree that Landowners are
very concerned th~t they are not being given complete information about resource options, or
sometimes that they are given no options at all. Landowners believe they do not know which
questions to ask because they do not know the options available to them. This lack of
information will only serve to weaken the Landowners as stakeholders in the political
proces&.

Prvviding LandoWMn with good quDlity Ilfformtllion 4boUl 1M costs ond btMJits 01
various conservation and developmenl activities (including timbtr utrtIaionj will be Q crud'"
step in strengthening LtmJJOWMrJ as a sttJkeholikr RroUP th4t can and will promote
conJtn'tllion ofbiodi~rsil} in PNG.
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Institutional RalatloRlhlps to~ Co.-nation

A notia1able _k of oootdinatim or mllaOOt8lkJn hal uisted to date between
develOtlment and ~.fVatiCJft inHitutionl iI1 PN(} to achieve spegif1c oonaetYation objt'JGtives.
1tklted, Ofily teoafiUy hal GOIlsidetati9n beIrt given 10 intgna';n, WRl8tYatKJn and
development i" PNO. Like institutiOns with COftS8f\'8tiOtt th8ftdateI, development institutions
wilt play an integt'8A role in any GMIIrvation wotlt in ,.. New OUiMa, although pethaps
f'Of different I'1tIJOfts.

Seven by institutional relatiomhipt in 'NO aRl diiculllld below:

• NOO and govetntnent

• NOO and 10Ge1 communities

• timber company UMI Landownet1

• government and Landowners

• government and government (DF..c and Fores&ry Depertmentj

• scientists and government

• scientists and Landowners

No:t-&\JYeI'IlmentaJ organizations (NGOs) are relalively recent phenomeoa in PNG,
although church missions have lliJrorkalIy carried out NG().type aaivitics (m addition to
other activities) with local communities. In many areas of PNG, millions undr.rtoot
medical, educational and agricultural extension work willa local communities IP-lc before the
arriva; of government. 1beIe NGOs, now mostly eslabliJhed as PNO chU" ';,.DJtinue to
perform many of thae same activities, especially in dae fields of ....tb .. ':IItioa.
However, this wort il now done under die overall natiaaal poOcy framewo·~ by
the State.

In many places, communities believed dill iJIvoIw:ment with a churda orpniDCion
would briug development aIan& with it. 1be ewIution of c:obIiaIlIIminisIraOOo lID DUCalt
lTationai pvemrnent~, fiDaDy, to indeprJldent side aovemment caincicIed with Ihe
l!cnerin& of church miuions in PNO. YeI, tbnJuabout lbiJ period of b'aASitioD, most
~en believe that the IeveJ and quality of Ji:rVic:es RDdc:raI vilJa&e awnmumtics bu
larIdY detaionted.

\
. \
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Dmmatlc improvements In services did not occur with establishment of self·
government, independence, and a more developed provincial government administration.
landowning and resource-owning communities have thus remained in the position of seeking
IIspin-off" projects to improve overall quality of life. Additionally, they still maintain a
"clU'go cult" rtrcam -- intrigued by the unrealistic possibility of planes flying in and dumping
their "cargo" (schools, fully staffed and well·equipped clinics, roads, western material goods)
in a manner that will ~~qnge their lives. In many respects, the merchants of TRPs •• foreign
timber companies and their government intermediaries ffom the Department of Forests .
may represent for many resource owning communities the vanguard of IIcargo" purveyors.

It is into this arena of overblown expecwu.ons that both NOOs and government •• be
they in conservation or development •• must operate. In recent years, with financial support
from international r;005, many non-church based NOOs have been established in PNO;
UNDP (1991) has identified 103 such organizations. Many of these organizations are part of
NANGO, which was established as an umbrella organization to promote collaboration and
communication among PNG NOOs (NANGO 1990).

Many of the NANOO NOOs have sector-specific mandates, such as environment or
what is called in PNO "integra! human development," an amalgam of integrated rural
development and hum2lJl resource development. Most of these NOOs receive funding from
overseas sources for administrative overhead and programming, and are still in the process of
establishing themselves in terms of self-identity, identity in the eyes of the State, and identity
in the eyes of international donors and potential partners in conservation and development.
Some of these NODs have assumed the mandate and philosophical/ideological position of
international NODs. Many PNO NODs, like NOOs around the world, assume that they can
cooperate more dilectly and effectively with village-based organizations than can
governm~nt.

--
[
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In th~ environmental sector, this at.titude has led to some degree of hostility between
NOOs and government. NODs have taken a pro-active role in positioning themselves in
"problem areas," such ns Timber Rights Purchase or minin~ concession areas. They
generally have taken a confrontational position with regard to private companies and
government agencies that they perceive as promoting private sector interests to the detriment
of local communities. Government, on the other band, must carry the burden of
disappointment and unrealized expectations that many PNG communities may harbor towards
"the system." This seems particularly true in areas where mining operations (Bougainville, !p

Ok Tedi) or TRPs (Iant in the Gogol Valley, heU·logging in the Huon Peninsula) have not
led to the "spin off" benefits that local communities had been expecting.

Until very recently, scant coordination of NOO activities with those of government in
the area of environment or natural resources management has taken place. Hesitation on the
part of government to coliaborate with organizations which they perceive as being ill
equipped from a professional or infrastructural standpoint to address natural resource
management problems has played a role in l)erpetuating a gap between government and
NOOs. NOOs, for their part, have often been highly suspicious of government's ability to

. '":'1
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address the country's problems with integrity, and with iovernment's ability to deliver
services that benefit Landowners.

Oovenlment has focussc;d on the flaws and insthutional shortcomings of NOOs. At
the same time, some government agencies, like DEC, ~lclmowledge the potentially important
and constructive role NOOs may play in conservation work in PNG. By the close of the
CNA workshop, plans for DEC to begin collaboration with NANGO, specifically in
establishing a joint work program for NANGO's Conservation Networking Officer (eNO)
were being discussed by DEC and NANGO, Small steps such (JJ this are what Is needed to
build and institutionalize a working relationship to bring the NGO community (as represented
by NANGO) closer to government In the planning and exeC'ution ofconservation work. This
can be a m1\ior benefit to all interested conservation stakeholders in PNG.

One strength of PNG NOOs is their potential to apPliOach communities in culturally
-= sound ways. PNO NGOs are generally respectful of indigenous knowledge and local leaders,

i.e" local socio-political structure. Historically, while PNO NGOs have been strongest at
advocacy, they havt' been weaker in identifying practical options for communities to promote
development and conservation objectives. With strengthening, NOOs could playa more
constructive role in helping communities identify development and conservation options, and
in implementing specific activities.

In many parts of the world, NOOs are beginning to demonstrate the effective role
they~ play in providing services to communities and in serving as a conduit between
communities and government on certain issues. The same potential exists for PNG NGOs to
deliver services that will benefit resource-owning communities and government alike.

NGOs and Local Communities

While some NOOs have excellent relationships with Landowner and other
communities (such as youth groups and women's groups), it is unclear whether these
relationships have been strong historically, and whether they have always benefited
Landowners and local communities. The assumption on the part of many is that NGOs can
and do serve as effective intermediaries between communities and outside institutions, e.g.,
the State, private sector commercial interests, other NGOs. PNG NOOs have not been
active long enough to evaluate whether, or under what con",ltions, they are able to act as
useful intermediaries to local communities. Again, however, with appropriate strengthening
there is no reason to believe that NGOs could not assume a stronger intermediary role.

The question of the extent to which PNG service-providing NGOs (or others) can
represent Landowners needs to be addressed. In general, NOOs do not have (.1 legal mandate
to represent Landowners. Indeed, since each of the tens of thousands of Landowner
situations in PNO is unique, it is unlikely that idly one NOO couid fully represent
Landowners in general. For this reason, the role of NGDs is still very much in the process
of evolution in terms of their relationship with rural-based landowning communities. Ways
and means of collaboration are still developing, with the limits of roles and responsibilities
yet to be determined.

,.
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Timber Company and LandownetS

The current process by which Landowners interact with timber companies is at best a
haphazard one. After initial resource assessment by the Department of Forests, a Timber
Rights Purchase area (TRP) is eventually offered to logging companies on tender. Currently,
a Landowner company is formed to represent Landowners in some kind of partnership with
the logging company. Logging companies in TRPs are required to produce. and operate
according to forestry management plans (which include socio-economic and environmental
impact statements) that have to be approved by the State.

Under TRPs, the Landowner communities generally have no influence on the logging
company that is selected and are involved with that company only through a Landowner
company. These Landowner companies, too, are quite variable. In some cases, they are
owned and controlled by small numbers of educated people from the area, or by politicians
and their cronies. One often finds. a situation whereby a small sector of the Landowner
community is in league with the company to exploit their own people and are It'us equally
responsible for the degradation of the Landowner's tnvironment. lIT other TRPs, the
extraction of logs has proceeded much more in line with forest management and logging
plans.

A parallel system of Local Forest Areas (LFAs) has be~n established. The LFAs are
meant to be used for log extraction over a limited area or in an area where there are to be
very few bureaucratic restrictions. LFAs are much more open to exploitation and
manipulation than TRPs.

In both systems, but particularly under LFAs, Landowner communities have become
split and polarized by logging companies, leading Landowners have been subjected to blatant
bribery and corruption, and loggers have made many unfulfilled promises. Loggers have
consistently understated their log totals, named less valuable species for more valuable ones,
engaged in transfer pricing and have generally operated without regard to good
environmental practices. They have often left behind total devastation with their precipitous
departure from an area.

Nevert.heless, under both TRPs and LFAs, the amount of money that is eventually
returned to Landowners is comparatively small. For many years, all royalties from log
exports were retained by the State. With the advent of provincial govemments, up to 50%
of timber royalties from a province were paid to the provincial government. An increasing
percentage of all the royalties -- in some provinces up to 100% - have been paid to
Landowners over time.

Under the new National Forestry Authority (gazetted and established in July/August
1992) both TRPs and LFAs are to be replaced by Forest Management Areas (FMAs) that
will have to conform to much stricter requirements, both in terms of the representative
composition of the Landowner company a.'ld in the operating principles (in plan and
execution) of the logging company. How these ideals will operate in practice remains to be
seen. With more public knowledge of the overall effects of logging, sometimes due to ...



targeted information campaigns, many Landowners are now bewming increasingly wary of
agreeing to logging projects (even in TRP areas where the State has already paid for rights to
timber). As they become aware of other development options or the mounting negative
effects of R logging project, Landowners may even refuse to allowing logging operations to
continue.

In spite of these changes, some Landowner communities feel that they still have little
choice but to proceed with logging projects in order to get road and other infrastructural
development such as schools and airstrips in their areas. 1bese benefits are usually written
into contractual agreements between the State and the logging company and are required to
be established by the company. Landowner access to information concerning logging
projects is generally very limited and, until quite recently, has been restricted to information
given to them by forestry officers at the time of resource assessment and rights purchase -
information that might simply emphasize the benefits to Landowners of logging projects,
such a.CJ cash in hand, employment, roRds, and schools.

Landowner access to information from timber companies haC) also been strictly limited
in the past. This is largely because once a contractual agreement was signed between the
State and a timber company the efforts of relevant public servants (such as foresters) went
into ensuring that all the provisions of the contract were fulfilled and that the company was
happy. Companies wishing exemptions to contractual requirements or extensions to their
concession arC:'33 were normally given every assistance by forestry officers, locally as well as
nationally. Many examples can be found of Landowners putting in complaints of damage,
for example, to forestry officers only to have such complaints ignored. Provisions under the
new National Forestry Authority and the new Forestry Act may improve Landowner access
to such information as options, reporting, and monitoring.

Go :'~rnment and Landowners

It is important to distinguish between government departments when referring to
government/Landowner relations. In the environmental sectr.'r, government has interacted
most notably with Landowners in the area of Timber Rights Purchases (TRPs) and mining
concessions. As described above, this intervention arguably has not always been to the
benefit of rural communities. The Barnett Commission report on forestry sector activities
(1989), including both Department of Forests and private sector interests, has described this
situation in detail.

At the same time, DEC has had relatively limited contact with local communities,
although there is the potential for expanded contact, as evidenced by Landowners' requests
that DEC assist them to establish Wildlife Management Areas (WMAs). DEC will need
considerable institutional strengthening to be in the position to adequately respond to
community-initiated conservation p~ojects, and to be able to play a more effective oversight
role concerning the conservation implications of Forest Department activities through TI'J»s
(or LFAs under the new PNG Forestry sector legislation).



Landowners do not appear to distinguish between different government departments.
Thus the Department of Forests's actions will affect how Uuldowners perceive other
departments such as DEC. Since there is in fact a great difference between the objectives
and performance of different government departments, it is ultimately up to each government
department to distinguish itself from the rest.

DEC's credibility, for example, will clearly be enhanced in the eyes of Landowner
communities as DEC becomes more responsive to Landowner requests for assistance,
particularly in regard to 'Wildlife Management Areas (WMAs). In addition, if DEC can play
an oversight lole in the administration of Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) for TRP
Environmental Plans, and communities are aware of DEC's role, it follows that DEC's
credibility will be enhanced accordingly. Finally, as DEC increasingly demonstrates
willingness to collaborate with NGOs, its credibility with Landowner communities will likely
further increase.

DEC will likely need additional personnel, as well as more f',Uy trained personnel
capable of interacting effectively with Landowner communities, to accomplish the above
goals.

DEC, the Departments DC Forests, and the Department of Minerals and Energy

A great imbalance has existed in the capacity of DEC versus Department of Forests to
deliver services to rural communities. DEC has had limited financial and human resources
to develop a conservation program for protected areas (including WMAs), and has not played
a visible monitoring role on the environmental impact of forest sector activities. The
extremely poor quality of environmental impact assessments (from a social impact
perspective) that TRP concessionaires have been able to push through the system is proof of
DEC's limited monitoring capacity.

Neither DEC nor Forestly has had the means or the wherewithal to put teeth into the
EIA process. From a sociul soundness standpoint, DEC's weakness in this area has played
into Forestry's ability to push through approvals of TRPs of dubious merit. According to
Unisearch, the quality of environmental plans prepared for mining projects has been without
exception more comprehensive in scope and professional standards than those produced in the
forestry and agricultural sectors (Unisearch 1991).

The forestry industry, over which the Department of Forests is responsible, has
permitted implementation of projects without heeding requirements of the environmental
legislation. Many such projects have been approved under the Forestry (private Dealings)
Act of 1972 and 1974, which does not require that EIAs be carried out. Where BIAs have
been undertaken, the full range of environmental impacts have not been al;sessed. This is
particularly true for sociocultural and socioeconomic impacts.

As part of the CNA, the Social Science team looked closely at the Environmental
Plan done for the Josephstaal TRP, submitted by the Korean firm Kosmo. While the plan is
of superior qu~!ity to other plans seen, it does not specifically address issues pertaining to



sociocultural and socioeconomic impact. It does provide an inventory of clan groups,
numbers of clan members, etc, as well as a very general ovelView of social life and cultural
features in the proposed project area, but by no means does it provide the slightest analysis
of how proposed project activities would impact any or all of the 44 "ilIages, 330 clans, or
4,781 people living in the project area. The Environmental Plan lJrovides little more than a
simplistic ethnographic recounting of certain social and cultural facts relevant to the area.
This type of analysis is wholly unsatisfactory in addressing impact, as well as any necessary
mitigating measures which would be required.

DEC to date has not had the technical ability to critically evaluate BIAs, such as the
Josephstaal BIA, in order to provide direction and alternatives. DEC's ability to seriously
evaluate EIAs, and to see that its critique is heeded by Forestry in order to prevent the
adoption oj inadequate plans, is ojcritical importance to both government and Landowners
in PNG. This abtlity clearly must be strengthened.

In the mining sector the Ok Tedi case is worth citing as an example of the dilemma in
which the PNG government has sometimes found itself - "as advocate of the nation's natural
resuurces on the one hand and as protectors of these resources and the environment (In the
other" (Unisearch 1991):

When conflicts have arisen, the responsible department, Minerals and Energy
has usually taken the position of the State as shareholder rather than as the
advocate for environmental protection. These conflicts can never be
completely avoided, but they can be more fairly resolved only if the views of
the government's environmental managers, in this case DEC, are given equal
weighing to those of the relevant department advocating resource
development. 12

Scientists and Government

A strong linkage clearly exists between biological scientists and DEC, as evidenced in
scientist and government positions regarding CNA workshop objectives and conservation
objectives (see Appendix 4-4). Linkage is less clear between scientists and the Department
of Forests, where scientists are not generally in accord with the department's procedures for
promoting and handling TRPs.

Linkage has historically been weakest between social scientists and DEC· in fact,
there has not really been any link between DEC and the small community of ~ II scientists
working in PNG. Furthermore, the perception that DEC has had of social sc:~ntists may be
based on the assumption that social scientists undertake, exclusively, ethnographic work.
This assumption may be based on the strong social science (anthropology) and ethnographic
research work that has come out of the National Museum of PNG and from foreign and
resident anthropologists working in PNG over many years.

12 Unisearch 1991.
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To achieve conservation objectives in PNG, it is clear that social scientists have a
major role to play in feasibility analyses, rapid rural appraisals prior to undertaking specific
integrated conservation and development projects (lCADs), and in the monitoring and
evaluation of conservation work. The CNA workshop may have made DEC more aware of
the possibilities of collaboration with social scientists in conservation. In this sense, the
linkage which hitherto has been lacking may be in the process of being tbnned.

Clearly, given the dismal record of BIAs in incorporating social components, an
opportunity exists for the Department of Forests to collaborate with social scientists in impact
assessments. Whether this potential can be realized is a topic worthy of further study.

Finally, given the extremely limited number of national social scientists available for
applied social science work in PNG, it is inevitable that expatriate social scientists will be
required for assignments until the time that more PNG nationals have been trained in applied
social science methods. If it is assumed that only scientists (whether biologists or social
scientists) with long-standing experience in PNG can contribute to conservation in PNG,
conservation work will be severely constrained.

Scientists and Landowners

While scientists, both biological and social, may be able to rationalize the value of
their research, this perceived value is not always shared by local communities (in PNG or in
any other country in the world). It is the responsibility of scientists to demonstrate the
relevance of their research to the communities. It is not enough to assume that the mere
assertion that research is relevant to a given country will cause local people to respond
positively to research efforts.

The picketing of the CNA workshop illustrated that there is still a gap between the
perceptions of Landowners and those of scientists about scientific research and its application
in PNGI3. Improvement ir~ communication between research scientists and Landowners,
with help from government and NGOs where appropriate, will go a long way toward
bridging that gap.

Even with improved communications, Landowners may still fail to see the relevance
of scientific research to their lives. Scientists will then need to determine what steps are
required to change Landowners' perceptions, and to make the application of science to
Landowners' welfare more apparent.

Sociocultural Mapping: Potential Relevance and Limitations

In theory it is possible to map social and cultural diversity. Detailed land rights
maps, indicating current boundaries between Landowner groups, could be drawn up to

13 See Appendix 10-3 (in Chapter 10) for comments reflecting suspicions about scientists.
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complement maps of biological richness. Such maps could indicate the nature of kinship
relations within particular Landowner groups and, perhaps, between adjacent Landowner
groups. Census information on the numbers of people in particular clans or sub-clanfl, as
well as information on land use or cropping systems, could be provided. Information on
land use systems and types of correlated pressure or threat to biodiversity, and population
pressures could certainly be mapped and would be an important complement to the CNA
maps for biology.

On the other hand, there is no objective way to condense and~ society, culture,
and its diversity in the way biologists can objectively value (or measure) biodiversity as by
counting the number of species in a given habitat, for example. A simple counting of the
number of people in a given society can give no indication of the quality or importance of a
given culture or of that community's appreciation of different aspects of its environment.

No one PNG society or culture is more important than another (the same can be said
for any society in the world). A map of sociocultural diversity in PNG could only show, in
the most arbitrary ethnographic terms, what~ of society and culture inhabit a particular
zone, the type of ecological adaptation of the society, the number of people in the society,
the number and location of sacred sites, etc. Questions concerning the values of the society,
the society's system of beliefs and religion -- in short, all highly subjective and relative types
of data - could in no way be digitized and put on a map. No tools now exist that can
measure or value culture in terms similar to thQse found on the CNA map of biological
importance. Nor is it likely that such tools will be developed. Thus a map of indigenous
societies or cultures in PNG cannot be created from the perspective of "importance" in the
same way that non-human biological resources can be evaluated. Human societies and
cultures present differences in order, magnitude, funcnon and, arguably, reason for being
than do other species. This in itself puts human society and culmre at a certain disadvantage
for mapping priority conservation areas, since flO priority of sociocultural systems can be
mapped to overlay biological maps.

In addition, the critical cultural and social information relevant to the conservation of
biodiversity in PNG cannot be depicted on such maps. It would be difficult to clearly
illustrate on a map the dynamism, transactions, and processes of social change andlor
adaptation of a given society in regard to the environment. For these reasons, the team did
not attempt sociocultural mapping in PNG.

Recommendations

It behooves all protagonists in such a volatile and fluctuating situation to act and
advise with great care, altruism, and circumspection. It needs to be remembered that
outsiders (i.e., those people who are not from the local area) can leave and return home, but
people from an area where a conservation project has gone amiss must still continue to live
there and have to cope with the results of decisions made on outside advice.

,/
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Maps can be abused or misused in many different ways. ifdonors and government
rely exclusively on the CNA maps to target conservaJlon activities, then conservation projects
may be forced onto people unwilling or unable to comply, In areas where activities are not
appropriate. At the same time, the best opportunities for conservation may ble lost by falling
to target areas where people are most willing and able to participate In cOllservatlon or
where threat to biodiversity is greatest, because these areas failed to fall onto areas mapped
as priorities.

The recommendations noted here build on the analysis done in previous sections:

1. Natural Resources Options Centre

The State cannot force Landowners to give up land for conservation projects. Nor
can NOOs force Landowners to carry out any course of action unless Landowners believe
:such actions are ultimately to their benefit. Landowners will find it difficult to get access to
relevant information and guidance without the cooperation of both NOOs and the State. In
spite of their traditional concerns for all creatures within their environments and the
legendary ill1d multifaceted deep relationships with their land, ultimately Landowners will
maintain or initiate activities which they see as being in their own interests or benefit.

a) As long as Landowners do not know or understand their options, conservation
opportunities will be missed and inappropriate development opportunities will be exploited.
A Natural Resources Options Centre (NROC) should be established to promote support for
conservation among PNG landowning communities. This center could serve as a clearing
house for relevant information on the costs and benefits of different planned or potential
activities, availa.ble to the general public, government decision makers, and specific
Landowner groups.

b) The NROC could compile (from PNG and overseas sources) appropriate natural resources
information, the "pros" and "cons" of their development options for resource-owner groups,
and initiate and coordinate research and development of a wide range of indigenous plant
species (fruits, nuts, timber, other non-timber forest products, medicinal plants, etc.), and
evaluate associated development options. The NROC could present broad public education
programs for awareness-raising and more targeted campaigns on specific issues; distribute
media materials tied into these programs and campaigns; and support active field team(s) for
working with resource owner groups in establishing their own development options for their
own resources.

c) A preliminary concept paper should be developed which outlines possible methods of
NROC operations, sources of materials or information to be used, modus operandi, input of
Landowners, NGOs, government, scientists, financing mechanisms etc.

d) Ideally, the NROC should be constituted from the start and operate as an independent
organization, one which is not totally dependent on Government, nor on commercial
interests. The NROC should have its major role in working with, advising, and supporting
resource-owning communities in Papua New Guinea, providing considered, targeted, and
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balanced information on a range of development options (and the physical, environmental,
economic, and social consequences of such options) in relation to a range of resources
available to :~uch communities. The NROC would also be available to advise government
and private enterprise on a range of matters. The NRoe could be set up as a non-profit
foundation. NROC would be subject to operating guidelines and procedures from a
committed and well-informed Board of Directors.

e) The NROC's initial activities should be closely monitored and evaluated so that
adjustments to content and means of disseminating information and analysis for Landowners
can be made.

2. Landowner Networking and Public Debate on Natural Resource and Conservation
Issues

a) Traditional trading systems, churches, local government councils, district planning
committees and provincial government channels should be used as information networks at
the regional level. The role of NGOs in facilitating networking options should be explored.

b) Continued public debate on conservation action should be encouraged to raise concern
and build w,sensus.

c) Resource Owners should establish and make use of alternative institutional arrangements
to ensure that they are fully informed on all aspects of such resource development. One
option for such information access would be to fund a representative group of Resource
Owner leaders who would, in the company of staff from the NROC, travel to a sampl~ of
places witlri" PNG where resource development similar to that proposed for their area had
already taken place or was currently underway. They would meet company representatives
and Resource Owner groups from that area. Resource Owners could learn from each
other's experiences in such a development process. All options and scenarios should be
explored, preferably with the assistance of staff of NROC. Local, regional, and national
implications should be set out as should short, medium, and long-term implications. Such
travel and consultation should take place prior to that group being required to decide on a
resource development or conservation project in their own area. The group should meet and
have discussions with both coJJ1'.Jany and Resource Owner community representatives.

3. Empowering Landowners to Monitor Resource Degradation

Landowner communities should be given the technical skills to monitor their natural
resources and the impact of any conservation, forestry or mining activities on these
resources. They should know to whom in government they can tum in the event of
problems, and should be aware of their rights for recourse if problems are not resolved.
Timber companies should be aware of these Landowner activities, and should be encouraged
to support these activities as far as possible. Flexibility should be built into monitoring
systems to adapt them to Landowners' monitoring capacity, actual performance and needs for
capacity enhancement.
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There are many different kinds of monitoring systems depending on the level of

sophistication required and the reasons for monitorina particular activities. Hartmut
Holzknecht had worked in West New Britain near a logging operation, he began to develop a
Resource Owner monitoring system which he called "Forestwatch," which wa3 to operate in
areas where actual logging was taking place with a company's concession. The aim was for
a group of people from the Resource Owner community to receive basic training in
monitoring and in all the requirements to which a logger was required by law to conform.
Armed with this knowledge, a daily roster would always have two such monitors on a
logging site, right where logging was taking place. Th.ey would watch for infringements of
the basic legal logging requirements, ensure that important cultural, historical, and other sites
were not being tampered with or destroyed, re.cord the number and type of economic trees
which were being damaged or destroyed, company dumping of oil and other pollutants, etc.

Recording and summary sheets of these and other company activities would be made
as they impacted on a daily basis on the land and other resources of the community. The
Resource Owner would retain one copy of these data sheets as the community's record,
another copy would go to the company involved, and a third copy would go to the Provincial
Forestry Officer for his information and action as required. The monitors would receive a
small daily fee to be paid out of the community's royalty payments.

One difficulty with this proposal is that there is no system currer.ily in place in the
public service or elsewhere which could receive such monitoring information, process it and
then act on it. Provincial forestry offices currently react minimally (if at all) to complaints
•com Resource Owners aud tend in principle to support the logging company in any dispute.
A suitable structure may be able to be built into new arrangements under the National Forest
Authority.

In addition, contractual agreements must have signatures from one or more Resource
Owner community representatives, agents or trustees. It is these individuals who as "agents"
are then required to collect royalties on a regular basis. The misuse, squandering and
oftentimes the theft by 1hese individuals of such funds which belong to the Resource Owner
community as a whole remains one of the time bombs waiting to explode in PNG resource
development (and applies also to mining projects, land leased to the State, etc.).

4. Integrated Conservation and Development Projects aCADs) in PNG

Integrated conservation and development (lCAD) projects may represent an important
new wave in conservation methodologies, but they are still far from being proven and
packaged methodologies ready for extending the protected areas system in PNG or elsewhere
in the world. ICADs are still very much in the development phase, so the immediate priority
in PNG must be to test and adapt ICAD methodologies to the range of ecological and
sociocultural circumstances. Decisions will have to be made as to (a) where to site an
ICAD, (b) what development activities to link to what conservation activities and (c) how,
and by whom, the conservation and development agenda will be set.
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a) Resource Owners wlll have to "own" the ICAD if it is to be successful. Ownership can
only develop If Resource Owners 9J'e involved from the outset in project deslin and
implemf:ntation. ICADs can in theory operate in any area and on any scale in PNG. In fact,
the actual feasibility of a given proposed ICAD will need to be identified through a
combination of rapid rural appraisal exercises to determine potential viability, followed by a
collaborative design effort (through rapid assessments) in which Landowners collaborate with
scientists and government resource managers in the design of an leAD. ICADs wi111ikely
not be feasible if they are designed by biologists or resource managers without the
collaboration of Resource Owners.

b) ICAD project design teams must include appropriate social scientists. Conservation
affects the way people interact with their environment. Very often behavior change is
involved. The collaboration of various social institutions -- at the community level, local,
regional and national government levels, and international NOO and donor leve1s -- are
fundamental to the success of particular conservation activities. Both social scientists and
biologists involved in the design or management of conservation should participate at
multiple organizational and management levels. It is clearly desirable, for certain aspects of
conservation needs assessment work, to retain scientists with experience with academic field
research in PNG. But experience, both in applying social science information and in
designing and brokering specific working relationships between communities over diverse
ecological and soci' ICCOnomic adaptations is a fundamental criterion. To develop workable
approaches for appropriately identifying how communities in PNG can and should be brought
into the conservation process, it is necessary to retain individuals with such experience.

c) There is a greater probability of success if ICADs are built on customary management
resource structures. Knowledge of customary relationships and how they operate will
therefore be critica1 , Corpurate structures based on traditional groupings and modern
requirements for registration ~tced to be considered and discussed at length within the
community.

d) For potential ICADs, ways to accomplish formal recognition of customary management
rights and responsibilities in the ICAD will need to be determ1ned. A number of issues such
as eligibility for group membership, leadership, control of and responsibility for funds,
control and care of equipment and other assets (etc.) have to be agreed upon. If an ICAD
type project begins to operate and makes profits, to what purpose might such profits best be
put? How are tasks and responsibilities to be divided and shared amongst members of the
group? For groups who demand formalizing relationships prior to participating in a
particular conservation activity - from the perspective of management responsibilities and/or
legal status of involved land and resources -- procedures for negotiation and implementation
will need to be put into place.

e) For any given ICAD, detailed resource lal1d rights boundaries maps based on on-the
ground work with Landowner groups will need to be completed and agreed to by all groups
sharing joint boundaries. Kinship relations within such groups, and between them, must be
worked out and mapped on paper as part of the preliminary phase of an ICAD or other type
of project.
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$. Feasibility Analysis

Very little emphasis has been placed on feasibility analysis in the design of
conservation programs in PNO, or in the evaluation of proposed development activities such
as TRPs. Concerted emphasis, through training programs for both government (DEC) and
NODs, should be placed on establishing and improving feasibility analysis skills. In the
short-term, appreciating what is JlQt feasible may be important in preventing unsound
development activities from occurring, as well as in proposing specific conservation activities
(see Appendix 4-3).

a) All sites which are to be considered for conservation related projects should be initially
screened to determine:

• the ability of key Landowner groups to be collaborators in the design of a
potential conservation and development activity, as assessed by their readiness to
contribute human and material resources;

• baseline data on: (a) sociopolitical indicators including clan groupings, linguistic
affiliations, migration histories, population density, inheritance and descent
principles, existing land resource tenure systems, resource use rights to areas and
specific resources by group (or sub-group), customary disputes between neighbors
over such concerns as boundaries and resources~ customary and modem
sociopolitical institutions and their procedures, demographic information on people
and their livestock, church influence/affiliation, gender issues, information on
inflCUltructure; (b) economic data on agricultural patterns (for both subsistence and
ceremony), traditional economic activities and their impact as perceived by the
population on the resource base, marketing of crops, migration data, savings
trends; and (c) conservation activities includin(r: traditional practices, perceived
changes or trends to environment, causes of any changes, experience with
conservation projects, perception of what oonser~;iation is, and what its potential
could be.

• potential sociocultural feasibility of the proposed activity (see Appendix 4-3 for a
discussion of sociocultural feasibility analysis)•

It is important to state that "rapid" must not be synonymous with "dirty and of low
value." Rapid appraisals, if well undertaken, can yield interesting and relevant results for
the design and implementation of conservation projects or programs.

b) There is no recipe for doing leAD projects anywhere in the wor1d~ including PNG.
Flexibility in the design and adaptation of these projects as they are implemented will be
crucial. MCimtoring of projects so as to evaluate lessons learned for future activities in PNG
will be of major importance.

(-
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6. DEC and EnvIronmental Impact Aaeatnellu

a) DEC's ability to critically evaluate EIAs, as well as Its ability to ensure that Its
assessments and recommendations are received and acted upon by Department of Forests and
Minerals and Bnersy, mu~t be improved. Bnv!ronmefital plans are oflen wholly inadequate,
particularly from a social soundness perspective. Som6 have gone,; as far u to say they make
a mockery of the EIA process (Hughes and Sullivan 1989).

Training for DEC and other dep!Utments' staff in social feasibility analysis, and in
rapid appraisal techniques to assess sociocultural and socioeconomic feasibility, is
recommended for DEC and other departments (Forests, Minerals, Agriculture, etc.)

b) Clear lines of responsibility for social impact assessment should be given to each
department, with DEC having some oversight role for a.~suring that BIAs, along with their
social impact component, are properly enacted.

7. NANGO·DEC Collaboration

The DEC proposal to collaborate with NANGO and NANGO's conservation
networking officer in feasibility assessments of already submitted Wildlife Management Area
proposals should be strongly supported. Review of WMAs will offer a potential entr6e and
specific focus to permit collaboration between the two institutions to unfold. Efforts should
be made by both parties, with help from unofficial external "facilitators," to give this
working relationship the best opportunity to flower and mature.

8. Sociocultural Mappln&

a) A mapping exercise which distingui"hes land use systems, human and livestock
population densities, and sacred sites should be undertaken in PNG as a complement to the
biological maps. These maps will not however be able to capture "sociocultural
importance," as no tools exist to measure the highly relative and subjective value of culture
and society.

The specific mapping exercise should overlay sociocultural groupings based on
linguistic wfferentiation in conjunction with land use systems at as "micro" a level as
feasible. TRP areas and otha external threat indicators should also appear on the map, or
on another overlay.

b) Raise public awareness that communities throughout PNG can write to the PNG National
Museum to have their sacred and other culturally important sites re~stered and legally
recognized. The National Museum and provincial cultural bodies should ~n training
programs throughout the country to encourage local communities to id,~ntify, describe, record
and send for provincial and national registration of their important sites. Once sites are on
the national register they must legally be respected and preserved, even if a project is
developed around them.
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c) The current national register or important sites maintained by the PNO National Museum
should be cont!r.12cd a.,d added to. Tilt) Slate should give the Museum more tlflMcial
resources to maintain, upgrade and strengthen the national register. The National Museum
should coordinate their activities with provincial cultural authorities for the purposes of
aff•• mlna sites and .,roviding map ~ocat1on for provincial registers.

d) There should be a legal requirement that all sites identified during an environmental
impact usessmcnt for any development project must be added to the national and provincial
realsters and be subject to all the protection available O1rough this process of registration. In
preparing a sociQacconomic and environmental impact statement (broacUy called
"environmental statement") of a proposed development project, the developer Is required by
law to set out information on a wide range of community-related subjects including sites of
cultural, historical and other importance. The current legal requirement, however, does not
bind the developer to respect and preserve such sites. The legislation setting up the National
Forest Authority proposes that integrating the forest harvesting and management plan with
the environmental statement into a legally binding development plan for n project will require
the developer to respect such sites.

9. Build on PAR Program

The Protected Areas Review being completed by WWF should be reviewed to extract
lessons for future conservation activ~tie.q in PNG.
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APPENDIX 4-2. TEAM TERMS OF REFERENCE AND MEmODS

la. Mlcbael Brown Tenus or Rererence

Specific duties and requirements expected to be performed by Michael Brown include:

1. Serve as team leader of social scientists' team of two. With full participation of a PNG
anthropologist, Hartmut Holzlmecht, develop a workplan to make best use of the expertise of
both persons. The workplan should address how the team will assess the sociocultural and
ecological diversity in PNG in as comprehensive manner as feasible in the time given.

2. Analyze PNG's conservation problems and opportunities fTom three perspectives/points of
view of the stakeholders - state, the community, and big business (timber, mining, oil).

3. Evaluate what institutional relationships would facilitate the success of long-term
conservation efforts, based on those existing efforts and suggest alternatives.

4. Solicit information from communities and concessionaires as to current and prospective
effectiveness of national laws and policies pertaining to conservation and resource
management. Provide this information to Owen Lynch of WRI who will use it in his report.

S. Assess the options for mechanisms for the state to support communities' decisions to
manage timber company actions. Identify what is in place, and whether it is working.

6. Assess the political will of the GOPNG to carry out the proposed Protected Areas System
and the Environmental Asse.'lsment procedures, based on interviews with government
agencies and information from the PNG anthropologist team member.

7. Identify and evaluate the conflicts and shared iuterests of Landowners, extraction
companies (including timber companies), and GOPNG. Assess how shared interests can
serve as a basis to support wise use (conservation) of biodiversity.

8. Suggest optional mechanisms for Landowners to seek technical advice on the impact of
timber extraction or the impact of other development activities on biodiversity in their
ecosystems. Include options for cooperation between NODs and Landowners to achieve this
goal.

9. Accompany representatives of NANGO and member NGOs which are carrying out the
Landowner Survey to representative sites. Interview Landowners at representative sites
informally to assist NANGO to complete data collection and to interpret their data.
Determine in what areas and how NGOs and Landowners can best collaborate.

10. Participate in Landowner Workshop (if one is called, as expected, by NANGO or
member NGDs while the anthropologist is in-country). Try to determine what Landowners
feel are the weak points that should be strengthened to enable them to better communicate
with the government and better equip them to deal with timber companies for greatest long-
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term benefits for future generations, etc. Assess variation in Landowner group interest to
participate in collaborate approaches to conservation in their respective ecosystems.

11. Serve on Steering Committee for the Madang Workshop (April S-April 11). Make an
effort to ensure equal participation by all stakeholders and participants.

12. Participate in the Madang Workshop. Present a report based on your findings together
with the PNG anthropologist team member. Participate in discussions about implementation
of conservation action. Recommend the next steps for protected areas development and
environmental impact monitoring by communities and government.

13. Using the information and analysis developed under this scope of work and the
information and analysis provided by the PNO anthropologist team member, write the
anthropologists' report for the CNA.

14. Assist in editing the CNA Report sections containing the anthropologists report, the
tenure report, and the Landowner/NOD report.

15. Write introductory and concluding chapters for the CNA Report.

lb. Hartmut Holzknecht Terms of Reference

Hartmut Holzknecht will spend 3 weeks in PNG between March 22 through April 14 (on it

6-day work week). His specific duties include:

1. Team member of the anthropologist's team of two. Develop a workplan in collaboration
with the team lrader, Michael Brown. The workplan should account for sociocultural and
ecological diversity in PNG in as comprehensive manner as feasible in the given time frame.

2. Rather than focusing on the myriad details of the variations among PNG laradowning
groups, for each sociocultural category of Resource Owner and user, describe the Eenera1
characteristics of relationships between people and their environment (including Landowner
resource management systems) that will affect the success of conservation initiatives (e.g.,
use of forest/fisheries and other "natural/wilderness zones" outside the agricultura1 gardens;
sacred areas; hunting areas; border/war zones; etc.). Relate this information to the concept
of "wilderness" or "wildlands" used in the discussion of protected areas.

Identify the major sociocultural categories of Resource Owners and resource users in
PNG. Assess what characteristics of Landowner resource management systems promote
conservation of biodiversity. Assess what components of Landowner resource management
systems detract from conservation of biodiversity. Identify resource management systems
which could serve as modeJs for active stewardship of biodiversity in PNG, in collaboration
with other interested stakeholders.



3. Describe the specific types of detailed information which should be investigated locally if
a site is nominated for protected area status. Include type of information that conservation
implementors should learn before starting any sort of conservation action. Point out possible
pitfalls that may be encountered, especially those known to have befallen other government
initiatives. Point out possible advantages that current customary relationships offer, and the
possible pros and cons of formally recognizing these relationships/authorities.

--
4. necommend a general plan for deyelQpin~ an appropriate Landowner Awareness program
(including local school progmm5 to document and teach local ecological knowledge) that
should be undertaken by DEC andlor NOOs to promote conservation action. Include
recommendations on how Landowners should be involved in the development of this
program, not just serve as its targets.

5. Assess the maps of sacred areas held by the National Museum and determine their value
for selecting protected area sites. Assess whether the mapping should be done on systematic
basis, as a country-wide effort to build on the mapped locations randomly donated by
Landowners (source of those now in the museum), or suggest other options for bringing
sacred areas into the protected areas discussion.

6. Recommend steps to promote Landowner networking on natural resource issues. Assess
whether existing trading networks or other kinds of cross-community networks that currently
provide social/communication linkages already provide an appropriate mechanism for
networking on natural resource issues. Suggest options for designing a monitoring system
that monitors damage and provides feedback to potential network of Landowners with similar

2-. problems, etc.

7. Suggest what mechanisms should be put in place to ensure continued public debate on
conservation action and to ensure continued Landowner input into Government Plans and
objectives.

8. Describe and assess the general development opportunities available to Landowners
(airstrips, cash crops, timber), detennining how these opportunities encourage or prevent
communities' options to retain culture, and makc their own choices slowly.

9. Describe and assess the current process by which Landowners interact with timber
companies, and how they gain information and assistance in dealing with timber companies.
Recommend improvements.

10. Accompany representatives of NANGO and member NGOs which are carrying out the
Landowner Survey to representative sites. Interview Landowners in the representative sites
informally to assist NANGO to complete data collection and to interpret their data.

11. Assist NANGO in representing the views of Landowners at the Madang Workshop as
necessary.
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12. Assist the team leader with analysis of existing institutional arrangements linking
Landowners with ODPNO entities involved in conservation. Recommend alternatives,
including ways that government could facilitate Landowners learning from each others'
experiences, as well as ways to facilitate utilizing NODs as go-betweens between government
and local communities.

13. Participate in the Workshop. In cooperation with the team leader give a presentation
and participate in discussions about implementation of conservation action. Recommend next
steps for protected areas development and environmental impact monitoring by communities
and the state (e.g., how to use map of biologically important areas in CC'JOjunction with
existing land use maps, etc.).

14. Participate in Landowner Workshop if one is called, as expected, by NANGO or member
NODs while the anthropologist is in-country. Try to determine what Landowners feel are
the weak points that should be strength~ned to enable them to bettet communicate with
government and better equip them to deal with timber companies for greatest long-term
benefits for future generations, etc.

15. Write a draft report covering items in this scope of work for the team leader who will be
responsible for writing the final anthropologists' report.

Ie. Methods

The Social Science team was composed of a core team of two Anthropologists:
Michael Brown, applied anthropologist and Project Director of the PVO-NGO/NRMS Project
(a USAID-funded natural resources management project for NOOs in Africa managed jointly
by the Experiment in International Living, CARE and World Wildlife Fund), and Hartmut
Holzknecht, a Papua New Guinean anthropologist from the Australian National University.
During the CNA workshop held in Madang the team was joined by Vincent Warakai, a
sociologist from the University of Papua New Ouinea.

Also under the social science component, but working independently of the Social
Science team with their own terms of reference, was a team of lawyers, headed by Owen
Lynch of the World Resources Institute, and including James Fingleton, an independent
Australian consultant on law and land matters, and Allan Marat, an independent Papua New
Guinean lawyer. Their work appears in a separate chapter.

This section OOVCd~ only the Anthropologist section of the Social Science~ of the
CNA. Any reference hereafter to the ·Social Science team- refers to the anthropologist team
of two, unless otherwise indicated.

The social scientist methodology employed during the CNA was the following:

1. Establishment of a work plan based on the terms of reference;

,,.,,



2. Establishment of hypotheses for describing the range of "situational diversity"
under which conservation actions must proceed in PNGj

3. Field visits to test the hypotheses and to identify the key issues for conservation
programming from a sociocultural, socioeconomic and sociopolitical perspective;

4. Participation in an annual NANGO NOO meeting during which the NANGO
constitution, the NANGO Action Plan, NANOO participation in the CNA, and the
overall objectives of the CNA were discussed:

S. Interaction with biologists, government officials, NOOs, Landowners and other
participants during two weeks before and during the CNA workshop, to assess
commonality and divergences in different stakeholder positions;

6. Participation in the CNA workshop;

7. Recommendations presented during the workshop for promoting conservation
based on fieldwork prior to the workshop, and interactions during the workshop;

8. Preparation by Hartmut Holzlmecht of a report focussing on people-environment
relationships in PNG:

9. Final writeup of the Social Science Section of the CNA by Michael Brown based
on 1-7 above.

CNA Social Science Team Stratesy

The Social Science team was responsible for assessing conservation needs and
opportunities in PNG from a sociocultural and development perspective. At the same time,
the team was responsible for addressing conservation issues raised during the CNA workshop
by the Biologist team.

The terms of reference for the Social Science team (hereafter "the team") differed
considerably for those of the biologists' team of the CNA. Over the six months preceding
the CNA, the biologist team members were at work assembling data on what is and is not
known about terrestrial and marine biology in PNG for the express purpose of developing a
GIS map indicating priority areas of biological importance in PNG. No such mapping
exercise, and no preliminary work of any kind, was part of the CNA Social Science team's
Terms of Reference.

Sociocultural diversity in PNG is as notable a phenomenon as biological diversity.
Due to time constraints, it was impossible to conduct field research during the CNA to
satisfactorily address (a) what conservation can and could mean to the 8Sa-plus language and
ethnic groups living across PNG, (b) how richness in biodiversity correlates with differences
in socioeconomic adaptation across PNG, and how this should be addressed in conservation
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planning, (c) how socially sound conservation could be promoted in those areas where either
Integrated conservation and development (lCAD) projects would most likely occur, or In
those areas receiving highest biological priority (unknown prior to the workshop), and (d)
those areas where threat to biodiversity is at its greatest, correlated to source or cause of
threat.

Given a-d above, the team felt that its greatest contribution in the CNA would be to
address those commonly occurring situations in PNG which reflect the diversity of situations
challenging conservation work today and at the same time possess a "generic kernel." This
generic kernel may reside on the level of perception of PNG social groups with regard to
either opportunity or threat, and carries with it important implications for future design of
conservation activities, regardless of the specific locale in PNG.

To reach this "generic kernel," existing knowledge of resource use in PNG would be
linked to an analysis of impact of potential development and conservation activities. A!l
such, the methodology used here resembles that used in social feasibility assessments, albeit
on a much broader programmatic level than commonly used for specific proposed projects.

interviewers and Backaround Analyses

In addition to the hypothesis testing exercise, the team drew on Hartmut Holzknecht's
knowledge of PNG and field interviews to address: (a) government and NGO attitudes to the
role of Landowners in conservation in PNG; (b) what methods are feasible for promoting
conservation of biodiversity in PNG; (c) what role government and NOOs should play in
conservation and development activities geared to conserve biodiversity in PNG; and (d) the
sociocultural context for conservation in PNG.

The Hypotheses

The team felt that a hypothesis-testing strategy which prioritized Landowner issues
was apP~Jpriate given that 97% of land upon which any conservation activities would take
place in PNG is customarily owned.

The following hypotheses or assumptions were developed and tested to the degree
possible given time constraints in the field. Two of the hypotheses involved timber industry
activities, which the Social Science team considered to be the major threat to conservation in
PNG.

The three areas in which the hypotheses were tested were assumed by the team to
present biodiversity-rich areas, based on the fact that they are all areas where primary or
secondary forests were thought to remain. These sites were selected because in each instance
threat - from either commercial pressure, or endogenous social pressures -- was assumed to
place the resource base in potential jeopardy.
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• The first case concerned a remote mid-mmUMc ~nm in Mad~g provhl~

(Josephstaat). The hypotheBb/asSl~mfJtion Wll~ that LandO"NIU.lIU "r~~ ahou~

how devclc)pment lUld conservation wiU pr~ I.n a bi(jloa~~1Jy rich TRP area.

.. The second COllCcrned a coantal and lowlands ((),rest area in t,he Huon Penlnsul&
(the Buhem-.Monlil TRP). The hypoUlesis/83Sumption VIM that Landowners are
disllaUSfi(ld with con:1ervation and developm~nt !J1ti'vilies h, their area.

• The third involved Oahavi!uka. ;i ric:h h1ghiasld montMc col)$Crvau«>n area where
threat was largely nora-industrial. 1'bt hypt;thesilUSJlflumption wag that
Landowner$ and government CRI'\C ~llabo.mtiUl~mill. in a gnusroot., driven
~on~rvation and devrrlopment iH(,uvity.

The team felt th~t if l.t oould cI.ther confirm or negate the hypotheses. it would be in a
position to objecthlely discu£s:

• what Landowners in biodivet~£ty rich zones pIl'-rceive as thmlts to biodiversitj;

• how ~ and lI.Inder what circumstances, Landowners may be capable of supporting
conservation activities;

• what Landownet~ dO' or do not underswld regardin8 conservation or development
incentives (or disincen,tives).

These are among the key queenons which must be answered, regardless of the
geographic or sociocultural specifics, if conservation is to be success(lJlly addressed in PNG.
Thus in addressing "situational diversity: the team hoped to reach certain generic
CQnclusions about key sociocultural. socioeconomic and organizational factors impacting
conservation in contemporary PNG.

'..I
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APPENDIX 4-3. CRITERIA FOR SOCIOCULTURAL FEASmlLlTY ANALYSIS

. Under the new Icgiw.1atlon establishing the National Forestry Authority. new projects
in proposed Forest Manaaement Areas (FMA) will be required to conform to stdct operating
,uldellnCl and tab these into consideration In preparina their IDA. and their operating plan••
The componenu outlined here relate to the types of analysis which must be done In a limited
time framework. Such time-limited assessments are typical of most conservation and
development design, monltorina and cv,tuation exercises.

The criteria identified here am based on the following fields and methodologies:
(a) rapid rural appraisal, (b) social soundness Bilnlysls. (c) social analysis, (d) socloloaica1
analysis, (e) social science knowledge, (I) !OCial in1pact analysis, and (g) socioteehnica1
profile. The following list is not exhaustive of the kinds of questions which must be asked to
determine sociocultural feasibility.

The objective ot' sociocultural feasibility analysis is to determine whether the proposed
conservation or development aetlvity is socially and culturally sound on the basis of the
following criteria:

1. Is the activity consistent with the objectives of the community(ies) which will
participate in or be affected by the proposed activity?

:t Will the proposed activity create conflict at any level of the community(ies)? Will
it result in increased socioeconomic stratification?

3. Will benefits spread equitably from the proposed activity to different groups (e.g.
social or professional groups, men and women, religious groups, different class or
caste groups) within the community(ies)'1

4. Is there a realistic plan to mitigate any foreseen negative impacts of the proposed
sctivity?

6. How much have local people partiripated in the design of the activity, and how
leI~tative of intra-eommunity sociocultural diversity were these people?

7. Has the project addressed all relevant sociopolitical issues and socioeconomic
issues that might impact the project?

.., It is important to restate that this type of information is required of anx proposed
conservation or econonlic activity.

--

Much of the success of social feasibility analysis as undertaken (in PNG or anywhere
else in the world) will depend on (1) how questions are asked, (2) to whom questions are
directed (i.e. all key groups should be represented in the assessment), (3) how well existIDI
sources of information are used and (4) how well information is verified to determine its
credibility. These problems are especially important in making quality rapid appraisals, on

I



which most leAf) project design missions and TRP/FMA s()ciallmpact assessment$ w1ll
likely be basett.
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APPENDIX 4-4. ASSt1MPTlONS AND PERCEPTIONS OF STAKEI-fOLDERS AT
THE CNA WORKSHOP

..

This ICCtion addresses the assumptions that different stakeholders brought to the CNA
workshop and the implication for conservation in PNG if these assumptions endure.
Identification of assumptiClns is at best an uncertain venture, since it demands a certain
amount of "reading between the Hnes" and interpretation (decoding) of what people have
said. Neverthelesa, unless these assumptions are recogniZl'.d, there is little chance, from a
social feasibility perspective, that conservation plans in PNO will be successful. For this
rfl.ason it appears worth assuming a certain amount of risk, provoking a certain amount of
debate, and either correctlng mistaken assumptions or accepting them accordingly.

Although wcrkshop organizers invited representatives from all stakeholder groups,
stakeholders were not equally represented at the CNA Workshop. The most visible
participants in the CNA workshop were scientists .- mostly expatriate biologistJ and social
scientists. Government perspectives were primarily represented by DEC. For the most part,
Department of Forests personnel and representatives from other government departments did
not attend the full week. Only one provincial government official participated. Only a
handful of Landowners, a m~or stakeholder group, participated directly. Non-governmental
organizations actively participated and represented Landowner views to some extent.

The followinp, sources were used to identify assumptions: (1) statements made in the
CNA workshop forum or elsewhere; (2) responses in the CNA evaluations submitted bJ'
participants; and (3) other communications during and after the CNA workshop by members
of different CNA teams.

Assumptions will be identified from the following stakeholder groups: scientists
(biological and social), government representatives, Landowners, and NOOs. It was
apparent during the CNA workshop that different participants to the CNA had very different
assumptions about what was to be accomplished during the CNA, along with perceptions
(and intetpretations) about what was happening during the CNA.

It is ~~ apparent that a diversity of viewpoints withjn a gi.ven stakeholder group 
NOOs, biologists etc. - existed (and likely still exist.li), which makes sweeping
generalizations about any stakeholder (',ategory problematic. Thus the assumptions listed
below each group sometimes reflect contradictory perspectives.

Bjol0Kists' Assumptions

• The most important activity of the CNA was the mapping exercise.

• The mapping exercise could be conducted independently prior to opening discussions
on conservation strategies.

01:'



• The mapping exercise undertaken as the CNA priority activity wl1llcad to some form

~
of protected area system In PNO, placing as much as 20% of PNO's land M,J marine
surface under protected area status.

- • The mapping exercise Identifying biological priorities is by and large an objective
exercl~ separable from theoretical discussions about conservation. Therefore -

-

biologists do not n&"~ to explore the social ramifications of CNA mapping.

. • Differences in values have little to do with mapping biological priorities, since-

identifying conservation priorities is an objective exercise from a biological
perspective.

• Doing conservation in PNO (with mapping biological priorities as a first step) does
not require thinking much about, or talking much abnut, the sodai feasibility of
conservation (as the Social Science team attempted (,0 do).

• Biologists with first hand, long standing experience in PNO can, in the absence of
quantitative data, asSf..SS and prioritize areas of biological importance in PNG on the
basis of primarily qualitative work that may have been undertaken as long ago as 20
years or more.

• Bven in cases where biological research may h&ve been undertaken as long as 20
jears ago, for mapping purposes it is reasonable to assume that there have not been
major changes to the biota.

• Biologists doing taxonomic research get to know the areas they live and work in not
only from a biological perspective, but also from a human perspective. They can
therefore speak authoritatively on issues pertaining to human cultural ecological
systems.

• Programs for calls to action can best be designed by conservation planners and
managers, who will most likely have training in biological or natural sciences.

• Biologists should prioritize where conservation should be undertaken in PNG;
- conservation managers should develop conservation plans for PNG; Landowners and
=-

NGOs should be consulted during the planning process.

• Conservation comes through tough decisions, sacrifice, and stirring calls to p.\:tion.
The type of change that social scientists wished to promote during the CNA by
individual needs and consensus cannot produce the action necessary to effect
meaningful conservation in PNG.

• Conservation in PNG will require the country and its populace to sacrifice over the
short-term in order to reap the benefits of conserving natural resources over the long-
term.



• Identification of confllct of opinion of different stakeholder groups as expressed
through open forum discussion is counterproductive to conservation.

• NOOs have been given the chance to collaborate with government on conservation in
the past and have proven themselves not, fully up to the task.

• Outsiders to PNO (particularly social science outsiders) have little to contribute to
conservat\on work in PNO.

Social Scientists' Assumptions

• The most important activity in the CNA was the bringing together of different
stakeholder groups to identify constraints and opportunities to conservation in PNO,
and to develop potential tools, methodologies and collaborative ventures to undertake
innovative activities which will promote conservation in PNO.

• The process of bringing different stakeholders together to think through and debate
issues, even if this leads to conflict of opinion, is a necessary step to achieving
conservation in PNG.

• Conservation in PNG will only be achieved if Landowner communities and NOOs
participate forthrightly and as equals in whatever process is instituted, the CNA
included.

• The NOO and Landowner communities do not share unanimity of viewpoint, but do
share enough common ground to enunciate an initial position regarding conservation
in PNO.

• While ther;~ is diversity of opinion within any potential category of stakeholder group
-- govemment, Landowners, NGOs, international conservationists, etc., - it is
possible for analytical purposes to identify viewpoints or I-ositions for different
stakeholder groups.

• One does not need to interview mr:t single Landowner to assess (1) how
sociocultural and socioeconomic systems work in PNG and (2) how Landowners may
be expected to act (or react) to particular conservation and development approaches
and specific acth~ties.

• Creating maps will not provide a blueprint for conservation through a protected areas
system in PNG, as the social feasibility of ~nservation through any type of
"protected area system" may not correspond to identified biological priorities as
mapped.

• A protected areaS system as exists in other parts of the world is likely to be
inappropriate in PNG.



• Landowners and NOOs should understand the significance, llmltatlons and
implications of the CNA maps as they were being done, particularly given the
importance that biologists, DEC and donors seem to be attaching to the maps.

• Maps arc not value-free; what is designated on maps, and the methodolog} used to
designate features on maps, impacts on future understandings and actions by map
users and those impacted by the activities of map users.

• Conservation is a social activity, and the raison d'etre for which any tools (such as
maps) will be used in conservation must be appreciated by all involved in
conservation.

• It is naive to think that conservation implies action first and foremost as opposed to
dialogue and negotiation first and foremost, particularly in a country like PNG where
any conservation that external chNlKe 8Kents (conservation planners and
imptementors) would like to promote, will occur on the 97% of the land which is held
thr('ugh customary tenure.

• Extensive knowledge or experience of aspects of PNG social life and a biological
reality does not automatically qualify one to be an expert on doing conservation work
in PNG.

• It is potentially counterproductive to lump all biologists or Papua New Guinean
conservation managers together as if their viewpoint is one; some biologists and
conservation managers could support "process" issues in as committed a way as given
social scientists.

• Living in PNG for a long period of time docS not confer the crec'ential of "expert,"
whether one is a social scientist or biologist, in regard to the conservation and
development aspirations, needs, and modus operandi of landowning Papua New
Guineans.

• "Outsiders" to PNG can, despite PNG's uniqueness, pose questions and develop
analysis and recommendations in a manner which could promote conservation in
PNG.

Government IDEC) Assumptions

• The CNA maps would be the most important product of the CNA.

• The CNA would lead to a clearer definition of conservation priorities from a
biological perspective.

• Government should set the conservation agenda in PNG, and DEC is mandated to
"manage" conservation activities in PNG.



• The methods and tools exist in PNG to promote conservation, and it is mainly now a
question of getting on with the Job.

• To play an effective role in PNO conservation the capacity of DEC would need
strengthening.

II

• DEC is "competing" with actors from the forestry and mining sectors, and the CNA
(and particularly the maps produced) would help DEC increase its ability to
strategically plan and compete against competitors to conservation.

• NODs and Landowners could be consulted in the process at a later time once the
maps were completed.

• The planning process will bring NODs and Landowners in for "consultation" once the
agenda has been set from the top.

• NODs are incapable of carrying out much conservation work of consequence.

• NODs are confrontational and are more likely to fight with government than to
collaborate effectively with government.

NOO Assumptions

• The CNA mapping exercise would not identify priority co,,' rvation areas and needs
in PNG.

• Priority conservation areas and needs in PNG must be determined at the local level
based on what people already do in conservation, and by what they want to do in
conservation if they understood their full range of options.

• The greatest contribution may be on the level of awareness raising - helping
Landowners gain access to information and access to other organh:ations, so as to
empower communities to gain control over their respective destinies.

•

•

A balance must be struck between development needs and conservation needs of
Landowners, but dispensing cash incentives or cash compensation may not promote
conservation in PNG, and may risk creating unsustainable cash dependencies.

Conservation, as westerners understand it, will not be achieved in PNG unless
planners adopt culturally appropriate methods to address conservation in PNO.

• NGDs can contribute a lot to achieving conservation in PNG.

• Government is not really interested in collaborating with NGDs in conservation.



Landowners' Assumptions

• Conservation could bring in big cash flows to local communities.

• The CNA is just one more outside-inspired activity in a series of activities over the
years which bring no benefits to Landowners, only costs.

• Landowners' viewpoint is not seriously considered in conservation planning exercises
in PNO.

• If permitted, Landowners could participate effectively in the CNA and follow-on
processes.

11 I



Chapter Five

NANGO Landowner Surve3' Report

loash Yambut1

On the basis of survey findings in selected areas of Morobe, Madang, East Sepik and
West New Britain provinces, the common themes from Landowners include the following:

A. Setting up of Conservation Areas (CAs)

Among the essential aspects of restructuring to ensure democratic development
processes, Landowners have to make decisions on the formulation of policy and develop
strategies about resource use in dleir areas. They should be seen as a partner to the project
and not a puppet as the case now with logging operation. Government, foreign investors and
ordinary people in the street think that the Landowners are fairly represented by Landowner
companies, but in practice this is not the case.

B. Ownership of CAs

The ownership of projects must remain with resource owners1 and monitoring agents
can be provided from established institutions such as Forestry, Environment and
Conservation, Tourism and Culture, etc.

C. Revenue-Generating Activities

Creating of revenue-generating activities and spin-offr should be geared towards
local participation which may yield direct benefit to the resource owners by means of
tangible goods and service. An example is to encourage tourists to travel to remote outlying
areas rather than stay in the main urban centers.

I Conservation Networking Officer, National Alliance of Nongovernmental Organisations (NANGO), Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea.

2 ResouteeS owners - another term for Landowner'S.

3 Spin-offs are community be:iefits, such 18 clinics, schools, and roads which are provided by companies and
attached to • resource extraction venture.



D. Lara6-scale VS. Small-scale LoUlna

ConventJonallogging should Include proper formulations of Landowners' companies.
Distribution of share equity and proper environmental plans should be discussed with
resource owners and their other requirements spelled out clearly before the granting of
licenses and the signing of agreements. Publicity and awareness campaigns should be
conducted in Tok Pisin or the loca1language.

E. Areas Not Recoanlzed as CAs

The Government should make funds available to develop small-scale conservation
activities to conserve areas which are of sacred, cultural, and historical value as an incentive
for the preservation of traditions. This will be a long-term incentive for the m~ority of the
population to practice conservation rather than depleting the environment.

F. Tralnlna to Landowners

The Landowners should be trained in all aspects of monitoring and managing
conservation areas, rather than paying for costly technical assistance. The Landowner can be
taught basic monitoring skills to manage these areas.

G. Infonnatlon Resource Centres

There should be coordinating centers known as "Information Resource Centres" to
coordinate activities of these conservation areas. There should be networking with other
existing institutions to provide, organize, and disseminate information through many
linkages.

H. FoUow-up Activities

The bulk of the population from areas visited expressed the view that they are not
quite aware of the subject matter and as such are not in the position to actively participate in
discussions by contributing ideas and their assessment of conservation needs.

Recommendation

Stage 2 of this survey should be geared towards educationally-oliented means to
educate the bulk of the population and increase their awareness. This can be done in many
ways - conducting workshops and dramas, video and film shows, organize TV programs,
materials and properly developed educational materials in the schools, etc. Publicity material
for awareness must be translated into Tok Pisin. The idea of a "pilot project" is highly
recommended in this regard at selected sites in order to assess various methods.



Chapter Six

An N'GO Perspective on the CNA

Joseph Kau4

DeflnltloDS 01 Conservation, as NGOs perceive It

Conservation is about allowing informed indigenous peoples to decide for themselves
the best use of their resources.

Conservation refers to the processes which create a balance between ecological,
cultural, social, economic and maybe political elements to sustain life.

Conservation is about people and how they interact with the ecosystem.

Conservation is about meeting OU1.· current needs and requirements without
endangering the resources for our future generations.

Some people may have differing views, but as far as NOOs are concerned, the CNA
~xercise does not cater for the above definitions at all. And I will try and show why this is
so.

Firstly if we look at the way the CNA has come about, it seems obvious that the
decisions about how the exercise has been carried out did not allow for any local Landowner
participation. This was clearly demonstrdted by the encounter yesterday, where Landowners
and local NOOs picketed and protested at the CNA workshop. Conservation needs in this
country cannot continue to be determined in Washington, DC. Why should we listen to the
advice of people who do not have to live by the consequences of that advice.

Secondly we do not see any attempt at all to create a balance between the ecological,
cultural, and social and economic aspects of conservation, an integrated approach to
conservation.

CNA, we are told, is an exercise to collect data on biodiversity for the purposes of
identifying conservation needs in Papua New Guinea.

• Melanesian Environment Foundation, Boroko, Papua New Guinea.
"! I
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But what arc the conservation needs of this country? Is It to put dots and circles on a
map so that the government could madly rush Into conserving these areas? This conservation
need is'important, but should not be the priority this country has.

The CNA exercise seems to be telling us that datJil about th~ biodiversity would
trigger people's desire for conservation. Papua New Guineans, informed Landowners have
seen a need for conservation. I have been told that dozens of applications froOl Landowner
groups to register their land as conservation areas are still pending action, some dating three
years back. This indicates that the local people have a need for conservation, but these needs
are clearly not being met.

Another question which needs an answer is, from whose perspective has this whole
conservation needs assessment come about? I do not think I have to tell you. Yes, you
might say the government of Papua New Guinea initiated the exercise. Ladies and
gentlemen, I must tell you that the government of Papua New Ouinea is very far removed
from the people. More than 90% of the people do not have access to affecting government
decision making.

On top of that, if there was no money, the exercise would not have come about. The
availability of money seems to have closed the eyes and ears of the government on what the
real needs of the country are.

Conservation Needs Assessment in Papua New Guinea should not have biodiversity as
its primary objective. Instead these objectives must come from informed Landowners.

My colleague Sasa Zibe will try and highlight some of these objectives. How
Landowners through their own initiatives have decided to conserve their environment but at
the same time meet their other needs. The applications for conservation areas I mentioned
above is another example.

The purposes of the CNA seem not to be of advantage to Papua New Guinea. I do
not need a PhD or 20 years of experience to see that inevitably the CNA will expose the
people of Papua New Guinea to further exploitation.

Ladies and gentlemen, there are more important questions which must be answered
before the question of conservation and its requirements is relevant.

There is a far greater need for the people of Papua New Guinea than the need for a
Conservation Needs Assessment on the biodiversity. That need is to direct the focus of the
changes that need to happen, on to the companies who are exploiting the local people and the
government which seem to be disinterested, instead of focusing on the local Landowners.

Lawyers tell us that we have all the laws that we need to conserve 100% of Papua
New Guinea. Had the money used for this CNA exercise been r.=directed to the Department
of Environment and Conservation or maybe the police and the justice system to enforce the



laws, we would have no need for a biodiversity assessment to define the needs for
conservation.

': astIy, the Landowners must be the beneficiarIes of whatever assessments are carried
out. Tl.'&~ is yet to be seen wIth the CNA. We should redirect our efforts to Informing the
Landowners about all the consequences of the exploitation of their environment and how they
would benefit by conserving.

If the Landowners arc well informed about all the options and the consequences, and
the government has the capabllitles and the capacity to enforce all the laws of Papua New
Guinea, I have not doubts at all that there wUl be 100% conservation. There would be no
need whatsoever for a conservation needs assessment.

1\
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Chapter Seven

Landowners' (papa Graun) Perspective on Conservation Needs

Francis Sumanop'

A. LANDOWNERS· DennJtloo
(a) Broad heading which encompasses PNG people who own natural resources
including land. Land, all there is, is owned by someone in PNG.

(b) Landowners' Association, Company, Group, etc., encompasses Papua New
Guineans who organize themselves for a common cause.

There are now many Landowner groups and associations in existence in PNO.
Landowner groups -- could be classified as a form of pressure or interest groups.
Landowner groups are formed to have a membership with a purpose of pursuing a common
objective.

B. ALL RESOURCFS IN PNG ARE OWNED BY SOMEBODY
Therefore, any conservation needs assessment must begin with the so-called grassroot

resource owners.

C. LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
People at the village level are in a better position to determine their own needs. They

have their own perception/ideas and beliefs about the world they live in.

D. PLANNING FROM LANDIRESOURCE OWNERS' PERSPECTIVE
Planning/analysis for mobilization of natural resources must emerge from the

land/resource owners (bottom level up to the top/out to the world).

E. INITIATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTS FROM
LANDOWNERS
Projects/action plans must be initiated by the people after acquiring certain

information/awareness to determine appropriate steps/methodology for action.

S Arapesh Associatioo, P.O. Box 125, WOWU, Er.st Sepik Province, Papua New GuiDea.
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F. IMFOSED WEB'lERN MODELS MUST BE MODIFIED TO SUIT LOCAL
NEEDS
Plan proJecuYstnucgles imposed from outside w11l not w9rk properly rOt vUh_,e

land/resource owners. Xmposcd ideas will be up again.'It local knowledge and practices.

G. LANDOWNERS· ID:£NTITV
L:;wd/resouroo owners oftcntinl01 have no otncial Government affiliaU(ln or

recognition •.' operate in isolation and Oterefore are vulnerable to becoming extinct.

Exist to ~k assistance from Government when there Is no assistance. They have in
some~, the potential to use illegal methods to express their grievances to tho legitimate
authorities (e.g., Government of PNO) or to 8 particular Agency which they have grievances
against.

H. LEGISLATION TO PROTECT LAND/RESOURCE OWNERS' RIGHTS
TOWARDS EXPWITATION OF THEIR RESOURCFS

Customary Land Registration Act
Landowner Companies as joint venture business partners w~m iureign investors
towards exploitation of the Landowners resources
National Department of Lands and Physical Planning initiating an umbrella
National Legislation or CustOIl.ary Land Legislation

I. LANDOWNERS' HAVE NO P..EDRF..5S TO RESOURCES ALREADY
EXPLOITED/CONSERVATION OF ENVIRONMENT. DEC NEEDS TO
EFFECTIVELY POLICE CONSERVAnON LAWS IN PNG.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. INVOLVEMENT Of LAND/RESOURCE OWNERS FROM BEGINNING TO END
Whatever is done in this workshop in relation to conservation needs assessment must

begin with land/resource owners full participation and end in tenns of formulated strategies
and implementation phase.

Non-involvement of land/resource owners will pose problems at implementation phase
of projects.

2. AWABENESSlINfORMATION OUTLETS/CHANNELS
To be given to land/resource owners. Having access to relevant information on

exploitation of Landowner resources will help them make rational choices/decisions.

3. NElWORKINGILINKAGE
(a) National Government or Departments need to establish linkages with all
land/resource owner groups with regards to exploitation of their resources. Use of
the existing NANG()'PNG/Communication Network.

•



(b) Some land/resource owner .mUalion with NANOQ.PNO/widor network to create
pUblic awareness on environment conservation needl.

4. WSIlTlJIB ANP FUND PROIBCTS
AA teeommended by Jand/rewurce owners. Thili would contribute towar~$ training

land/resource owner. to be bettC'i manager. of their own environment. Support/fund projects
to promote local sclentlflc knowledge.

~, 
t'



Chapter Eight

wr·s Conservation Needs Assessment and Proposal for
Lasanga...Lake Trlst Conservation Area Project

Sasa Zibe-Kokino6

Introduction

I'd like to present to this conference the case study which was started 12 months ago.
The Landowners of Huon Gulf have experienced four decades of forest resource exploitation
in their area. They want other alternative., to be made available to develop their vast forest
resources rather than traditional conventional operations. We have the project already in
place with lots of local initiatives. The Landowners and some local and international NOOs
have already undertaken initial activities.

The Landowners and the NOOs endorse the Proposed Lasanga-Lake Trist
Conservation Area to become the initial model project for the Conservation Area
Management C(;:nmittee to use as one of the pilot projects to collect data for planning other
Conservation Areas in Papua New Guinea.

Social and Economit Elements

The following information reflects the views and the ideas of Landowners collected
over last 10 months:

We believe that, for any forms of projects to be successful in Papua New Guinea,
land tenure, local people's needs and involvement must be addressed at all costs.

The CNA concept is not new to PNG and in fact it is a duplication of existing
National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuary, TFAP or NFAP concept and policies. These
concepts have indeed failed to achieve their objectives.

The CNA program will also fail ~., this country, if involvement of local people
(Landowners) in regards to social and er.onomic elements are not addressed.

• Villaae Development Trust. P.O. Box 2397, Lae, Papua New Guinea.
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Local people must be involved In planning and execution of conscrvatll:>n management

decisions and operations. Successful long-term management ie pos~dble only where there Is
suffldent Icv~l of consensus and cooperation among the people Iivlnt: in the area. Therefore
Landowners must be involved In the early stages of management Wld plannin/&. The
Conservation Area objectives will not be successfUlly achieved unless the wishes and
objectives of land owners have sufficient effect on management.

Natural justice requires that people be allowed to keep their homes arid livelihoods, or
be compensated for loss or damage and usage.

"Compensation" is the fastest growing industry in PNO, and CNA is here to address
that, or fac:c the consequences.

However, national laws and customs determine how national and naf;ural resources are
divided and used.

Oood management involves fair treatment for all concerned, whether employees,
residents or users of the forest. Incentives must be provided and existing projects and
facilities be improved to accommodate new projects. New ideas and projects are unlikely to
succeed if there is no local initiatives.

Oreat care is needed to avoid either suppressing or exaggerating needs and rights. It
i~ stressed that this involvement is rlecessary to ensure that appropriate objectives are
identified, and tu ensure success in achieving them. The amount and form of involvement
and consultation will vary according to local circumstances and must be decided and
evaluated on the spot.

For example if there is a dispute in a Conservation Area, clan tribal groups and the
management agent should sit down and renegotiate the contract. There is no long-term
contract.

It is usually appropriate to link management planning with existing forms of social
and administrative organization. That is, the capabilities of local people, NODs and other
organizations must be addressed. This involves and training for local people.

When rights of use or ownership of land or resources are vested in communities of
any kind, management is unlikely to succeed unless these communities take a leading role in
planning, management and implementation. This helps to ensure that benefits go to those
who have a right to them, that negative impact on tratlitional communities are minimized,
and that factors encouraging forest conservation by forest dwellers are taken into account.

Management of communally owned forest by Government departments without full
consultation, public relations and awareness program j!; unlikely to succeed.

When forest are owned by landowners, in clans, etc., in individual blocks or small
plots, management must take into account individual different and often conflicting interests.



Manaaement may be institutionalized throuah cooperatives, or through an cxtcmsion program,
to suit local conditions.

Elsewhcre, state managcment of state forest may :mcceed with minimat consultatiJn in
areaa of low population without social conflicts, for as long as those conditionu oontinuej for
example, Bulolo forest plantations, Morobe Province.

Inrormatlon and Education

The information and education of people affected by a Conservation Area operation
must be a management priQrity. Many management practices are new and unfamiliar. To
achieve the objectives requires considerable discipline. All who contribute to management
decisions will be faced with situations in which they have to think ahead, not always
choosing the usual short-term options and benefits.

To assist in making national decisions, adequate information must be made available,
and training and education provided. These must be an integral part of Conservation Area
management in areas affecting or involving local communities.

Proposed Lasanga-Lake Trist Conservation Area

The proposed Conservation Area starts from the Lasanga Island group in the Huon
Gulf, and extends to Lake Trist in the Kupper Range of mountains (approximately 220,000
ha total area). It comprises many different vegetation types: lowland tropical rain forest and
tree swamp, low, mid and high montane forest, savannah grassland and dipterocarp forests.

There are extensive areas of mangroves, coral reefs, estuaries, waterfalls, fresh-water
lakes and rivers, notably Lake Trist at 1700 m above sea level. Initial bird and marine life
surveys by a team from the Wau Ecology Institute, and timber resource surveys by the
National Forest Department, indicate an exceptional level of biodiversity in this area.'

With the exception of a few coastal villages, the area has a very low population. The
inland zone is virtually uninhabited, although a number of villages owning land in the
proposed Conservation Area fall just outside its perimeter.

The fundamental approach to managing and sustaining this particular Conservation
Area, is to actively involve the localland-owning communities through environmentally
sound income-generating projects such as eco-tourism (small-scale, nature-based tourism) and
eco-forestry. As such, the Lasanga-Lake Trist Conservation Area is intended to serve as a
model for Papua New Guinea.

7 The Lasan,a-Lake Trist area falls within the priority areas identified OD the CNA maps.



VDT, together with land owners, hu already initiated an eco-tourlsm and ceo-forestry
prosrnm In part of the proposed Conservation Area, called the "Lasanga Protection
Program."

LasaDiR Protection ProKrarn

Village Development Trust has designed this program to protect the forest reRources
of the Lasanga area. The site has been identified as in need of immediate action because of
the threat to clear-fell the uninhabited Lasanga Island and an area on the mainland covering
35,400 ha, approximately S km from the Lasanga Island group.

Both these areas are owned by the Kui, Buso, Siboma, Lababia and Paiewa villages
and have been designated as the Nasau Timber Rights Purchase (TRP) area. Although the
TRP has expired, renewal of the permit is being pursued by the logging company who
recently completely exhausted the adjacent Kui TRP area. The resulting environmental
damage together with a lack of benefits is causing growing concern to communities in the
area.

Most of the Nasau TRP area is ecologically sensitive, encompassing the headwaters
and catchments of three major rivers emptying into the Lasanga Island region. This harbors
a highly diverse marine wildlife including over twenty square kilometers of tropical coral
reef. If conventional logging were to pro.:ecd, large-scale ecological disturbance would be
inevitable.

After being approached by the Landowners for assistance, VDT has drawn up a
program for the Lasanga area comprising:

• Development of an eco-tourism project on Lasanga Island involving
environmental awareness training and the construction of simple bush-material
accommodation and training facilities. These will enable people to come to
the islands for study and recreation.

Spin-off projects such as handicrafts, local food production, small-scale fishing
and cultural displays would also be a possibility. World Wide Fund for
Nature (South Pacific Program) has offered some technical, consultative and
financial assistance in planning~ implementing, managing and monitoring the
project.

• Introduction of an eco-forestry project on the mainland through appropriate
training in forest management techniques, alongside the use of a Wokabaut
Somi! (WS). Sustainable community-based forestry provides an environ
mentally sound and economically viable alternative to clear-felling.

Timber produced using the WS can be used for construction work in the eco
tourism project, for other community projects, and as a revenue source by



•

~lHng it on local markets. Both the Australian and New Zealand Hiah
Commissions are interested in funding the WS.

In addition, Oerman Development Services have agreed to assign one of their
volunteers to this progmm to oversee the day-to-day running in its first phases. The South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) has also offered assistance in getting any
necessary technical and consultative expertise the program may require.

The local communities will playa key role, enabling them to talce control of the
benefits of managing their own natural resources. This will SUbstantially reduce the risk,
scale, and nature of environmental damage by the large-scale harvesting techniques currently
threatening the area.

I'



Figure 8-1. PropoS4~ Conservation Area: Lasanga-Lako Trial
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• Chapter Nine

Issues and Options for Establishing 8 Biodiversity Data CcntfJr
In Papua New Guinea's Department or Environment and
Conservation

Peter Hobby·

Executive Summary

This report is intended to outline the steps required and effort involved with
establishing a Biodiversity Data Center (BDC)2 within the Department of Environment and
Conservation. The approach taken was to treat information as a capacity bUilding tool for a
department with expanding responsibilities and serious resource constraints in fulfil'ing its
mandated responsibilities. The focus on the DOC as both repository and source for
information in service of better management planning and evaluation is a purposeful attempt
to keep information use relevant and accessible. Access by the scientific, social development
and NGO communities will be cmcial in capturing and disseminating new data, and
maintaining the credibility of the BDC. The importance of proper staffing and training can
not be overstated as the DDC's capacity to organize and disseminate information is based
more on human than computer capacity. The report has been purposefully general in
referring to staffing levels, computer support and content of the BDC, as these areas will be
greatly effected by the final outcome of the strategic planning exercise and computer needs
assessment. As stressed throughout this paper, sound and responsive management from the
start is the best insurance policy to keep biodiversity infonnation working for all resource
managers in Papua New Guinea.

Background

Before moving to specific recommendations for the setup of what for the purposes of
this report is called a Biodiversity Data Center (BDC), a brief comment on the administrative
background provides important context. When DEC became a full department within
GOPNG in 1985 it was tasked with the following broad responsibilities:

I AIDIPOUCDffi. Washingtoo. D.C•• U.S.A.

Z The DEC BDC discussed in this paper should Dot"" confused with the Natural Resource Options Centre
(NROC) presented in the CNA Recommendations. If. BDC is created wilbin DEC. linkages should be
established between the BDC and the NROC.
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• Polley formulation regarding environment and conservation.
• Administering legislation guidina environmental planning (licensing for

floralfauna gathering and exporting-CITES, and review of forestry
environmental plans).

• Species/hubitat conservation and wUdllfe/national parks management.
• Water resource management and conservation.

..

In order to better direct scarce resources, DBC is presently in the process of a
strategic planning exercise that is intended to heip define the above responsibillties and define
concrete steps to strengthen the capacity of DEC to live up to its legislative mandate. lust
prior to the start of strategic planning, DEC commissioned a study of its computer needs ~nd

is also involved with the Conservation Needs Assessment which includes this information
needs assessment, a conservation mapping exercise, review of land tenure issues. and NOO
report on local conservation issues. There is no shortage of attention presently focused on
DEC. Although results of all these activities will have repercussions on the scope and nature
of the DOC in the long term, there are several steps that can be taken in the short term to
enhance information management and provide a solid foundation for a future DDC.

The first step has already been taken. This study is the result of a five week trip' to
review representative systems for organizing biodiversity data and to perform an information
needs assessment of DEC. Although the need for better information management holds for
DEC as a whole, the focus of this study is to identify central issues in establishing a
Biodiversity Data Center focused on biodiversity information, and to suggest options for
establishing and maintaining a BDC. The primary rationale behind the DDC is that more
accurate and accessible information empowers resource managers at all levels. DEC can
better meet its monitoring and evaluation objectives, more effectively represent biodiversity
conservation outside the department, and better plan viable representative protected areas
while viltage level resource managers can contribute to expansion of the information base as
they draw on existing maps and reports for improved local management.

Logistical Issues

Fioancio~

In the process of choosing appropriate systems and gathering source material for a
new BDC, there are several logistical questions that should be addressed at the outset. The
fIrst, and most fundamental, is the question of fInancing. There may well be suffIcient short
term interest in start-up of the BDC from outside the GOPNG to warrant some level of
bilateral or multilateral financial aid. If so, it will be vital to the longevity of the BDC to
use start-up funds to both create short term products useful, for instance, to strategic

:I The five-week trip in November-December 1991 consisted of visits to the World Conservation Monitorina
Center, The Nature Conservancy workshop on databases in Indonesia, Australian data centers, and Papua New
Guinean data centcrB, including UPNG, UNITECH, the Melanesian Environment Foundation, and DBC.
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planners, and, longer range systems and productl worthy of continued DEC financing. The
DOC can be an Important actor in buUdlng capacity for DBC, but If it is viewed and run as
an expatrIate research tool its long term vIability will be Jeopardized.

Stratee1c Choices

Also, presuming that DEC does make available funds for the DDC, the source of
those funds will have considerable effect on the nature of a DOC. Will funds be forthcoming
for systems supporting the broad spectrum of environmental monitoring and assessment
activities envisioned for DBC, or will funds be available for parks management and
biodiversity conservation monitoring alone? Perhaps both? In the short term, will the DDC
act as a research incubator, of sorts, providing space, supplies and logistical support for
visiting research teams? To what degree will the Center utilize Non-Government
Organizations for data gathering and dissemination? A ODe oould work to fill all these
needs, but if so, the DDC and expected outputs should be integrated from the outset in any
strategic planning exercise. It is also important to continue conSUlting information
management specialists and stakeholders outside DEC during planning as many senior
managers know just what they want by way of information but are not familiar with how to
get it, the effort involved or all the potential uses.

Maoa2ement Structure

Following close behind the issue of who will finance the DOC is the issue of who will
get the prototype center off the ground. It has been suggested by DEC staff that the manager
of the BDC be directly responsible to the DEC Secretary's office. Given the potential
importance of the DOC, this seems the appropriate level for DOC management to report to,
keeps the idea of information as senior management tool at the fore and works to dispel the
stigma of resource centers as arcane libraries. To facilitate capacity building from the outset,
it would also be best to have one expatriate BDC maliager and one PNO national, the two
functioning as equal partners with shared responsibility for planning, systems design and
collections development.

The roles for the two managers will be largely as information brokers and lobbyists
during the early stages of implementation. There will probably be repeated attempts to
define information needs and scope for the DEC during the strategic planning process and
having qualified staff on hand to both answer queries and suggest initial means to meet data
needs will be invaluable. Also, the anticipated relocation of the DEC offices to a single
central location will provide an opportunity to weed the existing documents, both in formal
DEC systems such as the library and in personal collections of trip reports and field data.
Having clear guidance from BDC management on what to keep, what to toss and how to
integrate the remaining material can best be done during the weeding process itself and will
require management input throughout the process. The actual review of material can be
delegated to part time help, student interns or some other means to tap cost effective labor.
It will also be important to have early, effective DOC management to quell the concerns
already expressed within DEC that centralized information systems are inaccessible and
unaccountable, hence the reluctance to tum over personal files.
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The last general logistical issue to be addressed ia spa(.C. The noc should be on4 slte
within DEC but be housed in its own suite of rooms. 1"he present situation, with both the
library and publications material stoi'cd off-site, is not acceptable for efficient management of
the DOC. Proximity and ease of access can make or break a resource center. A separate
but convenient space is important for aeveral reasons. Security of documents, data and
equipment is most easily achieved through separate facilities while research and report
preparation is most easily carried out away from maln traffic areas. Close proximity ensures
BOC staff involvement in all appropriate department actlvlt.ies and encourages rnorc ffe(Juent
use. The SOC may not need much space, especially if the resourr.es are limited to key
technical documents, paper COI)Y flies, a set of computer programs and staff offices. If the
intent is to use the space as a staging area for research and processing the results of field
trips or preparing educational materials for Landowner groups, then more space will be
needed, but probably not much more than the size of the existing DEC library. If the SOC
is seen as growing beyond biodiver~ity information and will be covering all of DEC's
information needs, this will require 11: ore space, staff and computing power than wHl be
described presently for the BDC. It would be logical for reasons of economies of scale to
consolidate DEC-wide information serv;ces in one location, but that is an issue beyond the
scope of this study and best left to the strategic planning team.

Plannlnalssues for the DDC

The first major issue in design of any information center is to determine information
for whom and for what purpose. This design is in tum premised on a clear mission
statement laying out the role of the information center within the larger organization. This is
particularly important in a setting like that envisioned for the Government of Papua New
Guinea's Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). GOPNG has a now
increasingly rare opportunity to manage and preserve large tracts of virtually pristine habitats
and with them many rare or endangered species. GOPNG also has the opportunity to
mitigate effects of resource extraction now rather than pay the price of degraded resources in
the future. In a best case scenario, with ample technical staff and funding, this is a major
undertaking as efforts to both document and conserve species can create copious amounts of
data and extensive demands on resource managers. The present situation within DEC is not
optimal but does provide some real opportunities for improved information management to
aid decision makers.

apc: For Whom and To Wbat End

Having outlined the present fluid state of finance, strategic planning and space, there
are tangible next steps for planning a BOC. In order to answer the question of information
for whom to what end, a clear, concise statement of the rationale or mission of the BOC will
help in focusing design efforts. The rationale mentioned above -- to provide accurate and
accessible information on biodiversity to all levels of resource managers for park planning,
conservation management, impact assessment, and representation outside DEC -- is the
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worklna definition uacd ns n mission statement throughout thb study. fJeforo committing
resources toward a SOC, however, DBC manaacment, the strategic plnnning team and
representative stakeholders should come to agreement on a mhudon statement, while OOPNO
explores funding lovels and sources, staffing lovels, artd Slpace, to minimize delays in
implementation.

There are several underlying principles inherent in the fonowing suaacsted plan which
arc based on the information needs nsscssment carried out in November/December 1991.
The DOC could act as a capacity building mechanism by: organizlna existing material,
providing the foundation for data analysis, creating a repository for new biodiversity
information, creating a mechanism for better inter.. and intra..agency liaison under the rubric
of data sharin8~ set standards for new data, and, ultimately, provide mid and upper level
managers with information for better planning and evaluation. The end product of building
DEC capacity in this fashion will be an increase in cl'edibiUty outside the department.
Universities, non..government organizations and private firms could all come to regaid the
quality of information coming from a DOC as state-of..the-art. Movement in this direction
will certainly enhance the likelihood that these same types of organizations will contribute to
the start-up of the center.

Initial Cataloeine and Review of EXistine InfQl1llatWD Collections·

The first step in setting up the DOC as a service oriented office is to review existing
materials within OEC and GOPNG. Understandably, given lack of budget, the existing
filing and library systems are poorly maintained and relatively inacce.~sible. The DDC
provides the opportunity to compensate for lack of staff and training through a selective
review of existing files and library collections already under DEC control. As mentioned
earlier, the two DOC managers should be on staff to guide this process and oversee the early
cataloguing efforts.

C ..omputenZlO&

As the weeding of material relevant to a BDC gets underway, the question of when
and how to computerize arises. The use of even a basic library program will mean having a
computer available, staff training time and data entry time. Depending on expected staff
levels and the timeline for implementing the HOC, working with a paper copy form may be a
viable interim solution. The form would mirror the type of information to be entered into
the computer and would allow several people to work in several locations at the same time.
The type of information to be captured includes bibliographic information on title, author,
subject, publisher and date along with information useful to the HOC like specie., covered, if
any distribution or habitat data is present, and location of the document at that time. This
level of effort is appropriate only for those items seen as relevant to biodiversity. The DOC
managers will need to develop a set of key words for the subjects and standard nomenclature
for the taxonomic and habitat information. Coming up with the lists will be less problematic
than ensuring consistent use by all those involved in the weedhlg process. To aid consistent
use of terms, the libl'3l')' computer system can be set to check for data errors when filling in
standard fields. It is also important for BDC management to plan for some of the material
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being subsumed under a library collection and some providing rnw data for either a GIS
sylltctn or a biodiversity database.

It is important to computerize the document collection as soon as possible lot cue of
access and control over the COllection. Any sort of telt relevant to biodiversity. from
legislative materials to technical reports and magazine subscriptions. should be captured on
the lIbl1U'Y system. 1110 benefit to computerizinl the collection is that items can be searched
by key words, author, title, actually any consistently used set of terms chosen for the system.
If portions of the;; collection circulate. the computer system can automate rccalllng overdue
materials. Oiven that a GIS computer system is already being provided to OBC by the;;
CNA. computerizing the lIbnuy collecdon may prove to be less important than getting the
GIS fully operational. Jf this is the case, the paper system of card indexes for texts, journals
and tcchnica! reports &hould be initiated with the thoulht of subsequent automation. Keeping
consistent the use of terms and ranle of fields or topics catalogued for each item will go a
long way toward ~peeding automation.

Software

As the resource review process continues, the question of when and how to
computerize non-bibliographic material should be addressed. The CNA will have provided a
computer and OIS system by this time that is intended to capture spec:ies distribution data
initially. The OIS system will provide an important object lesson in how new technology is
incorporated within DEC. With sufficient software capacity and disk space, the OIS system
can provide the organization needed to manage most of DEC's non-text data. Park
boundaries, areas under various forms of cultivation, species distribution, habitat types and
morc can all be handled by OIS sy1-~ms.

The question becomes one of ease of access and ease in updating data sets. Training
in not only software management but also data interpretation for at least one DEC staff
member will be required to keep the GIS system pertinent to DEC planning and monitoring
activities. This may be best achieved by a cooperative arrangement for training with the
University of Technology in Lae4 or some similar organization. The importance of
continued software training can not be overemphasized. OIS systems serve to integrate
databases and files with spatially relevant material. New files can be created to capture new
types of data such as the distribution of cxport licenses, cxtent of commercially important
fish species or watersheds affected by mining activities. Some files may act as proxies for a
natural process such as watershed degradation while others are simple organizational tools
such as license distribution. The benefit of a OIS system is that it facilitates comparisons of
disparate types of information across space and time. For example, permit sites, habitats,
village locations, forest concessions, and land use patterns can all be mapped individually or
overlayed onto a single map.

4The CI GIS system, CISlO, CODtainin. CNA informatioa, was provided to DEC and to UNlTECH. Both
DEC staff and UNlTECH staff were trained in CISlO's use.
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1'he down Aid" to GIS is that it fa data and technology intcmsive. The system iA only

lUi tlcc,urate u the information entered and new applications are only useful if well integrated
into the initial :k)ftware packago. Tha eus system could prove to be It locus or information
management and a bulc Ju~tincation for data aatheril1l from ouuids DBC. Along with the
two DOC managers, a staff member exclusively responsible for ~·.?keep of the als should bo
appointed ttt the stArt of SOC a~tivities. As with the two BOC managers, it may prove
necessary to have one oJitpattiate (US starr and one from DOC. In b()th cues, the intent Is to
establish a turnkey operation Where (ull re..ponsibillty wllt be turned over to DOC staff after
complete training. Dunna this pror)$S it may be advantaaeous to develOp in-depth job
descriptions and employee training materials in anticipation of tumover. This in-service
training approach is probably the most efficient means to gct the BDC started and build

-' capacity of both systems and human resources. It will be important to allow time and
resources in planning activities for the DOC for searr training.

It is difficult at this time to ascertain whether or not a library system and OIS will
meet all of OEC's information needs. There may well be a need for a relational database to
capture information not resident in the library or with an explicitly spatial nature captured by
the OIS. Given the flexible nature of library and OIS &ystems, and the capacity of DEC, it
Is advisable to thoroughly test these two systems before investing resources in a third
computer system. This is not to say that considerable revisions to the GIS system are not
called for as information needs are better articulated. It may be most appropriate to link
more in-depth tabular and text materials with the GIS system. For instance, text could be
entered on a specific park's conservation status, land owner issues and planned improvements
and all be linked to the GIS files covering boundary data. This would limit access to this
material to accessing the park boundary file and not searchable by topic as wO'Jld be possible
with a relational database. The more sophisticated answer to the question of multiple acce..s
needs is to have a relational database running in tandem with the GIS. 'The less sophisticated
but more manageable approach is to have files covering select topics on a given park, for
instance, entered as a type of document on the library system and have searchable fields for
topics such as clan affiliation, type of habitat/species, park type. In fact, a library system is
a relational database oriented toward document management. Each approach has its tradeoffs
in terms of simple information management and data analysis. Much of this debate over
appropriate mechanisms for data management versus data interpretation and analysis will
have to be decided by the BOC managers in conjunction with DEC staff as the first stages of
the basic library and GIS systems are implemented.

A separate issue from DEC's use of library and GIS databases is the use of more
presentation oriented software pacb3cs such as spreadsheets, graphics and desktop
publishing. These systems are used less to manage large sets of data than to provide
presentation graphs, graphics and text. Spreadsheet software does offer some statistical
analysis capacity and might prove a useful middle ground fer certain types of data
interpretation_ If, indeed, the DOC is to have a ~or role in repcrt preparation, then these
types of computer software will prove invaluable. They come with the same caveats as the
OIS and library systems in that they require computer access and training. They are,
however, somewhil: easier to learn and have few rigid data requirements. In the case of any
of the above computer systems, thorough training arad consistent upkeep of the systems will

.-



be very importallt as software rupport and hardware maintenance are likely to be poorly
acce&slblo.

Havina covered tho main polnt5 In type8 of ll()ftwRre, a related topic il appropriate
hardware. The OIS system provided to DEC of USAJD through the CNA comes with a
personal computet ulling an 80386 processing chip, 2 megabytes of memory and an eighty
megabyte hard drive. At the start, this la probably adequate capacity to manage both the OIS
system, library software and basic presentation oriented $Oftware. The various softWiitC
~ackages available on anyone computer should be accessible with a graphic user interface
(something akin to Microsoft Windows or MacIntosh-type (ront end). These systems use
pull down menus and pictorial icons, not command Une computer language, for end-user
access. This has proven to be a far more user-friendly method making systems casier to
manipulate and more likely to be used by non-eomputer experts. For quality output from the
GIS, a plotter for printing maps will be necessary. In order to keep the aystem updated with
new cartographic Information, a digitizing pad wiJI also be necessary.

In the near term, as data sets grow and maps become better elabom'ed, it is quite
likely a second computer will be required for the OIS. At this point the originai computer
can still be used for the library system and basic desktop publishing. In choosing the next
computer, 80m" of the generic specifications are; a central processing unit (CPU) using an
80486 chip with at least eight megabytes of Random Access Memory (RAM) and an
approximately two hundred megabyte hard disk. A non-interlaced color monitot supported
by a super VGA card with one megabyte of memory is also needed to view and interpret
material on-screen to best advantage. The CPU is most easily expanded with additional hard
disk memory and peripherals (plotter, digitizer, laser printer, CD-ROM reader etc.) if it is
configured in a tower case. This provides more flexibility for integrating additional
hardware than the standard desktop configuration. The above system is presently available in
the United States for roughly $3,000 and the prices are anticipated to come down further. If
the plotter and digitizer have not been purchased by the time the first computer is installed,
the capacity of a second computer should be considered when purchasing them.

The same caution for adding more than GIS and library software packages to the
BDC applies to additionai hardware. See if the original system works, and is expanded to
stress that systems' capacity, before moving for.ward. The above descripuon of a second
computer system may sound liJre overkill, but if DEC really intends to lise computer systems
fully for biodiversity conservation, this is actually a modr.sUy sized system for a national
level effort.

Through the CNA and NFCAP assistance, DEC SDC managers have the DEC
resource review and initial document gathering process underway, the GIS system installed
and at least one technical person responsible for GIS upkeep. This scenario assumes a
preliminary budget has been approved for start-up of the BDC and at least office space for
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staff hall boen mado avlUlable. Until now It has not been essential lo ha"e library space or a
more complete budget for library collections devolopment, support and technical start,
furniture, training, computer peripherals, and GIS data acqUisitions. These broad budget
catcgorlOl and a reaUstio timeline should now be under developmont by DDC manaaement.
tn formuhltlng a budget, thought should be liven to not only one time start-up cost.. but also
recurring costs of data gathering and training (Including tnvel for both). "'i'here is a wealth
of material avaUabh, in Australia that would provide important input to both the library and
GIS. Australia may also be the --«:arest location for in~depth training on software use and
data interpretation. The decision on how best to tap Australian resources through either
repeated field trips or consortium arranaements with sister otganlzatlons such as CSIRO wUI
shape a maYor portion of the recurrin~ cost budaet. As the naturo of the DOC data
collections and basket of te<:hnlcal skills Is somewhat unique, the budget should reflect the
need for creative solutions to data gathering and traininl. Relatively little of the information
for the OIS is available in neatly packaged electronic form, dictatlng a labor intensive
gathenna and entry process. Training, similarly, wUl provide challenges due to potential
access problems within PNO, and a unique mix of technical management and resource
management skitls required for DOC staff to best serve DEC managers.

Managim: and Responding to Growth

During the start-up and budget development process, the applied uses of the DDC will
be developing. Rush ~uests for presentation materials, quantitative measures, or
conservation management for biodiversity may well have come up. Requests from
Landowners for protected area status will continue to come in along with possible requests
for practical information on resource management. The nature of the requests and a sense of
the daily information needs of management in performing tasks will be vital in forming the
complete BDC. Correctly gauging the information needs of management in performing key
tasks is the basis of setting up the DOC as a service to managers. Elaborating the means for
collaborating with NOOs will allow access to 2. growing pool of human resources for
information gathering and dissemination and provide the b~js for education and outreach
efforts from the BDC.

In contrast to what the BDC can do for top DEC managemellt is the question of what
..I technical DEC managers, and other technical information sources within PNG, can do for the

BDC. The DOC provides an avenue for standardizing types of data and collection methods.
The ability of DEC to meet its own data gathering needs will prove important in both
capacity building and fiUing gaps in data. By formalizing standards for field techniques and
reporting, the DOC can not only streamline in-house processing but also provide important
input to research methodologies and products under the auspices of the National Research
Institute (NRI) and other public and private PNG sources of information. As the central
authority coordinatin: research in PNG, NRI could provide DOC access to invaluable input
from research fund~' outside DEC. The enhanced use of standards, in tum, will facilitate
expanded, cost effective analytical output from the BDC.

-..,
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Role..oU{QOs

Local NOOa comprise one extensive network for gathering information. With the
provision of data standards and a central repository, Information such as land usc patterns,
traditional conservation and Landowner iS8U~ could well be aamered from a cooperative
relationship with NOOs. Both the NOOs and DBC face resource constraints seriously
affecting the scope of possible activities. By pooling data gathering efforts, the DOC could
provide an important forum for collaboration between organizations with similar lnterests.
This sort of relationship has proven very successful in many other contexts ranaina from
project specific provision of research by an NOD for a government department, to
~.:o.n.,letely contracting out the central research and data gathering functions of a government
"Hiee to an NOO.

The advantages to having NOOs share the burden of managing and staffing
appropriate activities are not to be dismissed lightly. The government is not expected to
provide benefits or scarce government jobs for tasks carried out by NOOs. NODs, in tum,
are expected to provide timely and relevant products to meet the needs of government staff.
In the case of PNO, where formal contracting methods for employing NOOs may not be well
articulated, an exchange of information from NOOs in trade for access to the BDC could be
a viable alternative. This is not to say the BDC should make available all its resources to
NODs based on the provision of select data gathering exercises. Rather, in a purposeful
effort to tap cost effective sources of data and cost effective means to disseminate BDC and
DEC material, the BDC managers could formulate something akin to a binding cooperative
agreement. For instance, by providing base maps printed from the GIS and access to
technical documents on conservation management, DEC could make significant progress in
meeting NOOs needs for "Best Practice" knowledge in the field in the process of gaining
new data and a vehicle for field represeptation of DEC activities. This is one of the central
areas where improved liaison through the BDC could significantly raise the prome of DEC
not only as a credible source for state-of-the-art data but also innovative management
practices as well.

Once the budget categories and amounts have been established, staffing and
collections development for the library can begin. Support for tnformation request! from text
sources and collections development of those same sources are the two most basic functions
to build into the library. These functions are complimentary and can be delegated to a single
staff member, assuming a manageable workload. A solid reference collection of relevant
statistical sources and directories of both organizations and people will provide support to
research and data gathering outside DEC. The library should also house documents on
conservation management, research methodology, environmental science and social !:tCience
relevant to PNG biodiversity. The emphasis should be on gathering accessible material to
support current activities immediately and expanding on that base as time and money permit.
The BDC should be careful not to duplicate material available locally through inter-library
loan unless these materials are central to BDC's functions. One way to keep staff current is
to have a small serial collection and from that circulate topical clippings. Collections
development not only requires identifying and obtaining existing documents but also staying
current on new material. This may best be accomplished by regular communication with



library staff at appropriate institutions both in PNG and abroad. Book vendors wUl be of
some help In this ~aard, but given the technical nature of the BOC, a hands-on approach to
collections development wl11 be most successful. By keeping up a well focused reference
collection, select periodicals, key texts and DEC technical reports, the noc library will go a
lona way toward organizing printed materials and bullding an Information base for analytic
work.

ACCeSS to PDC

Once the library and GIS are established and reliable channels for new Information
for the two systems have been established, the issue of who will use the BDC arises. As
stated earlier, the idea is to establish an Information resource base for better management of
biodiversity. Just as important as having material available is ensuring the material gets
used. It is unlikely the Secretary or any of the First Assistant Secretaries will spend time in
the BOC writing reports in response to Parliamentary inquiries. It is equally unlikely that
every village farmer with a question on pest management or forestry will walk in to the
BOC. Therefore, other options for using information are needed. In the case of evaluation
and assessment work, if the OEC technical staff know of, and can find, the right data when
reviewing environmental plans, the BOC will greatly compensate for trying to manage local
activities from the capital city. At this level, using information is part and parcel of mid
level management doing its job. Oetting in the habit of turning over field data to the DDC
and in tum using that data later should not prove a problem at this level. It will entail some
re-training if data standards are set and breaking old habits of coveting personal collections.

To reach distant local resource managers, an active and targeted outreach program
will be needed. Expansion of branch DOCs to the provincial level would be one method to
extend the range of impact of the central DOC. These regional centers need not duplicate all
the data management facilities of the central office but could act as local support for data
e~~ilering and educational efforts by providing guidebooks and manuals while acting as a
local repository for new field data. Expanding on the initial DOC will require an established
centretl system and a strong commitment on the part of DEC to have a heightened provincial
presence. These provincial centers may be most successful if they are incorporated into
existing regional government facilities as long as their goals of data gathering and
dissemination are not compromised.

The real need for analytic capacity within the BDC will come when top manageoaent
needs a report or issue brief on a certain region or topic. In this case, having research
capacity built into the DDC will be very important. DOC management would have to get a
feel for the frequency of this sort of report preparatioc, but it seems reasonable at this point
to suggest that a small staff of technically trained researchers with resource management
experience be added to the BDC. As is true the world over, the higher up in a hierarchy the
request for research comes from, the more general the request will be and the shorter the
deadline. The DOC's ability to tum around reports on biodiversity conservation, habitat
encroachment, parks status etc. relies on having the right people using the right information
to their best advantage. If appropriate staff are not available within DEC or GOPNG as a
whole, either UPNG or Unitech may be a good source of recent graduates to build on
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analytical capacity. In fact, it may be that recent al'llduatcs from a university letting would
have the subject matter experience and be trained in the most current research
methodoloales.

Information ExchanaQ nod Unkaaes to Other Institutions

Anotb,er question is to what extent universities, private businesses and NOOs will
participate in the DDC. The DDC may well have called on all these sources for data in
settlna up and maintaining the BOC, but how much will the above types of organizations get
back 10 return? Many information centers use a set of varying levels of service to provide
access to a wide range of users. This may prove to be the most workable way to facUitate
sponsored research and support information use by local level concerns. If a set of options
were developed whereby senior OOPNO management has use of all source materials and
research staff while non-government users have access to most paper files and select portions
of the computerized data, everyone's needs are met and staff time is reserved for those who
need it most. In order to keep the DDC credible and encourage local level institutional
strengthening, NOOs and private concerns should have access to as wide a varlety of
material as possible without hampering OOPNO use of the DDC. For example, DDC access
may become one of the best consensus building tools when DEC is dealing with local
Landowners. Maps with proposed activities and written material elaborating those activities,
generated by the DDC, could be a good vehicle for DEC to educate Landowners and for
Landowners to contribute new information to the BOC. As reactions to a proposed plan are
elicited, a sample map could be generated and selected texts made available to address
specific concerns. Likewise, DDC should develop a good relationship with the proposed
Natural Resources Options Centre so that conservation options are well presented and
integrated into other options for Landowners' consideration.

MonitQrinK BDC

With a newly organized text collection, state-of-the-art data on GIS, and staff to
maintain and interpret this material, the DOC is ready to grow into its role as information
service, data repository and training aid. As the BDC becomes a more fonnal entity it will
be important to monitor the progress in developing data sources and products to support its
mission. Establishing monitoring criteria by setting in-house goals and objectives and
checking progress is one way to keep the BDC an active part of the DEC planning and
assessment process. The key to kee.ping the DDC used is to keep it useful. This means data
must be current, staff well trained and computers and printers functional. The monitoring
process for the BDC would not only keep top management abreast of changes in DDC
performance but also help make management accountable in remedying acknowledged
shortcomings in BDC activities.



CJu:ckllst lor Plannlna a Biodiversity Data Center

• Establish mlaslon statement for BOC as repository and source for Information.
Prepare budget to cover startHup and recurring costs for staff. computers and
peripherals. softwatC and updates, text and data acquisitions, training. report
preparation. furniture etc.

• Brina DOC managen on board early to help with planning and early 101lstics. Begin
development 01 in-house guides on DOC policy for collections maintenance. staff
performance and staff responsibilities

• Begin centralizing information resources through review of present documents,
installation of GIS and initial liaison with sources outside DEC (OOF, Mines,
Unitech, CSIRO, NGOs, etc). Hire OIS staff.

• Phase in computerization of library as coordinated with data acquisitions for the OIS
and workable balance of software for data organiz.ation versus interpretation. Hire
library reference staff.

I

•

•

•

Begin acquisitions of new text material and establishment of network for continued
collections development.

Begin process of setting data standards and integrating DOC into DEC workload.
Hire research staff. Plan DOC workload to cover data maintenance, provision of
standard reports (i.e., newsletters, management issue briefs), special reports (reports
to NEC, etc.) and training materials.

Monitor DOC for utility of information, applicability of services. Continue data
gathering and training for improved analytic capacity.

Recommendations lor Establishing a Biodiversity Data Center In Papua N~w GulneaPs
Department or Environment and Conservation

• DEC management and the Strategic Planning team should develop a mission statement
for the BOC outlining key functions, the location of the SDC within DEC's
organization, expected outputs and a timeline for the center.

• Management level staff (one expatriate and one GOPNO staff) should be hired at the
earliest possible time to speed planning and implementation of specific BOC activities.

• The HOC should be located within the DEC main office but have separate room(s) to
enhance data/hardware security, research and report preparation while still providing
the close proximity to DEC staff for ease of access.



• During the consolidation of DEC office space, weeding and cataloguing of existing
documents/files relevant to biodiversity should be carried out.

• Emphasis in planning the DOC should be given cquaHy to issues of Interpretation and
dissemination and not simply data g8thertna (I.e., role of outside organizations such
as NODs, Universities, etc.; continued staff training; provision of full range of
presentation oriented software and hardware). The relative importance or data
gathering and management, versus outreach and training, should he thoroughly
explored.

• Do not expand data gathering efforts until GIS and library systems are in place and
operational (library may not require automated system at the outset). Fully
implementing systems already under design by the CNA and Protected Area Review
activities will test the limits of a DOC. There will inevitably be lessons learned in
this process.

• Initially, data gathering should expand on data sets provided by the CNA process
(largely species distribution, bibliographies, and supporting maps). Soon after, park
boundary and related information from the Protected Areas Review, as mapped by
WWF, should be added to the CNA GIS, or the data on the two GIS systems should
be otherwise merged. Once this is resolved, more refined distribution and habitat
data can be added as other data sets are designed (for example, forest/mining
concessions, license distribution, GOPNG planned land use-airports, roads, etc., and
qualitative notes fields on all the above topics).

• GIS staff (one expatriate, one GOPNG) should be hired early in the implementation
process to speed both data/software acquisitions and interpretation. GIS staff should
be fully trained in data entry, software uses and data interpretation.

• All DDC staff should have thorough job descriptions and operations manuals
developed for key BDC functions to account ler turnover and build in sustainability.

• The BDC should develop performance monitoring and evaluation guidelines to keep
the BDC responsive to DEC management and make DEC management aware of
constraints in meeting goals.

• Access to the BDC should be as Opt.~ as possible to outside organizations/individuals
to gain greatest impact from materials under BDC control. BDC management should
actively pursue cooperative arrangements with NGOs for data gathering and
dissemination, universities for data gathering and training, and scientific/conservation
organizations for data gathering and current "best practices" type literature.

• Human capacity is at least as important as computing capacity. Ongoing training for
all staff levels should be budgeted for and the possibility for travel factored in.



• DOC should oxpect to outarow a single computer for 018, library and presentation
purposes and wilt need to plan for purchasing a better suited system (or the GIS
component. Addltlonai hardware in the (orm of a laser printer, plotter and digitizing
pad arc esscntlnl to data maintenance and report preparation. Purchase of these items
should be purt of DOC start-up and planned to mesh with expanded computer capacity
envisioned for OIS.

..

• The library collection should be viewed like the other data gathering exercises and be
fully funded throughout the life o( the BDC to keep printed material current.

• Every attempt should be made to buffer the BDC from political fads in financial
allocations. A good resource centet is ageless, an underftfunded resource center
becomes obsolete quickly.
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Chapter Ten

The CNA Workshop

Janis B. Alcorn

The Conservation Needs Assessment included a workshop to create an opportunity for
biologists and social scientists to engage in dialogue with the PNO government's conservation
experts, representatives of PNO NGOs, and representatives of Landowners. I The CNA
Workshop brought together representatives of stakeholder groups who share an interest in
conservation but hold divergent viewpointi and different agendas. The CNA Workshop
was facilitated by The Keystone Center and held at Christensen Research Institute in
Madang, 5-11 April 1992.

Six months prior to the workshop, CNA teams began preparing assessments for
discussion at the workshop. Teams of international expert biologists developed analyses of
PNG's biological diversity, including maps, for each of their particular sub-groups.] The
National Alliance of NGOs (NANGO) and member NGOs carried out a survey of
Landowners and held discussions among themselves. Teams of social scientists and legal
experts carried out fieldwork, interviewed stakeholders, and prepared their assessments.4

During the CNA Workshop, biologists used GIS software to overlay the maps they
had prepared, discuss what was known about each of the selected areas (including the areas
of overlap and areas where there was no overlap), and then reached consensus on a suite of
areas that best represented the full range of biological diversity in Papua New Guinea.5

I Appendix 10-1 contains a Mllist of participants. Most of tho staff of tho Department of Environment and
Conservation were present. In addition, representatives of tho foUowin, PNG ,overnment depArtments were
also pl"06eDt: Forests, A¢culture and Livestock, Fishories and Marino ReBOutee8. Finance. and the Department
of tho Prime Minister. lant. representative of PNO'sloggina busin088 interests. was also invited. but declined
to send anyono to tho workshop.

2 Tho divetJent perspectives of PNG's conservation stakeholdors are discussed in Chapter 4.

) Tho biodiversity analyses are found in Volume 2 of tho CNA Report.

4 Tho NOOs'. social scientists', and leaal exports' analy&elJ are found in Volume 1 of tho CNA Report.

5 Chapter 11 contains a detailed description of the procclS used to create the CNA CODBeDS1IB maps of the
representative suite of biab biodiversity areas of PNG.

I"
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Biologists from the staff of PNO's Department of Bnvlronment and Conservation, Papua
New Guinean biologists, Rnd internationally recognized biolog18ts were fictlvoly involved in
these deliberations.

The CNA Workshop WRS more than a mapping exercise, however. The workshop
wus doslgned to achieve all of the following objectives:

1) Understand the current status of biodiversity, policy, and social information
available for conservation and land use planning, and identify significant
information gaps;

2) Develop dialogue and worldng relti:lonships among biologists, NODs,
Landowners, and the government:

3) Develop maps of biodiversity information useful for land use planning;

4) Identify constraints and opportunities for conservation;

S) Propose culturally appropriate processes and options to conserve biodiverl). ty; ...nd

6) Propose ways to address remaining issues.

The CNA Workshop agenda6 was not shaped to smooth over or ignore differences
between stakeholders.7 Rather, the workshop agenda was designed to create a process that
recognized the legitimacy of all stakeholders as participants in conservation decision,·making;
encouraged lively debate to make obvious the differences and similarities in their viewpoints
and agendas; and stimulated dialogue among the stakeholders in order to make progress
toward reaching consensus on how the different players can collaborate to achieve shared
goals.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION PRFSENTED AND ANALYZED AT THE CNA
WORKSHOP

The workshop participants assessed the information presented during the workshop to
reach the consensus on particular points. Only a subset of the information contained in the
detailed chapters in the CNA Re'.tlOrt was shared at the workshop. Other information shared
at the worbhop is not captured in any of the other chapters in the CNA Report.' This
section provides a summary of the intormation that served as the basis for discussions from

6 Appendix 10-2 contains the WorkshoJ' agenda.

7 See Chapter 4 for a d6SCription of stakeholders. their assumptions, and interests.

• Additional information was provided in oral presentations by DEC, DOF, WWP, and PNO NOOs.

I
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which emerged the congcnsus recommendations,' the points of agreornont, and tho list of
unresolvod issues.

a101o~~:
On Day I and Day 2 of the workshop. biologists presented summaries of their

reports. Despite 50,000 years of human occupation. PNO retains 6~·10% or its original
f()re$~ cover. Biologists expect that the flora of PNO includes 2:1,000 species, 30% of which
remain to be described by science. 85% of PNO has not been adequately inventoried.
Lowland forest areas are especially poorly collected. Bndemicity Is very high. Lowland
species tend to be widespread, but many highland species have very restricted ranges. Each
mountain has its own endemics, although the total species on that mountain may be low.
Because it would be difficult to include all the small areal that contain endemicII on the CNA
map, botanists suggested that the CNA team should pepper the map with small circles to
illustrate the highly-localized distribution patterns of endemics. In an effort to highlight the
importance of smaller areas, botanists prepared a list of small, known important areas that
weren't included on the map of highest priority areas. They also supported the establishment
of small local reserves to protect endemics.

PNO's zoological heritage is equally rich. Two hundred species of mammals and GSO
species of birds are recorded for PNO; of these, 56 mammal species and 76 bird species are
endemic. While the birds of PNO are well-known, the distribution patterns of mammals and
the seasonal distribution patterns for birds are poorly known. In order to compensate for this
lack of knowledge, the warm-blooded vertebrate team divided the country into 30 biographic
districts. Species richness indices were based on distribution of a selected subset of
well-known genera. There are 282 species of fresh-water fish, and 50S species of reptiles
and amphibians in PNO. It is expected that there are many undescribed species. Of the 785
known species, 365 are endemics. The cold-blooded vertebrate team weighted centers of
endemicity in selecting biologically important areas. No estimate was made of the total
numlJer of invertebrate species in PNO. The invertebrate team analyzed the distribution of
indicator species (ground beetles, butterflies, cicadas and tiger beetles), as well as analyzed
the distribution of a subset of aquatic insects.

The aquatic and marine biodiversity of PNG contributes a large part of PNG's biotic
heritage, but marine biologists at the workshop stressed that the marine diversity is very
poorly known to science. Major wetlands are associated with the two major river systems,
the Fly and the Sepik, but these two wetland systems do not support the same sets of species.
PNG's 5000 lakes generally have low species diversity, but often contain endemic species.
The coastal-marine systems of PNG are extremely diverse and rich in fishery resources,
coral reefs, sea grass beds, and lagoons. B~ologists identified the major watersheds that
affect the health of PNG's coastal-marine resources. Marine experts strongly recommended
that further efforts should be made to identify the conservation needs of coastal-marine areas,
because so little information is available for decision-making.

9 Found in Chapter 12.
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lofotmation from NOOu. and Landowners:
On Day 3 of the workshop. NOOs presented their analysts of constraints Md

opportunitieA tot conservation in PNG. They stated that existing laws to protect, the
environment are not being &dequately enforced. to NOOs discusaed the inadequacy of tho
environmental plans lpproved by OtiC and stated that Landowners' requests (or gazetting
Wildli(e Managemunt Areas are not being processe4 ll • Specific Landowner and NOO
conservation initiatives Were described. including the Lasanga4.,ake Trist Conservation Area
project.

During Workshop discussions. Landowners expressed their need for better
information for evaluating land use choices. They also described the problem of "Landowner
Companies" that do not represent communities but arc nonetheless allowed to make deals
with timber companies. Such companies do not share the benefits they receive with Btl
Landowner community members.

Further information was provided by two anti·CNA demonstrations staged by Madang
area Landowners and NOOs. t2 Landowners and NOOs are concerned that biologists may
be exploiting Landowners for their own gains. They felt the CNA funding would have been
better used to support Landowners' own assessments of their conservation needs and to
defend Landowners from exploitation by timber companies.

Information from re,presentatiyes of_the Government of PNG:
On Day 4 of the w -lcshop, a panel of DEC's First Assistant Secretary Kula's

Conservation Division stab and his advisors provided information about the activities of
DEC, the National Forestry and Conservation Action Plan. and the draft DEC strategy.1J
Approximately 2 percent of PNG's area is currently under some kind of protected area
status, including four national parks, three provincial parks, sixteen \Vildlife Management
Areas, and an unspecified number of sanctuaries and other types of conservation areas.

In the DEC draft strategy distributed at the CNA Workshop, DEC proposes to
develop a formal "conservation system" that includes "all areas and all resources protected in
some way under conservation management methods. It does not mean only areas protected
under the Conservation Areas Act, 1980." DEC will use information from the CNA to
extend PNG's conservation system under the Conservation System Design project. The
UNDP Global Environmental Facility project for PNG will include support for a Conserva
tion Resource Center inside DEC and pilot integrated conservation and development (leAD)
projects implemented through DEC.

10 Chap~rs 5-8 contain IlOIDO of the information pnlSCDtcd by the PNG NOOs lUld Landowners represented a'
the Workshop, but more information wu preseDtcd durin, dillC1l88ions and by tho demonstration.

11 Corrobontcd by DEC - • backlOI of more Ibm 100 applications.

12 Appendix !o.3 contains. transcript of comments made durin, ODe delDODBtration.

II Contact the Dopartment of EDvil'ODlDeDt and Conservation for further details.



Peter "unnam of World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF International) described the
WWF..OIlC Joint effort to implement the Protected Areal ltehablHtation ProJect,l. William
Asigau of DUC presented a summary of a participatory, matino, protoctcd area project being
supported by the South Pacific ttegional tlnvlronment Programme (SPRtw) and
Ot«Jenpeacc. ls lohn DouJtlas, advisor to DnC's Water R.esources Division and Kembi
Watoka, First Assistant Secretary of DOC's t1nvironment Divl.ion, ptu3nted information
about environmental plans required from development projects (environmental impac;t
statements). I.

1&Kal. Framework:
on Day S of the workshop, the legal team provided a description and analYliis of the

legal landscape In which conservation action tabs P'ace in PNO.11 They concluded that,
although PNO has an adequate legal basis on which to proceed, better mechanisms are
needed to cnsure that Landowners are able to exercise their rights to regulate the
environmental impacts of development. Public access to environmental plans and other
documents needs to be improved. The Conservation Areas Act of 1978 has never been
implemented, btlcause the National Conservation Council was never been fonnect The legal
team recommended that representatives of Landowners and NOOs should be active mernl)en
of such a Council. Information on the Forestry Act of 1991 was provided by speakers from
the Department of Forests.·1 Under this Act, Forest Management Agreements (FMAa)
replaoo the old TRPs and LFAs.19

Social Information:
On Day S of the workshop, the Social Scientist team presented the following

conclusions from their assessment20:

1) Communication between the key con~rvation stakeholder groups (government,
NOOa, Landowners~ business, and scientists) is poor and needs to be
strengthened;

14 A report from the find phase of the Protected Anu RebabilitatiOll Project abouId be available from DBC iD
1993.

IS Further informatioa is a\'ailablo from the SID Fnaciaco office of Gl"OCIIlpoKe.

II Detailed information is availablo from DBC.

11 See Chapters 2 and 3 for the fuU filial reports.

II RtipfCl8ClltatiVCll of DOF diatrihuted detailed pampbletD outIiaiDa tho DOW Forestry Ad.

I' Implieatioas of the DeW Forestry Ad 11'0 IUDIIDII'iz.ed in ChapCer 2.
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2) Bttvitonmental impact assessments need to be strengthened, particularly in tettfls
of _i~ortomichrtpIWt8; and

3) l&k of ~lal feasibility analysis of conservation projeolJl will undermine the
prospec;u for su(;CUs or conservation in PNO.

Duting the workshop, the Social Scientistl did not attempt to map the sociooultural
diversity of FHa. WhUe in theory it would be possible to map sociooulturat divetsity, it
would not be J)\l$sible to judge which areas of PHO Me "Important Areas" as was done
regarding biodiversity. JUdamenu about the value of societl1a8, systern8 of teligion, and
languages would be highly subjoct1ve, and could not be ptiorltit.ed on a GIS map. t.1nguistic
maps mowing linauisti~, diversity already exist, and maps of pop,ulation dlsttibution also
exlst. The PNO National Muaeurn is developing a map of sacnld anu from their voluntary
registry. Provincial maps of land use are being prepared by Australian National Univ~rsity.

The Social Scientist teatn stressed that sociocultum information most relevant to
conservation decision-making i' not geographic. Communication processes, righu
adjudication, conflict resolution mechanisms, and attitudes toward biodiversity, for example,
are dynamic processes. Their "importance value" for conservation lies in the ways that they
are engaged by conservation planners and implementors. The (,)utcome of that interaction is
not predictable; it depends on the tenns of the engagement and the process that unfolds "at
the table* or "in the field."

Threats:
Although there was no forma! presentation on threats, and although an analysis of

threats to biodiversity was not part of the CNA process requested by Ute OOPNO, a report
commissioned by DEC, "Impact Study of Future LoUing Propows," Ij'repared by Sally
Town1ey~ was available for discussion and reference ~;:ri-n! U'le CNA Workshop.21 and
knoy.m TRPs were mapped in to the CISlO OIS system used at the workshop. Approximate
ly half of PNO's loggable forests have been logaed or allocated for logging under TRPs.
Half of the lowland rain forest is either under timber lease or being assessed for timber
leases as of early 1992. The report recommends creating protected zones within timber
leases. A preliminary assessment of existing Wildlife Management Areas is also included in
Townley's report. A more in-depth assessment, the DECIWWF-InternationaJ Protected
Areas Review (PAR), should be available in rl993. Maps showing threats from planned and
existing mining or m~or agricultural plantatio.'\8 were not available at the workshop.

21 TownJey·. report iDcIudei • proviDce-by-province review, for 13 lowland aud ilJaud proviDceI, of Timber
Ri,hts PurcbuD timber I... (TRPI), Local Forest An&. (LPA.) -locally amnpd timber leues oa which
information it clifficult to obtain - aDd Wildlife Maaaaemeot Anu (WMAa). It aJar) includel mapI showiDa
c:umat TRPI u wen u aiItiD, md propoeed WMAa. The report and mapI are avai1able from DBC.



CNA WORKSHOP RESULTS

. PIonat)' and Working Group dlscu8sion8 followed the presentAti(ln of information by
each tum. 1'hobl'O Wcr. lklintt ot qreementtJ and disagreement.

Points af Alrecme.m:
The central points of agreement were:

t. PNO Is a unique and rich repository of blodlver!iJlty.

2. That PNO',. biodiversity is und~r immediate threat from development activities and action
i. n~ed.

3. Attion must be appropriate to Papua New Guinean ways and systems of resource
ownenhip.

4. Government, scientists, NOOs, and Landowners must coopemte if the conservation goals
are to be achieved, but such c;ooperation is only beginning.

.-;. Information and better means of inlJrmation dissemination are needed for making
decisions and setting priorities at lOOl! and national level.

6. There is insufficient funding and Government support for conservation p.ction.

7. Landowners and Govcii1ment need better means of communication about conservation
aud development options.

8. Innovative options tha~ link conDervation with local economic benefits are needed.

9. All Landowners should be encouraaed to undertake conservation actions for sustdinable
use of their natural resources.

10. Consensus maps. Three synthesis maps of high biodiversity ,reas were created:» a) a
map of 16 biologically unknown areas that merit immediat.e survey and study; b) a map of 30
marine/coastal bioloaically important areas and 5 watersheds critical to the health of those
mariue/coasbl areas; and e) a map of 42 terrestrial biologically important areas and 16
important wetland habitats. Oiven PNO's global status as an area of high biodiversity when
compared to the areas represented by other countries in the world, the fact that areas are not
assigned to priority -circles- on the CNA map does not mean that the -unassigned- areas are
low in biodiversity. Areas of -unassigned- priority on ~hese maps may contain locally

D aa.pcer 12 eIIborats the poiDm of qreemcat 011 RecomrDflldaliOlll.

D a.pcer II caalailwlbele IDIpI. A~fuD~lor CNA wall msp is aim available from CoaIervatim
1DtematiaaaI, DEC, ,gsP.1Dd NANGO.
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important biodiversity and may bo doh in biodiversity when compared on a global scate.
The maps do represent a conllensu. among blologiau who were attempting to compare areat
within PNO AI to their relative rlchneslJ, levell ot end~,micity; ecological diversity, and rarity
in orde~ to select a suite or arou containing representative samples of PNO's biologlc;al
heritage,

Core lasue;s
The Workshop WAS sucteSlIful In Identifying i.sutn folated to conservation plannIng

and implementation. These issues are an important pro<1uct OJ the CNA. Any conservation
e(fort in PNO will have to confront ttl'*' isauCJ. These i5;:UCS were not resolved during the
Workshop, and they will remain at the core of conservation debates In PNO during the
coming years.

The purpose of presenting these issues In the CNA Report is not to endorse anyone
perspective, ~ut to report accurately the views expressed at the CNA Work..hop by the ml\Jor
stakeholders and identify points where disalreement exists. The issues are taken from formal
reports from each discussion group, comments made during plenary, and comments made
during informal discussions.U

The ml\Jor issue that emerged during the early days of the CNA Workshop revolved
around L~e purpose of the CNA map. The "map issue" remained unresolved at the end of
the workshop. The social legend that appears on the map was designed to address concerns
about the map. In many ways, this issue captures the other issues that arose at the
workshop, as well as symbolizes the opportunities presented by a mapping exercise such as
that undertaken by CNA.

The process of mapping the biological information was, as is common to science,
isolated from the human communities that claim the spaces on th; map. This process runs
contrary to traditional Papua New Guinean relationsl'Jps to nature. Hurl/am: and their
ancestral space are not separable entities. One Papua New Guinean p«.>htt-;il out that
Landownen could ki.11 outsiden for dJawing lines on maps of a Landowner's land without
permission of the Landowner. Oiven that any person does not have the right to talk about
land issues if one is standing on someone else's land in PNG, the concern was culturally
appropriate. 1bis local, culturally-supported concern about rights to make decisions about
others' resources served, dlerefore, to heighten the globally-debated issue regarding ·who"
manages biodiversity ·for whom.·

Two demonstrations by local Landowners and NOOs carrying placards interrupted the
planned workshop proceedings, but they provided useful information for the workshop

,. Caroly Shumway md Jim Rieaer of USAID compiled a dlWillOld set of notes on the workshop discussiODl,
includinl copi. of the reports from discuasion pupa. The pleawy sessiODl were also taped by Bruco !vtebler.
Notes mad tapes are available at the BSP and NANGO officee.
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deliberation••2t The demonAtrator. also contacted tho local press and provincial government
officIal. to protelt the CNA Workshop. becauae they felt that CNA impacted local resources
without conforring with Madang LandownerA (cspclQiaUy the Landowner. of the land on
which the dcUborntions in the buildings of Christensen Research Institute and Jail Aben were
taking place).

1. The.Map Issue
There was a strong conccm that the CNA mapa could be used in way. that would not

benefit conservation. Some participants expressed their wish that the maps should not be
made because of anxieties about how the maps might be used. Concerns 8bout the use of the
maps included:

a. The CNA project should map areas where tandowners are interested in taking
conservation action, and that "landowner~lntcrcst" map should be used with the
other CNA maps to identify priority areas for conservation action.

b. The map could be used to make it difficult for Landowners outside the CNA..
maps' priority areas to get funding for conservation activities. ..-

--
c. The map could be used to restrict Landowners' abilities to make decisions about

resource use.

d. The map could have a negative impact on Landowners that would lead to financial
benefits for non"Landowners. An example given was that government had funded
a marine study and then later allowed an Indonesian company to fish for sharks in
that area. Villagers arrested the boat for being in their waters, but the fishermen
said they'd made an agreement with the government. Villagers believe the
biodiversity research led to the agreement which was bad for Landowners nod
profite4 the Government r.;ld the outsiders.

e. The map could be used by tbe Department of Forests to restrict options for
Landowners. In particular, areas not designated as high biodiversity areas would
be loggea and could not be included in any conservation initiative.

f. Environmental impacts outside the map's high priority areas ("circles") would not
be monitored or prevented. Environmental assessments would become ev~
weaker and developers would have free rein in the rest ~( the country.

g. Landowners inside the circles will be forced to be part of Conservation Areas
even if they don't want to do so.

2S Appeadix 10-3 contaiPa • truuJcript of COll1lDlllDts made durin. ODe demonstration.



h. Lahdowner Awarcncsa16 about conftCrvatlon would only be done inside the
circles, not nation"wide, thus not encouraging conservation and lIustainable
resource use nation-wide.

There was a concern, particularly on the part of biologistll and lovernment advllOrs,
that prloritlca must be set, because conservation could not be achieved nation-wide. They
felt that if they did not proceed with selecting Hmited, priority geographic areu for
conservation, they would not bti able to achieve their conservation goals anywhere. The map
would help them to select aeographic areas (selected from among circles on the map) about
which they oould nc[}otiate with other, much more powerful, aovernmcnt departments in
order to save a representative sample o( PNG's biological heritage.

Others countered that Landowner participation and intereJlt nre criteria that are equally
important as bioloalca1 criteria for designating conservation areas, and biodiversity
conservation requires a landscape"wide strategy. If the government wanted to successfully
conserve biodiversity in both the shott- mid long-term, they must encourage biodiversity
conservation wherever Landowners actively seek assistance for conservation.

2. The Nehls Issue
The issue of the appropriate mix of Landowner and State rights and authority (or

achiev~ment of conservation was ho'Jy debated. Some of the perspectives were that:

a. Landowners have the conutitutional, legal, and cultural right to make du:isions
about management of thdr l'"CSOurces, but the State often ignores these rights in
implementing conservation and development projects.

b. Landowners don't know what the term "conservation" means. There needs to be a
national discussion of the meaning of conservation so that Landowners can
understand how "caring for things"27 inclurles exercising their rights to protect
their environment from negative impacts by outsiders.

c. Conservation should be about empowering Landowners to make their own
decisions about making the best use of their resources.

d. It is dangerous to put complete control in the hands of Landowners. Landowners
should not be allowed to make some choices. The State has the right to make
decisions when the greater ~ood is at stake. For example, do a group of upstream
Landowners have 'die right to pollute or otherwise destroy the water resources of
those downstream?

~ See Chapter 4 for • di8cU88ion of the proposed LaDdowner Awareneu proanma.

%7 CoDlOl'VWoa it usuaUy traDslated u wcarina for thiDa.w in Papua New OuineanlllllJU8aeB.
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o. Thero is no regulation oC whether Landowner agents represent the interests oC

Landowners.

C. WhUo Oovomment chums it want. to interact with NOOA and Landownerl, the
record ShOW8 that they don't. Landowners and NOOs find it very diCficult to
interact with aovemment. Poor communication between Landowners and govern
ment, and lack oC information, has led to con(us'~n over what is beina dono by
lovernment.

a. Govemment should fund local initiatives instead or beina driven by what donorn
want to do.

h. The aoat of conservation should be first to serve local interests, and this will
ultimately benefit the r4tional interests.

Workshop participants were particularly passionate about tWs issue. The discussion
clearly left the impression that white PNG's Constitutional Principles elaborate upon the
rights and authority accorded to Landowners, in practice Landowners often were not
exercising their rights, because the government does not inform Landowners about decisions
that are being made. Outsiders' decisions often have had negative effects upon Landowners
in the past.

In the case of the CNA maps, it was not clear what the consequences of the
mappers' decisions would be for Landowners. People were suspicious that increased
government decision-making about "conservation" would have a negative impact upon them,
and they wanted to participate in the decision-making.

3. The Political Will Issue
This issue was not the object of direct debate during the Work:hop, given that the

Workshop was requested by the Government of PNO. Yet a concern about government
commitment to conservation underlay much of the discussion at the CNA Workshop,
particularly given that the reforms of the 1991 Forestry Act were being blocked by powerful
elements in government at the same as the CNA Workshop was being conducted.

There was a general suspicion that the lack of political will to implement conservation
would result in government making inappropriate use of the maps. There was a concern
among all present that the OOPNG has not demonstrated a strong political will to protect the
environment and the public good. In so far as government staff were present at the
Workshop in their official capacities, it could not be expected that any frank discussion of
"political will- would occur, or that such issues could be resolved during this workshop.

r\V
\
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Soma or the major conccrn. di5Cussed were that:

a. 'The aovemment is primarily interested In mlldna money 0« PNO's natural
resources, not in proteetina them ror thCllona~term aood, 8B evidenced by their
approval of proJ~t$f with poor environmental impact Wlsessments, lack of action
on Landowners' requests (or Wildlife Management Areas, lack of pl'D"llctlve
conservation action, (allure to incorporate environmental conCem~ into line
Qaencies, and underfundlng of tho Department of Bnvironment and Conservation.

b. Sustainable resource use Is not a 101\1 of the govemment; instead con~1m for
maximum revenues and rents drive government decisions, as evidenced by the
Darnett Inquiry.n

c. At the national level, the political will to maintain Landowners' rights to make
decisions hbout their resources is weak. Although government officiNs speak
about Landowners' rights, government makes very litlie effort to enable
Landowners to exercise their rights and enacts new laws that limit Landowners
rights.

The Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) staff are dedicated t1)
conservation aoats, but they can only achieve their objectives in the context of a larger
government policy environment that supports DEC's efforts within the context of broad
development decisions.

4. The Role of NOOs Issue
This core issue is related to the political will issue. Specific concerns raised include:

a. An important role of NOOs is to provide information, but it is difficult to get
information from government, and funds to support information dissemination are
very limited. NOOs need to have greater access to information, including what
documents exist and how to get them.

b. Despite attachment of an NOO liaison to the National Forestry and Conservation
Action Plan's Technical Assistance team, effective liaison has not developed.
Donor funds through NFCAP have not been made available to NOOs and
Landowner initiatives.

c. At most only S" of Landowner communities have access to or interact in any
fonnal way with NOOs.

21 It sbould be noled, however, Ihat Ibo existeneo of the BameU report demoD8trates that there is • level of
political will, in lOme quartenl, to support the public ,ood. No other such in-depth, national inveatiption or
timber trade COrruptiOD bas been carried out in other countries.
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d. NOOs have no etre<:dve representation in decision-making and policy bodies.

e. Oovernment officers do not come to meetings with NOOs when they life invhed.

f. It is virtually Impossible fot NOOs and Landowners to obtain copica of
envlronmenw plans (environmental impact IIllieSSments).

g. NOOs need to improve their technical capabilities.

h. NOOs should be involved at earliest stages of project.,. Vrojects tend to be
"top-down." The conservatJon projects under discussion (specifically the UNOP
OeF project) are belna designed "lop-down" without substantive NOD
involvement.

Although NCO. and DBC share conservation concerns, the relationship between
NOOs and DEC appears to be otle in which both parties are suspicious of the other's
commitment and ability to achieve conservation objectives. A more cooperative relationship
will be necessary for conservation success in PNG.

5. The Expatriot ScienUsUsme
Concerns about the mOtlve$ and behavior of expatriate scientists, who appear to be

concerned about biodiversity and not about human welfare, also surfaced during the CNA
Workshop. Concerns that were expressed included:

a. Landowners sometimes think scientists are just like loggers, exploiting them for
gain. Outside scientists don't leave anything behind that ~s u!lCful to Landowners.

b. Scientists' surveys, especially those that include PNG students, make Landowners
aware of the conservation values of their land.

c. Scientists support "protected areasW which are inappropriate for PNG.

d. The academic community in PNG is small, but outside experts should work with
them.

e. Outside ideas need to be filtered through Melanesian context; urban Papua New
Guineans educated overseas often fail to use the Melanesian filter and hence
behave like expatriates and fail to design programs that are appropriate to
Melanesia.

f. PNG has a wealth of local knowledge about local biota, their uses, ecology and
management. PNG needs to take the initiative to preserve local knowledge about
biota and enable Landowners and government to link that information to scientists'
information.
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Biolosilitl at the workAhop, who have worked for many years In PNO. defended their
conGetn about the wllfare of Papua New Guinean people. Thoy have dedicated years to
teaching biology to Vapua New Ouineans. and highly respect Papua New Guinean rural
people's knowledge of natural history. Diologlsts at the wtlrkshop felt that they were
contributlna their scientific knowledge (or the benefit o( Pap\I" New Guineans, and (e~L that
their motives were misunderstood.

Those fivo broad issues will continuo to shape conservation action and policy. whether
they are (aced directly or ignored.

PubUc awareness cruted by the CNA workshop

The CNA workshop made an initial step toward creating a proceslJ (or public
participation in conservation in PNO. It succeeded in increasing pUblic awareness of
conservation issues. Provincial and national press carried articles on the CNA Workshop.
The CNA was also a major topic of discusaion at the annual meeting of the National Alliance
of NOOa. The Workshop was followed by a presentation o( workshop results at a meeting
to which donots, scientists, NOOs. and other government departments were invited, ir Port
Moresby on 13 April, 1992.29 DBC chaired the presentation during which the CNA
consensus maps were shown and the CNA Recommendations were distributed.

•

Suggestions Cor CNA next steps

Regarding next steps in identifying conservation needs, th~ following suggestions
emerged from the Workshop:

1) Implement the CNA Report recommendations.

2) Public awareness campaigns should create a national dialogue to decide "what
does conservation mean in PNO" and "what are the appropriate conservation
mechanisms that should be supported by the government and local communities. "

3) CNA assessments and Workshops should be held at local, regional and/or
provincial levels.

291be aaeada i. found ~ Appendillo-2. Unfortunately, the preeeIllalioa occurred in the aftel'Dooa, nther than
in the momina, u wu programmed, due to tho unavoidable cace11woa of the fliaht carryina workshop

1,1 participants from Madani back to Port Moresby.

=
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RItCOMMENDAnONS .""ROM nI& CNA TEAMS

On the 6th day of tho warkAhop, each team prellGnted I set of recommendations to the
plenary. Alter these recommendations had !been presented to the plenary, workshop
participant. discussed the recommendations iltnd reached consensus on endorsing them. A
consensus document drafting committee was appointed to summarize the recommendations
into a single document.1O

The recommendations, authored by each team, appear below as they wore presented
to the plenary.

Bloloalsts' team recommendations:
I . Corlscrvatlon Research

a. Suryey of unknown biotas. Areas considered as potentially biologically important,
but as yet unknown, should be surveyed.

b. A biololical suO(~. An organized effort to collect and manage biological
information for monitoring the use of and potential threats to PNO's biological
diversity should be mounted. This effort should include a comprehensive database
on the study and management of PNG's natural resources (incorporating data from
published literature, museum collections, living and germplasm collections, and
OIS). Enhancement of national collections and taxonomic resources are vital
(e,g., Lac Herbarium, National Museum, DAL insect collection, DFMR fisheries
collections) and international cooperation should be fostered.

c. Threatened meeies. DEC should foster field studies on threatened and endangered
species to develop species management plans.

d. Studies Qf marine biodiVersity and ecoIQIX. PNG's near-shore marine
communities are highly ~iverse yet poorly understood. Because the government
plans to intensify coastal fishing, biological research on these marine communities
is imperative.

e. Rain fOrest studies. Lowland rain forests are one Qf the most immediately.
threatened habitats in PNO, and are in urgent need of survey and research.

f. Traditional k)1Qwled2e and Use of natural resources. Traditional knQwledge should
be recognized, surveyed, recorded, and used.

g. Genetic resources. Study and preservation of genetic diversity, especially of crop
plants, should be encouraged.

JO See Chapter 12.
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2. Training

It is vital to strengthen PNO's conRervation infrastructure through training in research
and resource management ... Including the training of extension worken, para·
naturalists, tcchnicians, information managers, resource managers, and professional
scientists.

3. Conservation Areas

a. Parks and protected areas. We recognize that the western model of national parks
is not appropriate in PNO and oncourage development of alternatives.

b. ItJU)Ortant areas. The CNA map of biological1y importnnt areas should be used to
gradually create a system of conservation areas that include the involvement of
Landowners. Pilot studies that integrate conservation and local development
should be initiated in a representative sample of areas.

c. Goyernment-authorized conservation areas. DEC must increase its capacity to
address Landowner-initiated requests for Wildlife Management Areas.

d. Locally-initiated conservation areas. Informal conservation activities -- those
without formal government recognition -- should be encouraged through
government outreach and extension programs.

4. Conservation Action

a. Guidelines for sustaiDabiJity. Strict guidelines should be developed to defiDe and
implemeDt a policy of SUStaiDed yield for forestry, fisheries, and other resource
uses.

b. Exotic mx:jes and Quarantine. Introduction of foreign plants, insects, and other
animals threatens natural ecosystems. Strict quarantine coDtrols are vital to
preveDt accidental introductions. ID addition, we strongly oppose the deliberate
iDtroductioD of exotic plant or animal species except UDder the strictest supervision
and with clear support from impartial national and internatioDal experts.

5. Environmental Legislation

a. Enyironmental laws. PNG has excellent environmental laws pertaining to land
based activities, but requires stronger capacity to effectively enforce them.
EnvironmeDtallaws addressing marine conservation are needed.

b. Intematignal conventions. PNG should sign both the World Heritage ConveDtion
(sites of outstanding universal value) and the RAMSAR CODvention (to conserve
internationally significant wetlands). International initiatives protecting shared
marine resources should also be promoted.
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6. Trust Fund~ for Conser:;a:ion

. PNO ne6ds a ponnatll3nt environmental ttolt rund, overseen by an independent
statutory board. to give gran., W local organizations (or either local ot national
conservation ac;;tion. This fund could be supportod through '\It environmental lovy 011
extractive Industries (logging, petroleum. mining, and nsheries) and multilateral
donors.

7. Marine and Coastal Recommendations

ReSearth..needs:
a. Database collation in central repository
b. Intensive rewurce surveys in Milne Bay, West Sepik, Hermit bland area, Eastern

North Solomons
c. Community: Systems ecology in well-studied areas
d. Identification of true bio-indicators on a lite~bY-lite basis
e. Open ocean studies:

a. Impact of commercial fisheries on ecosystem
b. Identification or m~or migratory routes
c. Maximizing enforcement effort for fisheries and shipping

f. Stock assessments .- observer program
g. Reinforcement or amendment of scientific knowledge with traditional knowledge
h. Survey of sustainable uses and marine tenure system
i. Review of legisilltion and its impacts (both effectiveness and applicability of

terrestrial legislation for nlarine and use shifts that legislation causes)
j. Marine CNA or SA (including physical oceanography)

Immediate maoaiement needs:
a. Effective assessment of dynamite fishing problem, management plan, and

enforcement
b. Integration of fisheries development and management with environmental

management and conservation
c. Planning and fmancial support for a coastal management authority
d. Integration of watershed and coastal management Oegislative requirements for

marine EISs in watershed development projects)
e. Training: Marine science inst., oceanographic capabilities, mid-level managers in

all sectors
f. Public education and awareness.

NGO and legal teams' recommendations:
In accordance with the belief that protecting the environment in Papua New Guinea is

best promoted by processes of empowerment for decision making rather than processes of
decision malcing for empowerment, the following recommendations are made:

", \':.:>
\
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1. The t)llC should appoint a NOD representative, from a Hst nominated by
NANGa, to the Nadona! Bnvironment and Conservation Wotkhlg Group and tho
National Conservatign Council.

2. Thero should be a NOO representative on the upcoming onp (otmulati,m mission.

3. The DBC and OOF should establish NOD desks responsible for coordtnating
activities and establishing processes (or the regular sharing of information.

4. Oovemment..sponsored conservation initiatives in general, and the GnF support
initiative in particular, should emphasize ellen:dve approaches geared towards
providing Llandownets with in(ormation and encouraging and reinforcing
grassroots conservation initiatives.

5. Oovemment-sponsored conservation initiatives should not be based on a "we'll
give you something, if you give us something" approach, but should be geared
towards helping Landowners sustainably develop their natural resources,
irrespective of any contractual agreements.

6. An autonomOUJ Natural Resource Options Center should be established to provide
information on local levels to Landowners concerning their legal rights and duties,
their options when deciding how to use and develop their natural resources, and
the potential and probable implications of their decisions.

7. A note should be placed on the final CNA map that contains the following
information:

NOTE

I. The Constitution of Papua New Guinea promotes equality and
participation, the wise use of natural resources, and Papua New
Guinean forms of dev~lopment.

2. Ninety-seven percent of Papua New Guinea is owned according to
customary tenure.

3. This map was prepared by biological scientists and, based on
available knowledge, identifies areas richest in biodiversity.

4. This map is not intended to, nor should it be used to, exclude any
areas or any Landowners from conservation programs and initiatives.

s. When identifying appropriate conservation strategies and areas,
local initiative is as important a criteria as biodiversity.

I
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Soda. sclentktst team recommendations:
I. training

A rattg" of training needs and different institutional levels are l'eGommended to
promote consorvation in PNO. TheIe include the following:

1. NODs
a. (Jarticlpatot)'RuraJ Api., ceRA). Participatory rural appraisal training for

NOOs ... both service-providing NOOs and local communities ... i.
f"e«)mmended. This training will provide skil"; to NOOs to identify
conservation opportunities and needs. The training will lead to produGtion of
resource management plans and maps at the community level for conservation
lind development activities.

Where: PNO; 2 village cornmunltiea in Year 1
Length of time: 1 month trainina: ongoing development of the plan
Who for: PNG NOOs
By whom: ImOlLoi1don

b. Rapid Rural ApJuaisal.CRRA). Skill training in rapid rura! appraisal is
recommettded for NOOs. This is different from PM training. RRA training
will sharpen NOO analytical skiUs useful (or feasibility analysis work in
project design or exercises such as TRP environmental impact assessment.
This will be directed at the broad community of NOOs.

Where: PNO; classroom and field
Length of time: four regional 2-wee:k traimng sessions
Who for: PNO service-pumcling NOOs; at least one potential NOO

representative who will serve on the NROle (see below)
By whom: IIBDlLondon or private consuJtants

c. Feasibility analysis. Skill training in feasibility analysis is highly
recommended for a small group of PNO NODs so that they can participate in
TRP environmental impact assessment missions, and/or work independently
with communities grim to the formal conduct of an EIA. This training will
incorporate a strong land tenure component wbich !()Ct~ses on customary use
and ownership rights.

Where: PNG or elsewhere
Length of time: to be determined
Who for: NOOs 1emonstratin& (1) a certain technical capability in

socioeconomic survey work; (2) the desire to work objectively
on thorny EIA issues with fcy~ sector stakeholder groups.

By whom: Land Tenure CenterlmID team

d. Pmiect desip. A ~es o( project design workshops is recommended for
service-providing NGOs in PNG. These workshops will coalesce in an
integrated manner the types of skill training indicated above. They will
provide the technical basis for developing project COflceplS into formal, socially
and technically feasible proposals. This will be a generic skiIl area useful not



onty in conservation, but in any development _tot as well. Ttli~ will
ultimately oulminate in the design of a number 01 pilot leADs through
diffetent regions of "NO, uong with the design of approptiate feasible
awareneu,;:raising prognuns for the e"tensive oonNtvation aotivities in "NO.

Where: fiNO
Length of time: Two onl-week workshops pet participating NOD over

1 yeat
Who (ot: above
By wh~:n: WWF/US. World Bdugatiun, nlL, or a similar capable

international NOO

e. Mediationlneaotiation. Skill building in mediation and negotiation is
tKOmmended for NOas. This training will increase the <:apabiHty of NOOs
to identify productivG tec:hniques to interact with different stakeholder groups.
Included in this wUl be training in speech presentation and group discussions.

Where: to be determined
Length ot time: to be determined
Who for: NANOo-selected NODs
By whom: WWF/US, Keystone, etc.

f. DIS. It is recommended that the Conservation Networking Officer (CNO) arId
at least one other NOO representative receive a tailor·made course in OIS.
The objec:tive of the training should be to provide the skills to understand the
strengths and limitations of GIS and specifically resource maps, with emphasis
on how NGOs wuld posidvely use GIS information to promote wnservation.
Attention should also be given as to how OIS information and maps coulo
possibly be abused by groups mlI interested in promoting conservation.

Where: UNlTECH
Length of time: to be detennined
Vlho for: NANGO CNO and at least one other NANGO NOO

representative
By whom: UN1TECH

2. Government
Training for government is recommended in several areas. These include the
following:

a. Rapid naraI appraisal. This training will sharpen the skills of field-level public
servants in DEC who do or should work. with Landowner communities. These
skills will systematically hone perceptual and planning capabilities of DEC, but
in a manner which will nm presuppose toJHIown planning to conservation.
Rather) this will support bottom·up PRA-type resource management planning.
These will be particularly useful skills in assisting in the identification of
potential leAD projects.

Where: PNO
Length ~f time: to be detennined

\
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Who (or: DOC and other wilHng government departments (Auch as
DOP)

by whom: JlBD Of C()naultanta

b. Mr4iatlnnlocaotlation. better mediation and n.aodation skills are needed by
011C (ot wottfing with NOOa, Landowner groups, and other intereat groups.
Training should (OCUI on iderlti(ying areas ot dbagreement and potential
agreement; and deVeloping Ute communication skills to C~ a negotiation
process aleng.

Where: to be determined
Length of time: to be determined
Who for: DBC stalt at aU levels
By whom: WWF/US, Keystone, etc.

3. UnivelS0CY
a. cal!~". Various courses for the limited number of existing social science

professionals in PNG ate needed. These should be in the following areas:
l. npid rural appraisal/participatory rural app~'lisal

ii. mocial impact assessm"mt
iii. environmental science (for socialscier\.~sts)

iv. feasibility Malysis of forestry sector BIAs
Where: UNlTECH/UPNO
Length of time: to be determined
Who for: PNO social science professionals
By whom: to be detmmined

b. More social scientiata. Training should be provided to increase the number of
socili :cientists in PNG.

n. Information

it. 1iaW!gaJ Resources <mUons and Information C,entre CNiOIC'.. The generation
and dissemination of infon.. IItion releva.'1t to conservation frorri tfre point of view
of opportunity and threat are needed at both a national and local le'tel. It is
recommended that a Clfmter bt: established which is independent of existin.
departJnents, which C2l\ serve as objective a role in mformaticm generatio.i and
diuemination IS JJOSl'it;J:'~.

It is recommended that 21 R·.',.Jral Resources Options and Inforr~':~Lion Cent«
(NROIC) be established to amass, create and disseminate information on
traditional resource management systems, ch'" "ges in those I)'stems, tradeoffs from
different development and/or conservation OJ)ti~ns, etc. The ultimate beneficiaries
of NROle will be (.) Landowner groups who will receive better information on
potential impaca and options and (l) DEC and other government departments.
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NROle should not be attached to a line department. StaCf1ng and (unding needs
arc te, be dotermined.

hi eubllc..awarenoss. lt is recommended thal *lc<*s to NR01C be guaranteed to the
publi<: at largo, to individuals, ~mrnunitles, 1.andowner groups, NOOA and
government. Spccittc:ally targeted In(ormation packages or broader based
awanmeRS programs should be prepared both from suitable materials gathered
(rom all sourCCl, alld from locally produced materials. This will be made
available for dissemination .md Ule in awareness nUtiing through the formal
education system, churches, NOOs, and all media.

III. Institutional Issues
The functioning of existing conservation institutions needs to be strengthened. The following
are recommended:

a. Processes be identified ilIld mechanisms instituted to guarantee that DBC personnel
are better able to carry out their mandate.

b. Should DEC be serious about its desire for NOOs to become more involved in
conservation in PNO, it is recommended that clarity in both statements atld action
be demonstrated tl) the NOO community. To accomplish this, it is recommended
that NOOs -- both Landownv,'; groups and service-providing members of NANGO
-- be included in planning, ~esign, and implementation discussions with DEC from
here on out. It is further ~ecommenaeu that explicit mechanisms to guarantee this
be negotiated between D~JC and NANGO to sec that this is implemented.

c. NANGO addresses the bsue internally and explicitly as to the degree to which it
wishes to serve as a facilitating/collaborating NOO with government, or
otherwise.

d. Should NANGO determine that it wishes to jncrease collaboration with
government, it is recommended that it explicitly convey this in word and deed to
government.

e. To improve communication, collaboration, and eventually partnership between
NOOs and government (in this C8.lle DEC), it is recommended that government
should also have representation in NANOO to a degree to be determined. This of
course implies that points (c) und (,f,) above are affin..ed.

f. To demonstrate existing capacity, NANOO should compile a resource inventory of
its members indicating their ~toral expertise and experience. In regard to
potential for collaboration in conservation programmh1g, this should be submitted
to DEC and other departments to enable them to make decisions on the potential
for NGO participation in activities DEC hopes to initiate.

-~



g. To usill in the consideration or trttdltional conlGfVatlon practices ~n conservation,
in terms of their nfMld rOt ptuervation or possible adaptation, it is rec:otfltficiJOded
thai it be aOvernmDnt policy to develop provhr.cial conservation committees to
work mote clo!lely with the propoNd Nee to be established by Ot1C. 111eil.
committee. should havD lUi their mandate the tw()<'way channeling of information
on con$ervatlon threats and options to government, WI welJ as to the NROle.

IV. teAl) and Other Issues

a. It is recommended that II realistic and flexible approach to designing and
implementl"a leAD projects be taken. It is recommended that emphasis be put
ondevelOJ)lnalCAD methodgloaias and on monitoring ICADs as they are
iml)lemented so as to refine the methodologies for potential replication elsewhere.
It is recommended that ICADs IW1 be used in the short-term to extend the .
pn)tected area system in PNO as is now indicated by DSC dacumentation.
Rather, leADs should be viewed as a means for potentially achieving sustainable
conservation and development in PNO, in high biodiversity-rich areas as identified
through the CNA mapping or otherwbe, once they demonstrate their substantive
and methodological merit.

b. It is recommended furthermore that leADs be seen as a complement to other
"extensive" conservation approaches, such. as Landowner awareness programs
instituted by NODs and NROle.

c. It is highly recommended that in any Landowner awareness program, emphasis
should Il2t be placed on convincing people not to exploit their na~ural resources in
a particular way unless feasible alternatives are presented. For example, it is
strategic.illy unwise and argr.able immoral to tgll people that they should not
harvest their own timber resources for their own development unless as or more
attractive an alternative is provided. This same recommendation also applies to
slash and burn agriculture.

d. It is reoommended that Landowner awareness programs should not be dnsigned on
tile assumption that Landowners prefer to conserv~ their resources over -exploiting
them for development alternatives. While this may be the case in some/ or e~/en

raany, instances, empirical field research has shown that communities are as often
or more often opting for developme:at options which will not optimally Preserve
natural resources. Therefore, awareness raising programs should be directed to
raisjol awareness of the potential impacts of a given activity, and provid£
alternatives to a given activity where alternatives exist. It is recommended
furthermore that awareness raising programs be designed in a way which
facilitates Landowner decis~n making for how natural resources should be
managed. This is empowerment.

~.
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e. It It recommended that m.wm tighter IOQlocultural and soclo-economic eriterl" fot
environmental impaot Al888sments be "pplied to 88sei81n. environmental impact by
ol1C. TheM criteria should include (but are not G1tclusively limited to):

1. the impaot of proposed &QUons on speclnc groups ot people In
particular areu .1<& i.G. community, Landownet groups, women,
protelislonalgtoups, religious aroups, eto.

IL how different optlonl (or can*,rvation and development activities wlll
have different impactl on the group. indicated in point (1) above).

Hi. has the proceu for introducing a development or conservation option
been approached in a socially sound manner?

These and othQr Griteria ~ould be used equally well by the Department of Fo!ests
for TRP areas.

f. It is recommended that point (e) above be irnplemented by an independent body
from the private sector interest propoging the specific activity.

Landownen' recommendations:
a. Oet Landowners' views on traditional management and means of conservation

before GOPNO can go ahead with programs.

b. Notice in advance and reasons before coming in to do work/research.

c. OOPNG workers must live and work with Landowners so they understand
problems of Landowners.

d. No quick visits. Officen must stay for it long time with Landowners before
writing reports.

e. Experiences in other countries should not be used as an exan~tlle for PNG cases.

f. Involvement of land/resource ownen rro.n begirr:ning to end. Whatever is done in
this workshop in relation to conservation needs usessment must begin with
land/resource ownen full participation and end in terms of fonnulated strategies
and implementation Vhase.

Non-involvement of land/resource ~wners will pose i»roblems at implementation
phase of projects.

g. Awareness/information outlets/channels to be given to IrAiuui"eSOurce owners.
Having access to relevant infonnation on exploitation (If ul..,:~wner resources will
help them make rational choicwdecisions.

-•
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h. Networkingllinkago. (I) National Oovotnmcnt ot Departmonu need to establish
linkages with all land/l'88()urce owner .roup. with regard. to "..plollation of their
tGSOurces. Use of the eJC18dng NANO()..PNO/Communlcatlon Network. (2)
Some land/mource owner afflUAuon with NANO()..PNO/wider network to crr..ate
pubHe awareness on et'l\fironment conliervation noeds.

I. Institute and fund proJGCu u recommended by IlUld/resource owners. Thll would
contribute towards trainina land/resource owncf. to be better manaaers of their
own environment. Support/fund proJecu to promote local scientific knowledge.

CONCLUSION

The CNA Workshop was .uctelsful in rcac::hing its immediate obJcctivCl. Biodi·
veraity priority maps were created, ~"!3Crvation constroaints and opportunities were
identifie4, and a consensus was rea,ned on recommendations for future area. Dialogue
among divergent stakeholder interest groups was begun, but it is too early to telt whether the
CNA succeeded in catalyzing further collaborative conservation efforts involving
Landowners, NOOs, government staff, and scientists.)1

II As of early 1993, lbere are iDdie.tioaa that the Natiooallte8ource Opdou Centre it begirmin,l(, .Jb sbape,
th~ UNOP GBP lCAD ptojed is usiDI the CNA biodiversity mapa to idealify poUatiai project sites, IDd SSP
SUI)ported trainiD. of. DEC officer IDd the NANGO couervatiQll officer in the~ty IaueI Maapmeot
FOIlUM teebnicr<le.

=
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APnNDtX to.t. Plrtlclpants and Telm Memben

A. eNA WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS' ADbRESS LIST

l

AOARDY, Tundi DlUnn..BR, Bruce
World Wildlife Pund clo Division of Birds
1250 24th Street, NW NltB MltC 116
Washington, DC 20037 Smithsonian Institution
USA Washington, f)C 20S60

~~Fax 202 2939211 USA
Fax 202 3571628

ALCORN. Janis
Biodiversity Support Program BIOILALB, Ilaiah
clo World Wildlife Fund National Museum
12S0 24th Street. NW PO Bo~ SSW
Washlnaton, DC 20037 Soroko, NCO
USA PNO
Fax 202 8628324 Fax 2S1779

ALLISON, Allen BONACCORSO, Frank
Bishop Museum Dept. Zoology
1525 Bernice Street University of Florida
PO Box 19000A Gainesville, FL 32601
H('nolulu, HI 96817-0916 USA
USA Fu 904 3923704
Fax 808 84,18968

BROWN, Michael
ANTIKO, Samuel PVo-NOO/NRMS
Dept. Environment and World Wildlife Fund
Conservation 1250 24th Street, NW

PO Box 6601 Washington, DC 20037
Soroko, NCD USA

. PNO Fax 202 2236971-

Fax 271044
BUN, Vati

ASIOAU, William Department of Forests
PO Box 344 PO Box 5OS5
University, NCD Boroko, NCD
PNG PNO
Fax 271044 Fax 254433
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BURG, Cha.ttes
Smithsonian mlltilution
NlIfJ 336
Washington, J)1r: 20'60
USA
Po. 202 3571628

BARKl1R, Paul
Dept. of the Prime Minister

CLAJU(, tester
TO\lrism Rcuource Consultants
PO&x 25,\5
WelUngton,
New Zealand
Fax 64-4-4130020

CORTESI, Lafcadio
Oreenpeace
139 Townsend :'~treet

San Francisco, CA 94107-1922
USA
Fax 41S S128699

DOUGLAS, John
,~dvisor,

Dept. of Environment and
Conservation

PO tax 6601
Boroko, NCO
PNG
Fax 271044

DUB, Mr. Poipoi
PO Box 831
Madang
PNG

GENOLAGANI, lohn-Mark
Dept. of Env' ronment and

Conservation
PO Box 6601
Soroka, NCO
PNG
Fax 271044

HmORRO,lohn
International Forut Research

and Mana~Gn1ent (lFBRM)
oro Box 2S46
Canberra, ACT 2601
Australia
Pax (06) 2'7'336
In Solomons:
PO box 1132
Honiara
Ph/Fax 677 22505

HOLZKNECHT, Hartmut
Dept. of Anthropology, RSPac8
Australian National Univcnity
GPO Box 4
Canberra, ACT 2601
Australia
Fax (06) 2571893 V:F7

HOWLmT, David
International Institute of

Environment and Development
3 Endsleigh Street
London WCl
UK
Fax 071-388-2826
or
PO Box 910
Soroka, NCO
PHG
Fax 257780

HUBER, Mike
M.I.R..D.
Univer~t;'/t'r PNG
PO Box 32Q
University!\ NCD
PHG
Fax 267187
PhlFax/(Message) 258093
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HUNNAM, Pckr
Wotld Wide Pund (or Nature
LvI 10,. 8·12 Bridge StreQt
Sydnoy. NSW 2000
aV6 Box ~28

Sydney 2001
Australla
Fax (02)2478778

HUTCHINSON, Charlea
Conservation International
101~ 18th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
USA
Fax 202 8875188

HUYLER, John
The Keystone Center
1320 Pearl Street, #300
Boulder, CO 80302
USA
Fax 3034441286

JBBB, Matthew
Christensen Research Institute
PO Box 30S
M~cb.~jg

PNG
Fax 823306

JEFFERIES, Bruce
Technical Support Project for

the Forestry Sector
PO Box 342
Bor .ko, NCO
Pl\G
Fax 257780

JOHNS, Robert
Royal Botanic Gardens
Kew, Richmond
Surrey TW9 3AB
UK
Fax 81 3325278

KAUM, Mr.
PO Box 831
Madang
PNO

KANAKO J{IWURAM, Michael
Molaneslan Solldarity
(Blat Tlmot·Wcst Papua-Kanaky

Campaign)
Journalist/Coordinator
1'0 Box 347
Madang
PNO

KAU, Joseph
Volunteer
Melanesian Bnvironment

Foundation
PO Box 4830
Doroko, NCD
PNO

KBKENG,Oebob
SIKB Development
PO Box 3S93
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APPENDIX 1()"2. AGENDAS

A. CNA WORKSHOP

CONSERVATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP
Madang, Papua New Guinea

April 5-11, 1992

Sunday. April 5. 1992

Major Koals for the day: Presentations by biodiversity topic leaders to provide common
information base and basis for initial discussions. Characterize the state of knowledge in
each topic area and explain criteria used to identify areas of biological importance.
Following the presentations, discuss and agree upon methodologies to be used in the mapping
sessions during the days that follow.

6:30 - 7:30

8:00 - 8:45

8:45 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:20

9:20 - 9:40

9:40 - 10:20

10:20 - 10:40

10:40 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:20

11:20 - 11:40

11 :40 - 12: 10

12: 10 - 12:30

12:30 - 1:30

1:30 - 1:50

Breakfast avaUable

Convene and Introductions
Facilitator role

Overview of goals for biological mapping and workshop as a whole
Agenda review

Botany #1

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Botany #2

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

YertebrateS #1: Warm-blooded

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Yertebrates #2: Cold-blooded

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Lunch

EntomoIQKY

.. 19



1:50·2: 10

2:10 - 2:30

2:30 - 2:50

2:50 - 3:10

- 3:10 - 3:30

3:30 - 3:45

3:45 - 5:45

6:30 - 8:00

8:30

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Wetlands

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Marine Eco10i:Y

Questions, Answers, and Initial Discussion

Break

~
• the Manaus ~xample

• the original terms of reference for analysis of information under
CNA

- discussion of methods to be used

Dinner

Workshop Steering Committee meeting



Monday. April 6, 1992

Major eoals for the day: Focus on individual maps in biology workgroups. Use map
overlays to begin identification of biologically important areas. Provide opportunity for
Landowners, NGDs and social scientists to meet separately to determine their working
agenda. Produce new set of maps. Identify special gaps in Imowledge. Map threats as
possible.

6:30·7:30

8:00·8:30

8:30·9:00

9:00 - 11:30

9:00 - 11:30

12:00 - 1:30

1:30 - 1:45

1:45 - 3: IS

3:15 - 3:30

3:30 - 5:30

Breakfast available

Welcome to All
Formal Opening
Introductions
Opening Remarks:

• Janis Alcorn (Biodiversity Support Program)
- Guy Kula (Department of Environment and Conservation)
- Vincent M9nukayasi (NANGO)
- John Huyler (The Keystone Center)

Agenda Review

Summary of Sunday's work by biologists' team

Instructions on use of maps and GIS

Mapping workshops by topic area:
Botany and Entomology

- Warm-blooded Vertebrates
- Cold-blooded Vertebrates
- Marine
- Wetlands

Landowners, NOOs, and Social Science Team meet to discuss and
suggest their agenda. Non-biologists are free to observe the biological
workgroups as they wish•

• Working lunch for biology workgroup leaders, facilitator, Steering
Committee, and representatives of social/policy pamcpants.

Report to full group on agenda for addressing social/policy topics
during the workshop.

Workgroup reports by the three biology workgroups.

Break

Biology focus in workgroups by geographic area.



6:00·7:30

8:00 .

Dinner

Workshop Steering Committee meeting.

-
I'



Iuesduy. April? 1992

Major ~oals for the day: All participants hear and discuss results of NANOO Conservation
Needs Assessment. Landowner concept of conservation needs, NOOs' concept of
conservation and case study on NOO/Landowner involvement. Small groups discuss these
topics and report back to plenary. Continued opportunities for additional presentations by
NODs. In the afternoon, continue developing maps to identify biologically important areas
after the NOO and Landowner portion of the program.

6:30· 7:30

8:00· 10:30

10:30 • 11:00

11:00 - 1:00

1:00 • 2:00

2:00 - 3:00

3:00 - 6:00

6:00 - 7:30

7:30

Evening

Breakfast available

Information from NOOs, Landowners, and NANGO Team:
• NANGO CND's Report
- Landowners' concept of conservation needs
• NOOs' concept of conservation: How government cooperates

with NODs
• Case study (NOO/Landowner involvement)

Break

Small grour discussions

Lunch

Reports of small group discussions to plenary

Continue biological mapping
Possible ongoing small group discussion of Landowner and NOD
issues

Dinner

Workshop Steering Committee meets

Ongoing mapping



wednesday. April 8, 1992

MAJor eoals for the day: Panel-led discussion of topics which will include GEF, DEC
strategic planning, environmental impact assessments, the new Forest Act and information
about DEC's environmental and water resources divisions. Opportunities for field trips and
ongoing mapping in the afternoon.

6:30 - 7:30

8:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:30

12:30 - 1:30

Afternoon

6:30 - 8:30

Breakfast available

Context panel:
DEC Conservation Diyision:

- Guy Kula & the DEC team
- Plenary discussion

Break

Forestry:
- Noah Tambi & Rod Taylor
- Plenary discussion

DEC Environment Division:
- Kembi Watoka
- Plenary discussion

DEC Water Resources Diyision:
- lohn Douglas
- Plenary discussion

Lunch

Continue biological mapping
Optional field trip to Kau Wildlife Management Area

Dinner



Thursday. April 9. 1992

Ooals for the day: Panel discussion of implementation issues and options by social science
team and lawyers. Continue refinement of biological maps and social/policy/legal input.

6:30 - 7:30

8:00

8:30· 12:30

10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:30

12:30 - 1:30

1:30 - 3:00

6:00 - 7:30

7:30+

.
Breakfast available

Group photo

Panel on Implementation Considerations
Michael Brown, Hartmut Holzknecht, Vincent Warakai
General discussion

Break

Owen Lynch, Allan Marat, and Peter Hunnam
General discussion
Work group selection

Lunch

Work groups on selected topics

Government (DEC, DOF, etc.)-NGO meeting
Mapping continues
Social/policy discussions continue

Dinner

Evening work as necessary

.I



friday. April 10. 1992

Major 20als for the day: Continue mapping and drafting recommendations in the morning.
In plenary session, review workshop objectives. Presentation of mapping results and
recommendations from Biology Team. Presentation of results of GOPNG-NOO meetings.
Presentation of Social Scientists' recommendations. Presentation of NOO recommendations.
Entertain recommendations from the floor. Discussion of workshop recommendations and
products.

6:30 - 7:30

8:00 - 11:30

11:30 - 1:00

1:00

2:00

6:30

Evening

Breakfast available

Continue mapping
Continue drafting recommendations to present to plenary

Lunch

Plenary OOeeti02
Review of Workshop Objectives: John Huyler
GOPNO & NGOs Meeting Report: Monilm Rau, Ouy Kula, and
Vincent Manukayasi
Introduction of Biodiversity Mapping Results: Patrick Osborne
Biodiversity Mapping Results: Allen Allison and Mike Huber

Recommendation Discussion
Biologists' Recommendations: Bruce Beehler
NOOs' and Legal Team's Recommendations: Mary Soondrawu
Social Scientists' Recommendations: Mike Brown
Discussion to reach consensus on recommendations

Closing Remarks by the Premier, Madang Provincial Oovernment
Reception and Dinner

Work as needed -- finalize consolidation of recommendation document
from recommendations accepted in plenary.



-
6:30·7:30

8:00· 11:30

11:45 • 12:00

12:00

12:00 • 1:00

1:00 • Evening
I)f Sunday

Saturday, April II, 1992

Breakfast available

Finalize CNA Recommendations consensus document

Closing remarks

Adjourn

Lunch

CNA Workshop participants leave Madang
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B. APRIL 13 PRESENTATION IN PORT MORESBY

Monday. April 13. 192,2

~tjOl~ Purpose: Present the results of the Conservation Needs Assessment Workshop held
in Madang from April S through April 11 during which national and international scientists,
resource Illanagers, lawyers, Landowners, and non-government organizations worked
cooperatively with GOPNG officials to identify and develop recommendations to conserve
biological diversity in PNG.

Chairman: Guy Kula j Department of Environment and Conservation

Program:33

8:30 Qpenjn& Remarks

lamo lIa, Secretary of Dec
Louis Kuhn, USAID
Janis Alcorn, Biodiversity Support Program ;-

Kelly Kalit, National Forest and Conservation Action Program
Coordinator

=-

9:00 BjolQ&ical Assessment

Introduction: Bruce Beehler, Wildlife Conservation International r
- Lester Seri, DEC-.

Monika Rau, UPNG
Patrick Osborne, University of Western Sydney
William Asigau, DEC
Silvio Olivieri, Conservation International

=-
--: 10:00 Morning Tea
-

10:30 Social ASsessment

Introduction: Vincent Warakai, UPNG
Owen Lynch, World Resources Institute
Michael Brown, World Wildlife Fund

11:00

11:15

000 Report

National Alliance of Non Oovernment Organizations (NANGO)
Representative

Open Forum Discussion

33 The program was actually shifted to 1:00 - 4:00 in the afternoon due to the delay in the arrival of participants
from Madang after the Sunday evening and night flights were cancelled.
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11:45 Conclusion

Ouy Kula, Chairman
Bruce 1efferies, NFCAP

-------------,-
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c. APRIL 30, 1992 PRESENTATION at .BSP IN WASIIINGTON, D.C.

..::

3:00

3:10 - 3:55

4:00 - 4:45

4:45

Welcome and Qpenloe Comments

PNG Ambassador to the UnitOO StMes Meg Taylor

EQPua ~w Guinean NODs' Perspectives on Conservation in PNa
Vincent Manukayasi, Secretary of the National Alliance of NGOs in

PNG (NANGO-PNG) & Coordinator of the PNG Trust

Scholla Kakas Warai, Women's Representative of NANGa-PNG &
President of PNG Catholic Women's Federation

ResultrJ of USAID·funded PNG Conservation Needs Assessment
IDlrkshOj) held in PNG AprilS- 11

Janis Alcorn, BSP
Michael Brown, BIUCAREJWWF
Silvio Olivieri, CI
Tundi Agardy, WWF
Owen Lynch, WRI
Vincent Maoukayasi, NANGO

DiscussioD

1-
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APPENDIX 16-3. SUMMARY OF SOME OF TIlE REMARKS l\!IADE AT TIlE
LANDOWNER DEMONS1RATION AT 'filE CNA WORKSHOP IN
MADANG, 6 APRIL 1992

NOTE: Th~s~ remarks are translated from Tok Pisin. Not all remarks made, nor replies to
those remarks, are given. Instead, this is a summary of some of the points made by the
Landowners, as summarized by Larry Orsak of Wau Ecology Institute and CRI.

LO .. Landowners
GO III Government representative (First Assistant Secretary of DEC, Guy Kula)
CRI == Christensen Research Institute (eRI Director, Matthew lebb)

LO: People always do their talking without ever asking the Landowners.

LO: The Environment Minister doesn't ever give information to the villagers. Information
from workshops like this never goes any place, except into the government offices.

LO: We are here to state what our rights arc. People haven't been teaching people in the
vH1age about these things. Maybe it happens in other places, but not in Madang.

LO: We do not want to hear about global issues. Forget about global issues if you are
going to forget about the landowners.

LO:

-
.,

LO:'.
-

e]

GO:
~

= LO:

You bring ',vhite thoughts here. Don't bring your conservation thoughts here because
they do not apply.

Landowners don't knc'w what this workshop is about, or what kind of information is
being given.

After we get the information from scientists, it will be used to help Landowners.

There are a number of things that have been done before, and nothing ever gets back
to us, no matter what are the promises.

LO: Young people before had something. But then outsiders came and gave us nothing.
When the meat cannery carne in, we were given promises, but we have gotten
nothing.

LO: People always destroy everything we bave and give nothing.

LO: Bring the concerns we are telling you today to Parliament. Don't just leave our
thoughts here.



00: First, we have to look at all of PNG b.,fore we can 10 to any area in PNO and work
at a lower level. JJefore we didn't have this information. If you want to give these
posters to me, I will bring them back to Port Moresby.

LO: You will just throw these posters away, because you will say I'm a rubbish stupid
man and won't think about it any more. If you want to learn something, you can
come talk to us here and tell me.

00: If uome of you wa.'lt to come back together later, I can tell you about these projects
and what we're doing.

LO: You should have done this before. You ahould have gone to the Provincial
government and told them about this meeting, and not just put the Landowners into
the meeting later.

LO: Before you do anything here, you have to first come through the provincial NODs.
You exploit us. We do not get any benefits from any of this work.

LO: Don't mess up our land. We had good land before. Then oLher people came and
sneaked around and took things from us.

LO: If you don't understand about the bush and the animals and plants because you sit in
the office all day, then maybe you should come here and learn from us.

LO: Before there were meetings where you [government] said you would help in
Landowner Awareness program:J. But you have come back again, and haven't done
'illything for the Landowners.

LO: Landowners do not benefit from eRI or from 1ais Aben. Do you respect the
Landowners' rights when you have such meetings in places like this? But we cannot
fight against this institution. We are not strong enough. By helping this place, you
also ignore the rights of indigenous people. .

LO: People have been exploited by this place for years. Lots of big men come to this
white elephant but no one comes to the village guest houses where it is cheaper to
stay.

LO: Whatever you decide, remember that to implement this, you have to consult the
Resource Owners. We are the Resource Owners.

LO: You are not allowed to do research in Madang Province afterwards, as far as we are
concerned.

LO: Lots of people from other countties have come here and started this research institute.
We have been having these problems for a long time. This is not the first time. You
need to talk with us. We are all in mle country here and we need to work together.



101The CNA Workshop___b-=--_.. .. _

This colonialism is finished. We arc independent now. When aro we going to be
brotht..'s lnd work together? You have to understand and notice that the people here
are not on a latrong foundation. For those of you who are here for the ncst time, we
urc tclUng you that we hav~ had this problem for a long time. We will not stop your
workshop, but please notice this.

CRI: I too did not know until r=ntly what this workshop was about. I found out it was
going to be held at CRI only about a month ago, because there were problems having
it at the other place. There are three groups here. Scientists, aovernment, and
nongovernmental organizations. Scientists enjoy looking at the wildlife here, like a
small butterfly or other animal or plant. Scientists do not put a price tas on things
and are not the same kind of white people that you see in town who are taking it
easy. We're trying to find out which things are endangered, and which areas in PNG
have special animals and plants. Sr-ientists are supporting what you are supporting.
Who was it who supported lant? Certainly not the scientists. Have you heard about
the conservation work we have been doing? Chris Mercer found a butterfly that was
lost for many years. He i8 helping the Landowners so they do not have to exploit
their resources like they used to do. The information we are gathering here will be
put into a book which you can see and study from.

LO: Will you be selling this book? Who will be selling this book? You take information
from us and you sell it.

...
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Chapter Eleven

Mapping PNG's Biodiversity

Bruce M. Beehler1

The CNA Workshop mapping process relied on Conservation International's
geographic information system •• called CISlO - a computer program that allows researchers
to integrate virtually any number of data layers and to show the results on maps. Designed
specifically to work under the conditions prevalent in developing countries, CISlO provides a
way to capture and synthesize data and to facilitate the dynamic real-time analysis of the
spatial issues that are raised by the process. Participating biologists, who collectively
represent the best possible understanding of the region as a wtole, input their unique
knowledge and experience.

CISlO experts in Washington, D.C., prepared a series of "base maps" to distribute to
topic leaders (who used them to draft their teams's maps). These maps brought together -- at
the same scale anJ on one projection .- several essential sets of data: political boundaries;
coastlines; rivers, lakes, streams, and other bodies of water; roads; topography; vegetation
type and cover; population centers; protected areas; and timber rights purchases (TRPs).

The seven-day workshop held in Madang produced an excellent environment for
biologists to work closely together to reassess the initial results of the sevcn biodiversity
analyses drafted by the various topic leaders (found in CNA Report, Volume 2). The nature
of this reassessment W34 diverse but invariably productive. We were able 'Ill argue, listen,
readjust our viewpoints, and rework many of the recommendations and priority sites that
were submitted in draft form. Divergent viewpoints were bantered back and forth in an
informal setting - one in which the attitude of the workers was that of relaxed cooperation,
not competition. This produced-'- believ(;, the necessary productive energy for this
workshop team to hammer ou~ ku... maps and a comprehensive list of recommendations that
reflect a heightened understanding of the problems and prospects for biodiversity
conservation in Papua New Guinea.

The final synthesis maps were the product of a series of draftings and assessments
carried out before and during the CNA Workshop. Each topic leader drafted initial filaps for ...
criticism by the topic leader. Based on these critiques, the maps were reworked prior to the
workshop. When the bioiogists gathered in Madang with their draft reports and maps, the

J Wildlife Conservation International and Conservation International, r;/o D:vision ofBirds. Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
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first step was to "digitize" the data from all seven teams ... that is, to enter the data they had
brought into CISlO so all the information would be compatible (among tcanHJ and with the
base maps) and so the teams would be able to see their Important Il~ea.q of biodiversity
together. These new drafts were presented in the plenary workshop sessions, and then were
subject to scrutiny and discussion at follow-up focal-group meetings (terrestrial animal life,
terrestrial b"tany, freshwater wetlands, marine/coastal ecosystems). These "break-out"
groups met at least once or twice a day (usually afternoons and evenings) in the laboratory of
the Christensen Research Institute.

Each mapping group assessed the area recommench Jons from each topic included
(e.g., for terrestrial animals, the topics included warm-blooded and cold-blooded vertebrates,
and invertebratts). The biologists worked on a large transparent Mylar map that coukd be
overlaid on individual team maps and on a detailed topographic map of the country. Oroup
members focused on areas of biodiversity one by one, filling 01Jt a detailed data sheet for
each one and arglJing back and forth over what the area's siu, shape, and borders should be.
Each group then initiated a new draft map that was annotated and reworked and then
digitized by the eI OIS team, who produced a new draft for the workshop team's review.

During this stage, CISlO's analytical. capacity (in addition to its capacity to make
maps) was essential. The biologists could ask the system questions about their results -- how
much of PNG's various vegetation types had been included in biologically significant areas,
for example -- in order to correct errors and make sure they were including a representative
sample of the country's many ecosystem typt~ within a significant area.

After several drafts and reviews, the four groups combined into two groups,
t~i1'estrial life and wetlands/marine, in order to produce a pair of pre-final draft maps.
These, too, were verbally critiqued and redrafted by participants in the laboratory sessions,
and, at this time, the map of major unknowns was drafted by all present. Certainly, the
most complex and challenging task was to combine the terrestrial botany map with that for
terrestrial animal life. This assessment was led by a team including Johns, Jebb, Miller,
Allison, Laup, and Beehler.

The final product of this mapping exercise was a series of the component maps that
can be combined to produce a synthesis biodiversity map for all of the biological resources
(animal/plant, terrestrial/wetland/marine) for Papua New Guinea. For purposP..s of clarity of
presentation, the three component maps are presented and discussed below.

THE MAPS

What follows are priority maps (major unknown areas, marine systems and critical
watersheds, and the terrestrial synthesis) with appended accounts for each of the delineated
areas of importance.

The following three maps reflect the effort at the worksho~ to synthesize the available
• information and comp!ete a series of biodive~sity assessments. These, then, can be presented
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in map form for the future usc of biologists and resource managers concerned with the
conservation of Papua New Guinea's remarkable natural resources. For additional data or.
many of me sites, the reader can refer to individual topic chapters in Volume 2 of the CNA
Repor· but a summary listing of bdditional supporting data appears with each of the three
map=. These supporting (!ata include key information on a focal area's biological richness,
its biogeographic and ecological importance, potential ti.n~~.s, and supporting documentation
in the literature.

S.~.besis Map A. MaJor Terrestrial Unknowns (Fi~. 11-1)

M~or areas unlalown to science were delineated mainly from a combination of the
mapping by the vertebrate and botany teams. These are the two groups for which there is a
well-refined knowledge of the m~or geographic gaps lIn knowledge of PNG's biodiversity.
The sixteen major terrestrial unknowns are shown in Figure 11-1, and are discussed below.
The numbering system follows that in the figure.

1. Dewani Mountains. The low coastal range that reaches westward to the Irian
border, and the humid lowlands south of this range, are little studied and apparently
~1iologically rich. Recent discoveries of two new mammal species, and a lowland bird of
paradise formerly known only from Irian laya, support the idea that further survey and
research are needed here.

2. Central Ran2e. The high range that rises south of the Sepik basin is little studied
and largely forested. Ecologically and physiographically diverse and presumably very rich
biologically.

3. Southern Scarp Wet Zone. ntis is Papua New Guinea's great wilderness area _.
lowlands, low hills, and old Pleistocene volcanoes, with a high annual rainfall. Little
populated and little lalown. Notable are the Kikori karst hills and pl'ominent volcanic
outliers, including Mount Bosavi and Mount Mumy. F.:.astward one finds rugged wet forests
that form the southern foothills of the Kubor Range and Eastern Highlands, Virtually
uninhabited and very wet.

4. Einm.erre Ran~e. The highlands and hills of the western segment of the Huon
Peninsula are virtually unstudied, but certainly comprise a significant biological resoU1C~.

Alpine peaks exceeding 4000 meters descend to the hilly coastal zone facing the Bismarck
Sea.

s. LakrJcamu Basin/Chapman Ran~e. Like the Finisterre Range, this area is
relatively close t~ population centers, and yet is both little developed and virtually unknown
biologically. From pristine humid lowland forest to subalpine highland zones (> 3,000 m) in
the Chapman Range. Very rich in wildlife.

6. Jmnltu Wtrabasics. Rugged hills and mountains that descend to the rocky coast
of Morobe Province. Botanically unusual and virtually unsurveyed.
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7. IomalMambare Lowlands. An isolated lowland area that merits study. It supports
a large lowland basin that is largely forested •• the largest lowland forest tract on the Papuan
peninsula.

8. MuM Basin. Important wetlands and lowland swamp forests that are unlenl ~:vn.

9. Kemp-Welch River Lowlands. A remnant wetland area representative of the dry
lowlands of Central Province. Not yet surveyed.

10. Cloudy Mountains. An isolated range of mountains that is, as yet, unsurveyed.
Southernmost of mainland PNO.

11. Eere:ussQn HiKhlands. Zoologically unsurveyed highlands on one of the most
complex high islands in Melanesia. Mt. Kilkerran comprises a large forested massif never
surveyed zoologically. One of the top priority zoological unknowns.

12. West New Britain. Little known mounts.ins and lowlands.

13. Central and Eastern New Britain. Unsurveyed high ranges and SQuthern scarp
IQwlands. The Nakanai Mountains comprise a l.age uplifted plateau (mostly > 1,000 m) in I

eastern New Britain' whose montane fauna has never been surveyed (Coultas failed to collect
any of the significant montane birds). Constitutes the largest continuous expanse of montane
forest Qn New Britain.

14. Southern New Ireland. Biologically unknown highlands that constitute New
Ireland's most complex environments. The Verron Range is unsurveyed and unla1own, with
summits higher than 2000 m. The Hans Meyer Bange is the highest of any island in the
Bismarcks, and still hus not been surveyed adequately for vertebrates.

IS. BouiainyiJ1e Bamboo Forests. The only known bamboo forests in Melanesia.
Unstudied biologically.

16. Mt. TaJruanlLake Lomlu. Little-surveyed wet highlands forests with a SQlomon
Islands biota.

Synthesis Map B. Marine Systems an" Critical Watersheds (pii. 11-2)

One of the take-home points of the workshop dixussions was that the health of
coastal marine ecosystems depended, in part, on the integrity of the watersheds that empty
into them. We thus present a map that combines wawliheds and coastal/marine ecosystems.
We list marine priorities, followed by critical watershrds.



Marine Priorities:

1. MazalFly Delta. Mangrove and associated nursery habitats, with seagms beds,
green sea turtle foraging habitats, "ugong habitat. Possibly threatened by overflshing and
river-borne pollutants.

2. .Qu1f. Shallow intertidal and soft bottom habitats; mangrove communities that
comprise important nursery areas for prawns, barramundi, and other commercially impo:rtant
species. Possible threats from overflshing, oil exploration, and pipeline.

3. Ga110 Reach. Manl~rove forests, wetlands, and reef. Highly productive.
Threats from deveIO'~".nent and exploitation due to proximity to Port Moresby.

4. Papuan Barrier and La~oon. Barrier reef, coastal lagoon, and mangroves.
Hawksbill Turtles, reef fishes, corals, marir.e invertebrates. High diversity. Threats from
dynamite fishing, overfishing, eutrophication from sewage effluents related to Port Moresby
development.

-~ S. Dumoulin. Reef in proximity to southern drop-off (potential upwelling). Largely
unknown. Giant clams.

6. Rosse1lsJand. Reef systems, lagoons, isolated island areas, upwelling area.
Largely unknown biologically. Possible threats from foreign poaching.

7. Pocklinlton Reef. Extensive reef system, thought to be relatively pristine;
isolated by deep water from all other reef systems in Milne Bay. May show affinities to
New Georgia reef system.

8. Morobe Coast. Mangroves, sea walls, Leatherback Turtle nesting beaches,
fringing reefs. Potential for community initiated conservation program. High beta diversity.
Potential threats from nearby Lae town, especially logging of coastal hill forests.

9. Tuft COast:i1 Fjords. Coral fjords, fringing reefs, mangrove, sea walls, thermal
vents. An environment unique in Papua New Guinea. High potential for nature tourism.

10. Trobriand Reef and Dro,p. Extensive coral reefs. Hawksbill Turtle, beche-de
mer, giant clams, dugongs, Green Sea Turtle, coral reef fishes, and invertebrates. Largely
unsurveyed but thought to be highly productive reef systems.

11. FuJlerbome. Raised limestone islands, mangrove and associated nursery areas,
and seagrass beds. Habitat and structural diversity high. Threats frem large-scale timber
operatiuns.

12. Talasea. Reef and soft bottom marine habitats. Leatherback Turtle nesting
beaches.



13. RabaullDuke of Vork. Mangrove, seagrass, reef, offshore deepwater areas with
vents. Threats because of proximity to nearby Rabaul town and timber operations In
watersheds above coast.

14. TiSalc Islands. Mangroves, seagrasses, reef, deepwater mangrove lagoon.
Highly productive fishery. Beta diversity very high. Threat from dynamite fishing.

IS. Mussau Island. Reef systems and seagrasses. Sea turtles and dugongs. Some
parts of this marine system are relatively pristine due to traditional practices of islanders.
T'nreat from dynamite fishing.

16. Tan2a1Tabar/Fenj Islands. Subsea volcanic formations, mineral rich areas,
isola~:~:..: island systems; may be very important for endangered vertebrates (sea turtles).
Diverse habitats and unusual geomorphology. Possible threat from nearshore and offshore
overfishing.

17. Southern New Ireland. Fdnging reefs.

18. Bslka,. Reef-and-Iagoon complex; soft bottom communities. Coral reef fishes,
but otherwise largely unknown. Bub Channel comprises a unique habitat in PNG. Threats
from overfishing and poor land use practices.

19. South Coast Bou2ainyille. Reefs and associated habitats; SWiUllp forest differs
from those on mainland. Largely unknown fauna. Selected because of presence of reef
systems in proximity to deep open ocean waters.

20. Borone Bay. Largely unknown. Unusual hydrography coupled with steep sloped
shore falJ -off. Threats from logging and mining in upland areas.

21. Hermit Islands. Extensive, discrete, patch reefs. Sea turtles. Highly
productive, fisheries rich. Reef areas far from population centers. Threats from overfishing
and poaching. Uncontrolled tourism in western islands may be a potential threat.

22. Manus Complex. Reefs and lagoon complexes, seagrass beds, seabird rookery
islands. Presence of green tree snail, reef fishes, pelagics.; sea turtles. High beta diversity.
Reefs diverse yet highly threatened. Threats from dynamite fishing and phosphate mining on
seabird islands.

23. Cape Cretin. Ancient reef faces.

24. Yitiaz Straits. Reefs.' Steep land in proximity to reef areas. Threat from land
use practices.

25. Volcanic Chain: Manam to Loo&. Volcanic islands, reef walls, sea mounts, sea
turtle nesting beaches, upwelling areas. Pelagic fishes congregating at sea walls and sea
mounts. Threats from overfishing and overharvest of sea turtle eggs.

,..
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26. Madana Laaoon. Coral reefs, lagoon islands, and mangrove patches. Coral and
fish species. Extremely well studied; species rich; high habitat diversity. Threat from
commercial development in association with Madang town; dynamiting, 10gldng.

27. Laine Island. Reef system and marine research station. Threats from
dynamiting and copm plantation waste.

28. Sep.ik Delta. Mangrove, brackish lake systems; crocodiles; highly productive;
unique hydrology. Threats from watershed mismanagement and introduction of exotic fishes.

29. Yokeo and Islands. Small island systems in association with deep water.

30. Northwest Coast. Sandy beaches; fauna largely unsurveyed. Interesting current
regimes and bottom topography; productive waters. Threats from overfishing and coastal
logging.

Critical Watersheds:

WI. Se;piklFly Drainat:es. These comprise the two largest watersheds in Papua New
Guinea. The Fly is of critical importance to the health of the Gulf of Papua. The Sepik
supports a large human population dependent on the river for much of its livelihood.

V\T2. MorobeIWaria Watershed. Important upland drainages that affect the coastal
islands and reef of Morobe.

W3. VanapalBrown. A compact but important peninsular river system that drains
into a significant mangrove system.

W4. Musa/To.poKmphers. A small but important watershed that affects the marine
systems around Tuft

W5. West New Britain. Important to the priority marine systems'of West New
Britain.

Synthesis Map C. Terrestrial Biodiversity CFh:. J1-31

Details on all of these priority areas appear in the various topic chapters. Summaries
for each appear below. The map shows four categories: (1) unassigned, (2) biologically
important, (3) very important bioJogically, and (4) important wetlands not included in (2) or
(3).

1. The North Coastal Hills are lower montane and lowland alluvial forests that are
relatively poorly surveyed but known to be rich in Irianese specialties. The area includes the
endemic fern genus Rheopteris and also interesting coastal limestone communities. The
highlands of the North Coastal Ranges support two endemic species of large mammals (the

I
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Giant Glider WId Scott's Tree Kangaroo) and a number of isolated and taxonomically distinct
bird populations.

2. The Star Hi&hlands include pristine alpine and montane environments descending
to mid-montane valleys, foothills, and fringing lowlands. They support a diverse montane
and high altitude vegetation with many plant species in common with the mountains of Irian
laya. The subalpine forests are home to a significant po;,ulation of the globally threatened
Macgregor's Bird of Paradise. The environmental transect from the summit heights
northward to the Ai River lowland~ has been documented as having the richest known
mammal fauna in New Guinea.

3. Central Ran&eLSepik Foothills comprise a large wilderness area with low human
population and remarkable habitat diversity, from lowland to subalpine forest. The area
includes extensive stands of Agathls lablllardierl, which support a highly diverse epiphytic
flom. The health of the Sepik hill forests are important to the river and its human cultures.

4. tJ.wer Fly Lowlands. This area of lowland and hill forest is delimited by the
Palmer River on the east and Irian border on the west, and the southern scarp of the centml
cordillera on the north. Except for the extensive settlements related to the Ok Tedi mine (in
the west) this area comprises a large expanse of old growth wet rain forest that supports a
small human population and is characteristic of the extraordinarily rich biota of the upper Fly
platform.

5. TondalBulJa Plain. Sav8Ima and riverine gallery forest unique in PNG. The large
areas of savanna and seasonally flooded grasslands and marshes constitute a globally
significant wintering ground for mig,mtory waders and waterfowl both from Australia and the
Palearctic.

6. The Northern TranS-Fly is unsurveyed seasonal forest and woodland that is
probably a habitat formation unique in PNG. An undercollected flora closely related to that
occurring in the Cape York Peninsula.

7. Mount Bosavi/Aramia Watershed. An outlying Pleistocene volcano and vast
alluvial plain. Virtually uninhabited. Proposed for national park status more than a decade
ago, the forests of the great extinct Mount Bosavi volcano have long been recognized to be
of importance to conservation in PNG. The tract comprises the volcanic cone plus lower
slopes to the west and southwest. These forests are faunistical1y rich and virtually
undisturbed.

8. Doma PeakstLeiwaro Hiehlands. Rich highlands environments with high scenic
and biotic value. Doma Peaks (and Tari Gap) have been considered for national park status.
These comprise a large mid-montane and upper montane tract of uninhabited forest that is
exceedingly rich in birds of paradise. Road access to 3000 m on Tari Pass. Includes
volcanic peaks.



9. Ki1rod Karst/La1cc Kutubu. Unknown and unsurveyed, with a remarkable karst
topography and PNO's largest highland lake. Lake Kutubu supports a diverse aquatic plant
flora, and eleven of the fourteen known fish species in the lake are endemic to It. The area
also includes an enormous tract of tower limestone, which is botanically unknown.
Limestone tloras In southeast Asia are often very rich, and, if the Oreat Papuan Plateau
reflects this diversityt it is most important that detailed studies be made of its flora. The
limestone flora is poorly known from New Guinea, but It will likely include many
undescribed species and possibly new generic records.

10. Giluwe. The massive Giluwe shIeld volcano is capped by the largest contiguous
expanse of alpine vegetation in PNG. This is a globally-significant montane and alpine
wilderness threatened by logging of the beech-podocarp forests of its middle and upper
slopes. Very rich biologically. Subalpine bogs extensive.

11. Adelbert Mountains. Thre'.ltened lower montane forests that are home to the
endemic Fire-maned Bowerbird, the rarest bird species in PNG and the bird species with the
most circumscribed geographic range known for mainland PNG. The forests are little
known, but probably diverse.

12. Bismarck Hiihlands/Ramu Basin. From PNG', highest summit to one of its
richest lowland alluvial forests. The Ramu supports extensive areas of lowland nUll forest
(including swamp forest), some of which is developed on ultl~basic parent rock [with the
only known locality of Lauterbachla (Monimiaceae».

13. Kubor Hi~hlands. High peaks and uninhabited montane forests, much on
limestone capped with volcanic ash. A fragile ecosystem that probably contains local
endemic plant species.

14. Crater Mountain comprises wet lower montane forest and Pleistocene volcanoes.
The Crater Mountain ecosystem is a proposed Wildlife Management Area, chosen ber..ause of
it large expanse of original forest and large populations of a diverse array of birds of
paradise, including the rare Black Sicklebill (Epimachus fastuosus) and Blue Bird of Paradise
(Paradisaea rudolphi).

15. Purari Basin. Wet zone lowlands and hills. Virtually uninhabited and little
studied. This includes a very diverse area of mangrove and swamp vegetation with lowland
rain forest on small limestone hills out of the surrounding swamps. These evidently support
many local plant endemics but are virtually uncollected. The area includes numerous species
of Pandanus and also a rich paIiTI kjQra, particularly of Calamus.

16. Finisterre Ran~e. PNG's youngest mountain range, with alpine highlands that
remain little surveyed. This largl~ montane forest tract, with a broad elevational range, from
coastal hill forest to the treeline, supports species endemics of three birds of paradise, two
honeyeaters, and a tree kangaroo.
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17. Samwaacd and Cromwell Ranaes. Alpine hlahlands and hill tracts threatened by

development. This and the Finisterre area support numbers of locally endemic 111rd ~1Ilr'.

mammal Rpeoies, and the only extensh'c Dacrydlum forests in the Southern Hemisphere ~hM

remains unloaged.

18. ~atu~ Hills and Watershed. Litt.le-atudied hill country east of the centn'~

highlands area. The endemic plant genus Plora Is recorded only from Mt. Plora an~ Mt.
Amungwiwa. The lower reaches of the Watut River drainage support popUlations o·f the
endemic root parasite Langsdmjla papuana, a genus otherwise known only from
Madagascar, and Central and South America.

19. Lakekawu Bash1l.!::hapman Ram:e. Includes an entirely uninhabited tract of
forest that ranges from pristine lowland alluvial forest to upper montane forest near treeline,
all within a transect of no more than 20 km. The lowland forest supports large populations
of the Southern Crowned Pigeon, Southern Cassowary, and Pesquet's Parrot.

20. Central Province DO' Zone. Savanna and monsoon forest. complex with
wetlands, threatened by development. Also includes the second largest mangrove nrea in
Central Province.

21. Bowutu Mountains/Kuper Ranfl:e. The Bowutu Mountains compripP, an area of
ultrabasic montane flora, plus coastal, mangrove, and seagrass communities. The Kuper
Range is a high coastal mountain complex that is virtually uninhabited and the site of a
number of detailed ecological studies on birds and plants.

22. Owen Stanlen' Hifl:hlands. Extensive alpine areas and vast tracts ofprlstine
montane forests, ranging downward in the north to the forested loma lowlands. The Mount
Albert Edward dome includes the largest alpine uplands in eastern PNG, and thus is a critical
montane resource. The lowland forests constitute a critically threatened resource in
peninsular Papua, and those suggested for protection here may support populations of the
globally threatened (and world's largest) butterfly, Omilhop/era alexandrae.

23. Musa Riyer. Little known lowland forests and wetlands.

24. sata Dry Zone. A low rainfall interior zone with unusual animal and plant
communities.

25. To.pofl:rapbers Ranee. An isolated volcanic cone in association with the coastal
fjordlands of Tuft.

_ 26. Mt. Suc1dinfl:. A large montane wilderness isolated from the main Owen Stanley
-- highlands. Virtually uninhabited and little disturbed at this point. The Suckling massif is the

only significant alpine uplands in the eastern peninsula, and, in conjunction with the adjacent
Bonua basin, stands as a remarkably pristine aggregate of montane and lowland forest in
easternmost mainland PNG.
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27. Cloudy Mountains. The most southerly mountain ranae in PNG. No collections
are known from the area. Urgently n~s study.

28. aoodcnQu~h Hh:hJJu1d:i. The massive central peaks of Goodenough Island are
higher than any other mountains on New Guinea's trinaing Islands. Th,. mountain forestN
that cloak these summits are home to an endemic s?eCies of forest wallaby and a bat endemic
to these eastern islands. Many botanital novelties.

29. EeC&UsIlQo!NorwMby. Unusual montane habitats and (on Normanby) ultrabasic
dwarf forest. Fergusson Island is one of PNG's great biological unknowns, with three
distinct mountain ranges, geothermal area.. and other natural wonders. The triok possum
Dactylopsila tarel is a species endemic to Fergusson. Goldie's Bird of Paradise is confined
to the forests of these two islands.

30. WoodJark Island. Floristically ur,u'Jual; the forests of the interior of Woodlark
are home to the endemic Woodlark euseus.

31. Louisiades. The flora of this archipelago has been recognized as one of extreme
botanical interest with high rates of local endemism, particularly at the species level. It
includes important stands of Dlospyros (including an undescribed ebony) and several locally
endemic species of Hopea. The forests of Tagula Island are home to an endemic species of
honeyeater and buteherbird.

32. Umboi Island. Umboi is the largest and richest of PNO's north coastal islands.
It is home to populations of large numbers of species endemic to PNG, as well as a
remarkable array of fruit bats (eight species). Lake Buan, in Umboi's highlands, supports
one of the richest waterbird populations in the Bismarck Archipelago.

33. West New Britain. Mountain and lowland forests distinct from mainland.
Threatened by large scale timber operations. The Whiteman Range and its foothills support
an important tract of limestone flora, surrounded by forests developed on sedimentary
materials. Little is known of the area, but large tracts of Nothofagus forest occur on the
higher plateaus.

34. WilJaumez Peniosula. A remarkable physiographic feature with Lake Dakataua,
it includes a very diverse area of lowland rain forest on rich volcanic soils. Threatened by
logging and proposed development for oil palm plantations.

35. Pastern New Britain primarily includes the uplifted and limestone-capped
Nakanai Plateau. Little surveyed but apparently biotical1y rich. Lowland rain forest and
montane forest, including areas of forest dominated by Lithocarpus and Nothofagus
developed on the limestone substrate. The largest high altitude area in the Bismarck
Archipelago.

36. The Bainine Mountains, the high ranges of easternmost New Britain, are
threatened by logging activities. Not adequately surveyed. These mountains, isolated by



rivers and lowlands from the Nakanai Mountains to the southwest, are certainly aa
fasclnatina as the latttlr. They have not been adequately surveyed, and are 500 meters
higher. These mountains are surrounded by lowlands with t'\ growlna populace, and piubably
wUl be degraded unless action is taken soon.

37. Southern NewJrc1an.d. The Verron and Hans Meyer ranges are little known
high muges that merit study and conservation. An area with important montane and lowland
vegetation. Brief initial surveys have shown this montane area to be very rich, with a
number of bird species endemic to New Ireland.

38. South~rn Boulainyille Island. Highland wet forest! threatened by logging and
development. This area includes the central and southern segments of the Crown Prince
Range, from Panguna ~uth to Lake Lorolu, and includes mounts TaIr'·..1.~ Md Taraka.
Where appropriate, this area extends downward toward the coast wher&~ good original forest
prevails. Bougainville is home to many species whose affinities lie with the other Solomon
Islands t~ the south and ~utheast. Among the many interesting vertebrates is the little
known Bougainville Honeyeater (StresemannJa bougaln"lllei), representing a genus endemic
to this island.

39. East. m BoUlainyille supports the largest stands of bamboos in Papuasia. It.
variety of vegetation types occur, including remnant stands of Term/nalia brassil in swamp
forests. Threatened by logging and possibly sulfur mining.

40. The LeJet Plateau comprises important hill and lowland rain forest.., with some
lower montane elements as well. These piObably contain many plant endemics with
interesting biogeographical relationships with Manus, the Philippines, and the Solomon
Islands. 'Threatened by selective logging in the lowlands.

41. Mussau Island. The interior of Mussau Island, the largest in the St. Matthias
group, comprises a large block of min forest. It supports seven species of birds endemic to
PNG, two of which are endemic to Mussau, the Mussau Rufous Fantail (Rhip/dura matthiae)
and the Mussau Pied Monarch (MoTUlrcha menckei).

42. Manus IsIMd is the largest of the Admiralty group, iK'lated both from the great
Bismarck islands to the southeast, and from mainland New Guinea far to the south. Not
surprisingly, Manus's isolated fauna is rich in PNG endemics (eleven birds, two mammals).
Of these, six are endemic to the Admiralties. Botanically, the area in~ludes stands of an
endemic Calophyllum and Sararanga, which are threatened by logging activity.

Wetland Sites Not Subsumed in the Main Terrestrial Selection:

W6. SissaDO 1&&oon and Wetlands comprise the largest coastal lagoon on the north
coast of mainland PNG, associated with a large wetland.
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W7. The Middle SCDik is a huge complex of r1ver meanders, oxbows, tributary
lakes, marshes, and woodland "wamps, both or ecological and economic importance.

W8. Se,pik Delta/Middle Ramu. A coastal wetland/deltaic complex (Sepik) in
association with a low alluvial meander belt of the Ramu River, the latter rich in swamp
forr-sts.

W9. Middle Fly. The Ply River, although only 1200 km long, is, on volumo of
water di~:harged, so large that it ranks with the world's great rivers. The middle Fly
floodplain, 15·20 km wide, is a mosaic of lakes, alluvial forest, swamp grassland, and
swamp savanna. This includes PNG's largest lake (Lake Mumy).

WIO. Lower Fly. A mosaic of swamps, open water, savanna, and gallery forest.
The area has abundant wildlife and is an important tourist destination. It constitutes a very
important wetland both for migrating birds and resident waterfowl. In Australian drouBht
years it becomes an important refuge for Australian wetland birds.

WII. Sirunki Wetlands. The Sirunki Basin straddles the main montane watershed
divide of PNG, with one segment of the wetlands draining northward into the Sepik, the
other segment draining southward into the Fly system. An important highland headwaters.

W12. Lake Tebera is one of PNG's few lower montane lakes. Supports at least one
endemic fish, plus other rare fish species.

W13. East Oulf Coastal Wetlands. The greater Purari delta comprises a large
complex of mangroves, deltaic swamps, and tidal environments.

W14. Mambare Wetlands. Woodland swamps and mangroves.

WIS. Central Province Wetlands. A series of wetlands lie northwest of Port
Moresby; because of proximit) to the capital these wetlands are under varying levels of
expl()~t.adon and disturbance. They support large and diverse populations of waterfowl and
other wetland hir-ds. "111e area is particularly important as a dry season refuge for migrant
waterfowl from Australia, and as a staging area for Palearctic shorebirds on their way to and
from wintering areas in Australia.

W16. Aria Wetlands. Northern coast of western New Britain.

W17. Todu Wetlands, on the eastern coast of the Gazelle Peninsula, comprise a
large area of estuarine marshes and flood plains along the lower courses of the Toriu, Nesai,
and Pali rivers. Mangrove forests occur in the north and there are extensive areas of
herbaceous swamps.

WIS. BouaainviJ1e South Coastal Wetlands. Important insular wetlant& 1 on the
wp.stem coast of Bougainville island, dominated by Campnosperma brevipetiolara, TerminaUa
brassii, and Metroxylon solomonensis.
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W19. Lakes Polm and Bunc. Sma1llakes surrounded by herbaceous wotlaod. (Not

shown on Figure 11-3.)

mo. Ramn Rlyer at Bmbman.lt1issicn. Lowland swamp forest dominated by
Campnosperma brevipello/alQ. (Not shown on Figure 11-3.)

W21. Blac, Riyer. A short coastal stream with a tidal estuary. The stream supports
n diverse fish fauna (28 species recorded). (Not shown on figure 11-3.)

CONCLUSIONS

A number of points were 1f4ad., clear from the assessments and the work.4Jhop
interactions. First and foremost was that there are large gaps in our knowledge of Papua
New Guinea's biodiversity. Whereas birds, rhododendrons, mammals, and birdwing
butterflies are fairly well documented, most invertebrates and most plant groups are little
known, with many spedes stUl undescribed. Large segments of Papua New Guinea remain
un"tudied and thus are biological unknowns (highlighted in the map of unknowns featured in
Figure 11-1). The marine resources, perhaps, stand as the least surveyed of all.

On a more positive note, the agreement between biologists on terrestrial sites of
significant biological importance was surprisingly high. Although there was disagreement
about the detail of area boundaries, there were very few disagreements about the general
location of Papua New Guinea~s most important stolehouses of biodiversity. We believe this
signals that we have sufficient information to make informed assessments in spite of our
recognition that there is still a Rreat deal yet to survey and study.



Figure II-I. Final Map of Ml\Ior UnknowIl Terrestrial Areas of Papua New Guinea. See
text for key to numbered an"as.
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Figure 11·2. Map of Critical Watersheds and Marine Ecosystems. See text for key to
numbered areas.
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Flgure 11-3. Synthesis Map of Important Areas for TerrestrJal Animal Life, Vegetation, and
Wetlands. See text for key to numbered areas.
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Chapter Twelve

CNA Consensus Recommendations·

PREAMBLE

PNG is recognized internationally as a m~or area of high biodiversity, equal in
importance to the Amazon and Congo Basins. The coastal and marine areas surrounding
PNG are am('!Og the most biodiverse aquatic ecosystems in the world. Our planet and our
future are threatened by several environmental crises, including the increasingly mpid
destruction of "biodiversity." Biodiversity refers to the diversity of plant and animal species
which comprise the living segment of Earth's natural resources. Biodiversity is important to
all human beings. Papua New Guineans benefit from biodiversity in many ways, including
medicine, food, dress, ornamentation, and cultural tradition and values.

Ninety-seven percent of Papua New Guinea is owned according to customary tenure.
Consequently, Landowners already have important customary, economic, and legal incentives
to conserve and sustainably use natural resources, including biodiversity, for their benefit and
for the benefit of future genemtions. Tmditional conservation values are reflected in the
Constitution of Papua New Guinea, which promotes equality and participation, the wise use
of natural resources, and Papua New Guinean forms of development. Thus, the Constitution
provides a framework for addressing issues concerning biodiversity.

This was the context of the CNA Wo'rkshop, held in Madang during the first week of
April, 199~. The workshop brought together more than 70 national and international experts
and concerned individuals to consider conservation of biodiversity in PNG. Our purpose was
to develop an overview of what is currently known about the biodiversity of Papua New
Guinea's species and ecosystems and to conduct a conservation needs assessment to help
guide the nation towards meeting its goal concerning the wise use of natural resources.
Participants incl'uded representatives of Landowners, non-government organizations fNGOs) ,
scientists, lawyers, academicians, resource managers, and officials from Department lof
Environment and Conservation (DEC), Department of Forests (DOF), Department of
Agriculture and Livestock (DAL), Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources, and other
government agencies.

We recognized that ·'1e wise use of natural resources in Papua New Guinea can best
be achieved by involving Landowners in decisions concerning the biological resources of the

I This consensus sbtement was drafted by representatives from individual teams after workshop participants
agreed to endorse the detailed recommendations, found in Chapter 10, presented by individual teams to the final
CNA Workshop plenary session.



nation and its people. This includes the need to provide Landowners with sufficient technical
Information to empower them to make environmentally Informed decisions. ....

We have prepared maps which identify areas in Papua. New Ouinea particularly rich
in biodiversity. The map:; represent the first step in an ongoing process characterizing
biodiversity in PNG. These maps should be used by decision-makers only in conjunction
with supporting reports and documentation. Together, these documents provide a geographic
synthesis of biological information that should be disseminated to Landowners, government
officials, representatives of non-government organizations, and other concerned citbens.
They should be used as one resource for making informed and environmentally sound
decisions concerning the nation's biological resources. However, given the extraordinary
biodiversity of the nation as a whole, conservation should be encouraged at sites throughout
PNG, whether or not they are in areas of high biodiversity as identified on the maps.

At the workshop, we synthesized data from months of preparatory work. The result
was an initial analysis of the biological, social, institutional, and management issues that
must be taken into consideration in order to use biological resources wisely. The following
recommendations are the outcome of that analysis.

RECOM.MENDATIONS

Nationai Environment and Conservation Plan

The proposed National Envi rament and Conservation Plan (NECP) should be
developed by the relevant govemmellt departmen~s and NOOs. The draft DEC Strategic Plan
is the first step toward meeting this objective. The NECP should include the following
points:

• Develop formal mechanisms to link NOOs and government agencies whose decisions
and activities affect the natural environment so that they may work together in
upholding the fourth goal of the Constitution of PNO;

• Increase Landowner awareness of both the consequences of proposed development
activities in their areas and ecologically sustainable and socially benign alternatives;

• Address all threats to biodiversity and the natural environment, including loss of
habitat, pollution, waste management and the impacts of resource extraction
industries;

• Ensure that the uses of forest, fisheries, and agricultural resources are ecologically
sound;

• Ensure that environmental plans are prepared and implemented independently, but
paid for by the proponents of all major development activities;

• Strengthen the analysis, monitoring, and enforcement capacity of the government to
ensure that development actions are environmentally a.~d socially sound;

• Develop a mechanism to ensure that both the positive and negative results of
development projects in progress are communicated to Landowners in other areas
contemplating a proposed development plan;

=
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~ontrol development activities which pollute aJr, soU, fresh water and marine
environments;
Improve quarantine meao1ures to minimize risk to natural ecosystems and prevent the
accidental Introduction of forelan plants and animals;
Avoid the deliberate introduction of exotic plant or animal species;
Strictly control all traffic In wildlife.

Inronnatlon manaaement and distribution· Natural Resources Options Centre

An autonomous Natural Resources Options Centre (NROC) should be eambUshed to
collect, create and disseminate information relevant to conservation and development. The
NROC should act in the pubUc interest through: a) the development of broad-based
awareness programs on environment and development, and b) the provision of balanced and
detailed information, especially to Landowner groups, on the available natural resource
development options, their consequences and impacts, and the positive and negative
development experiences of other Landowner groups. The CNA maps and other biological
information could be disseminated thmugh NROC to Landowners, NODs and other decision
makers.

The NROC should be temporarily attached to the Prime Minister's Department until it
can be assured long-term funding and autonomy, and it should have only a small secretariat
in Port Moresby or Lae. Most of the NROC's information dissemination should be carried
out through existing national, ;>rovincia1~ and local networks (including national, provincial,
and community governments, NODs and churches).

Environmental legislation and regulations

PNO has many excellent environmental laws pertaining to land-based activities, but
requires stronger capacity to effectively enforce them. Laws addressing marine conservation
are needed.

The National Conservation Council should be constituted as soon as possible and the
Conservation Areas Act of 1978 should be fully implemented.

The [and Oroups Incorporation Act of 1974 should be amended to provide for more
culturally awropriate and accurate definitions of customary Landowner groups. The Land
Disputes ~ett1ement Act of 1975 should be amended to provide for more certainty in the
decisioDf, by Local Land Courts and District Land Courts. The Land Tenure Conversion Act
of 1964 should be amended to provide for reconversion, when appropriate, of individual
freehold rights to customary tenure.

The moratorium on new forestry projects that was imposed by the Minister of Forests
in 1989 should be continued and a reassessment of all forestry projects approved since then
should be made. New data and assessment mechanisms are now becoming available for
environmental planning; these can help ensure that ongoing forestry projects are conducted
with proper sensitivity to conservation and the future needs of Landowners.



The exemption provision In the soon to be enacted Forest Act ihould be repealed and
nil exemptions gmnb..d since 1989 should be subject to stringent review.

Environmental and cOMervatlon management

Conservation management in PNO represents a unique chaUenge and opportunity
because most of PNG Is under private ownership. Therefore, models from other countries
should not be considered for PNO without careful ad~ptation und testing because imposed
ideas may clash with local knowledge and practices. Implementation of conservation
requires a realistic and flexible approach. Emphasis should be put on exploring alternative
approaches to conservation of natural resources appropriate to the conditions of PNO. Non
involvement of land/resource owners during design of projects will lead to problems during
the implementation phase of projects.

Government-sponsored conservation initiatives in general, and the Global
Environment Facility (OEF) initiative in particular, should emphasize broad-based approaches
providing Landowners with information and encouraging and reinforcing grassroots
conservation initiatives. In general government-sponsored initiatives should not be contingent
on contractual agreements offering payment to Landowners, Le., a "we'll give you
something, if you give us something" approach, but should be geared towards helping
Landowners sustainably develop their natural resources.

DEC must increase its capacity to address Landowner-initiated requests for Wildlife
Management Areas. Informal conservation activities -- those without formal government
recognition -- should be encouraged through public awareness and extension programs.
Projects instituted and recommended by land/resource owners should receive priority.
Landowners views and concepts about traditional resource management and means of
conservation must be sought before any conservation programs are implemented.

Conservation research

In order to achieve successful conservation programs, social scientists should be fully
involved in analyzing conservation design and implementation methods, and monitoring
impact. It is also important for social scientists to identify ways of adapting existing
Landowner social structures and information networks.

An organized effort should be made to collect biological information for managing the
use of and potential threats to PNG's biological diversity. Priorities include survey of
unlmown biotas and studies of threatened species, marine systems, lowland ;ain forests,
knowledge of traditional resource uses, and crop genetic resources.

All researchers should notify I..andowners in advance before conducting research, and
Landowners should be kept informed of research progress and results. Applied research that
responds to the needs and priorities of Landowners should be encouraged. In order to
develop research capacity in PNG, foreign researchers should seek the.collaboration of PNG
scientists and students.



Tntoln•

. PNO's conservation infmstructure should be strenathened throuah training in research
and resource management (e,l., Participatory Resource Appmisal, Rapid Resource
Appraisal, feasibility analysis for NGOs and government; professional degrees in social and
biological sciences, courses in parataxonomy, and in-service training). Resource owners, in
particular, should be trained in basic monitoring skills provided by the NROC and by NOOs.

Institutions

To facilitate NOO input into government decision-making processes, the DEC should
appoint a NGO representative to the National Environment and Conservation Working Group
and the National Conservation Council. This representative should be chosen from a list
nominated by the National Alliance of NOOs (NANGO). In addition, the DEC and the DOF
should establish NOO desks responsible for coordinating activities and establishing processes
for the regular sharing of information.

DEC's capacities for human resource development should be strengthened,
particularly in natural resource management, planning, and conservation and environmental
education and extension.

Government officers and researchers engaged in conservation-related work must live
and work with Landowners so that they can understand the problems and assess needs before
writing any reports.

The government of PNG should establish a permanent environmental trust fund,
overseen by an independent statutory board, to award grants to local and national
organizations for conseIVation action in Papua New Guinea. This fund could be supported
through an environmenta11evy on extractive industries (logging, petroleum, mining),
fisheries and agriculture, and by contributions from multilateral donors.

Map

We recommend that the following note be placed on the front on any map(s) which
are produced from this workshop:

NOTE

1. The Constitution of Papua New Guinea promotes equality and
participation, the wise use of natural resources, and Papua New Guinean
forms of development.

2. Ninety-seven percent of Papua New Guinea is owned according to
customary tenure.



3. This map was prepared by biological scientists and, based on available
knowledge, Identifies areas richest in biodiversity.

4. This map Is not intended to, nor should it be used to, exclude any areas or
any Lndowners from conservation programs and Initiative•.

S. When identifying appropriate conservation strategies and areas, local
initiative is as important a criteria as biodiversity.
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Chapter Thirteen

Introduction to the CNA Report, Volume 2

Bruce M. Beehler'

The concept of creating conservation maps for the rich biological resources of both
the Old and New World Tropics is not a new one, and yet as more data become available,
and as levels of habitat degradation rise, it becomes a potentially critical conservation
methodology. The 1990 mapping exercise for Amazonia in Manaus (Rylands 1991, Kulio
polos 1990) proved that it was feasible and productive to bring together knowledgeable
biologists to focus on the KeolUVby of conservation needs. The resulting biodiversity map
for Amazonia seems to be serving its purpose: providing a concise geographic delineation of
conservation priorities, as well as heightening awareness among various constituencies. In
addition, such a map, based as it is on a compilation and assessment of biological data,
provides relatively apolitical (and perhaps more objective) first-cutanalyses that can initially
guide the intensely political process of conservation of tropical environments.

The mapping of biologically important areas in Melanesia has occurred in the past
(Schodde 1973, Beehler 1985, Diamond 1986), but never in such a broad or comprehensive
fashion as proposed by the Conservation Needs Assessment (CNA). We believe we have
built on the success of the formula employed for Amazonia in order to provide a new
methodology for regional conservation. The following biodiversity review outlines the
process and presents the results of the CNA biologists' team's work prior to the CNA
Workshop described in Chapter 10. The mapping process itself is described in detail in
Chapter II.

THE CNA BIODIVERSITY ANALYSIS PROGRAM

As a component of the overall CNA program, which was insut".lted by agreement
between the Government of Papua New Guinea, USAID, and the Biodiversity Support
Program, a team of some 40 biologists and teehnicians2 participated in an analysis of
information available on the biota of Papua New Guinea. These biologists conducted this
study with the goal of developing, in stages, a comprehensive biodiversity map, as well as a
list of concise recommendations for long-term conservation of Papua New Guinea's

I Wildlife Conservation International and Conservation International, clo Division of Birds, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Z A list of biodiversity team participants is found in Appendix 13·2.

=--
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biodiversity. The -,xcrcise in analysis and mapping was conducted with structured ,uldellnc$
to ensure that the results generated by the different focal groups would bo comparable and
concordant. Summarized below is an outline of the structure and composltloh of the
biodiversity team, and the guidcllnes under which the team operated. That is followed by a
brief preview of the subsequent chapters in the biodiversity section and 1\ list of contributors
to this effort.

COMPOSITION OF THE BIODIVERSITY TEAM

The composition of the biodiversity team was developed by the CNA Oversight
Committee established by Papua New Guinea's Department of Environment and Conserva·
tion (DEC). The CNA Oversight Committee included Guy Kula (First Assistant Secretary)
John Wilmot (DEC), Bruce Jefferies (National Forestry and Conservation Action Plan),
Lester Sen (DEC), Bruce Beehler (Wildlife Conservation International/Conservation
International), and William Asigau (DEC). It was decided that the team should address a
number of distinct topics, some focusing on taxonomic groups, the others focusing on
specific environments. The taxonomic groups covered were as follows: (1) botany, (2)
invertebrate zoology, (3) cold-blooded vertebrates, and (4) warm-blooded vertebrates. The
environments treated were (5) marine ecosystem!!l! (15) freshwater wetlands, and (7) forest
ecosystems. There were thus seven focal topics, fW.~'~ represented by a topic leader in
alliance with a small correspondent team.

The seven topic leaders were selected by the CNA Oversight Committee, which
suggested a list of possible topic leaders for each of the seven topics. From these informal
nominations, the topic leaders were selected by discussion and vote.

THE INITIAL ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

Each topic leader assembled a team composed of four to six correspondent experts
who, like the leader, were knowledgeable about that particular biological topic for Papua
New Guinea. This correspondent team also included a PNG counterpart scientist, selected in
consultation with the CNA Oversight Committee. The topic leader relied on this
correspondent team for information, advice, and criticism of the assessment and analysis
conducted by the topic leader. Each topic leader produced a bibliography for the topic as
well as a report on biodiversity as related to the focal taxon/environment. Drafts of these
documents were circulated to the correspondent team, and their comments were used to
produce a working draft for submission to the CNA Workshop in Papua New Guinea.

GUIDELINFS FOR ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT

The biodiversity team leader, Bruce Beehler, in collaboration with Kathryn Saterson
and Janis Alcorn of the Biodiversity Support Program, produced a specific set of guidelines
for the biodiversity assessments (Appendix 13-1). Each topic report included the following
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topics: (a) a brief survey of the discipline's history In PNG, (b) m~or gaps In know1edae, (c)
a current assessment, (d) representative biologically important areas for PNO, and (e)
conservation recommendations.

The assessment was to have a strong geographic focus, with mapping (where relevant) of
the following: (a) biologically unknown areas, (b) species richness, (c) distribution of rare
and endemic forms, (d) ecologically critical areas, (e) ecologically fmgile areas, (f)
distribution of economically important species, (g) known threats, and (h) disposition of
m~or wilderness areas.

The focus of the topic bibliography was on those publiChtions critical to studies of the
biodiversity of the focal habitat or taxon. Thus the bibliography was not to be exhaustive,
but was to include those papers and monographs that would be most important to future
studies of biodiversity in PNO.

- CARTOGRAPHY AND GIS

Since mapping was considered a key component of the biodiversity assessment,
Conservation International (el) was contracted to provide computerized support for
cartographic and geographic analysis using CISlO, its geographic information system (GIS).
During the assessment phase, CI digitized a PNG base map and a series of environmental
overlays (rivers, bathymetry, relief, rainfall) for reproduction at the 1:4,000,000 and
1:2,500,000 scale. These were then made available to each topic leader for the final draft
maps that were brought to the CNA Workshop. The use of a uniform set of maps allowed
the data to be readily digitized, compared, and analyzed.

mE BIODIVERSITY REPORTS

The seven chapters that follow in Volume 2 of the CNA Report present the topic
teams' biodiversity assessments, written up by each topic team leader. Each follows a set
format: a bibliography, a text treatment, various tables and appendices of data, preliminary
maps that aid in the assessment process, and a final map that attempts to summarize, in
geographic fashion, the priority areas for biodiversity conservation as relevant to that
particular topic. The data in these chapters reflect the pre-workshop assessment. The
organization of chapters features first the terrestrial flora (R.lohns - forest flora); then
terrestrial fauna (D. Beehler - warm-blooded vertebrates; A. Allison - cold-blooded
vertebrates; S. Miller - invertebrates); followed by focal environments (p. Osborne 
freshwater wetlands; M. T. Agardy and 1. Pernetta - marine ecosystems; and S. Saulei and
B. M. Beehler - forest environments).

Summaries of the topical reports, mapping results, and recommendations, follow.
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PNO's native flora Includes at loast IS,OOO species of vascular plant.., but both the

vascular plants and the pteridophyte flora are poorly known and need furthet' field and
herbarium study. Species endemism Is high but endemism at tile family and aenerlc levels 19
low. PNG's natural environments are exceedingly dlvrJrse, rangJng from coasb.'\l savannas
and lowland rain forests to subalpine gymno.perm forests and alp.tne grasslands. Because of
a variety of natural and human-caused types of disturbance, most natural environments In
PNO are successional and patchily distributed. Forty-three areas of national biological
Importance and 99 areas of localized importance are defined for PNO's botanical re~ource8,

Papua New Guinea's wann-blooded fauna includes 644 species ("f breeding birds and
214 species of breeding mammals. Seventy-six bird species are endemic to Papua New
Guinea, as are ca. fifty species of mammals. The birds are the best known animal group in
PNG, while the mammals are far less well-known, mainly because of their 110ctumal
lifestyle. Birds and mammals are both economically and culturally important to the local
people, and thus are of critical conservation importance. Some of the larger and rarer
species are considered threatened. Thirty areas are determined to be of major biological
importance to the warm-blooded vertebrate fauna.

Papua New Guinea's cold-blooded vertebrates include ca. 785 species: 282 ~pecies of
freshwater fishes and 505 species of amphibians and reptiles. Forty-six percent of these
species are endemic to PNG. The fauna remains incompletely known, and additional surveys
are needed to adequately document the species and their geographic ranges. Thirty an'as
determined to be of significant importance to PNG's cold-blooded·vertebrate fauna are
mapped.

PNG's invertebrate fauna is eXceedingly rich and only superficially enumerated. The
butterflies and larger beetle taxa are well-known, but the vast majority of PNG invertebrate
groups are poorly studied, and probably most species have not been described and named,
Reviews are presented of the terrestrial insects, aquatic insects, freshwater decapod
crustacea, and non-marine mollusca.

Papua New Guinea is a humid tropical country and thus is rich in freshwater
wetlands. These include more than SOOO lowland and highland lakes, herbaceous swamps,
savanna swamps, woodland swamps, and swamp forests. Lakes and woodland and
herbaceous swamps are most abundant in the lowlands. The highland zone has scattered
montane lakes and herbaceous swamps. These wetland environments are very rich in
wildlife (especially fishes) and comprise an economically important resource for many of
PNG's subsistence economies. Thirty wetlands are designated of major importance to
conservation.

The coastal and marine ecosystems in PNG rival the terrestrial environments in
diversity and richness. These include extensive coastal and estuarine mangroves; fringing,
barrier, and patch reefs; small and large island systems; atolls; seamounts; and deep water
upwellings. The plants and animals that ;nh;lbit these coastal and marine communities, and
the processes that support them, are very poorly documented. At the same time ongoing
exploitation of many of these environments threatens their viability in the long term. A
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mt\Jor effort Ig needed to survey and study these environments. Addltlonalinformation 1li
needed to develop guidelines (ot' the maintenance and sustainable use of marine systems.

Ten ecoloaically·defined claaaes of forest arc outlined for Papua New Guinea. These
comprise ca. sixty-five percent of PNO's land area. Conservation of representative tracts of
all of these (orest environments is imperative for the lana-term wcll·bcing of Papua New
Guinea's economy and its forest industry. We delineate seventeen areas of ml\Jor importance
to conservation of PNO's forest environments.

Based on a reassessment and refinement of the maps presented at the CNA Workshop
in Madang, three synthesis maps were produced. A description of the CNA Workshop, the
workshop mapping process, the synthesis maps, the supporting data on important areas and
mlijor unknowns, and the biologist team's recommendations presented at the workshop are
found in Volume 1 of the CNA Report.

The biologists' recommendations, found in each chapter in this volume, stress the
need for the following: (1) increased field research related to conservation biology,
biodiversity, and survey of unknown biotas; (2) increased efforts at training PNO nationals as
biologists and conservation managers; (3) development of novel means of conservation of
biodiversity, especially strategies that include the full participation of traditional Landowners;
(4) development of m.eans of determining sustainability in industries that extract renewable
natural resources; and (5) development of additional means of funding for biodiversity
research and conservation action, including the institution of a conservation trust fund for
Papua New Guinea.
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APPENDIX 13-1. BIODIVERSITY TOPIC LEADER GUIDELINES FOR
ANALYSIS, ASSESSMENT, AND MAPPING

GOALS

It is easiest to carry out a project that has specific and well-defined goals. Our
exercise seeks to provide the scientific data for a biodiversity assessment for Papua New
Guinea. This is primarily an Inlonnatlon exercise. We will assemble and assess the
available data that will provide the criteria to be applied for meeting the following long-term
conservation objectives for PNO:

To preserve economically and practically viable populations and communities of all of
PNO's native plants and animals.

To preserve adequate samples of intact natural habitats representative of the natural
diversity found in PNO.

To provide future habitat for pristine study sites for in situ biological field studies of
PNG biodiversity and rain forest ecology.

CONTRIBUTION OF THE CORRESPONDENT TEAM

The Topic Leader will work with the Correspondent Team in any way that fosters the
creation of an excellent report and maps. At the very minimum, the correspondent team
members (who are unpaid) will read and criticize the draft report and draft maps. In some
instances it may be possible for the Topic Leader to parcel out work to different team
members for completion and integration into the report. It will be particularly important for
team members to review and criticize treatment of their sub-specialty (for instance, an
ornithologist Topic Leader who oversees the "warm-blooded vertebrates" would ask the
mammalogist team member to study closely the mammal section of the report).
Correspondents also should provide input on the location and assessment of biologically
important areas in PNG. The effort invested by the Correspondents will, in part, be a
product of the working relationship between the Topic Leader and team members. Above
all, it is most important that the Correspondents read, criticize, and annotate the draft report
and maps.

MEmODS OF ANALYSIS

The Topic Leader has two major goals: first, to collate and analyze the available data
on the topic and synthesize these data in report form; second, to assess the geographic data
and to select a series of biologically important areas in PNG representative of the entire
range of taxonomic and ecological richness for the taxon or habitat being assessed. Thus
each Topic Leader's analysis will produce a summary report and accompanying map(s).
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For tho Report, the followingpreUmlnary it1formatlon would be -valued: (8) total
enumeration of species in Papua New Guinea. In poorly studied taxa this should include (b)
number at species described, (c) approximate rate ot description, and (d) estimate of total
flora or fauna, baaed on thr.sc data and knowledge of the field. Sample species distributions
and nature ot species endemism is desirable. What is the range of' variation in gwgmphic
distributions of the taxa In qUClItion? For certain taxa, narrowly distributed endemic group!J
may help define representativo biologically important areas. It hi also useful, where
appropriate, to provide summary information on economically valuable taxa and their
distribution.

Whenever possible, provide counts, numerical comparisons, and data bued on analyses
that can be replicated (methods to be Included). Although the ultimate goal of the program is
to promote nature conservation, the initial stage of assessment r~lates strictly to objective
assessment of the information.

The Topic Leader should strive to carry out an analysis that 1s based on a standard and
well-re101ved methodology which, in itself, must be described in the report. It is preferred
that the analysis be based on statistical sampling of the available data, not a recitation of
anecdotes. In some poorly studied taxa, this can be done by restricted analysis of subsets of
data (for arthropods, this might be a single genus of beetle; for plants, this might be a well
known genus such as Rhododendron or Uthocarpus. As many of these "focal" taxa should
be included as possible to give a well-rounded basis of analysis.

Certain focal topics (Freshwater Wetlands, Marine Environments) do not fit the standard
taxonomic mold, and so must be dealt with in a different manner; but counts of focal taxa
within the environments can give clear indications of the biological importance of particular
areas.

It also will be valuable to help delineate wbat we do not know about the taxon or habitat
in question. Where and on what should future research focus? What is critical for our better
understanding of PNG biodiversity?

Mapping will be an important component of the assessment process. Much of the
information will have a geographic component and will be best represented in map form.
Thus we now envision each Topic Leader producing, if possible, a series of basic (anu
simple) data maps [in many cases just sketch maps] that give a clear idea of a series of
specific phenomena or distributions, as outlined below. This will be followed by a synthesis
of these data and production of the Topic Synthesis map of representative biologically
important areas, based on the analysis of the focal taxon or specific habitat. Thus the
mapping is two-staged. The main body of the report should include the preliminary "data"
maps, and the final section of the report should include the synthesis map and an explanation
of how it was derived from the preliminary data. A final, Full Synthesis Map will be
produced at the Workshop.
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OUTLINE OF nll£ REPORT

......

The m'\Jor responsibility fot each Topic Leader is the Topic Rcp<Jrt. Bach Report
should be 18·30 lingle-spaced IJaaea long. bibllographic citatlong are required, usloa the
standard in-text notation, for example: (Smith 1991). These should refer to the full citatioM
in tho Topic Bibliography, not repeated in a separate "literature cited" within tho body of the
Report.

Contents of each Topic Report should Include the fullowina: (a) Summary, ca. 2 pages;
(b) Brief survey of the discipline's history In PNO_ 4..6 pages; (c) M~or laps in knowledge,
2·3 pages; (d) Current data assessment (see next section), 6-15 puges (pluJ: maps); (0)
Representative biologically important areas for PNO, 2-4 paaes (plus 5lynthesis map); (t)
Conservation feClJmmendatlons, 2·3 pages.

In sum, the Topic Report is to comprise an analytical summary of the available
information relevant to conservation of the focal taxon or habitat in Papua New Guinea. The
maps are to be integrated into the Topic Report.

DATA ASSESSMENT - INITIAL BASELINE MAPPING

We believe that mapping is an integral part of the assessment process, and believe as
m?.ny data as possible should be put in geographic form. Most or all of this can be presented
i... the context of the Topic Report.

specmc Topics of Focus

Below is a list of the topics that, where appropriate, require specific thought, analysis, and
mapping (if possible):

Unknown Areas. What areas ip. Papua New Guinea are virtually unknown and
unstudied with regard to your particular habitat or taxon?

Species RichnesS. From your analysis, where are the areas with highest species
richness?

Rare and Endemic Forms. Are there specific areas in PNG that support particularly
high concentrations of rare or endemic species?

EcoloKically Critical Areas. Where are the areas critical to your taxon or habitat?
These might be watersheds upon which an estuary depends, or an expanse of flooded
grasslands that serves as a critical wintering area for migratory species, or a mangrove
system that is the key breeding area for large populations of marine invertebrates.

-.-
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Jlco1olkaU}[artllt~. AN there lny s~iftg habitata or sites that ate ecologioally
fragUe? Such woUld be environmenti Of natural systems that are eully disrupted Of
destroyed by even low levels of human ~nterterence. These should be mapped (if possible).

l1conomica11Y .1mW11II1tJpecws. What ec:onomiQllty importaltt spcoies ~ut in your
focal topic? What are their distributions, and are these data relevant to your analysis and
nsse..~sment?

~Qwn Threats. Map currently known threats to your taxon or habitat.

Malor Wildcmess Areas. Map PNO's most important mtijor Wilderness areas _. areas
of "big bush" that constitute important pristine ecosystems.

PREPARATION OF TIlE TOPIC SYNTHESIS ASSESSMXN1' AND MAP

Bac:h Topic: aepon should conc:lude with a synthesis assessment of the foc:al
taxon/habitat and an accompanying synthesis map of the biolooical1y important areas within
PNG, based on the topic assessment. The route to this goal is not simple and
straightforward. Judgments based on rational analysis of the available hard data are highly
valued, but in some instances professional opinion is necessary. The sum experience of the
assembled field experts cannot be measured in simple terms, but one can appreciate how
important this -indefinable" is to providing the good judgment necessary to make an
objective assessment. Selection of biologically important areas should be made with I'e5pect
to current biotic potential, and in most cases should not be directly influenced by the data on
current or future threat. At this point it is critical to choose the areas most representative
and richest, biologically. The political choices will follow, based on die objective data we
provide.

The number and configuration of this suite of areas remains the choice of the Topic
Leader. It i~ J of course, important to select habitat tracts of a size that would support a
viable genetic stock of the taxa in question. For most plants and animals, minimum size is
not critical to preservation. But areas selected will have to be delineated with the more
"fragile- populations in mind. In the instance of a large animal like the New Guinea Harpy·
Eagle, a 70 kIn x iO Ian tract may not be sufficient for long-term preservation of a viable
breeding population because of either stochastic or gene bottleneck effects.

It is expected that some biologically important areas will be relatively small either
because the taxon or habitat worth protecting is very restricted in extent, or because this is
all that remains of the key population or environment because of habitat alteration. Thus an
area to preserve Queen Alexandra's Birdwing Butterfly will possibly be considerably smaller
than an area :selected for pruteeting populations of Pesquet's Parrot and the Palm Cockatoo 
the latter being large, wide ranging vertebrates.
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The Topic SynthMIs Map

Bach Topic teader produces his/her own ll)'nthesis map of biologicall)' lmpotWlt areas
(foliowina from data assessment, above).

DWKecunaQlticRea!wla. It is important to spread the distribution of rept'Ol.elltatlve,
biologicaUy important areas across the biogeographic regIonI of Papua New Guinea. Thus
one should consider at least one biologically itnportailt area for all the major high "lands
(Bougainvllle, New treland, Manus, New Britain, Goodenough/Fergusson), and fot all of the
major mountain ranges (Owen Stanley, Star, Central, Saruwaged/Pinisterre, North Coastal,
etc.) and m~or lowland humid basins (Fly, Sepik, Purari, etc.)

MAJor Unknowns. Map areas that have been little studied or are entirely unknown
biologically. These might Ctlnstitute possibly overlooked major wilderness sites worthy of
consideration. In addition, these unknowns constitut" field assessment priorities for follow
up biological assessment tearns (post"CNA).

OVerlap of Distributional Patt&rm. Plot summary data from preliminary analyses 011
the geographic distribution of patterns of species richness, rare and endemic forms, miYor
wHderness areas, unknown areas, etc. (from preliminary base map exercise).

Consensus Analysis. Obtain rough "first draft" maps of b:ologically important areas
from Correspondent Team members. Overlay these to determine areas of concordance.
These constitute consensus sites. This is a synthetic technique that seeks to extract
information that is based on the long-term experience of the Correspondent team.

Delineation of RepresentatIve BiolOjically Important Areas. By ovetl~:rij1g the data
from exercises described above, one then can select areas where concordance ~etween the
different assessments produces zones of concordance. Within these zones, analysis of
habitat, population, and disturbance should permit the Topic Leader to delineate the
boundaries and size of the biologically important area. Here are some additional guidelines:

a. Multi-habitat areas. These are perfectly acceptable, but it is necessary to
designate sufficient contiguous acreage of each important habitat. Thus a biologically
important area that is a strip of forest rangin~ from sea level to 4000 m must be significantly
larger than a single-altitude area in order to be equally sufficient for future habitat
conservation purposes.

b. Siting biologically important areas in relation to population concentrations. It is
best if population concentrations lie on the verge (or entirely outside) of the areas designated.

c. Size and shape of the areas. Make the areas as large as possible. BordC'l! can
follow natural featllres, but avoid long narrow shapes, and keep the shape of the area simple
(e.g., bloblike rather than starfish-shaped) A suggested minimum adequate area size, for
nonspecialized sites, is 30 krn x 30 lan, or 1,000 km2• Larger areas are preferable.
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d. Areas classification. We Aunest eaoh Topic Leader use throe deslgnationtl for the

Melli seleGted on hil finw Topic SynthoslA map: (a) ,""'or unknowns •• altel, doomed
impotUlnt for future IUrvoy studYi (b) high quality area..... areal deemed especiaUy rich in
endemics, species richneslI, or in rare species; and (0) conservation priority siteM ... rich or
unusual areas that arc under some (orm of threat.

Mapplnl - Some Fundamentals

Tltere are excellent maps avaHablo (or Papua New Ouinea. The range of scales and
treatments is quite remarkable, from the 1: 100,000 topographies to the 1:2,000,000 INC
series (sheet 61 covers all of PNO). Larger scale sheets (e.g., the TPC 1:500,000 or JOO
1:250,(00) would be useful for close·up work, and the smaller scale (e.g., the JNC 1:
2,000,000) would be ideal for general mapping of the series of reservcs. Those maps are
available from a variety of commercial and official sources. All are available from the
National Mapping Bureau, P.O. Box 5665, Baroko, PNG.

The areas designated in the Topic Synthesis map are then to be carefully transcribed onto
a detailed outline map (1 :4,000,000) that will be provided by CI Headquarters. The data on
biologically important areas placed on this 1: 4,000,000 outline map series will then be
digitized and incorporated into the CI OIS for assessment at the Workshop.

With the help of Conservation International, the CNA te3J11 is producing a set of overlay
maps that will be distributed to all Topic Leaders in advance of the Workshop (in January or
February). These should prove helpful in producing the final Topic maps.

Thus the Topic Leaders should work with their own maps initially, with the expectation
lttat their final decisions can be made once the detailed overlay sheets are provided in early
1992.

The CNA overlay series (in four or five overlay sheets) will be 1:4,000,000, and include
(1) political boundaries, (2) population centerC' (population distributionlland tenure?), (3)
river systems, (4) topography, (5) vegetatio. type, (6) rainfall, (7) Lat./Long., (8) known
sites of past biological fieldwork or collecting in PNG, and (9) established or proposed
protected ueas.

Area Fact Sheets. The twg.page data sheets that were mailed out in the first set of
Guidelines no longer need be completed for e3.Ch representative site chosen. Instead, these
data will be compiled at the Workshop for the overall priority sites selected from the overall
assessment drawn from the maps of the various Topic Teams.

CONSERVh.TION RECOMMENDAnONS

Each Topie Report should include a section focusing on conservation priorities and
management issues. This should include (a) discussion of general guidelines for conserving
the focal taxon/habitat outside of protected areas; (b) present and future protected areas
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litratcgioA; (c) thoughtg on prloritiea for long·term manaaement of fOteAb, wetlands, and
marine/estuarine environments in PNO; and (d) lona-term needs tor professional training of
Papua New Guinean conservation biologists and managers.

TIlE BmLIOGRAPHV

TIlC Bibliography to accompany each Topic Report should includc no fewer than 100
and no more than 300 references. TI10se selected are to be the papers or monographs most
directly relevant to an assessment of the biological diversity of Papua New Guinea for that
discipline, and should include the range of subdisciplines subsumed in that Topic (e.g., for
Vertebrate Zoology, one would include mammalogy, freshwater ichthyology, herpetology,
and ornithology).

When possible, photocopies of critical source papers should be included in the mailing.
This will greatly aid the collation of material for the future biodiversity information resource
center in Port Moresby.
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Patrick Osborne, freshwater ecosystems, topic leader, University of Western Sydney
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Monika Rau, botany, workshop team, University of Papua New Guinea
Simon Saulei, forest ecosystems, topic leader, University of Papua New Guinea
Richard Schodde, warm-blooded vertebrates, correspondent team, C.S.I.R.O.
Lester Seri, warm-blooded vertebrates, correspondent team, DEC
Sally Townley, workshop and mapping support team, University of New England
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Resources
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Chapter Fourteen

Biodiversity and Conservation of the Native Flora of Papua New
Guinea

Robert J. JohnsI

SUMl\fARY

Papua New Guinea's native flora comprises an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 species of
vascular plants, including ca. 2000 species of orchids, and more than 2000 species of
pteridophytes (ferns and allies). The lower plants have not been enumerated, but are known
to be species rich. This remarkable subcontinental flora is poorly surveyed, and yet enough
is known to delineate a series of forty-three areas of high biological importance for
conservation of floral biodiversity. These areas include the range of natural terrestrial
habitats in Papua New Guinea, from coastal savannas to alpine summit vegetation. In
addition, ninety-nine specific sites of botanical interest are listed (Appendix 14-2) that
highlight points of biotic, esthetic, and historic importance not specifically indicated in the
initial forty-three major areas. These two focal lists, along with the four specific
recommendations for action, should serve as a guide to future conservation initiatives to
protect Papua New Guinea's native flora.

INTRODUCTION

The forest flora of Papua New Guinea rep~'CSCnts one of the most diverse biological
ecosystems in the Old World Tropics. The island of New Guinea is now widely accepted as
a biologica1"hotspot" deserving a focused conservation strategy because of its rich
biodiversity. Although actual figures of the floral biodiversity are not known, it is estimated
that there are from 15,000 to 20,000 species of vascular plants in New Guinea, including
more than 2000 species of orchids. The pteridophytes are represented by at least 2000
species, and, while the number of lower plants is not accurately known, a sigQificant number
is expected. Due to the low density of collections (many areas are not collected or are
poorly known), there exists only a superficial knowledge of the taxonomic status of most
families of plants in New Guinea. Conseque~tiy, we have only an incomplete knowledge of
the richness of the flora. In Malesia, only ,the Celebes and Sumatra have comparable low
figures of collecting density with less than 50 specimens per 100 lmt. The following map
(Figure 14-1) from Stevens (1989) shows the extensive areas that are virtually uncollected

I Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. United KinJdom.



botanically. Bven tho shaded areas would be considered poorly represented in most
collectionl4.

Probably the only area within papua New Guinea where the flom could be congidered
adequate1y known is the Pindaunde valley on Mt. Wilhelm. The early collections by Brass
(1964). Hoogland (19S8), and subsequent collectlons for the eooloalcal studies by Wade
(1968, see also Wade and McVean 1969) formed the basis for one of the flrst comprehensive
species lists prepared for any area in Papua New Guinea (Johns and Stevens 1972). With
additional collections and vouchor specimens from the studies of Smith (1914a. 1975a.
1977a, 1977b), Hnatuik (197S), and studies of the veaetation history by Hope (1973, 1976),
this list requires updating.

Foreman (1971) produced a checklist of the plants of Bougalnvllle. A species list has
also been prepared for the Watut Valley (Streiman 1983). but with only 1789 phanerogram
species, this list is obviously incomplete (note that all undescribed and unidentlfied species
are placed in a single list after the last species entry fOf the genus). Borrell (1989) published
a detailed list of the plants of Kairuru bland in the Qut Sepik Province. It is interesting that
Borrel enumerated 1300+ species from Kairuru, while Peekellists only 900+ species from
New Ireland.

Some unpublished species lists have been prepared for Manus Island (Johns 1989i),
East and West New Britain (Johns 1989a), and the Herzog Ranges in the Morobe Province
(Johns 1970). The areas are not yet adequately collected, and thus the lists represent only a
small part of each flora; consequently they have not been published. D. O. Frodin (unpub.)
has a detailed list of the collections of the Central Province below 1000 m altitude, and
Cruttwell (unpub.) also has a list of plants collected from Gahavisuka Provincial Park
(Eastern Highlands Province). Stevens and Veldkamp (1977) have produced a list from Mt.
Suckling (Milne Bay Province), and Hiepko and Schultze-Motel (1981) produced a list for
Eipomak-Tel in Irian 1aya -- which is relevant to the flora of the border area (Star
Mountains) with Papua New Guinea. Coode and Stevens (1972) have also produced a
checklist of their collections from Mt. Strong.

The Alpine Flora of New Guinea by van Royen (1980) lists the high altitude flora
inhabiting areas above 3000 m, particularly species of the subalpine and alpine zones of New
Guinea, including a few species from the upper montane that have a large altitudinall'allge,
and that occur both above and below 3()()() m. With these exceptions, there are no detailed
lists of species for any substantial area in Papua New Guinea.

With the low intensity of collecting and the superficial nature of taxonomic
information, it is not possible to indicate accurately the plant species present in any of the
areas of postulated high biodiversity within Papua New Guinea. Thus areas proposed in this
chapter are based, instead, on the collective experience of the author and collaborating
scientists, all with field experience in Papua New Guinea. The areas are similar to the list
included as Annex #4 of the World Bank Report on Forestry.
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DIVERSITY IN VEGETA'fiON

Studies of the vegetation or Papua New Guinea were first stimulated by the carly
Oerman exploration of northeastern New Guinea, resulting in several papers (Bniley 1899,
Lnuterbach 1910, 1928, Warbufg 1892, 1899). Lane·Poole (1925) published the first
detailed account of vegetation zonation In Papua New Guinea, which covered all the mlijor
formations from the coastal to alpine vegetation. This work was consolidated and expanded
by Lam (1924, 1935), and particularly by Druss (1938, 1941, 1956, 1959, 1964) and Brass
and Rand (1940) in a series of papers based on the extensive field experience of L. 1. Brass
in both Papua New Guinea and Irian laya.. These studies formed the basis for the general
papers by McAdam (1951) and Womersley and McAdam (1957).

Postwar studies of the vegetation were dominated by the work of the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSmO) in Papua New Guinea (CSIRO Land
Research SerIes 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23,27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35). With the resources
available, extensive studies were made of the vegetation and flora (together with climate,
soils, geological notes, and local people). Ecologists and taxonomists particularly associated
with these studies were Pullen (1957), Paijmans (1970b, 1975, 1976), Hoogland (1958, '----
1972), etc. Much of the available information was summarized by Paijmans in his notes
accompanying the vegetation map of Papua New Guinea (paijmans 1975) and his book on the
vegetation (paijmans 1976).

During this period, the Australian National University made a major contribution to
our understanding of the vegetation. Walker (1965, 1966, 1970, 1972, 1973), Powell (1970a,
1982), Flenley (1967, 1972), and Hope (1973, 1976a, 1976b. 1980a, 1980b) contributed
extensively to our knowledge of the history of the flora. In addition various ecological
studies have been published, notably by Ash (1975, 1982) on Notho/agus and Enright (1978,
1982a, 1982b, 1982c, 1982d) on Araucarla. Studies of the high altitude vegetation (above
3000 m) have been made by Wade and McVean (1969), Hnatuik (1975), Hope (1975,
1980b), Smith (1974a, 1977a), and Powell (1970).

Research based within Papua New Guinea has been centered on several institutions:
the Department of Forests (including the Forest Research Institute), the PNG University of
Technology (pNGUT) (Department of Forestry), the University of Papua New Guinea
(particularly the Biology Department), the PNG Forestry College at Bulolo, the Wau Ecology
Institute, and the Department of Environment and Conservation. Research based at the
University of Papua New Guinea (upNG) concentrated on mangroves (Johnston and Frodin
1982) and seagrasses (Johnston 1975, 1976, 1982). More recently water plants were studied
in detail culminating in the book by Leach and Osborne (1985). Hynes (1970, 1974), while
enrolled for a master's at UPNG, conducted a detailed study of Nothofagus in the Highlands
of Papua New Guinea (based at the GoroIca Teachers College). Saulei (1984, 1985, 1987b,
1988a, 1989) conducted detailed studies of rain forest regeneration in the Gogol River Valley
(Madang Province) while enrolled for a doctorate at Aberdeen University, and has made
detailed studies of soil seed banks (see also Balun 1991). M. Hopkins and E. Brown are at
present conducting vegetation studies at Varirata National Park.
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At the NAllunal Het'badum, work has focused on diptorocarp ecology (lohns 19870,

1987e), Notho!agus ecology (Clunic 1975 j 1976) and abo I\)n aeneral vegetation studios
(Johns 1972b, 1977c, 1977d, 1982c, Clunlc 19/8). Kiapranis (1990) has published an
enumeration of the diversity of plant species in a plot in lowland rain forest in the Oogol
Valley. Small..sca1e surveys were also conducted by the Department of Bnvironment and
Conservation as part of their survey work. The Department of Forests has conducted
numorous assessment surveys of the forest vegetation of Papua New Oulnea. Most of the
data are unpublished, but the management flies contain an enarmoUR undcrutillzcd source of
material on the vegetation of Papua New Ouinea. Reference to forestry assessments in
Central and Milne Bay provinces can be found in Johns (1989t), and surveys in Gulf and
Southern Highlands provinces are In Johns (1988c).

Ecological research at the PNG Forestry College, Bulolo was aimed at aeneralized
data collection in 0.5 ha plots as part of student studies, in an attempt to describe the
diversity of vegetation types. Four permanent plots were also established at Buso (Morobe
Coast) in lowland dipterocarp forest. These were measured every two years (until Johns
moved to PNGU'l), but some later measurements were made. Studies at PNOUT were also
conducted on rain forest regeneration (Johns 1975a, 1992) and ecosystem instability (Johns
1985b, 1986c). Most projects were continued at PNOUT after the author moved to Lae. In
addition, a detailed study of mangrove ecology was conducted (Johns 1981a, 1986c). Rain
forest regeneration studies have been continued by P. Siaguru at PNOUT. Numerous
consultancy reports contain data of varying value on the vegetation. A set of these is held in
the Library at the University of Papua New Guinea and at the Department of Environment
and Conservation.

Some problems still remain in developing a general and widely accepted system of
classification for the vegetation, and various classification systems have been proposed. The
lowland zone has several accepted vegetation formations although, particularly within the
lowland rain forest, no comprehensive attempt at forest typing has proved satisfactory.
Classification of the montane vegetation varies considerably. Johns (1976a, 1976b, 1982c)
proposed the recognition of three zones: lower, mid- and upper montane. The lower
montane zone corresponds to the Costanopsis, Lithocarpus, Araucaria, and Agathis zone, the
zone of maximum environmental impact due to its suitability for traditional subsistence
agriculture (Bowers 1965, 1968, Lea 1975, Lea and Irwin 1967). Above this zone the mid
montane is characterized by forests dominated by Nothofagus (Johns 1986a) and the
podocarps. The upper montane forest occurs above 2700 m to 3000 m. Grubb and Stevens
(1979) discuss the higher altitude vegetation of the montane and subalpine zone in detail (see
also Grubb 1971, 1974, Wade and McVean 1969). A generalized comparison of the
different classification systems is given (Figure 14-2).

FACTORS OF IMPORTANCE IN MAINTAINING RAIN FOREST

The combination of low population density and rugged topography has ensured that
forest vegetation is intact ovtr much of the country, despite the obvious disturbance by
natural phenomena over wide areas of the country (White 1975b, Johns 1986b, 1986c,
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19880, 1989h, 1990b). Probably of greater sianiflcance for the retention of these largely
Intact (orest tracts Is the rarity of dipterocarp trees in the canopy or the lowland rain forests.
The dlpterocarp$, as a family, account for over 80% of the world's trade in tropical
hardwoods. As noted in lohns (1987a, 1987e) the family I. represented by only three genera
in Papua New Guinea, and these, although of local importance, never dominate the lowland
rain forest ov&.~r extensive areas, as occurs in Borneo. In addition, the average volume per
hectare of timber that is suitable for extraction is often less tha1l 30 m3/hectare, and this,
especialiy in combination with extraction difficulties, has resulted in relatively low intensity
logging in Papua New Guinea. The ml\ior threat to rain forest comes from clearing and
burning for agricultural purposes, often as a post-logging operation, not in the actual
extraction of limb"r itself. A recent development is the use of helicopters for extraction, in
which environmental damage to the I"dJn forest is reduced, but the rates of extraction are
greatly increased. Except as related to large agricultural projects, clear-felling is conflned, at
present, to the Madang Province, site of a large chip mill (Lamb ~.991).

ENDEMISM AT TIlE }~AMlLY AND GENERIC ~ ---<1_.

Because of the position of New Gumea on a continuou~ series of i~.lands between
southeast Asia and Australia, the absence of endemic families is not surprising. :lJ1deed the
only endemic family in Malesia, the Scyphostegiaceae (Scyphostegia), is ~nfined to Borneo.

A different pattern of endemism emerges when examining the flora of Papua New
Guinea at the generic level. Eighty-four genera are endemic to New Gl!in~ (Johns 1989d),
although this number is expected to increase as botanical exploration continues and generic
limits are reevaluated within some families. An undescribed ger4!Js in the Burseraceae,
represented by only two collections from Rossel Island, illuStrate3 our superficial knowledge
of the flora. A list of currently accepted endemic gen~ra is given in Appendix 14-1.
Accurate mapping of the distribution of the endemic species is difficult becau~.~ of the
enormous gaps in collecting density throu.ghout the country.

ENDEMISM AT THE SPECIES LEVEL

Even in families that are the subject of taxonomic study, our knowledge of many of
the species, especially of intra- and interspecific variation, is rudimentary. As studies
procr.ed, even in genera which are dominated by timber trees, many taxa are represented by
a single specimen, or only a few collections. This reflects to some degree the collecting
policy practiced by the Forestry Department in Papua New Guinea. Herbs, sub-canopy
trees, ferns, and especially climbers are under-represented in the collections. Specialized
collections of algae, mosses, and lichens have been made but are relatively few in number.

Lack of data in some cases causes difficulties in taxonomic interpretation. In other
case~, the taxonomy of some groups may not be resolvable, regardless of the size of
collections made. It seems that certain complexes (ochlospecies) cannot be fitted into the
straitjacket of a simple species concept.
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The revision of Chlsochtton is an excellent example or the differences in taxonomic
interpretation due, at least in part, to a paucity of collections for critical study. Slovens
(197'> recognized ten specie$ in tho Chlsocluton laslocarpus complexj aU Wet" treated ns a
single variable species by Mabberley (1979). A similar dichotomy appeared for TliJmannia
(A. C. Smith 1969), in which Vink (1970) grouped the thirty described species into a single
variable species Drlmys plper/ta. Such lltudio. "mpUfy the taxonomic problema that are
fundamental to the quantification of biodiversity. 'This dichotomy ot view is unsatisfactory
and w1l1 only be resolved (if resolution is pos!iible) when more data on the biology of the
living popUlations are available (or critical study. With such problems associated with
relatively well studied and collected Icnera,. the position for the ml\Jorlty of species is
difficult. It is clear that we have a less than satisfactory ktlowledge of the more than lS00
genera within New Gu\nea. In many groups, species taxa are represented by single
specimens.

Because of the paucity of collections, little is known of local patterns of endemism at
the species level in Papua New Guinea. It is suspected that there is a high degree of local
endemism, as evidenced by the studies of Kalkman and Vink (1970), but conclusive studies
must await a properly coordinated approach to collecting in Papua New Guinea.

AREAS OF HIGH BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE

Introductory Notes. Brief notes are given for each m~or area important to Papua New
Guinea's floral diversity. These include a rough estimate (guesstimate!) of biodiversity,
altitudinal range, broad vegetation types, threats, and other pertinent data and references.

Areas were selected based on three factors. Ecological diversity is of major
importance in area selection. It is important to emphasize that the diversity of the vegetation
has at least two components: a high diversity of the vegetation types caused by variation in
the physical environment - mangroves and savanna to alpine vegeUition; and a high specific
diversity within any given vegetation type - the mangrove forest, are the most s~ies rich in
the world. The montane forests must compare in diversity with areas in the Andes. High
regional variation within the lowland and montane forests is also expected.

Although no comprehensive accoun.t of the ecological diversity has yet been made (see
Paijmans 1976, lohns 1972b, 1976b, 1977c, 1977d), except for the high altitude vegetation
on Mt. Wilhelm (Wade and McVean 1969), an attempt was made on the basis of field
experience to include all the major types of vegetation within proposed areas. We have little
knowledge of the distributional patterns of :!pecies except for the high altitude vegetation
(van Royen 1980) and smaller areas where species lists have been prepared. Recent and
comprehensive revisions, if available, would enable us to superficially map the distribution of
local endemics, but adequate taxonomic studies are available for few families and most of
these are of high altitude plants. Most maps, however, would reflect the lack of collections
rather than the distribution of the species. Successional status also has a marked effect on the
flora and associated fauna (Bowman et al. 1990, Clarke 1966, 1971). The low figures for
biodiversity of epiphytes, published by Kiapranis (1990) for the Gogol plot, reflect the
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history of natural dhtutbance in the country lUI noted by loh"s (1980b, 19850, 19800;
1986d).

The socond factor to bf) taken into account is the origin of the flora. 'The southern
rogtons of Papua New Ouinea have much In common with the vegetation and flora of
northern Queensland (lleyllgof. 1966, 1982, Hoogland 19'72). Savanna and monsoon areas
are dominated by members of the Myrtaceae: E~a/yptw, Melal,uca. Ltptosplmnum (Johns
1981b). and members of the Proteaceae. At higher altitudes the Oondwanic flora (Johns
1987d) has the characteristic forests domij~ated by NOlholagus (Johns 1974A), araucariaa And
podocarps, including almQ!lt pure stand3 of D~rydium (10hns 19801). Mixing with these
southern elements IltC elements from Asia: Castanopsis (Johns and Burna 1976, lohns
1986a), Lltlwcarpus, and RJuxJockndron (Stevens 1976, 1982).

The origins and relationships of the lowland rain forest are obscure. Conventional
wisdom gave the origins of most genera as th~ southeast AsIan region, but fe¢ent studies
show that extensive areas of lowland rain forest occurred in northern Australia during the
Miocene-Pliocene. Perhaps it is in this fossil flora that we will find the closest relationships
of the lowland rain forest flora of Papua New Ouinea. Certain elements, such as the
Dipterocarpaceae, would seem to be related to the Asian and Western Malesia flora (Johns
1987a, 1987e). A small element of Pacific and South American genera also occurs
(Heliconia and Eugenia).

Local endemic genera comprise the third factor to be considered in preparing the
following list. It is important to remember that probably some 60% of the plant species are
endemic to the island of New Guinea. As studies progress, it will be important to
continuously reevaluate the areas listed, and it is envisaged that considerable expansion will
be nceded.

List of Mjljor Areas of Bioloiical Importance
The following preliminary list gives some information on the more important areas

which ate of accepted major conservation value for Papua New Guinea. They are modified
from those listed in the Forest Action Plan (Annex 4), which was used as a basis for
delililitation of the important areas. The recommendations of Schodde (1973, 1974) have
also been taken into account. Notes and recommendations on conservation in Papua New
Guinea also have been published by Gagn6 and Gressitt (1982), and Johns (1976c, 19908).

1. Torricelli Mis. - Bewani Mis. • Prince Alexander Ranee
(East and West Sepik Provinces)

An area of lowland rain forest and lower montane forest cimtaining extensive elements in
common with Irian Jaya (ant plants, etc.) not blown elsewhere in Papua New Guinea. The
area includes the endemic fern genus Rheopteris, which grows on the limestone flora, and
also includes coastal limestone communitie.,. The area reaches an altitude of 1859-2000 m.
Species diversity: est. 2000+. Apart from empha.,izing the importance of further botanical
studies, little can be said about the area (CSIRO Land Research Series no. 30, 1972, and no.
31, 1972).
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2. Centra' .Manus ;MLDtemse1
(Manus Province)

this area must include stands with the endemic Calopltyllum species arId Sararanga
(patldanaceae) (both endemic species of iGOn(lmi~ irnpottange). which ate thteatened by
logging activit). An area ttoth Mt. Dremsel to the northern ooast should be studied and
defined to preserve the unique CattJphyllum forestl. The islartd has several endemic species.
Including an undescribed species of DJIl41nia, which is apparently a (ood plant (or the
endemic green land snail (Pdpustyla pulclufrrlma). Spooios diversity: est. 1~00+. Alt.
range: o~700 m (Johns 19891).

3. SchleinittTRan&e,~Lelel PlatrJIt1
(New Ireland Province)

This area represents the hill and lowland rain fOflrsts of New Ireland, with some lower
montane elements on the Letet Plateau. Probahly contains many endemics with interesting
biogeographical relationships with Manus. the Philippines. and the Solomon Islands.
Threatened by selective logging in the lowlands. Species diversity: est. 1500+. All. range:
200·1500 m. Poorly known but probably quite diverse. Requires future study.

4. Southern Namatanai
(New Ireland Province)

This area represents diverse hill and lowland rain forests and lower montane forest.
Threatened by selective logging in the lowlands.

5. Star Mountains - Te1efomin - Tifalmin - StricklandO~
(East and West Sepik, Western Provinces)

Very diverse montane and high altitude vegetation -- many species in common with the
mountains of Irian ]aya. Some information on the vegetation of the Star Mountains is
available from reports on the combined trip by Leiden and National Herbarium. Lae•
Considerable useful information is also available in the reports on adjacent areas in Irian Jaya
(Eipomek). Species diversity: est. 3000+. Alt. range: 1800-3500 m. Considerable
potential for tourism. The low population means that extensive areas of lower montane
forest could be preserved in this area. (Hiepko and Schultze-Motel 1981, Kalkman 1983,
Moi and Johns 1977).

6. Hunstein Ranee - BUfJers Mountains - Schattebul'J
(East Sepik Province, Enga Province)

The area includes extensive stands of Agathis labillardieri which support a highly diverse
epiphytic flora that includes imPQItant historical collecting sites, but otherwise is virtually
unknown from the botanical stanapoint except for some recent collecticns. It includes the
type localities for many species of plants based on early German collections. Species
diversity: est. 2500+. All. range: 0-2000 m. (Ve1dkamp 1978, CSIRO LRS no. 22, 1968,
CSIRO LRS no. 30, 1972.
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1. Mt OUllWL"' Tatl ..Oav "' PomaPeaks
(Southern ltighta11ds and &ga IJrovinges)

Mid- and upper montane fotest. Subalpine forest, gta88Iattd, and shrubbery. Subalpine bogs
eAten$ive•. Logging or high attitude fotests "' NOlho/aMUI, Phyllocladus, and pgdooarps.
Hunting for bird of paradise plumes, and animals attd plants fot food. Very rich itl plant and
animal spedes. Scenically of fJl~tionaJ interest. 'the New duinea Wild nog (Canis
lamiliarb ha/lstfOml) has attracted intetest, but this atso lives on Mt. Wilhelm BJ1d gther high
peaks. Ornamentals .... rhododendron$, orchid8, ferns. High altitude Umber species. One of
the largest continuous tracts of montane forest in Papua New Guinea. Species diversity: est.
3$00+. Alt. range: 1()()()'-4368 m.

The Tari Gap has mid.-montane Nothofagus (orest, upper montane fotest, subalpine
forest, and grusland. Local reserves. Tourism, logging along roads. Road access to 3000
m on Tart l'as8. Include., volcanic peaks and Ambua Uxlge. M'\Jestic NOlhofagus stands
and areas with Mlrapla meyerl. Many bird and anImal sp"ies. (Ash 1975, CSIRO LRS no.
27, 1970, Oilliwn 1970, KaJkman and Vink 1970, Johns 1974a).

8. Kubor.Ranaes
(Chimbu and Western Highlands Provinces)

Extensive area of high altitude vegetation, much on limestone capped with volcanic ash.
Probably local endemics. Fragile ecosystem. Poorly known. All. range: to 3969 m.
(CSIRO LRS '10. 27 1970, Smith 1972).

9. Adelbert RanKes
(Madang Province)

Little known, probably diverse but under considerable threat from local village gardening
activities. Considerable disturbance becau~ of earthquake activity. Requires an urgent
appraisal. Species diversity: est. 2000+. Alt. range: 0-1800 m. (Johns 1986c).

10. Bismarck Falls CRamu to Buodil - Mt. Wilhelm - Mt. Otto - Schrader Ranle - Mt.
He1lwi& - Gahayisulca
(Madang, Eastern Highlands, and Western Highlands Provinces)

Lowland swamp and rain foreat to alpine vegetation. Extensive areas of montane vegetation.
High diversity of ecosystems. Includes Oahavisuka Provincial Park, the proposed Wilhelm
National Park - not yet implemented. Population pressure, logging, agriculture - coffee,
cardamom, small vegetable crops. Chromite deposits extensive on ultrabasics. An area of
major scenic and scI,'mtific interest ot' in~mational importance.

This proposed area covers the complete range of vegetation zones, excluding the
coastal and mangrove vegetation and the dryland vegetation, which is only of limited
distribution in the upper Ramu Valley. It includes extensive areas of lowland rain forest
(including swamp forest), some of which is developed on ultrabasic parent rocks (the only
known locality of Lauterbachia [Monimiaceae]). All three zones of the montane zone
(lower, mid-, and upper) are represented, as well as the subalpine and alpine vegetation
types.
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Thili area includes the northern and CMtcm falls of tho ml\Jor alpino fault which
bounds the Scpik, Ramu, and Markham depressions. 111" region haA been collected,
especially by the early German experJltlons prior to 191~. With the exception of these
collections, subsequent w(lrk has laraely been oonf'i,~1:d to Mt. Wl1h1:1m, althouah
comparatively few collections come from below 3000 m. Some collectl(l"~ orieinate from
Mt. Otto, and Crnttwell has made detailed collections within the Oahavbuh~ Provincial Park.
The proposed area probably includes in excess of S()()().6000 plant speclesj atone above 3,000
m cn Mt Wilhelm there are some 800 species. Species diversity: est. Sooo+. Alt. range: 0
4300 m. (bralls 1964, CSIRO LRS no. 27, 1970, Grubb and Stevens 1979, Hnatuik 1975,
Hoogland 1958, Hope 1973, 19761, 1980b, Johns an~ Stevens 1972, Smith 19749, 1975a,
1980b, Wade 1968, Wade and McVean 1969, Walker 1968).

11. finistene Ranaes
(Madang Province)

Important high altitude forests. Important historical sites for old German collections. Alt.
rRnge: sea level to 3773 m. (Jenny and Sayers 1967, Johns 1989b, 1989g, Keysser 1913,
Schlechter 1911, 1911-1914).

12. luon Peninsula - Ban2eta • Rawlinson RaDl~e

(Mombe Province)
Coastal and mangrove; lowland tropical rain forest lower ~ mId... and upper montane,
SUbalpine forest and grasslands. The only extensive Dacrydium forests in the Southern
Hemisphere remaining unlogged. Logging restricted to SQuth coast areas. Dahl (1986: 28)
lists fr.is as proposed national park. No immediate threats; logging in lowlandsj some
traditional gardening. One of oldest known areas of human occupancy in southeast Asia,
40,000 (+) Yl3P is on the Huon Terraces. The Buweng Timber Rights Purchase (logging
area) is at present being logged using helicopters, at a rate of ca. 9000 halyr, Hardwoods,
orchids, fruit trees, ferns. Species diversity: est. 5000+. Alt. range: Q.4121 m. (Clunie
and Croft 19'n, Costin, Hoogland, and Lendon 19'n, Diels 1929, Royen 1964).

13. Willaumez Peninsula • Lake Dakataua
(West New Britain Province)

A very diverse area of lowland rain forest on recent rich volcanic soils. Road access is now
possible to the ridge above Lake Dakataua, and intensive collecting should be conducted to
ascertain the diversity of the flora in the Peninsula. Johns and Simaga recently collected a
species of Arislolochia pn.Niously known only from the Arfak Mountains (Irian Jr.ya) in this
area. Threatened by logging and proposed development of oil palm plantations. Species
diversity: est. 2000+. Alt. range: 0-1155 m. (Arentz et al. 1989, Johns 1989a).

14. Whiteman Ranee to Southern CQast
(West New Britain Province)

The Whiteman Range and it~;:X)t;illl:; support an important tract of limestone flora in New
Britain, surrounded by f<.!~~ developed on $';(fimentary materials. Little is known of the
area, but areas of Notho/agus fore::t occw on tl'~: higher plateaus. Field studies are required.
Sped" sdiversity: est. 3000+. All. nnge: 0-2000 m. (Arentz et al, 1989, Johns 1989a).
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1~. NakanaJ MQuntaina
(Bast New Britain Pwvince)

Lowland rain (oreat and mot/tane rorest, including areas of (orest dominated by Llthocarpu.r
and Notho/agus developed (In a limestone ~ub8tmte. The largest high altitude area in the
Bismarck Archipelago. A Htlle known area which requires more detailed studiea. Under
pressure from logging and agriculturMl development. Species diversity: est. 2500+. Alt.
ranae: 0..1900 m. (Arentz et at. 19f19, Clunic 1976, Sohns 19890).

16. Mounts Sinewitaod B1u:r.inia
(Sast New Britain ProVl1lre)

High altitude mountains on the Gazelle Peninsula with important historical collections. No
recent surveyJl.

17. Hans Mew. RaniC
(New Ireland Province)

An area with important montane and lowland vegetation. Including Terminalla brQJsil
stands. Vegetation is poorly known. All. range: sea level·2380 m. This area includes some
important lowland and montane (oreats with a high species diversity (at least for island
floras). Future study is reqUired. Species diversity: est. 2000+. (M. Sands 1989).

18. Mt. Balbi to southern coast
(North Solomons)

Largest stands of bamboos in Papuasia. A variety of vegetation types occur, including
remnant stands of Tenninalia brassii in swamp forests. Threatened by logging and possibly
sulfur mining. All. range Q.268S m. (CSIRO LRS 20 1967).

19. I.ake Daviumbu
(Western Province)

The Lake Daviumbu area and surrounding lak\~s are fed from the Fly River. They include a
high diversity of water plants, plObab:&y indicatlVQ o( their important functit'n as feeding lakes
for a large number of migrant waders that feed in this area. Species diversity: est. 1000+.
All. range: ()..200 m. (Brass 1938, CSIRO LRS 29 1971, Johns and Moi 1977, Leach and
Osborne 1985).

20. Wassi Kussa
(We~1ern Province)

Traditional food and medicinal plants. Sav~nna, monsoon, and mangrove communities.
Swamps include Melaleuca forest and herbaceous swamp communities. Several wildlife
areas are declared in Western Province. None in this area. Introduced deer, possible
logging. Traditional gardening; fires. Very important area for conservation of the southern
floras, which are closely related to the Australian flora. Very poorly studied. Includes more
than fourteen species of Eucalyptus. Species diversity: est. 2()()()..3000+. Altitude range: to
100 m. (Brass 1938, CSIRO LRS 29 1971, Johns and Moi 1977, leach and Osborne 1985).
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21. Mi. Bam! .. Nomad RWtt
(Western and Southern H1ahlands Provinces)

Lowland rain forests dominated by Hopea celtldifolla and Vatlca russak. Mt. Bosavi has
endemic tree apecies including 01U1tum. Traditional edible and medicinal plants. Lowland
and lower montane vegetation. Also lowland dipterocarp forests dominated by Val/ca russak.
Tmditional agriculture; logging in dipterocarp forests. Diverse lowland forest, little known.
Coode (petS, comm.) notes that nearly all specimens from B088vi are "tiresomely different"
without actually being distinct. Veldkamp described a new species of Gnetwn, apparently a
local endemic. Species diversity: est. 3,000+. Alt. range: 2000-3000 m.

22. Leonard Murray Mountains .. Darai HllIs .. Great Papuan Plateau
(Gulf and Southern Highlands Provinces)

Tower Limestone Region. This unknown area includes an enormous extent of tower
limestone, which Is botanically unknown. Limeatone floras in southeast Asia are often very
rich, Wid, if the Great PapuM Plateau reflects this diversity, it is most important that detailed
studies be made of its flora. The limestone flora is poorly known from New Guinea, but it
will include many undescribed species and possibly new generic records. Species diversity:
est. 7. Alt. range: 0-1500 m.

23. Mt. Michael .. Okapa .. Crater Mountain
(Chimbu and Eastern Highlands Provinces)

Araucaria forest (Hoop and Klinld), oaks, traditional medicinal and food plants. Nutmeg.
Traditional spirit trees. Castanopsis and mixed lower montane forest. Not protected except
by traditional owners. Potential threats from logging, traditional agriculture, and expansion
of subsistence coffee areas. Traditional hunting for Raggiana Bird of Paradise for sale and
trade. Important area of lower montane forest in highlands. Much of this forest destroyed
in prehistoric times in major highland valleys. Species diversity: est. 2COO+. All. range:
3()()..r;,sO m. (Iebb 1983, Brass 1944).

24. Galley Reach
(Central Province)

Edible plants, fish and prawn breeding. Firewood. Coastal, mangrove, Nypa, and lowland
swamp forest. Coastal scrub. Second largest mangrove area in Central Province.
Accessible from Port Moresby. Logging possible; firewood collecting; tourism. Mangrove
communities reach greatest diversity in Papuasia, and Galley Reach includes most of the
species. Species diversity: est. 1000-1500. All. range: 0-30 m. (Johns 19860, Iohnstone
and Frodin 1982).

25. Menyamya - Aseki - Mt. Amunmiwa - Dowty - LaS8fl&a - Trist
(Morobe Province)

The Menyamya - Aseki area and the remote area to the east of the Watut Valley are little
known. Many interesting plants occur in the forests. The ~.ndemic genus Piora is recorded
only from Mt. Piora and Mt. Amungwiwa. Local endemic Sericolea. Species diversity: est.
3000+. All. range: 1800-3500 m.
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The Morob" Coast· Mt. Missim • Bowutu Mts area supports an ultrabasic fl()r~.

lowland. an~ montane foroAt. Coastal, mangrove, and waraa. communities. Proposed
logging areas. Larac potential resource of nickel. Traditional agdculture. Extremely
important coastal area with high potenttal for tourism. Very divorac bird and insect fauna,
and important plant species. Llttle studied. The area b probably the oldest continuously
exposed land surfac: In New Guinea (since Cretaceous times) and deJerves detailed study.
Specl~ diYcrsity: est. 4000+. Alt. raniI': 0-2800 m. Hardwoods, orchids, begonias
(lowland), ferns, palms. (BtUS 1964, Bnright 1978, Johns 1974a, 1976b, 1987a, 1987e,
Streimann 1983).

26. Owen Stanley Mountains
(Northern and Central Provinces)

This proposed area includes all the high nlUtude area (upper montane 1600 m to the summits
of the mountains along the chain from Mt. Albert Edward and Victoria to Mt. Suckling and
Mt. Dayman). Many local endemics occur In the montane flora. Their distributions will
remain ullblown until detailed collections are made throughout the region. Species diversity:
est. 4000+. Alt. range: 1600-3500 m. (Brass 1956, Coode and Stevens 1972, csmo LRS
10 1964, CSIRO LRS 32 1963, Hope 1975, Paijmans and Loffler 1972, Royen 1967b,
Stevens end Veldkamp 1977, Veldkamp 1978).

27. l)'EotTecasteauX Islands
(Milne Bay Province)

The ic:lanu chain includes many locally endemic species. Detailed collecting will turn up
many novelties. Urgent action is required. Normanby Island has a large area of ultrabasic
soils in the south with several interesting species, including at least two endemic ant plant
species. Species diversity: est. 2500+. Alt. range: 0-2500 m.

28. Mt TalcuM • TonQlei HarbQur
(North Solomons Province)

The area should include natural stands of the economically important species Terminalia
brassii. Bougainville includes a large Pacific element in its flora. A checklist of the flora Qf
Bougainville has been published. Species diversity: est. 1000+. All. range: 0-2210 m.
(CSIRO LRS 20 1967, FQreman 1971, 10hns 1987).

29. Louisiade ArcbjpeJarQ
(WIne Bay Province)

Ever since the Archbold expeditions, the flora of this Archipelago has been recognized as
one of extreme botanical interest with high rates of local endemism, particularly at the
species level. Brass collected an undescribed genus in the Burseraceae from Rossel Island
(since recollected by Katik). It includes important stands of Diospyros (including an
undescribed ebony) and several locally endemic ~es of Hopea. Many other local
endemics are known. Misima has some odd species of ant plants, an endemic Pandanus, but
the gold mine has had a devastating effect upon the local forests. Tagula has a locally
endemic species of CyrtospeTnUl, undescribed endemic species of Pandanus grow on
Woodlark Island, and another local species of Cyrtospenna grows on Rossel.

::.
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Both Rossel and Misima have quite fraailo ecosy.temlJ with very poor soll. Woodlark
bland contains several endemic olomenta (including two undescribed .peeiell of Dlospyros),
forming a diverse it sli.htly depauperate island nora. The southern peninlula of Woodlark
Island should be studied becaulOw within thila group, it includes the most diverse forests.
Most island endemics from this area could then be included. Areas are possibly threatened
by minio. (gold and copper) and logging, particularly Woodlark bland. Species diversity:
est. 3000+. Alt. tange: ()..2200 m. (CSIRO LRS 32 1963).

30. Cromwell Mountains
(Morobe Province)

A limestone plateau at ca. 2000 In altitude. This has the largest extant stands of podocarps
left in the southern hemisphere. It is dominated by Dacrydlum. Serious threats occur from
logging. Some historical collections were made in the area. nlC flora is poorly known but
probably rich in endemic species and very diverse.

31. Tonda Wildlife Maoaaement Area
(Western Province)

Woodland and grassland habitats unique in Papua New Guinea. Dominant tree species are
Melaleuca anti Acacia. A very high diversity of species, although intensive grazing by
naturallzed deer is threatening some edible herbs. (Brass 1938, CSIRO LRS 29 1971).

32. Driomo
(Western Province)

Undercollectecl flora closely related to that occurring in the Cape York Pelunsula. A rare
climatic region for Papua New Guinea. (Brass 1938, CSIRO LRS 29 1971).

33. Gulf - Ihu
(Gulf Province)

A very diverse area of mangrove and swamp vegetation with lowland rain forest on small
limestone hills out of the surrounding swamps. These evidently support many local endemics
but are virtually uncollected. The area includes numerous species of Pandanus and also a
rich palm flora, particularly of Calamus. Some threat from logging. Important prawn, fish,
and crocodile breeding areas. (CSIRO LRS 23 1969, Johns 1988c).

34. Varirata and Astrolabe Raol:es
(Central Province)

Includes Varirata National Park. Already established as a national park, this area requires
more detailed study and an intensive collecting program to make an inventory of the existing
flora. The Astrolabe Ranges include important historical collecting sites. (CSIRO LRS 14
1965).

35. SaRa Savano,
(Northern Province)

An interesting area of savanna north of the Owen Stanley Ranges. Little known. (CSIRO
LRS 17 1967).
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36. TOJ)Oaraphctl Ranae
(Northern Provine.)

A Httte known rellon or lowland rain forost to the north of the Owen Stanley Range.
(CSIRO LRS 10 1964, CSIRO LRS 12 1964, Paijmans 1966, 1970b, Taylor 19'7, 19S9).

37. I.ake Wanum .. Red Slit Swamp· Oomai•.1Udp
(Morohe Province)

This very old area or grassland. surrounding Lake 'Wanum (OamU"]ones pers. comm.)
should be preserved. Red Hilt Swamp and the Oornsis ridge include diverse habitats of
swamp plants, including swamp forest dominated by Alstonia spatulalQ and ridge forest, with
considerable genetic variation in the local populations of Anisoptera thurifera vat. polyandra.
(Johns 1970, 1987a, 1987e).

38. Porgem Peak.,
(Enaa Province)

A high altitude plateau above 3000 m. No collections are known from the area. (CSIRO
" LRS IS 1965).

39. Xiunga - Palmer Riyer .. Victor Emmanuel Ran"
(Western Province)

A very diverse area of lowland rain forest with lower montane elements such as podocarps
and Lithocarpus. It includes significant numbers of species in common with the forests of
Irian ]aya. Some collections, but generally poorly known. (CSIRO LRS 29 1971, Ridsdale
1968, Iohns and Moi 1977).

40. Milne Bay .. Collinwood Bay .. Southern Coast
(Milne Bay Province)

An important area of lowland rain forest, rising to 3670 m on Mt. Suckling, 2980 m on Mt.
Simpson, and 2880 m in Mt. Dayman. Also included are important areas of lowland rain
forest in Collingwood Bay and on the Southern coast. (Brass 1956, CSIRO LRS 32 1963).

41. 00&01 - So&eram Headwaters
(Madang Province)

This area is adjacent to the logged lowland rain forest of the Gogol, the site of many
historical collections in the Madang Province. The area is not collected, but many of the
local species probably occur in these upper catchments. Important area of lowland forest for
study. (Driscoll 1984, Johns 1975a, 1989g, Kiapranis 1990, Lamb 1991, Saulei 1988a,
1989, Saulei and Swaine 1988).

42. Lower Watut
(Morobe Province)

A little known area of lowland rain forest. If the area is extended along the eastern ridges of
the Watut Valley it will include populations of the endemic root parasite Langsdmjia
papUQlUl, the genus otherwise known only from Madagascar, and Central and South
America. Locally the genus is known only from the Watut Valley. No collections known
but adjacent areas have species lists. Some mining developments are occurring in the area.

L.
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At the northern. ond of the rivor. where it joins the Markham River, there are exton8ive areas
ot lowland swamp tOtest. (Joitns 1970, SttoimMln 1983).

43. Cloud~ .Mountains
(Milne Day Province)

The m05t southerly mountAin rang~ in Papu" New Guinea. No {;ollec.t1ons are known from
the area. Urgently needs study.

CONSERVATION OUTSIDE MAJOR PRtOIUTY AREAS

Many distinctive vegetation types and plant species with limited distribution require
protection. In many cases these will not occur in areas of high biodiversity, and it is
lmporWllt to recognize their importance for the conservation of the flora of Papua New
Guinea. An excellent example is the forest dominated by Dru:rydlum nidulum var.
araucoides, which occurs in a small area in grassland plains south of Mendl (Johns 1980a).
Stands of this species previously occurred in the region of Tari, but these were extensively
logged as a source of building timber. Small stands are also reported from Irian Jaya. 'fnis
unique stand south of Mendi should be preserved. A similar case occurs with the remnant
stands of Eucalyptus deglupta on New Britain.

Parlda versteegli is a rare legume pollinated by bats. A small stand of this species
grows near Kokin village in the Gogol Valley. It is important to conserve such sites. A list
of 99 sites has been prepared so that these areas can be mapped (Appendix 14-2) and taken
into account in the Conservation Needs Assessment.

ACTION PROPOSALS FOR PROPOSED AREAS OF BIOLOGICAL WPORTANCE

A concentrated collecting program is required in each of the areas listed. The only
way to properly document the biodiversity is to engage in such a program. Due to the
limited resources available within Papua New Guinea for the mounting of such trips, it will
be necessary to both give priority stat.lS to some areas and to fund the field studies from t
external sources. A detailed botanical report should be produced for each area and include
information on the vegetation types and their distribution, natural boundaries, geological and
climatic data, and a detailed list of all species (citing collection numbers) occurring in each
area.

An important component of any project will involve future training of local staff in
collecting, field description, identification, and the processing of duplicates. It is suggested
that the resources initially be aimed at the designated high priority areas. With the low
intensity of collecting, even L. better known areas, most regions will continue to produce
important novelties.

Introduction of a detailed col!ecting program for each area would involve several
botanists, plus support staff, collecting in each area for period~ of up to three months.
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StAfflna would also be rtJquired for the detailed study and identification of the spechne11i. A
detAiled .pecie. databue should blillet up for lb. collection.: thla would be partly based on
the information already pUblished by lohnl (1987· MagnoHldae. 1988 • HamameUdae, 1989
M Cllfyopbyllldae: In prop. 4 Dillenidae,' RosUdae, and 6 Llterldae). Such a database
would enable rapid production ot apeciu It.tII for the proposed areas and, in addition,
provide an oxcellent basis for the production of a Flota of Papua New Guinea in a format
and at a cost which would make it available within tapua New Guinea.

Production or a Flora or Papua New Guinea (probably best treated as a series of
family fascicles) could be funded as a collaborative project between the National Herbarium
in Lae. Papua New Guinea, and a ml\ior overseas collaborating herbariuln. This preferably
would be a herbarium with a strong interest in southeast Asian botany, with access to
available col1ections of historical material. A strong training romponent should 111ao be
included in such a PfQ!ect. The only longMterm basis for preserving the biodiversity of the
flora of Papua New Guinea is to educate and train a cadre of national counterpart botanists
who can help make the popUhlCO of VNG fully aware of their most important heritage.
Funding of a Tree Flora of Papua New Ouinea could attract funding as part of such a
project.
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Figuro 14.. 1.. MiYor areas important (or dotanica1 diversity in Papua New Guin•. Darkor
l'hadcd areas arc Judged to be of hiahest priority. Sr.c text for key to numbered areas.
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Figure 14·2. A comparison or the maYor systems of classitication pubHshed for the
vC3getation of Papua New GuinN (modified (rom Johma 1984).
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Af1'ENt>lX 1....1. LIST OF ENDEMtC GENERA IN 'APUAS1A

MO~seA

Crtpldophyllum
Cryptodlcranum
Orthotlliddium
Pseudopilotcium
IMutthludlwn

Pteridophytes
PapU/JPttrls (2)
RM()pterls (1)

Oymnosperms
Papuacedrus (1 ..2)
(}en Nov. (ex Dacrydlum)

Angiosperms
Acanthaceae

CalycQCanthus (1)
Gymnophragma (1)
Hulemacamhus (1)
Jadunia (1)

Annonaceae
Oreomltra (1)
Petalolophus (1)
SCMJ/tromltra (1)

Apocynaceae
Delphyodon (1)
Papuechites (3)

Araceae
Holoch1amys (1)

Araliaceae
Anakasia (1)

Asclepiadaceae
PapUIJStelmD (1)
Quisumbingia (1)
Spathidolepis (1)
StreptomlJ1leS (1)

Begoniac:oae
Symbtgonia (1S)

Blgnonlaceae
LmnJodendron (1)

Boraginaceae
Cruclcaryum (1)

Burseraceae
Gen. NoY. (1) Rossell5.

Campanulaceaa
Ruthlella (1)

Celastraeeae
Brasslanlha (1)

Compositae
Brachlonostylum (1)
Ischnea (1)
Papuacalia (14)
Piora (1)

Cunoniaceae
Aistopetalum (2)

Elaeocarpaceae
Serlcoka (16)

Epacridaceae
Dtcatoca (1)

EuphorbW:eae
Annaijoa (1)
Koirot1wmnus (1)
Octospermum (1)

Oesneriaceae
SepiJcea (1)

Gramineae
Buergersiochloa (2)



IC8einat;Ue
P$eudobotrys (2)

Loranthac:eau
DJltrlanthes (3)
Papuamhes (1)
RhJ:omo1Ulnlhes (1 4 2)
Tetradyas (1)

Melastomataceac
Dlcerospemlum (1)

Menlspermaceae
ChlaellQlUira (1)
Macrococculus (1)

Monimiaceae
Fa/ko (J)
KaJroa (1)
Lauterbachia (1)

Moraceae
Antiaropsis (1)

Myrsinaceae
Fittingia (5)

Myrtaceae
Basispel11Ul (1)
Octamyrrus (6)

Opiliaceae
Gjtlkrupia (1)

Orchidaceae
CalymmanIhera (3)
Chito1l/l1llhera (11)
Chitonochilus (1)
Codonosiphon (3)
Cyp1uJchilus (7)
Dryadorchis (2)
GuiUOMttia (7)
HymenorchJs (6)
lschnocentrum (1)
Kerlgomnitl (1)
PopUileQ (1)

38

Porphyrodtsme (1)
Su-ccoglossum (2)
Sepalo.dphon (1)

Palmae
Actlnorkytls (2)
Brassiophoenix (2)
Ptychoa;us (7)
Somml«rla (J)

lJroteaceac
Finschla (3)

Rubiaceae
AtUho"hlZtl (9)
CJuu!tostachydlum (1)
Maschalodume (2)
P«hystylus (2)
Rhodinopus (1)
Siphonandrlum (1)
Versteegla (1)

Rutaceae
Cly~niQ (1)
Mo1lQ1lthocitT'UJ (2)

Sapotaceae
Krouselltl (4)
Magodendron (1)

Scrophulariaceae
DelZNrla (1)

Theaceae
Archboldiodlndron (2)

Tlliaceae
EleuWrostylis (1)

Urticaceae
Gibbsia (2)

Verbenaceae
Archboldia (1)

..\'i
. i~
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APPENbIX 14-2. LIST OF ADUmONAL 81m OF BOTANlCAL lMPOIt'l'ANCl'

Area LocalIty No~

1. S of Mendl A unique area (\If Dacrydlum ntdulum vat. QrQucQrlolths swamp
f(jlrest. This (orest type was oriainally me near 'rart and in
Wissel Lakes (trian Jaya). Stand has size of ca. $ ha, (John.
19803).

2. Mid-Waghl The onty remnant stand of luwer montane Ctutanopsis forest in
the Waahi Valley. Important stand - local traditional value.
Only exton"ive indicator of oriPnal highlands vegetation stitl
extant in vaUeys. (Not studied).

3. Lake Kutubu ArQU€arla swamp forest. Small stand of distinctive swamp
vegetation - only swamp site known (or genus in Papuasia (see
Gray 1973).

4. Manus Small stand of mangroves including the only site in Papuasia for
Merope angulata - previously known only from the Philippines.

S. Waghi~Jimi Extensive ridge top stands of Notholagus with
Divide emergent Pandanus antaresensis to 33-35 m tall. Unique habitat

although beth species widt".spread.

6. Lake Kutubu Low altitude NOlholagus spp. forming pure stands at c. 400 m
altitude. Compare with normal range above 1700-2000 m in
Central Highlands. Unique associated flora.

7. LakeMumy Important (extensive) stands of dipteroearps
Catchment (Hopta celtidifolia, Votica russak), Lithocarpus (low alt.),

Elmerrillia tsiamp«cQ, etc. Important to conserve dipteroearp
genotypes.

8. Satte1berg Very important historical sites for early German collections
(only a small area not destroyed by coffee pltn.) Still includes
only known localities for many species and genera such as
Ptlalophus (P. megalophus - Johns 1990).

9. Karkar I. Central area of Karkar covered by rain forest and successional
vegetation. To conserve slipper orchid areas (if any remain)
and also local endemics Nch as Turpinia plntata.

10. Long Island Successional vegetation on Volcano, with diverse habitats.

1~
'~
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11 . Manam bland

12. Bub bland

13. "etuvat

14. tae Sotanic
Gardens and
National
Herbarium

is. Mt. Shungol

16. Wagau Swamp

17. Lake Wongri

18. Upper Markham

19. Upper Ramu

20. Lower Markharri

21. Sialum
Grasslands

22. Crater Lala:

23. Mt. Erimbari

An important area of sUGGeSsional vegetation. Also very
important sites fot selection of looal trees with edible fruits.

To emphuize an important area fot looal cnaltivafs of
Barrlngtonla. Most diverse site in Papu30sia (lebb).

An intetfiationa11y important ooU~tion of native fruiting plants
and Qultivars of agtiGultural Qrops.

Nationally and internationally the most
important collCiK1tlon of the native plants of
Papua New Guinea in cultivQuon. The
National Herbarium is the rniijor repository for the collections
from Papua New Ouin. and the Solomon Islands.

A small area of montano forest with a high degree of local
endemigm including species of AgaJMtes. Rich flora with many
species of Hymenophyllaceae.

Mid-altitude basin with many areas of successional swamp
vegetation and areas of Pterldium, tree ferns, etc.

Small lake in souther" foothills of the mountains with
mineralization in local area. Five species of duck recorded on
lake (Lamothe pers. camm.). Also areas of old ArtUlCarla trees.

Savanna areas in the upper Markham area with associated
&f8Ssland and herb spp. Epiphytic orchids (Dendrobium sp.)
previously abundant.

Savanna areas - as 18.

Important freshwater swamp forest dominated by Sonneratia
caseolQrU.

An area of diverse grasslands along the
Sialum terraces.

Lake Onim, south of Giluwe. A high altitude lake with a rich
flora surrounded by Nothofagus forest.

Highest altitude forests dominated by NothDfagus in Papua New
Guinea. The "forest" is a short shrub type of 1-2 m height.
Unique.
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24. Chuav... Limestone cUffs and pinnaol8$. Inolud8s a
Kundiawa Road diver8C flora of tho Glift faces incl. stlvetal undescribed species

(Asplenium) and pure stands of Araucarla on small limest.one
!II knoll.

2j. Ramu Plain An area of swamp forest to the east of the lower kamu f very
rich in canopy paims.

26. AseId Area Limettone areas with distinct flora and isolated b\ltte~ with a
rich nora and fotests dominated by Ccuuarlna.

~

~
27. Chimbu Oorge LImestone flora on cliffs. Also rock paintings on clift tntes.."

28. Area not Important locality for PaphJopeditum
localized prautans in diverse limestone areas. ~

29. Waria Valley Remll,ant areas of Paphiopedilum vio/oscens.

30. Mt. Lamington ;' :c<>ndary succession on recent volcanics including summit arcm
with Rhododendron.

31. Lake Myola Diverse gr-c1ss1and valley including only known site of
Arth1'fJpogon (grass) in New Guinea (1 collecdon).

32. Kokin Village One of few SItes of Parlda versteegii in Papua N~w Guinea.
~-

33. Oomsis- Very hil;h'diversity of genotypes of
Gabens\! Anisoptera thurlfera var. polyandra.

",.

34. Kairuru A small very diverse island with an
Island interesting montane fo~t along central ridge. Flora (1200 +

specia) (William 1989).

35. lJmboi I. Coastal sava.1na v:getation with Cycas rumphli and AlbiU;a. Iia

Also a diverY associated grasshl.1d flora.

.::n,l. Embri L2kes Interesting s... · _.llp area with surrounding fores. and lake plants
(1922).

37. Talasea Interesting successional com) nunities
Geothermal associated with local area. NepelUhes and
Region diverse fern flora.

38. Wulai Island Diverse orchid flora including local endemic Dendrobium r-

wulaiensis.
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39. MUllau tstnnd Locally endemio flora.

40. North Coast, Area with ArlStolochla schleeltt'" and
MadMI associated fauna in good luwland forest.

41. Lavangai Only known locality of Arlstolochia
Harbour .. gaudichardll.
NolJ' Hartovet

42. Fetspitze Important historical collecting locality by Lauterbach.

43. Etappenbera Important historical c~ltectinllocality by Lauterbach.

44. L~rd~ra Important hbtorical collecting locality by Lauterbach.

45. Sr,hrader Mts. Important historical coUecting locality by Lauterbach.

46. Hood Lagoon Area of dense Cycas circinnalis (CITES).
Region

47. Kale/Aroma Coastal Satld dune vegetation.

48. Port Moresby Rich water plant communities - Caldesia oligococca. In
seasonal swamps.

49. Silrinumu Dam Aponogeton lorale (local endemics).

50. Oriomo River Aponogelon wo11U!rs/eyi • local endemic species.

51. Kikeri River Cryptocaryne versteegii local sp.

52. Bisiu Complex of fresh water aquatics • unknown and surrounding
savanna/rain forest vegetation.

'1

53. Mt. Ialibu

54. Ihu

55. Murua

56, Rouna Falls

57. Modeni

High peak with diverse vegetation ;urrounded by Lit1'«arpus on
N side and rich vegetation with Pandanus on S side.

Only loe' tHy of Wolfla globosa.

Extensive ground communities dominated by seasonal
communities of Curcuma.

Classical collecting locality. Genera such as r...Tt!Mco/la.

Loaility of undescribed species of Potomogelon.
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S8. Gogol Valley

~9. North New
Britain

60. Kairuku..Oulf

61. Nissan 1.

62. Kani Range.9

63. GoUala

64. Tokeamaima

65. Sepik

66. Gabagaba

67. Port Moresby

68. Murik Lakes

69. ~sam High

70. Hood Lagoon

71. Cloudy Bay

72. South of
Finschhafen

73. Fly Islands

74. Motupori I.

75. S~uth Daru I.

76. Tami

Two undescribed ~l*iG8 of Prlesodlella collected ftom this
lOCAlity.

ltxtenllive remnant lua.ndl of mature Hucu,)lptUJ
rUg/~~ptQ with heart rot, so unloaaed.

Important Aavanna, monsoon <:ommunltios. Ut.lstudied.

Stands of MetrotYlon salom01umsls.

Locality of Schlechter Types including Oncodostlgma and
Onomitra.

Wllla!a loremanJl ~ local endemic.

Pure standI of Avicennia marlNJ.

Only known locality of Ceuthostoma in Papua New Guinea.

Tecticornia ~ only loa)!:,!.

Dry edge mangroves ~ Aeglalltes annulala and Osborn/a
octadonata.

Extensive mangrove forests and rain forest in poorly drained
areas.

Area of Elmerrlllia tstampacca forest with Licuala sp. forming a
dense subcanopy to 3 m tall.

Mangroves.

Mangroves.

Hanguana wet land.

Several seagrasses including an indet. species.

Sea grass beds.

Only record of Zostera from Malesia.

Old collecting locality. Also a rich area for $lea grass
commumties.
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77. Central I1xtensive areas or undisturbed savanna and :.
Province and lowland f1lJn forest
Oulf Province
Border

18. Kuvuna Sandalwood areas • locality of San/alum macgregor/I.

79. KtlSSAtn Pass Important zonation from savanna and lowland tropical rain
forest through patches of Cas/(J1I(}psis and Araucarla forest to
ridge top patches of Nothqfagus abo..." the road to the south of
Kassam Pass,

-

80. Yonki Dome Area of midmontane forest with lower margIn of Cas/anopsls
into mixed mid-montane and ridge NOlholagus forest.

81. Aiyura Ridge top Notholagus area with diverse
(ridges to epiphytic communities includ!ng an
south and undescribed species of LoxoscapM. f·

southeast of
Aiyura NHS)

82. Lake Murray Important area of freshwater vegetation including Blyxa spp.,
- savanna and monsoon forest.
.J

83. Kiunga Very diverse border communities rich in species from Irian
Jaya.

84. Omaru Plateau Limestone vegetation on Pleistocene reef areas.

85. Upper Watut Montane forests rich in l>arasitic plants Balanophora,
Langsdo1jfla papUQlUl and Santalaceae.

86. Markham Point Low level upper montane forest with Podoc.arpaceae, to lowlaud
tropical ridge forest. Alt. range to 1800 m.

87. Labu Lakes Rich lowland swamp and mangrove forests inclurting pure Hypa
stands.

88. Manus I.

89. Kavieng

90. Lihir 1.

Many endemic species including two spp. of Calophyllwn of
high commercial value.

Presence of R.'!!ZJphora lamarckii • very rare in New Guinea.

Bamboo thickets on island with associated orchid flora.

i,a.
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91. Katkat'l.t Heavy uta ()f gallp spp.
and coast
north of Madang

92. CoastAl ..trip Gallp nuts, Barrington/a $Pp., abo taro
between Lac cultlv8ts.
and Finschhafen

93. Markham Cultivated Musa with very many cultivars;
Valley j esp. main food plant in large perennial banana
NWofLeron plantations.
River

94. Um! River Pandanus (marita) • many varieties.
headwaters
and Leron
Valley

9S. Highlands, Very great variety and diversity of sweet
general potato cultivars.

96. Sepik area, Yam species and a number of cultivars.
Milne Bay
islands, ~"

Markham Valley

97. G~'.1 and Four specie$ of wild rice.
'oNaY/oi Rivers

98. Hawoi River Low altitude tall montane forest.

99. Padi-Balima Mature Eucalyptus deglupta stands.
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Chapter Fifteen

Biodiversity and Conservation of the Warm-BloodedVertebrates
of Papua New Guinea

Bruce M. Beehler'

SUMMARY

Based on available knowledge of the distribution and ecology of birds and mammals
in Papua New Guinea, and knowledge of the patterns of species richness and localized
species endemism, an assessment is made of the disposition of biologically important areas
for the nation. These selections are further influenced by analysis of data on (a) species
rarity, (b) ecologically fragile habitats and communities, (c) rare and vulnerable species, (d)
major wilderness areas, (e) biologically unsurveyed ar~, and (t) a delineation of
biogeographic districts within PNG. From these analyses, an array of thirty areas
representing the richest and biologically most important areas for birds and mammals has
been selected (Figure 15-8).

"·1 To ensure the conservation of PNG's rich biological diversity, the following
recommendations are made, based on our analysis of warm-blooded vertebrates: (a) the
Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) should focus on developing a system of
lerge conservation areas to serve as a biological reserv~ for the nation; (b) the conservation
areas should be large (>8000 km~, locally owned but administered with the assistance of
DEC; (c) the system should reflect the consensus of biologically important areas developed at
the CNA Workshop; (d) PNG's current legislation on oonservation areas and species
conservation needs to be simplified, made more practical, and be based on local conditions
and practical enforceability; (e) we endorse the notion of an environmental levy, the proceeds
of which should be placed in an environmental trust fund for PNG, to be administered by an
independent board; the funds would be disbursed locally to support efforts that would
promote the study and conservation of biodiversity in PNG; and (t) we propose that the
Government of Papua New Guinea (GoPNG) develop a formal program to encourage
conservation biology studies of PNG's threatened species of birds and mammals.

CORRESPONDENT TEAM

This analysis was conducted with the assistance of Professor Jared M. Diamond
(UCLA School of Medicine), Dr. Timothy Flannery (Australian Museum), Mr. James I.

I World Conservation International and Conservation International, c/o Division of Birds, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
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Menzies (University of Papua New Guinea), Mr. Lester Seri (Department of Environment
and Conservadon), and Dr. Richard Schodde (CSIRO, Canberra).

ORNI1HOLOGY IN PNG

Birds are, without question, the best known animal group in Papua New Guinea.
1'his has a clear historical cause, as the birds and butterflies were the two groups of greatest
interest to the many European closet naturalists of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Many pioneering expeditions to the New Guinea region were financed by
sedentary European naturalists eager to describe new species brought back from the Far East
by pioneering commercial field collectors.

In the last fifty years, PNG's birds have received consirJuably more professional
attention than the butterflies, thanks, primarily, to omithologi'~ts such as Ernst Mayr, E.
Thomas Gilliard, Austin Rand, Tom Iredale, Fred Shaw Mayer, Jared Diamond, Richard
Schodde, and others (see bibliography, Appendix 15-2).

Initial studies focused on collecting specimens from previously unsurveyed sites. In
more recent years, studies have broadened to include behavior, ecology, and island
biogeography. In the last decade, a knowledgeable array of amateur field ornithologists
(e.g., Brian Coates, Brian W. Finch) have made significant contributions, and this has been
expanded by the survey work carried out by the Department of Environment and
Conservation, Biology Department of the University of PNG, and the National Museum and
Art Gallery.

Today, the avifauna of Papua New Guinea can be described as well known, as
evidenced by the availability of the remarkably comprehensive, two-volume Birds of Papua
New Guinea, authored by Brian Coates (1985, 1990), complemented by a multi-authored
field guide to the birds of N~w Guinea (Beehler et aI. 1986). Field work continues in two
forms. Locally-based ornithologists (amateur and professionnl) conduct a variety of field
studies based primarily on banding and mist-netting forest bird populations, and overseas
fieldworkers conduct short-term, intensive studies primarily focusing on distribution,
sociobiology, systematics, and evolutionary problems.

MAMMALOGY IN PNG

The knowledge of the mammals of Papua New Guinea has lagged behind that of the
birds. The mammals, with a few exceptions, are far more difficult to observe and
enumerate. This is because they are, unlike birds, primarily nocturnal, cryptic and nonvocal,
and generally more difficult to trap. Mammals received only minor attention on many of the
early expeditions, so this whole group of vertebrates did not receive the intensive surveying
that would have been required to produce equivalent results that were being achieved for the
more visible and colorful birds and butterflies.
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The slnale ml\Jor effort in which mammals were not slighted was thc serics of
Archbold Bxpeditions conducted in the 1930, through 19501 (mammaloglsts Richard
Archbold, G. H. H. Tate, and Hobart van Deuscn). These were expedition based,
systematic collecting efforts, with the prime objective heine the description ot new taxa and
documentation of their distribution in New Guinea and neighboring islands. Our knowledge
of the details of species level systematics of the mammals of Papua New Guinea is only now
receiving the more in-depth, population- and country-wide attention that it merits. New
species are described annually, and species groups are being reworked, with thc net effect
that there is considerable nomenclatural and taxonomic instability, with multJple (often
conflicting) treatments available. This ferrpent adds confusion to the literature, but is a sign
that progress is being made.

Two signal events have taken place in PNG mammalogy in the last several years.
These were the publication of Mammals of New Guinea, by T. F. Flannery (1990), and A
Handbook of New Guinea Marsupials and Monotremes, by James I. Menzies (1991). Thus
we now have available important compendia of systematic, bibliographic, and natural history
data on regional mammals in a form most useful to conservation analyses.

Today's mammalogical studies r'1 PNO, both by in-country and overseas workers,
focus almost exclusively on distribution, systematics, and evolutionary studies. To a smaller
extent there have been studies of ecology and population biology. With regard to synthetic
lalowledge of the biology of the living animals in their natural habitat, the birds remain better
lalown than the mammals.

MAJOR GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

Ornitholo&y
The major gaps in our ornithological knowledge can be broadly classified into fOUf

groups: (a) distributions, (b) populations, (e) life cycles, and (d) movements.

Distributions: This can be subdivided into two types: general distributional patterns and
species distributions. Our ignorance of general patterns relates to our failure to fully analyze
the distributional patterns of birds on mainland New Guinea and on New Britain. This, in
part, can be blamed on inadequate field surveying. A number of publications (especially
Diamond 1972, 1974, 1975, and publications cited therein) have drawn some generalizations
about the biogeographic patterns exhibited by birds in PNG, but this requires refinement that
will be based on future field study and laboratory analysis.

Major questions remain: Just where are the major distributional breaks on mainland
PNG and what causes (or caused) them? What are the distributional patterns of endemic bird
species on New Britain? What is the pattern of distribution of montane birds in New Britain?

For purposes of conservation, individual species patterns focus on the larger and rarer
species. What can explain their particular distributions today? For those bird species that
exhibit seemingly anomalous ranges (e.g., Blue Bird of Paradise [Paradisaea rudolp1ul
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ranaina w4'.atward only to Tarl and beina absent from scamcnta of eastem Papua [Figure IS·
1]), what factors have promoted such ranae abbreviation? Why do ranges end lbruptly even
though forest types appear to continue, uninterrupted for hundred. of ldlometers? What
causes patchiness of distribution? What limits the occurrence, for instance, of Pesquet's
Parrot (PslttrlcyhtJs jf"gldus), which, though widespread, is prescnt in some locales and
absent elsewhere? To answer these questions will require active species-level investigation in
the field, and will form the basis ot' future studies in PNO conservation biology.

Pgpulations: For species endemic to PNG there are virtually no population estimates, even of
the rarest and most obvious fonns, such as the New Guinea Harpy-Eagle (Harpyopsls
novaegulneae) or Southern Crowned Pigeon (Goura scheepmakerf). These data are required
before meaningful species action plans can be fonnulated. We would argue that action plans
arc needed for some of PNO's rarer vertebrates.

LifiL{~: We know nothing of the population dynamics of the laree andlor rare species
that inhabit PNG. These data are critical to determining objectively whether a species is
potentially in trouble or not. Witness the preliminary data we have for some of the lek
breeding birds of paradise. Tens of thousands of Parodisaea skins were exported annually
from New Guinea at the tum of the century, and there were great fears for the future of
these bird species. We now know that, because of the behaviorally-mediated delayed
plumage development by males in the lek-breeding species, the culling of plumed males still
allows full-scale reproductive activity to continue (with unplumed subadult or non-Iek
attending males inseminating females when necessary). These species thus have a natural
population "buffer" in their life cycle, and hence were never really threatened by culling for
the plume trade.

Quite a different phenomenon might threaten other species and hide the evidence of
threat, as with monogamous, long-lived species exemplified by a large forest eagle like
Harpyopsis. In this scenario, some aspect of nesting and reproduction might create critical
vulnerabilities in populations. And because the adults may live for decades, the evidence of
a population decline (from failed reproduction) might not become obvious until the situation
is beyond redemption. If, in fact, the New Guinea Harpy-Eagle raises but one offspring
every two or three years, it means the potential for rapid population increase simply does not
exist for this species. Thus lmowledge of age structures, age of first reproduction, clutch
size, and offspring raised per annum are of critical importance for gauging threat.

Seasonal or A~lated Movements: Bird species that migrate between Australia and Papua
New Guinea constitute a well-mown regional phenomenon, but what of within-eountry
movements? Montaue species, especially those depending on fruit and nectar resources make
significant, but poorly documented, elevational and geographic movements. Different age
groups move in differing patterns, and El Nino events may influence major nonannual
movements. We require a better grip on these phenomena if we are to design conservation
areas that are to protect a fauna that is not sedentary.
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For mammatogy, our ignorance is an order of maanitudo areatel' than that for the
bird.. ManlmalolY in PNO is perhap. 30 years bohlnd ornithology, so the potential tor
study and dllCOVcty is tnliy remarkable at this time. This splendid opportunity tor graduate
'Jtudenta and field mearchcra from within and without PNO does mean, however. that our
knowledae is very weak when it comes to the (acta needed tor conservation action. The
statementa made tor bird. above (Geography, Population., Life Cycles, Movements) apply to
the mammals, but probably require additional amplification. Examine the distributional
maps that appear in Flannery's book. Por so many mammals, each speci~ range is but a
few scattered dota, often (at"fluna, with nu apparently clear biogeoaraphic pattern (see, for
instance, many of the bat ranacs).

Considerable field surveying has been conducted by the Department of Environment
and ConJeJ'Vation, but these data have not been adequately assembled and analyzed. In some
cases it will be necessary to go back into the field and systematically make specific site-based
collections of mammals. This would serve several valuable purposes, not the least of which
would be to detem'l1ne the natunal nmges of these mammals. It would also train a generation
of PNO field biologists, provide material for study and higher dearees, augment the PNO
museum collections (which are now incomplete), and encourage the initiation of a PNG
biological survey, which 'ilso is badly needed. Ali conservation is based, Wtially, on
biological data. For mammals, we need to collect this basic infonnation, preferably in a
systematic fashion.

The tree kangaroos ~ a prime example. Dendrologus goodle//owi, endemic to the
PNG mainland, seems to be quickly extirpated from areas where there has been chronic
hunting, even by remarkably small human populations. It appears that a hunter with
companion hunting dogs spells doom for this tree kangaroo except in the areas where hunters
rarely or never visit. There is almost certainly a bio1o&ical basis for the extreme
vulnerability of this tree kangaroo - a vulnerability that apparently is not shared by

-- Dendro/agus dorianus, whose populations appear much more resistant to overhunting
(perhaps because of differing e1evational distributions?). We need to study the two species in
the field and detennine why one is threateP.ed and the other not. These scientific data may
provide the insight to allow us w develop a practical conservation strategy for the threatened
species. But until we gather these data, the point is moot.

In sum, for the mammals the needs are twofold: more systematic field surveys, and
new studies in population biology of the larger, potentially threatened species.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF THE FAUNA

What about the bird fauna of Papua New Guinea makes it so remarkable? PNG's
endemic species (fable 15·,1) occur in no other nation on earth. Their survival depends
entirely upon the people and government of PNG. Of the 76 bird species endemic to Papua

""
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New Oulnea, 12 arc confined to Now Britain, and 14 to tho PNO mainland. They arc
treated in areater detail In a later section.

Equally important are the m~or lineages that have achieved tholr primary radiations
in Papua Nmv Guinea. Thirty-one species of birds of paradise (paraclisaoldae) inhabit Papua
New Guinea. PNO supports the richest radiation of kingfishers on earth (26 species),
exhibiting thcgreatest range of morphologies and habits. PNO supports important radiations
of fruit-pigeons (Ptilinopus, Ducula), parrots (Charmosyna, Pslttacella, eMlcopsltta,
Mlr.ropsltta), and honeyeaters (Meliphagidae). These lineages constitute globally important
biodiversity, and must be considered in any long-term conservation strategy.

Mammals
Some 56 species of mammals can be considered technically endemic to ~NO (Table

15-2). Of these, the list "true endemics" is probably closer to 35, when one excludes species
that range westward to the Irian border but which, for lack of collecting, have not been
recorded in Irian Jaya. More species of Dendrolagus tree kangaroos inhabit PNG than any
other country. The two extant genera of echidna (zaglossus, Tachyglossus) inhabit PNG.
The murid rodents .:nd pteropodid fruit bats probably achieve their greatest species richness
in Papua New Guinea. Finally, PNO, without question, supports the richest forest-dwelling
marsupial fauna on earth.

DATA FOR ASSFSSMENT

Our analysis is based on compilation of a series of data sets relevant to biodiversity
and ecological biogeography in Papua New Guinea. 'rhese include restricted groups of birds
and mammals that are particularly relevant for conservation analysis; data on regions needing
survey; data on regional species richness; regional disposition of endemic species; rare
species; ecologically critical or unique areas; ecologically fragile areas; economically
important species; known threats; and the location of ~or wilderness areas in PNG.

Taxonomic and EcoJodca1 Focus

For pUrp.18eS of analysis, we have selected a series of bird and mammal sample
groups, based on rarity, endemism, and potential threat at species and populational level.
These, then, constitute the initial data set that will provide the guidelines necessary for
selecting the biologically important areas for PNG.

I selected four data subsets: (1) PNG endemic birds, (2) large, rare, and vulnerable
birds, (3) globally restricted endemic birds occurring in mainland PNG (from an ICBP
analysis by Alison Stattersfield), and (4) six species-rich mammal genera with large body size
and widespread distribution in PNG (Dendrolagus, Dorcopsis, Pseudocheirus, Phalanger,
Pteropus, and Dobsonia).
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I mapped the distribution of these species taxa through PNO, buUdlnl species lists for
thirty biogeographic districts (see species Hsts in Appendix 1~·1). These disl.fict listings give
a preliminary regional measure of biodiversity for PNO for the purposes of creating priorities
for conservation.

Unknown Areas
Although well studied when compared to some other tropical nations, PNO still has

areas that have eluded biological surveyor study of any kind. Some of these "unmown"
areas are bracketed by well studied regions, and thus are probably of minor interest to
biogeographers and conservationists. The areas that I treat below are significant unknown
areas that are probably distinct biogeographical1y or ecologically from the nearest studied
areas, and thus are potentially important sites, biologirally. It therefore is clearly important
for conservation planners to consider some of these unknown sites, lUI well as the rich well
known sites, when planning a system of conservatio,,", areas. Some of these unknown areas
are uninhabited or sparsely so, and would lend themselves to potential protection.

I have lTlapped fourteen significant "unknowns" for Papua New Guinea (Figure 15-2).
Nine lie on the mainland, and five on the islands. I discuss them briefly below:

1J.Rper Strickland. This lowland and hill region is defined by the Strickland River on
the west, the Muller Range to the north, and the Nomad River on the south. Much of the
land to the west has been little stJdied, and this "unknown" area probably should range
westward to the Blucher Range. Apparently very wet climatically, and rich in birds and
mammals.

Hel:i~iolMount ltIuaay. Karst hills and outliers, including the Mount Murray
volcano. Apparently unsurveyed and probably rich, but of difficult access. Low population.

Maramuni. This eastern section of the Central Range, its northern scarp, and the low
foothills at its base, are unsurveyed. T~lese mountains rise to 3700 m.

Finisterre RanE~ Although the Saruwaged Range is relatively well studied, the
Finisterre Range to th~ west is virtually unstudied. Mostly (uninhabited) highlands.

Tua/Kaul:el Drainal:es. This perhumid hill forest basin drains the southern slopes of
the Kubor Range and the western slopes of Mount Karimui. Virtually uninh&bited.

Crater MountaintPio. A hill forest basin, much like the Middle Tua, that drains
Crater Mountain and the eastern slopes of Mount Karimui. Sparse population and very wet
climatic regimes.

Mount Favenc. Southeasternmost montane isolate of the southern slopes of the
central cordillera. Never surveyed; rises to 1550 m. Southeast of Mt. Murray, and west of
the Purari. A large massif completely isolated by 10wl~lds.

...
"
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Lakclcamu/ChapmQD. Lowland forest basin rising sharply to more than 3000 m.
Unli\hablted and rich In wlldUfe.

Bowutu RanG. Large expanse of mid-montane forest on ultmbaslc soils of these
north coastal ranges. Uninhabited.

K11kerranlEeteuSSQn. Large forested massif never surveyed zoologically. One of the
top priority zoological unknowns.

Nakanai Ranee. A large uplifted plateau in western New Britain whose montane
fauna has never been surveyed (Coultas failed to collect any of the significant montane
birds). Constitutes the largest continuous expanse of montane forest on New Britain.

Gazelle Hiehlauds. Highest mountains of New Britain; high montane fauna never
surveyed.

Yenon/Hans Meyer Ranges/New Ireland. The Verron Range j, unsurveyed and
unknown, with summits higher than 2000 m. The Hans Meyer Range is the highest of any
island in the Bismarcb, and still has not been surveyed adequately for vertebrates.

Crown Prince RaoeeJBou2ainyille. Very wet and little studied. Mainly highland
forests.

Species Richness

Counts of breeding species for mammals and birds in PNG (and various sectors
thereot) appear in Table 15-3. These provide a rough measure of the numerical richness of
specie~ clSsemblages on a geographic scale. These numbers (especially for the insular
mammals) should be considered approximations.

On a smaller, regional and local scale, species richnf-ss varies a great deal from site
to site in PNG, dependent upon location (island or mainland), elevation, and habitat. A ten
hectare patch of lowland rain forest might be expected to support as many as 140 species of
breeding birds. Such a count would fall to ca. 100 species at 1500 m elevation, and perhaps
to 40 at 3500 m. Savanna habitats and grassland/garden complexes would be much
impoverishe.d, with fewer than 40 breeding bird species. Island populations are generally
much impoverished (Table 15-3), and the species counts in forest plots there are generally
very low when compared with similar mainland plots. This is evident to the fieldworker
both in numbers of species and numbers of individuals.

For mammals, the data are fewer and sketchier. Flannery's work in a very rich
section of forest in the West Sepik: Province indicates that local mammal faunas can exceed
130 species under certain conditions. The impoverishment of insular faunas is perhaps more
extreme for the less mobile mammals than it is for birds (Flannery & White 1991), and the
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data have been blurred by human introduction of a range of mammalian species to many of
the offshore islands.

Endemic Species

For birds, at least, Papua New Guinea is home to LWO classes of important "endemic"
groups _. reaionally endemic species, most of which inhabit only the New Guinea mainland
(but that occur in Irian laya as well as PNG), and true PNO endemics (the largest portion of
which inhabit one or more of the PNG islands, most typically New Britain).

The critical subset of regionally endemic birds has been characterized by ICBP as
those species whose world ranges are smaller than SO,OOO km:l. Fifty-seven of these species
are found on mainland PNG (Table IS-4). 'These species merit scrutiny in future analyses of
regional threats to species popuu'tions•

The insular endemics fonn the largest subset of PNO's true species-level endemics
(Table IS-I). Many of these comprise allospecific forms that have vicariated from mainland
species populations, but some (e.g., Ochlornls spp.) are truly oceanic, with their nearest
relatives found on other island groups north or east of New Guinea.

Fewer generalizations can be made about mammals, except to say that from the
smaller data set, trends appear similar to those for the birds. Most New Guinea mainland
endemics occur both in PNG and Irian Jaya (with notable exceptions - there seems to be a
notable faunal break for montane taxa associated with, the Strickland River). The insular
species are fewer, except in the pteropodid fruit bats, which show a propensity for colonizing
small islands and a tendency to be wide-ranging.

Rare Species

Papua New Guinea supports many species that can be judged as truly rare, although
the reasons for such rarity arc not readily forthcoming. Most ecologists argue that this rarity
is often a product of the complexity and richness of the communities in which the species
live - less niche space for species that are packed tightly into a single habitat. Such a
generality holds no real value for the conservation manager, and I suggest the question must
be answered, practically, on a speci.es-by-species basis.

I provide a list of the twenty rarest birds and mammals in Papua New Guinea (Table
15-5). In this table I consider only species whose world ranges are exclusively or largely in
Papua New Guinea. Such an assessment is easier for the birds than for the mammals, for
which the data are so often incomplete. These ~es merit study, and there should be
incentives to encourage future fieldworkers and students to focus on these.
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This can be somewhat subjective, dependina u.pon how one defines critical or unique.
Fewer is better, so I will pinpoint six 8W\S only, based on their importance to birds,
mammals, and unusual PNG biotas (Figure 15-3).

Mount Albert Edward Massif. This and Mt. Giluwe comprise the two largest tracts
of alpine habitat in PNG. Albert Edward is home to the endemic Calaby's Wallaby
(Flannery in press), and the Alpine Giant Rat.

Mount Giluwe VolQana. The largest single tract of alpine habitat in PNG. One of
PNG's most remarkable landforms.

Doma Peaks/Mt. l&iwara Uplands. A huge undisturbed tract of montane forest
between the population centers of Tari (to the west) and Margarima/Mendi (to the east).
Rich in birds of paradise.

BagyilGreat Papuan Plateau. PNG's great, isolated Pleistocene volcano; a major
landform outside of the central cordillera.

Up,per Fly Lawlands. The great Fly watershed is born in the high rainfall zone in the
shadows of the central cordillera. These lowland rain forests constitute an ecologically
critical area to the health of this, the third largest drainage on earth.

Up,per Se»ik Lowlands. The Sepik is perhaps PNG's most important river system
(because of the human population associated with it). Thus the health of the forests of the
Sepik's upper reaches will have important effects on the river and its human cultures.

F&olagica11y EmmIe Areas

Given how little we know about the environments of Papua New Guinea, selecting the
most fragile is no simple process. Based on studies outside of PNG, it is established that
alpine environments above the treeline ar~ particular susceptible to disturbance or long-term
damage (especially from global climate change). Thus the major alpine tracts in PNG (all
mainland) are plotted (Figure 15-4). Other fragile environments certainly exist, but remain
to be determined by other studies.

F&onomica1ly Important Species

Among the birds and mammals, there are two classes of economically important
species: (a) those that are traditionally bought and sold in the marketplace, ~d (b) those that
are important as village commodities in the noncash subsistence economy (dietary
staples/important sources of protein). These two groups are listed in Table 15-6. The
conservation importance of these taxa is uncertain. Most have widespread distributions (e.g.,

,.
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cassowaries) or else have regional representatives (e.g., the Paradisaea birds of paradise),
thus these data offer no clear imperative with rcgw:d to regional planning for biodiversity
conservation.

Known Threats

For the birds and mammals, the most obvious threats come from the black market
skin trade and the market for captive live birds and mammals. The informal, tegionally
based plume/fur trade is sizable, and most directly threatens the larger species such as the
New Guinea Harpy-Eagle, Pesquet's Parrot, Black Sicldebill, and the larger marsupials with
ornamental fur (used for hats and headbands). For reasons discussed above, although many
paradisaeid species are harvested for their plumes, the threat is reduced because of their
population dynamics (the Sicklebill excepted).

The live animal trade in PNG is primarily domestic, with large birds, cuscuses, and
tree kangaroos being most popular. This market is informal and unorganized, and probably
only represents a diffuse and weak threat to particular species populations. The international
(illicit) trade of live birds and mammals from PNG probably exists but is poorly documented,
data being clouded by the large volume of illicit trade that takes place in neighboring Irian
Jaya. Unless there are clearly marked subspecific populations, in many instances it is
difficult to determine the origin of an animal smuggled from New Guinea.

Major Wilderness Areas

The large expanses of undisturbed forest and alpine habitats that are uninhabited or
only very sparsely inhabited are most abundant in the PNG uplands and in the wet lowlands
on the verge of the southern scarp of the central cordillera (Figure 15-5). These areas offer
high potential as sites for future conservation areas because of their combination of pristine
habitats and low (or no) population.

They can be named as follows: Star Hiehlands, from the highlands of the PNG
border, north along the montane spur west of May River. IIp,per Fly, east and south of the
Blucher Range, across lowlanrls to the Nomad River and the Karius Range. The Central
Ranee, a high, unpopulated ~iorthern cordillera facing out on the Sepik l1asin. Papuan
Plateau/Doma Highlands, ~. huge tract of virtually uninhabited lowlands and montane forest.
Purari Wilderness, wet hill forests of the southern scarp. Huon Highlands, pristine highlands
wilderness in the Huon Mountains. North Peninsular Hiehlands, a heterogeneous tract of
mountain and alpine forest, ranging from the Kuper and Bowutu ranges, south through the
~hapman, Wharton, and Owen Stanley ranges - continuous wilderness above 1900 meters.
East Peninsular Highlands, comprising Mount Suckling, Mount Dayman, and the Bonua
basin. Whiteman Range, the major cordillera of central New Britain. The Nakanai Plateau,
the uninhabited uplands of western New Britain. New Ireland Highlands, the rugged high
ranges of the southern bulge of New Ireland - uninhabited and little visited.
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BIOGEOGRAPHIC DISTRICTS FOR PNG

An objective assessment of a fauna should be based, in part, on a biogeographic
assessment that delineates the regional disposition of that fauna. Based on the known
distribution of warm-blooded vertebrates in Papua New Guinea, I thus propose a series of
thirty biogeographic districts (Figure 15-6, Table IS-7), whose boundnries follow ml\)or
geographic, physiographic, or environmental dicontinuities, and which, in many cases,
conform to current range boundaries of diagnostic mammals and birds. I have taken care to
subdivide PNG into as many districts as practical, in order not to overlo.ok any possible areas
of endemism or high species richness.

The main purpose of this districting is to create a basis for "scale" in the siting of a
series of biologically important areas (see below). I believe it is important to spread the
placement of important areas over the map in a fashion that does not exclude any
biogeographically distinct area. I attempt to locate at least one biologically important area in
each of the biogeographic districts.

BIOLOGICALLY IMPORTANT AREAS

Comparing the disposition of the sample taxonomic groups, in consultation with the
other mapped data (biogeographic districts, critical areas, wilderness areas, major
unknowns), now permits selection of an array of biologically significant areas for PNG, as
listed below. I have placed each of these in one of r~o categories, Priority One (Q 0- 0- )=
the most critical areas, biologically; Priority Two (no star)= important areas. The unspoken
assumption is that areas not designated are considered of lowest priority, biologically;
however, many tracts outside of these designated zones could represent important biotas,
worthy of designation as conservation areas.

Part of the selection process involved comparing first-cut selections made by Beehler
with those made by merr.bers of the correspondent team, Jared Diamond, Tim Flannery,
James Menzies, and Richard Schodde (Maps 15-7a, 15-7b, 15..7(;;, 15-7d). Their selections,
based on their experience and knowledge, showed a considerable level of overlap (Figure 15
7e), and confirmed the importance of a number of areas. For workshop analysis by the CI
computer GIS, we treat their selections as distinct data sets, but the pre-workshop map
selections (Figure 15-8) are, in part, influenced by their selections. These are discussed
individually below.

Mainland Areas

1. Mount Menawa and Mt. SomofO 0- ¢- ¢-. West Sepik Province [North Coast].
(3°20'S, 141°45'E, and 3°25'S, 142°10'E, elevation: 500-185001). These are the highest
peaks in the Bewani and Torricelli mountains, respectively, of PNG's north coastal ranges.
Both of these great outliers are critical to the survival of a distinct montane fauna.. Mt.
Menawa is higher and much less disturbed than Somoro, and the population in the area is
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much smaller. The highlands of the North Coastal Ranges support two endemic species of
large mammals (Pelaurus abldl and Dendro/agus scotttu) and a number of isolated and
taxonomically distinct populations of birds (sec Appendix 15-1). A race of the Black
Sickleblll (Eplmachus lasluosUJ ultlmus) wu described from material collected on Mount
Menawa. The lower slopes of the area support the Palo-billed Sicldeb1l1 (Eplmachus
bruUnlt), whose world range is confined to northern New Guinea, and whose PNO range is
tiny (and recently discovered). The Black Tree-Kangaroo (Dendrolagus scottac) is th~, most
recently described large mammal for PNO, and is reputed to be the largest (and most
threatened) native forest mammal in Papua New Guinea.

2. A~ril Riyer/Hnnale!n Ranee. West Sepilc Province [Sepik-Ramu Lowlands].
(4°40'S, 142°38'E, elevation: 1()().1400 m). Although containing no PNO endemics, the
forests of the Sepik basin are remarkably rich and support numbers of western species of
birds and mammals (Appendix 15-1). The forests at the base of the northern scarp of the
central cordillera are probably among the richest in PNG.

3. Star MouDtains Q QQ. Western and West Sepik provinces [Star Mountains].
(5 0 S'S, 141°s'E, elevation: s()()..3800 m). The Mount Scorpion massif is a great mountaiD
block that is uninhabited, rarely visited, and rich in alpine biota with western affinities. The
enviroDmental transect that ranges from the summit heights Dorthward to the Ai River (a
branch of the upper Sepik) includes a remarkable range of eDvironments rich in western
forms rarely encouDtered in PNG. The subalpine zone of MouDt ScorpioD supports a good
population of Macgregor's Bird of Paradise (MacgTegorla pulchra) that is appareDtly not
hunted. This is a globally-threatened species.

4. Palmer River Q i) Q. Western Province [Upper Fly]. (5°45'S, 141°30'E, elevation:
100-1200 m). This area of lowland and hill forest is delimited by the Palmer River on the
east and Fly (Wai Pinyang) Ofl the west, and the scarp of MouDt UDi and Mount Karik OD the
north. This area comprises a large expanse of old growth wet raiD forest that supports a tiny
human POPUlatiOD and presumably is characteristic of the extraordinarily rich biota of the
upper Fly platform. To the west lie areas of relatively high human population and
development activitie., related to the huge Ok Tedi mine. The Palmer River tract is likely to
be ri(jh iD birds of pamdise and species with globally restricted distributions.

5. Tooda. Western Province [Trans-Fly]. (8°50', 141°30', elevation: sea level-tOO m).
Currently subsumed in the Tonda Wildlife Management Area, this is a large area of savanna
and seasonally flooded grasslands and marshes that constitutes a globally significant wintering
ground for migratory waders and waterfowl both from Australia and the Palearctic. Its
significance is reduced by the occurreDce of coDservation areas harboring similar fauDas in
both Irian Jaya and Northern Australia.

6. AramialSoari. Western Province [Eastern Fly] (7°30'S, 142°20'E, elevation: sea
level-100 m). This expanse of lowland alluvial rain forest is bracketed by the Aramia River
OD the west and the Saari River on the east. It perfectly represents the flat alluvial forest
habitat that abouDds on the lower Fly eastward to the Purari River. These forests are UDder
direct threat from logging plans, and representative tracts must be preserved before they are

,
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gone. The vertebrate fauna of this tract Is presumably rich, but rather undistinguished
biogeographlcally, and yet this should not detract from its critical importance au typical of a
dominant environment in PNO •• one that wlll be the first to disappear under lrrge-scalc
logging and pulpmlll operations.

7. Mwmt Boavi l) l) l). Southern Highlands Province [Southern Scarp] (6°40'S,
142°55'8, elevation: 300-2400 m). Proposed for national park status more than a decade
ago, the forests of the great extinct Mount Bosavi volcano have long been recognized to be
of importance to conservation in PNG. The tract comprises the volcanic cone plus lower
slopes to the west and southwest. These forests are faunistica1ly rich and virtually
undisturbed.

8. Doma Peaks (100. Southern Highlands Province rC:;outhern Highlands] (5°55S,
144°lO'E, elevation: 1800-3600 m). This tract, too, has been considered for national park
status. This comprises a large mid-montane and upper montane tract of uninhabited forest
that is exceedingly rich in birds of paradise and a number of little known bird species whose
ranges are primarily Irianese.

9. Nt. GUuwe (l: (l: (l:. Southern Highlands Province [Southern Highlands] 96°3'S,
143°SS'E, elevation: 1900-4300 m). The massive Giluwe shield volcano is capped by the
largest contiguous expanse of alpine vegetation in Papua New Guinea. This is a globally
significant montane wilderness threatened by logging of the beech-podocarp forests of its
middle and upper slopes. Very rich biologically.

10. Burgers Ran2e1Upj)er Mammuni (l: (l: (l:. East Sepik Province [Central Range]
(5 0 S'S, 143°25'E, elevation: 300-3690 m). This large, sparsely inhabited tract of montane
forest that descends abruptly into the Sepik lowlands includes the highest peak in the Central
Range (Yakopi Nalenk, 3690 m) and some of the least-known (but probably very rich) tracts
of humid forest habitat in Papua New Guinea.

11. Adelbert Mts. Madang Province [Adelberts] (4°50'S, 14s0 20'E, elevation: 300-1650
m). This isolated range is home to the Fire-maned Bowerbird (Sericulus baleen), the rarest
bird species in PNG, and the bird species with the most circumscribed geographic range
known for mainland PNG.

12. Crater Mountain. Eastern HighlandslChimbulGulf provinces [Eastern Highlands]
(6°45'S, 145°15'E, elevation: 500-3100 m). The Crater Mountain area is a proposed
Wildlife Management Area, chosen because of its large expanse of original forest, low
population density, and large populations of a diverse array of birds of paradise, including
the rare Black Sicklebill (Epimachus fastuosus) and Blue Bird of Paradise (Paradisaea
rudolphi).

13. Sirebi Riyer/Mt. Murray. Gulf/Southern Highlands provinces [Southern Scarp]
(6°51'S, 144°5'E, elevation: 100-2100 m). The largest expanse of karst topography in
Papua New Guinea lies in the central segment of the southern lowlands and hills, between

}. ;1/
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the PUM River in the east and Mount Bosavi in the west. The SirebVMt. Murray tract
features Mount Murray, an isolated volcano only sUahUy smaller than Mount Bosavi.

14. Einbtem RanKe Q QQ. Mombe Province [Huon] (SOSO'S, 146°8'E, elevation:
SOO·4150 m). This laraa montane forest tract, with a broad elcvatlonal range, from hill
forest to the treeline, supports more PNG mainland species endemics than any other. This
includes three birds of paradise, two honeyeaters, and a tree kanaaroo. This area is poorly
surveyed and probably eXceedingly rich. It should be the focus of much future research and
exploration.

.
IS. Kuper and Bowutu RanKes. Morobe Province [Northern Peninsula] (7°30'S,
146°S0'E, elevation: 300·2950 m). A large tract of hill and montane forest quite accessible
to the popUlation centers of Wau/Bulolo. This uninhabited series of ranges is well studied in
the northwest (Mount Missim) but virtually unknown in the southeast (Bowutu Range). Rich
in birds of paradise and montane species with restricted ranges, its biological importance
relates to being representative of middl~·altitudeforests of the Papuan peninsula.

16. Lakekamu Basin/Chapmao RanKe. Central Province [Owen Stanleys] (7°S0'S,
146°38'E, elevation: S0.3ooo m). Here is an entirely uninhabited tract of forest that ranges
from beautiful, lowland alluvial forest to upper montane forest near treeline, all within a
transect of no more than 20 Ian. The lowland forest supports good populations of crowned
pigeons and wallabies, and the highland forest is unexplored but presumably rich. This tract
will include southern watershed species absent from the Kuper/Bowutu tract.

17. Mount Albert EclwardlIoma lowlands Q 0 Q. Central Province. [Owen Stanleys]
(8°25'S, 147°25'B, elevation: 1000·3950 m). The Mount Albert Edward dome includes the
largest alpine uplands in eastern Papua New Guinea, and thus is a critical montane resource.
The lowland forests constitute a critically threatened resource in peninsular Papua, and those
suggested for protection here may support populations of the globally threatened (and world's
largest) butterfly, Omithoptera alexandrae.

18. Mt. SucklinKlBonua Basin (J Q (J. Northern/Central/Milne Bay provinces. [Eastern
Peninsula] (9°4S'8, 149°S'E, elevation: 200-36S0 m). Another vast wilderness area that is
virtually uninhabited and little disturbed at this point. The Suckling massif is the only
significant alpine uplands in the eastern peninsula, and, in conjunction with the adjacent
Bonua basin, stands as a remarkably pristine aggregate of montane and lowland forest in
easternmost mainland PNG. Rich in eastern isolates such as the Streaked Bowerbird
(Amblyomis subalaris) and Eastern Parotia (Parotia lawesii helenae).

Insular Areas

19. Goodenou&h Highlands. Milne Bay Province. [D'Entrecasteaux] (9°20'8, 150° IS'E,
elevation: SDO-2S00 m). The massive central peaks of Goodenough Island are higher than
any other mountains on New Guinea's fringing islands. The mountain forests that cloak
these summits are home to an endemic species of forest wallaby (Dorcopsis atrata) and a bat

, ?
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endemic to these eastern islands (pobsonla pamUetensls •• sometimes considered a ra~ of D.
moluccensls). These forests are uninhabited, rarely visited, and little known biologically.
They strongly merit conservation and additional field survey.

20. Per&usson H1lblands. Fergusson Island, Milne Bay Province. [D'Entreeasteaux]
(9°30'8, IS004S'E, elevation: 1()()..18S0 m). Fergusson Island Is one of PNG's great
unknowns, with three distinct mountain rangcs, geothermal areas, and other natural wonders.
The northeastcmmost mountain massif, Mount Kilkerran, promises to be a treasure trove to
the first vertebrate biologists who climb to its heights. Dactylopslla latel is endemic to
Fergusson. One can only imagine what undescribed populations of vertebrates inhabit the
wet montane forests above 1500 meters there. These uninhabited montane forests merit
protection.

21. Mount Rill. Tagula Island, Milne Bay Province. [Eastern Islands] (11 °30'8,
153°25'E, elevation: l00-S00 m). The forests of Tagula are home to an endemic honeyeater
(Meliphaga viclna) and butcherbird (Crcredcus loulsladens/s). It would be useful to designate
a tract of interior forest, ranging from Mount Riu in the cast to Mount Gangula in the west,
as an area of high priority. According to vegetation maps, the forest of the eastern two
thirds of the island are degraded.

22. Woodlark Island. Milne Bay Provinr.e. [WoodJar~] (99°10'S, 152°50'E, elevation:
100·350 m). Forests of the interior of Woodlark are borne to the cuscus Phalanger lu11ulae,
strictly endemic to this island.

23. UmbQi Hiehlands. Umboi Island, Mombe Provin~. [Northern Islands] (S038'S,
147°SS'E, elevation: 100- IS00 m). Umboi is the largest and richest of PNG's north coastal
islands (arrayed west off the western tip of New Britain, up the northern ccwt of mainland
PNG). It is home to populations lof large numbers of species endemic to PNG (Appendix 15
1), as well as a remarkable arra~' of fruit bats (eight species). Lake Buan, in Umboi':3
highlands, supports one of the richest waterbird pop1l1ations in the Bismarcks.

24. Whiteman Ean&e. West New Britain Province [Central New Britain] (5°50'51

149°50'E, elevation: sea level-l900 m). This reserve comprises the highe3t range in central
New Britain and an expanse of hill and lowlMJ forest north and south of the rang~. Much
of the western section of the area ;,S karst. This area includes~ largest single selection of
PNG species endemics of any in this list. Pteropus gilliardi is known only from this area,
and is perhaps indicative of the area's unsurveyed richness. It is very little studied and
merits special attention, especially when considering the potential effec~!{ of the planned
timber development projects in the region.

25. NalgmN Range (I- n n. East New Britain [East New Britain] (5°15~S, 151°45'E,
elevation: sea level~1960 m). Here is yet another of PNG's great wilderne:'is areas 
uninhabited and unsurveyed. It is certain to be biologically rich, and there is little doubt that
taxonomically new birds and mammals inhabit this area. It is isolated from the Whiteman
Range (to the west) by extensive intervening lowlands. This tract would include lowland
forest in the interior of the southern watershed.

•
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26. Mount SlnAWit/Mount BldrinJa. Bast New Britain [Gazelle Peninsula] (4°4"5,
IS2°S'B, elevation: 3()()..2400 m). These mountains, isolated by rivers and lowlands from
the Nakanal Mountains to the southwest, arc certainly as fascinatlna as the latter. They have
not been adequately surveyed, and are 500 meters higher. These mountains are surrounded
by lowlands with a growing populace, and probably will be degraded unless action Is taken
soon.

21. Bans Meyer/Yermo ranios Q QQ. New Ireland ProvJnce [New Ireland] (4°20'5,
152°SS'B1 elevation: 300-2400 m). Brief initial surveys have shown this montane area to be
very rich, with a number of species endemic to New Ireland itself (Table 15·1, Appendix
IS-I). This biotic resource is as important as that of any of the three sites in New Britain.

28. MlJlSaU. New Ireland Province. [St. Matthias] (1 0 25'S, 149°40'B, elevation: sea
level 7OC! m). The interior of Mussau Island, the largest in the St. Matthias group,
comprises a large block of rain forest. We suggest that the m~or portion of this tract be
designated as a priority site. It supports seven species of birds endemic to PNO, two of
which are endemic to Mussau, the Mussau Rufous Fantail (Rhipldura mallhiae) and the
Mussau Pied Monarch (Monorcha menclai).

29. Manus (H) Q. Manus Province. [Admiralties] (2°5'5, 147°0'E, elevation: 100-700
m). Manus is the largest of the Admiralty Islands, isolated both from the great Bismarck
islands to the southeast, and from mainland New Guinea far to the south. Not surprisingly,
Manus's impoverished fauna is rich in PNG endemics (eleven birds, two mammals). Of
these, six are endemic to the Admiralties. The designated priority area comprises a large
segment of the uninhabited interior forest tract, including its highest mountain, Mount
Dremsel (702 m).

30. Nt. IakuanlLake J.6Ulilil Q QQ. Bougainville Island, North Solomons Province.
[Bougainville] (6°30'E, ISso35'E, elevation: sea level-2200 m). The priority area includes
the spine of the central range and southern segments of the Crown Prince Range, from
Panguna south to Lake Lorolu, and includes mounts Takuan and Taraka. Where appropriate,
this area eXlertds downward toward the coast where good original forest prevails (primarily
in the vicinity of the Wapiai River, due south of Mount Taraka). The verges of this area
support relatively large rural populations - more so than in the other areas designated for
PNG. Because of its isolation from the Bismarck Islands and mainland PNG, Bougainville is
home to many species whose affinities lie with the other Solomon Islands to the south and
southeast. Be.cause of the uncertainty of the fLiture of the forests of the Solomon islands, it is

... imperative to conserve representative biotas on Bougainville. Among the many interesting
vertebrates is the little known Bougainville Honeyeater (Stresemannia bougainvillei),
representing a genus endemic to this island.

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

From the results of this assessment, the following recommendations can be put
forward:

(
I
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Research PdotJUea

Rcaearch provides the necxled scientific information that can be appned to specific
conservation problems. Thus, although immediately preasin, probleml arc not answered by
research that often takes year. to complete and publish, in order to dewolop an effective long"
term stratelY for conservation, one must institute research ptOarams that will, in time,
provide the answers that are today not forthcoming because of our lack of scientific data.

For birds and mammals, the research should take three courses. First, we must
return to the primary survey effolU that were mote popular in the 19S05 and 19605. The
unknown areas need to be visited and vigorously surveyed, and the poorly known areas need
to be revisited and resurveyed with specific focus on the more elusive species and genera of
mammals and birds. These surveys will uncover a wealth of new data (especially on
mammals) that can be applied to future conservation action.

The second line of investigation should be biodiversity studies that focus on the
interrelationships linking birds, mammals, arthropods, and the rain forest flora. Simple
sampling regimes that measure species richness still remain to be carried out for any forest in
PNG. These initial studies will provide a rough understanding of the ecological interactions
that promote the biological diversity of the PNG humid forests, which today remain in the
realm of speculation. These studies should then be broadened to encompass research on
seasonal reproductive cycles in the humid forest and patterns of movement among key birds
and mammals. These data are needed to determine the effective minimum size of
conservation areas to maintain good genetic stocks of particular threatened species.

A third line of investigation would focus on single-species studies of keystone and
threatened species - the large, charismatic species that remain little known. We need to
understand their biology before we can plan for their long-term future.

Future PNG Conservation Areas

The size, shape, and disposition of PNG's future conservation areas are dependent
upon a myriad of factors, some political, some practical. From the biologist's viewpoint,
there are certain rules that merit consideration. These have been enumerated by Diamond
(1975) and are summarized below. The bio&eographic considerations have been treated
above, so need not be reiterated here.

~: It is well-known now that larger is better in nearly all instances, and it is essential that
most of the future conservation areas exceed 8000 knt wherever possible. This will not be
feasible in some sites (Mount Somoro/Mt. Menawa), but iscertainly feasible in areas such as
Palmer River, Bosavi, Crater, Maramuni, Na1canai, and others. Areas larger than this are
preferable. Why is this minimum size limit a necessity? Simply stated, PNG's larger species
(Harpy Eagle, Pesquet's Parrot, Goodfellow's Tree Kangaroo, etc.) occur in such low
numbers, or in such a patchy fashion, that smaller reserves cannot be expected to support
viable populations over the long term.
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BlcwatlgoaJ ZooM: In montane areas, which dominate in PNO, it i. critical to consider the
elevational distribution 01 dllJC:rete faun.. when dealgnlng reservea. Thus a reserve that
ranges tront sea level to 3000 m mUlt be much larler than a sea level reserve In order to act
as an effective genetic reserve lor certain tAXa whose ranees arc elevatiooa1ly restricted.

Species RirJwas: For nonspecialized teSCNes, 11 i. useful to combine habitats and elevatioOl
wnes (given adequate covcraao and sizc;), and reserves should nnl.~imb:e the number 01
species contained in them. In PNO, this can belt be done by situating a reserve on a m~or

topographic or physloeraphic discontinuity ... usually the Interface b:tweeD a starp 01 a m'\Jor
mountain range with an alluvia1lowland plain. The montane/plain interface is usually an
area of perhumid condition. and high species richness, in part because of mixina from upland
and lowland communities.

Classification of conservation areas In PNO remains too complex and unwieldy.
There are too many categories, and too few examples of each type. We recommend a bare
minimum number of types, perhaps two or three, maximum: (a) Forest Reserve, for large
blocks of habitat that will serve as biological reserves; locally authorized, but overseen, in
part, by national authorities; (b) Park, smaller areas sited at points of historical or natural
interest. mainly for the recreational pleasure of visitors; (c) Local Hunting Preserve. locally
instituted tracts of forest, preserved for local hunting and cropping for non-timber forest
products, most applicable for villag~instigated efforts in nonpriority areas. It is important
thllt the government of Papua New Guinea fosters the conservation ethic whenever it appears.

LeKislation

PNG already has a wealth of legislation focused on protecting the environment and
protecting threatened species. Much of this is either too complex to enforce or not
sufficiently fine tuned to treat the problems at hand. Future legislation should be written
with the following principles in mind: (a) simplicity of interpret\tion and simplicity of
enforcement; (b) Crt'ating economic incentives for corporate or cHizen behavior that will
favor conservation and the environment; (c) statutes that are prdCtical and sensitive to local
rural conditions, rather than idealistic and vague; Cd) legislation that avoids hindering
scientific researcl1.

Here are some possible examples:

Locally-based ConsemtjOD Areas: Any new legislation to promote locally-based
conservation areas (now called Wl1dlife Management Areas) should include explicit
incentives for the local Landowners. These should come in the form of non-eash aid to
vUiage (health and education) inftastrueture or local economies.

Protected Species: The current list of species formally protected by law is not based on threat
or enforceability. The list should include only truly threatened 01 ~dangered species. should
offer means of enfon:ement on a local level, and should be promoted with educational
c:ampaigns and public outre&Ch.
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Enyironmental~: The> l~~ dIS been floated recently. in which a small percentage tax is
levied from gtO.. revenues from export of timber and minerals from PNO, The procced$
from such a levy would be placed in an environmental trust fund that would be administered
on behalf ot tho government by an independent board, composed of local and international
environmentalists and PNG government authorities. The funds from the trust would be
disbursed in grants tor conservation activities in J?NO, or to support local economies In
exchange tor agreements to ensure the protection of critical forest tracts.

Threatened Species Survival Plans

-
Although PNG is home to few truly threatened species, those that are SUffering known

threats in PNO should receive specific attention in order to devise survival plans based on
good biological data and practical knowledge of local conditions. Tile key to this program
will be continuous adequate funding, and sufficient manpower to conduct the research and to
formulate the survival plans. Their absence has hampered the development of such a
program.

We believe it will be possible for PNG to develop a model list of needs, and then to
solicit international assistance in the form of grant funds and non-national fieldworkers, who f,

would receive the formal encouragement and authority of the PNO government to carry out
the work. This, then, would be government sponsored studies in directed conservation
biology, a concept that has not yet been considered in PNG.

International fieldworkers should be encouraged to work in PNO if they agree to
conduct specific research related to study of specific threatened species. Current research by
f,,)l'eign nationals is eclectic and nondirected, and does not receive more than token official
support from OoPNG. We suggest that the nondirected research be allowed to continue as
~, but that the GoPNG create a list of conservation biology projects that would be given
priority. Thus tlle Government of Papua New Ouinea would aid and facilitate all
(nonfunding) aspects of the priority research -- speeding visas and local permissions,
providing infrastructural support, DEC counterparts, etc. Such a program might encourage
the best fieldworkers to work in PNG, and could be structured in order to provide useful in
the-field training for PNG students and departmental technicians.
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Figure IS-I. Known ranae ot the Blue Bird of Paradise.
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Fiaurc 15·2. M~or areas that are biologically unknown.
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Fiiure 15-3. Ecologically critical areas.
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Figure IS-4. Ecoloaica11y frngile (alpine) areas _. those > 3000 m.
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Figure IS-S. Mt\lor wilderness areas.
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Figure lS-6. Bioacoaraphlc districts for Papua New Guinea.
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Figure lS·7a. Important Areas (1. M. Diamand)
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1. Lowlands or Mainland PNG. Biogeographically, the two main blocks with endemics
are 1) the wet inland areas of the Fly River bulge on the southern watershed, and 2) the
Sepik basin on the northern watershed. The 3) southern and 4) northern watershed lowlands
of the southeastern peninsula also have some endemism (e.g., the Queen Alexandra Birdwing
near Popondetta). 5) The dry trans-Fly savannah near the Irian Jaya border has many dry
country specialties.

2. Mountains of the Central Range. The Central Range in PNG falls biogeographically
into three blocks, each with its own endemics (e.g., the astrapias). The blocks are 6)
western, 7) central, 8) southeastern. Different species occur at different altitudes, while the
southern and northern watersheds are disjunct below 5000 feet and each has specialties.
Hence, within each block, there should be representation of both southern and northern
watersheds from about 1.'500 to 5000 feet, and representation from 5000 feet to the summits.
Within each block, these needs should be met in at least one undivided altitudinal transect,
because of altitudinal movement.s. That is, it would be fatal to have protected forest above
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SOOO feet in the western block on one mountain, protected forest below Sooo feet on a
different mountain.

3. OutlyIng Mountain Ranle8 of the MalnJand. Several mountain ranges along the north
coast have endemics and similarly require protected areas from 1500 feet to the summits.
The second richest is 9) the Dewani Mountains; this protected area must be centered on
Mount Mcnawa, by far the highest mountain of the Bcwanis. The 10) Torricellis around
Mount Somoro have significant mammalian endemism (e.g., New Guinea's largest tree
kangaroo). The 11) Huon Peninsula is the richest of these oullyers, while the remaining one
is 12) the Adclberts.

4. Blsmnrcks and Solomons. Many islands have lowland endemics, and the higher islands
have montane endemics as well. On the lower islands (like Manus and Mussau) the reserve
should be centered in the lowlands (competing commercial interests may favor relegating the
reserve to the hard-to-Iog highest peak, but that may miss some lowland endemics). On high
islands--esplteiaHy New Britain, New Ireland, and Bougainville--the reserve must range from
the lowlands ttl me highest summits. The richest islands are New Britain, New Ireland, and
Bougainville" 13) I suggest the New Britain reserve to be located in the high and little
inhabited Whiteman Range, and to include both the very wet southern and dry northern
watersheds in the lowlands. New Ireland deserves a separate 14) southern reserve around the
highest mountains (Hans Meyer Rarlge) and 15) northern reserve, because of some
differentiation between northern and southern ends of the island (e.g., Lonchura
hunsteiniljorbesi, Halcyon chloris races). If there is an adequate reserve on 16)
Bougainville, I see no need for a reserve on Buka, which shares almost all of its species with
Bougainville. The most important smaller islands are 17) Manus and 18) Mussau, followed
by 19) Dyaul, 20} Tabar, 21) Lihir, 22) Feni, and 23) Nissan. 24) Long deserves a reserve
to include the lake and much of the lowlands for scenic and geological as well as biological
reasons (unique supertramp biota).

5. Southeastern Papuan Islands. For the same reason as on the lower Bismarck Islands,
all reserves should be centered in the lowlands, except that the Goodenough reserve should
extend from the lowlands to the summits. The most important islands are 25) Goodenough,
26) Fergusson, 27) Misima, 28) Tagula, 29) Rossel, 30) Woodlark, and 31) Kiriwina.

6. Small Islands and Marine Reserves. The above list does not take account of marine
conservation needs, nor of terrestrial needs associated with remote islands (turtle nesting
beaches, colonial pigeon breeding colonies, and supertnunp populations).
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Fiaurc IS-Th. Important arems (T. Flannery)
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1. The North Coast Range is home to a very heterogeneous and highly endemic fauna
(more than 70 mammals) which is under increasing pressure from the large populations on its
southern slopes. The larger mammals in particular are suffering; some are locally extinct
already.

2. The Teleromln area is home to the greatest diversity (up to 130 spp. in an area smaller
than greater Sydney) of mammals in Australasia, and there is considerable endemism.

3. Considerable endemism has been recorded in the Morehead area.

4. Bougainville has a highly distinctive fauna (ca. 30 mammal species) which is not well
conserved in the Solomon Islands (political).
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S. Mt. Albert Edward has IlOmc of thfa least disturbed subalpine gmssland in the entire
island. Such endemics as Calaby's Thylo8a1e (Thy/ogale n. sp. in preAs) and the Alpine
Giant Rat (Mallomys Istapantap) are unique to these habitats. '1'hc long·beaked :Echidna also
remains abundant there.

6. The same can be said for the Mt. Dayman area, where there is also considerable
endemism at lower elevation.

7. The D'Entrecasteaux Islands have considerable endemism. Their small area makes them
vulnemble.

/J d'1) -\
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FlgUN t5..7c. Important areas O. r. Mcnziell)
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1. The southeast peninsular. The narrow coastal plain south of the Owen Stanley Ranges
still carries extensive forest east of the Cape Rodney Rubber settlement area, though, with
the extension of the highway through to Milne Bay, it will become increasingly accessible.
There are several rare (or hardly known) mammals in this area, Broadbent's Bandicoot
(Peroryetu bTOtldbenn), Macleay's Forest Wallaby (Dorcopsulus macleayi), and, at higher
elevations, the Papuan Sbiped Bandicoot (Peroryetes papuanus) and Murexia rothschildi.
The southern forest wallaby, (Dorcopsis luauosa), is still very common, but subject to
extreme hunting pressure and deserves some protection in a forest reserve. The Owen
Stanley Mountains themselves are not well explored zoologically and, as parts of the rang.e
are virtually unpopulated, it would be comparatively easy to set aside land for reserves.

2. The Gulf-Westem-Southern Wghlands Province boundary area. The area south of
Mount Bosavi, including the valleys of the Turama, Wawoi, Guavi, and other rivers, is
hardly known zoologically. All specimens of the rare tree kangaroo Dendrolagus spadix
have come from this area or rather further to the east, and the species is unusual being the
only known species of tree kangaroo that occurs at low altitudes.
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3. The upper Ji'ly Wf.r fonm in tltQ genonUlatittIdo gf KitIngi afid Ningetum. Here, a
nlJmber of species more characteristic of ¥Intern New Guinea (trlan) are found. Somewhere
here the western towl wallaby (DOfCQpsls mU«Uerl) reaches ita eutem limit and the greater
bird of puadbe (ParwllJua QpodQ) overlaps with the common eastorn species (Paradlsaea
ragglatkl). The area hi not well known zootogic.l1l1y, and doubtless other wostON' species wilt
be found to occur here. 111e recent discovery of a now sJ*1ie8 of bfllldi(;OOt (Echymipl'ra)
suggests that further unknown fauna may awalt discovery in this area.

4. 111e Borthwestem border area. A number of othet western species oc<:ur here but not
much further to the east. The most outstanding is the grizzled tree kangaroo (lJendrolagw
imutus) which seems to be quite common there, but, like all tree kangaroos, vulnerable to
hunting. ntis iI also the only known occ:urrence in Papua New Guinea of the western
rlngtaU possum (PSeudocMirus albenlsf). The bandicoot (Bchymi/Mra clarQ) and the
northern forest wallaby (Dorcopsls hagen/) are also common in these forests but do occur as
far east as the Ramu.

S. Lowlands of the Madana Province. A number of western species reach their eastern
limits here, the bandicoot Echymlpera clara, for instance, while the northern forest wallaby
is still common. The exact eastern limits of this species are unknown. Fauna of this area is
particularly vulrlerable due to the concentration of tim!Jer extraction businesses in Madang.

6. Star Mountains. These mountains form an extension of West New Guinea into Papua
New Guinea. Species endemism is high (see Hyndman & Menzies, Journal of
Biogeography, 1991). Human population density is very low, and there should be no
problem in finding an extensive area that can be set up as a reserve.
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Figure IS..7d. Important tm'as (k. Schodde)

IMPORTANT AREAS - R. SCHODDE
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Figure t'·7e. Important areas combined (w1th areas or overlap shaded)
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Figure 1'·8. Biologically important areal! (Beehler summary selection)
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Table is·!
Endemic Bird Species of Papua New Guinea

(x-present; o-absent)

Main NCt NBR N.IRE ADM SMT BOOO lUSL
1l,nlcop.,nll 1'fIiJ.'CQ/a 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Acclplt«r braclryuruJ 0 II X 0 0 0 0 0

Acclplt.r uuco.rchlstaClIU 0 x 1 0 0 0 0 0

Accipiter prln~pl 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

RalllU 1""lgnll 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

PtlUnoplU In.rolltu.t 0 x 1 X X X 0 0

Ducula melanochrofl 0 x 1 It 0 0 0 0

Ducula jinschll 0 x 1 1 0 0 0 0

R,lnwardtollna brownl 0 x X 1 X It 0 0

H,nlrophapl joe",.rl 0 It 1 0 0 0 0 0

LorllU albldlnuchus . 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Channosyna rubrlgularls 0 x x x 0 0 0 0

Mlcropsltta nu/lld 0 0 0 0 x x 0 0

Cacatua ophthamlca 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Lorlculus I'Mr 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0

Centropu.r vlolaCtu.r 0 0 It It 0 0 0 0

C,ntropw Qt(!1'albus 0 x x x 0 0 0 0

Tyto auraflll" 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Nlnox'MeId 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0

Nlnox varl,gala 0 0 1 X 0 0 0 0

Nlnox ad/osa 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cey.r w.bslu/ 0 x 1 It 0 0 0 0
=--""'! Halcyon albonotala 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Tanyslplflra danafl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tanys/ptua nlgrlcqu 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0

Pitta supuba 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0

Zoolhua talo3eafl 0 x x ? 0 0 It 0

MIgalurulus rublg/nasa 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

MIgalurulus IltJnM 0 0 0 0 0 0 It 0

M,galurulu.r gros~nori 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Rhipidura dahll 0 x It X 0 0 0 0

Rh/pidura smdrubra 0 0 0 0 It 0 0 0

Rh/pidura fnQtthiM 0 0 0 0 c x 0 0

Dicrurus 1Mgarlrynchu.r 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Monarcha vmicalls 0 x x x 0 0 0 0

Mof'UlTcha tJlualba 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Monarcha mencbi 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 0

Monarcha IlfflUx 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0

Myiagra hebellor 0 0 x x 0 x 0 0

Myzomflla alb/gula 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It

Myzomflla cintraCfUJ 0 x X 0 0 0 0 0

Myzomflla patnmfllaflnal 0 x 0 0 x x 0 0

MYZOmflla erythromelas 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Myzomela pulcMlla 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Myzomflla sclalml 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0

- Phiklnon coc1cerelli 0 x x 0 0 0 0 0-

Phiklnon flichhomi 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Phiklnon albitorques 0 0 0 0 x 0 0 0

Vosfla whitmuznen.sis 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

)~<\
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Table IS.. I (cont.)

Main Nel NUR N.UW ADM SMT DOUO T.l.IS1.
M,l/iUetll prlnctpl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M,l/iUetu lon~I.,1 II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M,I/pot., Q/.r II f) 0 0 0 0 0 ()

Slru,ntonn/a bougalnvllu/ 0 () 0 0 0 0 x 0

M,lIphaga vlelIId 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It

Dlca.um M/mlum 0 0 It X 0 0 0 0

ZollttropS hypoJumIha 0 II X 0 It 0 () 0

ZoltmJpI f1WId 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It

Zoltttroplllrls.otlnetUl 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 x
LonchurtJ hlUllt,lnl 0 0 0 II 0 0 0 0

LonchurtJ ",.ltuna 0 0 x 0 0 0 x 0

LonchurtJ spletabllir x 1 X 0 0 0 0 0

LonchurQ forlHul 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Lonchura montlcola II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ArtamUl IM/gnl.r 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0

Craetlcus IoW/ad'MIs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II

AmblyornLr lubaJarU It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S,rlculus bakIrl II 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Manucodla comrll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It

Astrapla mayuI It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Astrapla rotJuchJldJ It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parotla wahnul It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Parotia lawuli It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ParadutUa thcora (]I 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
ParodlJtUa gldlitm.i It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ParadutUa rtJgglana It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ParadutUa TIIdolphl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

totals 15 20 37 22 10 7 4 7

I M. po11IIMluM and sclalm occur 011 small islands along the north
coast and in the Bismutks. Absent from main Jarae islands.

2 L. q¥etabiUs is. ·virtuaI endemic" whose nnJO lDIII'ginally edges into Irian l.ya in the layapura area. at the
border.

i
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Table 1~ ..2

Endemic Mammal Species of Papua New Guineat , 2

(X" prescnt, 0 == absent, ? perhap5 present, x1 probably present)

Main NCI NBR N.IRB ADM SMT nouo IUSL
Murala rothlchlldl x 0 0 0 0 () 0 0

Plmalgal. IIOVCUlgulMa,,* x 0 0 (J 0 0 0 0

Da.ryuru.f lpartacu.r x () 0 0 0 0 0 0

P,roryetu broadb,ntl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MlcropmJryetu paplUnsls x 0 0 0 0 () 0 0

Echymlpl1'a ,chlnLrta. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DorcopsLr mtlclMyl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dorcop.dJ atrata 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
D,ndrolagu.r spadix x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D,ndrolagu.r lloo4l"lowl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dendrogalu.r tIUlUchl,1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D,ndrolagu.r lconlUl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Thylogaht n. sp. -Calaby's- x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Phalanger nuulnlm. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Phalanger lullultu 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
Pttauru.r abldl x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Daetylopslla tat,i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
N,ohydromyJ flucus. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ps,udolrydronryt mllrinus x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Maymnyl ,llmnanl· x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hydromyl MObrlnanlcw 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

CrolsomyS moncktonl* x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chiruromys Jor1HJs1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 :'it

Chlruromys lamia x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chlruromys WIlts. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mallonryl QI'OaIfIIU x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mallonryl istapanlap x 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0

Uromys MObrinanicw 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

M,lomys arcium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
M,lomys fttllowsi x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

AHolMlomyl sma. x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ranu.r giluwensls x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rattus IIOWltguintae X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Rattus mortlax x 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
Rattus owimrlr 0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pteropus gillitmli 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Dobson/a ptJM1t!t'nsls 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
Dobsonia pra«liurlx 0 0 x x 0 0 0 0

Dobsonia nnwt" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
Aprotewbu~ x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sycorryeteris hobb~ x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NyetitMM vilcaccia 0 0 0 x 0 0 0 0

Paranyctinw;e raplO'" x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M,lonycttris I'Mlanops 0 0 x 0 0 0 0 0

Hipposikros t:Orynoplrylbu* x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PiplstreUu.r angulat",. x 0 x x 0 0 x 0

Piplstrellu.r colUraus* x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pipi.streUus watts; x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pharoti.s imogene x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

/it:
j-)
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Table lS ..2 ... continued

Main NeI NlJR N.IRE ADM SMT DOUG lUSt.
Nyetophllu.t mimI''''· It 0 0 0 " 0 () 0

Nyetoph/llU mlcrtHJon'" x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nyetoph/llU bflfU· x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

K~rlWJul4 a,,..Ua 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 It
K.rlWJul4 mu.rc/,",'" x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tadarlda kuborl,n.rts :It 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Otomopl papNnsu x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Otomopll"'unaw It 0 0 0 0 {) 0 0

total. 43 1 6 3 0 0 1 8

I The abbreviatiou for the re,iona are: Main-Mainland PNO; NCI-North Coastal Islands (west of New
Britain); NBR-New Britain; N.IRE-New Ireland; ADM-Admiralty Islands; SMT-St. Matthias aroup;
BOUO""BouaainvlJle Island; B.ISL-the islands off eastern Papua.

2 Species marked with an ••• probably ran,o into Irian laya; a1thoUlLb DO record exista for Irian. tho PNG
records ranle to the border. thus they probably cro8ll in the absence of distributional barriers.
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Table lS~3t

Species-Countg of Breeding Birds and Mammals
(or PNO ... By Region

Mainland New New BMt.~ Bougaln·
Total PNO Oritain Ireland Manus Islands ville Othert

Breeding Birds

Breediog MlUIlIDa1l

644

214

536

184

159

34

129

36

67

10

151

26

125

31

165

'1

I Tentative counts, subject to revision; mammal counts are, in particular, suspect, especially for all insular
counts.

1 Includes D'Entreeuteaux, Trobriaud, Woodlark, and Louisiade islands.

] Small islands, IUCh u the oorth coastal fringing islands, the islauds north of New Britain, and islauds fringing
New Ireland and New Hanover.
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Table 1'..4
leDp .. Restricted Area Bndemic Bird Speciesl

(Bird species with ranges less than 50.000 km2•

occurring on the PNO mainland)

Chestnut Forest Rail (RaUina rubl'a)
Mayr's Chestnut Rail (Ramna mayri)
Brown Lory (Cha/cops/lta dulvenbodei)
Striated Lorikeet (Charmnsyna mulristriata)
Edward"s Fig-Parrot (Psitt~ulirostrls edwardsii)
Yellow-capped Pygmy·Parrot (Micropsilta Iet/ensis)
Painted Tiger-Parrot (Psittacella pieta)
Modest Tiger-Parrot (Psitt~ella modesta)
Archbold's Owlet-Nightlar (Aegotheles archboldi)
Archbold's NighUar (Eurostopodus archbold/)
Spangled Kookaburra (Dacelo tyro)
Lesser Paradise-Kingfisher (Tanyslptera hydrocharls)
Red·breasted Paradise-Kingfisher (Tanysiptera nympha)
Brown-headed Paradise--Kingfisher (TanysJptera cIantle)
Alpine Pipit (A1JIhus gutluralis)
Greater Melampitta (Melampilta gigantea)
Painted Quail-thrush (Cinclosoma ajax)
Fly River Grass-Warbler (Megalurus albolimbalus)
Broad-billed Fairy-wren (MaluTUS gray/)
Mountain Robin (Petroica bivittata)
Greater Ground-Robin (Amalocichla sclmeriana)
Banded Yellow Robin (Poecilodryas placens)
Green-backed Robin (Pachycephalopsis hattamensls)
Lorentz's Whistler (Pachycephala loren.*1i)
Golden Whistler (Pachycephala aurea)
Sooty Whistler (Pachycephala tenebrosa)
Mottled Whistler (Pitohui incertus)
Pink-faced Sittella (DaphoenosittQ mirandtl)
Long-bearded Melidectes (Melidectes princeps)
Cinnamon-browed Melidectes (Melidecles ochromelas)
Foerster's Melidectes (Melidectes joersten)
Spangled Honeyeater (Melipotes aler)
Leaden Honeyeater (Ptiloprora plumbea)
Yellow-streaked Honeyeater (Ptiloprora meekiana)
Mountain Firetail (Oreostrulhus jUliginosus)
White-spotted Mannnildn (Lonchura leu£osticta)
White-crowned Mannikin (Lonchura ne-IIermanm)
Black Mannildn (Lonchura srygia)
Easiem Alpine Mannildn (Lonchura monticola)
Yellow-eyed Starling (Aploms mystacea)

111........
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Table 15-4 (continued)

Archbold·s Bowerbird (Archboldla papuensls)
Streaked Bowerbird (Amblyornl,v,vubalarls)
Fire-maned Bowerbird (Serlculus baker{)
Crested Bird of Pamdise (CnemopIJllus macgregori/)
Yellow-breasted Bird of Paradise (Loboparadlsea sericea)
Macgregor's Bird of Paradise (MlJtgr...goria pulchra)
Pale-bllled Sicklebill (Eplmachus bruljnl{)
Black SlcklebiU (Epimachus !asfuo,VUS)
Splendid As~pid. (Astrapla splendldl8slrna)
Ribbon-tailed Astrapia (Astrapla mayer/)
Stephanie's Astrapia (Astrapia stephaniae)
Huon Astrapia (Astrapia rothschild/)
Wahncs' Parotia (Parotla wahnes/)
Carola's Parotia (Parotla carolae)
King of Saxony Bird of Paradise (Pterldophora albert/)
Emperor Bird of Paradise (Paradisaea guilieml)
Blue Bird of Paradise (Paradisaea rudolph/)

I Thanks to Alison Stattersfield and ICBP/Cambridge for use of these unpublished data for
our analysis. The original list has been sligMly reduced after consultation with the
correspondent~.

. )
~) i_v
'jr

t·
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Papua New Oubtea'lj Rarest and Most Threatened Birds and Mammals

RAREST BIRDS

Chestnut..mantled Goshawk (Accipiter buergersl)
Nicobar Piaeon (Caloenas nlcobarica)
Victoria Crowned Pigeon (Goura victoria)
Southern Crowned Piacon (Goura sclletpmaken)
Pesquet's Parrot (Pslttrlchas jU/gidus)
Superb Pitta (Pitta sU/Hrba)
Manus Rufous Fantail (PJalpldura semirubra)
Archbold's Bowerbird (Archbo/dia papueHSis)
Fire..maned Bowerbird (Sericulus bala!rl)
Macgregor's Bird of Paradise (MacgTegorla pulchra)
Black Sicklebill (Epimachus !(lJtuosus)
Blue Bird of Paradise (Paradisaea rudolph/)

RAREST MAMMALS

Long-beaked Echidna (Zoglossus bruijni)
Fly Spiny Bandicoot (Echymipera echinista)
Scott's Tree Kangaroo (Dendrolagus scottae)
Goodenough Wallaby (Dorcopsis alTala)
Calaby's TIlylogale (Thylogale sp.)
Black-spotted Cuscus (Spilocuscus nifoniger)
Fergusson Striped Possum (DactylopsiJa talel)
Bulmer's Fruit Bat (Aproteles bulmaae)

,
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Table lS~6

Bitds and Mammals of Economic lmportaoco
io Papua New Cluinea

(X" present. 0 ,. absent. '1 .. unknown/possible)

Subsist.' Looal PNO~ Illegal Use?
SPUClltS Markets wide ltJ(pott?

BWIa
Southern Cassowary (Ct1fUiJrlu.r ca.rUiJr/u.r) x l It 0 meat
Northem Cassowary (C. uIUJPJnnd/tUWIU) Jl It It 0

II

Dwarf CauowatY (C. bemtetll) x 1 It 0
..

various waterfowl (dtKlb, coots, eto.) x It 0 0
..

white egrets 0 It It 0 plubJe8
New Ouinea Harpy~BaaI. (HarpyoPJI8 novtilSuiMlU) 0 , 1 0 feathen
long-tailed DUUlltd (H,nJcopR1lJ8 Ions/cauda) 0 It 1 0

..
Common Sctubfowl (M,gapodllU jnydMl) x l 0 0 egg8, meat
Island Sctubfowl (M. """,'Ia) x It 0 0

II

Black..biUed Brush..turkey (Takgal/QjU.Jciroltrls) It It 0 0
..

Browned-.coUared Bnaab-turtey (T. JobltnsLr) x It 0 0
..

W.ttled Brush-turkey (AqypodllU ar/aldan",,) x It 0 0
..

Crowned Pigeons (Goura spp.) x It l 1 meat, plumes
Imperial Pigeons (DuaUa spp.) x 0 0 0 meat
various erouud"pipoDl lit 0 0 0 meat
various sma1llorikeets (CIumno.ryna) lit 1 0 0 feathers
various medium-sized pa...-ntl (LnrllU, etc.) II II ? pets
white cockatoos (CQeatu. .•pp.) 0 II II 1 pets, feathers
Pesquet's Patrol (P.rlnrlc1uu fld,ldu.r) lit x It 0 feathers
Blyth's HombiU (Rhyticnw plical"") lit It l 0 beak, meat
various plumed birds of paradille lit II It ? plumes

Mammals
D,ndrolagus tree kanproos lit It It 0 meat, pelage,

pets
Dorcopsis and Macrop"" wallabies lit x 0 0 meat
various cuscusea and pouumII lit II 0 0 meat, pelage,

pets
the larger Pteropodid bats x lit 0 0 meat

I Subsistence..for village and home use, rarely sold; local markets-sold in local marlcets for cash; PNO-wide-traded in markets
outside of local area of capture.

•



Warm-Blooded Vertebrates

Table U ..7
biogeographic fiisttigtJ tot Papua New Guinea

(fot lo<:ation. refer to Figure H-"6)

1. North Coast (NC)
2. SepiklRamu buin (SP)
3. Stlr Mw. (51)
4. Cenual Rang" (CR)
5. Southern Highland. (8H)
6. Adelbert Mts. (AD)
7. Upper Fly (UP)
8. Trans"Fly (TF)
9. Butem Fly (EF) .
to. Southern Scarp (S8)
11. Kikori-Purari (KP)
12. Eastern Highlands (EH)
13. Huon (HU)
14. North Coastal Islands (NI)
IS. Eastern New Britain (EN)
16. Central New Britain (CN)
17. Western New Britain (WN)
18. Gazelle Peninsula (GP)
19. New Ireland (NE)
20. Lihir and Islands (U)
21. New Hanover (NH)
22. St. Matthias group (SM)
23. Admiralty Islands (MA)
24. Bougainville (80)
25. Northern Peninsula (NP)
26. Owen Stanleys (OS)
27. Eastern Peninsula (EP)
28. D'Entreeasteaux Islands (DE)
29. 'Voodlark group (WO)
30. Eastern Islands (EI)
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APl'ftNbtx 1..... LtSTS or rocAt BIltD AND MAMMAL lPECtU FROM nu
lIIOGmGltAl'ltIc DlSTlUCTS 0' PNO (BY DIS11UCT)

Godin" key..- .......ted litpi' matMIAI ieaetll and hnpottarlt lat.... ud tlI'8t blnlspeci88 (see te*t fot
etplanatiOft of eeIeotioM); iebp... telItfIeted ran.. 8J*ies rot mainIaftcI New glliftea u detetttWled by IClJP
study; bop-bitd tJf ,..,-1., The tllUbber codes pteeedlu, MGh lIpeOi88 tefen to p81tieulat referel:lee bookB IUId
peae ftwnbett (1.0$10'" Volume 1 of eo.t.e Digh QU~apua.NewQuifie&; ..... $7, the fit8t or 001)' fooa1
~ on pep; 2.AU tef'efi to ec.te.. Volume 2; 3.A1a~ nfen to HODIIOID, ••• M,wgw' St!ecics.of,1he
~. 1982; the decimal mails! plllle 1,,3, pap Dumber. pi.. 4-otder Oft JIllP). Fot looatJon 9f DiAttiC!B, 188
Map 6. 1.bl. 1).

ICategory Cet.gory
MotthC...t.......
1.0510 CMtIMw ,.,."fNHIftUletw Itey..- 3.04U h~frH6Hi key +
1.12'70 HtII1JyrJpriI """".,p"HtI key+ 3.0..-.01 ~h.,.m key + I
1.1300 A"....",." key ... 1.1131 lJnIMettM m/noI' key ...
1.3100 ~". duiYenbfldeI lobp 3.1132 Do...". moIwe"" k.y+

I1.a210 PilitteeulfrtMiM ~rBii lobp 3.1210 ~.. t:tJMPicRItJllIII key ...
1.3310 /flImboIIeIg., .,.";,,,. key ... 3.1220 Pt.mpUli hypo""""'''' key+
2.0881 ~ 1/1".",.. lobp 3.1230 PttnJpIlllItHhi6em/ew key +
2.0880 MeIurue "."

lobp
2.2110 lJeIHJttNtrHrtw obfttlrw lobp St.r Mountllilll
2.3180 s.icIIIue ...... key + 1.1210 HIIIJI~no"".guin... key +
2.4300 MMv-:JditI .". botJ 1.1&30 If..",.,..,. !obp
2.4320 MMfJfJodie jtJIII«tM bOIl 1.3220 CltatnlNvn. mutn.tri.,. iclbp
2.4a30 MM~fJh"""''' botJ 1.3410 hltt11c1t8 full/fd_ key ...
2.4a70 MMIIfJOfIMIt~ botJ 1.3480 h/tIae'" pic'" Icbp
2.4430 Ep/mHllue bnIIjni bop,.cbp 1.3410 ~modN" jobp
2.4440 Epimeeltue _tuN,. ~,k.y+ 1.3810 AlfIOtheIH tJtChboldi Icbp
2.4570 """",. mtII1fI/fkue bop 2.0300 Altfllw I1I1ttUrMd lobp
2.4810 ~~ botJ 2.0880 Meif/fIIII ""." lobp
2.4870 Ciclm..... ",,;.. botJ 2.~080

"'"""''' lorentz(
lobp

2.4980 ~~w botJ 2.~)~O PHltyeep/lllla .,.. iclbp
2.5190 ".,.,....mito.. botJ 2.2200 Pecllyeephele .,.",.. IClbp
3.03702 "".,."odM"'" k..,'\" 2.2181 I'ri/oprDre plumb.. lcbp
3.0410 Puudocltwu. eIIHrW key + 2.2710 l.if:IHInNlOtJJW oNWfUII lcbp
3.04304 ~11Wlnue~1t1 kev ... 2.3310 Orw»trvth".fuI~ icbp
3.04316 ~ftO"" key + 2.4220 Cn/llftOPltllw 1tNIH bop
3.04401 Don:op" hIIIIfII'I key + 2.4280 1AbGp..... ftIkM bM.1obp
3.1131 DoIIattM nrinfw key + 2.4210 ~p""" ~.icbp

3.1132 DoIMonM moIuccen.- kev+ 2.4330 M."tlCfHh chII/rIHI,. bop
3.1230 "'-op.. neoMemIe". kev+ 2.4370 M."uetHh ItIll'8lldrenii bop

2.4390 Pwerlet6lnvle.w. bop

ISepIk·R..-nu 2.44«) Ep/mM:IJue "'''''ue bop.k.y+,lcbp
1.0570 c.....unepp","'rue key + 2.4450 Epimedtue mrtWi bop

- 1.1270 HI'P'fc>nN no"""""'" k..,+ 2.4480 h"..r. .,."..... bopolcbp-
1.1300 Aq....".yi key + 2.4&70 PtiIoM",..... bop
1.3100 ~".du/vwtIJo(h/ lC'bp 2.4840 Lop/IofIne ..... bop
1.3290 hi". 'UIit'u'" «IweITBiI icbp 2.4720 twotle eMO!H bop.lobp
1.3370 1'robur:it1w."",.".. key + 2.4840 ~lIIbtnJ bop.lcbp
1.4321 T",pp""lt~ Icbp 2.4880 CIciln..... ",.",me.. bop
2.0880 Me1fItw ,.." Icbp a.03701 PNIM/(/fIf metin/m key +
2.2120 1Wh~..... Icbp 3.03702 1IIIMtIpr011.",.. key +
2.2790 Uchenoetomu/l oNe".. icbp 3.03703 ""ebn(Jflf vett/rue key +
2.4300 MMur:odhl.". bop 3.03704 """'(JfIf awrMlitee key +
2.4320 M.nut:od1tI /obi... bop 3.0370& """"f/IIf""~ key +
2.4430 Ep/mM:IJue bruIjnI bop.lobp 3.0411 hlflfkJcliw.. t:Orinlt.. kl\'+
2.4570 PtiIotie I118f1n/fkw bop 3.0412 PHudodlw.. C..""... key +
2.4810 s.MudditI meIanoIeuc. bop 3.0413 ~.udo,.J,,';'.. ftri_ key +
2.4870 C/cJnItwue BIll.. bop 3.0420 1WudocIiw.. fI'ItI'IM key +
2.5180 ~•• frIitw bop 3.04301 DMfIrrMg.. dGrlM,. key+
3.03702 P4*tt1w011.",.. key + 3.04302 DMHIroM,_ /1O<1dfe11owl key +

11v~
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3.044Oa ~.VMMUmI k..,. 2.4400 A~"'ltfmtlym bop,letbf/
3.1132 ~~ k..,. 2.4120 Ae~ .,tIf,h.,,'•• bop,lebp

2.4811'1 Pri/om milflnlf1(JW bop
Cent'" ;4..,.. 2,4.1.0 LOpIH;rlnIi eup_" ~
LU70 HMtI~t'tifJ1tti'lHt/fllfr... k..,+ 2.4120 """tM~ bop,lobI!
1.1110 "..."." iOtIP 2.41&0 """'iM ItIWHN bop
1.341() ""rntJ/tM fuI(JIt/W k..,. 2.4840 PtMldophottlIllbMti bop,lebf/
1.2480 ~"''''N iOtIP 2.4110 CifHnl;UflItI IrNgnift(JUli bop
1.2400 #4I1trHH111e"...,. Iobp 2.1080 """,....~. bop
2.Q3oo AiI"'-".",... kIbp 2.1320 "",..... rudoIphI bOP.POlI.lobp
2,2200 ".".",.,..., ,."elInItHI kltJt» 2.01702 "".,,.,",;.",... key +
2.2210 ~"..,. Iobp 3.02102 PhIIJ..,., WMtltuII key.
2.3010 s.n.1lIfiIII ...... key + 3.037~ PfJeIMt,., HiffJI(IfH key +
2.4120 CPt"""'" "",.. bop 3.0370& ""111,,,;1/*' HriHw key +
2.4230 Clilmflli/llw~ bop,lobp 3.0412 PHuJoMWutI tlfJfnw key +
2.4210 ~~ bop,lobp 3.0413 PilfIfIdochwlffj forlJHl key +
2.4330 ~~,. bop 3.0420 "'fHJdoch~rugtnfiyM key +
2.4370 AIM..,......."..,., bOfI a.04301 1J1HI~t/WdoriMIlMI key +
2.4310 "",....tI'fMH..- bop 3.04302 fhndfOl.t/lItI /1OOdfMloWf key+
2.4410 ~~ bop 3.04403 ~ v""""""" key +
2.4440 ~"tIINw bop.key+ 3.1U2 DrabHnle moIU"MM key +
2.4410 ,.".".".,. ,.,..,." bop
2.4410 ...".."...,." bop,1abp Adelben Mount.ne
24520 ..."..,.".,.. bop,lobp '"0570 c.lIII'I.. fllNPpWltlicultltw key +
2.4570 PIi/oI'ie f'IMII/IIfiWtI bop 1.1210 Hwp'fOlMle nov.eguin... key.
2.4G40 l.iIpIIoriM ..... bop 1,1300 Aqulltll/Ufrl'yi key +
2.4120 Pwo....... bop.1cbp 1.3100 Che/t:opIItitI duiwnbodtll lobp
2.4710 Pwolill __ bop 1.1210 PrlittMlJlin»t1itJ .dwwd6ii lobp
2.4140 PteI~""; bop.lcbp 1.3370 PrrJlJtMclII8' .ta.'ritrHa key +
2.010 CliciIIINMW ",.",w;cw bop 1.3410 PrlittrkhN fuIt/Idf4 key ..
2.5320 PlIn..... fIIfIotJItI bop,png 1.4321 T.,,~'"n""", lobp

-- 3.03702 "'*'fIe' ",;""tII/& key + 2.1920 ~plaafIM lobp
3.03703 ~~ti,.. k..,+ 2.4020 ~bMtIIf Icbp,png
3.03704 ~G.~ key + 2.4300 MMucodill.". bop
3.03705 ,...,."..,~ key + 2.4320 MMueodie /ObI"- bop
3.0411 "...---~ key + 2.4330 MMucodill cheIy6." bop
3.0412 ~~ k..,+ 2,4370 MMtucodillll.,.udrM/I bop
3.0413 ~""... key + 2.4570 PtiIDM~ bop
3.04301 DtInahr.......".. t.y+ 2.4810 s.MucIditI~ bop
3.04302 ~"""wi key + 2.4840 Lop/tDdne lIupMn1 bop
3.04403 DtNc.* venItwmi k..,+ 2.4890 PetotM IINIIHeI bop,png,lobp
3.1132 ~.IMIIiII~ key + 2.4870 Cidnnurw,... bop

2.4180 Cidnnurw~ bop
Souttwm HighIencIs :UlIO p.,......minor bop
1.1270 "-P,... ....~ by+ 3.0U02 Ph"'QrGri.",.. key +
1.1530 "...,.,.,. lcbp 3.04403 ~wnMumI kty+
1.3Ul> C'IMrmN~1IIUI'riiefrIit,. icbp 3.1132 Dobeonie~ kty+
1.11410 NDidw,...... by+ 3.1210 Ptetopw~ kty+
1.a.480 ~,.,. lcbp 3.1230 Ptetopw ntlOhlHmk:w kty+
I.MaO ,.......,....,. iabp
1.3870 Etaw..... .eItboItI lcbp UpperRy
2.0300 .....,.",..., lcbp 1.05150 c.u.;".~ kty+
2.1850 ,.",..1IiIIir-. lcbp 1.1270 HMp~nol/Nf1flitNH kty+
2.1.70 Ao~""1iIIN lcbp 1.1300 A""~ kty+
2.2120 "-",1:.,... .... lcbp 1.3350 ~"'Ic"'" lcbp
2.23'/0 ~,....,. lcbp 1.2370 ~.,.".". key +
2.alMO I\WJ.c~~ png.idlp 1.3410 Nrtrit:IIu Mi/idW key +
2.2870 I't/IoptoM""p,..... lcbp 2.0880 Cit..".. lcbp
2.3380 ~MginNW icbp 2.0810 ~,.y; icbp
2.3850 AocMoMit~Il'" lcbp 2.2120 hcIIynphel• ... lcbp
2.4220
~--

bop 2.2UO Pitohui itN:eIrus Icbp
2.4230 0.."""""" ."orii bop.idlp 2.27VO Lkh~ oIm:unItt icbp
2.4280 tot........... bop.ict;p 2.3381 LtNtdrwe ItIwoetic,.. Icbp
2.4330 .....~Clf..~ bop 2.3570 ~mra-- lcbp
.t.4310 "., r ......:.~ bop 2.3180 ~-- tty+J
2.4410 ....,...~ bop 2.-'300 MMut:GdM .". bop
2.4440 ~,...,... bop.kty+,icIIp 2.4330 AfMUCGdit c1JfII)'NN bop
2.4450 ........",.,.n bop 2.4370 ~Ic""'" bop
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2.4810 PH/o". ""","',11II bop 2.0880 MllurUII//ftly( lobI'
2."'10 ,.,.UfI. ".MIIito/.UD' bap 2.1020 PoHfldf'fN pl.tum, lobp
2."8'0 ClIfiMIiNiI Nf/lw bop 2.2000 P8tJhVn."h.kJ/JIIIII ".tttllft.fllJllI lobp
2.40'0 ('JIiiMUfUIj me/lfflfltiUIJ bop 2.2100 U""MttJI/(jIt!W tlht':~tUII lobp
2.6080 1ifH'HIH,. nfI"MI. bop 2.2180 ".rfDulw IIUf.UIJ key +
.:U170 fttof'HIH•• 1IPtJ"" bop 2.4220 CfI.mtJphll,. Iori,." blip
3.0a702 "'.MIl'" otiMt1ttli1t key .., 2.4100 Mlllluool1l. II'" blip ,
3.04401 DorHplli# IfJtJtw.. key ... 2.4aaO M.nul'odl. ohtllyb.t. blip {-

3.1131 DoNonI. minot key + ~ ...a10 M-nutHltJI••.,.lIudtfltll bop
3.1132 fJobHMl, molu't1Mt8ill koy+ '.4.10 tp""lIollw IIIb.ttI.1 blip
a.1230 Pt.ropUII nllOhlb"""I1U1t key+ ~.«-40 Ip'meohuli '.tIlO81111 bop,key + .'"bp

~ 2.4170 Ptllo". m.l1l1lf1t1w bop
treM-Fly VUllO S".uDI~mMIIIIlJ',UC, bop
1.0110 e.-u"",. "..UMfUli key+ 2.4720 ".",,,. lIMO/•• bop,lobp
1.1210 HMPVOPt/& novHgUln... key+ 2.4180 P8I'oti. IlIw.'" bop
1.1300 Aqun. gum.yI key + 2.4810 ClolnnufUli "I/IUI bop
1.3380 MltJfOInllt••".,,",, lobp :',4180 Clclnnutus mlll/nlflCUli bop
1.3370 ftobolicl,,,, .tetrlmllll key + 2.l'l080 Pru.dl.... t'I/t/I"". bop
1.4110 D.c. tyro lobI' 2.15320 Pru.dliJ... fudQlphl bop.png,lobp
1.4320 Tfltp/pt.,. "Vd",cheril lobp 3,03702 Phlllen/1'" ori."t.". key+
"'.08aO Clno/tuotrul alII. iobp 3,03708 PhIll.nlllN' .,rie.u. key+
2.0840 M,//III,.,. IIIbtilimblt,. lobI' 3.04101 PI.udQch,lfUli OM,.c,n. key+
2.3381 hnchUTa l.ulHUtJot. Icbp 3.0412 P,,,udoohlltw cup"" kev+
2.3410 Lonchunin.~nl Icbp 3.04301 DMldfOl.//UIi dtirillllW key +
2.3480 LonchUTa 'fVI1l. lobp 3.0434 DMld""'l/us ~.dlJ( k.y+
2.4300 MMIHIGd'- .n bop 3.0+403 Doroo,.Is v""h.uml key +
2.4370 MwiIHlOd'- It.,.udflnll bop 3.1131 Dobwnl. minor key+
2.4&70 I'tIIoM trI8fIn/fiCUtl bop 3.1132 Dohnnie moluca.n.l. key+
2.5080 ~.... ,.(JlJien, bop 3.1230 PrMtJp,. nHhlb""/cUB key + ...
3.03702 fJlllII"'lllf oriMlt8l,. key+
3.0440& ~/uotuo•• key+ Klkor! • PYr.r!
3.1132 DolMonlll moIuoc.".i8 koy+ 1.0&&0 CuulJt!UI auulJt!us key+
3.1201 PrMOPUB .,cIG key + 1.1270 HllrpyoplII. nov••guln••• key+
3.1221 PtMOPUII mtlcmu. key+ 1.1300 Aqull. gum.'" kev+
3.1230 PlMOPW naohlb""/cus key+ 1.3370 Prob08Cll/er ."trimUB kev+
3.1241 PI."",UB .c."uI.". key+ 2.2780 UahllflO.tomUB ONaurUB Icbp

2.4300 Menucodl••InI bop
Ee.t.rn Ry 2.4330 Menucodl. chelyb." bop
1.0550 CIlIU8dIl8 t:uUMIus keV+ 2.4370 Mllllucodi. k",.ud",,11 bop
1.1270 HtrpYfJP* noWIf1U1n••, kev+ 2.46"0 PriloM m.//nlflclI8 bop
1.1300 Aqui/II gum.yI kev+ 2.48'~1 :;".ucidls m"."ol,ucII bop
1.3350 Mlt:I'OfJM'" It".".. iobp VUJ1f) Clclnnlll'W ,,//1,. bop
1.3370 ProtlOBcI/1" .''''''''11II k·V· ~,joao Plr.disll•• "/1/1111II. bop
1.3410 IWttrlchu fuitJ/dUB k.y+ 3.03702 PhlllllJt/1f ori""",,. key+
2.0880 Cittt:lollOfMl/illx Icbp 3.0411 PI.udoch8lrus corinn•• key+
2.2780 LkhetJfMtomUII oIMclKUtI lobp 3."434 DMldtol.t/1I8 .,,1dI1l key +
2.3410 Lonch...n.v.""."nl Icbp 3.04405 DorooP6U luctuo•• kev+ ,-
2.4300 MMtucotN. II'" bop 3.1131 Dohnnl. minor key +
2.4330 M"I~ che/yIM" bop 3.1132 Dohn",. moluoc."." key +
2.4370 M....-:;:xJ/8 Itlf8Udn!Ii/ bop 3.1230 PtMtJpw nHhlb""/eUB key +
2.4570 PtiIoIU fM(JfIlficus bop
2.4810 s.IIut:It6 "",.,oIIuc. bop E.~!l·..m Hlghl.nda
2.4870 C/dnn..,. tegIua bop 1.1170 HIlrPYO~novlllf1u1n.II' key +
2.6080 ".,...... "llt/l1III1I bop 1.3410 Pllttrlchu fullJidUB key +
3.03702 PI,el8n1Jlf odMttlb k·V+ ~.3480 P81tttc.llll pic" lobp
3.0434 ~sp«/ix k·V+ 2.0300 AnthUB I/utturlllls Icbp

~ 3.04405 ~.'uclUtJM k·V+ 2.1920 Po.cUd/yu pI.CIM iobp
3.1132 DobaonI. moIUCCMI-'& k.y+ 2.2120 hchycephtll••u,.. icbp
3.1230 PrWGpus nflOhib""/cus key + 2.2370 Depho."o:sIttlI m/flnd. icbp

2.2580 MelJd.r:t•• prinr:."s png.lcbp
South.rn Soarp 2.2881 Ptiloprofl plumb.. lobp
1.0550 Cuwdus cesUMIus keV+ 2.2870 Ptllop",,.. mHkl",1I Icbp
1.1270 HIlrPYfJP* noWIf1U1n8H key + 2.4220 CnlmOPhHw Iori•• bop
1.1300 AqMgum.yi ksV+ 2.4230 CnlfrlDl.lhfw ~(JOril bop,lcbp
1.3220 ChM'1OSYM multistriatIJ loilp 2.4280 LDboptndi4lN liMe•• bop,lcbp
1.3370 ProboacIfI8' .tItrim,. key+ 2.4330 MlltluflOfb chaIyN" bop
1.3410 Nttrfcha fu/(JIdus kev+ 2.4370 MMuctldia It",&udflnD bop
2.0680 CItH:IosGme • Icbp 2,4390 PwedllJll/h b"v/c.ud. bop

/}.tf
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2.4410 IfpltmlhUl tIIb"tlM bop 1.2030 HlMtltxJph'Pll to.,.titl png
2.4440 ltptm.tJhw fMtuollUl bop.kev+ 1.a110 ChtlfmO.yn. rUbfll1IJlerl6 png
2.4410 Ipltmlhw ""yMI bop 1.aI'O ClMttroPIJiI ".,..Ibu, png
2.4120 A.trIJp/••t-/JhMl/•• bop,lobp 1.4010 c.ylt w.b.,,,, pnll
2.41110 ~ ",.(llllfltJUI bop 1.4340 r",y.lpt". 11111r10.,. pn"
2.4'40 I.ophorln••up"b. bop 2.1210 "hlplduf. dthH pn"
2.4120 flMtJtI, Hftjlll, bop.lobp 2.11'0 MMllfoh. v"Uollltt png
2.4780 PtJrotl,',wHlI bop 2.2410 M~m.t. 0111.,.0•• png
2.4840 ",lffdtJpho,.."" boP.lobp 2.24a0 MOPDm.I. p""""".1Mt1l png
2.4010 Clt1lnnurw tmll"lfIeUl bop 2.2471 Mopomtlll .01"", png
2.10'0 ,..,..".. ,*,{JIIIIt, bop 2.2840 Phll«non t1OlJ/t""" png
2.5UO ".,.dIII... rudolphl bop,pnll 2.3280 ZtMtlNO/M hypOIt""h. png
3.03702 Phtll/llllJM orIlMtlen. key+ 2.3330 Zo.tINOPllJrI,.tlnolllll png
3.03703 fihtlllllJlJM "..tllUI k.y+ 3.1131 DoIwJnl. minor k.y+
3.03704 ,.,III"'(IM e."".Ut.e k.y+ 3.1132 tkJblHJnl, moIUODIn.'. hV+
3.0310& PhtlllllJ(lM ."'0.116 k4lY+ 3.11336 Dob.onl' endereonl k.y+
3.04101 ",udoehllfUl olln..OIn. key + 3.1134 Dobsonlli p'Ii,dstrilt k.y+
3.0411 P6,udoDhllfUl fHJrlnne. key+ 3.1220 Pt,roPUl hypom.'.nu. k.y+
3.0412 ",udoohlifUl DupflUl key+ 3.1230 Pt'I'OPUl nlHJhlbtrnlola key+
3.0413 P6.udooh.ltw ftJ,b••1 key+ 3.1260 Pt'I'OPUl t,,"mlnckl key+
3.04301 DendrrJI.t/UI dorllnu. key+ 3.1261 Pt,roPIi. tonp",1/II.. 3.04302 DtndrrJI.t/UI goodftlliowl key+
3.04403 Dort1lJfn/ll tI/IIIhlluml key+ I••tern New Brlteln
3.04404 DorooPl;' mecl••yI key + 1.1090 HtnltJOpemi6 Infuso.t. pnll

~1
3.1132 Dobsonl. rntJluoo.n.l. key + 1.1220 AoolpltM hruhyuru. png

1.1230 AoQfpltM l,uco.chl.t.o.lI. pnll

\l Huon Penln.ul. 1.1270 Acclpl'"prlnc., png
1.0660 c..uertll6 C..II";W key + 1.11530 R.uw In"gnJ. pog
1.1270 HMpYO"'" nov••guln.e. key+ 1.2410 PtlllnoPU8lnsolftU8 pnll
1.1300 Aqulle (Ium.yl key+ 1.2680 Ducul. ",.'",oohru. pnll
1.3290 P6/tt.cullro.tM .dwenbil lobp 1.2000 Dllcul. "n.ohn pnll
1.3370 Probololglf .'''''mus key+ 1.2880 "elnwlfdtoen. brownl POll
1.3410 P61ttr/ch.. fullJldus key+ 1.2130 H.nloophlp' fo.,."r/ POQ
1.3870 E~lopodU8 lIfohboldi lobp 1.3180 ChermNyn. lubrllJul.rI. POll
1.4321 Ttlflr-lpt8IJ nymph. lobp 1.3390 C.c.,u. ophthllmlo. pog
2.0300 Anthue I1I1ttUra/M lobp 1.3610 Lor/cui,. tenM POll
2.261.Q Mtllldect.. ochromtll.. lobp 1.3860 C",trop.. vIol.o,u. pog
2.2830 Mtllldectu to"""erI png,lobp 1.38aO Ctntropue .,.""bll6 POll
2.2880 Mellpot..8'" pnll,lcbp 1.3710 Tyto .UfllfltI. png
2.2870 PtJloprorw mNIcJIIIJ' Icbp 1.3780 NInON ~Iomonlll p~

2.4300 M8fluoodl• • n bop 1.3781 NinoN odioll. pllg
2.4330 M8flutJOdi. chtllyb.,. bop 1.4060 Ceyx wflb.terl pnll
va-no I!p/mlltJhue IIIbertW bop 1.4190 H.c'/Oll .bono"', J'!'fll
2.4660 A.".",. roth8chlldl bop,lobp,pr'lI 1.4340 Ttlflv-Ipt"", nit/ric., II~

2.4670 PtJIorill tmgnlficu. bop 2.0780 M,glll/lul,. ",biglnot. png
2.4640 l.ophorln••upri. bop 2.1290 fWpIdl/II d"'U png
2.4890 PIIfotill wlhn,61 bop.png.lcbp 2.1680 MonllfCh. "ria";' png
2.4870 ClclnnlJlW ng!u. bop 2.1160 MyI'/1f8 h,b.tfor png
2.496t' CloInnlJlW mtgnlflcU8 bop 2.2410 Myzo""" cin.rwc•• POll
2.6080 Prndl6...rwt/(JI",. bop 2.2480 MyzomM H'/thromtll.. pnll
2.5250 PtIrIdJ.... t/u/Hemi bop,lcbp,png 2.::540 PhIlemon cock.,tII/I pnll
3.03702 Phlll"'t/lif or/tlfltIIIiI key+ 2.2580 V""e. whltenmlllJeMle POll
3.03704 Phllllll~c."".u,.. k.y+ 2.3100 D/ceeum exlmlum png
3.03705 Phllllllt/W.MC.U. k.y+ 2.3280 Zo.ttwo~hypox",th. POll
3.0411 hlll/doch"". corInn•• key+ 2.3740 Ammu. iMlt/fIIII pnll
3.0413 PJleudoch.w. forbul key + 3.03702 PhMM/tJM orlenr.u. key +
3.04303 D.,,~UtI"",tr:hlfll kev+ :\.11335 DobsDnlll ",d.lSOnl key +
3.04401 Dorco'" h.t/enl kev+ 3.1134 Dob8Dnl. prwlld.trfx key +
3.04403 Do1~ "lIIh.uml key+ 3.1220 Pteropu. hypomRl.nU8 key+
3.1132 Dob«Jnl. molucctNl8;' kev+ 3.1230 Pteropw nlHJhlbemicu. key+
3.1221 PtINOpu. INcrotis key+

Centr.1 New Brlt8In
Northern 11'lndl 1.1090 H",lr:opemillnfusc." png
1.1230 Accipiter I.ur:oschilt.cel# png 1.1220 Acc/pl,., bl'lt:hyurlJ6 pnll
1.2410 PtJ1InoputllnMJUtw pnll 1.1230 At:t:IpfmIWC08m/8ta~w png
1.2560 Duc..me/lInOch1N pnll 1.1270 Accipl,., prlnCIIp8 png
1.2800 Duc" fIn.ahIi png 1.1530 "1III.1MJt!ni8 png
1.2880 R';"WIfdtoIn. brownl POll 1.2410 PrJllnojJII$ i~lItu. POll

/\
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1.2180 DUDulll ml#lM6fMtull pno 3.113n DobHnlllMd~ key.
1.2800 Duoul" fIn.ohll pnt 3.1134 DobflOni. p,.Hllltff. key +
1.2lt8() ReII: ..-dfowt. bftJwnf pno 3.1220 PtMoputl h'IP"~Iu. key+
1.2130 UlllftJtJPhlJPll "'Mlt"" pn" 3.1230 PtMtJPutlllNhfbMnltJue key+
1.3110 CIItNm08ynll rubrlgulerfil pno
1.3380 CII.'UiI ophthnmlo. pno Oalelle Panln.ula
1.all0 LOrlfiuJIIII tHl., pno 1.1000 HMkloptllflliJ "'fut/ull'. pno
'1.3aIO C.nnpu. vIol.c... ;:ng 1.1220 Acolp/'tH brllfJhyUlUII png
1.3880 C."rrupUII .tfImIb~ png 1.1230 AtJtJIpI'tH "U#HMDhlllt.f1eus Ptttl
1.3710 Tyto aUlfllttl. png 1.1210 AD(J/pI'tH ptin•., png
1.3780 NIno. H/omo",. pno 1.1130 Rllllw iMI,m. png
1.3781 NIno. otl/o•• pno 1.2410 Pf!llnoplltl InIolltfll png
1.405(\ r..yx wMJiIt"; pn" 1.2110 DUD" nNIeno""roll png
1.4180 Helc'fO/l "'bone".'" prlO 1.2100 DUD" filii"'" png
1.4340 r",,~pt.,.nluric., pno 1.2880 RiHnwlfdtollll. brown! png
2.0760 M'IJ"'uruJIJII rublIJ/no,. png 1.2930 HiIfIlooph.". (oMl'''' pno
2.0781 M'lJllluruJlIII I/NUVIIIIDri pno 1.3190 Charmollynll fubrlgulerl. pno
2.1200 RhfpldUfil d.,U pno 1.:1:1110 CeQ.tUII ophthemlall png
2.11580 Mon."hll """1:",111 pno 1.aS10 LotICuJIIII 'HI" Png
2.1750 My/illlf. hMlil~' pno 1.3150 CilfltropUII vioI.D.IIII pno
2.2410 Myzom,u C/Il,,.eM pno 1.3880 CMtropue IIt"",bllll pno
2.2480 MytOmei. "",thromM.u pnO 1.3710 Tyto IIUfetlti. pnO
2.21540 PhRemon ooe..,.IO pno 1.3780 N/noJl MJIomonlil pno
2.21580 VO'N whl,,,,,,,.,,,,,.I. pno 1.3781 Nlnolt Odio.lI png
2.3100 Dle••urn exlmlum pn" 1.4050 C.yx w.,IIri png
2.3290 ZtUtiIfOPII hypultlllf,II. png 1.41'0 Hlllc'/Ofl lIIbono,.ta png
2.3740 Artllmu. In-'I/fI'- pno 1.4340 T.v-Jp,.,. nlplPll png
3.03702 PhalllnlJ.,on.,," key + 2.0710 M.,.IUflllIIII rubl1J/nM. png
3.1133& tJobllonlll IIIfdHHnI kay+ 2.1210 Rh/pIdln !llhll png
3.1134 DobMJnlll pntJdlltr/x key + 2.1180 MonIlftJll. VIIrtIcllb png
3.1212 Pteropu. fJlllllIfdI key+ 2.1750 M.p". f,fb.tkN png
3.1220 PtM'DPUS hypon•.,'VJU8 kay+ 2.2410 Myzomel. clnlfftN png
3.1230 Pt.fDpIIII nlOhlb.",icus key+ 2.2480 Myzomel. NYfhromelu pno

2.2540 PhIIMnon ooc/l..,.,/i png
WUltarn Naw Brloln 2.3100 DioHIIITJ .ximlum png
1.1090 H."lcop.",III Infwc.'. png 2.3280 ZHtllfOPil hypox""th. png
1.1220 Acelplt" brechyutUII png 2.3740 Art"",uelMl//nlil png
1.1230 Ace/plt" Iwt:06chls''eeU8 png 3.03702 Ph""P'on.,,"'" key+
1.1270 Ace/pltll prine.". png 3.11335 DtJbMJnI• ."dll3tHll key+
1.1530 Rill/us 1MIgn. png 3.1134 Dob8on/6 preedatrlx key+
1.2410 PtiUnopu.lnMJllrw png 3.1200 ",.".,. HmIraIitatum kay+
1.2580 Ducul. meill/tOMroll png 3.1220 PttIropus hypomei.",. key +
1.2800 Dueul. fiMcIJ/I png 3.1230 PttIrop,. neohlbllmit:/IS key+
1.2880 Relnwardro.". brown! png
1.2830 HMIIcoph.,. /O.,.tIIri png New Ireland
1.3190 Ch""""vne rubngulw png 1.2410 PriIIntJp,. iMtJIItrA png
1.3390 c.e.tw aphth""wcII png 1.2580 Due" mellIII(JchroII png
1.31510 LmkuIus ,."" png 1.2800 Duculll heN png
1.3850 C"'''''''III'~ png 1.2e80 RIllnWllfdto... brownl png
1.3880 C""tropu, .terII/b,. png 1.3180 1.«/,. aIbIrHnUchU8 png
1.3710 Tyro "''lWltiIl png 1.3180 ClMtmtJqnIl rubrlfJuleri$ png
1.3780 Ninolt MJIooTtOllIs png 1.3510 Lodcu/,. ,."., png
1.3781 NinoJt odiN. png 1.38SO C«ttrop,. vio,.... png
1.4050 Ceyx wabltIIri png 1.3880 C«ttrop,. .,.,... png
1.4190 HIIk'fOllIllbono,.,. png 1.3780 Nlnox soIomonIs png
1.4340 T""....,"" ttigtiHptl png 1.4050 c.yx wabltIIri png
2.0780 Mep/urul.. TUblIJ/nDU png 2.1290 j-C;1/pidIn dahl png
2.1290 Rhlpld"" dIIh8 png 2.1480 IJit:nI'f# fNIIWhvnchus png
2.1680 Monwr:ll. wrtIc.u. png 2.1680 ,."...wrtIca6 png
2.1760 M.pgre h..tiM png 2.1590 ,."....rw.Ibe png
2.2410 ~clnllllCN png 2.1750 M'(ifrgre h_tkN png
2.2480 ~ II'ythromlliu png 2.2470 Myzome/iI pulch... png
2.2540 Philemon tJOdc"." png 2.2541 PhII«non elchhomi png
2.2580 VOIN wit"."",."".. png 2.3100 DiCHUm exlmlum png
2.3100 Dit:Hum uImIum png 2.3280 Zoaterop$ h'fPOltlltlthe png
2.3280 m""'" hypoJtMtIM png 2.3420 Lonch"" hUNIteinl png
2.3740 AI'tIrrJus iM/tItI'- png 2.3440 Lcnchuro forb_ png
3.03702 PIIIIIM,., 0IfIItIt86 key+ 2.3740 .4ttamw irIIigru. png
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J.11aal ~.tIMtIonI It.y+ t.3no I'mbotIwl/tlf eten1mUtl k.y+
a.1114 ~"....trllt Itey+ 1.3410 I'Wfftleh.. fu/IItJW k.y+
a.1UO I'teroplllln~ k.y+ t.~4tO NttHWItI ~t. lobI'

t.3870 twNtopodw~di lobp
LINt lind ,.I.nd. 1.4U1 r.,,..,,.,. nvmPh- lobp
1.2410 IirJI/nopuJI fMOItut png 2.1'70 AnWell""'- tI.t.tf... lobp
1.2'80 IffllnwtlltlfHfIe bIowtll pno 2.2120 PetJhVfleph-'- .... lob".
1.4010 CeYN ~,." pnO :uno DMphotIMII,,. mit'Md_ lobp
2.2100 ~.Jtlmlum p"" 2.2100 M«It/HtN otl/wmf#l.. jobp
a.UJO ZOI"'" gn.flGtinoru. png 2.~'81 fIrIItJptOffI pIum/IH lobp
a.11U; DobMNtltl ."..", Itey+ 2,2170 ~~,.". jobp
a.1230 Ptetopllll nflOhlb~ key+ 2.2710 LkJIrMOllIOfnW~ jobp

2.4220 Cn~1III1iNiIH bop
New H.novet 2.4230 ~mHtpgoriI bop.lobp
1.2410 1'ti1/nopUfllMoltul ,no 2.4280 t~HricH bop,lobp
1.2&80 Iffllnwtlltlro.ne bIowni png 2.4200 1.fIJn1lOO••In bop
1.3110 e/lllrmU..... rubrlguieM ling 2.4330 1.fIJnlltJOditJ tJhlll'lb.ttI bop
l.Ul0 ~,."., p", 2.4210 M.nlltJOtfltllcMtlUtJrflt'lIi bop
1.37110 N/noK MIIomon/tI png 2.4410 I/pIntHIlw lIIIJenJM bop
1.4010 eeYII ~ttIII png 2.4410 I!p/mHhWlrNyM bop
2,1680 MonIwh. wrtIt:. png 2.4820 AtltrepIe ,'epII..1H bop,labp
2.1710 MyHI.,. h..fitN png 2.4170 PtiIorItI rnegnlffcw bop
2.2430 ~".,."m.,.... png 2.4810 s.IwtJI. mf#IenoIlIUf1. bop
2.3100 DIHeum .Jdmium png 2.4140 I.ophorin• • ..",. bop
2.3280 ZiMr.,.. hypoK"''''' png 2.4710 /WorM ItJWNi/ bop
2.3420 tontJItfllll hunetelnl png 2.4170 CkJIMfJI'W,... bop

2.4810 CieINHJtue ",.".mcu. bop
St. Metthl.. group 2.&080 ".......~ bop
1.2410 PtJIInoplllllndtw Pno 2.6320 ".,...." ffIdotIN bop,png,lobp
1.2880 R..wenItoMe btownl png 3.03102 """'fIWoMit,.,. key+
1.3310 Mi«DpIJItte mHkJ png 3.03704 PhMlltlfIW c...",.,.. key +
2.1310 Ith/pidtn nNltthM png 3.03706 """fIWeme.u. key +
2.1690 ~ ",."clrll png 3.0411 PHudotJh"""" corfnr... key +
2.1750 Mr/I.,. heb.fitN png 3.0412 PHudDcheitw CuptlHlfl key+
2.2430 MyzomeM 1JtIITIf'l.... png 3.0413 PHudDchein4 fotbNl k.y+

3.04301 o.tIdro"'gw doden.. key +
Manu••nd I"end. 3.04302 o.tIdtrJJegw f1OOdftllltJ'Nt kay+
1.2410 PIiInopIlll indtlM png 3.04403 Dotr:op.;. nnhtHJmi key +
1.2880 R..WMItHn. btowttl ~ng 3.1132 DobMNtIe moIUtJHMIe key+
1.33&0 Mif:rDlM/tte mHkJ Pno 3.1230 ~~ key +
1.3770 NInoll nwejJ Pno
2.0210 PIrt8 .....
2.130 1III/pIdf,n .."",.. png Owen Stenlep
2.1800 ItfDnerche Ittt.b png 1.05&0 ~c..,.,;,. key +
2.2430 ~,*,JIJ'I'~"" png 1.1270 H."VOP* noVNgUin... key +
2.25&0 1NwrrDn~ png 1.1300 A.,.. /1fImlri key +
2.3280 ~hWIG""" png 1.3370 Ptobo«:I~.,.".". lIey+
2.3330 ~ I/IinOtinctlM Pno 1.3410 ~fv/gidu!I key+
3.11335 ~.,*-tII key + 1.3480 Nn.c./ItJ plettl lobp
3.03703 ~.,..",." key + 1.3870 EwonDpod,. en:hbo/di iobp
3.1200 PttItopw ....'tIfgtum key + 1.4330 Ten...,.,. dtIn.. png,iobp
3.1220 PmnJpIlllh~,. by+ 2.0300 Anthw /III".... lobp
3.1230 ",.,.,. nlOhlbltFlieus key + 2.0880 ~.;u icbp

2.18&0 htroh» b/vi".,. icbp
BouQ4linville 2.1870 AmtIIodt:hJtI «:ItJttriIM icbp
2.0780 ~ ..... prig 2.1820 PoddI...~· iobp
2.2700 StJ...~ boupinvllltJi ~ 2.2370 ~.".~ iobp -

3.11370 ~..",. 'ny+ 2.2590 Mdf/«:r. ochromeIa iobp ,-3.1200 11Nt'op1lll .... 'tIfgtum key+ 2.2881 Pt/IopnJIe p/umbH icbp
3.1220 11Nt'opwh~w key + 2.2870 Pfi/oprtNe trIHIcieM icbp
3.12~.z ",.,...~ key + 2.2710 LlchlltlMtomus~ icbp
3.1240 f1ttIrt1pw ,.YMf/ key + 2.3380 Oteo6trrJt1fw~,. icbp

2.3411 1.JJm:h...montieoltJ png,lcbp
Northern Penineul. 2.3970 A1rtbIyomis ...,.. png,lcbp
1.0550 c.u.;w~ key + 2.4220 Cn.mophilus IoriH bop
1.1270 H.Ip~noVHgUiMH key + 2.4230 Cn«noph/u8~ bop,lcbp
1.1300 A~ fI/III'M'Ii key + 2.4290 ~pu/dn bop,lcbp
1.3290 ~".tIdvNIrbii Icbp 2.'-~ Menut:odia .". bop L\
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2.42:.10 MtlltllHditllJhflyt.r" blip ~.04404 ~/tt"..",..'(1
2.4370 MltltlHHlditl AtHlllJtktHtN bop 3.0.«09 IMftIO/»/tt IlJfItUNe key ...
2.4410 tlilnlHllw .",trt/d bop 3.1112 DobHtiIt, ff/tjlufHnlI/lI key ...
2.4410 I/pImHhUl ft'HI'IM/ bop 2.1210 "''''''filii IHJMPltJlII.tull key ...
2.4120 A.~er.phanIH blip.lobfl 3.1221 PttllttfJlII ,".fH(J"1i key +
2.4670 ",.",. mtII/ftlfiDIIII bop 1.1230 "'MfJPUII nfHJh,b",,'olIlI key+
2.4810 s.NufI. mlllllMJlwl1e bop
2.4840 Lophorln" ,,,,,""'e bop O'Entt.oa911l8Ux Island.
2.4180 /W{jtla laWN/I bop 1.1300 Aqull" gurney{ kev+
2.4810 CliIftIIt~Nlf/UII bop 2.4UO MMlufJOdlaoomrH bop,png
2.4080 Clttltlnllfllil magnHltlw bop 2.,u70 MMllltHldialt",.udrMff bop
2.1010 IWfdiIHH "l1tJftlll. bop 2.8220 PtnIdI.... d.1HJnI bop.png
2.5320 IWfdiuH NdOlphl bop,png,lobp 3.03702 "'11I""1/" of'iMlttilf. key+
3.03102 ",,,,,,,,,., orlan'" klV'" 3.0.«02 DortJOfM/tt """'" keV'"
3.03704 "'11I"'1/'" C."""'''',, klV'" 3.1123 OtIb40nla pannl.,,,,,.I. key ...
3.03706 ",aI"",,,, aff'il1iU11 klV'" 3.11318 DobIOfII. rtmO'It key +
3.04101 "'.udolJhairw CMlNC.". kl., ... 3.1210 PtflfOPlItI oon."icl/l.tUII key +
3.0411 ".udotJh... fIOrIn"e. ke., ... 3.1220 PtMfJPW hypom./""w kev ...
3.0412 ".wdotJh"".. fJfIPf'IIIMI ke., ...
3.0413 ".udotJhlllrutl Iorbfllli klV+ Woocll.rk group
3.04301 O."drrMglIIi dor/«IIIII kev", 2.3320 ZOIItefOpe 1Ir1.lIOtlnctu~ png
3.04302 O""droIegw (JOOdfallowi kev'" 3.03708 "'11I""11'" lulllll"" key +
3.04403 ~,. """h.uml kev ... 3.1133 DoInonle p""nl.t"",,/tt key+
3.04404 ~"mHI..'(I kl". 3.1210 PtflfOPUII conaplcilletull k.aV+
3.04406 ~/uDtuo.. ke.,. 3.1220 PtflfOPW hypomfllMlw key +
~.1U2 Dobion/a moIucc.Mli kiV.
3.1201 Pteropw 11I.010 kl". E••tern 1.I.ncI.
3.1210 PttNTJPw IJOMP/r:illatw kl"+ 2.2400 Myzo"""e alblgule png
3.1221 PtIIropw nNflfOu' kl". 2.2840 Mflliphelle woln. png
3.1230 Pteropw nllOhibernlcw kev· 2.3280 ZNtflfGl» mHlfI png

2.3330 ZOIItlHVPB 1Ir18l1Otlnclw png
Ent.rn Penlneul. 2.3770 erect/cw IolMled",,~/i png
1.0660 CUUfJtM cuu"';w klV+ 2.4300 Mllllucodle e'" bop
1.1270 Harp'fOP!J/i no"".l/uIn.e. kev· 3.1133 DoInonle p""nl.tlln!l/i keV'"
1.1300 AquI/II gum.yi keV+ 3.1210 PteropUl f1OIIIIIJlDilI.tllll key+
1.3370 Probo!lt:l{/flf It"";,,,w kev+ 3.1220 PteroPUII hypom./anw key+
1.3410 NtI1fr:IIu full1ldlR ka.,+
1.4330 rMl'f!l/p"" dMl.. png,lobp
2.0300 AnthlR l1utturalla iobp
2.0681 Malemplttrr gi(Jllllt•• lobp
2.0680 ClnclNotN ';'M Icbp
2.2590 Mlllt/«:tu ochfOlnlllMl Icbp
2.3970 AtrJb/yDmM .ubeIeM png,lcbp
2.4220 Cnemophllw /orI.. bop
2.4300 MIIIIuoodM .n bop
2.4330 Mlllluoodie r:h1l/'flJa" bop
2.4370 MlllllIOOdM k-.udtwJII bop
2.4410 Epimadl..alb.,. bop
2.4460 fp/nNIf:h,. ",.yerl bop
2.4520 btnp/fl .,.""... bop,lobp
2.4570 PtiIod!I trlIIfJfIifIOIR bop
2.4610 S"",ut;/tb mIIIMIOIwc. bop
2.4840 Lophorin••upadHI bop
2.4780 Pamtle laWNi/ bop
2.4870 CJcinnUfU!l ,.g;,. bop
2.4980 CIt:innurus~ bop
2.6080 ~teggilllla bop
3.03702 "'MMII'" Off"",.". klY·
3.03703 PNIetIQtr vutltu!l key +

= 3.03704 Ph""'" Dl/mHllitH klV+-
3.03705 PhIIIen(Jflf ..new. ka.,+
3.04101 l'awrJoch...C."Nt:eM klY+
3.0411 hwrJoDh...corinna. klV+

-= 3.0412 hwrJoDhelrui cuprflU!I key +
3.0413 hwdoch.w. frNbaJ klY·
3.04301 OIlltdroJe{Jt4 dorIMU!I klV+
3.04302 D""dtDIa{/U!l f/OOdI.wi klV+
3.04403 /Jon:op$J6 VMhftlml

.~~
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Chapter Sixteen

Biodiversity and Conservation of the Fishes, Amphibians, and
Reptiles of Papua New Guinea

Allen Allisonl

SUMMARY

Ther~ are at least 785 species of freshwater fishes, amphibians and reptiles found in
Papua New Guinea (pNG) of which approximately 365 (46%) are endemic. This fauna
includes ca. 282 species of freshwater fishes and 505 species of amphibians and reptiles.

Although the first species were described more than 200 years ago, this fauna remains
incompletely known, and new species are frequently being discovered and described. At the
same time, rapidly expanding human populations and increasing exploitation of mineral and
forest resources are reducing natural habitat. This provides a mandate for establishing
conservation priorities.

Thirty areas in Papua New Guinea are selected as of major importance to this
vertebrate fauna (Figure 16-5). These were selected to subsume habitat occupied by at least
ninety percent of the native species. In addition, a series of recommendations are made that
include the following: (1) increased survey, assessment, and museum-based systematic and
distributional research; (2) intensified training of PNG nationals in research and management;
(3) increasing the awareness and participation of traditional landowners in the conservation
process; and (4) legislation and enforcement of environmental regulations that protect the
native fauna and reduce the threats from pollution, resource extraction, and introduced
species.

INTRODUCTION

Inasmuch as PNG still hac.: ca. 65-70% of original forest and is strongly committed to
conservation, it is appropriate to review what is currently mown about the "cold-blooded"
vertebrate fauna in order to develop research priorities and to identify areas of biological
significance that should be conserved. .

I Bernice P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.
I
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Although not particularly large, the freshwater fish fauna of PNG docs have a number
of interesting endemic elements. The two major rivers, the Fly and Sepik, have well
developed fish faunas as does Lake Kutubu in the Southern Highlands. TIle entire fauna has
been treated recently by Gerald Allen (1991) who provided l'aIlge maps, discussed general
patterns of distribution, included a historical summary of the discipline, and made general
conservation recommendations. Some 150 species are endemic to New Guinea and a further
30 species are shared with northern Australia. Forty-four species have been recorded from
the island provinces, nearly all widespread species. Twelve introduced species were
established in PNG.

The amphibian and reptile fauna of PNG, with 50S species, is large and diverse,
comprising ca. 5% of the world's total. Many groups are poorly known, and the final
species total in these groups may easily exceed 700. General distributional patterns and the
composition of the fauna are, however, reasonably well understood. In this chapter's
analysis and assessment, I have used this information, together with the excellent coverage
provided by 1:500,000 scale Vegetation and Timber Resources maps and the 1:100,000 scale
topographic maps of PNG, to determine which areas of the country have good original forest
and are known or expected to have rich assemblages of amphibians and reptiles.

mSTORICAL REVIEW

In 1766, Linnaeus formally described four species of marine turtles and a~ snake
(Pelamis plalUrus) which are widespread spec.ies throughout the oceans of the world and are
common in the waters of Papua New Guinea. Although the specimens on which Linnaeus
based his descriptions were not collected around New Guinea, the process of discovering and
naming Papua New Guinea amphibians and reptiles formally began that year. During the
next sixty years, an additional 22 species of amphibians and reptiles that occur in Papua New
Guine.l, and are still considered valid, were described. Again, these were mostly widespread
species that were described from collections made elsewhere, primarily from the Indo
Malayan region and Australia. The first species actually described from the New Guinea
region were collected on New Ireland and islands off the Irian Jayan coast by the French
expedition, under the command of Captain Duperrey, that toured the world from 1822-1825
in the corvette -Coquille- (Lesson 1826, 1830).

During the remaining part of tIr.e 1800s, biological exploration of the New Guinea
region increased substantially and neady 200 additional species were described, including the
first species from the interior. The leading workers during this period were mostly from
European museums, particularly the British Museum (e.g., J. E. Gray and Albert Gunther).
In 1844, Gray published a catalog of the tortoises, crocodiles, and amphibians in the British
Museum, followed in 1845 by a catalog of the lizards, and in 1849 by a catalog of the
snakes. In 1858, Gunther published catalogs of the colubrine snakes and frogs in the British
Museum. These two authors described at least 23 species of Papua New Guinea amphibians
and reptiles that are still considered valid. Between 1878 and 1920, G. A. Boulenger of the
British Museum published more than sixty books and papers df:aling directly or indirectly
with the New Guinea herpetofauna. These included a catalog of the frogs in 1882, followed

•___ I
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in 188S-1887 by a three-volume catalog of the lizards, and in 1889 by a catalog of the turtles
and crocodiles. During his long career he described more than 60 valid amphibian and
reptile species native to Papua New Guinea.

Other significant workers during this period included A. B. Meyer, of the Berlin, and
later the Dresden Museum, who reported on collections from Dutch New Guinea that he
made during an extended expedition to this region in 1873. He described IS species of
amphibians and reptiles that occur in Papua New Guinea. Most of Meyer's collections were
deposited in Dresden and were destroyed during World War n. W. Peters and G. Doria
reported in 1878 on the collections made by Beccari, 0'Albertis, and Broijn and described
14 new species from Papua New Guinea. These collections were deposited in Genoa and
Berlin. L. von M6hely of the Budapest Museum reported in 1901 on the frog collections
made in New Guinea by L. Biro, and established new subfamilies and genera and described a
number of new species. A wealthy Australian parliamentarian, William Macleay,
commanded the "Chevert" expedition to the south coast of New Guinea in 1875 and
published several papers on the amphibians and reptiles (1877-78) in which he described 11
valid spe~ies native to Papua New Guinea.

Although much of the early biological exploration of New Guinea took place in what
is now Irian Jaya, there were several significant expeditions to localities in what is now
Papua New Guinea. In 1876-77, L. M. d'Albertis made two voyages in his steam launch
"Neva" up the Fly River, reaching the foothills of the main ranges some 580 miles from the
mouth. In 187S William Macleay visited a number of localities on the south coast and Milne
Bay areas. H. O. Forbes, employed as a government geographer-explorer, spent the wet
season of 1885-86 collecting in the Sogeri Plateau outside Port Moresby. In 1888 William
Macgregor was appointed as Administrator of the Crown Colony of New Guinea. He
strongly promoted natural history exploration, leading an expedition to Mt. Victoria in 1889
and organizing or sponsoring a number of other expeditions to the mountainous interior.
Most of the resulting collections were deposited in the British Museum.

On the north coast, Gennan explorers were also quite active, primarily in areas
around Astrolabe Bay near the present township ofM~g and up the Sepik River. Many
collections were made in and around mission stations in this region (e.g. Lennberg, 1900).
Beginning in 1893 a Hungarian collector, S. Fenichel, joined in 1895 by a compatriot, L.
Biro, spent several years exploring and collecting in lowland areas of the north coast of the
New Guinea mainland and the Gazelle Peninsula on New Britain. Biro was the frrst trained
scientist to visit New Guinea, and his collections contributed to an important revisionary
study of New Guinea frogs by M6hely in 1901.

Other important workers around the tum of the century were Charles de Vis, reptile
curator at the Queensland Museum, who described several ~pecies of Papua New Guinea
lizards, and F. Werner who, beginning in 1894, de.C1cribed new taxa in a series of papers on
the Indo-Australian herpetofauna, including a large paper published in 1900 on the reptiles
and frogs ol the Bismarck Archi.pelago. Most of Werner's large collections were deposited
in the Vienna Museum, but some of the specimens were distributed to museums throughout
Europe and the United States. Otto Boettger, curator of the Senckenberg Museum in
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Frankfurt, published a number of short papers on the New Guinea herpetofauna beginning in
1892 and several longer works including a list of frogs from the Indo·Australian region and
catalogs of the Senckenberg collections.

Intense exploration and collecting continued into the twentieth century, culminating in
the publication in 1915 of Reptiles Qf the Indo-Austmlian Archjpelae;Q by Nelly de Rooij
which summarized all that was known at the time about the reptiles of this region (which
included mainland New Guinea and satellite islands but nQt the Bismarck and Admirality
archipelagoes or the island of Bougainville). In 1924 P. N. van Kampen published a similar
volume on the frQgs. Beginning in 1914, R. Sternfeld described new taxa frQm German New
Guinea. His primary interest was snakes. J. R. Kinghorn, curator of herpetology at the
Australian Museum, Sydney, beginning in 1928, published a number of short papers on the
New Guinea and Solomon Islands herpetofauna, incorporating descriptions of several new
taxa. Also in 1928 L. D. Brongersma, curator of herpetology at the Leiden Museum, began
publishing on reptiles of the Indo-Australian region and summarized his fmdings in a long
paper published in 1934. His interests centered largely on the herpetofauna of Indonesian
islands west of New Guinea, but from time to time, until 1969, he continued to publish on
the New Guinea herpetofauna. T. Vogt, of the Berlin Museum, described several New
Guinea taxa in papers published in HH ~·1912. In 1932 he described several new species of
lizards that were collected from the Sepik Basin by the Kaiserin Augusta expedition of 1911
1912 which visited the Hunstein and Schrader Mountains. Robert Mertens, who followed
Boettger as reptile curator at the Senckenberg Museum, published a type catalog of reptiles
in the Senckenberg Museum in 1922, followed by a long series of papers on various reptile
groups of the Indo-Australian Archipelago. These included classic papers on variation in the
lizard genus Cryptoblepharus (1931-34) and a comprehensive monograph Qf the varanid
lizards (1942). His last New Guinea paper, a report on a collection of varanid lizards,
appeared in 1971. In 1933-34, H. Hediger published two long papers treating the
herpetofauna of the Admiralty and Bismarck archipelagoes, and in 1934 H. W. Parker's
classic monograph on the microhylid frogs appeared. Parker established a sound anatomical
basis for microhylid classification and briefly reviewed the status and distribution of New
Guinea taxa.

In 1933-34 Richard Archbold financed and helped lead a large expedition by the
American Museum of Natural History to Mt. Albert Edward in the Wharton Range of Papua
New Guinea (Archbold and Rand 1935). Now known as the First New Guinea Archbold
Expedition, the primary objective was to collect and study birds, mammals, and plants;
hQwever, substantial numbers of amphibians and reptiles were also collected. From 1936 to
1964 there were six more New Guinea Archbold ExpeditiQns, mostly with the same
objectives. The second expedition (1936-37) visited areas throughout the Western Province.
The third expedition (1938-39) visited the Snow Mountains in Irian Jaya. This was followed
in 1948 oy an expedition to the Cape York Peninsula in Australia. The fourth New Guinea
expedition (1953) went to the eastern Owen Stanley Mountains (Mt. Dayman) and
mountainQus regions of Goodenough Island. The fifth expedition visited the Louisiades,
working in Misima, Tagula, and Rossel Islands. The sixth expedition visited the Eastern
Highlands and MQrobe Province, including lowlands near Lae and Mt. Kaindi near Wau.
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The seventh and last Archbold Expedition (1964) concentrated on the Huon Peninsula. All
the animal collections were deposited in the American Museum of Natural History I

Towards the end of World War n, Arthur Loveridge, curator of herpetology at the
Museum of Comparative Zoology (Harvard), began publishing on New Guinea amphibians
and reptiles, describing a host of new taxa. In 1948, he published a catalog of New Guinea
amphibians and reptiles in the collections of the Museum of Comparative ZOOlogy and the
U.S. National Museum which included a list of all taxa he considered valid, including many
new records resulting from collections made by American military personnel during WW II.

In the early 1950s, J. Linsley Gressitt, an entomologist from the Bishop Museum,
began doing field work in Papua New Guinea. By the early sixties he had establishc-..d a field
station at Wau (which later became the Wau Ecology Institute) and expanded the field
program to include several expeditions per year to collect ectoparasites and their vertebrate
hosts, primarily birds and mammals. Many of the expeditions also collected sizable numbers
of amphibians and reptiles. Papua New Guinea. localities that were visited, sometimes more
than once, included the Star Mountains, Victor Emmanuel Mountains, Eastern Highlands,
Western Highlands, Bewani Mountains, Torricelli Mountains, Prince Alexander Mountains,
Adelbert Mountains, Mt. Bosavi, Huon Peninsula, Sogeri Plateau, Mt. Dayman, Trans-Fly
region, Ekuti Divide, Kuper Range, and the Gazelle Peninsula (New Britain).

In the mid-19.50s, Richard Zweifel, curator of herpetology at the American Museum
of Natural History, began working on the huge collection of New Guinea amphibians and
reptiles that had resulted from the Archbold Expeditions. Since 1956 he has published more
than 30 articles and described more than 40 new taxa of New Guinea amphibians and
reptiles. Zweifel participated in the Seventh Archbold Expedition to the Huon Peninsula and
since then has conducted several major collecting expeditions to various regio'l,s in New
Guinea including the highland provinces and the Wharton Range. In the early 1960s,
Michael Tyler, of the South Australian Museum, spent an extended period in the highlands of
Papua New Guinea and began a long series of publications on New Guinea frogs, including a
comprehensive monograph of New Guinea Litoria (then known as Hyla) that appeared in
1968.

In 196i. Allen Greer, initially associated with the Museum of Comparative Zoology
at Harvard and now with the Australian Museum, Sydney, often in collaboration with Fred
Parker, began publishing on the huge lizard collections that Parker had made in Papua New
Guinea, primarily Bougainvi11e Island, Chimbu, and Western Provinces. At about this time
Samuel McDowell began working on the snakes that had accumulated in substantial numbers
in the collections of the American Museum of Natural History, Bishop Museum, and the
Museum of Comparative Zoology. Also, around this same time, James Menzies took up a
lectureship at the University of Papua New Guinea and began a productive reseai,ch program
on New Guinea frogs which has included a handbook to common frogs, published by Wau
Ecology Institute (1976), and a recent monograph on Papuan species of Rana. Menzies has
conducted extensive fieldwork throughout the country and made sizable collections which are
housed at the University of Papua New Guinea and the PNG National Museum.
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In the late 1940s, Walter Brown, a research associate of the California Academy of
Sciences, began working on the amphibians and reptiles of New Guinea and the Solomon
Islands and since then has published revisionary studies of the ranid frog genera Plarymamts,
Batrachylodes, and Dtscodeles. In 1953, he described several new taxa in the scincid lizard
genus Emoia, beginning a special interest in this group which culminated in 1991 in
publication of a comprehensive monograph of this genus (72 species overall, of which 34
occur in Papua New Guinea).

In 1973, Allen Allison joined the staff of the Wau Ecology Institute, and for two
years made general collections in the surrounding region and conducted field work on the
population biology of several species of skinks (Emola physlcae, Emola guttala, several
species of Papuascincus). Allison has continued since then to collect throughout the
country. Principal areas visited include Finschhafen, Frieda River, Bewani Mountains,
Aseki, Ekuti Divide, Hunstein Mountains, Baiyer River, Western Highlands, and Bowutu
Mountains.

In recent years the Australian Museum, in collaboration with the SOllth Australian
Museum, has sponsored a number of expeditions throughout Papua New Guinea from which
significant numbers of amphibians and reptiles have been collected. Areas visited include
New Britain, north coast ranges, Star Mountains, an':! the Southern Highlands.

CURRENT STATUS AND GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

There are approximately 700 trivial names applied to amphibian and reptile taxa that
occur in Papua New Guinea but only 50S of these represent valid species (see checklist
Appendix 16-1, Tables 16-1 and 16-2). There are probably an additional3Q-40 undescribed
species lmown from material in museum collections currently under study by various
specialists. It is difficult to estimate how many additivnal species await discovery, but this
number could be high, especially for frogs. In order to put current knowledge of the
herpetofauna into brief perspective, it is useful to consider families within each group
separately.

Representatives of five frog families are lmown from Papua New Guinea. However,
one of these, Bufonidae, includes only the introduced cane toad, Bufo marinus. This species,
introduced to Papua New Guinea in 1937, is now known from sea-level to mid-elevation
regions throughout the country, mostly from grassland and secondary forest in ecologically
disturbed areas. Although Bufo marinus feeds mostly on insects, it can attain large size
(length > 200 mm) and is known to feed on the adults and young of other vertebrate species
(Baily 1976). It is widely thought to have caused the local extinction of various grassland
snake species from some regions of Papua New Guinea, but this has yet to be confirmed. It
may compete for food, habitat, and nesting sites with native frog species. However,

u
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relatively few frog species occupy the same ecological niche as Blifo mar/nus, and its direct
impact 011 the native frog fauna may be minimal.
,

The remaining four frog families include 196 species. Papua New Guinea
representatives of two of these families, Hylidae and Myobatrachi~, are of Australian (..
Gondwanan) origin and the other two, Ranidae and Microhylidae, are probably derived from
the Indo-Malayan regi,on.

Hylidae: There are two closely related genera of hylid frogs in Papua New Guinea: Litoria
and Nyctimystes. Both genera are also found in Australia. Litorla, which has 44 species ie
Papua New Guinea (55 species are' lmown from the entire Papuan region), has a similar
number of species in Australia. At least 8 species occur in both countries; these are
generally limited to northeastern Australia and southern New G1linea (Trans-Fly reginn).
Papua New Guinea species occur mostly on the New Guinea mainland; only two species
reach the Bismarck Archipelago, and only one of these, Lltorla thesaurensis, extends farther
east to the Solomon Islands. There are 26 currently recognized species of Nyctimystes, three
of which are restricted to rain forests in northeast Australia. The remaining species are
restricted to the New Guinea mainland; 18 species occur in Papua New Guinea, of which 16
are endemic.

Most species groups of Litorla and Nyctimystes are probably now mown but many
taxa probably comprise complexes of closely related species. These frogs are often difficult
to distinguish morphologically and details on call, habitat and behavior may be required to
confirm identification. The number of species is likely to increase substantially with further
study.

Myobatrachic'~: The frog family Myobatrachidae includes five genera but only seven
species in New Guinea, six of which occur in Papua New Guinea. All five genera and three
of the species are shared with Australia. Lechriodus has four species: one is restricted to
Australia; one is endemic to Irian Jaya (but probably reaches Papua New Guinea in hill
forest to the north and south of the Star Mountains). Of the remaining two species, L.
aganoposis occurs throughout highland areas of Papua New Guinea and Irian Jaya, and L.
melanopyga is widely distributed in lowland and hill forest on the south coast of the New
Guinea mainland. Limnodynastes convexiusculus, Ran/della remota, and Uperoleia mimula
occur in Papua New Guinea only in the seasonal dry forest of the Trans-Fly region. These
three species also occur in similar habitat of the Cape York Peninsula, Australia. Mixophyes
hirihorlo was recently described from lowland forest in the southern highlands of Papua New
Guinea and, so far5 is mown only from this region.

The myobatrachid fauna appears to be well known and it is unlikely that more field
work will tum up many additional species. This group seems to have arrived in New Guinea
relatively recently in geological time and has not undergone sigrdficant radiation there.

Ranidae: The remairJng two families, Ranidae and Microhylidae, are nearly cosmopolitan in
distribution. The New Guinea representatives of these families are undoubtedly of Indo
Malayan origin, inasmuch as they are richly represented throughout this region by endemic
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genera and apecies and are virtually !bsent from Australia, where there are only two genera
of microhylids, C()phlxalw and Sphenophryne, (with eleven and five species, respectively)
and one species of ranid, Rana dnemell. Both genera of microhyl1ds and Rana daemell are
found in Papua New Guin:a, which has fifteen genera and 84 species of microhylids, and
six genera and 44 Spec,iC9 of ranids.

The Papuan species of Rana have recently been monographed by James Menzies
(1987) wbo recognized seven species groups and fourteen species. Morphological differences
between many uf these species are sUght, and it is often necessary to have a large series of
specimens and information on call and habitat to confirm identifications. Although restricted
to aquatic habitats, most species of Rana have fairly wide distributions throughout New
Guinea, and it is unlikely that additional field work will turn up many new species.
However, a biochemical study being conduci:OO by Ken Aplin (Western Australian Museum)
and colleagues at the Evolutionary Biology Unit of the South Austrcl1ian Museum has
identified 8·10 biochemical morphs (= putative species?) from a single drainage basin in the
southern highlands. If these biochemical morphs are actually sibling species, the number of
New Guinea Rana may be far higher than Menzies was able to recognize ori morphological
grounds.

The ranid genus Platymantis is widely distributed from the Philippines and Indonesia,
across New Guinea and east to the Bismarcks, Solomon Islands, and Fiji. Nineteen species
occur in Papua New Guinea, of which all but one (P. papuensis) are endemic to the
Admiralty and Bismarck Archipelagos or to Bougainville Island.

As far as is known, all species of Platymantis are terrestrial breeders (no llCluatic
tadpole stage). It is probably this feature that has made it possible for them to disperse so
effectively throughout islands to the north and east of New Guinea. However, the lmown
geographic distributions of most of the island species are rather restricted, and several
species are known only from type localities. It is extremely likely that additional field work
in mountainous areas of Bougainville, Manus, and particularly New Britain and New Ireland
will tum up many new species. More than half the species known from Papua New Guinea
were described since 1965, and this trend of discovery is likely to continue as upland areas
of the island provinces are explored.

Two monotypic ranids, PalmaJorappia solomonis and Ceratobatrachus guentheri, are
known from Bougainville and the Solomon Islands. Both are distinctive species that are
relatively well studied, and it seems unlikely that additional fieldwork will tum up new
species in these genera.

Eight species of the ranid genus Batrachylodes are known from Papua New Guinea,
all from Bougainville. At least five of these are endemic to Bougainville and the remaining
species are shared with the Solomon Islands. Several of the endemic Bougainville forms
have very restricted ranges or are lmOWD only from type localities. The most recent
taxonomic treatment of this group was by Brown and Parker (1970) who based their analysis
entirely on morphological characters. They did not have recordings of. call: or detailed
habitat information on any of the species. Inasmuch as many sibling species of New Guinea
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frogs can be distinguished only by calls, it is likely that Brown and Parker's treatment of
Batrachy/odts greatly underestimates the actual number of species.

The last ranid genus, D/scodeles. consists of five species of large Rana-like frogs
found on the Solomon Islands, Bismarck Archipelago, and Admiralty Archipelago (Rambutyo
Island). There are four spa..cies in Papua New Ouinea. Three of these occur on Bougainville
and other islands of the Solomon chain, and the fourth species, D. ventrlcosus, is endemic to
the Admiralty Archipelago. Since these are large conspicuous frogs found in lowland areas
and described in 1912 or before, it is unlikely that additional species will be found.
However, no species are known from the Bismarcks, in the middle of the group's range, and
it is possible that undescribed species occur in tbis region.

MicrohylidG: Microhylid frogs found in Papua New Guinea occur primarily on the New
Guinea mainland and satellite islands. Two species are found on New Britain; the family is
unmown from the Admirality Archipelago or the island of Bougainville. Papua New Guinea
microhylids range from small, short-legged burrowing forms to large arboreal tree-frogs.
All known species are terrestrial breeders (no aquatic tadpole stage). Many species seem to
have rather restricted geographic ranges, and field work in unexplored areas continues to turn
up new species. Papua New Guinea microhylids are placed in two subtamilles, the
Asterophryinae (34 species) and the Sphenophryninae (SO species). The ranges of both
subfamilies coincide largely with the Papuan region. The Asterophryinae were treated in a
comprehensive monograph by Zweifel (1972), with further analysis by Burton (1986). Blum
and Menzies (1988) recently described a number of additional species in the asterophrynine
genera Xenorhina and Xenobatrachus. The Sphenophryninae are much less well-known.
Zweifel has described a number of species on the basis of specimens collected by the
Archbold Expeditions (American Museum of Natural History) and has treated the Australian
species of Cophixalus ilJ1d Sphenophryne) in a comprehensive monograph. However, the
three largest New Guinea genera, C.nphix'llus, Oreophryrw:, and Sphenophryne, harbor a
wealth of taxonomic confusion. Many specie., are known ~nly from types; other species
(e.g., Cophixalus variegatus) are known to comprise a complex of closely related frogs that
can be separated only by call, and even these differences between species may be slight and
difficult to resolve. The species in these genera listed in the checklist (Appendix 16-1) are
recognized very tentatively.

Crocodiles

There are two described species of crocodiles known from Papua New Guinea.
Crocodylus porosus (saltwater crocodile) is widespread in coastal regions of northern
Australia and ranges west through the lowlands of New G1Jm~ to Palau and India. The
other species, C. novaeguineae, has a more restricted range and is found only in New
Guinea. Ross (1989) has studied morphological variation in this species aud has concluded
that two species are actually involved, C. novaeguineae on the north coast of New Guinea
and a new species on the south coast. Crocodiles are important commercial species in Papua
New Guinea and have been well studied.
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'rhcrc W'O three fMll1les (Chelldac, Carcttoehelldae, and Trlonychidac) and seven
3pecies of freshwater turtles known from Papua New Guinea. One species, Carettochelys
insculpta, is so distinctive that it is placed in its own family (Carettochelidae). Although this
species also occurs in Australia, in New Guinea it is restricted to the Fly River. Five out of
the seven species of freshwater turtles arc restricted to the south coast. The biology and the
precise distributions of many species are unknown.

In addition, six species of sea turtles occur in the oceans surrounding Papua New
Guinea. These species are widely distributed in the tropical Pacific and several occur
throughout tropical oceans of the world. All are welt understood taxonomically and
reasonably welt understood ecologically.

Lizards

Five families of lizards occur Ul Papua New Guinea: Agamidae, Gekkonidae,
Pygopodidae, Scincidae, and Varanidae. These. are the same five famili~ of lizards that
occur in Australia, and the current distributional patterns of the various genera and species
groups reflect a complex biogeographic relationship between New Guinea, Australia, and
surrounding regions. The Australian lizard fauna seems to have been derived in large part
from successive waves of Indo-Malayan elements that migrated down island arcs through
what is now New Guinea. Some groups are (if relatively recent origin in Australia (e.g., the
agamid genus HypSilUTUS with two endemic species in Australia and at least IS endemic
species in New Guinea and islands west to Wallace's Line), while other groups are of
Gondwanan origin or reached Australia long ago and radiated into unique Australian groups
that have recently extended their ranges to New Guinea. For example, pygopodids, legless
lizards related to geckos, have eight genera and 31 species in Australia. New Guinea has but
one genus with two species, one of which is shared with Australia. -

Aeamidae: There are five genera and 14 species of agaJT.~d lizards in Papua New Guinea
and an additional genus and approximately 10 additional species in Irian Jaya. All of the
Papua New Guinea genera are shared with Australia. Three of the genera each have only
one species in New Guinea, viz. Chlamydosaurus kingii, Lophog7Ulthus temporalis, and
Physignathus lesueurii, all of which are restricted to south coast seasonal dry forest. A
fourth genus, Diporiphora, has one and possibly two New Guinea species, both shared with
Australia an·t! restricted in New Guinea to south coast seasonal dry forest. The species-level
taxonomy and ranges of the species in these four genera are well understood, and it is
unlikely that more species will turn up with additional collecting. The fifth agamid genus,
Hypsilurus (formerly known as Gonocephalus [see Moody, 1980]), has at least nine species
in Papua New Guinea and at least as many in Irian Jaya. The systematics of this group are
poorly understood, and re-examination of the status of the various taxa is Ladly needed. The
number of species in Papua New Guinea is probably about fifteen.
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Ockkonldac: There are seven genera and 32 species of gecko. in Papua New Guinea. Five
of these Jenera (including three species) also occur in Australia, but, except for Gehyra,
seem to have arrived there relatively rwently and, for the most part, are restricted to the
tropical north. Most New Guinea gekkonids nre related to groups occurring throughout the
Indo-Pacific region, a few of which have produced a number of endemic New Guinea
species. MORt of the genera are reasonably well understood twconomically. However, the
ranges of many species are poorly known, and it is likely that a number of additional species
await discovery. Gehyra and Cyrtodactylus seem to present special prnblems in identification,
and recent authorities have reached widely different conclusions about the status of several
Papua New Guinea taxa.

f.Y&qpodidac: Pygopodids, snake-like lizard9 related to geckos, are endemic to Australia and
New Guinea. This group has radiated extemdvely in Austrcllia where there are 8 genera and
ca. 30 species. There are only two species known from New Guinea, both in the genus
Lialls. One, L. burtonis, occurs throughout much of Australia and in savannas of the south
coast of New Guinea. The other, L. ji(,.~rl, l1t endemic to New Guinea, occurring in lowlands
on the north and soulh coasts. There is one record of this species from east New Britain.
The systematics and distribution of this group in Papua New Guinea are well understood.

Scincidae: Skinks (family Scincidae) with 137 species make up 71% of the Papua New
Guinea lizard fauna and include at least 18 genera. Two of the genera, Emoia and
Sphenomorphus, are large (> 35 species) and morphologically diverse, but are probably
polyphyletic and will eventually be split into smaller, better defined genera. Emoia has
recently been revised by Brown (1991) who recognized 36 species and subspecies in Papua
New Guinea (72 species overall). This is nearly double the number recognized previously,
aud with further study this number could double again. Sphenomorphus, which has S8
species in Papua New Guinea, includes a large number of reclusive species that are easily
missed by collectors. The ranges of most species are therefore poorly known. Moreover, a
large number of species undoubtedly await discovery.

Each of the remaining 16 genera has fewer than Be ... species in Papua New Guinea.
Most of these genera (with the notable exception of Carlia and Lygisaurus) are well
understood taxonomical'y, but the geographic distribution of many species remains obscure.
It is likely that an additional 10-20 species may eventually tum up in these genera.

Yaranidae: The Lizard family Varanidae is represented in Papua New Guinea by eight
species in the genus Varanus. One of these species, Varanus bogcrti, is restricted to
Goodenough and Fergusson islands; another, ~ telenestes, is restricted to the Louis~es; a
third species, ~ panoptes horm, occurs in savanna regions of the south coast and in similar
habitat throughout much of northern Australia; a fourth species l ~ timorensis simi/is, occurs
throughout the Trans-Fly region (including Irian Jaya). The remaining three species, ~
prasinus, ~ indicus, ~ karlschmidti and ~ salvadoni, are \\idespread throughout lowland
New Guinea. 'V, saivationi reputedly reaches a length of 3-4 m and is the second largest
lizard in the world (after the Komodo dragon of Indonesia). The number of varanid species
is likely to increase slightly with further taxonomk study of existing material in museum
collections. Further collecting is unlikely to produce additional species.

,q,
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Snakes

In comparison with the frogs and Hzards, the Papua New Guinea snake fauna is rather
impoverished, with a ·otal of only 98 species. The seven Papua New Guinea families, viz.
Acrochordidac, Colubrldae, Elapidae, Hydrophiidae, Boidae, Pythonidae, and Typhlopidae
are all found in Australia.

Acrochordidae: There are two monotypic genera of acrochordids ira '!apua New Guinea.
Both species occur in estuarine habitats and are widespread in the reBion. TIley are \vell
understood taxonomically.

ColubridR: There are nine genera and 32 species of colubrid snakes. Most genera are
relatively small and well understood taxonomically. The largest genus, l'ropidonophis, with
13 e:pecies, was recently re"ised by Malnate and Underwood (1988). The distribution of
most of the species is reasonably well understood.

Elapidae: There are twelve genera and 23 species of elapid snakes in Papua New Guinea.
McDowell has studied most of the difficult genera and their systematics and distribution are
reasonably well understood. Further work is likely to add oomewhat to the species total, but
perhaps not significantly. The geographic rangl::S of many species are known with reasonable
certainty.

HydfQPhiidG: There are niue genera Mid 22 species of sea snakes (Hydrophiidae) recorded
from the waters of Papua New Guinea. Sea snakes tend to have rather large geographic
ranges and are reasonably well known taxonomically, so it seems unlikely that there would
be more than a few, if any, undescribed species in Papua New Guinea.

Boidae: There is one genus and two species of boids in Papua New Guinea. Both are
common lowland species distributed throughout most of the country. This is most likely the
final number.

Pythonidae: Pythons are the largest and among the most beautiful snakes of Papua New
Guinea. There is one genus (reduced recently from three; Underwood and Stimson, 1990)
and eight species, and their taxonomy and distribution are well understood.

T}1)hlo.pbidae: The smallest snakes in Papua New Guinea are the typhlopids, with two
genera and nine species. All are fossorial spxies superficially resembling wonns. They are
easily missed by collectors and the ranges of many species are poorly understood. Further
work is likely to tum up a few new species.

Stll1maty - Cu:rent Status and Gaps in Knowledge

The taxonomy and distribution of New Guinea rmphibians and repti1~ are relatively
well understood in general tenns. However, a number of genera are poorly defined and
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further taxonomic work is likely to split large genera into better defined, smaller genera,
increasing significantly the number of species. In addition a number of species are probably
species coml,lexf' that will require careful morphological and biochemical study, additional
fieldwork, and ( l1ecting to resolve. The discovery of species through time (Figure 16-1)
has been fairly steady since the 18705 and has yet to reach an asympU'~:. This reinforces the
prediction that many species await discovery.

A particular problem in determining the distri,bution of various species is the
propensity for tropical species to have patchy distributions. This is welllmown in New
Guinea insects (Wilson 1958) and birds (Diamond, 1973, 1980), and preliminary data suggest
that a number of lizard species are also patchily distributed.

The basic biology and ecology of most species are completely unlmown. There is
little available information on population dynamics, life histories, specific habitat
requirements, food requirements, predators, and competitive interactions with congeners and
ecologic? Uy similar species.

DATA ASSESSMENT

Amphibians and reptiles have been collected from at least 800 localities throughout
Papua New Guinea and general patterns of distribution are relatively well understood. In
general, field workers have collected most intensively in the most promising areas, and a
number of regions (e.g., the Star Mountains) have been visited repeatedly. Biologically, the
most interesting areas are therefore among the best lmown. However, many species
apparently have spotty distributions, and a significant nu.mber, mainly frogs, have very
restricted ranges. AU areas with significant forest should eventually be surveyed. The
following sixteen areas should be given particular attention (Figure 16-2).

lInJrnown Ao..'U

(Mainland Regions: numbered as in Figure 16-2).

1. Eastern Bewani Moumains - extensive area of lowland and hill forest, includes Mt.
Menawa (ca. 1900 m), highest point in the north coast ranges, which has extensive areas of
mossy forest inhabited by montme species of lizards and frogs. Also includes foothills of
the western Torricelli. Mountains. Rich fauna incompletely sampled for amphibians and
reptiles. Low human population density.

2. Hunstein Mountains/Central Mountains - extensive areas of lowland/hill forest in the
Hunstein Mountains including Mt. Hunstein (1532 m) which has a rich mossy forest at the
summit and a weakly developed montane fauna (A. Allison, unpubl.). Includes also
significant portions of the Central Range, including Roesike Mt. (2880 m) and Burgers
Mountains (highest point 3711 m). Incompletely sampled; preliminary fieldwork suggests
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that the fauna is rich with a significant endemic element. Rich in ultrabasic solls and
therefore likely to have unique plant assemblages.

3. Blucher RanKe/MOUer Ranee - extensive areas of unexplored lowland and hill forest and
extensive areas of karst. Includes Mt. Karoma in the MOller Range (3623 m); likely to have
rich fauna from the Great Papua Plateau and a rich southern highlands montane element.
High rainfall which tends to promote species richness.

4. Mt. BosayilGulf Lowlands· includes Mt. Bosavi (2397 m), an isolated shield volcano,
and lowland regions east to the Purari River. Includes the Murray and Kereru Ranges, the
latter an isolauld massif rising to 1829 m (Mt. Duau) and surrounded by lowlands. High
rainfall, sparsely irlhabited, virtually unexplored, potentially rich in endemics.

5. Crater Mt. . large drainage area east of the Purari River, bordered on the north by the
Tua River and on the south by the Pio River (both tributaries to the Purari). Includes high
mountains - Mt. Karamui (2569 m) and Crater Mt. (3231 m) - and extensive areas of
montane, mid-montane and hill forest on either side of an extensive tract of lowland forest.

6. Anga Region - large southern drainage area south of ~e Ekuti Divide that includes parts
of the Chapman Range. Rich diversity of vegetation types from alluvial/swamp forest to
montane and mossy forest. E;ttensive areas of lowland and hill forest that are poorly mown
biologically. Sparsely inhabited.

7. Bowutu Mtsrleastem Kuper Range· northern drainage bordert:d on the southeast by the
Waria River; includes north coast hill forest and extensive tracts of mid-montane and
montane forest in the Kugeru Gap and eastern Kuper Range (includes Mt. Missim, 2877 m).
Rich in ultrabasics, especially arflund Lake Trist. Preliminary fieldwork suggests that this
region has a rich and distinctive fauna.

(Island Regions)

8. Fergusson Island - Wr Kilkerran (ca. 1800 m) -large mountainous area covered with
primary forest; virtually unexplored.

9. Umboi Island - a series of shield volcanoes rising to 1548 m (Mt. Bel) on the eastern part
of the island; extensive forest. Probably has a fauna similar to the mountains on the western
tip of New Britain (Mt. Talawe - 1824 m), but may harbor endemics because of isolation.
Poorly mown; may not have a rich fauna, but further study is necessary.

10. Mt. Talawe (1824 m) • western tip of New Britain. Probab]y has a fauna similar to
Umboi island but needs more study (see above).

11. Whiteman Range - mountainous region in central New Britain rising to 2027 mr The
largest mountainous region of New Britain; has extensive tracts of lowland and hill forest and
fairly extensive areas of montane forest; potentially rich in endemic species; virtually
unexplored.
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12. Nalcanai Mts•• similar to the Whiteman Range, with extensive areas of montane forest;
potentially rich in endemic species; virtually unexplored; active volcanoes.

13. Qaioine MIs. Gazelle Peninsula ·Isola~ moulJtain range with extensive areas above
1500 m; poorly known, preliminary evidence suggests that it is rich in endemic species; rises
to a height of 2440 m.

14. Hans Meyer Ranee, New Ireland· includes the only areas in New Ireland above 2000 m;
highest point is 2399 m. Extensive r.lontane areas likely to be rich in endemic species,
especially frogs; the New Ireland ''>una is very poorly known.

15. Emperor Ran&e • volcanic region of northern Bougainville, includes lAt. Balbi, 2685 m.
Poorly explored; very wet; probably rich in endemic frog species.

16. Mt...I.aklmn (2210 m) • southern Bougainville; rich expanse of lowland and hill forest to
mid-montane and montane forest; very wet; probably rich in endemic species, particularly
frogs; poorly explored.

Summary -- Unknown Areas: Although some areas of the country, particularly the highland
provinces, are relatively well known herpetologically, often all that exists in the literature on
tht. distribution of many species of amphibians and reptiles is a few widely scattered locality

. records. There are at least 175,000 specimens of Papua New Guinea amphibians and reptiles
in museums around the world (at least 85% of this material is housed in ca. 15 major
mt'seums). A comprehensive survey of museum collections should therefore be undertaken
to ~ummarize all available distributional information in preparation for developing a
comprehensive biological survey plan to define the ranges of many species.

A good example of the importance of infonnation from museum collections is
illustrated by the range maps of 15 montane species provided in Zweifel's 1980 paper (p.
427) on the Huon Peninsula. Most of the species he mapped are common and richly
represented in museum collections, but have seldom been mentioned in the literature. The
American Museum has large collections of Papua New Guinea amphibians and reptiles, and
Zweifel obtained distributional information largely from this source.

As mentioned earlier, the taxonomy of many groups is in very poor shape; this makes
it difficult and often impossible to define precisely the ranges of many species. This point is
illustrated in Brown's (1991) monograph on Emoia. Previous workers (including Brown) had
considered Emoia baudinii to be widespread in Papua New Guinea. However, this species is
now known to be restricted to the Vogelkop Peninsula in Irian Jaya. Another species, Emoia
mivarti, was previously thought to occur throughout the New Guinea mainland, but is now
mown to be restricted to Manus Island. Similarly, a hylid frog, Litoria bicolor, has been
reported from widely scattered localities throughout the Papua New Guinea mainland and
New Britain, but is now thought to be restricted to the Trans-Fly region of southern New
Guinea (Menzies 1976). The other fonns are probably closely related species that comprise
a species complex. This same pattern is seen in many amphibian and reptile groups.
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Additional field work and collecting from ldtes throughout the country not previously
visited are clearly needed. However, basic systematic work in many groups should be given
high priority. Brown's monoamph (which virtually doubled the number of Emola species
known from Pzpua New Guinea) was based entirely on museum collections.

Species RichnesS

To detennine areas of species richness, I divided Papua New Guinea into 38
biogeographical regions (Figure 16-3, Table 16-3) and then determined, as best I could from
the literature and limited museum records, which species of frogs and lizards occurred in
each region. A preliminary analysis of snake distributions revealed a pattern similar to that
for lizards and was not pursued further. I included in the analysis only those species for
which some locality infonnation was available (193 frogs and 184 lizards). For example,
Oreophryne giselorum is known only from its type locality of "Kaiser Wilhelmsbnd"
(northern part of the Papua New Guinea mainland). Although this species is pmbably from
the Adelbert or Finisterre Mts. (Menzies et al. 1980), this is not known with certainty, and
o. giselaTUm was therefore excluded from the analysis. All species that are thought to occur
in Papua New Guinea but have not ieen documented to c>caJr there were also excluded from
the analysis (see checklist - AppenulJt 16-1) as were those species whose taxonomic status is
uncertain (mainly species of Sphenomorphus). The biogeographic regions I used were
intentionally large so as to define general patterns of distribution. Regions were based on
physiognomic features (e.g., mountain ranges, lowlands) geographic isolation/environmental
discontinuities (e.g. Huon Peninsula, islands) and congruence with species boundaries of well
l1:own ta'!.:l. Areas for which significant information was av~le (e.g., highlands) were
split more finely than relatively unknown areas (e.g., New Britain island). The total number
of frogs and lizard!il known from each region is presented in Table 16-1•

The richest areas for frogs are mostly mountainous regions on the New Guinea
mainland and Bougainville. However, the Huon Peninsula, with the most species overall,
apparently lacks a montane frog element, but does have a rich frog fauna in hill forest and
lowland areas. Except for Bougainville, the island provinces and the satellite islands off the
New Guinea mainland have relatively depauperate frog faunas. This may in part be an
artifact because some of these areas - e.g., New Britain - are poorly known. In addition the
larger biogeographic regions such as the Huon Peninsula generally have greater ecological
diversity and therefore more species than do smaller regions (e.g., many of the islands).

It is interesting to compare the frog fauna of mainland Papua New Guinea (160
species total) with that of Irian ]aya (97 species). Papua New Guinea has not only more
species overall but also 82% of the 196 species occurring on the New Guinea mainland.

The richest areas for lizards include the north coast ranges, Sepik - Ramu Basin, Gulf
Lowlands, Trans-Fly region, central Province Lowlands, Bougainville Island, and the Great
Papuan Plateau. Most highland areas and all islands apart from Bougainville had far fewer
species.
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To determine areas important for rare and endemic species, 1 used the same procedure
described above for determining species richness, but restricted the analysis to species
endemic to Papua New Guinea. Results for frogs and lizards are presented in Table 16-1,
columns 3 and 4, respectively. I then repeated this analysis for those species endemic to a
single biogeographic region (here;,n termed "restricted-range" species) (Table 16-1, columns
S and 6, respectively).

The patterns of endemicity of frogs and lizards is very different (Table 16-2).
Although the total number of frog and lizard species included in the analysis is similar (193
and 184, respectively), only S9 species of lizards are thought to be endemic to Papua New
Guinea compared to lIS species of frogs. This same trend occurs in the species limited to
single biogeographic regions (38% of the frogs and 19% of the lizards). These differences
are probably not attributable to taxonomic artifacts (both groups have similar taxonomic
problems), but may be due to the greater need that frogs have for moisture, limiting their
dispersal ability. This suggests that frogs may be better indicators than lizards (and snakes)
of subtle biogeographic differences within regions.

In general, the areas with the highest overall species richness also h:1d the greatest
number of endemic species. However, as expected on the basis of geograj,)hic isolation,
many of the islands rank high in numbers of endemic species. .

The distribution of restricted range species highlights the particular importance of
certain biogeographic regions. Restricted range species of frogs and lizards occur in only 22
and 15 regions, respectively, of the 38 biogeographic regions. Several important features
emerge. Islands and isolated mountain ranges rank high in this analysis and are dispersed
throughout the country.' On the other hand certain seemingly isolated regions do not have
many restricted range endemics. This and the pn--eedi.ng analysis indicate that the Bewani,
Torricelli and Prince Alexander Mountains share a large endemic, north coast fauna. There is
little endemism in the individual mountain ranges (no lizards and "nly one frog species each).
Similarly many of the species endemic to the central highlands are widespread throughout

that region.

Interestingly, the savanna region on the south coast around Port Moresby shows up as
an important area for restricted range lizard species. This may be an artifact. This region is
better known than other parts of the country, and what appears to be restricted range
endemics may simply be wide ranging reclusive species that have not been collected
elsewhere. Analysis of the taxa involved suggests that this may be partially true, but that
this region is nevertheless an important area of endemism. Inasmuch as it is a lowland
ooastal area bordered on the other three sides by moist forest, this is not surprising. Similar
habitat in the Trans-Fly region also is rich in endemic species.
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EcolQ(&icaJly Critical Areas

Most species of Papua New Guinean amphibians and reptiles occur in primary forest
or old regrowth and quickly die out when the forest cover is removed. In addition, the
erosion that follows land clearing due to mining, logging, or slash and bum agriculture leads
to high sediment loads in streams; this destroys breeding habitat for t'tream dwelling frogs.
Several species of Lltorla and Nyctlmystes that were once common on Mt. Kaindi near Wau
seem to have disappeared, probably because mining activity produced increased sediment
loads in streams.

The savanna forests around Port Moresby are apparently essential habitat to several
lizard species, viz. Carlia blear/Mta, C. luctosa, Lepidodacrylus brownl, and L. orlentalls.
Similarly, the seasonal dry forest in the Trans-Fly region also has a large endemic element
and is critical habitat for these species.

The Fly River is the sale habitat, in New Guinea for the Pitted Turtle, Carettochelys
Insculpta, a unique species in its own family. Discharge from the Ok Tedi mine has greatly
increased the sediment load in the Fly River; this, together with heavy metals also discharged
by the mine, is causing an ecological disaster that may very well lead to the extirpation of
Carettoehelys in Papua New Guinea.

In summary, primary forest, or savanna, and good secondary forest are ecologically
critical to the survival of most species of Papua New Guinea amphibians and reptiles,
particularly frogs. Lizards seem better able to tolerate environmental disturbance than do
frogs, and many primary forest species persist in secondary forest.

Ecolo~ical Fra&i1ity

The ecologically most fragile r.\,:gicns of New Guinea are probably alpine habitats
(Desehampsia - Danthonia grassland; above 3000 m elevation). Alpine grasslands are very
susceptible to fire and are slow t'.» reclw,~r. Fossorial frogs inhabit many of these grasslands
and would disappear with loss of habitat. All other moist forest ecosystems are also
susceptio]e to :fire, and repeated bunting eventually converts forest to grassland. Some
specialists argue that extensive grassland areas ("kunal") throughout the highland provinces
have an anthropogenic origin due to frre. "Recreational" burning is a serious problem
throughout Papua New Guinea that deserves close attention.

The most significant regions of alpine grassland in Papua New Guinea include Mt.
Giluwe, Mt. Wilhelm, Mt. Albert Edward, Mt. Suckling, and Mt. Dayman.

Otherwise, most Papua New Guinea ecosystems appear to be rather robust. The
region is geologically very young, and the steep, highly dissected terrain is prone to
landslides and other natural disturbances. The plants are well adapted for this and easily re
colonize disturbed areas. Relatively few alien species have gained entry to intact ecosystems.
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Economically Important Species

There are no economically important amphibians. The only reptiles of economic
significance are the crocodiles (two species currently recognizedj a third species to be
described shortly by C. Andy Ross of the U.S. National Museum) and the marine turtles (six
species). These groups are covered by a number of special programs manaaed by the
Department of Environment and Conservation and the~r status is monitored closely. The
crocodile programs have achieved notable success, and crocodiles are being harvested on a
sustained yield basis. They are also being farmed commercially. Inasmuch as these species
ale already receiving close consel'Vation attention, I will not discuss them further.

Major Threatt;

As mentioned above, the Pitted River. Turtle may be in peril due to the discharge of
Ok Tedi mining waste into the Fly River. This is a significant potential problem that should
be monitored closely.

A number of reptile species are in particular demand by the terrarium trade. These
include all the pythons and boas, the varanid lizards, and the prehensile-tailed skink, Corucla
zebrata, from Bougainville (and other islands in the Solomon chain). These species are all
protected under Papua New Guinea law.

One of the pythons, Morella boa, that is restricted to the Bismarck Archipelago, is in
high demand by the terrarium trade. It seems to be fairly common and widespread in New
Britain and is in no immediate danger of extinction but smugglers could easily decimate local
populations.

The remaining species of pythons and boas, exC'.ept for Morelia boe/em, are all
widespread and common and probably do not present nny significant conservation problems.
M. boelem is a very valuable species in the terrarium trade. This species occurs above ca.
1800 m elevation along the central mountain ranges of New Guinea in the east, from the
Owen Stanley Range (near Riga) west to the Wissel Lakes region of Irian Jaya. It appears to
be uncommon to rare throughout its range. It is highly sought after by smugglers (several
smugglers have been apprehended in Papua New Guinea during the past several years), and
smuggling pressure could easily lead to localized extinctions of this large, striking python.

Two of the varanid lizards, ~ bogerti (endemic to Goodenough and Fergusson
Islands) and v: telenestes (endemic to the Louisiades), are recently described, and, if they
are valid species, this is likely to make them particularly valuable to the terrarium trade.
Smugglers will undoubtedly see this as an opportunity and the situation should be watched
closely.

A third species of Varanus, ~ saivatiorii, is noteworthy in that it attains large size
(up to ca. 4 m). It occurs in lowlands and hill forest of far wesiem Papua New Guinea and

L
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in similar habitat in Irian Jaya. It is apparently rare to uncommon throughout this extensive
range. Because of its large ab.c, It Is probably vulnerable to hunting pressure.

Althouah varanids are prized for their skins lor kundu drums and are susceptible to
hunting pressure, the remaining four species arc all common and widespread and seem to
persist throughout their ranges even when hunting pressure is high.

Corucla r.ebrata is fairly common throughout the Solomon Islands. There is nothing
remarkable about the Bougainville population, and this species does not present any
particular conservation problems for Papua New Guinea.

Mwo( Wilderness Areas

Extensive wilderness areas • large tracts of uninhabited or sparsely inhabited forest·
includes all the unknown areas (Figure 16-2) together with the following additions (starred,
see Figure 16-4):

1. Eastern &wani Mountains; 2. (tStar Mts., including northern foothills drained by the
May River; 3. Hunstein Mountains/Central Range; 4. Blucher/MOller Range; 5. Mt.
BosavilGulf Lowlands; 6. Crater Mountain; 7. -(t Upland regions of the Huon Peninsula
(Saruwaged and Finistetre Mountains); 8. -(t Owen Stanley Mts. (including the eastern
extension of Mt. Suckling and Mt. Dayman) and the Wharton Range (which joins up with
and is plotted as contiguous with the Bowutu Range and the Anga Region/Chapman Range on
Fig 16-3. 9. (tMt. Oiautukekea on Goodenough Island; 10. Fergusson Island; 11.
Whiteman Range, New Britain; 12. Nakanai Range, New Britain; 13. Baining Mountains,
New Britain; 14. Hans Meyer Range, New Ireland; 15. Emperor Range (Mt. Balbi), N.
Bougainville; 16. Mt. Takuan, S. Bougainville

The area including the Blucher and MUller ranges (upper Strickland basin) is
extensively forested and sparsely inhabited. The wilderness area in this region could
probably be expanded to include a significant portion of lowland rain forest of the Great
Papuan Plateau.

Biologically Important Areas

In developing a summary of biologically important areas of Papua New Guinea,
several important factors emerge from the objective analysis and mapping reported in the
preceding section of this report. These are, in no particular order, as follows:

Species richness of amphibians and reptiles is fairly even throughout much of
mainland Papua New Guinea. Although some areas have significantly fewer species than
others, these are often poorly known areas for which low species richness may be a sampling
artifact.
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Geographically isolated areas (e.g. t islands) with low species richness tend to have a
hiah percentage of endemic species.

Many species have very restricted ranges. Restricted range endemics cccur
throughout Papua New Guinea and al'e particularly abundant in some of the mountain ranges
and on islands (for reasons of geographic isolation).

Assuming that the strategy for selecting conservation areas should be to maximize
species richness, and give highest priority to restricted range endemics, followed by Papua
New Guinea endemics, and then Indo-Pacific and Indo-Australian endemics, and that the
areas best suited for conservation protection are those that have primary vegetation (e.g
wilderness areas) and include a diverse array of vegetation types within a contiguous area,
the areas that merit consideration are as follows (numbers keyed to the map, Figure 16-5):

(Mainland Regions)

1. Bcwani Mm. (Mt. Menawa) • ca. 100-1900 m elevation [West Sepik Province]. The
north coast ranges (Cyclops Mts., Iri~m ]aya, Bewani Mts., Torricelli Mts., Prince
Alexander Mts., Adelbert Mts.) originated as an island archipelago separate from the rest of
mainhmd New Guinea and, probably for these reasons, have a large endemic element. (Most
species tend to be shared by the Dewani, Torricelli, and Prince Alexander Mts.); Mt.
Menawa seems to offer both the largest expanse of primary forest and the highest elevations
(Mt. Somora, in the Tom.celli Mts. might be slightly higher) in the region.

2. Hunstein Mts./Central Ranges - 100-3711 m elevation [East Sepik and Boga Provinces].
As already noted, this area is sparsely populated and includes a wide diversity of vegetation
from swamp forest to alpine grasslandl. Extensive areas of the Hunstein Mts. have ultrabasic
soils and a rich, highly endemic flora. The herpetofauna is somewhat less distinctive (many
of the Hunstein species are shared with the Bewani Mts. to the north), but does include at
least one endemic species (Sphenophryne hooglandl). The fauna of the Central Ranges also
seems to have a significant endemic element.

3. Star Mountains - 100-3932 m [West Sepik and Western Provinces]. This high mountain
range includes an extensive alpine fauna as well as a diversity of mid-montane and hill forest
species. Endemism is not particularly high· inasmuch as only the western tip of the Star Mts.
extends to Papua New Guinea; most of this mountain range is in Irian ]aya where some of
the peaks reach 4700 m. However, the fauna is very distinctive, and many of the species
found in the Star Mts. do not occur elsewhere in Papua New Guinea.

4. Blucher Range/MijIler Ran~e - 100-3623 m [Western and Southern Highlands Provinces].
This area is poorly known but has high rainfall, a diversity of vegetation types including a
large expanse of lowland r.un forest, large areas of karst, and is sparsely inhabited. The
fauna of the Great Papuan Plateau, with many expected endemics, is partially included in this
area.
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S. Doma Peaks· 18QO..3S66 m [Southern Highlands Province]. This region includes one of
the largest remaining areas of midi-montane and montane forest in the highlands and would
probably protect a high pcrcentaae of the endemic highland fauna. There is also easy access
and therefore a high potential for ecotourlsm.

6. Mt. Bogyi - 300-2397 m [Southern Highlands Province]. This includes Mt. Bosavi, an
Isolated shield volcano, and surrounding lowlands. Mt. Bosavi is known to have a rich
fauna, and, on the basis of isolation, probably has endemic species of amphibians and
reptiles. This region is sparsely inhabited and original forest is larpely intact. Rainfall is
high.

7. TranS-Fly resion - 0-100 m [Western Province]. This region of seasonal dry forest
savanna is practically unique in Papua New Guinea. Although many of the species found in
this region are not endemic (occurring also in NB Australia and Irian Jaya), they are unique
to Papua New Guinea. In addition, at least 5 C'ndemic species are mown from this region.
The area designated includes the Tonda Wildlife Management Area. The Trans-Fly region is
easily accessible (at least during the dry season) and offers tremendous potential for
ecotourism.

8. Adelbert Mts. - 300-1650 m [Madang Province]. The Adelbert Mts. are closely
associated geologically with the other north coast ranges of Papua New Guinea (prince
Alexander, Tonicelli, and Bewani Mts.). However, they are geographically, quite isolated
from these and other mountain ranges and harbor a rich hill-forest·to mid-montane fauna
with a significant endemic component. These mountains are also densely populated, making
it difficult to select an area of undisturbed forest.

9. Mt. Wilhelm - 1000-4509 m [Madang, Western Highlands and Chimbu Provinces]. Mt.
Wilhelm is the highest mountain in Papua New Guinea. It has extensive areas of alpine
grassland, although these art; only half the size of similar areas on Mt. Giluwe. However,
Mt. Viilhelm rises abruptly above lowlands of the Ramu Valley to the north, and it is
possible to include alpine, mid-montane, and possibly even lowland regions in one
contiguous area. Protection of Mt. Wilhelm would protect a high percentage of the highland
fauna, which is rich in endemics, together with extensive areas of alpine grassland. An
alternative site is Mt. Giluwe, but this offers less altitudinal range than does Mt. Wilhelm.

10. Crater Mountain - 300-3231 m [Eastern Highlands/Gulf Provinces]. Although in a
sedimentary belt with potential for oil discovery and environmentally destructive
development, this area is pristine and is thought to have a rich herpetofauna. It contains a
mixture of southern watershed elements and eastern highland elements, and would therefore
protect both. Sparsely inhabited.

11. Kereru Range (Gulf Lowlands) - 100-1829 m [Gulf Province]. Includes part of the
Murray Range and extensive areas of lowland rain forest as well as the isolated Kereru
Range which rises abruptly to 1829 m (Mt. Duau) from surrounding lowlands. This area has
high rainfall and is thought to be rich in species. It is sparsely inhabited.

I
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12. Samwaled RaneO • 300-4160 m [Morobc Province]. Interestingly the mountains ot tho
Huon Peninsula lack a distinctive montane element of amphibians and reptiles. I have
therefore tried to extend the boundaries of this conservation area to the coast, largely to
include the lowland element which includes at least five endemic frogs. Several of these trog
species are known only from the southern lowlands of the Huon Peninsula (in hills not far
from the University of Technology) and may not occur in the area selected. However, there
did not appear to be suitable candidates for conservation areas in the southern regions of the
Huon Peninsula. DetaHed ground surveys are required to resolve this issue.

13. Anea Beeion - S0-3278 m [Morobe, Central and Gulf Provinct.s]. Southern watershed
area which, on the basis of preliminary evidence, has a distinctly different fauna than
adjacent northern drainages. Significant areas of karst; poorly known; Includes a wide range
of vegetation types. Sparsely inhabited.

14. Bowutu Mts. - 600-2877 m [Morobe Province]. Northern drainage with large areas
with ultrabasic soil. Poorly known but preliminary evidence suggests that the herpetofauna is
rich with many endemics. Most areas sparsely populated; a few areas with significant human
settlements in river valleys.

IS. Mt. Albert Edward - 300-3990 m [Central and Northern Provinces]. This region
includes huge expanses of alpine grassland. The boundaries are drawn to include lowland and
hill forest portions of Northern Province which has a rich but not particularly distinctive
herpetofauna.

16.M. LaminitonlPo.,pondetta - 100-1679 m [Northern Province]. This area was selected to
include the rich herpetofauna of the northeastern coastal lowlands and hill forests. It includes
forests inhabited by the Queen Alexanderae Birdwing Butterfly and is already receiving
significant conservation attention.

17. Mt. Dayman - 300-2987 m [Milne Bay r lOvince]. Mt. Dayman and Mt. Suckling to the
north both have extensive areas of alpine grassland and diverse herpetofaunas with rich
endel1llc elements. I selected Mt. Dayman because it is slightly better known. The
boundaries of the proposed conservation area include lowland and hill forest to the north.

(Island Regions)

18. Goodenough Island - 0-2566 m [Milne Bay Province, D'Entrecasteaux Archipelago].
This region is covered with primary wrest and seems to have a rich fauna. The Fourth
Archbold Expedition visited Goodenough Island, and the fauna is known largely through this
effort. However, our knowledge is almost certainly incomplete, and it is likely that many
cryptic species of amphibians and reptiles await discovery.

19. fer&usson Island - 0-2073 m [Milne Bay Province, D'Endrecasteaux Archipelago]. Thi~

region is similar to that described above for Goodenough Island. Fergusson Island is
virtually unexplured biologically, although the fauna is likely to be very similar to that from
Goodenough Island. Varanus bogerti is endemic to Goodenougl& and Fergusson Islands.
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20. J¥oodlark Island • 100·350 m [Milne Bay Province]. ~Jllls isolated, rather low island Is
apparently unremarkable herpetologlca1ly (no ~ndemics, widely distributed peldiic species).
HowfWer, it does hav~ M endemic land mammal (Woodlark Cuseus, Phalanser lullulae),
suggesting that there is a !'ea'Wnable possibUity of finding endemic species in other vertebrate
groups. A thorough survey is urgently needed.

21. Mialma Island· ()..I038 m elevation [Milne Bay Province, Louislade Archipelago].
There is a small patch of good bush on the western peninsula of the island. Inasmuch as
Misima is rather isolated from other isl~ds in the Loulsiades, it is likely to have endemic
species. Bight species arc endemic to the Louisiades, five frogs and two lizards.

22. Ta2uJA.1s1awl .. 0-810 m [Milne Bay Pwvince, Louisiade Archipelago]. Much of the
primary forest on Tagula is gone, but there is a tract of good bush on the southern slopes of
Mt. Riu which should be preserved if the Louisiade fauna is to survive.

23. Manus Island .. 0..702 m [Manus Province]. This rather low, densely populated island
has five endemic species (1 frog, 4 lizards). There is an area of reasonable bush on the
90uth centutl part of the island, including Lt;~ highest elevations on the island, and this should
be protected as a matter of priority. It is likely that additional endemic species will tum up.

24. !1mboi Island .. 0-1548 m [West New Britain Province]. This high, volcanic island is
poorly known. IL has extensive forests that very likely harbor undiscovered, cryptic species.

25. Whiteman Mountains - 100-2027 m [West New Britain Province]. As already mentioned
these mountains comprise the largest mountainous region of New Britain. Although New
Britain has nine endemic species (7 frogs, 2 lizards) it is poorly explored and more species,
particularly in highland regions, are likely to turn up when these areas are thoroughly
surveyed.

26. Nakanai Mountains - 100-2000 m [West New Britain Province]. Extensive areas of
upland and mon&aoe forest. Poorly known but likely to have endemic, cryptic species,
particularly at higher elevatIOns. Needs a thorough faunal survey.

27. Bainina Mountains - 100-2400 m [East New Britain, Gazelle Peninsula]. As is true of
the Whiteman and Nakanai Mountains, the Balning Mts. of the Gazelle are poorly known
biologically. Prelirn:ti18I'Y work suggests that a number of endemic species occur there. The
Gazelle Peninsula is densely populated, and action is required soon to save representative
portions of these interesting mountains.

28. Hans Meyer Range - 100-2399 m [New Ireland Province]. There is apparently only one
species endemic to New Ireland (Lipinia rouxi, far fewer than for Bougainville (12 frogs, 4
lizards), New Britain (7 frogs, 2 lizards) and Manus (1 frog, 4 lizards). This may b~ a true
representation, but is more likely an artifact due to incomplete surveying and collecting.
With additional work many more species endemi\: to New Ireland will undoubtedly tum up,
particularly in the frog genus PlatymanJis. New Ireland has a geological origin separate
from nearby New Britain.
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29. Mt Balbi· 100..2685 m [North Solomons Province, Bougatnv11le Island, Emperor
Range]. The lowlands and mid..elevations of BougainvUle have been well collected by Fred
Parker, and, as a result, the herpctotauna of this island is relatively well1cnow'l. Parker did
not spend much time at higher elevations, particularly in areas that are isolated and
inaccessible such as Mt. Balbi and surrounding portions of the Emperor Range. Preliminary
analysis suggests that a number of species endemic to Bougainville have very restricted
ranges and are endemic to uplands of north Bougalnvllle. The area suggested for
conservation protection includes areas that have known Bougalnville endemics and includes,
as well, remote regions that are poorly known and probably have additionol endemic species.
Bougainville is geographically part of the Solomon Islands, and much of its fall~ja has
affinities to fauna inhabiting other !slands in the Solomon chain.

30. Mt. Iakuan· 100·2210 m [North Solomons Province, Bougainvi11e Island]. This area is
the main region harboring south Bougainville endemics; see explanation for Mt Bal~i (area
29, above) for the importance of protecting areas in Bougainville.

CONSERVAnON RECOMMENDAnONS

Research PriQrities

Sort out the taxonomy of poorly understood groups in order to produce field guides
and id('altification manuals.

Determine species distributions based on the literature and existing museum
collections and develop a comprehensive database of this information.

Use information presented above to develop a comprehensive survey plan. Highest
priority should be given to the unknown areas identified in this report, followed by the
careful survey of selected areas to defme better the ranges of many species. This effort
should be undertaken within the context of a national biological survey employing modern
database technology that includes geographic information systems. The national biological
$urvey will require extensive literature and taxonomic resources and should be developed
with these needs in mind at the University of Papua New Guinea, where an effort should be
made to enhance and eruarge existing museum facilities.

Review the status, and prepare management plans for, species protected under PNG
law (including those listed on Cn'ES appendices I and II) and convene a workshop to
determine if additional species merit protection.

Develop and fund long-term ecological research to understand better the basic life
history of many species including population dynamics and seasonal patterns (e.g., of
reproduction, etc.). This research should also be directed at elucidating the biogeographic
history of the region and determining why certain areas are particularly diverse.

,

.,.
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Develop a better system for regUlating research and Issuing research visas to outside

researchcu. The current system Is frauaht with delays and uncertahlty. Researchers need to
be encouraged to come to Papua New Guinea to work collaboratively with the staff in the
Department of Environment and Conservation, and the University of Papua New Guinea.

Provide training programs and scholarship support to encourage and facilitate the
training at' Papua New Guineans in biology and natural resources management at both
nndergraduate and graduate level.

Implemeotatioo Priorities

Develop a national conservation strategy based on information and maps from the
CNA workshop; work closely with provindal authorities and village groups to implement
this. A comprehensive program in landowner awareness j4j essential and can perhaps be best
developed in collaboration with PNG Non-governmental Organizations (NOOs) active in this
area. High priority should be given to establishing protected areas (e.g., Wildlife
Management Areas) in each of the biologically important areas of the country. Protected
areas should preferably be large and include a wide range of elevations and habitats. They
should also provide an economic return (e.g., ecotourism) to landowners to ensure protection
in perpetuity.

Papua New GuLlea has excellent environmental laws but generally lacks staff and
expertise to monitor and enforce these laws effectively. The Department of Environment and
Conservation needs to be strengthened in these artaS.

Papua !'few Guinea has a good record of bringing wildlife management to the local
le'lel. MC're than twenty Wildlife Management Areas have been declared throughout the
country. This progr.am has tremendous potential wd could be the key to protecting the areas
selected during the CNA workshop. Local people in many areas are enthusiastic about
Wildlife Management Areas, ~ut are often discouraged by the many bureaucratic obstacles
and delays that they face in gazetting a Wildlife Management Area. If possible, it would be
helpful to simplify procedures and expedite the process. In part this would involve additional
staffing from DEC and the Lands Department to work with local groups interested in
designating 'Wildlife Management Areas on traditional land. DEC should also greatly
strengthen its programs in land owner awareness and work closely and collaboratively with
village groups to explore a full range of conservation options. A1sc', it would be very helpful
to be able to offer incentives (uolfonns, badges, scholarships for villagers to become
biologists or "para"-biologists [the latter concept has worked well in Costa Rica], grants for
ecotourism infrastructure, etc.). The process should be as simple and straight forward as
possible.

A complete review of existing protected areas should be undertaken and future
priorities for funding and staffing developed. There are a number of National Parks, but,
except for Varirata, these are inadequately staffed and in many cares are being seriously
degraded by squatters (e.g., MacAdam National Park in the Bulolo River Gorge near Waul.

\'" ,
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Inasmuch as slaniflcant effort and expense went into deslanatlna protected areas (including
Wildlife Manaaement Areas), it would be prudent to review these programs thoroughly
before developina new programs In response to CNA recommendations.

The Department of Environment is clearly the lead agency in determining
conservation priorities for Papua New Guinea. The Department should be strengthened with
informational resources (comprehe.l1sive GIS with detailed overlays on vegetation,
topography, land use, soil, species ranges, and land tenure) and staff expertise. The
Dcpartments of Forestry and Minerals and Energy do effective jobs of managing resources
under their jurisdictions, often at the expense of the environment. Strengthening DEC will
help to advance consideration of environmental concerns to a higher decision-making level
within the Papua New Guinea government.

Enyironmental Threats

Waste discharge from the Ok Tedi mine could have seriou~ long-term consequences to
the Fly River drainage. There is growing international attention to this problem, and further
study and action is clearly necessary to prevent this from becoming an even more serious
environmental disaster. Ok Tedi was apparently able to gain a special exemption from
constructing a tailings dam that could have drastically reduceU waste discharge into the Fly
River. Tailings dams should be mandatory for all future mining projects.

Adverse impacts from alien species are causing serious ecological problems in many
tropical countries. Papua New Guinea has reasonably effective quarantine regulations, but
has allowed the introduction of a several alien species that have become selious pests. For
example, several introduced species of fish have the potential to cause profound ecological
change in aquatic ecosystems. The introduction of Rusa deer from Indonesia has had serious
impact on grasslands in the Trans-Fly region. The cane toad is a pest throughout lowland
New Guinea. The environmental impact of introduced species needs to be carefully studied
and the risks fully evaluated before further introductions are made. Quarantine authorit,es at
ports of entry need to remain vigilant to the accidental introduction of pest species.
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Figure 16-J• Cumulative total number of described frog and lizard species for Papua New
Guinea.
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Figure 16-2. Map of biologically unknown areas. See text for key to numbered areas.
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Figure 16-3. Map of biogeoamphic regions for Papua New Guinea. See Table 16-3 for key
to numbered areas.
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Fiaure 16-4. Map of ml\lor wilderness areas for Papua New Ouinea.
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Figure 16-~, Map of biologically important areas for fishes and herps
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Numblll'll or "Afoun NllW OUltlen rro~ nnd 1I,.nrtJ llt)fIClIIIII by bltl~eoltrnPhJO rtlll'on. 'folnl IlPllOleA Inllluclllll nil IIPllOl1l8 rlltlorded
for PapuA NllW Oulnea or whloh looallty In ormnUon IIIIlVlIllllble. En< enlla IJPIlOIe& IneludllA Apeele. round only on Vapu" New
OUlnea, and relltrlollld range IIpeoleillfloludllll speole. round only In n gIVen biogeographic region.

TOTAL nn:9TIUC1'ftD
TOTAL SPECIItS ENDEMIC SPECfIl:S ltNDIl:MIC SPEClltS

FROOS LIZARDS FROOS LIZARDS FROOS LIZARDS
LOCALI1Y

1. DewanI Mountain. 23 flO 2 0 1 0
2. Torrlcelll Mountaln8 24 flO 2 0 1 0
3. PrInce Alexander Mounta.lnl!l 14 46 1 1 1 0
4. Seplk • Aamu Buln 16 61 2 11 1 6
5. Adelbert Mounlalnl 25 I'll 5 I) 3 1
6. Huon Peninsula 36 61 13 15 I) 2
7. S. Morobe Coa.t 16 38 4 6 0 0
8. N. Provlnoe Lowland. 18 37 6 4 0 0
9. Mllnt! Bay Lowlands 17 32 7 3 0 1
10. C"nlral Provlnoo Lowlands 19 41 4 10 0 6
J 1. Oulf LowllUlde 23 47 6 I) 0 0
J2. Trans Fly RegIon 24 46 3 1 2 0
13. Oreal Papuan Plateau 25 35 2 4 0 1
14. Slar MountaIns 28 18 8 2 2 0
15. Hunateln Mountalns 16 16 2 1 1 0
16. western HIghlands 28 27 14 15 1 1
17. SChrader Mountains 24 21 11 4 0 0
HI. Central Mounlalnll IChlmbuJ 34 20 18 4 2 0
19. Southern Highlands 21 22 9 2 1 0
20. Eastern HIghlands 34 31 20 6 3 0
21. Anga Region 14 15 6 3 0 0
22. Bowtu MountaJns 35 31 20 10 5 2
23. Wharton Range 27 18 16 6 9 1
24. \\tstern Owen Stanley Mountalns 20 6 11 0 3 0
25. Eastern Owen Stanley MountaJns 13 5 9 0 4 0
26. St. Matthias Islands 0 9 0 0 0 0
27. Admiralty Islands 7 2.'3 4 4 1 4
28. New Hanover Islands 1 1'7 0 0 0 1
29. New Ireland 5 201 2 2 0 2
30. New Britain 13 30 9 3 7 0
31. Karkar Island 0 16 0 1 0 0
32. Long Il!Iland 0 14 0 1 0 0
33. Umbol Island 0 11 0 0 0 0
34. Trohrtand Islands 1 20 0 1 0 0
315. \\bodlark Islands 2 12 0 0 0 0
36. O'Entrecasteaux Archipelago 15 26 8 5 3 1
37. LoulAlade Archipelago 14 27 8 4 5 2
38. Bougainville lInel. Buka I.) 25 38 12 4 12 4

/
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Table 16-2

onlorva1

Total numbm o( PllPUU New OWnell frog And IIUrd speoles. Total Rpecl~1J Includes all Rpecles recorded (or Papua New
Oumca (or which looa1J1y lnfonnauon Is availAble. Endemlo epeclles includes speole. (ound only on Papua New Oulne", and
re9trlcted range 9ptlole8 mcludee species (ound only In Q gIVen biogeographic region.

FROOS

LIZARDS

TOTAL
PNO

SPItCIIl:S

193

184

TOTAL
ENDltMIC
SPECIES

1113

159

PERCENT
ENDEMIC
SPECIES

60

32

TOTAL
RESTRICTED

RANOIt
Sps:.::mCS

73

315

PR:RCENT
RESTRICTED

RANOIt
SPECIES

38

19

•
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Table 16-3

101 193
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Biogeographic Regloo!& for Papua New Guinea

BiPgeoawhlc Realons.

1. Bewanl Mountain:1
2. Torrlcelll Mountains
3. Prince Alexander Mountains
4. Scpik-Ramu Basin
S. Adelbert Mountains
6. Huon Peninsula
7. S. Morobe Coast
8. Northern Province Lowlands
9. Milne Bay Lowlands
10. Central Province Lowlands
11. Gulf Lowlands
12. Trans-Ply Region
13. Great Papuan Plateau
14. Star Mountains
15. Hunstein Mountains
16. Western Highlands
17. Schrader Mountains
18. Central Highlands
19. Southern Highlands
2n. Eastern Highlands
21. Anga Region
22. Bowutu Mountains
23. Wharton Mountains
24.Westem Owen Stanley Mountains
25. Eastern Owen Stanley Mountains
26. St. Matthias Islands
27. Admiralty Archipelago
28. New Hanover Island
29. New Ireland
30. New Britain
31. Karkar Island
32. Long Island
33. Umboi Island
34. Trobriand Islands
35. Woodlark Island
36. D'Entrecasteaux Archipelago
37. Louisiade Archipelago
:\8. Bougainville Islands
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APPENDIX 16-1. PRELIMlNARV ClIECKLIST OF AMPHmlANS AND REPTILES
OF PAPUA NEW Gt1lNEA

.. Allen AlHson

Species arc lilted alphabetically under family and aenus followed by species authority
and date. A "('1)" following the 3peci:s name indicates that the validity or the spec' Ail
questionable. Questionable or unconnrmcd occurrence of the species in Papua New Guinea
i1l indicated by a "'1" under status. In seven instances distinctive lizard subspecies are listed
in addition to the nominate subspecies; taxonomic work on some of these groups is in
progress, Md it is llkcly that many of th~ subspecies will eventually be recognized as tull
species. The number of specie.l4 included in the checklist by family is presented in the table
below (the seven lizard subspecies are included as distinct species).

Number or Papua New Guinea amphibian and reptUe species by Famoy

FROGS: SNAKES:
Bufonidae 1 Acrochordidae 2
Hylidae 62 Boidae 2

Colubridae 32
Microhylldae 84 Elapidae 23
Myobatrachidae 6 Hydrophiidae 22
Ranidae 44 Pythonidae 8

TOTAL 197 Typhlopidae 9
TOTAL 98

CROCODILES:
Crocodylidae 2 TOTAL SPECIES 50S

TOTAL 2-.--
TURTLES:

Carettochelidae 1
Chelidae 5
Cheloniidae 5
Dermochelyidae 1
Trionychidae 1

TOTAL 13

LIZARDS:
Agmmdae 14
Gekkonidae 32
Pygopodidae 2
Scincidae 149
Varanidae 8

TOTAL 195
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PAPUA Nnw GUINEA f.',. '"

ANURAs BUFONIDAE
Dl4lo

mar/nus (Llnnaeus) 1758

ANURAs HYLIDAE
Lltorla

albolabrls (Wandolteck) 1911
amholnensis (Horst) 1883
anglana (Boulenger) 1915
a1faJdana (petel's and Doria) 1878
arutnsls (Horst) 1883
hecld (Loveridge) 1945
bleolor (Gray) 1842
qf. ble%r
bu/~rl (Tyler) 1968
eaerulea (White) 1790
eongenlta (peters and Doria) 1878
eolllrastens (Tyler) 1968
darlingloni (Loveridge) 1945
dorsalis Macleay 1877
dorsivena (Tyler) 1968
t1ucnemis (LOnnberg) 1900
t'xophthalmia Tyler, Davies and Aplin

1986
genimaculala (Horst) 1883
graci/enla (peters) 1869
graminea (Boulenger) 1905
impura (peters and Doria) 1878
i1ifrqfrenata (Giinther) 1867
iris (Tyler) 1962
jeudii (Werner) 1901
leucova (Tyler) 1968
longicrus (Boulenger) 1911
louisiadensis (Tyler) 1968
lutea (Boulenger) 1887
mieromembrana (Tyler) 1968
modica (Tyler) 1968
multipliea (Tyler) 1964
nasUla (Gray) 1841
nigrofrenata (Giinther) 1867
nigropUllCtala (Meyer) 1874

oenlcolen Metlzles and Zweife11974
prom (Menzies) 1969
fJYgtnfU!a (Meyer) 1874
rothll (de Vis) 1884
rubella (Oray) 1842
splnlfera (ryler) 1968
thesaurensls (peters) 1878
tlmida Tyler and Parker 1972
vocivincens Menzies 1972
wollastonl (Boulenger) 1914

Nyetll. _ystes
avoca/Is Zweifel 1958
eheesmanae Tylu 1964
daymanl Zweifel 1958
disrupta TylCir 1963
lorleula Tyler 1963
gularls Parker 1936
humera/is (Boulenger) 1912
/cuborl Zweifel 1958
narinosa Zweifel 1958
ohso/eta (LOnnberg) 1900
papua (Boulenger) 1897
perlmetri Zweifel 1958
persimills Zweifel 1958
pulehra (Wandolleck) 1911
semipalmala Parker 1936
trachydermis Zweifel 1983
tyleri Zweifel 1983
zweifeli Tyler 1967

ANURA: MICROHYLIDAE
Aphantophryne

minuta Zweifel and Parker 1989
pansa Fry 1917
sabini Zweifel and Parkt=r 1989

Asterophrys
turpicola (Schlegel) 1837

Barygenys
atra (Giinther) 1896
cheesmanae Parker 1936
e:csul Zweifel 1963

f.
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jlavlgularls Zweifel 1972
maculata Menzies and Tyler 1977
nana Zweife11972
parvula Zweifel 1981

Callulops
dorlae Boulenger 1888
eurydactylus (Zweifel) 1972
glandulosus (Zweifel) 1972
hum/cola (Zweifel) 1972
personatus (Zweifel) 1972
robustus (Boulooger) 1898
slaterl (Loveridge) 1955
strlctogaster (Zweifel) 1972
wllhelmanus (Loveridge) 1948

Choerophryne
rostellifer (WandolJeck) 1911

Cophixalus
Oleles (Boulenger) 1898
biroi (M~heI9) 1901
cheesmanae Parker 1934
cryptotympanum Zweifel 1956
darling/oni Loveridge 1948
kaindiensis Zweifel 1979
nubicola Zweifel 1962
parkeri Loveridg,e 1948
pipilans Zweifel 1980
riparius Zweifel 1962
shellyi Zweifel 1956
sphagnicola Zweifel and Allison 1982
tagulensis Zweifel 1963
verecundus Zweifel and Parker 1989
verrucosus (Boulenger) 1898

Copiula
jistulans Merm.es and Tyler 1977
minor Menzies and Tyler 1977
oxyrhina (Boulenger) 1898
pipiens Burton and Stocks 1986
tyleri Burton 1990

Genyophryne
thomsoni Boulenger 1890

HyloplUJrbus
n4fesccns Macleay 1898

Mantophryne
l'llWOla (Zweifel) 1972
lateralis Boulenaer 1887
lou/sladens/s (parker) 1934

Oreophryne
QJUhonyl (Boulellger) 1897
birol (M~helg) 1897
brachypus (Werner) 1898
brevicrus Zweifel 1956
gelslerorum (Boettger) 1892
/rwmata Zweifel 1956
insulana Zweifel 1956
kampeni Parker 1934
parkerl Loveridge 1955
woltersto1ffi (Werner) 1900

Pherohapsis
menziesl Zweifel 1972

Sphenophryne
brevicrus (van Kampen) 1913
brevipes (Boulenger) 1892
comuta Peters and Doria 1878
crassa Zweifel 1956
dentata Tyler and Menzies 1971
gracilipes (Fry) 1912
hooglandi Zweifel 1967
macrorhyncha (van Kampen) 1906
mehelyi Parker 1934
palmipes Zweifel 1956
polysticta (M~hely) 1901
rhododactyla (Boulenger) 1897
schlaginhaufeni (Wandolleck) 1911

Xenobatrachus
anorbis Blum and Menzies 1988
bidens (van Kampen) 1909
fUscigula Blum and Menzies 1988
huon Blum and Menzies 1988
mehelyi (Boulenger) 1898
obesus Zweifel 1960

•
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rostralUS (M6hely) 1898 D/scodtt/es
subcroceus Menzies and Tyler 1977 bqfontform/s (Boulcngcr) 1884
tumu/us Blum and Menzies 1988 guppyl (Boulengcr) 1884

ophlstodon (Boulenger) 1884
Xenorhlna ventrleosur Nogt) 1912

oxycepho/a (Schlegel) 1858
parkerorum Zweifel 1972 Palmatorappla
slmllls (Zweifel) 1956 s%monls (Sternfeld) 1920

Plmymantis
ANURA: MYOBATRACHIDAE aerochordus (Brown) 1965
Leehrlodus aeuleodaetylus Brown 1952

aganoposis Zweifel 1972 akarlthymus Brown and Tyler 1968
melanopyga (Doria) 1874 boulengerl (Boettger) 1892

gilliardi Zweifel 1960
Limnodynastes guppyl (Boulenger) 1884

eonvexiusculus (Macleay) 1877 macrops (Brown) 1965
macroseeles Zweifel 1975

Mixophyes magnus Brown and Menzies 1979
hih/hor/o Donnellan, Mahony and mimlcus Brown and Tyler 1968

Davies 1990 myersi Brown 1949
neckerl (Brown and Myers) 1949

Ran/della nexipus Zweifel 1975
remota Tyler and Parker 1974 papuensis Meyer 1874

parkerl (Brown) 1965
Uperoleia rhipipha/eus Brown and Tyler 1968

mimula Dllvies, McDonald and Corben sehmidti Brown and Tyler 1968
1986 solomonis (Boulenger) 1884 '1

weberi Schmidt 1932 ?

ANURA: RANIDAE Rana
Batrachy/odes aifaki Meyer 1874

elegans Brown and Parker 1970 daemeli (Steindachner) 1868
gigas Brown and Parker 1970 gamtor Menzies 1987
mediodiseus Brown and Parker 1970 grisea van Kampen 1913
minutus Brown and Parker 1970 grunn/ens Daudin 1802
TnOntanus Brown and Parker 1970 jimiensis Tyler 1963
trossulus Brown and Myers 1949 krejfti Boulenger 1882
venebralis Boulenger 1887 novaeguineae van Kampen 1909
wo{fi (Sternfeld) 1918 papua Lesson 1826 ?

semelvella Menzies 1987
Ceratobatrachus supragrisea Menzies 1987

guentheri Boulenger 1884
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA CROCODILES
AND TURTLES

CROCODJLIAaCROCODYLIDAE
Crocodylus

porosus Schneider 1801
novaegulneae Schmidt 1928

rns"fUDlNES: CARETTOCHELIDAE
CatettocluJlys

111sculpta Ramsay 1886

TESTUDlN.ES: CHELIDAE
Che/odina

novaegulneae Boulenger 1888
parkerl Rhodin and Mittermeier 1976
siebenrocld Werner 1901

E/seya
novaeguineae (Meyer) 1874

Emydura
subglobosa (Krefft) 1876

TESTUDINES: CHELONllDAE
Caretta

caretta (Linnaeus) 1766

Chelonia
mydas (Linnaeus) 1766

EretmocluJlys
imbrlcata (Linnaeus) 1766

Lepidochelys
olivacea (Eschscholtz) 1829

Natator
depressus (Gannan) 1880

TESTUDINES: DERMOCHELYIDAE
Demzochelys

coriacea Linnaeus 1766

TESTVDINES: TRlONYClIIDAE
PelocluJlys

blbroni Owen 1853
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l~APUANEW GUINEA LIZARDS

LACERTILIAIAGANUDAE
Chlamydosaurus

Idngll Gray 1825

D/porlphora
awtralla (Steindachner) 1867 1
billneata Gmy 1842

Hypsllurus
aur/IUS (MeYI~r) 1874
binotaJUs (Meyer) 1874
bruijnii (peters and Doria) 1878
dilophus (Dum~ril and Bibron) 1837
gee/vinJdanus (peters and Doria) 1878
godejfroyi (peters) 1.867
modulUS (Meyer) 1874
nigrlgu/aris (Meyer) 1874
papuensis (Macleay) 1877

Lophognalhus
temporalls (Giinther) 1867

Physignalhus
lesueurii (Gray) 1831

LACERTILIA: GEKKONIDAE
Cyrtodactylus

derongo Brown and Parker 1973
lor/ae (Boulenger) 1898
louisiadensis (de Vis) 1892
marmoratus Gray 1831
mimikanus (BouIenger) 1914
novaeguineae (Schlegel) 1844
papuensis (Brongersma) 1934
sermowaiensis (de Rooij) 1915

Gehyra
baliola (Dumeril) 1851
dubia (Macleay) 1877
interstitialis Oudemans 1894
lampei Andersson 1913
membranacruralis King and Homer

1989

mUll/ata (Wiegmann) 1835
oceanica (Lesson) 1826
papuana Meyel' 1874
vorax Girard 1857

Gekko
vlttatus (Houttuyn) 1782

Hem/dactylus
j'renlJtus (Dum~ril and Bibron) 1836

Hemlphyllodactylus
typus typus Bleeker 1860

Lepldodacty/us
browni Pernetta and Black 1983
guppyi Boulenger 1884
lugubrls (Dum~ril and Bibron) 1836
magnus Brown and Parker 1977
murahi Brown and Parker 1977
novaeguineae Brown and Parker 1977
orientalis Brown and Parker 1977
pulcher Boulenger 1885
pumilus (Boulenger) 188S
woo4fordi Boulenger 1887

Nactus
pelagicus (Girard) 18S8
vankampeni (Brongersma) 1933

LACERTll..IA: PYGOPODIDAE
Lialis

burtonis Gray 1834
jiearl Boulenger 1903

LACERTILIA: SCINCIDAE
Carlia

bicar/lUllQ (Macleay) 1877
fusea digu/iensis (Kopstein) 1926
fusea fusea (DumeriJ and Bibron) 1839
longipes (Macleay) 1877
luctuosa (peters and Doria) 1878
pulla (Barbour) 1911
storri Ingram and Covacevich 1989
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Corucla
ubrQlQ Oray 185~

CryptlJblepharus
IWvaegulMat Mertens 1928
palllduJ Mertens 1928
poecllopleurus (Wiegmann) 1835
virgarus (Garman) 1901

Ctenotus
robustus Storr 1970
spaldlngi (Macleay) 1877

Egernla
frerel Ounther 1897

Emola
alMa Brown and Parker 1985
ahll (Vogt) 1932
atrocostata atrocostata (Lesson) 1826
QllrulentQ Brown and Parker 1985
battersby; (Proctor) 1923
bismllrckensis Brown 1983
brongersmal Brown 1991
caeruleocauda (de Vis) 1892
coggert Brown 1991
cyanogaster (Lesson) 1826
cyanura (Lesson) 1826
jlavigularls Schmidt 1932
guttata Brown and Allison 1986
jokati (Kopstein) 1926
klossi (Boulenger) 1914
korodana (Meyer) 1874
longicauda (Macleay) 1877
loveridgei Brown 1953
moxima Brown 1953
mivani (Boulenger) 1887
montantl Brown 1?)1
nigra (Jacquinot and (Ju;chenot) 1853
obscura (de long) 1927
oribata Brown 1991
pallidiceps mehelyi (Werner) 1899
pallidiceps pallidiceps (de Vis) 1890
physicae physicae (Dumeru and Bibron)

1839

physlcae purarl Brown 1991
physlcana Brown and Parker 1985
fJOJ¥I Brown 1953
pseudocyanura Drown 1991
pseudopaJlldlceps Brown 1991
submetailica (Macleay) 1877
tttraJatnia (Boulenger) 1895
tropldolepls (Boulenger) 1914
veracunda Brown 1953

Eugongylus
albojasclolmus (GOnther) 1872
n4fesCOl.f (Shaw) 1802

Fojla
bumul Oreer and Simon 1982

Geomyersia
coggert Greer 1982
g/Qbra G~·';- and Parker 1968

Lamprolepu
smaragdina perviridis (Barbour) 1921

Lipinia
cheesnumu (Parker) 1940
longiceJ.~~' (Boulenger) 1895
noctuIl (Lesson) 1826
puJchra (Boulenger) 1903
rouxi (Hediger) 1934

Lobulia
brongersmoi (Zweifel) 1m
elegans (Boulenger) 1897

Lygisaurus
mIlC/arlani (Giinther) 1877
novaeguineae (Meyer) 1874

PapUIJScincus
morokanus (Parker) 1936
p1uJeodl!s (Vogt) 1932
stanleyanus (Boulenger) 1897
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Pros/nohtuma
j1avlpes j1av/pes (parker) 1936
parkerl (Smith) 1937
prelunslcauda (Loveridae) 1945
semonl (Oudemans) 1894
v/rens virens (peters) 1881

Sphenomorphus
atgntmus (Boulenger) 1898
albodorsalls (-Lip/nia sp. 1) (Vogl)

19321
annectens (Boulenger) 1897
anotus Greer 1973
arwnsis (Doria) 1874
brunneus Greer and Parker 1974
c/~reus Greer and Parker 1974
conci1J1UJtUS (Boulenger) 1887
craneiSchnrldt 1932
crasslcaudus (Dum6ril) 18S1
darlingtoni (Loveridge) 1945
derooyae (de Jong) 1927
jorbesii (Boulenger) 1888
jragilis (Macleay) 1877
jragosus Greer and Parker 1967
granulatus (Boulenger) 1903
jeudii (Boulenger) 1914
jobiensis (Meyer) 1874
leptofasciatus Greer and Parker 1974
longieaudatus (de Rooij) 1915
loriae (Boulenger) 1897
lou/siDdensis (Boulenger) 1903
maindroni (Sauvage) 1878
megaspilus (Gunther) 1877
melanochkJ7US (Vogt) 1932
melanopituTUS Inger 1958
meyeri (Doria) 1874
microtympanus Greer 1973
milnensis (Boulenger) 1903
mimikanus ('1) (Boulenger) 1914 '1
minutus (Meyer) 1874
muelleri latifasciatus (Meyer) 1874 '1
muelleri muelleri (Schlegel) 1837
neuhaussi (Vogt) 1911
nigrieaudis (Macleay) 1877
nigriventris (de Rooij) 1915

n/grol/Matus (Boulenger) 1897
nototaenlus (1) (Boulenger) 1914 ?
bligolfpls (Boulenaer) 1914
papuae (Kinghorn) 1928
papuensis (7) (Maclcay) 1877 1
pralll (Boulenger) 1903
nifUs (7) (Boulenger) 1887 7
schultzei (Vogt) 1911
slmus (1) (Sauvage) 1879 '1
solomonis (Boulenger) 1887
stickell (Loveridge) 1948
strlolalus ('1) (Weber) 1891 7
tannerl Greer and Parker 1967
taylorl Burt 1930
tomlerl (Vogt) 1911
totocarlnmus (Vogt) 1932
transversus Greer and Parker 1971
undulatuJ (peters and Doria) 1878
unlllTU!atus (7) (de Rooij) 1915 ?
wolff (7) Sternfeld 1920 1
wollastonl (Boulenger) 1914
woo4fordi (Boulenger) 1887

nliqUil
scincoides gigas (Schneider) 1801

Tribolonotus
annectens Zweifel 1966
blanchardi Burt 1930
brongersmai Cogger 1972
gracilis de Rooij 1909
novaeguineae (Schlegel) 1834
ponceleti Kinghorn 1937
pseudoponseleti Greer and Parker 1968

LACERTILIA: VARANIDAE
Varanus

bogerti Mertens 1950
panoptes horni BOhme 1988
intiicus indieus (Daudin) 1802
karlsclunidti Mertens 1951
prasinus (Schlegel) 1839
salvadorii (peters and Doria) 1878
telenesetes Spracldand 1991
timorensis simi/is Mertens 1958
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SERPE~:ACROCHORDIDAE

Acrochordus
arqfUrae McDowell

Chersydrus
granulatus (Schneider) 1799

SERPENTES: BOmAE
Candola

aspera (GUnther) 1877
carlnata (Schneider) 1801

SERPENTES: COLUBRIDAE
Boiga

i"egularis (Merrem) 1802

Cantoria
annulata de long 1927

Cerberus
rhynchops (Schneider) 1799

Dendrelaphis
call1gastra (Gunther) 1867
gastrosdctus (Boulenger) 1894
lorentz{ (van Lidth de Jeude) 1911
papuensis Boulenger 1895
punctulatus (Gray) 1827
solomonis (Gunther) 1867

Enhydris
enJrydris (Schneider) 1799
polylepis (Fischer) 1886

Fordonia
leucobalia (Schlegel) 1837

Myron
richardsoni Gray 1849

Stegonotus
cucullatus (Dum~ri1, Bibron and

Dum15ril) 1854

diehl/ Lindholm 1905
guemherl Boulenger 1895
heterurus Boulenaer 1893
»UJtUSIUS (Schlegel) 1837
parvus (Meyer) 187S

Trop/OOnophis
aenlgmaticus Malnate and Underwood

1988
dahlil (Werner) 1899
dorlat (Boulenger) 1897
elongatus (Jan) 1865 ?
hypomelas (GUnther) 1877
malril (Gray) 1841
mcdowelli Malnate and Underwood

1988
montanus (van Lidth de Jeude) 1911
multlscutellatus (Brongersma) 1948
novaegulneae (van Lidth de Jeude) 1911
parkerl Malnate and Underwood 1988
picturatus (Schlegel) 1837
statisncus Malnate and Underwood

1988

SERPENTES: ELAPIDAE
Acamhophis

amarcdcus(Shaw) 1794

Aspidomorphus
lineaticollis (Werner) 1903
muelleri (Schlegel) 1837
schlegeli (Gunther) 1872

Demansia
papuensis (Macleay) 1877

Glyphodon
tristis Gunther 1858

Micropechis
ikaheka (Lesson) 1826

Oxyuranus
scutellatus (peters) 1867
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Paraplstocalamus
hedlgerl Roux 1934

pJ'eudechls
australis (Oray) 1842 7
papuanus Peters and Doria 1878

Pseudonqja
textilis (Dum6ril, Bibron and Dum6ril)

1854

Sa/omone/aps
par (Bou1engcr) 1884

Toxicocalamus
buergersi (Sternfeld) 1913
holopelturus McDowe111969
longissimus Boulengr';f 1896
loriae (Bou1enger) 1898
misimae McDowell 1969
preussl (Sternfeld) 1913
spilolepidotus McDowell 1969
stanleyanus Boulenger 1903

Unechis
carpemariae Macleay 1887
nigrostriata (Krefft) 1864

SERPENTES: HYDROPllIIDAE
Acalyptophis

peron;; (Dum6ril) 1853

AipysUTUS
duboisii Bavay 1869
eydouxii (Gray) 1849
laevis Lac6pMe 1804

Disteira
kingii (Boulenger) 1896
major (Shaw) 1802
stokes;; (Gray) 1846

Enhydrina
schistosa (Daudin) 1803

Hydrelaps
darwiniensis Boulenger 1896

Hydrophls
belcheri (Omy) 1849
elBgans (Gray) 1842
lasclMus (Schneider) 1799
gracilis (Shaw) 1802
melanosoma OOnther 1864
obscurus Daudin 1803
01'1UllUS (Gray) 1849
paciflcus Boulenger 1896

Lapemis
cunus (Shaw) 1802
hardwickli Oray 1834

LaJicauda
colubrlna (Schneider) 1799
/micaudata (Linnaeus) 17S4

Pelamis
platurus Linnaeus 1766

SERPENTES:pymONIDAE
Morella

albenisii (peters and Doria) 1878
amethistina (Schneider) 1801
boa (Schlegel) 1837
boelem (Brongersma) 1953
macklon (Dum6ril and Bibron) 1844
papWJlUl (peters and Doria) 1878
spi/ota~e) 1804
viridis (Schlegel) 1872

SERPENTES: TYPHLOPIDAE
Rhampho'Yphlops

qJJinis (Bou1enger) 1889
brominus (Daudin) 1803
erycinus (Werner) 1901
jlawvemer (W. Peters) 1865
leucoproctus (Boulenger) 1889
polygrammica (Schlegel) 1839
subocularis (Waite) 1897

Typhlops
depressiceps Sternfeld 1913
inornatus Boulenger 1888
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Chapter Seventeeb

Biodiversity and Conservation of the Nonmarine Invertebrate
Fauna 01 Papua New Guinea

Scott E. Millerl
, with contributions by Robert

Cowie, Dan Polhemus, and Lucius Eldredg~

SUMMARY

Many conservatioaists believe that invertebrates, particularly insects, with their
apparently overwhelming number of species, are too intractable to study. Insect diversity
presents many groups that are highly appropriate for mapping diversity patterns and
monitoring environmental quality.

This report will focus on insects, but other terrestrial invertebrate groups (e.g.,
Crustacea, Mollusca) that show promise as indicator groups for conservation planning and
monitoring are addressed also. The core of the discussion is based on an earlier report on
the same subject (Miller and Holloway 1992). I have prepared a distributional analysis of
selected terrestrial insect taxa, and Dan Polhemus h~ prepared a distributional analysis of
selected aquatic insect taxa. Robert Cowie and Lucius Eldredge have prepared reports on
Molluscs and Crustacea, respectively, that are appended to the main report.

Patterns of endemism in terrestrial and aquatic insects in PNG are examined through
heuristic approximations. Representative site.4l within these areas of endemism have been
identified for consideration for preservation.

Recommendations for conservation research priorities include construction of
databases on selected invertebrates (e.g., butterflies), development of environmental quality
monitoring techniques using invertebrates, further development of butterfly farming and
ranching, and building local infR$tructure (e.g., national identification service and reference
collection), and training. Implemmtation priorities include strengthening existing exclusion
and detection programs for pest invertebrates, screening of biological control introductions,
arj strengthening enforcement of environmental laws.

I Department of EntomololY, Bernice P. Bishop Museutr.a, Honululu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

aAll co-authors are from the Bemice P. Bishop Museum, HODolulu; Hawaii, U.S.A.
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lNTRODVCTlON

Most conservation organizations have a\loided tnkets becaUIO of the inherent
problems in datina with them: (1) the tremendous number of species, especially in tropical
areas such u Papua New Guinea; (2) the tremendous number ot individuals in most tropical
sitesj and (3) because of these, problems in information transfer from the rcacarch
community to the conservAtion community. It hu been common for research entomoloaist.
to lay that it will take years to produce results from surveys. However, the great divenity
of insects is a positive feature, allowing choice of specific aroups that can answer specific
questions in a statistically meaningful manner. Furthermore, modem information manlgCO'

ment techniques provide at lwt a partial solution to the information transfer problem. 111e
Costa Rican Instituto Nacional de Biodlvetsldad (lNBio) provides an excellent example for
what can be done with insect surveys.

Insects possess the following positive features for providing conservation data (see
also Brown 1991, Holloway and Stork 1991, Rosenberg et aI. 1986, Sutton and Collins
1991): (1) generality of distribution ... insects are found in almost every conceivable habitat
and niche; (2) within this overall versatility, there is much specialization; (3) many taxa show
rapid responses to environmental perturbation; (4) some taxa are readily identifiable without
specialized training; (S) many taxa are good indicr.ltor.s of areas of endemism; and (6) many
taxa are readily sampled with quantitative metbods, providing high quality data for statistical
analysis.

BRIEF HISTORY OF ENTOMOLOGY IN PNG

Frodin and Oressitt (1982) presented an excellent history of biological exploration in
PNG and only the major elements will be repeated here. The earliest expeditions are not of
great importance to this report because they oollectcd relativdy few specimens, and these
usually have relatively nonspecific locality data. These expeditions provided the first
specimens of many species endemic to PNG, but more comprehensive c.ollections must be
consulted to understand distribution patterns.

The PNG fauna cannot be understood in isolation because much of the fauna is shared
with Irian Jaya, the Solomon Islands, or Australia. The enmmologicalliteIature for the New
Guinea region was compiled by Gressitt and Szent·lvany (1968). A supplement to this
important bibliography is in preparation by Emmett Easton..

Major institutional holdings of PNG insects outside of PNG include the following:
Bishop Museum, Honolulu (BPBM); Australian National Insect Collection, CSIRO, Canberra
(ANle); Natural History Museum, London (NHM); Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie,
Leiden (RNH); Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, Cambridge (MCZ);
California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco; American Museum of Natural History, New
York (AMNH); and the Australian Museum, Sydney. The two most important collections in
PNG are the Department of Agriculture and Livestock, Konedobu, and the Forest Research
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Inltitute, Lae. Smaller coUectiOAl, in varying curatorial conditions, exi't at Wau &<»logy
Institul4J, lnleCt Pl1m11tg and Tlldiftg AaflllCY, and the UniVGt'lity uf Papua New Guinea.

Some of die ftfit comprcbenlive mleCt collecting (eapec:iaUy for.; epidopteta) wu
undertabn by I setJea of coIlectotl aponlOrOd by Lord Walter RothllChUd from 1894 into the
193Ot. 1beIe ooUecton included A.S. Moek, W.O. Meek. A. lUchh(.m, O. lllchhotn; A.B.
Pratt, H. Pratt, and B. May,. Thae coUdon.; now in the N1lM, include probably the
largest and most hiltOrica11y lipirtant a.uwnb1age of New Quinea Lepidoptera.

The first (1933-34) thtouab Seventh (1%4). and especially the Third (1938..39),
Archbold Bxpedifiool were important IOUtCet 01 in*" (RNH. AMNH). During World War
fit many U.S. and AusU'alJan entomologists ool*u,d ita PNO. Especially significant to this
report are the beetle collection. of P.J. Darlinpm during 194344; primarily around
Dobr;:dura (MCZ).

In 19S5, J.L. Gressitt initiated the Bishop Museum's ongoing IUlveys throughout New
Guinea. Fieldwork was especially intense during the late 19505 and 19605. The program
included many collaboraling researcbers and institutions, resulting in large collections at
dPBM and eIJewhen:.

In 1961, chc Bishop MUlCUm established a field station at Wau. This evolved into the
independent Wau Ecology Institule in 1m and continues to be a center of biological
research and conservation prognuns. This activity has made the Wau region perhaps the best
sampled in all of New Guinea. Earlier samples from Wau were made by Herbert Stevens in
1932-1933 (MCZ).

•
1. I. H. Szent-lvany, working for the pIeCUtJOt of the PNG Dept. of Agriculture and

Livestock (DAL) from 1954-1966, promoted the study of PHG insects by specialists and ~

built an exceJ1ent collection at IConedobu. He continued his studies at Wau Ecology Institute
into the early 19705. 8'15 unpublisbed manuscript on ecooomic:al1y important insects of PNG
will hopefully be published in the near future. His efforts at Konedobu were continued by
J.W. Ismay and R. Kumar. An exc:eJlent collection of forest insects has been built at the
Forest Rcseard1 Institute, Lae, through the efforts of E. Gray, R. Wylie, P. ShanaIwt, J.
Dobunaba, and H. Roberts.

Many localities in New GWnea have been sampled for ·popular· organisms like
butterOies. As notal above, many good collections exist that were made since the tum of the
century and have JeIaliveIy precise locality daIa. EspeclaJly !:trong collections for butterl1ies
include NHM, RNa, ANIC, BPBM and the collections in PNG (Wau, Butolo, Konedobu,
and Lae). We do not know at this time just how extensive or intensive the existing coverage
of butterfly clara for New Guioea is, becluse tbae data have never been compiled. Plans are
now being made to compile these data from tb(,. major collections. A similar study in Peru
rea:ndy showed that coverage of buUerfly n:cords was comparable (although somewhat leu)
than that for birds (I..amu 1989). The Peru study identified 36 unexplored areas for
buttrrllies, 24 of them also b:ing unkDown omithologK:ally.
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MAJOR GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE

Status s>f 0enera1 Know!edp

Knowledge of !naec.ts and other invcrtdJratcs of PNO varies tremendously among
taXonomic gtoUps and localities. according to the history of lUlmpling and study. and the
biological complexity of the group. For example. butterfU()u of the Wau-Bulolo valley arc
well known (parsons 1992). but nothing is known about soU mites at most sites in PNO.
The components involved in understanding insects include the following:

1. Sampling of basic diversity •• collecting and preservation for study. Basic
sampling hu taken place for many groups. although the smaller and more difficult to study
taxa are almost always undersampled. Geographic coverage is poor for most aroups (O.g'1
most records from the Oreat Papuan Plateau represent only two localitiesl).

2. Systematic study of these samples •• diagnosis of species and other taxonomic
units. The quality and quantity of systematic studies varies with historical interest from
group to group. Some taxa are relatively well known. but information transfer is a problem
for all groups. The bibliography by Oressitt and Szent-Ivany (1968) is the only broad
attempt to synthesize knowledge of PNG insectsl The recent text on Australian insects
(CSIRO 1991) is very helpful in understanding the PNG fauna.

3. Field studies on the biology. ecology, and distribution of the species. Except for
species of economic interest to agriculture, forestry, or medicine. little is known about the
ecology of PNO insects.

However, as noted in the introduction, the great diversity of insects is a positive
feature, allowing choice of specific groups that can answer specific questions in a statistically
meaningful manner. Modem information management techniques provide at least a partial
solution to the information transfer problem.

Status of Taxonomic KnowIedG

As noted above, taxonomic knowledge of PNO insects varies greatly from group to
group. There is no comprehensive review for any major group except the flies, and the
bibliography by Oressitt and Szent-lvany (1968) is the only broad attempt to synthesize
lmowledge of PNO insects! The following is a brief overview of the state of taxonomic
lmowledge of PNO insects, including major references. Major taxonomic Uj~i.ts follow the
recent text on Australian insects (CSIRO 1991) which is an important general review.

Order Collembola (Springtails): Very poorly known for PNO.

Order Protura: Very poorly known for PNG.

Order Diplura: Poorly known for PNG (Paclt 1985).

=
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Order Archacognatha (-Microcoryphia) (DristletaUs): V6~Y poorly known for PNG.

Order Thysanura (Silverfish): Very poorly known for PNO.

Order Bphemeroptera (Mayflie.lJ): Very poorly known for PNO (Edmunds and Polhemus
1990).
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Order Odonata (Dragonflies and Damselflies): Relatively well known from extensive work of
Liefdnck (1949 and sUbsequent papers).

Order Plecoptercl (Stoneflies): Not known from PNO, but an unidentified species has recently
been collected in Irian Jaya (D.A. Polhemus, pers. comm.).

Order Blattodea (-Blattarla) (Cockroaches): Scattered literature for PNG, partially reviewed
in a series of Australian revisions underway by t.M. Roth.

Order Isoptera (Termites): Scattered literature for PNG. Catalogued by Snyder (1949).

Order Mantodea (praying mantids): Relatively well known for PNG (Beier 1965).

Order Dermaptera (Earwigs): Scattered literature for PNG. See world checklist by Steinmann
(1989).

Order Orthoptera (Grasshoppers, locusts, katydids, crickets): Scattered literature for PNG.

Order Phasmatodea (Stick~insects): Scattered literature for PNG (Nakata 1961).

Order Embioptera (=Embiidina) (Web-spinners): Ross (1948).

Order Zoraptera: Not yet known to occur in New Guinea (Smithers in CSIRO 1991).

Order Psocoptera (Psocids, booklice): Generally poorly known in PNG, although some
... groups recently revised (Smithers and Thornton 1981).

Order Phthiraptera (including Mallophaga and Anoplura) (Lice): Generally poorly known in
PNG (Ferris 1951, Hopkins and Clay 1952, K6ler 1971).

Order Hemiptera (including Heteroptera and Homoptera) (Bugs, leafhoppers, cicadas, aphids,
scale insects, etc.): Knowledge very uneven for PNG. Some groups have modem revisions
(especially some Cicadidae, Coccoidea, Miridae, Flatidae, Cicadellidae, aquatic Heteroptera,
ete.). See Stonedahl and Dolling (1991) for literature on Heteroptera.

Order Thysanoptera (Thrips): Generally poorly known for PNG but partially treated in recent
revisions by L.A. Mound and others.

Order Megaloptera (Alderflies, dobsonflies): Not yet known from PNG.
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Order Raphldloptera (Snako-t1ies): Not known from PNO.
Order Neuroptera (Lacewings, etc.): Relatively well known 1n PNO because of pUblications
by T.R. Now.

Order Coleoptera (Beetle$): A very diverse group in PNO, ranging from relatively well
known (e.g., Carabidae. Chyrsomelldae) to very poorly kttown (e.g.• Scarabaeldsc.
Curcullonidae). General review by Gressi" and Hornabrook (1977). Several large (amilies
reviewed by Biager and Schofield (1983).

Order Strepsipters: A amaH parasitic group reviewed by Kathirlthamby (1989).

Order Mecoptera (Scorpion-mes): Not known from PNG (penny and Byers 1979).

Order Siphonaptera (Fleas): Relatively well known in PNO; monographed by Holland
(1969).

Order Diptera (Flies): A very diverse group in PNO, ranging from relatively well known
(c.g.~ Culicidae) to very poorly known (e.g., Chironomidae). Catalogued by Evenhuis
(1989).

Order Trichoptera (Caddis-flies): Reviewed by Neboiss (1986), but many taxa remain to be
described.

Order Lepidoptera (Moths and b\ltterflies): A very diverse group in PNO, rangm.g from
relatively well known (e.g., butterflies) to very poorly known. Butterflies partially reviewed
by Parsons (1992). Microlepidoptera reviewed by Diakonoff (1952-55), but many taxa
remain to be described. No modem review of larger moths exists (Miller and Holloway
1992).

Order Hymenoptera (Wasps, bees, ants, sawflies): A very diverse group in PNG, ranging
from relatively well known (e.g., ants) to very poorly known (e.g., many parasitic wasps).

CURRENT ASSESSMENT

The biogeography of insects in PNG reflects the geological history of the region. The
island of New Guinea has evolved into a major land area only over the past ten or so million
years through fusion and compression of inner and outer Melanesian island arcs between the
northward moving Australian continent on the Indian Ocean tectonic plate, and the westward
moving margin of the Pacific tectonic plate. Only in the Pliocene and Pleistocene have its
mountain ranges been uplifted to the snow line, to be glaciated ~tensively during the latter
epoch. This hypothesized archipelagic development of the island is reflected in present local
areas of endemism of the fauna (e.g., Duffels 1977, 1983a, 1983b, 1986).
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Despi~:;~ thi. geological youth, the inleet fauna hu attained a divetsity that appears to
be equiva1Gf.( to dult of the much older ttopicallands of southeast Allia (Otessltt 1982a.).
The ml\)orlty of thi, fauna has its closest ~lat1on5hips with that of Asia. genora ptlthaps
tending to be fewer hi number but more 8pecios deh. The mijorlty of genera endemic to
Melanesia are .restrioted to, or have their species richnes~ strongly centered in, New Guinea
(llolloway 1984c: 159). This insect divcnlty provides excellent opportunities for mapping of
patterns of endemism.

J

The indication of rapid build up of high diversity in a geologically young area of the
tropicS! is of iuc1f worthy of study. The combination of localized areas of endemism, high
site diversity, and relatively few but specioso genera (also exhibiting hiah endemism to New
Guinea) 3Uggests that understanding of past processes of speciation within New Guinea may
reveal much of how high tropical diversity develops and is able to persist (Holloway 1991).
Perhaps some components ot this diversity could even be considered as threatened
phenomena (as defined by Wells et at. 1983: xxi). It is also important to consider future
evolutionary potential in conservation decisions (Erwin 1991).

Methods of Analysis

This report is based on data from diverse sources, especially the systematics literature
and discussions with taxonomists knowledgeable about PNG invertebrates. Powerful
analyses could be undertaken by synthesizing data on butterf1i~ and other insects from
museum collections. However, the small amount of time and funding available for this
report did not allow the compilation of such data.

As a heuristic approximation, I applied data from selected taxonomic revisions to a
simple biogeographic analysis. I used the 38 putative regions used by Allen Allison for
reptiles and amphibians, in order to allow comparison of our results (see Figure 16-3,
preceding chapter). These regions were based on physiognomic features (e.g., mountain
ranges, lowlands), geographic isolation or environmental discontinuities (e.g., Huon
Peninsula, islands), and congruence with ranges of well-known reptile or amphibian species.
The areas were intentionally large so as to define general patterns of distribution, although
areas for which better data were available (e.g., highlands) were split more finely than more
poorly known areas (e.g., New Britain).

Data appropriate for the analysis were difficult to find. I searched for taxonomic
revisions that included (1) enough species in PNG to be useful; (2) relatively modem species

- concepts; (3) detailed distribution data, either as locality Jists or maps; and (4) organisms that
are easily collected and thus the species are generally known from more than one locality.
Several otherwise useful revisions (e.g., Sands 1986) had to be rejected because detailed
distributions ""ere not provided for common species (e.g., -throughout New Guinea" was not
useful). Only full species were used, except in butterflies, where subspecies were included.
Species known only from -New Guinea- (e.g., no specific locality) were excluded. The
following groups were chosen:
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I. CiGadaa (Homopton: CiQadidae): Doer 1989, Duffels 1977, 1983, 1986, Uuffels
and Boer 1990, 40 species.

2. Ground beetles (Coleoptera: eatabidae: Carablnae, ItarpaUnae [Part]): Darlington
1962 as updated by Darlington 1911 were used. lJata from Darlington 19:52 were not used
b"'lause of limited samples (e.a., before bPBM surveys). Oata from OarHngton 1968 were
not used because of time con8train~; they would have presumably repeated the patterns of
the other carabids. Note that l);llUttgton included only OOGUional records from the islands of
"NO. 134 species.

3. Tiger beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae: CicindeUnae): Cassola 1987a, 1987b. 69
species.

4. Butterflies (Lepidoptera): HaJJgum and Low 1978·198', Parsons 1983
(papillonidae: OmJthopttra app.), and Ackery 1987 (Nymphalidae: Tellervo spp.), 32
terminal taxa (species and subspecies).

Table 17-1 summarizes the distributional analysis. The data am presented for tiger
beetles alone and for all four groups pooled. Bndemi.c species includes species found only in
PNG, and restricted range species includes species found only in a given reaion.

Dan Polhemus undertook an analysis of biogeographic regions in the entire New
Guinea region based on aquatic insects. He used data from the literature and his current
studies on draaonflies and damselflies (Odonata), whirliaig beetles (Coleop1era: Gyrinidae),
and aquatic bugs (Hemiptera). His approach was the reverse of mine. He plotted
distributions of several hundred species and then identified bioaeographic regions based on
the distribution patterns. The boundaries of his regions for mainland PNG are coincident
with those of the 38 predefined regions used in my analysis. However, his regions are larger
than mine (e.g., his analysis did not split the north coast mountain ranges or the highlands).
He had very little data from the islands of PNG. His analysis and results are detailed in
Appendix 17·3. See also Figure 17·1.

DISCUSSION

Unknown Areas

As shown in Table 17-1, the most poorly known regions for all four insect groups on
mainland PNG are Bewani Mountains, Adelbert Mountains, Star Mountains, Hunstein
Mountai.ns, Schrader Mountains, Central Highlands. Anga Region. and Eastern Owen Stanley
Mountains. Although reasonable numbers of species are recorded from the Great Papuan
Plateau and the Gulf Lowlands, only a few loc:a1ities have been relatively well sampled and
these regions are in need of further study.

The islands, especially the smaller ones, are generally more poorly sampled than the
mainland. However, the data used here may be skewed: Darlington generally ignored the
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islatlds f so they &hi undetr8J)t88ented in ground beetles, but the other groups examined here
have been relatively well sampled on the islands.

Sev"tal fac:tors compl1gate the discussion of unknown areas for insects. Generally f

insects that are small or require special sampling teChniques ate more poorly sampled than
those that ate lafJet or more obviou~ to the collootor. Likewise f eoonomica1ly importatlt
insec:ts (e.g' f rests) have been relatively better sampled than those without l'eOOgnized
economic importance. Some groups have been well sampled in few, if any I 10000ities, white
others (e.g., buttetrtles) have been ilattlpled throughout the country. llven where specimens
have been collected, many have not yet been reootded in the existing literature. As
demonstrated by the carabid beetle distribution example above, a large body of dam exists in
museum collections that is not readily accessible.

Most of the areas that might be considered reasonably well sampled are around
research stations or other C8'!tet3 of entomological activity. This would include the areas
around Wau, Bulolo f Port Moresby, Mount Hagen, Keraval, and others.

The term "diversity" means many things, and many measures have been proposed for
measurement of diversity (e.g., Cousins 1991, Holloway and Stork 1991, Vane-Wright et aI.
1991). At least four m~or types of diversity measurements can be used: (1) species
rit,:hncls; (2) a corn~ination of species richness and abundance; (3) genetic heterogeneity; and
(4) taxonomic distinctness. This report will focus on simple species diversity, as well as
areas of endemism. Taxonomic distinctness has nlany advantages in conservation planning
(Vane-Wright et aI. 1991), but suitable data were not available for analysis for this report.

Table 17-1 gives numbers of species lmown from the biogeographic regions. In
general, the areas with the highest overall species richness also appear to have the greatest
number of endemic species.

The Northern Province lowlands and Central Province Lowlands are relatively better
represented for ground beetles and tiger beetles than would be expected for most insects.
This is because of concentrated collecting by Darlington during World War D, especially
while he was under medical treatment at Dobodura.

Rare and Endemic Forms

Table 17-1 Cives numbers of species known from the biogeographic regions. In
general, the areas with the highest overall species richness also had the greatest number of
endemic species. However, as expected on the basis of geognphic isolation, many of the
islands rank highly in numbers of endemic species.
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The tar tight oolumn of Table 17·1 lists the numbers of tAXa knoWfi from 88Gh region
that ate known in "NO only from that one region (e.g. f they may OQ.<lut oumlda PN<J also,
but ate known only ftom one region Within "NO). As noted above, the high valuu for
species rumeted to the Northern PmvinQ8 Lowlands atIl innated by ])atlington's ".olleotiotts.
Many or mOit of these specieS would be expected to be proven mom widesptead whett
adjacent lowland areu are adequately RAfi1pled.

The data used fur Table 17..1 indi~ted that 18 faXa were reootded in PNO only ftom
the Northern l»rovin". IAwlands. One of these is the birdwing butterfly, Ornfthoptero
alaandflU, which is endemic to the region. Sil are carabids that Were also known from
outside PNO: one from Irian laya, one from Asia, on8 from Australia, and three mot(;
Widespread. :aleven are c;;arabids that were known only from the Northern Province
Lowlands (DarlinBton 1962, 1971, also l1rwin 1975). Of th{'~ie eleven, four are represented
in the Bishop Museum by specimens from outside of the Northern Provin~ Lowlands
(CasloJtomUJ Jtraneoi Darlington, Tochyta barda (Darlington), Tochys sibling Darlington,
and Clivim Tl{/Ula Darlington; determinations by P.I. Darlington or G.B. Ball). Thus, while
the general patterns in Table 17-1 are probably meaningful, previously unpublished data from
museum collections will be important to a comprehensive view of insect distribution patterns
in PNO.

EcQlop;atly Critical Areas

Little enough is known about the ecology Qf most PNG insects that this subject is
difficult to address. In general, the hiShest diversity is in primary forest. See the next
section for discussion of the impacts of disturbance on forest insects. Little study has been
devoted to the ecology of S&vanna and wetlands insects in PNG - it is possible that important
patterns of diversity are being overlooked (e.g., Pimm and Gittleman 1992).

Because of the need for Ccl1cium for shell formation, the highest diversity of land
snails is expected in limestone areas with high soil pH (Andrews and Little 1982, Appendix
17-5).

The impact of habitat disturlwlc::e on insects depends upon, among other things, the
life history strategies of the insect species involved. Although this has received little study in
PNG (but see Bowman et aI. 1990), most native insects respond poorly to severe habitat
degradation. In a comparison of ~sturbed and undisturbed forest sites at 1800 m elevation in
Aseki, PNG, Larry Orsak (unpubl. data) found nearly SO morphospecies of green geometrlne
moths at the undisturbed site; at the disturbed site he found only 11 Il'lorphospecies.

Loss of divenity from disturbance of forests affects some taxonomic groups more
seriously man others (see Miller and Holloway 1992, for an example in Indonesian moths).
Insects with narrow dietary requirements or other habitat specialization tend to be most
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readily affected by habitat deamdatlon. However, some insect populations reoovet relatively
w.jt "l.l'tet diswfbafiQl. Based on studies in Seratn, Holloway haa shown that moth diversity
in ..... :lina cultivation lNU that wore abandoned 88VeOO decades ago, which are now well
fot'ested. is cotnptU'lbl8 with Utat of undisturbed fotelit at similar altitudes (MHlet and
Holloway 1992). It ii, theN(ote, po$sible that a sustainable cycle of {otest exploitation Of
farming that permits a full regeneration cycle will only temporarily depress biodiversity,
although this may be dependent on the proportion of climax lorost present throughout the
progression of such oycles. However, conversion ot lowland forest to field or cuh crop
plantations will depte$s moth diversity to a much lower level, a~ seen in Sulawesi (Miller
and Holloway 1992).

The most widely recognized economically important s~ies of insecta are pests of
agriculture and forestry I and vectors of diseases. Ahhouah a great many species have some
negative f'lConomic importance in PNO, they oonstitu'te only a very minor fraction of the total
fauna, Howcver~ as primary forest resources are depleted in m~ future, and marc plantations
(particularly of leguminous trees) are estabUshe 'I, th~ economic activities and developments
will be affected by insect attack, particularly from defoliating insects.

In PNG, most of the agricultural pest insects are native, and new "pests" frequently
emerge from the indigenous fauna in response to natural or human-induced changes. Szent
Ivany (1961) showed that white 98% of the then inse<:t pests of Hawaii were introduced by
man, less than 3% (1 of 34) of the then major agricultural insect pests in New Guinea were
introduced. Furthermore, many of the economic crops (e. g., sugar) are native to the region.
Thus a high ftpest" potential, especially in crop monocultures, exists in this region. The
current emphasis in forestry to plant Acacia mangium, Paraserianthes fa/cala (Leguminosae),
and Eucalyptus .glupta (Myrtaceae) in monoculture extensively in the lowlands, from
Malaysia to the Solomons once natural forest is cl~, will almost inevitably lead to major
pest problems as these crops are in the preferred host families for maIly moths. Thus, for
natural resource ~18gement, it will be important to have basic data on the insect fauna of
PNG. It will be imporU;.;:,1 to build the tools in PNG for urdmtanding tile insect fauna (e.g.,
Hardy 1983, Holloway and Barlow 1983): reliably identified reft.--:ence collections of insects,
diagnostic reference worb, and training in the use and mainr~ance of these resources.

Laq'e scale. .., nversion of primary forest to other uses \~SU1 result in outbre_..9 of a
variety of pestJ, especla.11v disease vectors. This should be f ,~t'lfed into costlbenefit analyses
of programs. As noted l)~ Jenkins (1992). Ross River alpha.. >,.us arid MUl,"ay River
encephalitis present likely prospects for ir.tensified disease prevalence where',er lowland
forests are disturbed and people aggrega~ Clearing of native forest bamel'S has allowed
pest locusts to move into new areas in Af::tc.\ and could h&ppen in PNG (R. Kumar, pers.
comm.).

The recent e!ltablishment of the apple snail in the Lae area (Laup 1091) also
underscores the importance of pest exclusion and detection programs: inspections and

n
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tlUAtlUltin81 01 incoming commodities, feaular IUrvey. for target pestA, and looal diagnoltic
servtCd (e.I., DAL) su~ by intemationallaboratorlea (e.g.; CABl).

Many of the larae, colortullnleCu of fNO, especially butternles, have a commercial
market value. The Insect Farming and Tractlna Agency (lPTA) was initiated by tho PHO
govem"~t In 1918 to capltaUt.e on the Insect tnI.dc. Tho most notable example of the insect
trade are the birdwing butterflies, most ot which are proteeted by PNO law.

The buttetf1y farming activities of the Insect Fanning and Trading Aaeney are
generally considered sucawful (Clark and Landlord 1991, Collins and Morris 1985: 29,
Parsons 1992). Nevertheless, a detailed analysi~ of the economic and conservation impact of
butterfly tarmina would be useful in planning future expansifj(i of the program (c,g.,
Goldstein 1991). It is clear that outterny farming has railCld the awarenaa of PNG nationals
to conservation i5SU6j and to the potential value of their native fauna. Butterfly farming
could clearly beneflt rr-4Jm more research on effec:tive methods 01 rearing rare species in
captivity.

Known 11trr.ats

The most important threat to most insects is babitat disturbance. In most cases, this
mlc~ans destruction of the integrity of primary forats and other natural habitats. Some species
might be threatened by 1ntroduced species (e.g., by predation, parasitism, or competition).
Introduced species are probably a minor threat to native insects in most of PNG, but might
be significant on SCl1'/a of the smaller islands (e.g., Howarth and Ramsay 1991). Biological
control introductions should be carefully screened to prevent excessive impact on nontarget
organisms (Howarth 1991).

Oven:ollecting is a threat only to iarge species with very restricted populations, such
as hmlwing butterflies. Most of the Wrdwings~ already proteeted by PNG law, although
it is not clear how effective this protection has been. Parsons (1983, especially his table IX)
suggested that the appropriate protected status of several birdwing butterflies be reviewed in
light of current knowledge.

The effects of pollution on inver1dJrates in PNG have rc:ceived a1IDlISt DO study, but
may prove to be importanL Chemical pollutants from mining and incrased sedimentatioo
from deforestation are like}y to heavily impact aquatic insects, crustacea, and moUush.
Chemical pesticides used for 3IF,riculture, forestal. and vector control can impart both
terrestrial and aquatic in-ertebmtes.

A razot IUCN rev,ew of the SlatUs of swallowtail buuerfly conservation around the
world included the follOWIng nine PNG IUa (New and CoDins 1991): "endangeredw:
Ornithopttra~; wvulnerablew: O. mnidioNJIis, Popilio motmtri; wmew: G¥ium
mttki, G. mendtma, P. toboroi, P. weymeri; winddaminate-: O. c1Iimtlera, O. ptlTfldiseD.
The Queen Alexandra Birdwing, which occurs oo1y in the Popoodetta regiOll, is ODe of the
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mo.t endanaered butterfU.. in the world. VArl(Ju, ettortl have been undertaken to protect it,
but motI* ettottt are needed (Pwon. 1983, 1991).

With ptUetlt bowledae, wilderneu areu &to mora GUlly defined bued 03
information f't(Jm nowertna plantJ, vertebratell, and land use patterns than In_ta. See
F~JUre 1~ in the preceding chapter.

REPRESENTATIVE AREAS OF MAJOR BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE

The factors discussed above Umlt the resolution possible with Insect data. We have
reviewed gertetal biogeographic region. bued on terrestrial and freshwater insects. These
compare favorably with those for reptiles and amphibian., althouah the insec;t pattern. are
more generalized (i.e., broader). Examination or available data for crustacea and mollusks
has been leas conclusive, but doeI not contradict the insect analyses.

The same considerations apply to insects as to reptiles and amp."~oians, although
perhaps more extreme. Species richneu, wen adequately sampled, appears fairly even
throughout mainland PNG. lit most cases, areas of apparent low diversity have not been
adequately sampled. Geographically isolated areas (e.g., islands) with low species richness
have a high percentage of endemic species. Many species have restricted ranges, although
few taxa have been w-.Jl enough sampled to draw broad conclusions.

The one species that stands out for special consideration is the Queen Alexandra
Birdwi1~ in the Popondetta ~on. Given the complexity of land use i~ues in the area, I do
not pre'4WIle to suggest a specific site, but point this out as an issue for further evaluation
(see .'tJarsons 1991). The situation for the tree snail PapUSly/Q pulcherrinuJ of Manus Island
may be similar, but field surveys are needed to assess CUI'I'eIlt status (Luxmoore et aI. 1988,
Appendix 17-5).

)\»arsons (1983) suggested a series of reserves to protect binlwing butterflies. These
included :ites at Tdefomin, Bundi, Naniwe Mission, Tapini-Woitape, a:/ld Central Huon for
0i7lilhoptDrl chinulml (WCN status: indeterminate); South Vanimo, Maprik, Frieda River,
~ Kutubu and East Erave for 0., paradisea (lUCN status: indeterminate); and Frieda
Rivet, Lake Kutubu, Cape Rodney, Mamai Plantation, and Brown and Vanapa Rivers for O.
meridimuJlis (WCN SIaJUS: vulnerable). It appears that the regioos seleet.ed below include
the same habilatJ as~ of Parsons' sites. The primary exceptions are in Central Province
(e.g., Brown and Vanapa 1lli'elS, Cape Rodney), which might be added to the sites selected
below. Since abe CNA analyn is aimed at Identification of high diversity shes, not the
preservation of individual spt.cies, these sites were oct given further consideration.

Ass1.wing that the strategy for selecting conservation areas should be to maximize
spt.cies richness, with highest priority given to endemics, and that the areas best suited for

•
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Qonservation protection ate thoM that hAve primary veaetation (e.a., wUdemoss ateaa) atld
include Adiver. AtI'Ily of vegetation typea within a ~ntiguous area, the following ateas Were
.leoted. Seleotions were rtUlde using topographic maps alter reviewing biogecgraphlc
analyw contained in this report and appendicea. tn some eueg areu wore cho!lOn to
represent reaions tor which in*t data were not available, but for which data on V&#S~t~tton?

reptiles and amphibian. (ct. Allen Allison's report); or othGr organisms, sugacsted could
harbor unique 1nsoct faunas. The number. are keyed to Figure 17..2.

(Mainland Papua New Ouinea)

1. Bmant Mountains (Mt. Mcnawa) [West Sepik province]
2. Star MoulltalOS [West Sepik and Western Provinces]
3. Blucher Ranae/MuJler Ranae [Western and Southern Highlands Provinces]
4. Hunstein MountainslCentra1. Banaes [Bast Sepik and Bnga Provinces]
~. JAke Kutubu [SO\lthem Highlands Province]

[Note: Fronl available maps, it was not clear where the boundaries should be drawn.
It would be good to include the slopes of Doma Peakli or Mount Bosavi in this area.]

6. Irans.Fly Raion [Western Province]
7. Adelbert Mountains [Madang Province]
8. Mount WjJhetm [Madang, Western Highlands, and Chimbu Provinces]
9. Crater Mountain [Butem Highlands/Gulf Provinces]
10. Sarawa1cet [Morobe Province]
tl. BoWUtu Mountains [Morobe Province]
12. Mount Albert Edward [Central and Northern Provinces]
13. Mount Lamin&ton/Po,pondeua [Northern Province]
14. Mount Dayman [Milne Bay Province]

(Islands uf Pupua New Guinea)

IS.
16.
17.

= 18.
~

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2S.

~l

36.

GoodenOU&h Island [Milne Bay Province, D'Entr:xasteaU'jt Archipelago)
&m,usson Island [Milne Bay Province, D'Entrecasteaux Archipelago]
Woodlark Island [Milne :eay Province]
Tapia Island [Milne Bay P.."Ovince, Louisiade Archipelago]
Manus Island [Manus Province]
Umboi Island [West New Britain Province]
Whitemcm Mountains [West New Britain Province]
Nakanai Mountains [WreSt New Britain Province]
Bainin& MountAins [BrAt New Britain Province, Gazelle Peninsula]
Hans Meyer Ranle [New Ireland Province]
Mopot Balbi [North Solomons Province, Bougainville Island,Emperor Ranfe].
[Note: Bougainville is biogeographically p;».rt mthe Solomon Islands and has
Solomons specjes not found elsewhere in 'PN(l!
Moont TaJeuan [North Solomons Province;, Bougainville Island]

•
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CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Researcb pdQtit1es

t. Detailed databases should be constructed. based on literature and museum specimen
records. tor the distribution ot selected tUA. Groups with good pote'lltial rot use in mapping
diver.ity pattems include buttetfUes (Appendix 11-1). some aquatic insects (Appendix 17..2),
land snaUs (Appendix 17-4), crustacea (Appendix 17-3), cicadas, cambid beetles.
chrywmelid beetles, and moths.

2. Use information from item 1 to develop a specific survey plan for unknown
regions.

3. Use information from items 1 and 2 to develop applications of invertebrates to
environmental moniflJring. Aquatic insects (Appendix 17-2) and moths (Miller and Holloway
1992) show exce11\"lt potential for such use. Such a research program for moths might be to
examine both taxot\omic and 8SJ*t diversity alona transect samples and to evaluate species
associations in comparison to vegetation. The comparison should include (1) quality of infor
mation content; (2) cost effectiveness; and (3) effects of mimicry.

4. Develop a more general database on invertebrates as part of an overall database of
PNG biodiversity. Biological surveys underway in Australia and Costa Rica provide
exr.e11ent models (Raven 1992, Richardson 1992). The database should include data from
Irian Jaya when appropriate to understanding species in PNO.

S. Based on items 1-4, develop and dbtribute synthetic overviews and identification
guides for priority taxa.

6. Butterfly fanning and ranching needs critical economic evaluation leadinw· ,
development plan. Research in the distribution, biology, and ecology of target butL. des
and other insects is necessary.

1. Develop a better system for regulating research and issuing research visas to
outside researchers. Such a system might inclucJc features to encourage researchers to come
participate in research that is useful to PNG. 1he Costa Rican lNBio may provide a model
here a~.

8. Develop existing insect collections (especially DAL) into a central identification
service and rt.ference collection. CAB International can be contracted to assist in collection
development anc! training.

9. Improve communication between research activities and local people. Specifically,
improve integration of local knowledge into research databases and diS$ niDation of research
products to the local level. Both government agencies and nongovernment agencies {e.g.,
Wau Ecology Institute) provide cluL"lO.els for this communication.

.\
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10. 'l'here is an overall need for local trainJllg and infrutructure development. which
should'" included in aU of the activluGi disculled above (lludy 1983, Holloway and
Barlow 1983).

Implementation Priodties

1. Department of AgriCUlture and Livestock: Strengthen ailting exclusion and
detection proltams for invertebrate pests. Screen any biolo1;ical control introduction. with
great care.

2. Department of Bnvironment and Conservation: Strengthen staff' and expertise to
effectively emloree environmental laws.
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Nonmarine Invertebrate Fauna

Figure 17·1. Areas of freshwater .endemism on the bland of New Guinea as identified by
analysis of aquatic Insect distributions.
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Fiaurc 17·2. Bioloaica11y important areas for conservation of terrestrial invertebrates in
Papua New Guinea.
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Nonmsrlr, Invertebrate Fauns

Table 17-1
Species-counts of Selected Invertebrates

by Biogeographic District

263

•

Numbers of selected Papua New Guinea insect species by biogeographic region. "4 groups"
includes cicadas, tiger beetles, ground beetles and buttertqes (see text for explanation). 1000
species includes all species recorded for Papua New Guinea for which locality information is
available. Endemic species includes species found only on Papua New Guinea, and restricted
range species found only in a given biogeographic region.

TOTAL RESTRICTED
TOTAL SPECIES ENDEMIC SPECIES ENDEMIC SPECIES

tiaer 4 gn:'lij>S ti,er 4 groups tiger 4,roups
LOCALITY bee';iC"'/! btctles beetles !!'..-
Bewani Mts. 4 6 0 0 0 0
Torricelli Mts. 15 57 3 7 3 9
Prince Alexander Mts. 11 17 0 1 0 0
Sepik-Ramu Basin i5 65 1 12 0 4
Adelbert Mta. 1 5 0 0 0 0
Huon Peninsula 12 54 5 19 2 5
S. Morobe Coast 20 69 6 27 0 2
N. Province Lowlands 15 94 5 37 0 18
Milne Bay Lowlands 11 39 4 17 1 3
Central Province Lowlands 18 55 8 22 , 4
Gulf Lowlands 9 14 4 6 0 1
1"rlILlS Fly RegiOD 14 29 3 4 4 8
Great Papuan Plateau 16 37 8 12 6 10
Star Mountains . 1 10 0 4 1 1
Hunstein Mountains 0 0 0 0 0 0
Western HiabJands 4 1~ 1 4 0 1
Schrader Mountains 1 9 0 1 0 0
Central Mountains (Chimbu) 1 8 1 5 0 2
Southem Highlands 5 14 1 4 0 1
Easiem Highlands 14 45 5 17 2 9
Anga Region 0 4 0 2 0 0
BowutuMts. 12 56 5 18 1 4
Wharton Range 5 23 4 14 2 4
Western Owen Stanley Mts. 11 38 6 17 1 1
EutP.m Owen Stanley Mts. 1 4 1 3 0 0
St. Matthias Islands 0 1 0 1 0 1
Admiralty Islands 6 11 1 4 0 3
New Hanover Islands 2 6 0 3 0 1
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Table 17·1 (cont.)

TOTAL RESTRICTED
TOTALSPECIBS ENDEMIC SPEcms ENDEMIC SPECIES

tiacr 4 groups ti,er 4 groups ti,er 4 groups
LOCALITY beotlos beetles beetl08

New Ireland 8 17 2 7 1 3
New Britain 9 36 2 14 2 6
Karlcar Island 0 2 0 0 0 0
Long Island 0 1 0 0 0 0
Umboi Island 0 4 0 3 0 0
Trobriand Islands 4 6 0 1 0 1
Woodlark lslands 4 7 0 3 0 3
D'Entrecasteal.lx Archipelago 7 17 3 8 2 3
Louisiado Archipelago 5 10 0 5 0 5
Bougainville (Inc!. Bub) 9 19 2 4 2 8
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The combination of good taxonomic lmowledge, good existing collection resources,
reasonable species diversity (some 700 species in New Guinea), modem database technology,
and a new analytic methods means that butterflies provide an excellent opportunity for
mapping diversity patterns in New Guinea. An obvious part of such a project is the
comparison of information content and cost effectiveness of the different diversity measures:
species richness, areas of endemism, and taxic diversity.

The plant·feeding immatures of butterflies often show specificity to a limited range of
plant taxa (Ackery 1988). Hence, perhaps much more than in the most compamble group,
the birds, butterfly diversity patterns are expected to show some correlation with patterns of
floristic diversity. This logic applies to all plant feeding insect groups that exhibit significant
dietary s}X.Cialization.

Probably more is known about dIe classification and distribution of b9tterflies than
any comparable group of invertebrates. In New Guinea it is like:y that more information has
been recorded for butterflies than for some vertebrate and plant groups. Ai.11~10r overview
of PNG butterflies is close to rompletion, and an abbreviated version, cOvering the Wau
Bulolo Valley, has been published (parsons 1992). A large amount of infonnation already
exists in scattered teehnicalliterature (e.g., Gressitt and Szent-Ivany 1968), although it has
never been synthesized into a comprehensive database. A more important and almost
untapped resource exists in museum collections.

Allison (1992) discussed the benefits to be derived from taking advantage of data
already accumulated in museum collections and literature. The butterflies offer an excellent
opportunity to test the cost effectiveness of this approach. Such a project should include
gathering distribution data on the butterflies of New Guinea from existing collections, the
literature, and unpublished sources (such as the data cards from an earlier mapping attempt
by the Insect Farming and Trading Agency·· Parsons 1981). The accumulated database
could then be analyzed with different protocols to compare patterns of species richness, areas
of endemism, and taxic weighting. Gap Zialysis could also be applied (Scott et al. 1987),
and comparisons could readily be made to patterns from plants and vertebrates.

The importance of considering phylogenetic diversity, rather than just species richness
has been discussed for many years, but only recently have practical algorithms by which to
measure it been proposed (Vane-Wright et al. 1991, Nixon and Wheeler 1992). Phylogenetic
diversity is based on the information content of cladistic classifications and provides a
measure of taxonomic distinctness. Thi~ provides a m~l1S to balance preservation strategies
between diverse (I.e., speciose) groups and unique grou1Js. Again, Papua New Guinea's
butterflies could provide a practical test of these approaches.

The butterfly database, including the food plant and life history information contained
in it, will also be useful to butterfly farming. Extension workers could know before they

I
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enter an area what the potential butterfly farming candidates are in the area. This would also
focus research in support of butterfly farming (e.g., life history studies).

Aquatic Insects Oyerview

While vascular plants are the most common tools for mapping general terrestrial ~,

ecosystem classification for conservation purposes, vascular plants are poorly represented in
inland waters. Insects provide a very useful tool for ecosystem classification in inland waters
(polhemus et al. 1992). Most groups of freshwater insects can be sampled quickly and
simply. With appropriate reference materials, sorting and handling can also be simple.
Freshwater fish can also be useful, but they are more difficult to sample than most aquatic
insects.

Aquatic insects in general have been poorly studied in New Guinea, although
taxonomic mowledge is good for some taxa. Table 2 summarizes the current knowledge.
Except for Odonata and Hemiptera, which arc relatively well mown, the numbers of species
given are rough estimates of numbers of known species, subject to substantial increase with
future research. The Coleoptera and Diptera include many families with aquatic represen
tatives, and the status of knowledge varies greatly from family to family. For example, the
Gyrinidae (whirligig beetles) and Culicidae (mosquitoes) are relatively well known, while
Dytiscidae (carnivorous water beetles) and Chironomidae (midges) are only poorly
understood. Trichoptera and aquatic Lepidoptera show good potential as indicators, and have
100-200 species described, but need more basic taxonomic work. Ephemeroptela need major
revisionary work, with many genera and species undescribed.

In mapping patterns of diversity, it is important to keep in mind that patterns often
differ between terrestrial and aquatic habitats, be~. ~se of differenti:al effects of historical
biogeography (Darlington 1957). Given the importance of including aquatic organisms in
considering diversity patterns in PNG, aquatk insects provide an excellent opportunity,
especially the Odonata and Hemiptera.
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Aquatic Insects of New Guinea

Order and Estimated No. Primary
Common name(s) of Species References

Ephemeroptera "many undescribed" Edmunds & Polhemus,
Mayflies 1990

Odonata 400 Lieftinck 1949 etc.
Dragonflies and =

Damselflies

-- Plecoptera >1 D. Polhemus, unpub. I
StonefJies

*Hemiptera 300 I. & D. Polhemus,
True bugs manuscript

*Neuroptera: Sisyridae >1 Unpublished
Spongillaflies

Trichoptera >150 Neboiss 1986
Caddistlies

-
~

-
*Lepidoptera: Crambidae: Nymphulinae ~

-...
Moths >150 Klima 1937

*Coleoptera >200 Gressitt &
Beetles Homabrook 1977

---,_!.
-

*Diptera >1100 Thompson unpubl.
Flies based on Evenhuis

1989

*Only part of order is aquatic, so species numbers can be hard to obtain. ~

--=
The aquatic order Mega1.optera has not yet been recorded from New Guinea.

--
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A.PPENDIX 17-2. AREAS OF BIOTIC ENDEMISM IN NEW GUINEA, AS
INDICATED BY THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF AQUATIC INSECTS

- Dan Polhemus

INTRODUCTION

The present report contains the preliminary results of an analysis in which the
distributions of aquatic insects were used to define areas of freshwater endemism within the
island of New Guinea. Although the Papua New Guinea Conservation Assessment for which
this study was undertaken was concerned only with the eastern half of the island, I have
included the entire island of New Guinea in the analysis, since many of the larger scale
endemic areas transgress international boundaries. Such an
approach also allows a cohesive overview of regional geology and its relation to speciation
patterns, and provides a more comprehensive picture of faunal evolution within the island as
a whole.

Areas of endemism, as treated below, refer to regions within New Guinea containing
assemblages of endemic species that appear to display similarly circumscribed distributions.
These areas of endemism are considered to be equivalent to nested sets, with larger areas
containing smaller distinctive subdivisions. These areas of endemism are outlined below and
illustrated in Figure 17-1 (see main Miller text). It must be stressed that the areas of
endemism defined herein apply to aquatic insects only, and may not be congruent with those
exhibited by other groups of plants and animals.

Defining areas of endemism on the basis of congruent species distributions was used
in a previous report dealing with Celebes (polhemus and Polhemus 1990). In that study it
was found that the single island of Celebes could be viewed as at least five separate islands
in terms of the distribution of its freshwater biota. The situation in New Guinea is similar,
but even more complex, and complicated to a degree by the island's large size and the
absence of faunal survey data in many areas. As a result, it has been difficult to ascertain the
contact zone.li between many of dIe areas of endemism defined herein, and the boundaries
depicted on Figure 17-1 should be viewed as speculative in many cases, and open to further
refinement as more detailed distlibutional data become available.

METHODS

Groups Used to Define Areas of Freshwater Biotic Endemism in New Guinea

Although much additional work remains to be done, reliable distributional data is
available for certain groups of aquatic insects in New Guinea, including dragonflies and
damselflies (order Odonata, suborders Anisoptera and Zygoptera respectively), whirligig
beetles (order Coleoptera, family Gyrinidae) and water bugs (order Hemiptera). Based on the •
primary taxonomic literature and unpublished field data, I have plotted species ranges for •
taxa in many genera within the above groups, searching for patterns of congruent
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circumscribed distribution. An attempt wa~ made to include genera from as many different
families as possible, so as to compare patterns among many lineages with separate
evolutionary histories. On the basis of these range plots, I have then defined areas of
endemism that appear to be supported by species in several genera. The species within each
genus analyzed and the ares.s of endemism they occupy are listed in Part 2; the extent of
geographical coverage for (Jne of the better known groups (Hemiptera) may be assessed from
Figure 17-4.

Since each of the genera under study has had an individual history in the Papuan
region, and has received a differing degree of attention by collectors, the distributions of
their constituent species and the areas of endemism they occupy are not Rtrictly congruent.
None of the genera utilized in this analysis contain species representatives in all of the areas
of endemism defined, while in other cases a single widespread species may occur across
several areas of endemism. Even so, the observed. patterns of distribution are remarkably
similar throughout the various groups studied, and indicate that the endemic areas they define
are likely to pertain for other elements of the island's aquatic biota.

RFSULTS

Areas of Freshwater Endemism in the New Guinea Reeion

Previous workers who have discussed the biogeography of aquatic organisms within
New Guinea have identified four large endemic regions: Vogelkop, the North Coast Ranges,
the Central Highlands, and the Southern Lowlands (Lieftinck 1938, 1949, Allen 1991). These
areas generally correspond to the broad scale physiographic divisions within New Guinea as
a whole, and are relatively self-evident. The present study indicates that these four divisions
are indeed valid, but further contain many smaller areas of endemism within them. These
smilier areas are depicted. in Figure 17-1 and are discussed in further detail (and outlined)
b~!ow. The numbers in the following discussion match those assigned to units on Figure 17
1; the unit names refle::t characteristic geographical or geomorphological featureS found
within them.

1. waieeo - The large island of Waigeo, lying on the Papuan shallow water platform
northwest of the Vogelkop, represents an ophiolite exposure and supports endemic taxa in
nearly all groups examined.

2. Misool- The island of Misoollies on the Papuan continental shelf, and is primarily
composed of upwardly deformed continental shelf limestones correlative to those of the
Fakfak and Kumawa mountains on mainland New Guinea. Endemic taxa occur here in
certain groups, while in other cases species are shared with the Vogelkop Lowlands or with
the central Moluccas (Ambon, Ceram, Buru) to the west.

3. VogelkO,p Lowlands - The southern coastaIlowlands of the Vogelkop Peninsula, from
Salawati Island southeastward to Etna Bay, including the low central portion of the Bomberai
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Peninsula. This is an area of endemism for Zygoptera and certain aquatic Hemiptera
(Hydrometridae, Vellidae).

4. Yoee1kQl2 Wlhlands - This area is defined as including both the Artak and Tamrau
Mountains in the northern half of the Vogelkop Peninsula. The Tarnrau Mountains contain a
core of Paleozoic basement and represent a detached fragment of the Australian craton.
Endemic taxa occur in many groups in this highland area.

5. YQae1kop Anticlines - The limestone anticlines of the "Birds Neck," from the Jakati
River southeastward to Etna Bay. These anticlines are steeply folded, forming sharp ridges
with much karst terrain and poor integration of drainage. Several seasonal lakes occur in the
area behind Kaimana. These uplands form a transitional corridor between the Vogelkop
Highlands and the mountains in the main body of New Guinea, and, though poorly surveyed,
appear to support endemic species.

6. Fakfak and Kumawa Mountains - These ranges are large limestone anticlines of upwardly
deformed continental shelf limestone along the western margin of the Bomberai Peninsula.
Both ranges are no older than Pliocene, and represent recently uplifted montane islands
which have developed a limited endemic biota.

7. Biak-Supiori - This nearly connected island pair lies off the Papuan continental platform,
~d was not connected to the main body of the island during the Pleistocene. Biak is covered
by Quaternary reef limestones, but Supiori, with greater elevation, contains exposures of
andesitic island arc volcanics. Sampling for aquatic insects here has been relatively poor, but
the presence of endemic species is known among the aquatic Heteroptera in the Gerridae and
Notonectidae.

8. Yapen - This bland is a fault sliver rifted from the Van Rees Mountains on the main
body of New Guinea. Its fauna is allied to the northern coastal ranges of Irian Jaya, but
supports endemic species of Zygoptera.

9. North Irian Lowlands - The Korime and Tami River basins at elevations below 400 m
appear on the basis of present sampling to be an area of faunal endemism. Future surveys are
likely to reveal that this is an artificial picture created by a preponderance of sampling in the
Jayapura area, and that the fauna characteristic of this area is, in fact, more widespread
throlughout the northern coasta1lowlands of Irian Jaya.

10. Van Bees and FQja Mountains - The northern coastal ranges of Irian Jaya, north of the
Mamberamo Basin. They are quite poorly explored and very little collecting of their aquatic
insects has been accomplished, but the few samples at hand indicate that the area supports
endemic species in some groups, and is allied to the Bewani, Torricelli, and Prince
Alexander Mountains further to the east.

11. Mamberamo Basin - The large structural basin drained by the Rouffer and Idenberg
Rivers, which are the upper branch.es of the Mamberamo. This area is very poorly collected
for aquatic insects, but seems to support a distinctive lowland fauna in Zygoptera.
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12. CyclQPs MountaJns - An extremely vertical mountain range immediately west of
layapum, representing an accreted ophiolite terrane. Endemic species are known in many
groups, including Hemiptera (Gcrrldae, Naucoridae) and Zygoptel'a.
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13. Iorrjce11i and Prince Alexander Mountains - The northern coastal mountain block lying
between the Papua New Guinea border and the mouth of the Scpik River. This is a portion
of an accreted island are, and .contains endemic species of Hemiptera in the families
Naucoridae and Gerridae.

14. Se;pik-Ramu Basin - The large structural basin drained by the Scpik and Ramu Rivers.
The lowland fauna of this region includes endemic trepobatine Gerridae.

IS. Adelbert, Fjnisterre and Samwa&ed Mountains (Huon Penjnsulll- The northern coastal
mountain block running from east of the Sepik RiVelL' delta to the tip of the Huon Peninsula.
These ranges are also portions of accreted island arcs, and contain many endemic species of
Odonata and Heteroptera.

16. Umboi Island - A small volcanic island lying between the tip of the Huon Peninsula and
New Britain, and forming part of the Bismarck Arc. Aquatic insect collections from Umboi
are limited, but distributions of Gerridae indicate a partially endemic biota with ties to that of
New Britain.

17, New Britain - The largest island in the Bismarck Arc. New Britain is of composite
geological origin, and has had only limited S1:JVey work, mostly in the vicinity of the Gazelle
Peninsula and Rabaul. There appears to be species level endemism among Gerridae and
Veliidae in the Heteroptera.

18. New Ireland - Another complex island, grouped geographically as a member of the
Bismarck Archipelago, but in fact of~~te geological origin and related to one of the
several arc systems forming the Solomoris. M~er data from here indicate the presence of
endemic Genidae.

19, Sudirman RanKe - The Central Dividing Range, from the Weyland Mountains in the west
to the Baliem River in the east. The boundary between this unit and the Vogelkop Anticlines
has been plotted southward along the Warnma River and then across to Etna Bay. In the
northwest the boundary between this unit and the Foja and Van Rees Mountains has been
plotted along the upper course of the Owa River, but should be cons.Ufered extremely
uncertain, as this is basically unexplored temIin. The Sudirman Range contains the highest
mountains in New Guinea, and has extensive exposures of karst terrain, The continuous area
of extremely high elevation running east to west down the center of the range may represent
still another area of freshwater endemism, but present surveys 3R inadequate to establish
this. Endemic species are present in Zygoptera and Heteroptenl (Naucoridae, Corixidae,
Veliidae).
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20. Star Mountains· The Central Dividing Range between the Ballem IUver and the upper
Sepik River. This is a high mouniain block with notable endemism in Zygoptem, and has
been sampled by several Dutch and American eJpeditions.

21. Papuan Central HiKhlands • The Central Dividing Range between the upper Sepik River
and the Bulolo River. ThilJ is a complex uplift, with several well separated areas of
extremely high terrain centeroo around peaks such as Mt. Wilhelm and Mt. Giluwe, and
contains an extensive exposure of uplifted Paleozoic basement in the Kubor Anticline.
Despite its topographic and geological diversity, the present surveys of aquatic insects
indicate that it forms a single area of fauna! endemism; thus it is treated as an undivided unit
in the current report. Survey work has been extensive in this region, perhaps accounting for
the apparently widespread distribution of its fauna, which includes endemic Naucoridae and
Veliidae.

22. Mo. Hiehlands - The Central Dividing Range east of the Bulolo River, including the
headwaters of the Warnpit and Watut Rivers. This unit has also bad extensive survey work
due to the presence of the Wau Ecology Institute. Its aquatic insect fauna shows notable
differences from that of the Papuan Central Highlands, with endemic Gerridae and
Naucoridae.

23. Southern Foothills - The south face of the Central Dividing Range between 100 m and
500 m elevation. 'I'his unit includes portions of the Papuan Plateau area to the northwest of
Mt. Bosavi. Sampling in this remote area has been limited, but it appears to support a rich
fauna with many endemic Hemiptera in the families Naucoridae, Gerrldae, and Veliidae.

24. Papuan Peninsula Lowlands - The coastal lowlands from Karima to Milne Bay. This area
supports endemic Zygoptera and Naucoridae.

25. Owen Stanley RanKe - The central mountain chain of the Papuan Peninsula, comprist:d of
uplifted ophiolites and subduction melange. An area of rich endemism for aquatic insects,
with many endemic species in all groups.

26. Po.pondetta Lowlands - The large area of coastallowtaods north of the Owen Stanley
Range, from Cape Vogel to Manau. Limited collections indicate endemic Zygoptera and
Naucoridae.

27. P'Entrecasteaux Islands - A chain of high islands with predominantly metamorphic
geology, lying immediately north of the eastern Papuan Peninsula. Collecting here has been
centered on Goodenough Island, which shows distinctive endemism in Zygoptera.

28.~ - A set of low islands, lying off the Papuan continental platform west of Am.

29. Am - A set of low limestone islands lying 00 the Papuan continental platform. The fauna
supports endemic species, but also shows alliances to the Asmat Lowlands and Vogelkop
Lowlands.
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30. A!mut Lowlands • The southern coastal lowlands botwccn Uta and Merauke at elevations
below 100 m. This area contains more areas of swamp than the slightly elevated Trans-Ply
area to the east, and on the bub of limited aquatic insect surveys appears to support a
slighdy different fauna. The eastern boundary of this unIt has been set we~t of the upper
Digul Rivet, but this is a hypothotical alignment based on the mapped extent of palustrine
habitats in the region.

31. Trans-Fly and Papuan Gulf Lowlands· The southern coastal lowlands from Merauke
eastward to the mouth of the Purarl. Theboundaries of this unit are basically defined along
the 100 m countour in the lower Fly, Kikori, and Purari river basins. The area supports
endemic species of Veliidae and Hydrometridae.

Summaxy Outline of Areas of Endemism within New Guinea
1. Voge::lkop

A. Waigeo
B. Vogelkop and Bomberai Peninsulas

and associated offshore islands
1. Misool
2. Vogelkop Lowlands
3. Vogelkop Anticlines
4. Vogelkop Highlands
5. Fakfak and Xumawa Mountains

2. North Coast Ranges and Valleys, and associated islands
A. Northern New Guinea

1. Biak-Supiori
2. Yapen
3. Van Rees and Foja Mountains
4. Mamberamo Basin
5. Cyclops Mountains
6. North Irian Lowlands
7. Torricelli and Prince Alexander Mountains
8. Adelbert, Finisterre ~d Saruwaged Mountains

(Huon Peninsula)
9. Sepik-Ramu Basin

B. Bismarck Archipelago
1. Umboi
2. New Britain
3. New Ireland

3. Central Mountain Ranges
A. Central Dividing Range

1. Sudirman Range
2. Star Mountains
3. Papuan Central Highlands
4. Morobe Highlands
5. Southern Foothills
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B. Papuan Peninsula and associated islanda
1. Popondctta Lowlands
2. Owen Stanley Mountains
3. Papuan Peninsula Lowlands
4. D'Entrecasteault Islands

4. Southern Lowlands
A. Continental Shelf Islands

1. Kei
2. Am

B. Southern New Guinea
1. Asmat Lowlands
2. Trans-Ply Lowlands
3. Papuan Gulf Lowlands

Areas within the country of Papua New Guinea not treated due to lack of information: Long
Island, Karkar Island, Trobriand Isl:ands, Admiralty Islands, St. Matthias Islands, New
Hanover, Woodlark Islands, Louisiade Archipelago, Bougainville.

DISCUSSION

Geological factors influencio& areas of biotic endemism in New Guinea

Areas of biotic endemism in New Guinea are, in many cases, centered around
Tertiary island arc fragments that have been incorporated into the northern portion of the
island. These arc fragments are represented by present day exposures of Paleogene volr,anics,
and Mesozoic to Paleogene ophiolites, which are the respective remnants of the former arc
islands them~lves, plus the oceanic crust and mantle that underlie them. Such exposures are
depicted on Figure 17-3. This mapping is based on information derived from 1:1,000,000
scale geological maps of Irian laya (Dow et all 1986) and Papua New Guinea (Bain et all
1972), and the 1:5,000,000 scale tectonic map of Hamilton (1979). Units interpreted as
ophiolite include MesDZOj~ basic and ultrabasic rocks (serpentinite, peridotite, pyroxenite,
and gabbro), lurassic metamorphics (amphibolite, schist, and gneiss), and Paleogene to
Miocene gabbro, diorite, and granodiorite; these ophiolite complexes are identified as such
on the maps of Hamilton (1978) and Dow et all (1986), but not on the Papua New Guinea
sheets (although see discussion in Dow 1977). Units interpreted as island arc volcanics
include Paleogene basaltic to andesitic lavas and more recent ~mentary formations derived
from them. Also included in this assemblage are Paleogene volcanics capped by Quaternary
reef limestones (such as those in the Manokwari area, Biak, and the northern Huon
Peninsula). Congruence betw,,~n ro~k units defined on the Irian Jaya and Papua New Guinea
geologic maps has been implied, even though the authors in many cases used different
symbols and somewhat different definitions for what appear to be similar stratigraphic units.

The ages of the island arc fragments become progressively y'oung~r from west to east,
being uniformly Paleogene in Irian Jaya but becoming as young as middle Miocene in the
northern Papuan Peninsula. This is consistent with Hamilton's (1979) interpretation that the
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colllslo.l front between the Australian continental maraln (now burled beneath the Central
Dividina Ranacs) and the Tertiary volcanic arc wa.. oblique, beainnlng Brat in the west and
~hen proceeding sequentially toward the cut.

More than one arc ma:;, have been involved in snch a collision. A broad band of
ophiolite, ."lativoly cohesive in Irian laya but much splintered by faulting in Papua New
Guinea, borders the northern margin of the Central Dividing Ranges south of the
Mamberamo, Sepik, $bad Ramu river valleys. This band appears to be correlative with the
large ophiolite sheet that forms much of the Papuan Penin/JUla. Other ophiolite exposures that
do not appear to be linked to this central belt occur along the northern coast, particularly in
the Cyclops Mountains, and may have been formed by & separate episode of island co118ion
and onramping.

Another episode of isla."ld arc collision appears to have occurred with the Adelbert
Range, which possesses a similar Middle Tertiary geology to the islands of the Bismarck
Archipelago. This range most likely represents a former component of the Bismarck Arc that
is now accreted onto the northern margin of New Guinea; the exact paleoposition of this
f11lgmemt is uncertain, since tectonic motions in this region arc exceptionally comple:<, with
the crust frnctured into numerous microplates (see discussion in Hamilton 1979). The
remaining islands of the Bismarck Arc are slowly being pushed onto the northern margin of
New Guinea: the collision between the Bismarck Archipelago and the Papuan Peninsula
continues, with the floor of the Solomon Sea simultanously subducted beneath the Papuan
Peninsula on the south and the Bismarck Archipelago on the north. As a result, this system
provides a perfect case study of the faunal interactions whicil occur during arc collision and
accretion.

Another final geologic feature that has direct bearing on how New Guinea acquired
elements of its biota with Gondwana origins is the basement high of Paleozoic granites that
trends northward, from the Cape York Peninsula into central Papua New Guinea. This high
represents a northerly extension of the Great Dividing Range, and during the Mesozoic
formed a long peninsula or chain of islands extending northward from Australia .. The
remnants of this basement high are exposed in modem New Guinea in only two locations, a
small outcrop on the southern coast immediately north of Saibai Island (west of Danl), and in
the Kubor Anticline of the central highlands. The remaining Paleozoic basement associated
with this high is covered by the overthrust belts of the Central Dividing Ranges, and any
evidence of faunal endemism associated with it has long since been lost. During the
Mesozoic and early Tertiary, however, it is likely that the subareal portions of this high
provided tropical refugia for taxa that did not (lccur elsewhere in the main body of Australia,
which lay in colder, more southerly latitudes. The case for such refugia in regard to the
waterbug genus Rhagol'elia was discussed by Polhemus and Polhemus (1988).

Additional areas with extensive exposures of Paleozoic basement are found in Irian
laya, in the finger-like Wondiwoi Peninsula, and in the central core of the Vogelkop
Peninsula. These represent old fragments of Australian craton that have been uplifted, and, in
the case of Vogelkop, broken away and rotated relative to the remainder of the Australian
continental platform. During portions of its history, Vogelkop has been a separate island, and
this is reflected by the high degree of species endemism in its biota.
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AREAS OF ENDEMISM OCCUPIED BY TAXA EXAMINED IN THIS STUDY

A.Odonata

A-I: Areas of endemism occupied by NotoMura species in New Guinea and surrounding
islands (Odon&ta, Zygoptera, Protoneuridae).

Data are taken from publications of Lieftinck (~bibliography). Taxa occurring in more
than one area of endemism are marked with an asterisk.

North Moluccas Van Rees and FoJa Mountains
clrcumscrlpta erythrura*
exul jontlcola*

nigro/asclaJa·
Kef

eburnea Star MountalDs
beafrlx --

I

Aru erylhrura ejascia/a
rosea jontlcola*

Irene
Walleo melanoxantM

aJrocyana nigro/ascia/a·
evelynae plagioxantha
erythrprocta

North Irian Lowlands
lWsool callisphaena

plaglala* cyaneura
pyroprocta erylhrura*

nigrofascia/a*
Vogelkop Lowlands salomonis*

plagia.;:z* rosea cruentaJa
xanthe--- Cyclops Mountains-

-i Vogelkop AnticUnes chalybeostoma*- aU.f'aMaca*-=
~

lorelltzi Torricelli and Prince'"
Alexander Mount"ins

Vogelkop Highlands chalybeosto~*

dorsonigra erylhrura*
salomonis*

Fakfak and Kumawa Mountains
aurantiaca*

Yapen
wallacii



Adelbert, F1nIsterre and
Samwaaed Mountall1l

astralablea
chtllybeostoma*
erythrura*
nlgro/ase/ala*
saloments*

Owen Stanley Ranle
salomenis*

Asmn, Lowlands
rang(fera
thalllSslna

New Britain
commr~(l/a

Solomon Islands
salamonis·
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A-2: Areas of endemism occupied by Palalargla species in New Guinea and surrounding
islands (Odonata, Zygoptera, Coenagrionidae). Data are taken from publications of Lieftinck
(see bibliography). Taxa occurring in more tI.an one area of endemism are marked with an
asterisk.

>'

•

North Moluccas
perlmecosoma
oblemls
op/aJa

Walgeo
nasislerna

Mlsool
mlcropsltta

Vogelkop Lowlands
rubropunctala

Vogelkop Highlands
arses
jlavovittala
rubropunctalQ

Faldak and Kumawa Mountains
stellata

Sudirman Range
eclecta
myzomela

Star Mountains
a1cedo
clUlrmosyna miniata
ceyx ceyx
ceyx jlammula

Cyclop Mountains
clUlrmosyna cyclopica

North Irian Lowlands
clUlrmosyna charmosyna*
halcyon

Adelbert, Finlsterre and
Sanaw8ged Mountains

humlda

Popondctta Lowlands
charmosyna charmosyna*

,
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A-3: Areas of endemism occupied by Argto/estes species in New Guinea and surrounding
islands (Odonata, Zygoptera, Megapodagrionidae) Data are taken from publications of
Lieftinck (s'.:c bibl!ogmphy). Taxa occurring in more than one area of endemism are marked
with an asterisk.

North Moluccas
a1fUrus
obtens/s

Walaeo
australis·
coanans
ochrostomus

Misool
plag/ata*
pyroprocta

Vogelkop Lowlands
australis·
connectens
lontinalis

Vogelkop HipJands
convergens
ornatus
pallidistyllLf
posmodalis

Yapen
subomatus*

Star Mountains
amphistylus
aulicus
lamprostomus
pectitus
simplex
sponsus
subomatus*

Cyclops Mountains
subomatus*
tristis

Adelbert, FlnJsterre and
Sarowaaed Mountains

kirby4
monJivagans

Owen Stanley Mr..lIotalns
epihippiatus
esuriens
luteipes
microstigma
prothoraeicalis
saltator
saltuarius
sidonia*
tenuispina

D'EntrecdSteaux Islands
annulipes
armeniacus
sidonia·

,..
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B. lleteroptera

B-1: Areas of endemism occupied by Enltlulres species in New Guinea and surrounding
islands (Heteroptera: Notom.'ctidae). Data are taken from publications of Lansbury (see
bibliography). Taxa occurring in more than one area of endemism are marked with an
asterisk. Manuscript species are set in quotes.

Walleo
dlglu,'"

Voaelkop Highlands
"arfale"
nigra*

Vogelkop Lowlands
bake'; (also in Lesser

Sunda Islands)
kasim
megalops*

Fakfak and Kumara Mountains
megalops* (also in

Central Moluccas)
nigra*

Vogelkop Anticlines
megalops'"

Biak-Supiori
vulgaris

Cyclops M~untains

elongata*

Sudirman Range
paramegalops

Papuan Central IDghlands
"ogelbeng"
stylata~

Morobe IDghlands
stylata*
atra*

Adelbert, FlnIsterre and
Sarowaaed Mountains

arra*
hackerl (also in

northern Australia)

Owen Stanley Mountains
loria'" (also in Solomons

and north Australia)

Trans-Fly Lowlands
loria'" (also in northern

Australia)

New Britain
alexis alexis*
alexis lairdi

New Ireland
alexis alexis*

Bougainville
elongara*
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B-6: Areas of enderni,m occupied by Nerthra species in New Guinea and surrounding islands
(Hcteroptera: Gelastocoridae). Data are taken from pubHcations of Todd (see bibliography).
Taxa occunin. in more than one area of end~rni:Jm are marked with an asterisk.

North Moluccas Star Mountains
toxopeusl (also in coMb/lis·

central Moluccas) hina·
l'llecta

Walgeo mlxtel/a~

collat/collis* pet/la
hina*

Papu8n CentrallDgbJands
Vogelkop ID&bhmds collaJicollis*

collat/collis* coMb/lts*

Vogelkop Lowlands Morobe Highlands
lat/col/is* collaJicollis*

robusta
Van Rees and FoJa Mountalm stevens; hrecta* .

Adelbert, F1nIsterre and
Cyclops Mountalns Saruwaged Mountains

hina* amp/iata*
mixta* hina*

faticollis*
North Irian Lowlands mixla*

ro/lalicollis*
recta* Owen Stanley Mountains

amp/iata*
Torricelli and Prince chees11llJ1Ule

~ Alexander Mountains co/faticollis*
co1laJicollis* mixIa*
mixtella* mixtel/a*
recta*

Papuan Peninsula Lowlands
Sudirman RaDge htunata

co1laJicollis*
conabilis* Southern Foothills
improcera breddini
monticola

Asmat Lowlands
mixtella*

New Britain
ladcollis·
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BouaalnvWe
gurneyl
macrostyla (also in

remaining Solomon Islands)
omant (also in remaining

Solomon Islands)

Note: Two additional species, N. rugosa
and N. macrothorax, occur in New
Guinea, but both are widespread coastal
species which disperse in floating debris
and are thus of little use in defining areas
of endemism.
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Figure 17..3. Locations of present exposures of ophiolite and island arc volcanic rocks in
New Guinea and surrounding islands.

277

Exposures mapped arc andesitic island arc volcanics of Miocene or earlier age, and the
ultramafic ophiolites that are interpreted to represent the former basements of these arcs (for
further explanation see text). Not included on this diagram are rock units representing
subduction melange that formed at the leading edge of the overriding Pacific Plate; such units
are extensive to the south of the ophiolite belt on the northern slopes of the Central Dividing
Range and represent the fore arc ridge that formed a1tead of the accreted islund arcs.
Stipplinl indicates areas where the island arc volcanics are overlain by uplifted Quaternary
reef limestones (Biak, Adelbert Range, Huon Peninsula).
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Fiaum 17·4. Locations from which aquatic Heteroptera have been sampled on New Guinea
and surroundina islands.

Circles correspond to localities visited by J. T. and D. A. Polhemus. Squares indicate
localities visited by other collectors.
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APPENDIX 17·3. FRESHWATER DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF PAPUA NEW
GtJlNEA

• L. O. Eldredge

At best, knowledge of the freshwater crustacea of Papua New Guinea is sketchy,
although there is a fair amount known of the ml\Jor decapod crustacean groups themselves.
Information about the microcrustaccans (ostracods, cladocerans, and copepods) is primarily
drawn from zooplankton stH;.Jies. Limnologlca1 surveys list and note records (Chambers
1987, Chambers et al, 198'1). Most are thought to be widely distributed cosmopolitan
species, some with known Australian representatives (Bayly 1962). ZOOplankton records can
be found in Ball and Glucksman (1987, 1980), Bayly (1962), Bayly and Morton (1980),
Bayly et a1. (1970), Laffler (1973), and McKenzie (1971). In addition, there are more
recent reports on three Central Province freshwater areas (Vlaardingerboek 1984), seven
species of ~rmocyclops (Defaye et al, 1987), and several new species and subspecies of
Mesocyclops (Dussart and Fernando 1985, van de Velde 1987).

Several species of hermit crabs (Coenobita spp.) and the coconut crab (Blrgus latro)
are widely distributed throughout New Guinea and the islands. Interestingly, BlrgUJ latro
appears to be restricted to the northern areas of New Guinea and the Bismarck Archipelago
eastward as far as the Tuamotu Islands. Individuals are either very rare or absent from the
southern coasts. No records are known from this area, as well as from the Torres Straits
islands, and the north coast of Australia (Reyne 1938). This distribution was further
supported by Holthuis (1959, 1963).

These species, along with a number of species from the families Grapsidae and
Ocypodidae (Ocypode and Uca), can be found associated with fresh and brackish water
(Burrgren and McMahon 1988), but are not generally considered to be "freshwater" species.
Many of these are, however, known to occur in the Madang area (Morgan 1988).

For this review, only those species which can be found exclusively or in close
association with freshwater habitats are considered.

The freshwater decapod crustaceans of Papua New Guinea belong to seven diverse families:

Order Decapoda
Infraorder Caridea

Atyidae DeHaan, 1849
Palaemonidae Rafinesque, 1815

Infraorcier Astacidea
Parastacidae Huxley, 1879

Infraorder Brachyura
Hymenosomatidae MacLeay, 1838
Goneplacidae Macleay, 1838
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Occarcinidae LacLtay, 1838
Orap.idae MacLeay, 1838
Sundathclphusidae Bott, 1969

Members ot the Parastaeidae and Sundathelphusidae are found exclusively in
frC5hwater. Representatives of the other families tolerate varying degrees of salinity. In the
Atyldae, most are (ound in fresh or bracldsh water; in the Orapsldae, most species are
marine. The Gecarcinidae lead a more terresttla11ifestyle, but are dependent on regular
access to water. A checklist ot' all these species is attached.

This review is based primarily on that of Holthuls (1082a) for the decapod
crustaa:ans of the entire island of New Guinea. Several more recent publications with new
records and descriptions from Papua New Guinea and the islands have been included. The
scope has been narrowed to that of Papua New Guinea.

Atyidae

The rruUority of species of AtyoJdtl, Afyopsis, and Cor/diM are truly freshwater
inhabitants; however, some are able to pass part of their life cycle in water with varying
amounts of salinity. The atyids are very widely distributed throughout the Indo-west Pacific,
ranging from Madagascar to Polynesia. Of the ten species of Carldina, three are known
only from their type localities in Papua New Guinea (BougainviUe and New Ireland). In
New Guinea all atyid species have been found in lowland areas in both running and stagnant
waters. There is a need to make further collections, and an analysis of the taxonomic
situation is necessary.

Palaemonidac

Of the two genera - Palaemon and Macrobradlium - known from New Guinea, the
species of Palaemon are widely distributed from the Red Sea to Polynesia. A few members
of the genus Macrobrodaium are found in brclCkish and marine waters. Of the 18 species
known from the entire island of New Guinea, 15 are wide-ranging species. 11uee might be
considered endemic. M. IorenJZi, originally known from only the Lorentz River area in Irian
Jaya, was also found in the Ok Tedi River (Holthuis 1984). This species and the other two
were originally described from Irian Jaya. As with the Atyidae, more collections are needed
to better understand palaemonid taxonomy and distribution.

Parastacidae

This crayfish family is restricted to the Southern Hemisphere - southern South
America, Madagascarr Australian region (Australia, Tasmania, New Guinea), and New
Zealand, and none of the genera involved occurs in more than one region. In New Guinea, a
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total of 13 speclCl belong to the' aenus Chtrax further divided Into two subgenera ••
Astaconephrops and Chtrax (Holthuis 1982a, 1986).

Two species of Cherax (ltfiacOnlpllropsj occur In Papua New Guinea •• C. (A.)
a/bertlsll is found in the Ply River basin westward to the Oigul River region in Irian laya.
C. (A.) papUQ1lus appears restricted to Lake Kutubu in the Southern Highlands Province. AU
members of Cherox (CMrax) inhabit the Central Mountain Range in the Wissel Lakes region
(pania! and Tigi Lakes) of Irian Jayaj to date, none known from Papua New Guinea.

The New Guinea crayfish ex,hibit a restricted distribution, bclng found only south of
the watershed formed by the Centml Mountain Range (Figure 17-S). Despite extensive
exploration along the northern side of this watershed, no crayfish have been collected or
observed (Holthuts 1982a, 1986). [C. albenlsll appears to have gotten into the aquarium
tradej Dr. P. K. L. Ng sent two specimens found in an aquarium shop in Singapore to Dr.
L. B. Holthuis for identification verification.]

Hymenosomatidae

Seven species of the family are considered to be freshwater inhabitants. One-
Amarlnus angellcus -- is found in the Southern Highlands. This interesting species, found
further inland and at a higher elevation (1600 m) than any other member of the family, has
large eggs and abbreviated development (Lucas 1908).

GQne.placidae

From the continental karst caves Qf New Britain, the crab Trog/oplax joliveti has been
described as a true troglobitic blind crab, with reduced eyes and pigmentation, and having
long, slender legs. This species, neither representative of the Sundathelphusidae nor the
Grapsidae, is considered to be an example of the new subfamily Trogloplacinae, tentatively
assigned to the Goneplacidae (Guinot 1986) but may be considered a separate family by some
authors.

Gecamnidae

Five wide-ranging species are known from Papua New Guinea (Turkay 1974). All
require regular access to either seawater or groundwater in the base of burrows where they
can immerse themselves. Individuals may be found a considerable distance inland. Many of
these species dig burrows adjacent to freshwater streams (Bright and Hogue 1972). These
authors list 140 species of mosquitoes worldwide, reported as either resting or breeding in
crab burrowsj possible vectors for malaria and filariasis are among them.
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Twelve freshwater species have been reported from all of New Guinea; 14 marine
forms from Madana alone (Moraan 1988). One, Voruna lltteraJQ, is widely distributed from
East Africa to 1apan and Polynesia. Five freshwater species have been recorded from
eastern Indonesia to northern Irian 1aya.

The fifth interesting species, Sesannolrks novabltannia •• was described from Arawe
Island, New Britain (Ng 1988). Three species of Sesannoldes are known to be cavemicolous,
but unfortunately, nothing is known about the habitat of this New Britain species.

Sundathelglhusidae

Members of this family are considered truly freshwater crabs. Representatives of
four genera -- Geelvlnkia, Hollhulsana, RouxatUl, Send/eria -- are known from New Guinea
(Figure 11-6). The taxonomy of this family is not well understood.

Of the two subgenera of Hollhulsiana -- Holthuisana (Austrothelphusa) is restricted to
Australia and Hol/hulslana (Hol/hutslana) to New Guinea. Some species are widely
distributed; others are known from single locales. Zoogeographically, the Central Mountain
Range does not form a barrier for this taxon as it does for the crayfish; some species are
found both north and south of it. Two species - Hol/huisana alba and RouxtllUJ phreatica -
are known only from their type localities in the West Sepik Province. H. alba is the "first
white cavemioolous species known, it is furthermore the second species of white and blind
cave crab to be found in the Indo-west Pacific" (Holthuis 1980). R. phremica is the "second
cavemicolous crab known from New Guinea" (Holthuis 1982b). One species of Sendlena
extends to the Solomon Islands, two are known from New Britain, and the third is of dubious
identity. S. genuitei shows cavemicolous adaptations (Guinot 1987).

ENDEMIC SPECIFS

Zoogeographically, the Papua New Guinea freshwater decapod crustacean fall into
three categories:

1. species with wide ranging Indo-west Pacific distribution patterns from the Red Sea
to Polynesia; .

2. species with New Guinea as the eastern limit of their ranges; the western
boundary being Malaysia; and

3. endemic species.

Those species belonging to the first two groups all have some tolerance to brackish or
marine waters. The endemic species belong to families -- Parasticidae and
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Sundathelphu'idac .... which are exclurdvely found in freshwater hithltats. Clurax and
HolthulsaTIIJ have affinities with Australia: CJeglvlnkJa, Rmaana, Md Stlidlerla aro found
only in New Guinea. The first, only in Irian Jaya; the St!COnd. throughout: and the last,
eastward to aougainvllle. All these endemic species need further research into their habitats j

distribution, and biolo8Y.

SUGGESTED CONSERVATION AREAS

The weUands of Papua New Guinea have recently been reviewed (Osbm'fle 1989). For
freshwater decapod crustaceans, four areas of m~or conservatiQn vatu,; ..rc as follows (see
Figure 17"7):

1. West Sepik area .... several freshwater crabs and the type locality for two
cavemicolous crabs ... Holthulsana alba and RouxaTUJ phreaJica are from this region. [This
area encompasses part of Osborne's No. I, p. 1119.1

2. Upper Fly River..Ok Tedi River, Western Province ... Macrobrachium lorentzi is
unique to this area to the Lorentz River area; the eastern boundary of the crayfish Cherax
albertisil which is found westward to the Digul River area; and the crab Rouxana papUQIIQ is
known from the mouth of the Fly River. [This area roughly corresponds to Osborne's No.
15, p. 1135.]

3. Southern Highlands (Lake Kutubu) - this area is the sole location for the crayfish
Cherax papuana and the hymenosomatid Amarlnus angelicus which is found further inland
and at a higher elevation (1600 m) than any other member of the family; the crab Rouxana
papuana is also found in this area. In addition, 13 spe:;;.;ies of freshwater fish, including 11
endemic species, are known from Lake Kutubu (Allen 1991). [This area corresponds to
Osborne's Nn. 22, p. 1143.]

4. New Britain - four species are known from this island; Sesarmoides
novabrltannia, a possible cavemicole, is known only from Arawe Island, off the southwest
coast (4b); two troglobitic crab species - Trogloplaxjoliveti (representing a new monotypic
subfamily) and Sendleria genuitei are known from central caves; additionally S. gloriosa
gloriosa is found only on New Britain (4a).

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Both traditional and potential commercial uses of the freshwater crustaceans have been
described.

The crayfish Cherox albertisii has been investigated for a possible commercial
fishery. By the rnid-1970s, the Papua New Guinea government had considered a crayfish
industry but no exploratory fishing had been conducted (Department of Primary Industry
1976). The first production was from the village of Sigabaduru (65 Ian west of Daru) in the

I
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Western Prgvin~, when 3.7 ton. were caught in 1975. In 1976, the production trom three
vHlaaes totaled 11.3 tons. 111e lack of a (reeter boat delayed any further deve~opment. Less
than 100 kg was reported in 1977. From the Pahoturl River region the production declined,
arid in 1978 only a few craythh were collected. During a dry-at.8lOn survey where the dver
'!IBA narrow, even tormingllolatcd paolA, no crayfish were reported. In addition, reports
from the river sySh)m at the vUlaae of Buji (64 tun welt of Sigabaduru), not previously
fished, stated that crayfish had also virtually disappeared. 1'1') apparent obvious changes had
been reported, and a pathogenic infection was considered (l.epartment of Primary Industry
1980).

Additional surveys wert conducted at the village of Kaviapo (on the east bank of the
Fly River) where small catches were noted in 1978. In late 1978, a government fisheries
extension vessel made one trip into the Aramia River system where low concentrations of
crayfish were reported throughout most of the associated lakes and swamps. At about the
same time, a freezer vessel was sent to Daru under the auspices of a Food and Agriculture
Organization project where a crayfish project officer was to operate the vessel and assess the
potential for a commercial fishery. The results of the surveys were disappointingly low, but
villagers were encouraging. In 1979 a series of holding tanks were planned, but their
outcome is unknown. More research was planned (Department of Primary Industry 1980).
With such fluctuations in abundance, plans to initiate a commercial fishery were abandoned
(Anon. 1982).

A fishery for the giant freshwater prawn Macrobrachium rosenbergii has been
investigated. A total of 16,000 kg was suggested as the possible production under the 1976
development plan (Department of Primary Industry 1976). The present status is unknown.

Traditional crayfish fishing is documented primarily for the Wissel Lakes of Irian
Jaya (Holthuis 1949). Large numbers of seven species of crayfish were collected during the
Dutch New Guinea Expedition of 1939 by paying for specimens with mDney cowries
(Cypraea moneta, locally known as "gigi's"). Two types of nets -- dip net and square net .
are used. The square nets may be as large as 4 m by 4 m. They are baited and lowered
from small boats where they remain for a day and then are brought to the surface and the
crayfish harvested. Shallow water crayfish are also collected with arrows and spears. Large
quantities are collected and are among the most important foods for the native population.
Information for the Wissel Lakes region was expanded, and notes on the centn I part of the
Vogelkop Peninsula, Sentani Lake, and the Merauke River were added by Holthuis (1956).

The freshwater crabs are also collected in a traditional manner. Rouxana papuana "is
used rather extensively as food by the population along the Lamari River in the Eastern
Highlands" (Dr. G~dusek in Holthuis 1974). R. rouslulyi, from Paniai and Tigi Lal~es in the
Wissel Lakes area, apparently were not used for food because of their small size and the
abundance of larger crayfish in the area.
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CHECKLIST OF TIlE ~~IWATERDECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

Decapo.:Ja Natantia (shrimps)
Atyidae [all found in lowlands only, running and stagnant water]

Atyopsls spin/pes (Newport, 1847) [found throughout New Guinea; India to Japan
and Polynesia]

Atyoida plllpes (Newport, 1847) [in New Guinea, Irian Jaya and Manus;
Madagascar to Polynesia]

Car/dina buhlerl Roux, 1934 [known only from type locality in New Ireland]

c. cog1UJta De Man, 1915 [known only from type locality in Irian Jaya]

c. deman/ Roux, 1911 [known only from type locality in Irian Jaya]

C. fecunda Roux, 1911 [known only from type locality in Irian Jaya]

c. gracilirostris De Man, 1892 [widely distributed throughout the Indo-west
Pacific]

c. nilot/ca (p. Roux, 1833) [widely distributed throughout the Indo-west Pacific]

c. opaensis Roux, 1919 [Celebes and Aru Islands, but not New Guinea]

c. papuana Nobill, 1905 [known only from type locality in Irian ]aya]

c. rouxi De Man, 1915 [known only from type locality in Bougainville]

c. se"atirostris De Man, 1892 [widely distributed throughout the Indo-west
Pacific]

c. troglodytes Holthuis, 1978 [known only from type locality in New Ireland, in
subterranean stagnant pools]

c. typus H. Milne Edwards, 1837 [widely distributed throughout the Indo-west
Pacific]

Palaemonidae
Palaemoninae

Macrobrachium australe (Guerin, 1838) [wide distribution, India to New Ireland
and New Caledonia]

•
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M. borlr;,tst (Dc Man, 1892) [Malaysian species extends to New GuInea]

M. equldens (Dana, 1852) (wide distribution, India to New Britain and New
Caledonia]

M. gracllIroslrt (Miers, 187S) [Malaysia to Polynesia]

M. bondl (De Man, 189'l) [Malaysian specIes extends to New Guinea]

M. ~ (HeUer, 1862) [Madagascar to New Guinea and Manus]

M. lar (Fabricius, 1798) [wide distribution, India to New Caledonia]

M. Imlt/Qcrylus (Thallwitz, 1891) [Malaysian species extends to New Guinea]

M. 1m/manus (Von Martens, 1868) [wide distribution, India to Manus and New
Caledonia]

M. lep/dacryloides (De Man, 1892) [Malaysia to Polynesia]

290

M. lorentzi (Roux, 1821) [endemic, k'nl)wa from Lorentz R. area, south- western
New Guinea and Ok Tedi River, Fapua New Guinea]

M. mtl11I11Iillodactylus (Thallwitz, 1892) [Malaysian species extends to New Guinea]

M. microps Holthuis, 1978 [endemic, known only from New Ireland]

M. mi1lUllllll (Roux, 1917) [endemic, known only from Sentani Lake, northern New
Guinea]

M. 1UllU1orum Holthuis, 1984 [Wissel Lakes region, Irian Iaya; undescribed sp.
(Hothuis, 1982a)]

M. oenone (De Man, 1902) [Malaysian species extends to New Guinea]

M. plocidulum (De Man, 1892) [Malaysian species er~ds to New Guinea]

M. rosenbergii (De Man, 1879) [often found in high salinity water; wide
distribt,l;tiGl1... India to New Guinea and northern Australia]

M. sophronicum Holthuis, 1950 [eastern Malayan Archipelago, Ryukyus, and New
Ireland]

M. weberi (De Man, 1892) [Malaysian species extends to New Guinea]
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Palaemon conelnnw Dana, 1852 [wide distribution, Red Sea to Polynesia]

P. tkbllls Dana, 18S2 [wIde distribution, Red Sea to Polynesia]

Reptantia
Parastacidae [Subgenus Aslraconephrops: wide ranging]

Cherax (Aslaconephrops) albertlsll (Nobill, 1899) [southern New Guinea from Fly
R. basin westward to the basin of the Oigul R. in Irian laya]

C. (A.) lorentzl Roux, 1911 [western New Guinea (Irian Jaya) between the Vogelkop
Peninsula and the Noord (-Lorentz) R. [with subspecies lorentzi auranus Raux,
1911, Aru Is.]

C. (A.) misolicus Holthuis, 1949 (Misoolls. only]

C. (A.) mom/cola Holthuis, 1949 [upper reaches of the Baliem R. basin, Irian Jaya]

C. (A.) papuanus Holthuis, 1949 [Lake Kutubu, Southern Highlands]

Parastacidae [Subgenus Cherax: all species inhabit the Central Mountain Range in
Wissel Lakes region of Irian Jaya, between altitudes of 1650 and 1750 m]

Cherox (Cherax) boschmai Holthuis, 1949 [Paniai Lake only]

C. (C.) buitendijkae Holthuis, 1949 [Paniai Lake only]

C. (C.) communis Holthuis, 1949 [both Tigi Lake and Paniai Lake]

c. (C.) longipes Holthuis, 1949 !.Tigi Lake only]

C. (C.) murido Holthuis, 1949 [Paniai Lake only]

C. (C.) pallidus Holthuis, 1949 [Paniai Lake only]

C. (C.) paniaicus Holthuis, 1949 [paniai Lake only]

C. (C.) solus Holthuis, 1949 !.Tigi Lake only]

Brachyura
Gecarcinidae

Cardisoma carnifex (Herbst, 1796) [widely distributed, in Papua New Guinea from
Central Province, Admiralty Islands, Bougainville]
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C. hlrt/plS Dana, 1851 [widoly distributed, in Papua New Guinea from Admiralty
Islands (Tracy ls.), New Britain, New Ireland, Bougainvllle, Buka]

C. rotundum (Quoyand Oalrnard, 1924) [widely distributed, in Papua New Guinea
known only from Admiralty Islands]

Eplgrapsus notatus (Heller, 186') [widely distributed from Nicobar Islands
eastward to Admiralty Islands and Bismarck Archipelago

E. pol/IUS Heller, 1862 [Malaysia to New Guinea and Bismarck Archipelago
(Bertrand Is.)]

Gecarcoldea lalandU Milne Edwards, 1837 [widely distributed to Bismarck
Archipelago (Mussa Is.), Bougainville, and New Caledonia]

Grapsidae
Sesarminae

Labuaniwn rotundatum (Hess, 1865) [estuarine, widely distributed, reported from
New Britain and New Ireland]

Metasesarma aubryi (Milne Edwards, 1869) [widely distributed, reported from New
Britain, New Ireland, and Admiralty Islands)

Sarmatium integrum (Milne Edwards, 1865) [widely distributed, reported from New
Britain]

Geosesarma gordonae (Serene, 1968) [originally described from Fak"Fak, New
Guinea]

G. ianlhina Pretzmann, 1985 [collected by L. Biro in 1903 at Wendessi, New
Guinea]

G. maculatum (De Man, 1892) [rqx»rted from New Britain]

Sesarmops impressum (Milne Edwards, 1837) [widely distributed, reported from
New Hanover]

Sesarmoides novabritannia Ng, 1988 [Arawe Island, New Britian, habitat unknown,
1cavernicole]
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Varuninao

Psltudograpsus cross",v A. Milne Edward., 1868 [freshwater: eastern Indoncsin to
trian laya]

PtychognaJUS demanl Roux, 1917 [freshwater, northern Irian I~ynJ

P. rledelU (A. Milne Edwards, 18(8) [freshwater; Andaman Islands and greater part
of Indonesia to Irian laya]

Varuna IItterata (Fabricius, 1798) [freshwater, brackish, marine; widely distributed:
East Africa to 1apan and Polynesia]

Hymenosomidae

Amarlnus angelicus (Holthuis 1968) [freshwater; known only from type material;
Tigibi, Tari Subdistrict, Southern Highlands Province]

Oonl:placidae
'Trogloplacinae

Trogloplax joliveti Guinot, 1986 [troglobite; continental karst caves of New Britain,
Whiteman and Nakanai Mts.]

Sundathelp!lusidae

Geelvinlda ambaiana Bott, 1974 [Irian Iaya, north of the Central Mountain Range]

G. calmani (Roux, 1927) [Irian Iaya, south the Central Mountain Range]

G. holthuisi Bott, 1974 [Irian laya, south of the Central Mountain Range]

Holthuisana alba Holthuis, 1980 [-first white cavernicolous species known, it is
furthermore the second species of white and blind cave crab to be found in the
Indo-west Pacific;" Askembutem cave, Wok Askembu near Tabubil, West
Sepik Province]

H. biroi (Nobill, 1905) [Irian laya, north and south of Central Mountain Range;
Wakip R., Aitape Subdistrict, West Sepik Povince; Sepik R., Angoram
Subdistrict, East Sepik Province; Koropa, Ramu Valley, Madang Subdistrict,
Madang Province; lal, Gogol Vall~y, Madang Subdistrict, Madang Province;
near Finschhafen, Finschhafen Subdistrict, Moro1":e Province; Kokoda, Kokoda
Subdistrict, Northern Province]
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II. bout'manl Bott, 1974 {Irian la;ya, south of tho CtlOtral Mountain Range]

Y./est/va (Roux, (911) prian Jaya, south of the Central Mountain Rango;
Yanaom, Maprlk Subditltrlct, But Sepiic Province; Bang_p, JotJephsWI, Bogia
Subdistrict, Madani Province; Kompa, Ramu Valley, MadMa Subdistrict,
Madany ProvInce; JaI, 00101 Valley, Madang Subdbtrict, Madang Province;
Budi Barracks, Northern Province]

H. subconwxQ (Roux, 1927) [Irian 1aya, north or the CentAt MountaJn Range;
Omati, Kikori SuMistrict, Gulf Province]

H. woll(JJtoni (CaIman, 1914) [Irian Jaya, north and wulh of the Central Mountain
Range]

RoU%a1iQ ingrlJl1lJ (Caiman, 19(9) [Irian Jaya, north and south of the Central
Mountain Ran8e; Aitape, \Vest Sepik Province; WaJdp R., north coast of New
Guinea; Lamari R., Okapa Subdistrict, East Highland Province; Oihiteri Creek,
Omati R., KUrori Subdistrict, Gulf Province; Madeu, St. Ioseph R., Port
Moresby Subdistrlet, Central Province; also Madani area (Morgan, 1988)]

R. minima (Roux, 1927) [Irian Iaya, north of the C.entral Mountain Range; Sepik
R., exact locality unknown]

R. papUQ1l(J (Nobill, 1899) [Irian Jaya, north of the Central Mountain Range;
Okapa, Okapa Subdistrict, Eastern Highlands Province; Binaturi R., wsw mouth
Fly R., Daru Subdistrict, Western Province; Tigibi, Taru Subdistrict, Southern
Highlands Province]

R. phreanca Holthuis, 1982 ["second cavericolous crab to become known from New
Guinea;" Hydra Hole, Finim Tel Plateau, Bahrman Mts. near Mt. Fugilil
Dabom, West Scpik Province]

R. plana (CaIman, 1914) [Irian Jaya, north of the Central Mountain Range]

R. roushdyi Bott, 1974 [Irian Iaya, south of the Centrcl1 Mountain Range]

SendJeria genuitei Guinot, 1987 [grotto at Tolan, Nabni Mt., New Britian;
taxonomic status not known]

S. gloriosa (Balss, 1923) [So g. gloriosa (Balss, In Sendler, 1923, Toma, New
Britain; S. s. salomonis (Roux, 1934), Bougainville)

S. gje/IeTUPi (Roux, 1927) [Sawia, Arso Lake, Sentani Lake region (considered
"dubious species" by Holthuis, 1974 because of possible mislabelling by Bott)]
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Plgure 17..5. Map of Now Guinea, showing the known locations (or freshwater crayfish
Parastacidae. The interrupted Une indlcateA the main watershed of the island (Holthuls,
1982a).
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l~igure 1'·6. DistrlbutJon of the fJ'eshwllwt crabs ot New Guinea. 1 .... RouxQna IngramJ; 2 ..
~ R. popuana; 3 ""R. plana; 4 •• R. minima; R. roushdyJ; 6 ... (Je,lvJnkJa ambaJa1tQ; 7 u a.
calmant; 8 •• G. holthuJsi; 9 •• I/olthuislana blrol; 10 .... H. wallastonl; 11 ... H. boesemani;
12 •• H•.tubconwuQ; 13 •• H./est/va (Bott, 1974); added since are H. alba and R, phraetlca,
both from tho West Sepik Province.
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Figure 17·7. Areas of consideration tot conservation. 1 .... Wut Sepik; 2 .."Upper Fly
Rivet..Ok Tedi Rivet, Western Province; 3 '''' Southern Highlands Province (Lake Kutubu); 4
.... New Britlan, 4a central highlands area, 4b Arawe Island.
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APPENDIX 17-4. NON..MARINE MOLLUSCA OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
• R. H. Cowie

INTRODUCTION

The non·marlne molluscan fauna of Papua New Guinea (pNG) is intimately related to
that of Irian laya, with many species in common. And although there are certainly important
differences between the western and eastern parts of New Guinea and its associated offshore
islands (Solem 19~9), knowledge of the fauna of Irian Jaya is of considerable importance in
assessing conservation priorities in PNG. Therefore, this report, while focusing on PNO,
refers also to literature dealing with Irian Jaya when relevant.

The first m~or body of work dealing with the molluscan fauna (terrestrial and fresh
water) of New Guinea was by Tapparone Canefri, who synthesized and augmented his earlier
work in two m~or publications (Tapparone Canefd 1883, 1886). The land snail fauna of the
former British New Guinea was treated by Hedley (1891, 1894) and the fauna of the
Bismarck Islands by Rensch (1934, 1931). The Manual of Concho1o&y (e.g., vol. IX 
Pilsbry 1893-189S) deals with some of the m~or groups of land snails represented in PNO.
The most well-known and often strikingly beautiful land snails of PNG are the Camaenldae
(e.g., the genera Papuina, Chlorltis, Therlstes) but other families are well represented (e.g.,
members of the superfamily Helixarionoidea; and operculate land snails of the families
Hydrocenidae, Helicinidae, Assimineidae, and the superfamily Cyclophoroidea). Iredale
(1941) listed the land snail species of "Papua" (presumably meaning the former British New
Guinea only), although providing little detail. Subsequently, Clench (1957a, b) and C~ench

and Turner (19S9, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1966, 1968) described a number of new species and
revised certain genera of land snails from PNG (mainly Papuininae). Solem (1958, 1970,
1982) dealt with the land snail family Charopidae (Endodontoidea), although not
comprehensively since his focus was on the islands of the Pacific rather than its rim. Van
Benthem Jutting (1963a, 1963b, 1964, 1965) monographed the non-marine Mollusca of Irian
Jaya, and her work remains the most comprehensive treatment for New Guinea. Although
Iredale (1941) considered there to have been little collecting since the turn of the century,
van Benthem Jutting (1964) felt that, for Irian Jaya at least, knowledge of the fauna had
increased considerably since that time, as the interior became more accessible. Riech (1937),
McMichael and Hiscock (1958), and StarmOhlner (1976) have made significant contributions
to knowledge of fresh water Mollusca from PNG.

ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE FAUNA

Land Mollusca

Despite the extensive monographic treatments (above) indicating high diversity, the
fauna, especially of the interior and highland regions, remains but sparsely documented.
Distribution patterns may well be "complex" (Solem 1959), and although there are
srggestions that differences exist between the faunas of the eastern and western parts of New
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Ouinea, Solem's (1959) statement that "the tauna of the ... interior is so poorly known"
remains true over 30 years since its publication. ClausitHdae, BnIduc, and Athoracophoridae
have been recorded from only a very few localities, but are probably more widely distributed
(Solem 1959).

The faunas of offshore islands appear to differ in significant respects from mainland
PNO (o.a., In the prosc~nce of Partulidae on some islands, Cowie 1992) and have been
treated somewhat separately In the literature, the Bismarck and Admiralty archipelago having
received particular attention (e.g., Rensch 1934, 1937, Clench and Turner 1964, floffmann
1932). As a broad generalization, most species are probably endemic to New Guinea and the
offshore islands. Some are endemic to certain islands or island groups, but within mainland
PNO it i~ not possible to say confidently that particular species are endemic to particular
localities; distributions of most are simply not adequately known.

Neither is it possible to give a precise estimate of total numbers of species (cf. Roth
1991). Il'edate's (1941) list for the land snails of "Papua" includes 198 species, but it is not
clear which of the offshore islands are included. Rensch (1934, 1937) listed 157 land snail
species in the Bismarck Archipelago. Van Benthem Juttingts (1963b, 1964, 1965)
monogmphs of Irian Jaya, the most comprehensive works for New Guinea, indicate 481
species-group land molluscan taxa (mostly full species), almost certainly closer to the likely
true number for PNG, but also almost certainly a gross underestimate.

During the first half of the twentieth century many new taxa were discovered in New
Guinea (see, for example, van Benthem Jutting 1964: 1); but many areas remain unexplored
malacologically and new taxa continue to be found. For example, Clench (1957a, 1957b),
Clench and Turner (1959, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1966, 1968), and Van Goethem (1984) added
species to the known PNG mainland and Bismarck Archipelago faunas; Loosjes (1956)
recorded the family Clausiliidae from New Guinea (Irian Jaya) for the first time.

One locality deserves special mention. The land snail fauna of Manus Island is
probably the best known local fauna in PNG (e.g., Gardner 1990), even though precise
locality data remain poor (Luxmoore et aI. 1988). It has attracted special attention because of
the spectacular beauty of Papustyla pulcherrimtl, a papuinine tree snail with a bright green
shell that is pr.ized by shell collectors, and that has given its name to the newsletter of the
Manus Land Snail Society "The Papustyla." This species is classified as rare in the 1990
IUCN Red List of Threatened Animals (IUCN 1990) and as endangered under the U.S.
Endangered Species Act (Luxmoore et at. 1988), the major threat being habitat destruction
due to logging (Abbott 1989, Luxmoore et al. 1988).

The slugs of PNG are virtually unknown. Iredale (1941) was aware of only one
record (AJopos priSTlUltica - Rathouisiidae - from the Fly River region), Van Benthem Jutting
(1964) includes only three slugs (l/Kvicaulis alIe, AJopos australis, and Aneilea graejfei
papuensis in the families Veronicellidae, Rathouisiidae, and Athoracophoridae, respectively)
in her work on Irian Jaya, L. aile, at least, perhaps being an introduced species. Hoffman
(1932) listed five slug spec.ies from the Bismarck Archipelago, in the families Onchidiidae,
Rathouisiidae, and Athoracophoridae.
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Huae area. of PNO remain unknown mldaoologically, and past collecting effort hal
almost certalnly been biued toward. the larger and morc colorr,at species and to accessible
(oapeclaUy coastal) locaUties. With thl. in mind; it is probably not unreasonable to suggest
that the land moJJuscan launa numbers well over 1000 species. The distribution of none of
them hal been adequately BJlesled.

The following statement of Clench and Turner (1962) remain. true: "Difficulties in
understanding many species still exist. Many of the species were inadequAtely dClCribed,
often without figures, and others with incorrect locality data. Confusion about certain species
will naturaUy exist for many years to come .••"

Fresh land BrackiSh> Water Mollusca.

Once apin, van Benthem Jutting's work (1963a), Jisting 16S species-group taxa of
gastropods and bivalves, stands out as the most comprehensive treatment of the New Guinea
fauna. For PNG, SaarmOhlner'a (1976) monograph, includina 47 fresh water gastropods (40
from the PNG mainland plus Long Island, and 33 from the Bismarck Archipelago; see
Slarmuh)ner 1976: 639~O) is the most comprehensive work, but certainly covers the fauna
incompletely. Haynes' (1988) list, covering only Nerltidae, is similar. (Mangrove snails e.g.,
species of Littorinidae, Cook &. Freeman 1986, and Reid 1986, are considered marine and
are not dealt with in this report.) McMichael's (1956) :statement tlult -New Guinea remains
virtually an unexplored territory as far as this group of mollusks [fresh water mussels] is
concerned" remains true not only for mussels, but also, to a large extent, for the whole fresh
water molluscan fauna. It is not possible to estimate the total number of species in the fauna,
nor to make any useful statements about their distributions.

ECOWGY AND DIVERSITY

The basic systematics of the PNG fauna are inadequately known, but the distribution
of particular taxa and the ecological factors determining those distributions are hardly known
at all.

An important contribution that begins to address these questions, although dealing
with only a small part of the faWla t4Dd with only a very few localities (all except one being
in low altitude coastal regions), has bt:en made by Andrews and Little (1982). Their
conclusions are imprecise but not unexpected. They provide a starting point for identifying
regions of high land snail diversity: the highest numbers of Cyclopboridae in PNG occur in
association with soils of pH 8 or above, on limestone, below 100 m elevation, and in areas
with average rainfall of 200-500 em yrl and a minimum of about IS em each month.
Because of the need for calcium for shell formation, it is not unreasonable to suppose that
land snail diversity will generally be greater in limestone areas with high soil pH.

It is, tberefore, not possible as yet to make ~eated assessments of likely areas
of high relative diversity or endemism, either on the basis of the known distributions of taxa,
or on the basis of variation in the abiotic or biotic characteristics of the region.

,I~J)
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MAJOR GArs IN KNOWLIIDGE

Essentially, our only knowledge of tho fauna is ot the basic traditional taxonomy and
systematici or perhapli half of the species, and of their distributions as represented trivially
by the very few specimens, often with poor locality data, on which the taxonomy and
systematic. are based. None of these data have been collated, and distribution maps have yet
to be produced; it is therefore not yet possible to asses. whether even a few areas have been
anything like adequately sampled. Nevertheless, bl~ most striking gaps in our knowledge
almost certainly relate to interior highland areas, slugs, and, probably, fresh water systems.
But eVen the distributions of the relatively better known lowland land snails are inadequately
documented (e.g., Papustyla pulchtrrlma, the Manus Green Tree Snail, Luxmoore et aI.
1988).

FUTURE RESEARCH

It is tempting to suggest that extensive faunal surveys, especially of remote areas,
followed by full taxonomic evaluation of the material collected, should be undertaken to
provide a baseline assessment of diversity throughout PNG. However, this would be a vast
task requiring many years and enormous manpower. Nevertheless, as a preliminary baseline
for future work, the meagre published distributional data must be combined with unpublished
information available from museum collections to produce basic maps of species distributions
of both the terrestrial and freshwater faunas. Of course, such maps will necessarily have
huge gaps in areas where adequate collecting has not been undertaken, and will only provide
a coarse starting point.

Extensive field surveys will not allow rapid assessment of priority areas for
conservation, but detailed study of the faunas of selected areas, after the methods of Andrews
and Little (1982), but with greater emphasis on accurate assessment of diversity in relation to
biotic and abiotic environmental characteristics, would allow the main determinants of
molluscan diversity to be identified (at least for land snails). With this background, localities
coming within the limits of the parameters circumscribing high diversity could be identified
for conservation. No obvious "indicator" species stand out, but the Papuininae are colorful,
relatively large land snails that could perhaps be focused upon with the identification of
possible indicator species or higher taxa in mind.

Fresh water snails are more diffi.cult, since probabUy even less is known of possible
factors influencing th~ir distributions. Turner and Roberts (1978) recorded wide distributions
of certain species in the Fly River, and, although their molluscan data were based on very
limited sampling (of molluscs obtained from the guts of fish collected during an
ichthyological survey), they did demonstrate the value of interdisciplinary collaboration in
survey work.
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Cloarly, with knowledge of the PNO non-marine mollu5C8t1 fauna being so limited,
definition of precise and detailed conservation needg is not possible. Nevertheless, certain
key Issues should be addressed, WI follows:

I. A detailed assessment of distributioilii should be obtained by mapping localities
from taxonomic publications and from museum collections, especially Utose of The Natural
History Museum (Lonclon), The Australian Museum (Sydney), the Queensland Museum
(Brisbane), the Muse<> Civico di Storia Naturale "Giacomo Doria" (Genoa), the
Naturhlstorlschen Museum Wien (Vienna), and the Museum of Comparative Zoology
(Harvard). Other museums that have significant material include the Academy of Natural
Sciences (philadelphia), the Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago), the National
Museum of Victoria (Melbourne), the Senckenberg Museum (Frankfurt am Main), the
Museum of ZooloSY, University of Michigan (Ann Arbor), the Urlited States National
Museum (Washington, DC), and the Zoologischen Museum (Berlin). In addition, large
amounts of material from Irian Jaya are held in the ZOOlogisch Museum (Amsterdam) and
the Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie (Leiden).

2. Identification of poorly known areas for basic survey work will follow from (1)
and will certainly involve interior, highland regions. Surveys should be undertaken in these
areas, and, for fresh water Mollusca at least, the m~or drainage basins should be surveyed.

3. A concentrated effort to assess the abiotic and biotic determinants of land snail
diversity in the better known and most accessible areas should allow generalizations that
would lead to more rapid identification of potential areas of high diversity that remain poorly
known malacologically. Identification of "indicator" species seems unlikely.

4. Regions of high malacological diversity, identified in (3), mayor may not coincide
with regions of high diversity of other faunal and floral constituents. But it will be important
to coordinate analysis of overall diversity in order to identify regions of more general biotic
diversity.

S. Even prior to assessments as in (4), controls must be in place to ensure that
agricultural and forestry (logging) operations do not impact large areas of rain forest of
potential conservation significance.

6. Strict quarantine measures to prevent the introduction of potentially damaging alien
species are essential, and include not only inspection of people entering PNG, but also
inspection of agricultural, horticultural, and forestry products. Of particular concern to PNG
is the giant African land snail, A~natina fulica. This species has been introduced to PNG
(Mead 1979), and in some areas has become the dominant land snail (Scrimgeour 1984),
possibly outcompeting native species. Attempts should be made to restrict its spread to as yet
unaffected areas, but introduction of carnivorous snails (e.g., Euglandina TOseo) should
NOT be considered, as theI~ is no evidence that they control Achatina jUlica, and they
constitute a potentially devastating threat to native snail faunas (Cowie 1992). Other
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introduced snails may become 8arlcutturall pests or be disease vectors, 81 well as impacting
native vcaotatlOtl or outcompctina native snails (e.g., PoltklCea sp., a freshwater snail
recently introduced to PNO •• a potentially serious rice pest and II possible vector or certain
human diseases).

7. Shell collectors and dealers do not seem to constitute a significant general problem
as yet, althouah collecting may Indeed pose a threat to certain species (e.g., Papustyla
pulcherrlma, Luxmoore et al, 1988). However, collecting and export of shells from PNG
should be by .9Crmit only, and monitoring of the trade should be improved. There is a need
for increased public awareness, among both PNG nationals and Coroianers, of current (for
Papust'!:la pulcherrlmtl) and future legislation restricting export of shells. If possible, other
governments should restrict import of sheUs. (Import of Papustyla pu/cherrlmtl into tho U.S.
is prohibited, Luxmoore ct all 1988).
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Chapter Eipteen

:Biodlversity and Conservation of Freshwater Wetlands in Papua
New Guinea

Patrick L. Osborne·

SUMMAKY

Papua New Guinea is predominantly a wet country with rainfall in some areas in
excess of 10,000 mm per year, and most of the country teeeives annual rainfall of between
2500 and 3S00 mm. The relief is generally rugged and mountainous except in the southwest
and along the banks of the lower reaches of the larger rivers. In the upland regions rivers
are usually turbulent, fast-flowing, and turbid. Aquatic plants are generally sparse or absent,
and the fish fauna this habitat supports include eel-tailed catfishes, rainbowfishes,
hardyheads, grunters, gudgeons, and gobiids. In their lowland reaches (below ca. 30 m
above sea level) most rivers form central features of extensive wetlands. There are over
5000 lakes in Papua New Guinea, each with a surface area greater than 0.1 ha; 70.S" of
these lakes are less than 6 ha in area. Lake Murray, Chambri Lake, and Lake Wisdom are
the largest with surface areas of 64,700, 21,600, and 8S90 ha respectively. Twenty-one out
of the twenty-four largest lakes are less than 30 m above sea level. The three large lakes
which are not situated in the lowlands are Lake Wisdom (180 m above sea level [ast», Lake
Kutubu (808 m asl), and Lake Dakataua (100 m asl). The great majority of lakes (88.3")
are situated at 40 m or less, reflecting the fact that most lakes are associated with the
floodplains of the major rivers, particularly the Fly and the Sepik.

The vegetation of the lowland wetlands can be classified into herbaceous swamps,
savanna swamps, woodland swamps, and swamp forests. Lower montane and upper montane
swamps are largely herbaceous, but some pockets of swamp forest are found in the lower
montane zone. Two exotic aquatic weeds are now widespread, but biological control of one
of them (Sa/virna mo/uta) in the Sepik and other wetlands has been successful.

The fish fauna (316 species plus 13 introduced species) is largely derived from marine
ancestors. The distribution of the purely freshwater species can be divided into two major
zoogeographic provinces, one north of the central cordillera, the other to the south. The
southern province is more species rich, reflecting its long, relatively stable history. The fish
fauna within this province shows a close affinity with northern Australia, with about 33
species being shared between these two areas. It appears likely that the northern fauna
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evolved ftqm ancestral .peciea that became ilOlated by the aeolQgBcaJ uplift thllt produced
the central cordUlcra. No indtacnout tlaIMJI have been found above an oIfWanon of 1800 m.
The introduced OrrodJromJI mouomblca providel an impottant source of protein to villagers
Hving along the Scpik River. nlopia fW1IlUUli ha; teeenUy been introduced to the Sepik, and
the Common Carp (Cyprlmu aupio) ia well establlahed in the Sepik and taka throughQUl the
highlands. Oncorhyndrus rr.ykJu (Rainbow Trout), introduced to the Central Highlands in
1952, arc present in the upper ~uickland Rivet, and StJlnIO tnut" (DfOWtl Trout) alao ~ut
in Sttalml of the Central Highland.. Fish introduction. b a controversial topic, and this
report recommends a moratorium be placed on aU further inf.t'Uductions and in·country
inteteatchment transfCfl.

Of the three orden of amphibiau~, neither caecilians not salamanders occur in Papua
New Guinea. Proga (Anura: five families) are well repreacntcd. with more than 200 species
described at prexnt. The majority of species are endemic to either Papua New Guinea or
the island of New Guinea. The surrounding islands have, in general, a depauperate
amphibian fauna in comparilOfl with the adjaceni mainland. Reptiles arc represented by two
species of crocodiles, 1~()"200 species of lizards, 90-95 species or snakes and 11 species of
tortoises and lonIes. The crocodile species are found throughout the low lying we'~ands, and
crocodile farming is an important village based activity. Over 700 species or birds are listed
for New Guinea and 115 are waIel'fowl, with six of these endemic to Papua New Guinea. Of
the native mammals, only four water rats are regarded u wetland species.

Most wetlands in Papua New Guinea are in pristine condition, but one has been
markedly altered by sewage disposal, and others are under threat from mine tailings disposal.
There is an urgent neal to cany out floral and faunal surveys of wetlands in Jt»apua New
Guinea to identify areas worthy of amervation. A thorough study of the effects of heavy
metals on tropical wetlands is also urgently needed. No significant studies on 1he impact of
forestry (either clear felling or selective logging) on wetlands have been undertaken. The
impact of introduced species, especially aquatic plants and fish, needs additional assessment
and, until this is carried out, further introductions should be prohibited.

Papua New Guinea is not yet party to the World Heritage Convention or the Ramsar
Convention. Papua New Guim2 should sign both these c:ooventions. Many wetland areas in
Papua New Guinea should be designaIrd as Rampr sites. Lake Kutubu should be considered
for World Heritage listing on the basis of its scenic beauty, flora, and fauna. lAke Dakataua
should also be considered as a World Heritage site, although criteria for such consideration
would probably not include the CXJD1position of its wetland fauna and flora.

INTRODUCTION

The following 6t..finition of fn:shwater wetland has been adopted for the purpose of
this!tUdy: A freshwater wetland is any area of marsh, savanna, forest, peatland. or open
water, whether artificial, permanent or seasonal, with wateI' that is either static or flowing.
Conservation of biodiversity within such specified habitats will require that represenllative
areas be delineated, sucb that tbe angr, of wetland orp,isms inhabiting them are afforded
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suitable proteoti(1f" Consequently, wetland. identlf1ed may not n8G8SsarUy be IIhoSspotll" of
divet.itY, but m"i gontaln, within a pollibly sparse fauna and flora, spcK;ies that aro eithor
undemic to the watland or have a restricted di.tributlotl" Sinco the ecology of (l wetland is so
intimately linked w;th its ~t~hment area, adequate prot'-.:tion will be achieved only through
tho implementation of conservation meuures within the wetland basin as a whale.

Scott (1989) lista 33 (lOme matins) wetland Sild and areas, and prtWido information
on their geographical setting, launa and flora, land tenure, conservation measures, habitat
dhJturbancet, and threats. Osborne (1989; in press a, b) reviews Wetland research in Papua
New Guinea, and Osborne (1988) provides abstnlcts ot 174 publications in a bibl10amphy of
freshwater ecology in Papua New Guinea. Many of the papers cited have a strong bias
towards applied cr;ololty: aquatic weed control, flsh introductions and fisheries, mercury
content in tish and sediments, environmental impact ullessmenl.l, and eutrophication. An
appendix to this bibliography provides an incomplete list of publications on the taxonomy of
freshwater organisms.

WETLANDS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Major wetland areas in Papua New Guinea are shown in Figure 18-1. Aquatic
habitats in Papua New Guinea can be classified into the following: lowland rivers, blackwater
streams, upland tributaries, torrential mountain streams, floodplain lakes and backswamps,
upland lakes, high altitude lakes and tarns, herbaceous swamps, swamp savanna, swamp
woodland, swamp forest, and montane wetlands.

The very large lowland rivers are slower flowing and meander across broad
floodplains. These floodplains constitute the largest areas of wetland in the country, and
consist of a mosaic of oxbow lakes, backwaters, herbaceous and forested swamps, and large
areas of open water (e.g., Lake Murray and Chambri Lake). Upland streams generally flow
through dense rain forest, and flow rates and discharges are highly variable. As a result of
the high rainfall and rugged topography, most upland rivers in Papua New Guinea have large
flow volumes and high sediment loads, and are generally fast flowing and turbulent. Few
aquatic organisms survive in this habitat. The current New Guinea altitude record for a
native fish species (Oxyeleotris wisselensis) is 1750 m from a site in Irian Jaya (Allen 1991).

Chambers (1987) recorded a total of 5383 freshwater lakes with a surface area greater
than 0.1 ha, The lakes are mostly small, with only 22 having a surface area greater than
1000 ha (Table 18-1). Lake Murray is by far the largest (64,700 ha.), some three times
greater in area than the next largest (Chambri Lake) (Figure 18-1). However, these two
lakes are both shallow (Lake Murray: maximum depth ca. 9 m, mean depth ca. 5 m;
Chambri Lake: maximum depth ca. 6 m), and contrast markedly with the depth of caldera
Lakes Wisdom (360 m) and Dalcataua (120 m) (Figure 18-1). Over 80% of the lakes lie
below 40 m altitude reflecting their association with the floodplains of large rivers (Table 18
1).
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WE,TLAND FLORA

Paijmanl (1976) recognized three categories of freshwater wetland vege~!ltiCln, and
subdivision. within these arc summarized below.

Lo.wland .freshwater. Swamps

Aquatic vegetation: This type consists of free floating, floating-leaved, and
submerged plants. These either form a mixture or are arranged in cotlcentrlc zones. They
occupy the shallow margins between open water and Krass swamp, and in lllaces cover entire
lakes that have a uniform depth. Representative species include Azolla plnnlJla, P1stla
stfatioll'lS, Ceratophyllum demersum, Ipomoea aqualica, Utrlr.ularla spp., Nympho/des Indica,
Ne/umbo nucifera, Nymphaea dlctyophlebla, N. puhescellS, atid Ludwigia adscendens.

:Herbaceous swamp vegetation: Herbaceous communities consisting of sedges, herbs,
and femll are characteristic of stagnant, permanent, relatively deep swamps. Common
species include Thoraco.rtaclryum sumatranum, Sclerla sp. t Hanguana malayana, and the fern
Cyclosorus Interruptus. Phragmltes karka often dominates along gently sloping swamp
margins, whereas Pseudoraphls splnescens and lschaemum polystachyum form narrow bands
along more steeply sloping, wet-dry margins.

•

Leersia grass swamp: Grasses such as Leersla hexm'ldra, Echinoch/oa stagnlna,
Oryw spp., Pan/cum aurltum, and Hymenachne amplexicaulis occupy permanently swampy
river plains that may be under three meters of water in the flood season. Herbs such as
Polygonum spp., Ludwigla spp., and Ipomoea aqUiJ/ica may be anchored in the grass mat
and reach OUlt over open water.

Sacchtlrum-Phragmires grass swamp: Tall swamp grasses, mainly Sacc1uzrum
robustum and Phragmites karka, grow in swamps that are shallower than those described
above, and m2\Y be intermittently dry.

Pseudo7'aphis grass swamp: Pseudoraphis spinescens is a low, creeping swamp grass
that is most extensive in southwestern Papua New Guinea. Here it forms dense, almost pure
stands on flood plains that are seasonally dry.

Mixed swamp savanna: This is a transitional vegetation type between purely
herbaceous swamps and swamp woodland; it occurs in permanent, stagnant swamps. In
addition to an heIbaceous cover, there is an open layer of trees such as Nauclea,
Campnosperma, Syzygium, and Mela/euca.

Me/a/euca swamp savanna: Melaleuca swamp savanna is characteristic of the
fluctuating backswcunps of the middle Fly and Strickland Rivers, and also occurs along parts
of the monsoonal south and southwest coasts. MelaJeuca trees form an open, almost pure,
canopy. In the wet season, Melaleuca swamp savanna is inundated and colonized by aquatic
plants.
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Mixed swamp woodland: tn permanont swamps the tree story of mixed swamp
woodland is lenoraH)' open 8I\d ranges from tow to tall. Common trees are Campnospenna
spp., NauclliJ coaduNJta, MltragyNJ cUiQliJ, and 1lnwnlUl spp. Falms and pllndans flU in
much ot the space bolow the tt'ee$, and Hanguatul malayOlUi, sedges, and Cyc:losorus
Ituerruptus form R dense Bround cover.

Sago swamp woodland: The sago palm, Mttroxylon sagu, is a widespread tall palm
that arows in more or less permanent swampy woodland. All grndatie>ns oc(:ur from stands
of pure sago to woodland, with a denso layer of trees and an open lower tier of sago. Tho
palm grows best where there is a regular influx of freshwater.

Pandan swamp woodland: Swamp pandans occupy a habitat similar to that of sago
palm, but have a wider range. They form open to quite dense, pure stands in shallow, fresh
to brackish, stagnant to frequently flooded swamps.

Mixed swamp forest: This is the mOst common type of swamp forest. It generally
has an open but occasionally dense, canopy. Some of the commoner trees include
Campnosptmw spp., Terminal/a canaliculQ/a, Nauclta coadunaJa, Syzygium sp., A.lstonia
scholaris, B/schojla lavan/co and Palaquium sp.

CampnosptrnrD swamp forest: The densest stands ')f CompnospermJJ (C. brevipetiolta
and C. corlacea) are found in permanently flooded backswarnps. Sago may form a dense
understory.

Tenninalia swamp forest: This type is mainly found in North Solomons Province
where Terminalla brassii grows together with Campnospemw spp., and locally dominates in
the canopy of open swamp forest. It is found in low-lying, frequently flooded, boulct~ry and
sandy rivers, and peat swamps with flowing water.

Melaltuca swamp forest: MelaleucQ swamp fotest is mainly confined to monsoonal
southwestern Papua New Guinea, where it occurs in narrow bands in seasonally dry swamps
along rivers. The main species is Melaleuca cqjuputt.

Lower Montane Zone

Sedge grass swamp: Communities dominated by sedges and grasses occur abov~
about 1800 m in swamps occupying intermontane basins, local depressions in valley floors,
and seepage slopes. Many different sedges are present, and they commonly make up most of
the ground cover. Characteristic grasses are Arundinella /una, lsachne spp., and Dimeria
spp.

Phragmites grass swamp: Phragmiles /carica commonly forms p'Ure stands in seepage
areas on slopes and on flat valley floors to over 2500 m. P. kar1ca also occurs associated
with Miscanthus jloridulus along river banks and swamp margins.
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Swamp fO,..I: Lower montane IWAlnp fotall JIOWI in .mall PAtches ftinging
intermontane basins. The (0f'8I1 hu at low and open canopy over a den. layet of small tten
and shrub!, and A .patle hetbaceoua IfOUnd covet. Common tree8 include s,tYg1um,
(Jardn/Q, And locally NothofagUJ JMrryI.

Hctbaceoul swamp vegetation: Herbaceous communities wnsisting of a mixture of
low herbs, sedges,~, and mCJSSel occupy depresslons~ mnae open water, and, in the
higher parts of the lOIle, also occur on ~opes. Common gra.ues irtclude: Anthoxa1Uhum
angustum, Agrost/s rtitm'OnIII/, and Monostl1Chya ortobolo/du. The sedge Carp/ul alploo
and the fern Glt!icMnia vulcanJCQ loc~y fonn pure stands. Common shrubs include
uuaJpogon, Drapt!llS, Vaccfnium, and Trochocmpa. There are few aquatic plMt species in
the alpine lOne. ISoBU Slntnsli grows in shallow alpine laml on Mt. Oiluwe (3500 m) and
on Mt. satawaket. Sclrpus crass/u.rculus JtOWs in slow moving stream. and alpine tamA up
to 1900 m. C6llJtrlCM}'JQ1Mstrls "d. been collected from lakes and tams on Mts. Wilhelm,
GUuwe, and Hagen up to 4100 m.

Taylor (19S9), from his study of lowland swamps in nQrtheastem Papua New Guinea,
recognized eight groups of lowland swamp wmmunities. The main factors differentiating his
groups were the type of water (whether fresh, bmckish, or salt), and the depth, duration, and
frequency of flooding. The following freshwater sequences were recognized: pemument
swamps (swamp forest, swamp woodland, swamp savanna, herbaceous swamp [sedge»;
fluctuating swamp sequence (seasonal swamp forest, open seasonal swamp forest, seasonal
swamp woodland, herbaceous swamp [tall grass»; semiasonal swamp sequence (seasonal
swamp forest, open seasonal swamp forest, seasonal swamp woodland, herbaceous swamp
[sedge»; and seasonal swamp sequence.

WETLAND FAUNA

No systematic or comprehensive surveys have been made of the fauna of any wetland
in Papua New Guinea. The vertebrate fauna is relatively well-mown, but there is very little
information on the distribution and habitat requirements of invertebrates. It is, however,
pertinent to note that the very lack of such infcmnation reflects the present state of knowledge
of the majority of wildlife species in Papua New Guinea.

Twelve zooplankton species have been recorded from the lakes on Mount Wilhelm
(Bayly and Morton 1980, LOmer 1973, McKenzie 1971). Low species diversity was
attributed to the youthfulness of these lakes compared with the diversity of zooplantton in
older, high altitude, tropical lakes. Chambers (1988) recorded SI zooplankton species from
three lakes adjacent to the middle Fly River. Taxonomic worb on freshwater invertebrates
include Holthius (1974, 1982) (Decapoda); Richardson (1977) (leeches); Robertson (1983)
(MQC1Obrochium); Benthem-Jutting (1963) (Mollusca); McKmzie (1956) (mussels); and
McMichael and Hiscock (1958) (mussels).
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The f'fWhwatet flsh fauna of New Ouinta consists of 329 species (Allen 199 t). Of
this tgOO. 13 sr-ies arc inttoduQed (OOOS, and about 102 s}*ies are fishes that are believed
to have a marine larval .tag" and aN relatively widespread ouuide New Oulnea. 1n general,
the fish fauna of New Guinea is closely telated to that of ngrthem AusttaUa. Nearly all t'le
famiUas. most 18I1eta, and numerous species are shared betwien these two areas; two closely
related families, binbowftshu (Melanotaenildae) and BluHyes (l'lI8udomugUidae) are
unique to the tombinod felion. Tho troahwltet fishes ate mainly derived trottt marine
81F;estors betongina to the orders Ptistiformes. Clupeiformes. Siluroidiforrnos, Betonifotmes,
Syngnatbiformes, MugiliformeJ. Pertifonncs, and PleurontK:tifortnes. the country lacb fish
betongittg to the true freshwater fishes of southeast Ashl; the saltwater barrier demarcated by
Wallace's line forms an insurmountable obstacle to their eastward ptogms (Munt() 1967,
Allen 1991). Further details of the origin AIld zoogeography of the New Guinea fish fauna
are provided by Allen (1991).

At least 22 species of fbhes have been introduced into Papua New Guinea,
representing 19 genera, and 11 fammea from all six continents. Most introductions have
been unsuccessful or were never released into the wild. Of the successful introductions,
most have had a negligible impact as either food fishes or in the control of mosquitoe, (Allen
1991). Oreochromis mossamblca is an exception. as it now provides the m~or s\lbsistence
source of protein to villagers living along the Sepik River and it is the basis of a thriving
commercial fishery on Walgani Lake near Port Moresby. The Common Carp (Cyprlnus
carpio) is well o~\ablished and abundant in highland lakes, and also constitutes a significant
component of catches from the Sepik River system and the wetlands in the Port Morseby
area. l1/Qpia rendalli has recently been introduced to the S,pik and Ramu Rivers, but it is
still too early to say whether it has been successful (D. Coates pen. comm.). Approval has
also been given for the introduction of the Java carp (Pundus gonionotus) to highland
streams in the Sepik catchment (D. Coates pers. comm.). Oourami (Trlchogasttr
trlchopttrus) are found in the streams of the Port Moresby area and form an important food
fish for people living along the mid-reaches of the Lakebmu River (J. I. Menzies pers.
camm.). Oncorhy1l€hus myldss (Rainbow Trout) were introduced to the Central Highlands in
1952 as a food and an angling fish. There are apparently few isolated, self-sustaining
populations present in highland streams and lakes. It is present in the upper Strickland
River, but apparently not utilized for food by local people. Allen (1991) states that the
impact of this fish seems minimal as there are few, often no, native fishes above about
2000 m, where most trout introductions have taken place. However, the impact of this
species on the aquatic fauna is unknown. Salmo trUlta (Brown Trout) also occurs in streams
of the Central Highlands, and its status and impact are unknown (Allen 1991).

Allen (1991) regards most of the earlier introductions as having had a negative impact
through competition for space and limited food resources, or by feeding on native species.
Even the popular Oreochromis mossambica has adversely affected the environment, creating
turbid conditions in formerly cl:an lakes and overcrowding the indigenous fauna due to its
prolific breeding. On the positive side, the number of established introductions is relatively
few, and Allen (1991) states that the Fly River appears to be free of introductions. Coates
(in titt.), however, indicated that Common carp (Cyprinus ctupio) occur in the Fly River,
and furthermore, that he recorded the Climbing Perch (A1ul1Hls tutudineus) from the Fly
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Rivet itl 198:L Allen (1991) indlMte8 that the lattsr species has only been regorded ftom the
Morehead Rivet, but poi"t8 out that this hardy f'lsh i' GSpIlble of migrating long distahoes
overland. The fbh fauna or New (juinea seta it apatt from that ot the Itldooesiatl
Archipelago lying west gf "Weber's Line," and Allen (1991) regards it 3$ "particularly sad to
witness the IntrOOuction ot fishes (rom the Indonesian side of the Line."

Of the three order. ot amphibilU'ls, neither QleciUans not Mlamanders OCGut in Papua
New Guinea. Frogs (AnUrA: five families) m well represettted, with more than 200 species
described at present, and new species being recognited as current research ptOOeeds. Not all
species are aquatic: a ltu'ge number are forest dwellers which burrow beneath the sutfaoe, ot
live beneath leaf litter. The majority of s~ies are endemio to either Papua New Ouinea or
the island of New Guinea. A soulttem group having its origins in Australia can be
recognized, as can a group of species oriJdnating from the Solomon Islands to the southeast.
The surrounding islands have, in I~~neral, a depauperate amphibian fauna in comparison with
the :djacet1t mainland. The five families are Bu(onidae (one introduced species: Bijfo
marln",,), Hylidae (about 70 species, all have an aquatic larval stage and, therefore, all
should be regarded as part of the wetland fauna), L.eptodactylidae (about '·10 species,
Lechriodu.t tnllarwpyga is the only wetland species), Microhylidae (about 90 s}*ies, but
only Spht1UJphryM palm/pes and Spherwphryne tnllCrorhyncha are aquatic, inhabiting
mountain streams as adults, but do not have Qquatic larvae) and Ranidae (about 1()"15 species
with the six species of RtJM as part of the wetland fauna (Menzies pen. romm.).

Reptiles are represented by two (possibly three) species of crocodiles, 150-200 species
of lizard!, 90-9~ species of snakes, and 11 species of tortoises and turtles. 'The two
currently recognized :species of crocodile are thl} New Guinea or Freshwater Crocodile,
Crocodylus nowuguineae, and the Estuarine or Saltwater Crocodile, Crocodylus porosus.
Both species are still found in relatively large numbers and are heavily exploited for hides
and meat. The endemic Freshwater Crocodile is the commoner species, though less
widespread. It is restricted to the mainland, whereas the Estuarine Crocodile is also found
on most of the surrounding islands. The Freshwater Crocodile prefers a freshwater
environment, but is occasionally found in brackish waters such as the Fly delta. It is more
often found in sluggish, shallow water rather than fast flowing or deeper areas (Burgin
19808). The Estuarine Crocodile characteristically occurs in brackish a1'eas such as estuaries
and mangroves. Although once thought to be restricted to the coastal tidal areas, the species
is now known to occur well inland. The inland populations are generally associated with
freshwater pools and deep rivers, but the species has been recorded from fast flowing rocky
streams up to 1000 Ian inland (Burgin 1981). C. porosus is relatively easy to hunt as its
nests are easy to l()I;Caie, and as a consequence, it is now rare in the large mangrove areas of
Gulf and Western Provinces and also in East and West Sepik Provinces, where it was once
apparently commcln.

Numbers of both species declined during the late 19505 and 1960s through
indiscriminate hunting. In 1969 the Crocodile Trade (Protection) Act (Chapter 213) was
implemented, placing a ban on trade in skins greater than S1 em belly width. This halted
further decline in crocodile numbers, as indicated by a steady level of export during the
19705. In 1981 a ban was placed on trade in skins smaller than seven inches. This ban was



eslab1tAhed beganN Papua New Guinea W88 in a position to l'MQh orowdiles on a large ~e
(Bolton 1918, lJolt~n and tauta 1m. Butgin 198Ob). By 1984, although the number of
skins 8ltpott8d wu the same as in pNvious year8. :}Ol Wets ftom t8tlQ,hed animals afid
consequently wete of highe' gtade lI'A a*W' site. ttl 1~82, &Xtet1sive monitoring of both
speGies CX)ttlmenoed. espegially in tb(, Ambutlti Disttigt of the lYlst Sepik Provinoe. between
1982 and 198', the number ot C. poro..tUS nests virtually ooubled in this atea. indiQating the
effectiveness of the management poUcy.

Of the l~o-200 species of Uwd belonging to ttve families, only Gertain members of
the dmgon lizards (Agamidae) and manitot8 (Vanmidae) are habitually associated with water.
The Water Monitor, Varanus imiellS, and Gould's Monitor, ~ gou/du, :ippeat to be equally
at home in freshwater or on land, attm1Jgh their food habits show them If) be primarily land
animals.

Of the six famities of snakes recorded ftom Papua Nttw Guinea, three are typiQlly
aquatic and can be expected in the still and slow flowing waters of the lowlands. The ftle
snakes (Acrochordidae) include Clne or two genera. with two or three species according to
taxonomic opinion. The water·snakes of the family Colubridae (geneta Tropidonophis,
Cerbfrus. Enhydris. Fordonia and Myron) are regular 'n)tabitartts of wetlands, though the
family alsg includes many Sl*ies restricted to land. Sea-snakes (liydrophiidae) are
represented by just over 20 species in eight genera. These are all marine, although Enhydris
and Schistosa have been recorded in some northern rivers away from the sea. Several
species are frequently seen in shallow water o\'er reefs and presumably occur in mangrove
waters.

There are six species of marine turtles in the seas around Papua New Guinea, and two
species of freshwater turtles, the Pit·shel1ed Turtle, CarettocMlys lnsclllpta, and the Soft
shelled Turtle, Ptlochtlys bibronl. Both freshwater turtles are found in freshwaters south of
the central cordillera; C. inscuJpta is almost totally restricted in distribution to southern
Papua New Guine'd, while P. bibroni is found also in the fre$hwaten of the Sepik wetlands
and occurs west throujth Indonesia to India. Five species of tortoises (Chelidae) occur in the
freshwater wetlands of Papua New Guinea (Goode 1967). Four of these are found only
south of the central cordillera, and are inhabitants mainly of still or slow flowing water
bodies. Elseya no~8Iline~ and ~lodl1l6 sltbenrocki are endemic to New Guinea, and
Chelodi1lll ]JQ1'Url is endemic to the Fly River basin and coastal areas.

The avifauna of Papua New Guinea is relatively weD documented, e.g., Beehler and
Finch (1985) and Beehler et aI. (1986). Of the 708 species of birds listed for New Guinea,
some lIS are waterfowl, and all but three of these occur in Papua New Guinea. Seven
species are en~emi~ to the New Ouinea region: the Forest Bittern ZoMrodlus heliosylus,
Salvadori's Duck AIUU waiguiensis, four mountain forest rails of the genus RaJ/ina (R. rubra,
R. leucospila, R. forbui, and R. moyrl), and the New Guinea Flightless Rail, Megacra
inepUl. All are present in Papua New Guinea except for R. leucospila, which is confined to
the m<luntains of the VOIelkop peninsula in Irian laya. About 52 species of waterfowl are
breeding residents; the remainder are either passage migrants and winter visitors from Asi",
(ovel' 40 species) or dry season visitors from Australia (about 20 species).
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The breeding waterfowl Include two grebes, two cormorant', AnhJ"'la
novathollafldlat, Ilbout 12 .peel.. of heron. and egre", Ilphlpplorlrynchus aslallcUl,
AnseraIUU ,em/pa/Mala, nine fpeei.. of ducks, 1:1 species of RalHdae, Grus rublcunda,
Iredlparra 6aJ/lfkJC~a, CUtd sht spcciG$ or ,horebitds (inoludlng the woodcock Sc%pat
.fatl~rata). The great mlijorlty or passage migmnu and winter visitors frorn Asia are
shorlilblrd. (30 regular species and seven vaarants). Sovetal or these o<:cur in very large
numbers en route to and trom the wlnterlna areas in Australia. Other northern migmnt5
oc:curring in slgniA-cant number. include bobrychus slmmsls, Anas qusrqaudula, Chlldonias
leucopttra, Sts11UJ hlrundo, and S. a/burons. Reaulat mlarants from Australialnclude
Pltltcanus conspiclllarus, several herons and egrets, Thrtsldornis molucca, CarpttUbls
splnlcoll/s, Plegadls !alclnellus, Platalta regia, HtUmatopus longlro~/rls, StUda i.fabella.
Charadrlus cinctus,l..tJrus novtUhollandiat, Chlldonlas hybrlda, and HydroprogM casplaJ In
addiUon, several specie. which breed in Papua New Guinea also occur as common dry
season visitors from Australia.

Thc~ are no less than 22 species of kingfishers (Alcedinidae) in New Guinea, but
many of these are birds of forest or savanna, and not particululy associated with water.

Of the 19().200 ()eCies of mammals occurring in Papua New Guinea, only four can
be clearly tied to the presence of water; two species of lowland water-rat, Hydromys
chrysogaster and H. Mobrittanlcu.f, and two upland species, Crossomys 1nOncktOni an"
Hydromys JuWbema. These occur in slow flowing and fast-flowing rivers, particularly with
cleat water, but are not common elements of the wetland fauna. Mention shoulf! also be
made ';)f the introduced deer, the Javan Rusa, Cervus timorensis, which occurs in largc
numbers in the seasonally-flooded Trans-Ply area, and in lesser numbers in wetland areas
near Port Moresby. 111ese populMions are typically swamp dwellers.

ASSESSMENT OF BIOLOGICALLY IMPORTANT AREAS

Low Altitude Wet1arub

fly and Strickland Rivers: The Fly Platform is the largest tract of low-lying land in Papua
New Guinea and is drained by the Fly and Strickland Riv~rs (Figure 18-1). The Fly River;
although only 1200 km lnng, is, on discharge, '".0 large (r. iiJl: 6000 m3 sec-I) that it ranks
with the w(irld's great rivers. The g) .1-:1ient in its lower course is extl\;,wely gentle, as the
Jiver port of Kiunga, 800 Ian from tL,~ ~ea~ is onl,Y 20 m abov~ ~ le·,;1. Th/~ river is tidal
f.~ 240 kin upstream. Rainfall in til" ..pper eateh'~'1. ent regularly eA\'=s 10 at per annum,
and, in floods the river level may rise by up to 10 r.l. In the south, the U'e8 is gently
undulating and flat ':U'eaS are poorly drained and swampy. The middle Fly floodplain, 15
20 Ian wide, is a ':o"l$&ic of lakes, alluvial forest, swamp grassland, and swamp savanna.
The liver flows on an alluvial ridge fo~..ed by d2pOsition of materia! eroded from the 1.1~r
catchme:._t, and as this deposition was morc rapid than that of tributary streams, the
tributaries became blocked fonning numerous trlblJWy likes (e.g•.' Bosset Lagoon and ~e
Daviumbu). The rivex' meanders extensively in this region, and, in addition to tribuUU~y

i
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lakes, thero are numorous bacbwRmps and oxbows of variable depth depending on aea
(Figure 18.. 1).

Betides ten endemic species ot n.hes, the roaton il characterized by 33 species that
are shared with northern Australia. Ninety-eiaht species ot fish have been recorded (or are
very likely to occur in thb region) and these Qt(t listed bolow.

llndetnio to the Fly-Strickland RJvers
nndemic to Strickland (upper)

Pristis mlcrodon, Sc/eropagls jardinii, Mega/op! cyprlnoides, Anguilla monnoraJa, Anguilla
reinhardli, C/up,oldu paplU!nsis, Clupeoldet ~nu/osus, Ntmotolosa flyensis*, Ntmat%sa
papzunsls"', 7h:O,Jsa rastrosa·, 7hry.lsa scratchleyl, C1uJnos dumos, .Arlus aMgustu.r*, Arlus
berMji, Arius carl1UltUS, Arlus crassl1abrls, .Arlus grm:ffei, Artus lat/roslris, Arlus /eplaJpis,
Arllls mfa:lorhy"chus, .Arlus tay/ori", Arius ap., Ci1l6todus!roggartJ, Coch/tifelis danielsi,
Co(.'h~efells spatula, DoUchthys novaegulMu, NedyslOTTUJ dayl, Neosiluris oter, Neod/uris
brevldorsalls, Neosiluris equtnus, O/Op/OIOSUS turIUS*, Oloplotosus TTUJrlu, Plotosus
papwnsls, Porochilus m~raukensts, Porochtlus obbesl, .A"homhus selerolepls,
Ztnarchopterus noVcaeguiMu, SITOagylura lcr;Jfti, Irlatherina wtmtrl, Melanotaenla goldiel,
Melanot~nla iris"'·, MelanntaenJa r'lUJccuJlochl, Mt:mw/~nia okttdJensu*, Melanol'funia
se:clineata"', Melanntaen/a splendidiJ rubrostrlata, Klunga ballochl"', Pseudomugil genrudae,
Pseudom~gil inconsplcuus, Pseudomugil novaeguineae, Pseudomugil paskDi, Craterocephalus
rwuhuysl·, CraJerocephalus randi, Lares calearl/er, Ambassis agrammus, Ambassis
inre17'U()tus, Ambassis mtli:leayi, DeNlrlusa lxwIata, Parambassis gulilveri, Amniataba
qfJlni/i, H2P1westus fuliginosus, Hephaestus habbemai, Mesoprlstes arge1l/eus, Mesoprlstes
canc4tllatus, Pingalla lorenJzJ, Varia lacustrls, Kuhlla rupestrls, Kuhlia marginala, Glossamia
apr/on, Glossomia narindica, Glossamia sandli, G/ossomia trffasciata, Cara.?VC seJf!asciatus,
Lutjanus gDldiei, Damioides quadrilosciatus, Tcxotes chatareus, Toxotes lorenJ1J, Crenimugil
heterocheilus, Bostrichthys str/gogenys, Hypseleotrls compressa, Mogurnda cinj;ulala,
Mogurnda mogurndo, Oxyeleotris IJTlJtnsis, Oxyeleotrls jimbri!JIa, Oxyeleotris herwerdenii,
Oxyeleolris nulli/Xlra, Oxyeleotris paucipora, Glossogobius concavifrons, Glossogobius sp. 1,
Glossogobius sp. 2, Glossogobius sp. 7, Glossogoblus sp. 11. Stenogobius sp. 3, zappa
conjluentus, Taenioides sp., Kunus g:tlliveri, Aseraggodes Idunzingeri, Synaptura villosa,
CynoglosslLf helerolepis.

The following birds have been recorded from lowland areas of the Fly platform:
Tachybaptu-; novaehollandiae, Tachybaprus nificollls, Phalacrocorax ca,.bo, Phalacrocorr:r
sulcirostriJ, PhPJacrocorax meIQli..ileucos, ttnhinga melanogaster, Pelecanus eonspicillatus,
Ardea prf(ica, Ardea Sumalrant:z, EgTetta alba, Egretta )licata, Egretta intennldia, Egretta
ibis, Egretta novaehollandiae, Egretta ganetta, Ardeola striata, Nycticorax caledonlcus,
Ixobrychw: wnutus, lxobrychus sinensf.r, lxobrychus flawcollis, Ephippiorhyru:hus QSiaticus,
Plegodis fll'dnellus, 11areskiornis aethiopieus, 1hreskiornis spinicollis, Pima/eo regia,
Pondion htlliaetus, Hali~tus l~ucogaster, ttnseranos semipalmala, De~rocygna guttata,
Dendrocyglla eytoni, Dendrocygna arcuato, Tadorna rodjah, Nettapus pulchellus, Nettapus
coromandeUQIIUS, Anos gibberlfrons, Anos superciliosa, Anos querquedula, Aythya australis,
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Ra//us phlllPPlnsls, Rallu.r /Uctorall" Po1%iJ1UJ elM"a, POftA1lll tabwnsls, Pof"Z.ll1W pusllla,
Amauromls ollvac,us, M,gaclU IMpta, Gdlltnula t,,,,bfOsa, Porphyrio porph)rio, Fullen
alra, Onu rubicund", Ifldiparra gallifUU:,Q, Jlrumaropu.r longlrollrls, Himmllopus
I,ucoc,phalus, Stlllla I'aHlla, VaM/lus millS, Pluvlalus dominica, Erythrogonys cinclUS,
Charodrius mongolus, Chof'Jdrlus I,stlufnaultil, Arenarla tlU'rpru, NUIn6ntus
madagascarlnsls; NumsnlUJ pJuuopus, NUlMnius mlnutW, Tringa ,I"'''eola, 'I'rlnga brevipes,
lrlnga hypo/,ucas, Trlnga MbuJarla; Tringo ",.,k, Galinago m«gala, Gali'UiIlO stt.nurn,
Limosa llmosn; Calidrls t,nuiroSII'is, Calldrls acumltuUQ; Calidris 11ifltYJllis, Calidrls
subminuta. Chlidonlas hybridus, Chlldt:lIla.f /,ucopt,ru.r, Chlidonlas nliOllca, Hydroprogne
caspla, St,rna hlrundo, St,rNJ aJbtfrons. Halcyon chloris; MlgaiuM albt:t'tlblJlUS,
Gerygons ll~"gast", Rhlphidura phasiana, Bopsaltrla pulwru/enta, p"hp.'6j '$ha/a ii.elanura,
Seleucidis m,lanol,uca.

lmpol1aDt wetland areu In the fly-Strickland Catchment

1. ronda WildUfeMa:taaentenl Area, Bensbach River, Western Pro~ iltce
Geographical coordinates: 80 SS'S, 141 0 30'S.
Area: 5900 krn2• Altitude: ()..40 m.

This Wildlife Management Area contains a mosaic of swamps, open water, savanna, and
gB~iery forest. The area has abundant wildlift: ~cjuding introduced Rusa Deer~ and is an
important tourist ~rt for barramundi fishing and wildlife viewing. It constitutes a very
important wetlaml both for migrating birds and resident waterfowl. In Australian drought
years it becomes an important refuge for Australian wetland birds. Sixty-three species of
fishes have been recorded from the Bensbach River: Prism microdon, Scleropages jardinii,
Mega/ops cyprineides. Anguilla reinJUJrdIi, 17Jryssa scratchleyl, Chanos chanos, Artus
crossi/abm, Artus graeJ!ei, Arlus lalirostris, Artus ieptaspis, .A.rius nuu:rorhynchus,
CiMtodus jroggatti, Cach/elelis donielsi, Ccchlt'/elis spatula, Doiichthys noWUgulM~,

Nedystoma dayi, Neosiluris ater, Neosi/uris bnvidorsalis, PorochUus 1U1'tl1JUnsis,
A"hamhus scierolepis, Zenarchopterus novaeguineae, lriDlhtrilU> werneri, Melanotatnla
goldiei, Melanotaenia maccullachi, Meltmotatnia spkndUki rubrostrlata, Pseudomugil
gertrudae, Pseudomugil inconspicuus, Pseudomu.gil pa/udico/Q, Pseudomugil teMllus,
Craterocephalus randi, Ophisternon gunurale, !Ales calcarifer, .A.mbassls agrammus,
Ambassis interruptus, Ambassis macleayi, Denruiusa bQlfl/Qla, Parambassis gulliveri,
AmniDlaba qJJlnis, Mesopristes argenteus, Mei/opristes cancellatus, Pingalla lorentzi, Varia
locustris, Kuhlia rupestris, Kuhlia marginata, Glossamia aprion, Glossamia gjellerupi,
GlossamJa narlndica, earanx seJf!asdatus, Luljanus goldiei, Toxotts chDtareus, Toxotes
lorelUZi, llypseleotrls comp~ssa, Oxyeleotris aruensis, Oxyeleotris }~' rJJrlDla, Oxyeleotris
herwerthnii, Oxyeleotris nullipora, Oxyeleotrls paucipora, Glossogobius sp. 1, Glossogobius
sp. 2, Kurtus gulliveri, Aseraggodes klunzingeTt, SynDptura villosa, Ojnoglossus helero/epis.
K~ference:. Allen (1991).

2. Wilssi Ku!sa River, Western Province
Geographical coordinates: 9° S, 142 0 E.
Altitude: ()"5 m.
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A wetland area whiQh is poorly known, but probably with a (auna Mid flora similar to that of
the DenRbach River floodplain.

3, ylte MUCJ'8}r Western Province
Geographical coordinatel: 7° S, M7° B.
Aru: 64 km2• Altitude: 20 m.

The largest lake in Papua Now Guinea with a dendritic outline, giving it a very lotlg
shoreline (2038 kin). TIte lake is part of an enormous wetland and b drained by the Herbert
River, which flows into the Strickland Rivllu. The lake \~xltibits marked seasonal water level
fluctuations, with water lcwels falling between April and December. The maximum depth bi:
the lake is 7 m, bu', it has been known to dry up comple~ly. The Herbert River has been
shuwn to reverse flQW with water (rom the Strickland tUver entering Lake Murray. The
aquatic vegetation consists of two zonCA: an outer wne dominated by Nympholdts indica with
liome Nympluua nouchall, C,ratophyllum """rsum, and BlyxQ novoguiMensls (endemic to
W~tr.m Province), and an inner zone of hydrophytic grasses, with Iponwta aqUOlica, Atolla
pitt"ma, and Ulrlcularla spp. Limnophila Indica occurred on newly exposed mud and in
shallow water. Other aquatic plants recorded include SltnochiaetuJ paluslrls, Plstia
siratio/u, IpotnlH!a aquatlca, Echinochioa pTOalatlr, Ludwigla OIbctndlnJ, P()lygonum
allenlUllWn, Polygonum oriental,. The catehmont area is largely u!ldeveloped with a local
population of about IS00 people (1980 census).
Refenrnces: Kyle and Ghani (1982a, 1982b), MaunseU and Partners (1982), Osborne, Kyle.
and Abrarnski (1987), and Natural Systems Research (1988).

4. Basset laKQQn, Western Province
Geographical coordinates: 70 15'S, 141 0 S'E.
Area: lake area 16 km1

• Altil.ude: 20 m.
A tributary lake (catchment ax= 230 lcm~ fonned by a tributary stream being blocked
through accretion by the Fly River. The take is connected 'lO the fly River by a narrow
channel, 5 m wide. Seasonal fluctuations in water depth (O~:n~ occur with high lake levels
from February to October and generally minimlJm levels in December. The lake dries out
completely occasionally. Mean monthly rainfall varies from 330 mrr. mMarch to 74 mm ill
July. Mean annugl rainfall is 2540 mm. The lake is surrounded by herbaceous swamp with
Phragmitu karka an\3 Saccharum sp. dominant. The aquatic vegetation includes Pistia
slrar/Oles, Ceratophyllum tkr.rersum, Nymphoea spp., and Utricularia sp. (see freshwater
plant list for Lake Daviumbu). Tailings disposal from the Ok Teeli mine may result in some
t.eavy metal pollution.
References: ~unsell and Partners (1982), Chambers (1988).

S.1.&ke Dayiumbu, Western Province
Geographical coordinates: 70 36'S, 141 0 16'E.
Area: lake area 15 km'. Alniucie: 20 m.

A tribut-.ry lake formed by a tributtty stt::ctm being blocked through accretion by the Fly
River. Th(~ lake is connected to tM Fly River by a narrow channelS m wide. Kaviananga
Village is located on the lake sh"re. Seasonal fluetl:ations in water depth occur, with high
lake levels from February to Oct«'J~r and low levels in December. The 1alce dries out
completely occasionally. Mean m[)nthly rainfall varies from about 300 mm itl March to
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70 mm in July. Mean annual rainfall is approximately 2300 Mm. The lake is surrounded by
herbaceous swamp with Phragml/~s kiJrka and Saccharum sp. dominant. The divetle Q(IUitlc
vegetation includes &olla plnnmlJ, Plslia ItratlotBl, Lobelia allsno/del, CeraJophyllum
dtmtrsum, Cyp,rus plmystylls, H1f1UfUlCJme acutiM1UltU'l; /schalmum polystac1tYtun, ()ryt.a
nif/pog01J, Sacclol,pLt myosuro/ths; HangUQlUi tniJlayana, BJyxa tJub,rtil vat. aubertl/, lJl)lxa
japon/ca. Blyxa novogulneensls, Blyxa oclandra, Pogosttmon stellam.r var. stellatus,
Utrlcularla aurea, Nympholths Indica, N,/umbo nucif,ra, NympJuua tnlJCroSp6rtn1J,
Nymphua vlolac,a, Ludwig/a DClova/vls, L/mnophila aromatica, Llmnophila Indica.
Tailings disposal from the Ok Tedi mine may result in some heavy metal pollution.
lleferences: Maunsoll and Partners (1982), Osborne et al. (1988), Chambers (1988), Kyle
(1988a, 1988b).

6. Ele.wa River. Nume.River,Jffle Biyer· and..Kaim River..f100dglains, Western Province
Geographical coordinates: 6°·6° 30'S, 141°-142°E. Altitude: 10..20 m.

A poorly studied area of lowland swamp forest. Dominant tree species include
CampnospemlD brevlpetiolata, C. cor/acea, Tennlnalla canallculata, Nauclea coadunata,
Syzygium. Alstonia scholarls, Bischofla javanlca, and Palaqulum, but many other species will
be found in this diverse vegetation type.

The PuM River: The Purarl River (catchment area 33,670 km~ drains the central
highlands and discharges 2667 m3 sec·1 into the Gulf of Papua through an extensive delta
(pett 1983a). The rainfall on the catchment is high, particularly in the foothills where it
reaches 8000 mm per year. This high precipitation, coupled with the high runoff, gives this
river system an enormous potential for hydroelectric power generation, and a dam planned
for Wabo in the foothills was projected to have an installed capacity of 2160 megawatts.
Possible environmental impacts of this proposed dam were assessed in some detail ~etr
192:34), but the scheme has not been developed further. Haines (1979a) recorded 49 species
of fif,hes from 24 families from ?lIrari freshwaters, and Lie'/'" 'lIld Haines (1977) list 143
species from 58 families from the estuarine area of the Pv· Xikori deltaic complex. Only
a few species are confined to freshwater, most riverine spet..es being also found in the
estuarine zones. Allen (1991) records the follo,vin~ 42 species from the Purari River:
Pristis microdon, MegaJops cyprlnoides, Anguilla 17Ulmwrata, Anguilla relnhardti, Chanos
chanos, Arlus crassilOOns, Arlus grtUJfei, Arlus lanrostns, Arlus leptaspis, Arlus
macrorhynchus, Cinetodus froggatti, Cochlefeiis danlelsi, Cochlelelis spatula, Dol/cluh)'s
novaeguineae~ NedystfJ17Ul dayi, Neosilurls ater, Neosllurls brevidorsa/is, Arrhamhus
sclerolepis, Zenarchoplerus novaeguineae, ChilalMrina campsi, Melanotaenia goldiei,
Melanotaenia montir.ola, Craterocephalus randi, LoIes calcarlfer, Ambassls interruptus,
Parambassis gulliverl, Hephaestus fuliginosus, Mesopristes argenteus, Mesoprlstes
cancellarus, Kuhlia rupestris, Kuhlia TlUJrginLlla, Glossamia gjellerupi, Caranx sojasciatus,
Lutjanus goldiel, Toxotes chatareus, Mogurnda pulchra, Mogumda sp. 3, Oxyeleotrls
fimbriata, OXyeleotrls her..verdentt, Gl()ssogobius bulmeri, Glossogobius bnwwides,
Stelwgobius ~. 3.

Lalokj/Brown River Wetlands: Thirty-five spec::ies of fish bave been recorded from the
Laloki River: Pristis microdon, Megalops cyprinoides, Anguilla mannorato, AnguilLa
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rslnhardtl, '1uJnos ch4nos; Ar/us Iatlrostrts, N,osliurU OJ''', NftOlllllrll brtvldo"al'"
Z,narchopt,rus MVtJlgulntiU, M,/allmanla goldltl, MBlanotlUnla papwu; Crat.roctplw/u.,
randl, Latta caIC:lirt!er, Tetrac:,ntl1lm apogollOld.,; Ttlractnlrunt caUtkJviUatUI, HtA'lhae:mu
trlmaculQlus, Mes()prlsttS argent,us, MIIOprlsiu ctAlfCellQlUa, Kuhlla I1IpatrU, KuhlJa
mars/nata, Ololsamla gJlll/erupl, Caranx ItlJifascllJlUJ, Lutjanus g()JdJ", TaxottJ clu#af'lus,
CtltfaitUS gold/tl, Mogurnda pu/chra, MogumdIJ. Ip. 4, Oxytl.otrlJ flmbrlata, G/ouogobius
gluM, $t,nogoblus .p. 3, Qambusla qJfInlll, Po.cilla Mlculata'; XlplwphDl1II htller/I,
TrlchoglJSttr trlchoptl1US#, Ort!ochromls moUambicll# (If'" indicates introduced species).

The wotlands in this area support larao and diverse population. of Y' ~owl and
other wetland birds. The area is particularly important as a dry season refuge for migrant
waterfowl from AustraUa, and u a staging Rl'eA for Palearctic shorebirds on their way to and
from wintering areas in Australia. The following species are of regular occurnmce:
Tachybaptus novaelaollandltU, P1ullacrocOfQ)t carbo, Phalacroco1'QX SU/clroslrls,
PhDlactocorax mtlQ1UJleucos, A;~lJJnga IMianogasttr9 Pt.I,canus conspicIllQl'llS, Ardtll
paciflca, Ardea sunuuratUl, Egrtua alba, Egrena plcata, Egrtna InttrtntdJa, Egrtlla ibis,
Egretta Mvathollandiat, Egreua gtlT'Utta f ArrkoltJ striata, NyctlCOrtlX caltdonlcus,
Ixobrychus minunu, Ixobrychus sinensis, Ixobrychus jltlVicoUJs, PltgadJslaldMllw,
Thra1dIJ;~JstUlhioplcus, Thruldornis spin/coIUs, Plattllta nglQ, Pandlon IulJiQlIUS,
Ha/iae1US ',ucogaster, DendrocygllQ guttata, lHndrocygna eytonl, Dmdrocygna arcUlllIl,
Tadorna radjah, Nettapus pulcMllus, AlIaS gibwrifrons, Anar s~rd/iosa, Anar
querqwdllla, Aythya australis, Rallus philipp'nsis, RDilus pectoralis, POrzJl1fll dMrea,
P017Jl1Ul tabwnsts, Porzana pusilltJ, Amauromis olivaaus, GtIllinula t,nebrosa, Porphyrio
porphyrio, Fullca aJra, Ired/parra gallinacta, Himantopus leucoc,p1ullus, VtlMllus miles,
Plmalus dominica, Erylhrogonys dnctllS, Cluuadrius dubius, Tringa g1llnola~ Nu1Mnius
madagascarensis, Numtnius phMopus, Nurntnius minutllS, Tringa brevipu, TrJngll
hypoleucos, Trlnga nebu/arla, Tringa slagnalilis, Trlnga t,rd, GalUnago hatrlwiclcii,
Galli1liJgo ~gala, Llmosa limosa, Limosa lapponica, Calidris acuminata, CaJidri:1
melanolUS, Calidrls ndfcollis, Calidrls sllbminuta, CaJidris ferrugiMa, Tryngitl!.f
subndlcollis, Philomachus pugnax, ChIidon/as hybridus, QaIidon/as ltucople11lS,
Gelochelidon ntlodea, Hydroprogne caspia, Stt11UJ hirun40, Ste11UJ albifrons, Halcyon
chloris, GerygOM levigaster, Rhiphidura phasiana, EopsalJria pulwruknta, Padrycep1ulla
melanura, Seleucidis meianoleuca.

7. Waiiani Swamp, National capital District
Geographical coordinates: 90 22'S, 1470 IO'E.
Area: Waigani Lake 120 ha. Altitude: S m.

A complex of freshwater, shallow lakes and surrounding swamps a..~ated with the Laloki
River. Swamps are pennanent, but subject to marked water level fluctuations with high
levels from January to April. Waigani Lake receives large quantities of ootreated sewage
effluent from the city of Port Moresby. This nutrient enrichment~ caused major ch'tJ1ges
in the aquatic flora of Waigani Lake (see Osborne and Leach 1985, Osborne Wld Polunin
1986). The use of this wetland for sewage disposal has redue:td its value in terms of its
aquatic flora, but has increased its value in terms of the avifauna (see bird list fu
LalokilBrown River wetland). The surrounding swta~p is dominated by P1u-agmire~ huta
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and Typh4 o~lI. with lOme l.udwffItJ ~.lpommuJ oquatlco. and HanglUlna
mDI"1QNJ. NymphoI4u illdial. ~~/1IIm...."""" and Nyntp1kutd pubuMU fife
ptVII8nl in uAdiltUtbed 1U.eI. StlltlifllQ moImiJ occun Oft the .. but it is under biological
oonttol. BldlhDtlli4 CNUIpU wu inUt'Jdt1Ced "'1989 and large mati ha-vo de'Veioped. Other
aquatic planta recorded from Waiptd Swamp bad..Mimi," crtlUJlQ, Olratopttris
thDllt:trolda, AcrDIIlcJIIIm 1lIItnIm, Amptlof*ru proll/ltrl, Cyclosot1l.f Int.rruptlll, Sagiltarla
pliJtyphyll4 (lntlOduced tpeeiea), A1I«rtliWhlfG uuJIU, Plllia ItrtlliOW, CyJM11U p/Qlystylls,
11lIoc1uuU d4dcU, Scitplll ,I'OWII,~ GCUtl,Iumt.I, JschMmwn polystachy"",.
IAtrsltl hcDndrrJ, 1IydrochIJIIJ dubl4, Splrotl4la polythhA, NtJlQI Indica, Nymphi1i/4
dJe:tyophkbI4, ~gl4lryuopifo1J4. LwlwIgI/l OCUMllvis, Poly,onum barIHuum,
Monochorill. IwttJIQ. The lab is heavily tiahed for the inttodooed tUapia OreochromJs
mDUlll'llblCII. Crococ1ileI ate preEnt but in very unall number1.
References: Nd11 (1946), Sautei (l9'18), Schuscer (19.51); Osborne and Leach (1983),
Osborne 8IKl PolunltU (1986), Polunini, Osborne atld Totome (1988), Osborne (1991).

8. Hbip "1000, Cenltll Province
Oeographic:al coordinaIeI: 9° 2'S, 146-4S'£.
Am&: lake an:a O.S km'. Altitude: Near .. level.

Hisiu Lagoon, sunouncIed by savanna with relatively poor dr-..inage, is about 2 Jan from the
COUl. The lqoon usuaDy fiIIJ during the wet IeUJR (December to April), thefi dowly dries
durinc the dry seuoo. Depending 00 the year, JaJge areas of mud are often exposed towards
the ea.d of the dry season (September to November). 1bis is an important site for waterfowl
and tcmJ in the wet season, and large numbers of Little BIat;k Cormoranb and egrets
freq1lel1t the area. Towards the end of the dry aeuon,~J numbers of migrating palearctic
waders are altraCk:d if waIa' levels are suilable. In good jeaI'S up to 6000 waders have been ,.A
counted, and thae include species more usually as.sociaI'A with coastal habitats. Plants
recorded include QTtlIOptOis thDlictroidD,~L1fl susilis, CerotophyUum doMrsum,
lpontOeQ aquDIial, Scirpus oniaIltltIu, EchinochJOG pTtlt!SlQM, Stsbonia javanica,
Nymphoida intJicG, NympIIDe4 pubescDu.

9. AmI lamoo, Caltra1 ProviDce
GeogIapbic:al aJOl'dinates: 9° 1'5, 146° 47'E.
Area: Lake area 1.S kJn2. Altitude: Near sea level.

A large fiesb'Mder lagoon~ in ElIctlJyptus and M~lIIlftlCa savanna about 4 Jan from the
coast. The!apJon is 1eaSODa1, filling in the wet season (December to April), and slowly
drying out during the dry seuoo. Depending on the year, ~ .. L (., an:a!: of mud are often
expoxd towards the cod of the dry seuoo (SeplaDber to November). The swamp vegetation
includes a 1aIge area of fiabwasa- IJJaDgfO\U (P..xaIeauiIl agallocha) on the northern side.
As the largest fieshwater lagoon in the area, n is very importult both for resideont waterfowl
and migrating paJean:tic waders. In tile dry season the lagoon supports vast numbers of
Green Pygmy Geese, SpoaecI and Wandering Whistling Duck, egrets, and Little Black
Cormorants. At thJ cod of~ dry JeUOIl .~ can attract large numbers of waders,
partiaJJarly if expansive areas of wet mud an: expoxd.
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to. ttlJroIaraaumA. Centnlt Province

GeoaraphioaJ. cootdlnaw: 9° 16'8, 1470 2'B.
Area: Lake an. 2 km2 but part of a much biuer wetland.

Altitud~: Near sea level.
Thil wetland con.IIU of three separate lakes sometimes farmin, one; situated in tha Laloki
and Drown River floodplain. The lake8 are bordered to the west by EucalyptuS savanna,
The three lagoons are of different depths. One I. nearly permanent; the second generally
tends to dry up in November, while the third generally dries up in September or October.
Areu of open water have extensive beds of floating and floating-leaved plants, bordered by
emergent swamp. vegetation with PhragmJtu /cQrka and TJpho orl,maUs dominant. It is an
important site for resident waterfowl and, in most years, palaearctic waders on passage.
When conditions are ideal this wetland provides habitat suitable for about 2000 palaearctic
waders. It also has a good ranie of lowland tropica.1 wetland plants with the followlna
recorded: PUtia stra/iotes, Cllralophyllum tk""rsum, Ipomoea aquatica, Eleocharls dulciJ ,
Nymphoidu indica, Nymphaea pubtScens, Hydrllla vertlcillata (probably a recent
introduction), HydrocluJrls dubla, Utrlcularla aurea, Nymphata Muchall, and Typha
orienta/is.

II. Keow:W~bRiver Wetland, Central Province
Geographical coordinates: 100 OO'S, 1480 OO'E.
Altitude: Near sea level.

A poorly known wetland area, but probably supports a species composition similar to that
contained in the wetlands associated with the Latoki and Brown Rivers.

12. Borowai Swamp Forest, MHo.e Bay Province
Geographical coordina~: 9° 30'S, 150° OO'E.
Altitude: Near sea level.

A poorly known area of swamp forest dominated by Melaleuca and Eucalyptus species.

13. Woodlark Island, Milne Bay Province
Geographical coordinates: 90 10'S, 1530 OO'E.
Altitude: Near sea level.

Two small swamp woodltuld areas occur on Woodlark I81and. An undescribed species of
Diospyros occurs in the wetland on the south coast (R. Iobnii pers. comm.). The wetland on
the east coast is an habaceous swamp, but little is known about these wetlands.

The SmUt-Ramu Wetlands: The Sepik River (Figure 18-1) with a catchment of 78,000 km2,

is the longest river in Papua New Guinea (1100 krn), although it has a lower annual
discha:.-~ than the Fly River. Its discharge is reported to range between 4500 m' sec-I and
11,000 m' sec-I (Mitchell Ilt aI. 1980), although the river is poorly gauged. Flows were
recorded in June 1988 by the Royal Australian Navy Hydrographic Service to be
6500~ sec-I, The maL'! river channel is deep (over 35 mat Angoram) and, consequently,
so are the more recently fanned c,xbow lakes in the lower floodplain. The river is
navigablt) by large vessels up to 500 kin upstr.eam. The river discharges directly into the sea
through a single outlet, and habit1itS are totaJJy freshwater thr\1)ughout the river length, and
can extend up to 3~ Jan out to sea in the plume. This contra'Sts markedly with rivers in the
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#outh, whlch lnvarlably have extonalve deltu and much larger Gltuarlne zones. There are
numerous (around 1500) ojlbow and other laku aasooiated with the Sepik floodplain; the
largest ot thOlO is Chambrl Lak. (Figure 18.. 1), which i. shallow (mllximum depth Q8.. 6 m)
and haa a hiahly variable at\lJI ot up to 2S0 km2 in lb. flood season. The limnology of the
lower river and associated floodplain lab" has been deICrlbed by Coates II al. (1983), the
floodplain fishery by COQtes (1985b), and the fish fauna by Allen and Coates (1990).

The Ramu River is APl,roxlmately 720 km lona, but it has a relatively small
catchment area. Near Brahman Mission, the river flows through an area of lowland swamp
forest dominated by Campnosp'ntIIJ bflvlpttiolata. In itl lower reaches, the floodplain
terrain is very flat and SWall.pyt the fall is imperceptible (or a d18tancc of 250 km from its
mouth, and the floodplain is in«~rconnected with that of the Seplk River. The Ramu
floodplain is a mosaic of swamp forest, sago palm swamp, and herbaceous swamp.

Freshwater plants recorded from the Sepik River include Azolla plnnata, SleMchlaena
milnel, Stenochlaena pallutrls, EquisetUJn debile, ISlMles hDbbemensis, Ncpkroll!pls bise"ata,
Ceratopterls lhallclroiths, Acroslichum aureum, SalvinJa molttslD, Ampeloplerls proillera,
Cyclosorus Interruptus, Acorus calamus, Lasla spinosa, Plstla stratiotes, Ceratrphyllum
demerswn, Cyperw platysrylls, Eleocharls dulcls, Eleocharls retrojlexa, ScirpM grossus,
Scirpus mucrontJIUS ssp. mucronatus, Scirpus mucro1lQtUS ssp. clemensit, EclUnochloa
praestans, Ilymenachne acUligluma, lschaemum polystachyum, Leersla hexandra, Oryzo
rijfipogon, Panicum aurttum, Panlcum paludosum, Phragmites karka, Hanguana malayana,
Hydrllla v!'rticillata, Hydrocharts dubio, Pogosltmon stellams Vat. roxburgianus,
Pogostemon sldlalllS Vat. stellatus, Aeschynomene Indica, S~~banJajavanJca, UmtUl
perpusilla, UmtUl ttisulca, Spi1'CKkla polyrhiza, Ulrlcularla alJrea, Ulrlcularla exoleta,
Nympholdes extltflora, Nymphoidu Indica, HydroslenuntJ motleyi, Nelumbo nucifera,
Nymphaea dictyophlebla, Nymphaea pubescens, Ludwtgia adscendens, Ludwtgla oclovaivts,
Polygonum attenuatum, Polygonum minus, Eichhomia crassipes, Monochorla ha.rtata,
Monochorta vaginalis, Limnophila aromatica, l_imrwphila indica. Previously infested with
the aquatic weed Salvirna molesta, the lakes are \'OW clear following successful biological
control (Room and Thomas 1985). A major threat now is the rapid spread of water hyacinth,
Eichhornia crasslpes.

Fifty-nine species of fish have been recorded from the Sepik and Ramu Rivers (+
endemic to Ramu River; • endemic to Sepik River; •• endunic to Sepik and Ramu Rivers;
••• endemic to Sepik, Ramu, and Mamberamo (Irian Jaya) Rivers; # introduced species):
prtstls microdon, Megalops cyprlnoides, Anguilla blcolor pacfjic~, A, marmorata, CIumos
chanas, Cyprlnus carpio", Artus (Brwtiarius) I'.ax.", A. (8.) solidus···, A. velutinus, A.
utarw···, A. coatesi··, l'!;vsllurus gjellerupi gjellerupi··, N. gjellerupi coatesi·, N.
idenburgi···, N. novaeguineae···, Neosilurus sp. +, Zenarchopterus Iwmpeni···, Gambusla
ajJinis#, Chilalhe.. ~na campsi, C. crassispinosa, C. fascia/a, Glossolepis multis{JuamatlllS,
Melanotaenia qfflnis, J.licrophis spinachoides*, Ambassis buruensis, A. inrerrupoo,
Parambassis colffinis, Hephaesrus Iransmontanus··, Mesoprislu argenreus, Kuhlla rupesttis,
K. margi1lQ/a, Glossamia gjellerupi, Caranx t!Jffasciatus, Lutjanus gold/ei, Pseudosciaena
J;()ldado, Oreochromis mossamb/caN, 1ilapia rendalli#, Liza macrolep/s, L. melinoptera, L.

~}
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tad~, 11mb ambo/tUtU/'" E/~otrl.t DquOOulcl'··, /l. ~IQhOlonkI, HY/Mtlltotris gU1UJutrl,
Mogunu/Q bloodi··.., M. tUsolepls. ()phl,IIJOtrU dp01W. Op. porocephola, Oxyele(}trls
fimbria/a, Ox. het,rodon. GI03sog(}blus bulM,rl, 0. CoaINI·*, a. Itorangensis··, G. giurus,
O. tomNls··, MugllogoblUJ jluculus, Redigob/us bllwlanu&. Stenogobius later#JqJUlItIQlUS j

Brachyamblyopu.r urolepls.

Wetland bird. teCOrded (tom the Sopik floodplain include Tachybapoo
lIollQt!hol/tmdltUt, Tl1c~bliPtuJ 111/100111.1, Pluilacrocorax carbo, PluJlacTrJCorax sUlclrostrls,
Phalacroco1'(J;( ttNiunoltUCOS, Anhlnsa nwllJllOgasttr. P,leeanu..r consplcUlalUS, Arrha
pac(ftea. Ardira Sumt#roM, Egrttta alba, Hgrttta piCa/a, Hgrttta /ntirrmtdia, Hgretta
MlIQt!hollandiae, Egretta S01'%ena. NyctlC01'QX edetlonicur, lxobryehus SiM1Lfls, Ixobrychus
flaweo/lls, PI,gadis Ja/ciMl/us, '17Jmklornls tuthJopicus, Plma/tQ "s'a, Pondlon halilUlw,
Hallaetus leucogastlr, Dtndrocygna gutu;ua, DtndrocygtUI QI'CUQtQ, Tadoma 1Yl/ljah,
Nettapus coromatkklianus, AtuU glbHr(J1'ons, AIUU suptrdtiosa~ Aythya lWStralls,
l1ulaIHornls plumbeiwmtrls, Rallw phlliPJ'6nsu, Ral/us /Metora/Is, POTZQlUl clMrea,
AmaurornJs olivactUJ, Megacl..:.t inepta, Gallinula tefUtbrosa, POrphyrllJ porphyrio, Fullea
QJra. Gnu rublcunda, Iredipam sall11UlCta, HimlJlf/opus Itucoctphmus, Vantllus milu,
Pluvialus dominica, Charadrius dubius, NlllmnJus phtuopus, Numtmus minutus, TrlngG
glareola, Trlnga brtvipts, Trlnga hypoltucos, Tringa staglllJlilu, Gallinago 1umJwicldl,
GaIli1Ulgo megala, Calidrls acumi1lQta. ChlitJonJas Jrybrldw, Chlidonias leucopttfUJ,
Chi/don/as nllotica, Sterna hinwlo, Sterna albt/rOnr, Eopsallrla pulverukma.

GOiol. Bi,es. and Other Coutal Riyen, Madang Province'; The Gogol River lies in the
Gogol depression between the Adelbert and Finisterre coastal ranges. The Oogol River is a
large coastal stream approximately 100 km long with a natil,re fish fauna estimat«l to be 2S
species (Parenti and Allen 1991). The faurr.8 is dominated by melanotaeniid rainbowfis~..;:

and gobioids, which together comprise 14 !!pedes. The Biges River is a short coastar, stream
with a tidal estuary, and supports a diverse fish fauna of at least 28 species (parenti and
Allen 1991).

Markham Riyer: The Mat.:harn River (Figure 18-1) is only 170 Jan long, but flows through
a wide, braided channel and has a high discharge. 'The river channel is 3 Jan wide at the
Ramu divide and reaches its maximum width at its confluence with the Leron Rivet'. The
shallow braided chan"el of this river contrasts wi:h the large, deep, meandering lower Sepik,
kamu, and Fly Kivers, and its physical structure is reflected in its low biological diversity.
However, one lake and its associated wetland in the Markham catchment is of some
conservation significance.

14. Lake Wanum and Red Hill Swamp, Morobe Province
Geographical coordinates: 6° 38'S, 14f.° 47'E.
Area: }a'ce area 3.7 krn2• Altitude: 35 m.

Lake "'(anum (maximum depth 2L~ m)p surrounded by low hills and patches of Ntlumbo
swan.~. is the !urgest of a number of lakes in the area. There is no permanent inflow and
the water budget is largely dependent on direct Jainfall. The catchment area of the lake is
8 km2• The water is very clear and seasonal fluctuations in water depth are small. Helumbo
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nucf/lm and PhragmJt#.:J kiJrlrs form domil\lftl. swamp vegetatiOii. with E/,odJatf, thdtla on
tb. outer edg•• AquatiO ptMUlnolude Qrr.J()JIhyU,." dtmtn".,.. NymphoiU.f IMIN.
VtJlluMrle _GIll and NtJ,jaJ $frJntlMtJ W'A. ,rrJIIIlM4. Odw ptanta NCOtded from this
wetland include ChIIru jlbrwa. l.yt;,~~. Niull4~~IUw.
Sttnua.llWIQ mll,.",Stt~ptlJustrU. NtphmIqU radJcmu, O1rotopt'rIs
thtJIial'fJida. Mlcl'Olo""" ,clwiMfI. Ac1'rAftichllm dUN"",. CyclolofUI lIU,I'tUptIAS, C4Jdn/a
pa17l4fslftJllD. CoIocAr'1I fllcuMlfIQ, eyJMrus pkitystylU, SCirpUl ,rvuUl, SctfJJUI IfUlCrollJ:JUs
sip. 1rIUC1OII4tU.t.hc~ polylt«hyum. /Mrsta huandra, So«kJkpls myosUl'tJ!lJ6,
BIyXQ Qubtnil var. «"hJnosPlmaa.llydrodaarls dMbla, On,1I4 alismoida, PogoslmlOn
sltilotlll, Audryno1MfttI indlCQ.lAmnt.I ptfJHUilJa, VtrkuhJrla biftda, NymphiItuJ
mncrrJSpl!mtD, Llldwigiil hyuopt/bllil, l.IJdwigiQ octovalvi.f, PolyglJlUlm QIt,IUMUUm,

Potygoliilnl btu1HJtum, LimIttJpIIllil tUrJmillim. The mangrove BfII6ui,f'Q gynuwrhitJJ has also
been recotded from the lake, and Alstonia $JMthulota oc:cura in Red Hill swamp Comt. The
lake has a significant cnx:odile population and an endemic: rainbow fish (Glossollpls
Wt1ltQ111tntis). Regrettably, (~1tochromiJ mossamblca haa been introduced.
Referenoe: Oan'ett-JooP.s (Hm).

IS. Jab Wan&ri, Morobe JI'rovince
Geogmphial coorduaates: 6° OS'S, 1460 3O'H.
Altitude: 300 m.

One of a number of smill Jaka in this area, this lake is surrounded by Arauauia f()RUt, but
very little is known &tout its fauna and nOl~. Five species of d~k have been recorded from
this lake.

Mambilre. om. Kumusi. and MUM Riyea: 'I1v: wetlands along this section of the north
coast are poorly known. The only .rudy is by 1.ylor (1957) in which .a classification of the
swamp communities, including ~dlgl"OYeS, is provided. The Mambare River ri=$ in the
Owen Stanley Range and drains nurtheast into the Solomon Sea near Manau. The Musa
River flows uound the foot of Mount VidOry. ~warnp forest, swamp woocIW,d, swamp
savanM, and I1erba£eous swamps and areas of open water occur. In some areas a single
species (Compnosptntlll tllIT'il:uJtltDl dominates the swamp forest, whereas in others the layer
is of mixed composition. The understorey is dominated by Mttroxylon sagll. The ground
flora consistsI of scatten:d tufts of sedges and grasses, D9tably~ SII1IIQtrQIUIm.

Th.u; speo::ies, togdhet with HlI1IfIIJI1ID~, dominates the gro:md cover in the swamp
savanna aIeaS. The tlerbac:eous swamp is dominated by Phragm1t6 ka1td. The freshwater
plants collected ~from 'die area include Azoll4 piMoIa, EqIIisetum daile, Q1GIOptois
IlullictroU:la, Mtcrosorium brt:LUii, Micmsorium puropus, Acrostidlum tllIMI1IJ, Acrostidlum
qJ«iosum, AlUrtIIl1ItM1Q SessUJs, Pistia SITilliotu, CtIllit7icM pahatrIs, QrtJIOphyUum
tlemenlliJJ, Cyperus imbriCtltUS, Eleocluzris retrojIem, Sd1pllS crtmiIIscullls, 1IyrnDfIJdIM
aeutiglumil, PhragmiIes kmta, Socciolqis nayosuroides, Hangllll1Ul1ll/llayQNJ. Nymphol1da
indica, Nyr;JphJwl noudulJi, Ludwigia octoVtl1viJ, PolygolUlm attDUItlllDn, PolygOIUlm
barlxuum, PoIygonum mbrus, Monochoria 1wuuiJ, PouImogeum sp., Limnopluia Q1'OI7IQtica,
U1tuuJphila indica, 1'ypIuJ oriDlltllis, Bydrocotylt sibthorpiodD.
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the following Wltland bUds have been re«JttItld from this area: TiKhybaptw
nowulwlllUidl.; PtltctJnUJ tonspldllatus, ~rocorax sultirosltiS. PIuJI"fOC01'aJt
IMlanollUCOl, AnhinRa 1fOwuhotlandiu,; Arrha sumilJrana, Butorlus slrtQlU3. BgNtta alba,
19Ntta Int,mNtJia. Bgretta gtJruttil, NyctltorQJt tQ/Moh;'~, lxobfychua jlavlcolli,f, Pandlon
haltlMlW. H41ttUfU.t ItuaJgMttr, Dtndroq'nt1 guttQtIl, Dtffdrocygno IlffUl.Ua, TDdont(J
radjah, AnAf $~rtil/os(J, PtittdJon 1klIJdMtuI. Rallus phJlippensis, Rill/us pectorali.J,
POrtA1UI CiMrta, AmDurontls oIlVQCI!UJ. Porphyrto porphyrlo, VQMltus mills, Pluvia/us
dmninlcil. Charodrlw dubius, LittkJsa limosa, M4'lMnJus minutus, Numen/us p~opus,
Tringa stagtkIJIlis, Trlnga nebulaiN. 1'ringa glaNola, Act/tis hypoleuco$, Heleroseelus
brtvlpu, CtUidrls acwnlnata, CoJidris melanDtus, Calidrls ferrugimta. Limicolafaldntllw,
Sterna hlrundo, Sterna a/btfrvns, Pathycephala 1fU!llUiura.

16. Mamhatl Wetland, Northern Province
Oeographlall aJOrdfnalM: 8" 00'.8 11 30 'S, 1417" SO'-t48" to'E.
Area: 344. too ha, Altitude: Near sea level.

A vast area of riverine marshes and floodplains, including several small lakes, along the
lower Mambare Rivet.

17. Musa Wetlald, Northern Province
Geogray.tical coordinates: 9 0 03'·9° 27'S, 14lJo

38'~148° S6'S.
Area: 179,700 ha. Altitude: Near sea level.

A vast area of floodplain wetlands, including tevees and badcswamps, along Ute lower MUla

River. The fish fauna is relatively impoverished, but it contains one endemic genus
(Tateumdi1lQ oc~llicQUl.itJ) and several endemic species: Z41Ulrchopttrw robtrtsi, Pseudomugil
connie~, Pseudomugl'ljUrcatus, CraterocephaJus bJilol~, Tetracentrum Iwnusi, and
Mogurndil orlentalis.

Mid·Altitude Wetlaods

Apart from Lake Dabtaua (100 m), Lake Wisdom (180 m), and Lake Kutubu
(808 m), th~ mid-altitude (40-3000 m) lab, are small by comparison with those near sea
level. Only 10.195 of the lakes in Papua New Guinea, lie in this altitude zone (Chambers
1987), and in terms of area, the W'.l.!!:'tds within this altitudinal zone are also much smaller.
The wetlands here are less commonly associated with rivers, which tend to be fast flowing,
turbulent, and turbid. Biodiversity of these rivers is lowL Apart from three ifL~uced

species (carp [C)primLr carpio], Rainbow Trout [Onc()1'hynchus "flkiss] and Brown Trout
(Salmo truttaJ), no fish species have been collected in New Oclnea from altitudes greater
than about 1800 m. Carp occur in many uf the lakes in this region, and trout have become
established in many highland streams. Greater control on the introduction of fish species
needs to be exerted and the value l'f fish introdUdicn:s has frequently been questioned (West
i~73, Allen 1991)p particularly where there has been inadequate or no assessment of the
ecologicai impact. Lake Kutubu, with its small but highly endemic fish fauna, is particularly
susceptible. Lakes Wisdom and DaJcataua have no fi:m (Ball and Glucksman 1918, 1980),
and the impact on componmts of the fauna and 0012 in these lakes to introduCt.d fish would
certainly be significant. Wetland birds recorded from the highiands (altitudef. greater than
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UOO ttl above _ level) inolud. Phol6ICrotofa1t suldtosttU, 1¥uJ1«~oft;t( ~la1tOleu€(ls,

Anhinga ~/anogd3ter, ligrelta aloo, 1tgtelta picata, Hgretta Irtttfmedla, tigrella
novathollandllU, J:gfetta gattetta, NyctlCOf'aJl emedolltclIS, ltobrythw jlavtcollis, Pa1Ulloft,
haUilttuS, HaltiUlU.t leucogtlttef; AfJIU sIlpertlllo6Q, Jlulsbeonats p/umheiwrttfis, lWUu"
philtppt1l$11, Po1%01ld clMfea; POffAM tab~1ISt'; Pof'I./JIIQ PUSitlll, Am6uror:111 oltvaceus,
PIHYialus dominica, NUlMnius pluuopw; 1Wllga fJrevlJHt$; Trlllga hypole~os, 1Wnga
s'agnatills, lJol/inago m«galli, Ctilidris Q£uml1Ulta.

18. lAke Kutubu, Southern Hlghlatlds Ptovinc:e
04iQsraphi<lal coordinates: 60

2~'S, 1430 20'H.
Area: 810 ha. Altitude: 808 tn.

A perMMMt, deep (maximum depth 61 m), oligomh:tio, nuhwatet lake with surrounding
marshes. Major inflowing drainage II via the Kaimari and Tuglbu Rivera at the western end
of the lake, and via the Samaka, Sumi, and Oeseke lUvets at the eastern end. The lake is
fhmked by high hills along its length, and pnWttt drainage ftom the lake is via a shallow lip
into the Soro River. Lake Kutubu and the upper Statu Rivet are home to eleven endemic
fishes; no other mountain lake in New Ouinea has such a wealth of spec:ies, and Alaen (1991)
makes the following plea:

"At present the lake remains in a pristine condition, but its future is olouded.
Oil deposits w~re disaJvered nearby and now the exodc aills of birds of
paradise, parrots, and hornbills compete with the drone of helicopters. There
are no roads in the area, therefore these aircnft are used to ferry personnel
and supplies to the drilling site. A proposal to link Lake Kutubu by rood with
Mendi and the Highlands Hilhway network is presently being consid,,~"'~\;'.

There is also a proposition to establish a township of 2000 people ora 1t:~

shores of the lake to provide mar.power and support facilities for tr:,~ Cirtlllng
operation. This development would be disastrous to the lake's delicatt
ecosystem. Hopefully the Papua New Guinea Government will take steps to
protect this important wildlife refugr.. "

Osborne and Totome (1991, in press) have carried out a Ihnnological study of Lake
Kutubu, including observations of a mixing event within dtis oligomictic lale. The &q\l4ltic
flora is typical for a body of water at this elevation, and the following Sf-eCies have been
collected from the lake and marginal wetland: C1uua jibrosa, Mt~l/Q pseutlojlabtlitlIQ,
Azolla pilUUlta, OJldtsia parnassijolia, Pist/a strtlliotu, QrtItOphyllum dmJersum,
Eleocharis sphac~ltlla, Sdrpus grossus, Sdrpus mucronatus, uenia hexandra, Blym
~Ttii,Hydrtlla verddl/Qra. Ott~lia allsmoida, VallisMrla nataN, UmM J'~rpwilla,

Splrotkla polyrhitA, Utricukuia sp., Nympholtks intllc.IJ, Najas tenllifolla, Ludwigia
odscentkns, Polygo1Ul17l alte1llltUllm, Potamoguon sp., Limnophlla Indica, T}J1IuJ orlDltalts.
Conn (1979b) provides a list of plznt ~es groW=At; in the vicinity of Lake Kutubu, and
Osborne et at. (1990) prr· J ••...~ a distribution rrm.tJ of the dominant aquatic plants. The
crayfish Cht!rax JHlPw.. .. ~. ,; .mdemic to the lake, and the crab Rouxana paJJuana is found in
the area. Fourteen ~les of fish ha~e been collected from the lake of whir.h eleven are
endemic (*): Neosiluris equinus, Oloplotosw torobo*, MelQ1lOtDen/a lacustris*,
Craltroc~phalus lacustrls*, J::~1uustus adamsoni*, Mogumdajurva*, Mogurnda

I



AutulJwruls· j Moguf'fIIihJ spt/O/d·, Mogurnds YtJff~gQta·, Mog"mdtJ WttD·, OX'yeleotfls
jfmbrtQ/il, (JIossobtus sp. B*, G/oslobius spa 12*, Gtmtbusio 4/1fllJ.f'. Osborne et al. (1990)
provide softie ittfgtmatiott ott tlte flsh and flshmg withitt the Ian. Natural Syst'iItlS R8SMtch
(1m) provides lists of' rnammalA and birdt from the take Kutubu and environs, and
SQhgdGe altG HitGhrosk (1968) list the bitds of this region.
Refeten~: Sc:hOOde afid Hiwhootk (1968), bayly ~I aI. (910), Coon (1919b), Osborne et
ill. (1990), Osborne aIld TotoJne (1991, in press).

19. Jake.:teheta
OeogtllphiW ooordinat88: 6° 4~'S, 1440 40'H.
At88: unknown. Altitude: 190 m.

Glossogohtus sp. 13 (Allen 1991) is endeml«: to this lake. Me/atwt.nia herlHrtoxelrodi has
been oollect-' tmm the lake and ftom a small stream flowing into the lake. A single
speGimen has also been collected ftom Karamui.

20. J .Ake.Ipea .,odSirupJd)v&tland, Enga ProVince
Geoltlphi<:al ooordinatu: '" 23'S, 143 0 32'11.
Area: Lake lpea: 76 ha, Sinlnki Basin 29 kJn2.

Altitude: 2'70 m.
The Sirunki Buin straddles the main watenhed divide of Papua New Guinea. Lake Ipea
(maximum depth: 11.9 m, mean depth: S.7 m) is situated in the northern part of the basin
that forms part of the Sepik River catshment. The southern IlL; of the basin, which is some
2 m higher, is part of the Fly River s)'stem. The watershed around the basin has many
subsistence 8IIicultura1gardens. Cattle graze down to the edge of'the lti:e, and there is a
forestry plantation above the southern shore of the lake. Much of the lake boundary has a
vertical bank with water depths at the ed¥e ranging from 1 to IS m. Scirpus mucronatUS
was dominant at the edge of the sedgeswarnp zone. Potllmog«on 11UIhJi1l1lllJ and Characeae
were the dominant rooted aquatic plants. I~troduced carp are the only fish in the lake. The
following wetland and aquatic plants have been xecorded from Lake lpea: Nittlla crlstQla~

Nitella ps~wJo.fIaMllota, Atolla piMllla, Equisetum ddilt, ~lypterlsco1f/l.1Lf, ACOnLf

caltunllS, C'ara sp., Elet:teharis sphactlt' ,';;'frpw C1'GUlusaUus, Sdrpw inJutt,lQnu, Sci,p",
muc10MIW ssp. mucro1JQlUS, Sdrpus It 'VJIW ssp. clemensii, EloliM trltl1fdro,
Phragmites 1rJuIca, Myriophyllum ptdJmt .Mm, Pogostenon SIt/lotus, UtriCll14rla QllStralis,
UlrlCldtD1t1 minor, Nymphoiths gtmillQllO:\ Polygo1lN1J: minus, Polygo1Ulm smgosum,
~umogtton rruUaianus, POUlmOgeton pusi/las, Limnophilll Q1'OnIQti(Q, LbMophilo. indica,
Sp.:2rganill1ll simplex, 7)phil orle1lUl1Js, Hydrocotyk tibthorpioidD.
References: Goldsmith It aI. (1983), Walter (1972), Walker and Flenley (1979), Ci/~b«s
tl aI. (1987).

21. Lab Onim, Southern Hiahlands Province
Oeog:rBphica1 coordinates: 60 10'S, 1430 59'E.
Area: 16 ha. Altitude: 2260 m.

Lake Onim (maximum depth: 10.6 m, mean d~: 4.S m) lies aOOve a densely populated
gmsy intermontane valley between the extinct vol=mic peaks of Mt. Gilu~ (4367 m) and
Mt. lalibu (3465 m). Water flows into the Jm from the southern :md eastern slopes of Mt.
Giluwe. 'The area immediately surroundinl the lake is lightly populated with a few houses of
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subsistence farmers. Much of the lake Waf; surrounded by Saccharum sp. Three distinct
zones were apparent in the Rquatie veaetation: one dominated by Sclrpus mucro1Ultus ssp.
clemensll, with Eleocharis tetraqzutra, Nympholdes geml1Ulta, Hydroeotyle slbtluJrploldes,
Paspalum sp., Llndernla sp., and Cyperus sp.; the SC'.cond dominated by E/eocharls
spllace/ara and the third zone by Characeae. Other wetland and aquatic plants recorded from
Lake Onim include Charajlbrosa, Chara globularls, Nitella cristata, Nltella
pseudoflabellata, Carex sp., Eleoeharls sphacelata, Flmbrlsty/us salbundla, Jwu:us
prismatocarpus, Gahnlu sleberlana, Llpocarpha chlnensls, Rhynchospora rugosa,
Machaerina rublnglnosa, Pogostemon stellatus, Ranunculus app., Viola arcuata, Xyrls
capensls, Wahlenbergla marglnata, Adenostemma hlrsutum, Anaphalls lorentz/I, Erloeaulon
hooker/anum, Haloragls haleonensls, Traehymene novogulneensls, Pogostemon stellatus,
Utricularla minor, Polygonum minus, Polygonum Slr/gosum, Llmnophlla aromatlca,
Saccharum sp. Lake Bune is adjacent to Onim and probably SUppOlts similar communities.
References: Conn (1979c), Chambers el ale (1987).

22. Lake Papapli and Marient Basin, Enga Province
Geographical coordinates: So 53'S 1430 36'B.
Arta: Lake Papapli: 120 ha, Marient Basin 75 km2• Altitude: 2420 m.

The Marient Basin i,e; feel and drained by the Marient River and several tributaries. The
Marient River is a tributary of the Lai River and part of the Purari River catchment. Lake
Papapli (maximum depth: 3.2 m, mean depth: 2.0 m) is joined to the Marient River by a
channell km long. About 5000 people live in the basin, mainly as subsistence farmers on
lower slopes and drier Palts of the basin floor. Chambers et al. (1987) reported that, during
their visit, plant cover was continuous over much of the lake with only occasional bare
patches of mud. Plants were common at the greatest depth found in the lake (3.2 m), with
two angiosperms, Potamogeton ,,,usilius and Ceratophyllum demersum, and Characeae
dominant. There was no zonaticln and all species occurred as mixed stands or in
monospccifio clumps" Other aquatic plant species included Eleochtlris sphacelata and Nitella
pseudojlabellata. This lake has an interesting flora, as Ceratophyllum demerslUl. is
considered a lowland species, and this lake is the second known site in New Guinea for
Potamogeton pusillus, the other being uke Ipea.
References: Goldsmith et ale (1983), Chambers et al. (1987).

23. Lake Paral:0 and Kande,p Basin, Enga Province
Geographical coordinates: 50 49'S, 1430 28'B.
Area: Lake Parago 36 ha. Altitude: 2340 m.

Kandep BasL, is a swampy alluvial plain fed and drained by the Lai River. The western part
of the basin is dominated by limestone fonnations with smaller areas of sandstones,
siltstones, and mudstones. Lake Pa,rago (maximum depth: 7.0 m, mean depth: 4.3 m) is
connected to the Lai River by a meandering channel approximately 10 m wide. Water from
the La.i River, when the river is high, flows into the lake through a narrow channel. The
same channel drains the lake during periods of low river flow. The fringing swamps are
dominated by Phragmiles /carica and Typha orientalis. In Lake Parago, Potamogeton
malaianus was common between 1.2-3.3 m, and Polygonum lapathifotium occurred between
1-2.2 m. These two species were also abundant in the Lai River. Other species in the lake

.il
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Included Acorus calamus, Naslu1tlum offlclnale, Eleocharls sphacelata, Nttella
pseudojlabellata, Utrlcularla Qoleta, and Awl/a pinna/a. Llmnophl1a Indica occurred in
dense stands in sheltered areas.
References: Goldsmith et al. (1983), Chambers et al. (1987).
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I:liah Altitude Wetlands

With the exception of Mt. Wilhelm, the high altitude wetlands have received scant
attention. Deep (ca. 60 m) glacially formed lakes occur on Mt. Wilhelm, and numerous
small tams occur on Mt. Oiluwe and Mt. Albert-Edward and presumably on other mountains
if; Papua New Guinea.

24. Mount Wilhelm Lakes, Chimbu and Madang Provinces
Geographical coordinates: 5° 46'S, 144 0 59'E.
Arca: Lakes Piunde (130 hal, Aunde (70 hal, Ouraguagukl (4 hal, Tegepangua

(2 hal, Bendenumbun (125 hal, and Brass' Tarn (800 m2). Altitude: 3530·3920
m.

These glacially fonned lakes, receiving runoff from gabbro and ultrabaslc rocks and having
very clear water (Secchi disc depths up to 10 m), are of significant limnological and
zoogeographical interest. The net phytoplankt..on flora were qualitatively and quantitatively
poor and consisted of mainly desmids and Cyanobacteria. Many were previously unrecorded
from the MalesianlAustralian region, and although many cosmopolitan species were present,
the overall nature of the phytoplankton was northern arctic-alpine. One hundred and twenty
three species of phytoplankton have been recorded from lakes on Mt. Wilhelm. Patches of
submerged Callitriche palustris and Scirpus crassiusculus occur in the shallower parts of
Lake Aunde. Two new species of Ostracoda and three species (one a redescription) of
Trichoptera have been described from Lakes Piunde and Aunde. A total of twelve
crustacean species (cyclopoids, cladocerans, harpacticoids, and ostracods) has been recorded
from these lakes. These were mainly cosm...politans followed by species related to extra
tropical southern hemisphere forms.
References: D1ies 1969, LOffler 1973, Thomasson 1967, McKenzie 1971, Bayly and Morton
1980, Petr 1983b.

25. Mount Giluwe Tarns, Southern Highlands Province
Geographical coordinates: So 15'5, 1440 S'B.
Altitude: 3500-3800 m.

A series of small, shallow tams occur on the shoulder below the peaks of Mt. Olluwe.
These tarns have been poorly studied. Open Scirpus crassiv~culus fen is common on Mt
Glluwe. [soetes stevensii grows in shallow water (less than SO cm deep) in these tams at
alL-tudes of around 3500 m. Callitriche palustiis has also been recorded from this mountain.
Rhododendron saxifragoides grows on peat hummocks associated with these bogs.
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wetlands of the Loree Offshol'C Is)ands

The wetlands in Manus, New Ireland, West New Britain, East New Britain, and
North Solomons pJ'ovinces, and those on the s.Jlaller islands within the mainland Provinces of
Madang, Morobe, and Milne Bay have been poorly studied. There are very few lakes within
game of these provinces: East New Britain 4; Manus 11; and New Ireland 13 (Chambers
1987). Two ca!~m. lakes (Dakataua and Wisdom) in this region are significantly different
frem all Gther water bodies in the country. They are very deep (Wisdom: 360 m; Dakataua:
120 m) and have no fish in them (Ball and Glucksm3Jj 1978, 1980). Lake Wisdom does not
appear to have any aquatic plants (see Osborne and Murphy 1989). Lakes Billy-Mitchell and
Lolorua, both in the North Solomons Province, are maars, formed by a single explosive
eruption. These lakes, on the basis of their likely youth and morphometry, are likely to have
a very low biodiversity, but this needs to be confirmed. Swamp forest occurs in the
lowlands along the southwest and south coasts of Bougainville, and is dominated by
Campnosperma brevlpettolata, Termlnalla brassit, and Metroxylon solomonensis.

26. Lake Layu Wildlife Manaeement Area, :r'ergusson Island, Milne Bay Province
GeographiC.l\l C<YJrdijlates: go 31 'S, 1500 37'E.
Area: Lake area 264 ha. Altitude: 0-40 m.

A freshwater lake surrounded by lowlan4 forest and tall grassland; seasonal fluctuations in
water depth. The area was declared a Wildlife Management Area in 1981.
Reference: Lecroy el al. (1983).

27. Lake Namo and Moio Rivet, West New Britain Province
Geognphical coordinates: So 39'S, 1490 35'E.
Area: Appears to be the largest freshwater lake on New Britain. Altitude: Near sea

level.
Lowland swamp and open fre~. \ :'tter lake, surrounded by the proposed Lake Namo
Conservation Area, as shown in i..\shop and Broome (1980). As the largest lake on New
Britain, Lake Namo attracts large numbers of migrating water birds as well as resident
species. Bishop and Broome (1980) recorded eight species of water birds during a brief
helicopter flight in May 1979: Dendrocygna arcuo$a, Porphyrio porphyrio, Ixobryehus
flavieollis, Ixobrychus sinensis, Egretta intermedia, Phal.acrocorox melanoleucos, lredipara
gallinacea, and Gallinula tenebrosa.
Reference: Bishop and Broome (1980).

28. Lake Hamy, border of West and East New Britain Provinces
Geographical coordinates: So 21 'S, 151 0 11'E.
Area: S30 ha. Altitude: 330 m.

A freshwater caldera lake. A Nature Conservation Area was proposed in 1972 to include
Lake Hargy, nearby Lake Gallesuelo (emitting steam), and northern slopes of Nakanai
Mountains.
Reference: Miniota.~ and Lindglen (1972).
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29. Lake Dakatau~, West New Britain Province
Geographical coordinates: 50 O2'S, 1500 OS'S.
Area: 4920 ha. Altitude: 76 m.

A freshwater caldera lake, maximum depth 120 m. Shallow water areas of the lake support
heavy mixed growths of Nqjas tenu(folla, Chara ftbrosa, C. corallina, and C. globular/so
These plants extend to depths of at least 8 m, but appear to grow best between 2-4 m.
Lemna perpustla occurs in sheltered areas of the lake. Other plants recorded from the lake
include Ludwlgla octovalvis and the fern Nephrolepls blserrata. The lake and its catchment
have been proposed as a site for a national park.
References: Ball and Gucksman (1980), Miniotas and Lindgren (1972).

30. Lake Wisdom, Long Island, Madang Province
Geographical coordinates: 5° 12'-5° 26'S, 1470 00-1417° 13'E.
Area: 8,592 ha. Altitude: 180 m.

Lake Wisdom is a freshwater caldera lake formed by the post-eruptive collapse of a volcanic
peak. The lake fills the central crater of Long Island and is surrounded by steep crater walls
rising to 1280 m. The water level shows annual fluctuations of approximately 1.0 m. The
lake has a maximum depth of 360 m and is one of the deepest lakes in the southeast
Asia!Australia region. The presence of chironomids and molluscs below 300 m indicates that
the entire water body is oxygenated. This may be due to the active volcanic cone (Motmot
Island) in the lake heating up the surrounding water, and thereby creating convection currents
strong enough to keep the lake in circulation. There are no aquatic vascular plants in the
lake, and no fish have been recorded. Ball and Glucksman (1978) found a simple benthic
fauna consisting of one sponge (Spongilla alba), four molluscs (Melanoides tuberculata,
Amerianna papyracea, Gyraulus convexiusculus, Thiara scabra), three ostracods, and small
numbers of Hemiptera, Odonata, Chironomidae, Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera, and
Lepidoptera. The poor benthic and planktonic faunas of the lake have been attributed to the
youth and isolation of the lake. These features, plus the paucity of suitable habitats, have
been invoked to explain the absence of aquatic plants. Ball and Glucksman (1978) observed
numerous Anas superciliosa and smaller mJmbers of Tachybaptus rujicollis on the lake. The
lake is limnologicaUy significant.
References: Ball and Glucksman (1978), Osborne and Murphy (1989).

CONSERVATION RECOM:MENDATIONS

Areas Requiring Further Study

The lakes on the large offshore islands have been poorly studied, and biological
collections need to be obtained from lakes such as Lalorua and Lake Billy··Mitchell (North
Solomons Province), the lakes at the southeastern end of New Ireland, :Uld the lakes on New
Britain and the islands of Milne Bay Province. On the mainland very ]~tt1e Is mown of Lake
Trist (Morobe Province), and the small tams and ponds at high altitude, such as the ice
scour lakes on Mt. GiIuwe, Southern Highlands Province. Very little is known about Musa
and Mambare Wetlands, Northern Province, and further study is required. Wetlands in
Bougainville, Manus, and New Ireland Provinces also need to· be studied before
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representative areas can be identified for conservation. Little is Imown about Lake Lavu,
Fergusson Island, Milne Bay Province, and Lake Hargy, West New CJitain Province. A
Nature Conservation Area has been proposed for Lake Hargy and its environs, but little
infonnation is available on the organisms inhabiting the area. Our Imowledge of lowland
swamp forest and swamp savanna is largely restricted to an inventory of the plant species
present in these systems.

Recommendation 1. Biological surveys of these poorly studied wetlands should be
undertaken. The results of these studies should be used to identify which of these wetlands
are worthy of conservation.

Re.gresentatiye Wetlands for CQnservation

The wetlands selected belQw are chQsen because (a) they are representative of the
various wetland types found within Papua New Guinea; (b) they are areas about which
something is mQwn; and (c) they harbour endemics and/Qr diverse communities.

The Bensbach River and Wassi Kussa River floodplains, Western Province have a diverse
aquatic flora and fauna, and are significaP~ sites for bQth resident and migratory wetland
birds. In nQrthern Australian drought years, these areas become important refuges fQr
Australian waterfowl.

North frQm the Fly-Strickland River junction to the Elevata River floodplain, including Lakes
Murray, Daviumbu, Basset, Kogun, and Staga Lakes, Western Province. This vast wetland
area is a mosaic of open water, herbaceous swamp, and lowland swamp forest. It supports a
diverse aquatic and wetland flora, and is representative of lowland elements of the Fly River
fish fauna. Open water areas f"rm important sites for waterfowl.

The Vanapa, Brown, and LalQki River wetlands, Central Province. These wetlands are
under significant threat from forestry projects, the effects of urbanization, and a rapidly
expanding populatiQn. Little is known about the Kemp-Welch and Morl wetlands to the east
Qf Port Moresby, but these wetlands may be under !CSil threat, and therefore should be
considered as alternative sites for conservation.

The Middle-Lower Sepik-Ramu River floodplain, East Sepik Province. Despite significant
alteration to this area through the introduction of aquatic weeds and fish species, this area
supports a fish fauna almost entirely different from that fQund in the southern rivers. Two
areas on the biodiversity map have been delineated as representative of these systems.

Lake Wanum and Red Hill Swamp, MorQbe Province. This lake h~ an endemic rainbow
fish and a diverse aquatic flora.

Lake Kutubu, Southern Highlands Province. This lake is probably the only oligomictic lake
in the country, and it supports a diverse aquatic flora and 11 endemic fish species.

[)
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Conservation of this lake would require protection of the catchment area and not simply the
lake basin.

Lake Ipea and Sirunki Wetland, Enga Province. This area spanning the central divide has a
diverse aquatic and wetland flora. Its fauna is largely unknown.

Lakes Onim and Bune, Southern Highlands Province. A diverse aquatic and wetland flom.

Mt. Wilhelm Lakes, Chimbu and Madang Pflwinces. High altitude ice-scour and cirque
lakes with a depauperate, but biogeographically significant fauna and flora.

Lake Dakataua, West New Britain Province. This lake has no fish and a simple benthic
fauna. It. is a site that requires further study.

Lake Wisdom, Madang Province. This lake has no fish and a simple benthic fauna. The
lake is of limnological interest as, despite its great depth (360 m), oxygen and benthic
aerobic organisms are present in the deepest parts of the lake. Convection currents in the
lake created by local heating in the vicinity of volcanic Motmot Island may be responsible for
the transport of oxygen to the bottom.

Southeastern lowlands of North Solomons Province. This wetland area has been poorly
studied but contains fine stands of Terminalia brassii.

Recommendation 2. Although further work on these areas is essential, these sites should be
considered for inclusion in maps of areas of high biological priority and worthy of
conservation.

International Conventions

Papua New Guinea is not yet party to the Worle'. Heritage Convention or the Ramsar
Convention. The World Heritage Convention provides Cor the designation of areas of
"outstanding universal value" as World Heritage sites, in orde.r to promote their significance
at local, national, and intemationallevels. The Ramsar Convention provides the frarnewc)~k

for international cooperation to conserve wetlands. Contracting parties accept an undertaking
to promote the wise use of all wetlands and to designate one or more wetlands for inclusion
in the List of Wetlands of International Importance.

Recommen'Jation 3. Papua New Guinea should sign both these conventions. Many wetland
areas in Papua New Guinea should be designated as Ramsar sites. Lake Kutubu should be
considered for World Heritage listing on the basis of its scenic beauty, flora, and fauna.
Lake Dakataua should also be considered as a World Heritage site, although criteria for such
consideration would probably not include the composition of its wetland fauna and flora.
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Enyironmental Impacts

A number of the sites listed above are significantly modified or under threat from
waste disposal, catchment area alterations, and from the introduction of exotic species.
Notes and recommendations are provided below.

Salvinia molesta and Etchhornia crasslpes water weeds): Salvinia molesta covered large
areas of the lakes in the middle and lower Sepik Valley, but biological control measures have
been remarkably successful (see Room and Thomas 1985; Thomas and Room 1986; Creagh
1991/1992). Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) has spread up the Sepik River as far as
Ambunti, and D. Coates (pers. comm.) predicts that it will be a significant problem in the
near future. The weed has also been found growing in Mount Hagen, and it has infested
Waigani Lake near Port Moresby (Osborne unpubl.). It is also threatening Port Moresby's
major water supply reservoir (Creagh 1991/1992). Warnings regarding the spread of this
weed (Mitchell 1978/1979; Osborne and Leach 1984; Coates pers. comm.) have, until
recently, been ignored by Government. However, Creagh (1991/1992) has indicated that the
Division of Entomology, CSIRO, Australia and the Papua New Guinea Government
Department of Agriculture and Livestock are currently seeking resources to begin a water
hyacinth control program. Creagh (1991/1992) reports that water hyacinth was initially
found only around Madang, and that it spread from there to the lakes in the lower Sepik.
However, an earlier infestation (and most probably the initial one) was in the gold-mining
dredge ponds at Bulolo. Water hyacinth spread from there to Lae and Madang in the early
1980s (see Mitchell 1978/1979, Osborne and Leach 1984). In Australia, considerable
success in the biological control of water hyacinth has been achieved using the weevil
Neochetina bruchi, and this SUcc.ISS offers some hope in controlling the infestations in Papua
New Guinea. Hydrilla venicillat,'l is also probably exotic (see Leach and Osborne 1985) and,
is a serious weed in some countries. Cabomba caroliniana, Sagittaria platyphylla, and
Sagittal"ia subulata are recent introductions to Papua New Guinea.

Recommendation 4. Attempts to eradicate infestations and control the spread of Salvinia
molesta and Eichhomia crassipes should be intensified. The level of public awareness in this·
issue needs to be enhanced. The spread of Hydrilla verticillata and other exotics should be
carefully monitored. Mechanisms controlling the import of plant material need to be
intensified.

Fish Introductions

Allen (1991) regards most of tile earlier fish introductions as having had a negative
impact through competition for space and limited food resources, or by feeding on the native
species. Even the popular Oreochromis mossambica has adversely affected the environment,
creating turbid conditions in formerly clean lakes and overcrowd~g the indigenous fauna due r;:
to its prolific breeding. On the positive side, the number of established introductions is
relatively few. Coates (in press) indicates that Papua New Guinea is the first country to
implement the EIFAC/ICES (European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission/International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea) code of practice on fish species transfers. Coates (in
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litt.) opposes a moratorium on fish introductions, but he does recommend that controls on
internal transfers be introduced and urges that areas sensitive to introductions should be
identified and afforded protection. However, Allen (1991) states that the uniqueness of New
Guinea's fish fauna sets it apart from the Indonesian Archipelago lying west of Weber's
Line. He regards it as "particularly sad to witness the introduction of fishes from the
Indonesian side of the Line." He recommends that the Government of Papua New Guinea
should seriously consider the imposition of a ban on further introductions.

Recommendation 5. A moratorium should be placed on all further fish introductions. This
should include the import to Papua New Guinea of new species, and the transfer of species
already established within Papua New Guinea into areas in which they are currently not
found. The level of public awareness of the negative impact of fish introductions needs to be
enhanced.

Wetlands and Climate Chan~

Significant work has been carried out recently to predict
the implications of climate change in the South Pacific, and a number of papers describe the
likely effects on wetlands in Papua New Guinea (BuaIia 1990, Chappell 1990, Hughes and
Bualia 1990, Pernetta and Osborne 1990). Physical consequences include shoreline retreat,
increased flooding, and enhanced saltwater intrusion. It is likely that following a rise in sea
level, flooding of the low lying land along the Fly River will be more frequent and of longer
duration. Pernetta and Osborne (1988) recommend that a detailed study be made of how
sediment deposition in Lake Murray and the lakes of the middle Fly region, particularly with
regard to mercury and heavy metals, may change with higher river levels.

Recommendation 6. Predictions on the impact of climate change should be integrated with
proposals to conserve the biodiversity of wetlands.

Wetlands and Mine Waste DiSposal

The Ok Tedi mine, located in the upper catchment of the Ok Tedi, a tributary of the
Fly River, is one of thl,~ largest open-eut copper and gold mines in the world. Waste rock
and tailings are currently dumped into the Ok Tedi, and Pickup et al, (1981) identified
increased sediment loads leading to increased siltation, and enhanced heavy metal
concentrations in the water and se6jments, a:J two potentially detrimental effects on the
middle Fly wetlands. Natural Systems Research (1988) indicated that the principal
environmental threat from the Porgera copper and silver mine in Enga Province is through
disposal of mine waste into the Laiagap-Strickland Riv« system. This mine started
production in 1990. Environmental (',onsequences similar to those identified for the Ok Tedi
mine are listed by Natural Systems Rese.'al'ch (1988) with the additional complication that the
Porgera mine tailings are higher in mercury than the natural suspended sediment load of the
Strickland River. High levels of mercury in fish of the Fly-Strickland River systems have
been known for some time (Lamb 1977, Kyle and Ghani 1982a, 1984). Furthermore, Kyle
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and Ghani (1982b) recorded elevated concentrations of mercury in the hair of the people
Hving around Lake Murray. The Herbert River, which drains Lake Murray into the
Strickland, has been shown to reverse flow on occasions, a result of the flatness of the
top.!)gmphy and marked seatl'"tW. fluctuations in the water level of Lake Murray and the
Strickland River (Natural Systems Research 1988, Osborne et al. 1987). This discovery
indicated a pathway by which mine wastes could accumulate in Lake Murray.

Mowbray (1988a, 1988b) predicted that the effects of tailings from the Ok Tedi mine
would probably be confined to the upper reaches of the Ok Tedi, but that chronic effects
could extend down the Fly RiveI'. Even the mining company projected that the impact on the
Middle Fly would be fewer fish species in reduced numbers (Townsend 1983). Osborne et
al. (1988) showed that sediments traD5JWrted by the Fly River are deposited in Lake
Daviumbu, a backswamp of the Middle Fly rtgion. This contrasts with the environmental
impact assessment which predicted that little river borne sediment was expected to reach
these backswamps (Maunsell and Partners 1982). So far, apart from a number of critical
incidents in the construction and operation of the Ok Tedi mine (see Townsend 1988), it has
not been possible to show that either of these mines is having, or will have, long term effects
on the middle Fly region, but the threat is real. They will, certainly, have major impacts on
the upper reaches of these large river systems, but the distance downstream that these effects
may extend is unknown.

Recommendation 7. The impact of tailings disposal on wetlands should be closely
monitored.
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Figure 18·1. The maJor rivers, lakes, mountains and wetland areas in Papua New Guinea.
MaJor wetland site.CJ: (1) Abia (2) Empress Augusta Bay (3) Toriu (4) Namo (5) Rakua
(6) Mullins Harbour (7) Kemp Welch and Mori (8) Vanapa (9) LakeKamu (10) Kikori
(11) Fly River (12) 'Vanimo (13) Arnold River (14) Sepik River (IS) Ramu River (16)
Markham River (17) Mambare (18) Musa (19) Kelaua (20) Malai.
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Table 18-1. The altitudinal zonation of lakes
In Papua New Guinea (after Chambers 1987).

...

Altitude of lake (m)

1-40
41~120

121"1000
1001-2000
2001-3000
3001-4000
>4000

Number
oflakcs

4753
153
149
106
133
88

1

% of total

88.3
2.8
2.8
2.0
2.5
1.6
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Chapter Nineteen

A Preliminary Assessment of Biodiversity and Conservation for
Coastal and Marine Ecosystems In Papua New Guinea

M. Tundi Agardy· and John Pernetta:l

SUMMARY

Papua New Guinea coastal and shallow water marine areas are extensive and highly
diverse. With a mainland coastline comprised of over SOOO miles of mangrove swamps,
lagoons, wetlands, coral reefs and atolls, and seagrass communities, it remain remarkable in
its ecological richness even today. Its archipelagos consi~t of hundreds of offshore islands
with varying habitats that largely differ from those on the mainland.

The marine resources in these ecosystems satisfy subsistence needs and provide
development income. For this reason, human use of marine resources must be considered
concurrently with the development of strategies for biodiversity conservation. Species that
contribute most to subsistence economies and thus provide the most accessible information
about the status and structure of marine systems include, among others, the marine and
estuarine turtles, harvested for meat and eggs; crocodiles, taken for the skin trade; dugongs,
important in cultural tradition; and coral reef fishes. The sea turtles are particularly
significant because of their link to land in their life cycles; similarly, the barramundi (giant
perch) live in inland waters but are linked to coastal waters through spawning grounds.

In general, tropical marine ecosystems are complex and poorly studied. There is an
urgent need to fill major gaps in basic marine research and to consolidate scattered
information on tropical marine and shallow water ecosystems. Because marine systc:ns are
influenced by the use of contiguous lands, conservation strategies should combine land and
marine conservation efforts. In PNG it will be necessary to develop strategies that consider
the intricate, long established, and locally varied systems of traditional land and resource
ownership and management, and recognize these systems as a possible form of management
consistent with conservation goals for PNG.

J World Wildlife Fund-US, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

2 Environmental consultant, currently based in King's L)'llD. Eogland.
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INTRODUCTION

Sustainable management and conservation of coastal and marine lUcas present special
problems for resource managers, particularly in tropical regions with a great diversity of
species and habitats. These problems include, among other things. (1) a poor understanding
of the ecology of tropical marine ecosystems; (2) the absence of a geographically
comprehensive inventory of marine habitat ~,d species diversity; (3) ill-defined taxonomies
of many marine animal groups; (4) a disparity in the dominant processes and ecological
needs of tropical. shallow water, marine communities; (S) confusing classification systems
for tropical marine habitats; (6) poorly understood relationships between terrestrial and
marine systems; and (7) lack of acknowledgement of the porential suitability of traditional
ownership patterns and resource use/management.

In Papua New Guinea, a vast and diverse tropical country with extensive and highly
productive marine t'cosystems, few regional or nationwide assessments of marine habitats,
flora, and fauna have been published. The best studied areas are those near m~or ports
and/or research centers, such as Port Moresby, Lae, the Christensen Research Institute, in
Madang, Laing Island, and the Motupore Island Research Station in Bootless l~y.

Additional, though somewhat preliminary, information has been compiled through the joint
Papua New Guinea and Australian program, de.lJigned to monitor environmental quality in the
Torres Strait (Lawrence 1991), while the govemment supports VariOllS coastal fisheries
stations that include research and monitoring of some species within their regular programs.
A preliminary bibliography of PNG fisheries, containing in excess of 600 references (Lock
and Waites 1985). provides a sound basis for investigating the state of knowledge regarding
fisheries and marine species of importance to commercial and subsistence economies in
Papua New Guinea.

No documentation exists concerning the relative importance of PNG's different areas
to the continued productivity of nearshore waters, or to the maintenance of their important
biological diversity. Such information is crucial for developing a national strategy of
sustainable use a..ld wise management of marine resources. Both PNG universities and
various PNG government agencies are active in marine research and data collecting.
Additionally, marine related data are held in the databases of independent research centers,
and in the cultural traditions of local communities. Retrieving such information could be
greatly assisted by extending and supporting, at low cost, the present western scientific
database for collecting and collating the extensive base of traditional knowledge (Johannes
1982, Hill et al. 1982).

A broad overview of the marine habitats and species important to conservation in
Papua New Guinea is presented below. This summary is neither complete nor
comprehensive due to the lack of resources needed to assemble, collate, and organize the
extensive data available, published and unpublished in PNG, and published in inter(laticml:l1
journals. Emphasized is the immediate need to codify such scattered information and data
and upgrade methods of recording local marine environmental and resource knowledge. Also
indicated are some of the gaps in knowledge that urgently need to be filled.
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IDENTIFYING 11IE CRfl1CAL ELEMENTS IN COASTAL AND MARINE
DIVERSITY

Effective conserv9t1on pJannin~ requires strategies that address explicitly stated
management and conservation goals. In the context of the Papua New Guinea Conservation
Needs Assessment, our strategy must (1) identify geographical areas with maximum
biodiversity, and (2) make biodiversity conservation compatible with sustainable use.

Responding to the first question requires an area-by-area accounting of species
richness in terms of individual species distribution and abundance, i.e., producing a
structural view of the way that PNG's biota is organized. The second task requires a
knowledge of species interactions, functional population units, critical driving processes that
maintain ecosystems, and how ecological communities and species composition change as a
consequence of human influence and the earth's dynamic natural processes.

Both issues require a degree of understanding of spatial and temporal variations and
trends in natural systems that is not readily available for PNO marine species and systems.
It is generally recognized that the Indo-West Pacific represents an area of extremely high
marine diversity. Classically, thr.. center of this diversity was considered to be the Indo
Malayan region, from which outlying areas derived their faunas. Recent reevaluations of the
processes leading to this "hotspot" of diversity suggest that, rather than being a classical
center of speciation, the area represen+ a p'"int of overlap and aggregation for faunas derived
from other centers of diversity (Kay 1;.~).

Kay (1984) concluded, on the basis of an analysis of the distribution records for SOr:le
3000 species and 500 genera of marine molluscs, echinoderms, crostaceansJ and fishes, that
three centers of marine endemism existed: the Indian Ocean, the western Pacific plate, and
the Pacific plate. He furthermore concluded that the western Pacific represents an area of
accumulation of species of three origins: species such as Nautill4S and Tridacna, whose
ranges were truncated during the Pliocene and Pleistocene; species originating on the Pacific
plate; and species originating in the area itself.

One way to approach the identification of conservation neeas in species- and habitat~

rich Papua New Guinea might be to tal'get aIQS of maximum marine diversity. "HOtspots"
of diversity are certainly worthy of attention: they contain nature's greatest concentrations of
evolutionary adaptation and form. But conservation in many such areas tends to center on
preservation and protection, including approaches such as the establishment of garrison
reselVes to keep specie3 and habitats off-limits to human activity (except observation). In
countries such as Papua New Guinea, where coastal communities rely on marine resources
for both subsistence needs and development income, such an approach is largely unworkable.
Safeguarding the ecological proce.~ses ~at maintain complex ecosystems in the context of
management and use is a more difficult task, yet it is likely to prove a more effective means
of consetving biological diversity over the long term.

Given the fluid, highly interconnected, and dynamic nature of marine environments,
conventional resource management has serious limitations. Many resource managers in the

,y
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northern hemisphere still cling to the idea that biologically diverse, or "rare," coastal and
marine habitats can and should be left untouched. In adopting such an approach they are
transferring, uncritically, a northern hemisphere, developed country, terrestrial model to the
marine domain. With a few notable exceptions (lasoons far from human habitation, for
example), such management measures are unrealistic in most developing countries. Papua
New Guinea's laudable development of the wildlife management area concept Is a more
adaptable paradigm for conservation, management, and sustainable use of environments and
resources in the marine realm.

Despite the difficulties in identifying critical areas and in protecting them, some
attempt must be made to focus the conservation spotlight on areas that harbor the most
important ecological processes supporting the coastal/marine complex. Such areas may be
defined, broadly, through identifying important fish spawning grounds, feeding areas, areas
of nutrient loading, and migration corridors. In addition, it is necessary to identify those
habitats or processes that are under immediate or short-term threat from human activities. In
Papua New Guinea, present threats to the marine environment have not been
comprehensively quantified; it will be difficult to predict the nature and scale of potential
future impact.

GEOGRAPHICAL OVERVIEW

New Guinea is geologically a relatively young island that exhibits a varied
physiogeography. The mainland portion of Papua New Guinea occupies the eastern half of
the island of New Guinea from 141°W to the southeastern tip at around 152°W and from 3
11 oS. The mainland includes approximately 85% of the 465,000 km2 land area of the entire
country (Sullivan 1991), and the coastline stretches for approximately 5160 miles. The
Exclusi~e Economic Zone (EEZ) covers approximately 800,000 km2 of ocean.

The island of New Guinea formed at the collision point between the Pacific and
Australian plates. The mainland forms three distinct geological provinces: the southern
plains and lowlands represent essentially Australian shelf areas, valiously uplifted and
covered by deposition of erosional products (LOffler 1982); the central ranges reach over
4000 m and have a mixed geology including volcanic, metamorphic, and sedimentary facies;
the intennontane v.ough is a young, structural depression of extensive plains and swamps
(Sepik in PNG, Meer in Irian Jaya) that separates the central cordillera from the northern
coastal mounta~.ns ~uch as the Saruwaged and Finisterre ranges.

A biogoographical division appears to exists between the marine systems located to
the south of the island and those to the north (Iebb pers. comm.). Whereas the coral reefs
and platforms of the southern seas are tidally dominated, the tidal influence in the north is
minimal. This has major repercussions for marine biota, such that events like coral
spawning in the southern area are distinctly seasonal and predictable.

Surrounding the Bismarck Sea are seven large islands and numerous smaller ones that
can be structurally separated into two island arcs: the southern arc includes New Britain
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(36,520 kJn2) and the chaJn of volcanic islands off the north coast of the mainland; the
northem arc consists of New Ireland (8650 km'), Lavonpi (New H$Ulover, 1190 lcm2), the
St. MatthIas ,roup (of which Mussau is the largest, approximately 400 km2), and the
Admiralty group which includes Manus (1640 Jcm2). Alona the northern side of the islands
in the southern arc lie active or potentially active volcanoes, including Manam, Bam, Karkar,
Bagabag, Long Island, Pago, LangUa, Ulawun, and Barnus. To the S<'utheast of New
Britain, in the northern section of the Solomon Sea, lies the New Britain trench which
reaches a depth of 6400 m. Geologically the northern arc represents an extension of the
Solomon Islands chain, and included within the political boundaries of Papua New Guinea
are the large island of Bougainvllle (10,619 krn~ and its smaller, northern outlier, Buka (829
km2) (see Dahl 1986, for details of individual islands).

The Solomon Sea and Coral Sea are isolated somewhat from the main Pacific Basin,
lying as they do to the southwest of the major island arc of the Solomons. The Bismarck Sea
is less isolated from the influence of the Pacific Basin, lying in the path of the equatorial
current. More detailed infonnation about currents is available in the laboratory of Roger
Lucas at the University of Hawaii.

Off the southeastern tip of New Guinea in the Solomon Sea lie the island archipelagos
of the Louisiades (approximately 1200 km2), D'Entreeasteaux (approximately 3000 km~, and
Trobriand Islands (440 km2). The Trobriands consist of raised limestone (reef platforms)
with flat or undulating surfaces and karstic features, while the other two groups include
volcanic and land bridge islands separated from the mainland during the Pleistocene
transgression. Among the. 600 or so smaller islands within the country are representcitives of
virtually all oceanic island types found in the Pacific (Dahl 1986).

Papua New Guinea's coastline is extensive, and the wide variety of coastal habitats
contributes to the high biological diversity of shallow water marine organisms. To the south,
around 142°W, lies the Torres Strait, with coral reef and seagrass communities that form a
northern extension of the Australian Great Barrier Reef system. Separating this from the
Papuan Barrier Reef system to the east lies the mangrove fringed Gulf of Papua, an area of
high sea snake diversity and extensive mangrove swamps and wetlands. The large Papuan
Barrier Reef system parallels the southern coastline two to twelve kilometers offshore,
beginning west of Port Moresby and continuing eastwards, where it becomes sunken,
eventually forming discontinuous patch reefs in the southern Milne :Bay Province (LOffler
1977).

The southern coastline is sinking while, in contrast, the northern mainland coast is
subjected to active uplift. Hence, cliffed areas and large areas of raised coral reef terraces
are a feature of the north coast, particularly in the area of the Huon Peninsula. Along the
northern coast, isolated mangrove swamps occur in the vicinity of the Sepik, Rarnu, and
Markham River mouths, and on sheltered shote.,"; in the Morobe, Madang, and Northern
provinces. Patch reefs, shoals, lagoon reefs, platform reefs, atolls, and fringing reefs occur
in discontinuous patterns along the north coast and around the islands. Physically, the south
coast of the mainland, with its relatively shallow waters and extensive reef systems, is
considered by some a physically protected marine environment (Sullivan 1991). The north
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mainland and offshore island coasts are closer to deep waters offshore and, lacldna the
protection of barrier reef systems, arc subject to strong effocts from cast coast swells.

Two distinct wind and rainfall seasons occur in Papua New Guinea, as in most of the
western Pacific. In the winter months (May to September), the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) lies to the north, and southeasterly trade winds dominate the climate; the Huon
Oulf coast, and the southern coastlines of New Britain and New Ireland are subjected to
steady onshore winds rarely exceeding IS km/hr on the mainland and 30 kmlhr on the
islands. During the summer months (October to April), the ITCZ is displaced to the soutb,
and warm monsoonal winds blow from the northwest. Wind velocities during the monsoons
rarely exceed 20 km/hr on the southern mainland and 30 km/hr on the north coast (Sullivan
1991). Variations in these patterns occur when the Walker circulation temporally weakens,
moving the center of maximum convective activity to the south and raising sea surface
temperatures, as occurs during El Nino Southern Oscillation events (ENSO).

Meteorological data (McAlpine et al. 1975) and summary data for coastal stations at
or close to sea level, are provided in Table 7-1.

Storm events have had episodic and substantial impact on PNO's coastal habitats.
Tsunamis have been recorded at several locations, including Ritter Island in 1888, and
Rabaul in 1937 and 1941 (Sullivan 1991). Evidence of cyclone storm surges is shown by
depositional landforms at many locations on the islands of the Milne Bay Province.
Although cyclone events are relatively uncommon, low magnitude storm events cause
alterations of the coastal environment, particularly when these coincide with high relative sea
levels as occur during El Nino events (SuUivan, 1991).

Few physical oceanographic data are available concerning ocean and wave climates,
nearshore processes, and water temperatures for much of the coastline. Exceptions to this
are areas surrounding major cities such as Port Moresby, and research stations like those at
Motupore Island and Madang. Sea water temperatures measured by Brouns and Heijs (1985)
at noon, 1 m below the water surface at Motupore Island, ranged from 24.9°C in August to
31.6°C in February, with an annual mean of 28.SoC for 1982. The Papuan coasta1lagoon is
subject to a mixed, predominantly semidiumal, tidal regime, becoming diurnal during very
limited periods each month. Tidal range is approximately 2.8 m. During the northwest
monsoon, spring tides occur between 0100 and 0300 in December and January; during the
southeast season spring low tides occur between 1300 and ISoo. Scant information on tidal
variation elsewhere in the country has been published, although extensive tide gauge data
exist for a number of stations arol,nd the country.

DISTRIBUTION OF KEY COASTAL AND MARINE HABITATS

Major habitat types in Papua New Guinea coastal areas include fringing, barrier, and
patch reefs; mangrove forests; seagrass meadows; sand- and mud-accreting shorelines and
intertidal flats; barrier dunes and associated lagoons; deltaic floodplains and major estuarine
areas; sea mounts; rocky shorelines; and reef wa1ls or drop off areas of the continental slope.
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The distribution of each of these habitats Is relatively well-known in Papua New Guinea, and
can be mapped manually and on OIS systems. Summaries of the biology of the most
important coastal and shallow water habitats and their general locations are provided below.

Coral Reefs

Papua New Guinea has a total reef area of approximately 40,000 km2 (Crossland et
al, 1989). In the Torres Strait region immediately to the south of PNO, the southern reefs
extend up to the south edge of the Orman platform reef (Whitehouse 1973). The extensive
Warrior reefs lie to the east of the Torres Strait axis, running north-south. Farther to the
east, the great combination of freshwater and sediment influxes from the Fly, PUM, and
other rivers precludes reef development. Two hundred kilometers from land in the Gulf of
Papua, however, the Portlock and Boot reefs, and farther offshore, Osprey Reef atoll, mark
an area outside the sediment shadow of the greater Fly deltaic system. Farther eastwards,
the Eastern Fields patch reefs lie between the Gulf of Papua proper and the Coral Sea
(Whitehouse 1973).

Coral reefs begin again off the southern coast to the west of Port Moresby at Yule
Island, some 200 Ian southeast of the fuM delta. This extensive southern Papuan Barrier
Reef runs eastwards until it forms a series of discontinuous, easterly trending reefs (Sullivan
1991). It should be noted that the diversity of coral genera in the reefs of Bootless Inlet,
Central Province, is higher than at any single location along the Great Barrier Reef of
Australia. The barrier reef system extends for approximately 400 Ian to the eastern tip of
the mainland near Samarai and beyond to the Louisiade Archipelago (Whitehouse 1973).
Small regions of fringing reefs occur on the coast behind the main barrier reef and around
the offshore islands, while discrete patch reefs and shoals are scattered in the barrier lagoon
areas. At the edge of the continental shelf in the vicinity of the Louisiade Islands, the reef
system weaves its way around many of the islands, forming two substantial lagoon areas at
Long Reef and Bramble Haven (Whitehouse 1973). Separated from this Louisiade system by
deep water to the north, a barrier reef surrounds Woodlark Island and an atoll occurs at
Egum. Abyssal depths of some 10,000 m separate these reef areas from the Bismarck
Archipelago to the north.

The profuse development of coral on the southeast coast of New Guinea stops at the
narrow peninsula leading to the East Cape; thereafter, around the mainland, the reefs occur
only as small fringing or patch reefs (Whitehouse 1973). The shoal ground around Hall
Point and Dyke Acland Bay extends out for 100 kIn. Another area of shoal grounds extends
beyond Goodenough Bay and the D'Entreeasteaux Islands to the Trobriands. Thus the coral
reefs to the south of the Huon Gulf are limited to areas far enough offshore to escape the
nutrient loading delivered from the extensive river systems draining north. Diverse and
abundant reefs occur in patches farther along the north coast, near Madang and elsewhere
outside the area influenced by sediment from the Sepik and Ramu rivers.

Reefs exist around the islands of the Bismarck Archipelago, including New Britain,
and appear to be more abundant and diverse on the north side of this archipelago than on the
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south. Around the Islands of New Ireland snd Bouaainville, fdnains and inoiplent barrier
reefs are found (Whitehouse 1973). A bibUoaraphy relating to PNO coral reef. can be found
in Wells and Jenkins (1988).

Some of the most extensive pristine mangrove areas in the world are found along the
south coast of New Guinea. Percival and Womersley (1975) record some 37 species, while
Johnstone and Frodin (1982) record 32 commonly occunina species from PNO mangrove
communities. The floral diversity is as high as in the center of the Malaysian region.

Distinct zonation characterizes this habitat, with zones tending to be wider in areas of
accretion such as the Purari delta. In coastal areas with low sediment inputs or areas
exposed to high wave action, zonation tends to be narrower and the mangrove forest itself
may be reduced to a thin coastal fringe. Small stands of mangroves, one or two trees thick,
may be found on coral coastlines and rocky exposed offshore islands. The best studied
mangrove systems are those of the Purari delta (Cragg 1983, Pell' 1983, and chapters
therein). The south coast mangrove system is distinctive, containing nine species not found
on the north coast where the mangrove flora resembles a more generalized Indo-Pacific
community (Johnstone and Frodin 1982).

Zonation is controlled by salinity, tidal range, sediment input.ll, and degree of
exposure. Avicennia forms a narrow seaward fringe in stable locations, being replaced by
Rhizophora in more exposed sites. At around one meter above mean sea level Rhizophora
gives way to Brughiera, and on the landward side may be found a Ceriops thicket. In
protectE:d areas a seaward zone of Sonneratia alba may be found on deep, young,
unconsolidated substrates, while along river courses in brackish areas this species is replaced
by Sonneratia caseolaris. The Rhizophora zone is characterized by R. mucronata in more
saline areas, being gradually replaced by R. apicuJala as salinity drops. The Brughiera
forest often includes Heritiera littoralis and Xylocarpus granatum, while the mixed Cerlops
thickets may include Avicennia, Brughiera, and Xylocarpus spp. Monospecific stands of
Nypa jruticans occur along tidal streams flooded by high spring tides, thriving in brackish
water environments.

Zonation among the flora is paralleled to some extent by the distribution of associated
fauna with penaeid prawns, for example, being replaced in the freshwater reaches by
Macrobrachiwn rosenbergii and other freshwater genera. In the Fly River, Roberts (1978)
observed a number of instances where species of the same or closely related genera replaced
each other upstream, while Haines (1983) provides data on similar congeneric pairs from the
Purari delta, together with an analysis of dietary preferences for the fish faunas of eight
recognizable zones. The seaward zones tend to have greater proportions of predatory species
feeding on other fish, crustaceans (both prawns and crabs), and detrital feeding species than
inland zones (Haines 1983, Table 2). In all, Haines (1983) records 63 estuarine, 65 marine,
and 16 riverine species from the Purari Kikori mangrove estuarine areas. He further notes
that the fish fauna of the lower Furari is adapted to a muddy environment, with a high
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proportion of species having sensory barbels, prominent snouts, and/or thick adipose eyelids,
and that turbidity Is a ml\)or factor In determining flsh species distribution within the area.

Detailed forestry maps are available for many of the larger areas of mangrove swamp
(sec for example Floyd 1977). The mol1uscan fauna has been examined in the Gulf Province
by Poraituk (1982), while insect herbivory has been studied in Port Moresby and Madang by
Rau (1991). Haines (1978/79, 1979, 1983), Lleln and Haines (1977), and Llem (1983)
report on the associated fish and wlldlife faunas of mangrove swamps in the Purari delta;
Pernetta and Black (1983) have described an endemic gecko confined to the mangrove
associations of the Bootless Inlet. In general the fauna of mangrove communities in Papua
New Guinea is not well studied, although the importance of such habitats for species of
subsistence and commercial importance, such as Scylla se"ata, barramundi, and the penaeid
prawns, is well recognized (Frusher 1980, 1983, Gwyther 1980, 1983, Haines and Stevens
1983). Such habitats are also important to the maintenance of crocodile populations and, in
partiCUlar, the saltwater species, Crocody/us porosus (pernetta and Burgin 1983). An early,
general account of the mangrove faunas of the Indo-West Pacific is contained in Macnae
(1968), and a more recent review containing much information relevant to New Guinea is
provided by Hutchings and Saengar (1987).

SeaiTaSS Beds - Macro,phytes and MacroalKae

The seagrass communities of Papua New Guinea are not well studied, except in
isolated areas; distributional data are reviewed by Johnstone (1982). More detailed
distributional studies are currently being undertaken by Nason Balat of UniTech. This
important habitat for many marine specie.~ occurs in soft-bottom areas outside the extremely
muddy delta regions of the great rivers. In areas of significant turbidity, seagrasses are
restricted to shallow waters (poiner et at. 1987).

The Torres Strait region has at least 12 species of seagrasses, representing 22% of the
taxonomically described seagrass species (Bridges et aI. 1982). Twelve species are also
recorded from the Papuan Lagoon with ten species occurring in seagrass meadows in
Bootless Inlet (Brouns and Heijs 1985). Heijs and Brauns (1987) surveyed seagrass
communities in four locations around the Bismarck Sea, identifying ten species of seagrass
from Wewak, Manus, and Kavieng, and eight from Rabaul (11 species total). No significant
differences were found in the distribution and relative abundance of the seven most common
seagrass species around the Bismarck Sea and in the Papuan Lagoon. The four species that
were observed only occasionally apparently have more restricted distributions or specific
habitat requirements than the common species. Halophila spinulosa, recorded from the
Papuan Lagoon (Johnstone 1982), was not recorded from the Bismarck Sea.

Although systematic surveys have not been published for all areas of PNG's waters, it
is likely that seagrass diversity around the mainland is similar to that of the areas studied to
date. Data for species diversity in the Indo-West Pacific are as follows:
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Micronesia:
Phlllppines:
Palau:
Eastern Indonesia:

Torres Strait and
Gulf of Carpentaria:

Papua New Guinea:
Papuan Lagoon:
Bootless Inlet:
Wewak:
Manus:
Kavieng:
Rabaul

10 spcclcs (TAuda ct aI. 1977)
11 species (Menez et al, 1983)
9 species (Koch and Tsuda 1978, Ogden and Ogden 1982)

12 species (HeJJl and &rouns 1984, cited in HeJJa and Brauns
1985, Den Hartol 1972)

12 species (poiner et aI. 1987)
1()"14 species (Johnstone 1979, 1982)

12 species (Brount and Heijs 1985)
10 species (Brouns and Hcijs 1985)

10 species (Heijs and Brouns 1986)
10 species (Heijs and Brouns 1986)
10 species (Heijs and Brouns 1986)
8 ~pecies (Heijs and Brouns 1986)

With the exception of the pantropical Halophila decipiens, all the species are
restricted to the Indo-Pacific region.

In the Gulf of Carpentaria, three quarters of the 906 )anJ of seagrass habitat occur
along open coastlines (poiner et al. 1987). Elsewhere throughout the region, scagrass
meadows are frequently associated with lagoonal areas in the vicinity of reefs. Individual
species distributions are influenced by water depth and tidal range (Brouns and Heijs 1987,
Poiner et aI. 1987), while Brouns and Heijs (1985), and Heijs and Urouns (1986) rea>gnize
three broad zones in seagrass and associated macroa1ga1 distributions: a eulittoral, Nt upper
sublittoral, and a lower sublittoral. Johnstone (1982) ro::ognized four zones which he named
in accordance with the most common species. The productivity of seagrass meadows has
been extensively studied in Bootless Inlet (Brouns 1985a, 1985b, 1985c, 1987a, 1987b,
1987c, Brouns and Heijs 1986) as has their associated fauna and flora (Heijs 1984, 1985a,
1985b, 1985c, 1987a, 1987b).

Heijs and Brauns (1987) record 32 macroa1gal species in association with seagrass
beds at Wewak, 40 species from Manus, 51 species from Kavieng, and only nine species
from Rabaul (71 species in total), while Heijs (198Sb) records around 100 species from more
extensive surveys of the seagrass habitats of Bootless Inlet. Around the Bismarck Sea the
Kavieng area demonstrated the highest abundance and numbers of species, and in comparing
the Bismarck Sea with the Papuan Lagoon (Bootless Inlet area), Heijs and Brouns (1987)
state that, •conspicuous overall differences in macroa1gae around the Bismarck Sea and
Bootless Inlet (on the south coast) are a much higher abundance of macroa1gae around the
Bismarck Sea (except for Rabaul); a higher number of Chlorophyta in the Bismarck Sea
(particularly the caulerpa1es); a relatively low number of Phaeophyta and Rhodophyta in the
Bismarck Sea; and an apparent total absence of the large fucoid macroa1gae around the
Bismarck Sea.•

In comparing their surveys in the Bisnwck Sea with those in Bootless Inlet, Heijs and
Brauns (1987) conclude that there is no significant difference in the marine angiosperm
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distribution or ibundance, and that the macroataal componl"lIt of monospecUlc and mbuKJ
seagrass communities is richer in specie. and with hlah~r ,"OVer in the Bismarck Sea.

Seagrasses arc vulnerable yet important habitats that have potential value II
blolrkdlcators for the impact of alobal warm!na and other rea!onal environmental changes.
The upper thcrmalllmit for tropical seqlU!lCl is just above the current lummer ambient
temperature, and small increases In water temperature are thouaht to have caused mortality
(Hatcher et al, 1989). Future changes in water temperature, as a consequence of global
warmlna, may result in more wiuespread mortalities in the future.

Barrier BeachesLWOWla

These habitats occur in association with deltaic floddplains or as smaller and more
restricted landforms in areas of alluvial deposition. rn PNO, beach ridges are generailyof
Holocene age (Sullivan 1991). Extensive areas of coastal dunes are rare in PNO, primarily
because of low wind conditions, high soil moisture content, and dense vegetation (LOffler
1977). However, at Hood Bay coastal dune3 cover mOll:" thr.n 10 krn2 (Sullivan 1991), an~

extensive dunes may ~ found on the Aroma Coast. An extensive freshwater lagoon, or
swamp, formed by the impoundment of river water through closure of an extensive barrier
beach ridge, occurs in the Murik Lakes area of the East Sepilc Province.

Deltaic Eoodplains

Floodplains and subaqueous mud flat systems occur at the mouths of the m;yor river
systems around the Gulf of Papua, and at the mouths of the Sepik and Ramu rivers on the
north coast (percival and Womersley 1978, Wood 1982c). Of the two largest southern
river~, the Fly is tidal some 240 kIn inland. In contrast, the Purari has a river dominated
estuary which contributes significant volumes of sediment. through longshore drift to the
tidally dominated estuaries of the Kikori and neighboring smaller rivers. The Purari Kikori
deltaic complex exhibits many of the morphological and environmental chataCteristics of the
Ganges Brahm~utm delta system with which it has been compared (Thom and Wright
1983). This system has been extensivel)' studied and reported on in the Purari River
Hydroelectric Scheme Environmental Studies and in Petr (1983). To the east, the Ok Tedi,
Strickland, and Fly rivers have been investigated from various environmental perspectives in
connection with the development of the Ok Tedi and Porgera gold and copper mines.

On the southern mainland, coastal swamp forest and deltaic floodplains occupy over
50% of the coastline, much of it colonized by mangrove. On the north coast and around
major offshore islands, floodplains occupy only 5%-10% of the coastline (Sullivan 1991).
The Sepik floodplain is up 10 70 kIn wide, while the final 250 km of the Ramu river have an
imperceptible decline.
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~1Q ShoreUnea

Rocky shorelines exist in areas far from alluvial deposits on mainland and offshore
Island areas. Such habitats are comprl8Od of cora11imestone, and Intrusivo, volcanic, and
metasediment rock types (Sulllvan 1991). Prlnaing reets are found In association with rocky
shorelines, primarily because th~ areas are distant from sediment-laden deltas.
Approximately 40% of the mainland shoreline has rocky features (Sulllvan 1991).

Sea MQunts

Little documentation on the existence of sea mounts in PNG waters is available. Sea
mounts are volcanic underwater "mountains," thouaht to play an important role in pelagic
fish predation and breedinZ, and also considered to be an overlooked, highly diverse feature
of marine systems.

Sea Walls

Like sea mounts, sea walls and continental steep slope areas are often highly diverse,
reflecting strong vertical zonation. Also thought to be important is the role that such
physically steep slopes play in prey concentration for pelagic piscivores. The steep slo~ of
the continental shelf drops of PNO tan be mapped using bathymetry data. However, their
ecological communities and role in biodiversity cannot be elucidated.

Low and Raised CoW Islands

Several hundred low islands exist in PNG waters, more than 200 of which exceed two
square kilometers in area. Most of the latteI group are permanently or seaoonally inhabited.
Motus are fonned from accumulations of sand- and gravel-sized coral rouble built up on reef
platforms (Sullivan 1991). In general, the vegetation consists of a typical Pacific strand line
association of salt tolerant plants.

Raised coral islands and high islands are formed on sedimentary, volcanic, and
metamorphic rock, and are t'ne order of magnitude less abur.dant than are the low islands.
Limestone islands have a more diverse flora than moms, but forest formations are normally
more diverse and well developed on high islands of more diverse geology.

DISTRiBUTION AND STATUS OF SPECms IMPORTANT TO CONSERVATION

In successional ecology, indicator species are those typical of a particular sera! stage
In environmental biology, however, biological indicators are those species for which
reductions in population sizes can be causatively linked to quantifiable decrease.'; in
environmental quality. According to the u.s. Forest Service (cited in Soule and Kohm
1989), "...species shall be selected because tb.cir population changes are believed to indicate
the effects of management activities." Several of the species groups listed below may not fit
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this definition in Ita rlaorous interpretation; however, the abundan~ of such species may
potentially provide the information necessary to assess conservation ne:ds.
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Oiven the extensive subsistence use In Papua New Oulnea of many marine resources,
and in particular a number of the species Hsted below, their present population status may be
Hnked more closely with the size of neighboring human populations and, hence, exploitation
rates, rather than with braader environmental quality.

Sea Turtles

Sea turties are useful indicators of some types of marine environmental change,
particularly since they require a string of different intact habitats for survival. Although
most marine species require such a network of habitats, sea t~rtles belong to a limited group
of marine organisms with a life history linking them to land. Turtles, being oviparous
reptiles with amniotic eggs, must lay their eggs high up on sandy tropical beaches. Both
nesting adults and their eggs and hatchlings are made extremely vulnerable by their required
emergence from the sea. The harvesting of sea turtles, plus natural predators, inflicts heavy
predation on adult females and young··at such high levels that even their extremely blgh
fecundity (females commonly laying over 100 eggs per clutch up to a dozen times dl\ring
each nesting season) is offset by predation. Compounding the loss of nesting females, eggs,
and hatchlings is the loss, alteration, and degradation of critical habitats, including nesting
beaches, foraging grounds, and pelagic nursery grounds. At the present time, all species of
marine turtles are, to varying degrees, threatened with extinction.

Six species of marine turtles occur in PNG waters, includhlg the green turtle
(Chelonia mydas), flatback turtle (Nalator depressa), loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta),
hawlcsbi1l turtle (Erermochelys imbric(JIa), olive ridley turtle (Lepidochelys olivacea), and the
leatherback turtle (Dennochelys coriacea).

Green turtles are the moat abundant species in the region. Yet Limpus and Fleay
(1983) estimate that, in the Torres Strait region alone, approximately 10,000 green turtles
were harvested annually in the late 1970s. This high fishing mortality, combined with
significant egg harvests at virtually all nesting beaches close to population centers, slow
natural growth and late maturity, and habitat destruction threaten the populations of even the
relatively common species (Craik et ale 1990). Green turtles are herbivorous, grazing
primarily on seagrass beds.

For the migratory green turtles in southern PNG waters, the Torres Strait acts as an
important corridor through which turtles may move from feeding grounds in southeastern
Indonesia, the Arafunl Sea, and Gulf of Carpentaria, to rookeries on mainland and offshore
island beaches. Research is currently underway (C. Limpus pers. comm.) to determine
whether green sea turtles in the eastern and southeastern waters of PNG are genetically
distinct from Chelonia mydas frequenting the Great Barrier Reef of Allstralia; subsequent
studies may attempt to elucidate the stock structure of other regioml11y ll~portant groups as
well. Recognizing the potential linkage between Indonesian, Australian, and Papua New
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Guinean turtle populations, the South Pacific Regional Environment Program urged UNBP to
assist in the establishment of joint mechanisms between the Interested particl to develop
common programs for turtle management and conservation in the area.

Miller and Limpus (1991) discuss fluctuations in breeding populations of Chelonia in
the Torres Strait area and link these to HI Nino Southern Oscillation (BNSO) events. The
researchers have found a !igniflcant correlation between ENSO indices measured two years
before the commencement of the nesting season, and numbers of green turtles nC$ting at
certain Oreat Barrier Reef rookeries. Whether this pattern holds true for PNO rookeries has
not been determined, but the implication is important in evaluating sea turtles as potential
bioindicators of climate change. This is particularly so in view of the fact that a number of
climate change modelers suggest that one consequence of predicted global warming may be
an increase in the frequency of ENSO events.

Loggerhead turtles are relatively common in the southern region of PNO, including
the Torres Strait, though the regton is more important as a foraging ground than as a
breeding area (Miller and Limpus 1991). Loggerheads that migrate from the Oulf of
Carpentaria to the southern Oreat Barrier Reef rookeries may pass through PNO waters.
Loggerheads are more opportunistic feeders than green turtles, having an omnivorous diet
composed primarily of shrimps, crabs, and other crustaceans.

Hawksbill turtles typically forage and breed in coral reef areas. For this reason,
hawksbill distributions in PNG are concentrated in the Torres Strait, southern barrier reef of
PNO, and in the reef areas around the western and northwestern islands. The Torres Strait
and the adjacent nesting population of the Australian Oreat Barrier Reef is thought to be one
of the largest demes of Eretmoehelys imbrlcata remaining in the world (Miller and Limpus
1991). Hawksbill turtles are, like loggerheads, omnivorous, but occupy a peculiar niche in
coral reef systems by being one of the only animals to regularly consume sponges.

Leatherback turtles, Dennochelys coriacea, are the largest species of marine turtles,
commonly exceeding 800 kg as adults. The seemingly shell-less condition of the animal, and
its distinct grey-black coloration and prominent white-speckled longitudinal ridges, render
these turtles marKedly different in appearance from all other sea turtles in the region. This
species is also the most migratory, commonly moving between tropical breeding areas and
temperate, and in some cases even subarctic, feeding grounds. The movements of the
leatherback turtles nesting in PNO are not known, though researchers in the region feel it is
highly likely that leatherback turtles of PNG are shared by the Solomons (Vaughn 1981) and
Indonesia (ur/published information brochure, Department of Lands, Surveys, and
Environment 1981). Ia.therbacks are pelagic animals, feeding primarily on coelenterates.

Major nesting populations of Dermochelys occur along the north coast of the mainland
(especially Boiken to Turubu in East Sepik Province; Aitape in West Sepik Province), on
Manus (near Tulu and Timonai villages), New Ireland (southeast coast), New Britain (Garu
and Ganoi villages), Long Island, Normanby Island in the Milne Bay Province, and
Bougainville islands (Spring 1981). A significant rookery has been studied by Quinn and
Kojis (1985b) on the coast of Mombe Province at Maus Buang, where an estimated 300-500
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adult females nest. This rookery Is protected through a small·scale ccotourlsm operation.
Relative to Ch610nla abundance8in PNG territory, lcatherbacks are not common.

The sandy beache4, found in the western Torres Strait support the largest documented
rlesting population of the endemic flatback turtle (Mmer ar·.' Limpus 1991). The size of this
population has not been estfm2£ted. The extent to which UII...c f1atback turtles venture into
PNG waters is also unknown. Natalor has ecological requirements similar to that of
Chelonia, though alajor behavioral differences exist.

Olive ridley turtles are rare in Papua New Guinea; nesting of this species in PNO has
not been documented. Most olive ridley sightings are reported from the Torres Strait (Miller
and Limpus 1991), and it is likely that olive ridleys found in PNG are transients rather than
residents. Ridleys have a highly omnivorous and varied diet.

Sea turtle resources are used throughout the region. Directed harvest affects adult
and subadult size classes, with fishing methods including decoy capture, pole and line, and
netting. The preferred species for meat is the green turtle, though other species are eaten
opportunistically. Around Darn, more than 500 fishermen hunt turtles annually, focusing on
Podomaza, Auomaza, and Wapa reefs. Although green turtles are the preferred species,
flatbacks, loggerheads, and hawksbill turtles are also taken. Estimated total numbers of adult
animals taken yearly in the Daru area range between 5100·6700 (Kwan 1991), which appears
to be a significant proportion of the breeding population nesting on nearby Raine Island.
Leatherback turtles, though taken incidentally, are less subject to intensive harvest, in part
because their meat is less palatable, and also because tambus and other local customs forbid
their consumption in some areas (e.g. I in Morobe Province).

Marine turtle eggs, on the other hand, are harvested from all species. Especially
vulnerable are clutches laid on nesting beaches in proximity to population centers. In certain
areas of PNG, egg gathering is regulated by traditional rules. Management areas, under
PNG's Wildlife Management Area System, have been set up to protect sea turtles on Crown
and Long islands, and Maza in the Western Province.

Turtles of Estuarine and Coastal Swamp Areas

A number of fresh and brackish water turtle species occur in coastal areas of the
country, particularly along the south coast. One endemic species is found in the mangrove
and swamp forest habitats of the Fly River flood plain and estuary.

The large pig-nosed or pitted shelled turtle, Carettocheles insculpta, the sole extant
member of its family, is relatively abundant in the coastal and semisaline reaches of the Fly,
Kikori, and Purari deltas, being found some distance inland along freshwater riverine
reaches. Nesting occurs on the delta sand banks, and the annual harvest of eggs and adults is
substantial. Around 20,000 eggs of this species were sold annually in the mid-eighties in
Kikorl Market (Rose pers. comm.). The ecology, distribution, and abundance of these
animals are not well-known, and some evidence for population differentiation exists between
demes in the Fly and Kikori areas.
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CrocodUes

Two crocodile species are found in PNO, Crocodylus porosus, the saltwater
crocodile, and Crocodylus novDegulneae, the New Guinea freshwater species. Traditionally
the take of these spt(:ies was probably low (Hope 1977). Some cultures are known to have
eaten these animals, and the presence of crocodile remains in the Motupore shell midden
suggests that this was the case with the people of Central Province. The m~or decline in
crocodile populations occurred in the fifties with the influx of commercial expatriate hunters
taking both species for their skins.

Later developments involved the establishment of crocodile "farms" based on wild
caught juveniles and their maiutenance in village pens until they had reached a suitable size
for the skin market. Regrettably, this UNDP program was ill-founded, lacking a proper I
program of resource assessment, and many of the smaller farms established during the initial
phase collapsed due to the unavailability of juveniles to stock them and/or inappropriate
husbandry techniques that led to escapes, slow growth rates, disease, and poor skin quality
(fot a review of crocodile farming in PNG see Burgin 1980). From July 1977 to December
1979 the mean number of crocodiles held in village-based farms declined from around SO to
fewer than 30 (Burgin 1980a). The desire of the government to secure, through small-scale
crocodile farming, a source of development income at the village level was not successful,
largely due to overestimation of the available wild resource in many areas (pernetta and
Burgin 1982). A subsequent government supported survey of wild crocodile populations was
undertaken in the mid·1980s.

Management measures taken, to date, have been based on regulating the size of skins
which can be marketed in an attempt to conserve the breeding adults and licensing of
exports. Commercial scale farms have been established with varying degrees of success in
different parts of the country. Success in hatching eggs and rearing juveniles was initially
poor due to inadequate diets being made available to hatchlings (Burgin 1981). Further
information on crocodiles and their management may be found in the quarterly reports of the
UNDP funded project and in Burgin (1980b, 1981a, 1982).

Dugongs

Dugongs (Dugong dugon) are unusual marine mammals belonging to the order
Sirenia. In 1974-75, the government of Papua New Guinea, concerned about the status of
dugongs, initiated a survey in many coastal areas of the country; the survey indicated that
both hunting pressure and dugong densities were highest in the Western Province (Hudson
1977). Hudson (1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1984) provides some information on distribution,
status, and management of this species based on work of the Department of Environment and
Conservation.

Traditionally around 20 dugongs were taken annually in the Kiwai area, but the take
increased steadily from the 19S08, peaking at around 200 in 1979. The hunt declined
precipitously in the 1980s, and the impact of establishing the Maza Wildlife Management
Area on the Kiwai dugong population has not yet been assessed (Hudson 1984).
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This species is still relatively <:o~lmon In the Torres Strait region, with estimates of
abundance Steater than 12,000 Ind'vM,~~s (Marsh et at. 1984, Marsh and Saalfleld 1991).
Marsh (1984) provides details of the reproductive patterns of Utis species and the Implications
for management. Hunting of this species occurs In virtually all parts of the country close to
extensive seagrass beds, their critical foraging area (Johnstone and Hudson 1979). For some
societies, such as the Kiwai of the northern Torres Strait area, the dugong is an important
cultural symbol, playing a vital role not only in the subsistence economy but also in the
social mores of the people concerned (J..andtman 1917, 1927, Olewale and Sedu 1982). The
breakdown of the cultural traditions associated with the management of this resour<:e arc well
documented by Olewale and Sedu (1982) for the Kiwai area of Western Province.

Cetaceans

No systematic surveys of whales and dolphins have been undertaken in PNO waters,
and although these animals were traditionally taken in small numbers by many coastal
peoples (pemetta and Hil11981b), only a few cultures on the north coast of New Guinea and
the Solomon Islands undertook a more systematic exploitation of these resources (Dawbin
1966, Dawbin and Hill, cited in Pemetta and Hill 1981). However, international whaling
fleets did exploit marine mammals of PNG in the nineteenth century.

Coral Reef Fishes

Evidence from long-term studies of coral reef ecosystems suggests that the reef
community may be regulated from the top down by predation. Primary production on reefs,
including that of photosynthetic zooxanthellae, phytoplankton, and macroalgae, seems to be
limited by space and nutrient availability. Yet, in spite of relatively high primary
production, high numbers of trophic levels (commonly six levels) limit the production of
apex predators and fish high in the food chain (Saila 1990). Thus, predatory fish exert
significant effects on community sttucture, thereby providing a useful indicator for reef
system assessment, particularly since these are frequently the first species to decline under
heavy fishing pressure.

The total number of fish species in Papua New Guinea waters may be on the order of
2000. Munro (1967) records around 1097, of which some 200 o<:cur in freshwater, with
approximately 111 breeding inland. The highest diversity of species is associated with reefs
that are also subjected to heavy traditional subsistence based fisheries. Little quantitative
evidence of species decline or extinction exists in the literature, although traditional
knowledge indicates significant decline of some reef fisheries close to population centers.
Recent work by the Department of Fisheries has centered on research and development of
coral reef fisheries in support of rural development of coastal populations in less developed
areas.

A preliminary fisheries bibliography has been compiled by Lock and Waites and
published by the Department of Primary Industry (Lock and Waites 1985).
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Barramundl

The barramundl or siant perch, Lales ca/cart/sr, Is a large catadromous fish species
that spends the bulk of its life history in inland freshwaters, but which migrates to coastal
areas to spawn. Because of this biotic linkaac with interior freshwater systems and coastal
ecosystems, the barramundi may be an important bioindicator species, signalins the on~et of
impact on freshwater systems inland before impact in coastal habitats can be observed.

Barramundi spawn in coastal swamps. Young leave coastal nursery areas six months
after hatching to move to more saline coastal and estuarine regions (Moore 1982). Around
the second or third year the subadults move to inland waters (Reynolds and Moore 1982),
though a residual population of fish stay in estuarine regions for the remainder of their lives.
The movement of adult fish to spawning areas is influenced by climatic conditions, although
not all adults undertake the spawning migration in any given year (Moore and Reynolds
1982).

Giant Clams

Giant clams (Tridacnidae) have a truncated distribution representing a restriction of
their original range to the Indo-West Pacific. Six of the eight species known to science are
found in Papua New Guinea: Trldacna gigas, T. derassa, 1: ,!:quamosa, T. crocea, T.
maxima, and Hippopus hippopus (Lucas 1988). These s~~les are susceptible to
overharvesting, as the local extinction of H. hippopus in Fiji 1000 years B.P. and the
devastation of isolated reef populations of T. gigas and T. derassa by poaching demonstrate
(Lewis et aI. 1988). The range and abundance of giant clams have been dmmatically
reduced in areas of high human population density, and small scale commercial exploitation
for adductor muscle export threatens populations in areas ~lJch as the Trobriand Islands.

Given the success of various agencies, including the University of Papua New
Guinea, in developing spawning and mariculture techniques for these species (Bell and
Pernetta 1988), it would be possible to establish centers for seed production for
reestablishment of wild populations.

DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF COMMERCIALLY IMPORTANT STOCKS

Commercial Fisheries

The biggest of the country's commercial export fisheries is the tuna fishery, and
between 1976 and 1978 catches ranged from 24,000 to 42,000 tons per annum (85% of
which was skipjack) landed annually by two locally registered tuna fishing companies
(pemetta and Hill 1981, Perry 1982c). The domestic tuna fishery was worked in 1978 by
between 40 and SO pole-and-line boats operating around Manus and in the Bismarck Sea
during the southeast monsoon, and on the Solomon and Coral Sea grounds during the
northwest season. In addition in 1978, 12 Japanese and two US purse seiners, 12 Japanese
long liners, and 23 Japanese long-range pole-and-liners were licensed for operation in PNG
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waters (perry 1982c). Estimated sustainable harvest is trom 40,000 to 200,000 tons per
annum (Kearney 1977, unpubHshed consultanclea). More recent fisheries data have been
recorded but were not available for Inclusion in this overview.
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The Oulf of Papua trawl fishery is based on the spiny lobster, (Panllilrus OrnalUS,
approximately 100 tons tail weight per annum) and a variety of penaeid prawns of which the
banana prawn, Pe1UJl!UJ mergulellJls, forms about 50% of the annual catch of between 800
and 1100 tons tail weight. Other species in the fishery include the tiger prawns, Penaeus
monodon and Penaeus sem/sulcatus, and endeavour prawns, Metapenaeus spp.

The barramundi, Lates calearifer, Is fished commercially for export in the WC$tem
Province, and exports to Australia totaled around 280 tons whole weight in 1978.

Subsistence and Small Scale Commercial Fisheries

Subsistence and small scale commercial fisheries continue to exploit the wide range of
species used traditionally. In general, reef fisherie.'i are dominated by members of the
fami!ies Scaridae, Holocentridae, Apogonidae, Epinephelidae, Luljanidae, Lethrioidae,
Labridae, Coridae, Sigaoidae, Carangidae, and Balistidae; in mangrove areas members of the
families Mugllidae, Atherioidae, and Hemirhamphidae make up a larger proportion of the
catch. In contrast, estuarine and swamp areas tend to support fisheries dominated by
catfishes. Seasonally pelagic species, including trevally, tuna, and barracuda, form important
components of local fisheries being exploited when they visit spawning grounds inshore.

The actual number of fish species available at anyone location is affected by the
nature of the substratum and the proximity of habitats such as reefs, mangroves, and seagrass
meadows, the latter two habitats forming important spawning grounds and nursery areas for
many species. Birkeland and Amesbury (1988), on the basis of various comparative surveys,
concluded that the proximity of different habitats such ~ seagrasses and mangroves had no
effect on adult reef fish diversity in New Guinea and other Pacific island areas. In
comparing Caribbean and Pacific reef communities, Birkeland and Amesbury concluded that
in the Pacific, fish communities were more discrete and relatively nonoverlapping in different
habitats. The implication is, therefore, that the recovery potential in caribbean reef fish
communities may be greater than for Pacific reef fish communities (see also UNEP 1985).

Estimates of annual subsistence catches for the country as a whole are variable:
30,000 tons (Filewood 1972); 18,000 tons (Anon 1972); and 10,000-15,000 tons (West
1977). Kearney (1977) claimed that 13,600 tons of reef fish are harvested annually, with
lesser amounts of estuarine fish, crayfish, molluscs, and other species. Haines (1978/1979)
estimated the catch for three villages in the Purari River delta, Baimuru subdistrict, at 292
tons of fin-fish and 146 tons of crabs and prawns. More 'recent figures on subsistence
catches are available, but could not be obtained ror this study.

Small scale commercial exploitation of species such as Tridacnid clams~ green snail
(Turbo), Trochus, and pearl oyster (Pinclada spp.) and beche-de-mer has occurred in various
areas in the past with varying degrees of impact. Beche-de-mer was exploited commercially

,.,,)4\p.
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In the Torres Sttalt at the start of this century, but tJl0 fishery has fallen into dlsUIIC, and the
various species never appear t4) have bot."Il important in subsistence diets. However, in some
places bechtWIo-mer i. still Important as 8. fishery and is overexploited (M. Huber pers.
comm.). Tridacnid clams were exploited tor the adductor muscle ira the Milne Bay Province
In the 19801, but this practice hu now ceased. In some areas, like Baimuru, Qulf Province,
provision of freezer and marketing opportunities has led to greatly increased catches of'
species such 8.1I the mud crab, Scylla st.rrala, largely for export to Port Moresby (Stevens
1980, Haines and Stevens 1984). It is uncl(W' whether this practice still continues.

In general, small scale commercial fisheries IJfovlde products for consumption in
PNG, and rely on enhanced transport systems and improVed methods of preservation
including freezing, smoking, and drying. As such sylltems are improved, catch rates
increase, resulting in increased pressure on the finite resource base. The pressures for
providing opportull~tie.1J for rural income generation must therefore be taken into
consideration in any marine management and conservation plan.

TRADfll0NAL USE AND PATTERNS OF MANAGEMENT

The history of marine resource exploitation in coastal Papua New Guinea is extensive
both temporally and spatially. Few areas of the coast have remained immune to some degree
of resource exploitation in the past, and coastal populations continue to exploit a wide range
of marine species for both subsistence and commercial use. The earliest coastal sites with
shell middens are from island Melanesia, at Mateflkupkum (32,700 B.P.), Kilu (28,700
B.P.), Panakiwuk (15,140 B.P.), and Batuf (14,240 B.P.) (Allen et ale 1988, 1989, Wielder
and Spriggs 1988). Not only does Matenkupkum represent the earliest occupation of any
Melanesian island other than New Guinea (40,000 years B.P., Groube et aI. 1986), but it
also contains one of the longest records of human use of shellfish anywhere in the world,
with the sequence commencing at around 32,500 B.P. and continuing to around 10,000 B.P.
when the site was apparently abandoned.

It has been argued that the diversity of marine resources available in Melanesia was
crucial to the early successful colonization and spread of human populations throughout the
area (Groube and Pernetta, in press). The range of species of both fin·fish and shellfish
consumed by coastal communities is high. Shoffner (1986) found that the Teop consumed
350 species of fish, over 19 species of crustacea, and 54 species of molluscs. Uem and
Haines (1977) record over 135 species of fish being consumed in the mangrove swamps of
the Purari delta. Data from the shell midden at Motupore Island (pemetta and Groube
unpub.) indicate that over 90 species of molluscs, several species of echinodenns and
crustaceans, dugong, and marine turtles were regularly consumed by the prehistoric
occupants of this site. The present day Motu occupants of this stretch of coast had over 750
names for the different fish species recognized by them in the Papuan Coastal Lagoon
(pernetta pen. camm., Wright and Richards 1985).

The range of species taken and the environments used by prehistoric and
contemporary subsistence communities is paralleled by the wide diversity of technologies and
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techniques used to capture and collect the species for food and other purposes (Ano1119SS,
Pernetta and H1l11981a).

111e importance of marine resources in the diets of coastal populations has frequently
been undervRlued in anthropological studies (Pernetta and H1111981a, 1981b). Despite the
low investment of time involved in the capture and collection of marine species, It has been
estimated that they provide between 79% and 9S% of the protein, and up to 7'5% of the fat
in subsistence diets in coastal areas of Melanesia and Oceania (pernetta and HU11981a). A
national survey in 1963 by the Bureau of Statistics found that 21 %of the population at that
time made regular use of saltwater fish. A more recent survey done during an ADB
consultancy indicates their continued importance (data available through the DFMR).
Although more recent figures are not available, it Is likely that this proportion has
significantly Increased due to Improved fishing gear, Increased fishing effort, and better
marketing systems in various areas of the country. In addition, the population has
substantially increased over the last three decades, and aggregation in coastal centers such as
Port Moresby, Lae, Madang, Wewalc, and elsewhere places marine resources in these areas
under increasing pressure.

Growing harvesting .~ressure on marine resources has also occurred as a consequence
of the process of monetization of these resources (pemetta and Hill 1982), and in some
instances has led to increased frequency of disputes concerning ownership rights (Johannes
1982) and to the breakdown of traditional management practices (Haines 1982, Olewale and
Sedu 1982). Post-colonial overexploitation of marine resources has clearly occurred in the
vicinity of m~or coastal centers such as Port Moresby; but it should also be recognized that
prehistoric populations were responsible for the local decline in some stocks (Asigau 1988,
Swadling 1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1982) leading, in some instances, to local extinctions such as
that of the dugong in the Port Moresby area.

It is important to recognize that traditional patterns of ownership and management of
marine resources in Papua New Guinea are as diverse and multifaceted as the wide diversity
of cultural and linguistic groups. Unlike many countries where ownership of the coastal and
marine environments is vested in the state, traditional, communal ownership of marine areas
and resources is the norm for Papua New Guinea. As demonstrated by Carrier for the
Ponarn people of Manus Province, patterns of traditional ownership may invoh'e not only
areas of reef and particular fishing grounds, but also ownership of particular species and
fishing techniques. It is imperative, therefore, that any future management of marine
environments and resources involve consideration of traditional ownership patterns, and,
hence, future management strategies must vary from area to area within the country. A
generally applicable, fundamental principle for sound management of marine environments
and resources must be the formal, legal recognition of traditional usufruct rights as advocated
recently by FAO and the UNCED Secretariat (1991).
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EXISTING LEGISLATION FOR PROTECTING MAlUNE SPEC:ms

BdstinS legislation in terms of lcaal instruments in Papua New Guinea covers both
conservation practices and environmental protection. The Environmental Planning Act (EPA
1978) requires the implementation of an environmental impact assessment for any m~or

development project In the country, while the Environmental Contaminants Act (BCA)
regulates the disposal of wastes. Implementation of these two acts has been patchy, with
somo activities such as the Ok Tedl mine being specifically excluded from the provisions of
the EPA because the Ok Tedi Mining Act contained its own provislons for environmental
impact assessment. The EeA was not implemented for some time because there were no
appropriate standards for discharge to enforce the provisions of the act. The Water
Resources Act contains provisions for the control and regulation of waste disposal into
freshwater systems within the country, and is designed to sustain water quality.

In terms of conservation legislation, a variety of acts provide for the establishment of
reserves, parks, and protected areas: (1) l?J:gtected Areas for Special Species, declared under
the Fauna Protection and Control Act, are areas designated to protect particular species; (2)
Sanctuaries, declared under the same act, protect ~ll animal species in the area; (3)..EldUfc
Manaeement Areas, under the management of the local landowning group, establishes
appropriate rules and regulations governing traditional use and harvest of resources contained
within the area; provision contained in the Act for Conservation of Wildlife; and (4) National
fa1:ks, declared under the National Parks Act, are areas where all flora and fauna are
protected. (There is confusion about whether this act can be applied to marine areas.)

The difficulties of applying such alien concepts in the context of Papua New Guinea,
where in excess of 95% of the land is under customary (group) ownership, have been
discussed in extensio by Eaton (1982). As a consequence of these difficulties, legislation was
passed in 1914 to establish the Fauna Protection and Control Act to regulate the hunting of
wildlife, and establish different categories of wildlife such as protected and restricted species.
Both categories may be taken only by automatic citizens of Papua New Guinea, using
traditional means and for traditional purposes. Protected species may also be taken under
license on behalf of accredited scientific or zoological institutions, while in the case of
restricted species only their export is controlled. In both categories, export is technically
restricted to no more than four specimens of each species. More than 11 mammals, 72
birds, 24 reptiles, and seven butterflies are currently listed under this act which, although it
covers dugongs, was not expressly designed to cover marine fauna.

Some species, such as crocodiles, are covered by specific legislation such as the
Crocodile Protection Ordinance of 1966 which came into force in 1969 in Papua, while the
Crocodile Trade (Protection) Bill of 1974 contained amendments on licensing matters. The
broad policy objective was the development of a crocodile skin industry to provide village
based income. Emphasis was thus made on the preservation of wild populations "with
rearing farms as a tool to this end" (Downes 1974).

In general, protection afforded marine organisms or habitats through these acts is
inadequate. Although a number of wildlife management areas cover marine resources and

,
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environmenta, the total area ot marine habitat aftord protected in Papua Now Ouinea, is
grossly inadequate (or sustainIna the wide diversity ()f habitats and species found within the
EEZ and territorial waters.

MAIN THREATS TO PNG MARINE ECOSYSTEMS

Tho maYor long·term threats to marine species stem from potential excessive
harvesting by increasing human population size and aggregation in coastal areas. In addition,
the development of coastal fisheries to supply the inland populations with much needed
protein in the form of smoked and dried fish poses a potential problem if not well managed.

From an ecosystem perspective, threats to coastal habitats from land reclamation,
mangrove felling for fuelwood, and, possibly, eutrophication resulting from nutrient
enrichment are locally important, but presently not widespread. Sewage and urban waste
disposal from the main coastal urban centers causes substantial inputs of nutrients and
potential contaminants into inshore waters, since most discharge points have been established
without adequate environmental studies of the effects of such wastes.

Inland developments, including forestry activities, changes in land use practice, poor
watershed management, discharge of mining wastes, and conversion of forests to open
subsistence farmland pose threats to the integrity and productivity of various marine
ecosystems. To date such threats seem largely confined to the impact of enhanced sediment
loads arriving in coastal and estuarine areas, smothering sensitive habitats and altering coastal
geomorphological processes.

Mining at Panguna in Bougainville (now ceased) caused loss of reef amenities and
coastal fisheries, while the development of several smaller mines on islands such as Misima
poses a potential threat. Unrestricted discharge of mining wastes into the Ok Tedi River
threatens the fish populations of the middle and lower Fly, although its potential impact on
the estuarine areas and the Torres Strait is both debated and under current investigation.
There is little evidence for the impact of heavy metals on marine species in connection with
these activities (see Lawrence 1991), but long·term chronic effects on populations of deltaic
and estuarine species should not be ruled out. The potential impact of both heavy metals and
enhanced sediment loads on the different stages of the life history of anadromous and
catadromous species such as barramundi cannot be ignored.

Improper use of resources such as dynamite fishing remains one of the most serious,
widespread, and uncontrollable marine conservation problems in PNG. The incidental catch
of nontarget species continues to be a problem in virtually all fisheries.

MAJOR OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONSERVATION

Papua New Guinea presents a major and perhaps unique opportunity for successful
implementation of a coordinated program of marine conservation and management for a
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variety of reuonll: (1) it 11 one of the few countries in the world in which the principle of
sustainable development is incorporated tnto the Constitution (tho fourth national lOll and
directive principle), domonltratlna a government level C()mmitment to wise use and
manaaement of natural resourcoa; (2) much of the population .till maintain. close lInki with
the natural environment. and afIW roou level concern about sustainable Ule and management
of resources i. widespread; the pool of traditional knowledae concernJna marine resources
can be used u a firm buis for future action; (3) population densities in the country are at
present well below those of Southeast Asia; hencc, tho opportunities for IUCCOl.ful
conservation and management of natural and seminatura! marine environments are greater in
Melanesia generally and in Papua New Guinea in particular; (4) the diversity of marine
environments and habitats within the political boundaries of Papua New Guinea is large,
encompRSSing many of the habitats and species which may be found in more scattered
locations throughout the insular Pacific world; (5) the existence of the govenlment
departments of Fisheries and Marine Resources, and Environment and Conservation provides
a firm administrative base for development of policy and management strategles and actions;
and, (6) expertise in marine related research within PNO is located in the universities,
government departments, and independent research stations, providing a small but
experienced cadre of trained personnel for implementation of future management and
conservation programs.

EXPLORING THE LlNKS BETWEEN TERRF.STRIAl, AND MARINE
CONSERVATION

Linkages between terrestrial and marine conservation may be viewed in two different
but related ways. In the first instancep development activities on land impact on ooastal
resources and eovironments, necessitating carefuJ planning and identification of the potential
impact prior to the onset of development. Recognition of the physical environmental
linkages in explicit terms is a prerequisite for mitigation or avoidance of potentially
detrimental~ imlllilCt.

In the second case, establishing conservation or wildlife management areas on land,
designed to provide a framework for successful management of natural resources and
terrestrial environments should go hand in hand with selecting coastal areas. In a case where
a watershed is to be protected, for example, the natural flux of sediments, nutrients, and
wastes to the adjoining coastal areas can be expected to be low. We feel priority should,
therefore, be given to actions in coastal an2S which are WdownstreamW of land areas under
protection or management. This is not to say that only such areas should be considered for
conservation action, but rather that such areas offer a higher probability of successful
management than areas downstRam from major mining, forestry, or other development
projects that cause major changes in land use and, hence, changes in the flux of materials
and energy to the coastal zone.

In essence, successful management and conservation of marine and coastal
environments and species in Papua New Guinea will depend upon identifying natural system
boundaries and modifying management regimes and the sectoIa1 responsibilities of
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government qenci08 luch that manlllentont units cot'f8.!ipond more closely to marlne and
coastal systems (BIdet and Pemetta 1991).

RECOMMENOAnONS

1.altlW1iate Research and Cooscmtion Needs

Th" fOllowing are considered by one or us (JP) to be immediate prloriUQ fot marine
resource and environmental management and conservation in PNO: (1) initiation of a
program of noouree and habitat inventory includinM recording and M5eSsing traditional
patterns of use and management of marlnf.! species; recordina and evaluating traditional
scientific knOWledge; estabUshing in PNO a cataloged ool1ectlun of relevant published
liternture, including scientific papm; and 'Ollatina eX~ltinl data on occurrence, distribution,
and abundance of marine species in computerized databases in PNO as hu been
accomplished for terrestrial mammals; (2) identification of specific areas and species
currently under threat from development activities and population growth, and development
of appropriate management regimes to safeguard the continued sustainable use of such areas
and resources; (3) strengthening and expansion of exbting fisheries programs of research into
artisanal and subsistence fisheries; fishing communities in areas representative of the wide
diversity of habitats and marine ecosystems throughout the country should be targeted, and
the program should place an emphasis on assessing the impact of such developments on
critical habitats and resources; and (4) development of appropriate guidelines for
implementing "wildlife management areas" in the coastal zone and near-shore waters to
ensure recognition of local "landowners'" rights, and regulate harvests on the basis of
scientific data.

It might be argued, given the present state of knowledge concerning marine
environments and specie.lI , that immediate efforts should be directed to redressing the present
state of knowledge. Although such a superficial view might find some support,
implementation of a massive program of resource inventory and habitat survey work is likely
to prove ineffective in Papua New Guinea at this time. Such a program would have to rely,
at leut in part, on external experts whose sensitivity to local conditions, and cultural and
social values, would be slight; hence the provam would be divorced from the people in
whose hands the ultimate fate of the resoun:es and habitats rests.

It is suggested, therefore, that at l~t initially, such a program be partly based on
direct involvemMlt of local coastal and island communities through recording and evaluating
scientific knowledge, and through assessment of local resource use and traditional
management in areas identified as being important in the context of marine conservation.
Traditional ownership rights and obligations need to be recognized by all players active in
conservation. In support of these Liiditional rights, we recommend the development of a
network of locally based wildlife management areas that are controlled and managed on a
sustainablC5 basis by "owner" groups. These should be supported by scientific advisement
from strength~ed and expanded Departments of Environment and Conservation and
Fisheries and Marine Resourt"~.

.\

\
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- Table 19·1c_
Some Meteorolo.I"... nIta tor Copstal Stations -

In Papua New Guloea (aftekJ Spenceley 1982c).

- Province Height Average Annual Temperatures °C
-

Statton abovo sea rainfall Maximum MinimufJlMean
level (m) (mm/annum)

Western
Daru S 2063 30.S 26.9 23.3

Gulf
Kerema 5 3612+ 29.6 26.2 22.7 r-

Central
Port Moresby 35 1197 31.0 26.8 22.6

Milne Bay
Samarai 40 2655 29.2 26.S 23.8

- Losuia 3 3942+ 29.3 26.6 23.8-;;

Northern
Popondetta 8/' 2482 31.2 26.4 21.6~I

Morobe
Lae 10 4617+ 29.7 26.3 22.9

New Ireland
Kavieng 10 3183+ 30.2 26.3 22.5
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Chapter Twenty

Biodiversityand Conservation of lIumld Forest Environments In
Papuu New Guinea

Simon M. SauleP end Bruce M. Beehler

SUMMARY

We characterize ten ecologically defined classes of forests in Papua New Guinea,
outline what is and is not known about the ecology of these forests, and offer thoughts on
further research to better our understanding of Papua New Guinea's forest resources. Based
on a series of ecological criteria, we select an array of 17 ecologically important forest zones
in Papua New Guinea. We argue that greatly expanded studies of the ecology and dynamics
of PNG's humid forests will be required for the development of a truly sustainable system of
timber extraction. We recommend that all timber schemes include regulated preservation of
representative tracts of forest for enhanced regeneration.

INTRODUCTION

About sixty-five percent of Papua New Guinea's land area consists of undisturbed
humid forest (Beehler 1985: Table 1), and because of this abundance of intar.t habitat, any
program to conserve biodiversity mould focus primarily on saving ecologically vi?ble (e.g.,
large) samples of PNG's forests.

The forests of Papua New Guinea are remarkably diverse as well as species rich
(paijrnans 1970, 1976), but have been inadequately studied ecolo:ica1ly. Although we know
that some forests in Papua New Guinea are as rich in tree species as virtually any forests on
earth (Whitmore 1975, Paijmans 1976, Kiapranis 1990, M. Hopkins pers. comm.), we have
only a superficial knowledge of the taxonomic and ecological nature of this species richness,
and we do not understand the process that produces such high richness. Virtually nothing
has been published on local variation in species richness, so it is impossible to gauge the
significance of differing findings concerning the interregional composition of forests in Papua
New Guinea.

The present diversity of Papua New Guinea's forests is presumably produced
primarily by variation in four factors: rainfall, altitude, soil, and history of disturbance

•
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(Iohnl 1977, Whitmore 1977). Annual rainfall in PNO ranaet from allow as 9'0 mm to as
high as 10,000 mnl (McAll,lne et at. 1983). Elevation vadea from Ilea level to 4482 m.
Solls ranae from old aHuvlum to those produced by recent volcanism or the weathering of
ultmbaslc rocks that comprise rellet segments of uplifted sea floor. Dllturbance of the
veaetation in Papua New Guinea i. varied, commonplace, can be both natural and human
induced, and includes, aniuna other thingl, periodic larae fires, droughts, landslips,
volcanism, frosts, and local annual burning (see White 1976, Johns 1986). Thus the
remarkable variation among this series of physical parameters indicates that it is to be
expected that the forest environments In Papua New Qulnea would exhibit a broad diversity
of forms.

Since many of the topics relevant to the forest vegetation already have been treated by
10hns (Chapter 14), in this chapter we focus on dcHcr1bing succinctly (a) the various
identifiable forest types in the country, (b) some of the ecological aspects of these forests, (c)
important thiu1ls th~t we yet do not know about these forests. (d) sites for conservation of a
representative Sf.:t of forest habitats, and (e) recommendations for conservation action.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOREST TYPES

In this dassification we focus our analysis on closed canopy humid forests, as the
range of open w.;opy woodland and nonforest habitats are truated by Johns (Chapter 14).
Thus our oVelview examines a range of lowland and montane forests and mangrove forests,
but excludes savannas, palm swamp, and a variety of man altered habitats.

Our classification is based primarily on the system devised by lohns (1977), and
differs significantly from the several other classifications (Lane-Poole 1925, Brass 1959,
Walker 1973, Paijmans 1976). We follow lohns' mainly because his delineation of the
elevationally sequenced montane forests seems the most practical for general ecological use.
For a comparison of the various systems, see Chapter 14, Table 14-1.

The current geographic disposition of the various forest types in Papua New Guinea is
best obtained either from the four-sheet vegetation series (1: 1,000,000, Paijmans 1975) or
the eighteen-sheet Vegetation and Timber Resources series (1:500,000, PNG National
Mapping Bureau, Port Moresby). These maps, however, are based on data more than twenty
years old, and th:lS underestimate the current percentage of forest that has recently been lost II
to cultivation and timber extraction.

A brief characterization of the ten forest types we recognize appears below. Note that
this classification diverges from earlier systems in our greater reliance on ecological
parameters (primarily rainfall). Too little is yet lcnoWtl of floristics of individual
communities to provide reliable characterizations based on dominant species or particular
suites of species.
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LOWLAND SYSTEMS

1. LQ.w1and Wet Forest generally lies below SOO m and receives an annual rainfall of more
than 3.S m. Low elevation wet forest is typically both structurally and taxonomically rich.
This is tho tropical min forest ... perhap. PNO'. arandeat fOrelt formation. It haa been little
studied because the lowland high ratnf'all zones are conf1ned to relatively inaccessible parts of
PNO (Upper Fly to Purarl, Upper Sepik at the bue of the central rana-. the islands). No
plot work has been pubHshed on these perhumld foresu. If ecological trends that occur in
the Neotropics are applicable to Melanesia (A. Gentry pers. comm.) these wet forests may be
the richcst in PNG.

2. Lowland Humid For.cst generally lies below 1000 m and annually receives more than 2.5
m but less than 3.' m of rain. Similar and better studied than the lowland wet forest, much
of this forest is scheduled for timber extraction. This. too•. constitutes "rain forest," .1I1d the
details of the taxonomic and structural differences between the wet vs. humid types is
uncertain. but merits attention in the near future. AccordinlJ to 10hns (1977). many of the
current lowland forestB are secondary. and various types of disturbance create mosaics of
vegetation with differing composition and features. This becomes obvious to any botanist
studying a tract of forest lurger than a few hectares. Typical old forests are rich in canopy
species with no sir~le species dominating. Disturbed or old secondary sites are often
dominated by one or two common species, but probably are equally rich because of the
occurrence of many rare species. Canopy is usually closed and high (35-45 m) and trees are
often buttressed. Palms and pandans abound in many of the alluvial sites.

3. Lowland Monsoon Forest occurs mostly near sea level and receives receive less than 2.5
m of rain per annum, and shows a significant prolonged dry ~n. Thf!se occur northwest
of Port Moresby (and have been heavily exploited for timber), in Western Province of the
southwest, and in the Safia·Pongani regioJi of southeastern Papua. These monsoon forests
grade into open savanna woodland where fire is common and along rainfall gradients.
Monsoon forests are t}pically 20-30 m high. relatively open canopied, with many tree
species that shed their leaves during the dry season. The forest type is apparently less
species rich than typical rain forest, but no plot-by·plot comparisons have been made.

4. Lowland Broadleaf Swamp Forest is inundated for part or much of each year. It is
exceedingly varied in composition and structure, in part because of the Vil")'ing regimes and
patterns of inundation. Common canopy tree genera are CompnospertTlQ, TemrinaJia,
Nauclea. Syzygium, OClomeles, POTMtia. 1~'ltSia, Alstonia, Bischojia, and Palaquim (Paijmans
1976: 44. Johns 19n: 1.8), and canoP) is often broken and open, with gaps :filled by
understory broadleaf species or palms and pandans. Some areas are dominated by
Metroxylon and Pandanus.

MONTANE SYSTEMS

5. Lower Montane Wet Forest occurs between ca. 1000 and 2000 m elevation fJld receives
in excess of 3.5 m of rain a year. Wet forests in the hills and mountains arc typically low
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canopied, small stemmed, with surfaces engrusted with various epiphytes. The .mall si~ or
the (of&rjtis caused by the distut'bMce promoted by heavy rainfall (land movement and
trccfalla, because of water and epiphyte load). Presumably very species rich because of the
contlnuttl patch disturbance. Confined to the high rainfall zonos ot thQ llOuthorn scarp of the
central and western segmonts of the central cordlllera atld in tho Bismarck islands and
Bouaainvute.

6. J.,gwer Monrane.l{umld Fomalties between ca. tooo and 2000 m elevation and receives
less than 3.~ mof rain per annum. Thil. is one of PNO's most common forest tYPes,
althouah it has been heavily altered by human settlement in much of the interior. Quite
"ariable in structure and composition because of various edaphic factors combined with
historical patterns of human disturbance. In some areas Araucarla species are a physically
dominant component, in other areas the abundant oak Castanopsls tU:umlnatissima forms
nearly monotypic ridgetop stands. Tends to be structurally better developed than the wet
forests because of reduced physical disturbance related to rainfall and waterlogging. Rich in
oaks, laurels, mahoganies, and myrtaeeous species.

7. Mid-Montane Forest lies between ca. 2000 and 2500 m elevation and is typically ever
wet (perhumid). Because of the lower temperature above 2000 m, the effects of rainfall
apparently produce less of a variation than in the lower wnes. Fog, mist, cloud, and nearly
daily rainfall produce luxuriant growing conditions in virtUally all mid-montane areas of
PNO. These forests are typically rich in encrusting moss and other epiphytes, and though
they can become grand under ideal conditions, their canopies are typically broken, open, and
uneven. In some localities the forest type is dominated by Nothojagus, Phyllocladus, other
podocarps, and a series of typical montane broadleaf species (e.g., Eltuocarpus,
Cunoniaceae, Castanopsis). Pandans and a scrambling bamboo are abundant in disturbed
areas. This forest type falls prey to much clearing for human settlement in the highlands.

8. UJmer Montane Forest, be found between ca. 2500 and 3200 m, is a complex community
of primarily gymnospermous r.anopy tree species. The previous forest type grades into this
one with increasing altitude, although, at some point on the mountainside, there can be a
fairly significant floristic break, where the podocarps emerge as dominant, and certain
beeches and broadleaf species disappear or cease to be dominant. Low canopied and
structurally simple, usually heavily encrusted with moss or moss-like epiphytes.

9. Subalpine Forest occurs on mountain tops above 3200 m that give way to alpine
shrublands and grasslands. The subalpine forests are usually very species poor and are
structurally simple, with canopy height 8-12 m. Usually the forest exhibits a closed canopy
that is often dominated by a single species (often Dacrycarpus). Trunks are bent and
gnarled, and there is virtually no understory except in openings and along edges.
Pittosporum i Rhododendron, Vaccinium, and Gaultheria are the common woody understory
taxa. Cyalhea treefems abound locally.

10. Maneroye Forest comprises coastal and riverine/tidal forests that are typically inundated
daily by salt or brackish water. These forests are most extensive in the river deltas of the
larger rivers primarily on the southern watershed, especially in the Purari, Kikori, and Fly
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river deltas. The dominant eartopy tree genera are Rhlwphora, Itv/elnn/a, JJrul1llfa,
Xylocarpus, and So",utrfJJIa. tn mature mangrove stands, tho canopy tends to be fairly apon,
and in many cases the trees are stUt rooted or buttressed. This forest type is typically lower
in stature than most lowland fareats with trees of smaller airth (PaijPJnI 1976: 34, Johns
1977: 1.6).

ECOLOGY OF PNG FORESTS

As stated in the introduction, a seri~ of ecological factors can be used to define
Papua New Oulnea's humid forests. By examining trends or patterns in these factors across
PNO, we can obtain a second view of the ecological diversity of the nation, and thereby can
increase the resolution of our analysiS for conservation purposes.

We believe that rainfall is probably the single factor of greatest importance to forest
development. Timing and intensity of rainfall, in tandem with other physical factors,
determines potential evapotranspiration, soil desiccation and waterlogging, long-term land
instability, and surface erosion. These factors, then, are probably crucial in determining,
either directly or indirectly, the distribution of many forest plant species, and thus the
geographic disposition of PNO's biodiversity. We thus stress the need to account for
significant variation in annual rainfall when selecting major areas of importance to the
conservation of biodiversity.

Seasooality

Seasonality is determined primarily by rainfall, and perhaps also cloud cover and
evapotranspiration. Althouth general patterns emerge for the seasonality of PHG's forcsu,
these patterns are very diffuse and subject to innumerable exceptions. Many forest trees do
not reproduce on an annual basis, and this further obscures the pattern. The most imponant
aspect of seasonality for selection of areas for con~lVation is timing and duration of the dry
season. Periodicity of significant droughts probably is a major determinant of the current
distribution of PNG's dry/monsoonal forests•

In certain instances, the distribution of unusual or chemically atypical soil types in
Papua New Guinea adds an additional div~rsifying factor in PNG's forest types (paijrnans
1976: 88). The three obvious examples w(J,~ Id be vegetation growing on ultrabasic rocks, on
limestone, and on recent volcanic depositions (the pp.at fonnations so prominent in Borneo
are uncommon or absent in most of PNG). The ultrabasic rocks produce the most unusual
plant fonnalions, often with plant species unique to them. Limestone floras tend to be those
that can survive shallow soils and periodic water shortages. Forests on limestone tend to be

/
')
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lower and more open canopied. and are presumably UAXonomicaUy distinct al well. 1t i.
probably tho lowor. gentle slopes of tit. old PloiliUlC4mO \'olc:anou that aUppon lOme of the
fineAt foreslA 1n PApua Now Ouinea. both highland and lowland (Burnham in Whitmore 1977:
111). It i8 thus critical to Relect tepre8enCAtl\'e areu for cooserva~on that include tho range
of IOU typeS, cspeciaUy those cited above.

After rainfall, elevation is probably the critical determinant of forest type. In fact,
the combined factors of elevation and rainfall can probably explain most of the structural
variation 1n PNO's forests. It is thus Important to select representative forest tracts that
exhibit the range of elevations. from sea level to more than 4000 m.

msma ofDia~

As indicated by White (1976) and Johns (1986), disturbance is an overwhelmingly
important factor in the disposition and condition of many of PNO·s extant forests. Fire,
drought, frost, anthropogenic influences, landslides, earthquakes, and (more generally) El
Nino all have had an impact on the forests. It is important to be aware of the localited
nature of some of these phenomena when selecting representative forests for study or
conservation.

REPRFSENTATIVE AREAS OF BJOWGICAL IMPORTANCE

Our cues to delineating areas of major biological importance have been outlined in the
sections above. Our focus is ecological, and naturally is less biogeogrnphical1y delineated
than the analysis of Johns (Chapter 14). Our numbering system refers to the areas exhibited
in Figure 20-1.

1. Sepik Alluyial Lowland Forests.
(East and West Sepik Provinces)

A zone of rich lowland humid forests that receive medium to high annual rainfalls, primarily
south of the main Sepik channel reaching south to the foothills of the central cordillera, but
also locally south of the north coastal ranges (Bewani, Torice1li, and Prince Alexander
ranges). Important representative forests typical of PNG lowland vegetation.

2. Star MQuntain HiabJAndJ.
(West Sepik Province)

Large tracts of pristine and well-deve1oped subalpine and upper montane forests with low
human pressures.

I {,
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3. Cenuat RaOIP JlJehlaod.&mat.

(W..c Sepik, BnaA, Weatem Hiahland., and Chlmbu ProvltlCel)
Tho hip I1Ot1h«n ranpa from Mt. Wilhelm northWUlward W tho Schrader Range support
imp0rt80t montMe loreati, especially on tho northern .!opes.

4. Huon UmostoDmPJMXlHirblatlds.
(Morobe Province)

Wet hiaJilimd tOl'eSti on geologically youog, fast-risiol, limestone capped lanlel.

S. PJeUtpceoe yPlcanDe.!l.
An arc of grtlIt Pleistocene volcanoe& ranges from Mount Bosavi in the southwest to Hqen,
Giluwe, Ialibu, Murray, Favenc, Crater, and Michael in the cut. These support forests that
range from very wet in the lOUth, to leu inundated and taIl canopied in the north.

6. Kikorl Kant.
(Gulf Province)

A great swath of karst country forms what is perhaps an important biogeographic barrier
extending from Mount Bosavi southeastward toward the Gulf of Papua. Little ~xplored but
certainly ecologically distinct.

7. Mid-fly Monsoon forests.
(Western Province)

One of the few extensive monsoon forest foonations lies just north of the savannas of the
Trans-Fly. Little known.

8. Pgpuan Gulf Maoaoves.
The largest complex of mangrove forests in Papua New Guinea lies in the great deltas of the
PurariIKikori.

9. High Rainfall Lowland Forests.
(Western and Oujf Provinces)

The base of the southern scarp of the central cordillera, from the PNG border east to the
Purari, comprises a significant wet zone, with large uninhabited tracts of wet lowland forest.
Perhaps among the richest forests of PNG.

10. I akrJeamu Basin Lowland Alluyial Forest.
(Gulf and CentIal Provinces)

One of the least disturbed, flat alluvial basins in Papua New Guinea. Much of this lowland
forest should be preserved as lepresentative of PNG's typical rain forest.

11. Morpbe tntrabasics.
(Morobe Province)

The most significant area of u1trabasic rock on mainland PNG occurs in eastern Morobe
Provinte, from Lake Trist east to the coast, including the Bowutu Range. Apparently
distinct ecologically and floristically, although little surveyed to date. I(
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12. Q.wen.Stan1;y Alpine 11iablandi.

(Central and Northam Provinces)
The highland. ot the Owen Stanleys comprise important traeta of middle and upper montane
(and sUbalpine) fOWlS,

13. Ctulual pmyince Monsoon FQtesta.
(Centra! Province)

The dry zone in the lowlands northwest of Port Moresby supports a belt of monsoon forest
that is threatened by long·term timber and plantation operations.

14. Ullnineton Recent Yokanics.
(Central Province)

The recent volcanic eruption of Mount Lamington created a remarkable successional forest
environment that apparently is botanically distinct (Johns, Chapter 14).

15. Bismarck Limestone Fotests.
(East and West New Britain and New Ireland Provinca)

The little known limestone uplands of New Britain and New Ireland are ecologically unique
and 1!lerit study and preservation.

16. BouaaioyiUe Wet Montane Forests.
(North Solomons Province)

The wet highland forests of Bougainvillets uplands are remarkable examples of oceanic
perhumid environments quite. distinct from those of mainland PNG.

17. Nonnanby Wtrabasjc Ye&etation.
(Milne Bay Province)

An additional small outcrop of ultrabasics that produces an unusual stunted forest with a
strange flora (M. lebb pen. comm.).

MAJOR UNKNOWNS

When compared to temperate zone forest systems, it is obvious we know very little
about the composition and ecological dynamics of PNG's humid forests.

There is a range of unknowns that merit attention, especially with regard to the
conservation of Papua New Guinea's forests. We have only a superficial undentanding of
forest succession in PNG (see Ash 1975, Enright 1982, Enright and Ogden 1979, Sautei
1984, Enright and Watson 1991, Sautei and Lamb 1990). Without a knowledge of how
forests recover from various kinds of disturbances, it is not possible to delineate the effects
of current and future human caused activities such as mining, selective and clearfell timber
operations, and gardening. It is our belief that, because of the range of disturbances in the
recent past, and because of indigenous knowledge of this history, it will be possible to study
and define the recovery process with some precision. This needs to be done immediately.
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Tt.t.l taxonomio and demo,raphio c:omposition of sample foruli is gtill poorly
dooumetUJd Ilnd requlres much addiUunu effort (e••. ; Kiapranil 1990). This. in tum; wlll
requite the production of a pnctical field manual of forest treoa 10f Papua New Guinea. The
drafting of thJ. Ibid manual should be a hiah pdorlt}·.

The ltIouJc nature of forest formations needs to be explored in depth. What is the
scale and pattern of forest patchin&W'] Along elevationa! tran-.:b what b the nature of
specl.. turnover7 This haa been studied for birds but has not been adequately addres$ed tor
the fotelt flora.

RE~OMMENDA nONS

Our teC()mmendations Cocua on three themes: study, habitat preservation, and
ecological restraints to timber harvest.

Further StudX

One of the main points of this chapter is to highlight how little is known of the
ecology of the Papuan humid forests. More studies of forest plota that attempt to determine
the scope and scale of patchiness of forest communities is essential to good planning for both
conservation and timber development. Additional studies of forest regeneration is imperative
to aid in the development of sustained-yield policies for forest management.

Habitat Preservation

It is important to preserve large tracts of all ecological forest types that occur in
Papua New Guinea. In certain cases in which specialized types are geographically confined
and economically important, great care will have to be taken to ensure that these biological
resources are not lost in the haste of development.

~Q&ica1 Restraints to Exploitation

All forest exploitation projects should be required to preserve significant percentages
of every tract of forest exploited, i.e., more than just watenhed right-of-ways. Only if
representative tracts are saved will there be full potential for rapid and complete
regeneration. Then it might be possible for the development of a forestry industry that is
truly sustainable.
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